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AIEN FALLACOTTAH-Meha1
of, ceded to Bootan Government, page 4 ; its
ancient and present revenue, 5; taken in 1850 under British
management ; increase in its value, 24 ; anexation of, suggested,
38 ; attached (in 1860)
...
...
ASAM Dooaas-their names, 8 ; resumed by Government, 18 ; area, 23 ;
attached ; Rupees 10,000 paid per amurn as compensation, 23 ;
Booteah Mission to Gowhatty for increaeed compensation
...
A~RES~IONS-attack
on Chatgaree and on frontier oubposts
,..
On Nogong from Bijnee Dooar
...
...
..,
From Kalling Dooar
...
...
...
From Banska Doom ...
...
Fresh aggressions in 1839
...
...
Cutcherry of the Zemindar of Khoonta GhAt attacked and plundered
...
Twenty-five British subjects carried off since 1856 ...
Sixty-nine Cooch Behar
ditto
ditto
ditto since 1856
Thirty cases of plundering British subjects since 1851
.
...
Eighteen Elephants carried off from neighbourhood of Julpigoree
...
since 1851
Fifty outrages in Cooch Behar Territory since 1857
...
Atta Ram Byrageo's Elephant taken in 1858
...
,..
Ameroodeen's ditto carried off in 1853
...
...
...
Enam Mahomed's
ditto
ditto
in 1854
Dooreah Doss' honse, in Zillah Rungpore, attacked, himself killed,
wife wounded, and property plundered
Brijoo Soonder Chowdry's house attacked, himself killed, and property plundered
...
...
Chowdry of Banksa Dooar-house of, attacked and plundered
Burkut Churn Herah, of Sohnnputtah,
ditto
ditto
Pmrun Madahi
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
...
Sreeram Talookdar ditto
ditto
Nnntolteah Raja threatened
,..
...
Uttum Chund, Merchant, plundered
,
Arun Sing, Zemindar of Goomar Dooar, carried off
Salgaram Osawal seized and detained..
Jubeel DOSE,Ramdolall, and Hurmohun, with three of their women,
cash, and property, carried of; Jubeel Doss released after havingbeen burnt and tortured
Raids into Rungpore and Cooch Behar Frontier
Cooch Behar entered by Booteahs, and honse of Sakaloo Parmanick
plundered; two days previously, 123 buffaloes and two herdmen
...
...
carried off
Further aggressions in 1869 reported
Pcttah-village of, in Pergnnnnh Goorlah, invaded by Booteahs
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Gopalgunge-Booteahs
from, steal Elephant of Mr. Pyne, one
belonging to a Native gentleman, end one of Mr. Proby
... 38
Outrage on Cooch Behar subjects from Banska Dooar
... ib.
Imursion into Cooch Behar from Bhulka Dooar
...
... 42
Raja of Sidlee guilty of acts of oppression
...
... ib.
Jawlea, Bootan official, kidnaps British subjects
21.
Sikkirn-incursien into, by Rooteahs ; men, women, and cattle carried
... ib.
off, the former sold into slavery
...
.
Peda Doss, his house plundered, and himself wounded
... ib.
Sepoys and Havildar of Cooch Behar attscked, and Ishwaree Pandy
carried off
ib.
AMBIOK-descriptionof, i h capabilities ...
...
68
AUSTEN,
CAPTAIN-sentbo Julpigoree to examine the country from that
place to Domohoni, 61 ; remains on Taigonlah peak ta take observations, 77 ; his critical position, loses two men by the snow, re-joins the
...
...
...
79
Mission
A ~ ~ ~ ~ e t hinr ethe
e , village of Saybee, brought to the Mission as an
omen that the country would soon pass into our hands
76
A N ~ D U - F o ~ n ~ ~ ~ oof,v ehis
r ncharacter
or
...
103
AN(;-MU-LAB
-her treason to her country
...
... 112
ATHOOP-SikhimChief, confined by the Booteahs in Poomkh ; released,
bribed to remain a friend to the Booteah Government
ib.
A~nra~s-wild,of Bootan...
. . . .
...
... 133
ANDERSON,
DR.-his note on the Br)tany of Bootan
133-6
...
ABSAM
SBBUNDY
C O B P S - ~ raised
~~R~
.
...
13
ATTARAMBYBAGEE-hisElephant seized by the gattam of Moinagooree
26
AYBEBOODDEBN'S
Elephant seized by the same OWcial in 1853
... ib.
ABUN SING-~emindar of Goomar Dooar, carried off; demand for his
surrender evaded
...
... 31
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Boo-PAN-Early relations with, 1. Invade8 Cooch Behar, 2. Supplicates
assistance from Thibet, 2. First Treaty with British Qovernment, 3.
Demand made on, for robbers harboured in Bijnee and Banska
Dooars, 12. Informed of Captain Pemberton'e Mission, 15. Rebellion in, headed by Tagha Penlow. 16. Draft Treaty of Captain
Pemberton's rejected, 16-17. Government of the country disputed,
20. Rupees 10,000 per annnm paid to, as compensation for
Assam Dooars, 23. Booteah Mission sent to Gowhatty for increased
compensation, 26.
Bootan epologises on the demsnd of Lord
I)alhousie, 30. Demand for the surrender of &m Sing evadad
send a
by, 31. Informed of the intention of Qwernment
Nission, 46. Personno1 of the [fovonunent
nomu-the early history and Qovernmentof; knowledge of, derived from
Manuscripts in Thibeten Moaasteries ; original inhabitants ; colony
from Kampe, first Dhnrma Raja, his character ; rise of Farchoo
Doopgein Sheptoon, 108 ; expels the f m e r , 109 ; body of Doopgein
Sheptoon kept in the Fort cf F'00n&h in a silver tomb ; hi^
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incarnation, mode in which it established its identity; Kiahenkant
Ibse'a account of this, 110 ; cheracter of Doopgein Sheptoon ;
origin of officeof Deb Raja ; silence in the history of Bootan for
90 years ; Jeedah Deb, his aggressive policy, 1 I1 ; Government of
Bootan, and its Council of permanent Ministers, 112 ; three Extraordinary Members ; the duties of the Paro Penlow, and of his
subordinates; District OfEcers m d e r tho Tongso Penlow. 113 ;
Officers of the Court, 112. Avatars of 1)oopgcin Sheptoon and
their struggle. 111. Insecure position of Deb Raja ; general
character of the Paro and Tongso Penlows, 115; no judicial
syskm ; mode of executing criminals ; struggles between the
Jungpens and subordillate Officers ; consequences to the country,
116 ; Nieboos, Kattams, and Bhundarees, organizers of the r a i b
i n t o British Territory, 117 ; Captain Pemberton's opinion of the
governing classea 118 ; revcnue system, 118 ; cultivation in
Bootan, 1'20 ; habitatioue, 121 ; decrease of the population, its
cause, 122 ; country adapted for European colonization ; no Civil
or Criminal law, no Police, Jails ; 123 ; cattle 123 ; religion, 125 ;
Buddhism ; Trade 146-28 ; habits of the people, 129-30 ; present
population ; Pemberton's estimate ; boundaries of Bootan end
relations with neighbouring States, 131 ; wild animals ; Dr.
Anderson's note on the Botany of Bootan, 133 ; Military strength 136-7
OGLE, CAPTAIN-his1Y[ission
..,
...
3
BENQAL
DOOARS-their names, 8 ; area, 23 ; aggreseiom from, ~pecified,
24-5 ; occupation of, threatened, 27 ; annexation of proposed ; dc...
scription of
32
B O O B B K - G ~DOOAR-peculiar
~MA~
tonure by which held, 10. Raja of,
attacks Chrttgaree ; the Dooar attached, 11. Released (in 1834,) 12.
Formally attached ...
20
BOOBEE,
T~tooanan-attacked by Captain Bogle; flies to Dewangari, 13.
surrendered by the Raja
...
41
BIJNEED O O A B - ~ Ofrom,
~ C ~ attacks Nogong, 12. Detachment of Assam
L. I. sent into; recovers captives ; attachment of, threatened
... 12
BAYSKI Doom-robbers
harboured in, their surrender required, 12.
Attached ; re-opened, 13. Formal possessioll of, taken ; released I d ;
... 33
incursion from, into Cooch Behar
...
...
BLUE-Ensign, Commands Captain I'emberton's Escort
15
BTKANTPORB
ZEPINDABEE-claimedby Deb Raja; ceded unjuntly to
...
...
4
him ...
Bnuoo &XINDAP CUOWDBY'~
house attackod and pluudered, and himself
...
...
26
killed
B U R KCHURN
~
HELBAE,of Sohunputtah-house attsckcd and plundered ...
26
BHULKA
CHANG-aparty from, carry off Arun Sing, Zemindar of Goomar
Dooar
...
...
...
...
31
BHULKA
DOOAR-Soubahof, rcfuses to investigate Ule attack on housc of
Bakaloo Parmanick
36
BHOKUB--descriptionof country about
...
76
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.., 126-27
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BEER,Mnrwa-Captain Pembertou'e description of
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of Bootan-Dr. Anderson's Note on
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COOCI~
B ~ ~ ~ ~ - i n v a by
d e Booteahs';
d
assistance given by B r i t i ~ hGavernment, 2. Raja of, submits list of -outrages since 1857 ; raids into,
(between l85t and 1857), 33. Entered by 300 or 400 Booteahs, men
and cattle carried off, and the house of Sakaloo Parmrmidc
plundered, 35. Incursion into, from Banska Dooar. Raja of,
xnbmits a list of Elephants carried off from time to time, 38.
Iricursion into, from Bhulka Dooar, 4'2. llaja of, claims p r o t e i o n
..
...
under Treaty of 1773
~ l r a ~ c a n ~ ~ - a t t n c by
k c dIloompah Raja
...
CIIEEIIOO
LAMA-offers to send a letter to Poonakh, 47. Visited by the
Darlingcotc Jungpcn a t the Teesta, 56. Contribution of, to the
cairn on Taigonlah Mountain, 77. Threatened by the Paro Penlow
for bringing Englishmen into the country, 83. Visits the Monastery
a t Tuckshung, 93. Treacherous scheme for his arrest 3 Paro, 9 .
Collects Looks connected with the history of &&an from Thibetaa
...
...
..,
.
Monasteries
COTTOX-excellentsoil for, around Darlingcote
,..
CELIBACY
OF O ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 h ~ 1 - t h e o r e t ionly,
c d in Uootan
,..
CYLINDEB~-praying-described
..,
...
...
CAIRNS,OH LAPCHAS-theirobject
...
...
.
CHEULAIIPASS-perilous march of the Mission through, 81 ; ita height ...
C H U - J E - C of,
~ ~ how
~ descended, its privileges and duties
...
CHOLEHTIGOU-Avatar of Doopgein Sheptoon ; is made head of the Lamas
...
COL~?~IZATION,
European-Bootan admiraldy adapted for ...
...
...
...
CULTIVATION
in Bootan
CATTLEof Rootan
...
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Csoma DE KOBOSI-his epitome of Buddhism
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DOOARS,the Bootan-soil, produce, numl~er, geographical position, inhabitants and Governors of, 7-9. Dcscribcd by Capt~irlPemberton
17. Farm of, suggested, 19-20. Condition of, described by Colonel
...
... 22-13
Jenkins
DOOARS,
the Assnm-their names, 8 ; resumed by Government, 18 ; ares,
23; attached; Rupees 10,000 paid annually as cornpernation for, 23.
Booteah blission to Gowhatty fur increased compensation for
26
-,
tho Bengal-their names, 8 ; area, 23 ; aggressions from, 24-25 ;
Lord Dalhousie thrcatells to occupy, 27. Annexation of, proposed ;
his dcscription of, 33. Description of, by Deputy Magistrate of
Julpigoreo
.
...
... 4L-46
-,
the 1)urrung-peculiar tenuro by which hcld
10
Dooxr.411 Ruau-attack by, on Chatgarec
...
11
D~w.\ubiar R a ~ ~ - d e r n n non,
d for attack on Kumroop, 13. Meets Capd
t~titiUoglr, 5urrendcrs offcndcrs, 13. Stochldrs himself, a t t ~ k e and
Iiun!rn , -urrcutlcrs Boora Tn!ookdar, 11 Robberies committed by
26
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DEWRa~a--claims Hobraghat, Gooma Mehal, and Zemindsree of
Bykantpore, 4 ; writes relative to tribute for Assam Dooars, 10 ;
informed of our occupation of Uanska Dooar, 14. Obtains its
restoration, but evades Treaty, 14. Informed of Captain Pemberton'e Mission, 15. Complains of the ruin of the Dooars, 19. Requesta
that Kalling nnd Booree-Goomar Dooars may be released and an
European O5cer deputed, 211. Warned by Lord Auckland, 22. Instigates several robberies, 26.27. Evades the surrender of Arun
Sing, 31. Threatened if the release of British subjects wau
not effected, 35. Sends a flippant reply to our demands, 36.
Refuses to surrender Mr. Pyne's Elephant, 38. Deputes an Officer
to Gowhatty to receive rent for Assam Dooars, 46. Informed
by Mokundo Sing of intention of Government to send a Mission
into Bootan, 46. Sends an evasive reply, 48. Informed of the
approaching deputation of an Envoy. and requested to send an
Officer of high rank to meet him on the Teesta, 64. Requested
to send ,the Soubah of Darlingeoto, 65. Deposed by Governor
of Poonakh, 55. Hia cause e~poused by the Paro Penlow ;
the rebels call in the Tongso Penlow; he flies to Tassishujung,
besieged by the Tongso Penlow, compelled to surrender, 56 ;
Allowed to retire into the Nonaatery of Simtoka, 56. Writes sn
evasive letter to the Mission 62. Sends another of the same
character to the Envoy at Paro, 83. Creation of the office of
...
Deb Raja
...
...
I)IIURM BMA-informed of Captain Pemberton's Mission, 15. Warned by
Lord Auckland, 22. Mokundo Sing announces the intention of
Government to send a Mission into Rootan, 43. Lnformcd of tho
approaching deputation of Mr. Eden, and requested to send an
Officer of high rank to meet him on the Teesh, 54. Requested to
send the Soubah of 1)arlingeote for the purpose
...
DOOHEA
Dose-house of, in Zillah Rungpore attacked and plundered, and
...
...
himself killed
DALROUSIE,
Lord-threatens to occupy the Bengal Dooars
...
1)~ivwso~o-descriptionof the Fort of, and scenery around
...
Uooa, BHULKA-Soubahof, refuses to investigate the attack on the houso
...
...
of Sakaloo I'armanick
DEEMhss-house of, in Pettah, of the Pergunnah Goorla, attacked and
plundered, and his nephew carriod off
...
I)ALINI;JUNG
JUNGPEN-demandsrent for Fallacottah
...
l ) a ~ ~ r ~ o c o ~ ~ - o c c u p nof,
t i oproposed,
n
38. Jungpen demands Ambaree
Revenue and marchos a Force to tho Rungpore frontier to attack
Darjeeling, 43. Quarrel ~ i t the
h l'aro Penlow, 56. Visits Checboo
Lama, 56. Reception of the Mission at, 69. Jungpen of, visits
the Xjssion, partiality for Drmdy ; his violence and subsequent
obsecluiousness, 60. Description of the country, people, and soil
about, 61. Description of the Fort of, 65. Strength of the Garrison ;
ita siege by a E'orcc s c ~ by
~ tthe Par0 Ponlow
DAUJE~UNG-thrcate~ied
l ~ ytho L)arlingcotc J u ~ ~ g p c i l ,,,
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D~SEASES-chief,in Bootsn, attribntable to filt,h and immorality
1)ao PBNJOOKAJEE,1nterpreti.r to the Darjeeling Court-hie labours in
...
...
the Cheulah Pass ...
DTNASTY,
BOOTAN-ageof, calculated by Mr. Scott
...
~ ) ~ S O R G A N I Z A T I O N - ~of~ ~IJ00hn
~~~,
...
..
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73

82
111
117

ELEPIIANT~-eighteen,
carried off from Julpigoree Cantonments
25
Ex AX &~AIIOMED'S
Eleplmt carried off by the Moinagooree Kattam (in 1854)
25
EDBN,ASHLEY,the Hon'ble-appointed Envoy to Boohn on the 11th
August 1863 and ordered to proceed in the ensuing cold season, 49.
Character of his instructions sketched i n &ltso
43-53
Further instructions on tho constitution of the Mission givcn
53-54

...

...

FORTS
-Dhumsong, 68. Darlingcote, 65. Sangbe, 7 b. IIah Tampien, 79.
Paro, 83-58. Dakya Jung, 91. Beeklah Jung ; Pemethong, 9L.
Simtoka, 96. Dokiew Lah Pass, 96. Telagong, 27. Poonakh, 98.
Angdu Fornng, 99. Uynghur
...
...
Faacnoo L)OOPQEIN SHEPTOON,-thesecond Dhurma Raja, whose incarnation
is still supposcd to rule over Bootan. 96. His rise, 108. Expels the
first Dhurma Raja, Sheptuon Lapha, 109. His body preserved in the
Fort a t l'oonakh in a silver tomb, 110. His character ; built the
Forts of Angdu-Forung, Poomkh, and Poro ; madc a Code, protected
Ryote, and appointed Jungpens and Penlows
...

...

...

...

Goo~a~r,-Mchalof, restwation demanded by Deb Raja
G~IMBAEEB
WUZEEE,Chief of Koling Dooar, directs a rai6 from that
Dooar, 13. Surrenders offenders to Captain Mathie
GRIPPITHE,
Dr.-accompanies Captain Pemberton's Mission
...
GRANT,
Sir John-his view of the policy to be pursuedtowards Rootan, 3.5;
approvea of hlission and establishment of Aqericy in I3ootan
...
GOOMAR
DOOAR-incursionfrom, into the Village of r'cttah, in I'ergunnah
...
...
...
Goorlah
GOORLA-l'ergunnah of, invaded by nootcahs
...
...

...

...

103

111

4
13
16
41

37
37

...

HO~RA~IIAUT-District
of, elmimod by Deb Raja
...
4
1Iu~xonu~-plundered,carried of, and dotaiued in Bootan
... 33
~TALLIDAY,
Sir F.-his Minute on boot.^
..,
... 33
II'Lolicrroo-miserable bivouac at
...
70
1Tam VUEY-description of, and iis deserted villages, 78. Fort and medi79-80
cinal spring ; its inhabitante
HA^ Taarp~~~--Jungpen
of, civil and kind ; debins tho Mission one day,
78. Ilelps them against the snow
..
... 79
liouses-description of, in Bootan
,..
. 121
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...
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JELPAISE-Meha1of, ceded
h b n , 41. Annexation of, ~nggcsted
.IUREEI. T)OSS - c ~ r r i c doff, plundered, burnt, t o r t u r ~ and
l then rcleeed
J r r ~ , r r o o ~ ~ ~ - C ~ r n t o ~ of,
i n i eenath l ~ l i ~ h e an4
d , 73rd N. I., with Detachment, l lth I r r . Ca~nlry.placed in it
..
...
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PAQIf.
Ja~oosut--carriedOK from the Village of Pettnh, in Pergunnah Ooorlah,
by Booteehe and released ofter ten or Rfteen days
...
JUNOP~R-of
Darlingjung demands rent for Fallaoottsh
Jaw~~a,-Rootemh official-kidnaps eight British aubjects
Joon KAUINQ, or Chief Kazee-hie character ; friendly to Mission ;
aesista Cheeboo Lama to escape ; made Governor of Taaaishujung
JEED--Deb
Raja of Boden-his aggressive policy ; is aided by Angmu-lah, sister of the Sikhim Raja, in the invasion and conquest of
...
...
her conntry
JOOM-TMHI-sonof Athoop, a Sikhim Chief, treacherously assigns to the
Booteaha all the tract between the present Sikhim border and the
Taigon Pass, including Darlingcote, Jonksa, end Sangbe
JUDICIAL
system
...

...
...

...

...

JAILS

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...
...

KARTBOSE-sent to Bootan (in 1815). 5. IIis remarks on ite Qovernment, produce, and character, 6. His account of the incarnation
...
of L a m a Doopgein Sheptoon
...
Kmrraax TRIBESin Bootan Dooars -their condition
...
KALLINO
DOO~B-peculiar tenure by which held, 10. Formally attached
KA~~oop-Districtof North, inveded from Banska Dooar, 13. Magistrate
of, deputed to protect villages on the frontier ; his demands
...
...
...
refused
KHOONTA
GHAUT-Cutcherryof Zumindar of, attacked end plundered
KATTAM
OP M O I N A ~ ~ ~
instigates
R E E raids into Rungpore and Cooch Behw
Frontier
...
...
KALIYPOONO-description
of country and people about ...
.
&HEN

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

LABAH
Mountain-description of
...
...
LAPCHAS,
or Cairns-their object described
...
LAMTarpoo,-a spiritual Chief, officiates till the Dhnrma Raja comes to
years of discretion ...
...
...
...
...
LAXK~xwo-his office and duties
LAMU-their avocations ...
LRAS~A-Governmentof, how situated at prceent
...

...

...
...
...
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126
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MBC~IES-Tribeof, in the Dooars ; their condition, 8. Description of
their physique and position
...
61-68
fi~mrrn--Captain, punished incursion from Kalling Dooar
13
Moxs~ooo~sn
K A ~ A Y - h i srobberries, 25. Befuses to surrender a robber
named Roopa
26
M . o a ~ e aCanno-Booteeh official at, carries of Jubeel Dose, Bamdolall,
33
Hurmohun, and three of their women and cesh
MILITAEYOPE~ATIONS-Captain
Jones drives the Booteahe into their
territories and carries Darling, Chichacott~h,and Pssaakha, 2. A
party of Sebundies set free a Native Officer, some Sepoys, and
women who were taken captive by the Booteahs, 11. Detachment
of Assam Light Infantry sent into Bijnee, storms a Btockade and

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...
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releases British subjects who had been carried off, 12. Assam
Sebundy Corps first raised, 13. Magistrate of Durrung, with sixteen
men of the Assam Sebundy Corps, advances to the Frontier, 13.
Captain Bogle, with 8 0 Sebundies under Lieutenants Matthews and
Vetch, and tho Magistrate of Durrung, force the Dewangari Raja to
fly and recover stolen property, 13. Captain Bogle and-Lieutenant
Matthews attack the Raja in a stockade, 14. Troops moved to tho
Bootan Frontiers, 33. Two Company's, Her Majesty's 38th Regiment, and Wing of 10th Native Infantry moved to Darjeeling
and Rungpore Frontier, and Out-posts pushed forward from
Jnlpigoree
..,
... 43
MOINAGOOEEE
J LINGPEN-affectsto treat for surrender of British subjects.. .
43
~ I O K U NSING-sent
DO
to Rajas of Bootan announcing dispatch of Envoy,
and enquiring what route tho Mission should take, 46. Returns
48
in December 1862 with an evasive reply from the Deb Raja ...
BIAERIAGE-butlittle known in Bootan
...
65
DIocaoo-River of, described, 67. Again at greater length,
... 71
MIMBAKAZEE-waits upon Nr. Eden ; his history
...
... 67-68
~ E ~ D O N ~ s - t h edescription
ir
and uses ...
...
... 74
~ O N A S T E X I E S - 66.
S ~ ~Kalimpoong,
~~~~,
57. Sangbe, 72, 74. Hah valley, 79. Paro, 89. Dongolah and Gorikha, 92. Tuckshung, 93.
Pemethong, 9 i . Telagong, 97. Poonakh, 98. Chief Monastery
132
in Bootan, 125. Dephoon and Gendeing in.Lhaasa
MEDICINAL
SPRINGin the Hah Vailey
...
...
79
MIUNG,Rajaof Lhassa-assists the King of Sikhim in recovering his country
...
112
from Bootan
MU~ICAL
Instruments
...
125
~ E D I C ~system
L
...
...
... ill.
MUBWA,
BEER-how composed, Captain Pemberton's description
... 130

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

NOGONG-Villageof, attacked
...
NANTOLTEAEI
RAJAthreatened by the Booteahs

..

...
...

...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...

...

OUT-POSTS,
BOOTEAH-modeof defence against night attacks
OM ~ Z A N I PADMEHorn-mystic sentence 74; its meaning
OFPICIALS,
Booteah-their titles and duties
...

12
26

69
126
112-14

...

...

PEMBERTJN,
Captain, dcputed (in 1837) ;leaves Gowhstty for Bootan,
enters by Banksa Dooar and Dewangari ; detained a t the Frontier,
16. Enters by the Distrct of Tongso Pcnlow ; not allowed to
commnnicate with the people ; draft Treaty prepared by him
rejected by the Bootan Government ; the manner of this refusal
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PEOGBESS of the MISSION of 1863-64,

T; Colonel Ii. hI. DUEAND,
C. B., Secretary to the Goaernment of Itulia, Foreign
Department,-(hted

Darjeelitg, the 20th July 1864.)

my letter No. 45, dated thc 21st April, I have given a
detailed and minutc account of the proceedings
lootan Hisarion.
whilst at Paro and Poonakh of the Mission to
which I was appointed by your lettcr No. 405, dated thc 1 1 th August
1863. I considered that iul acc~untof the ill-treatment to which we
were exposed whilst engagcd in the duty entrusted to us should for many
reasons be kept distinct from my general Report on the State of Bootan
and on onr progress through the country, and in so doing I had the
precedent of Captain Pcmberton's Mission in 1837.
2. Having in view the necessity which has unfortunately been
forced upon us of now adopting some decisive and punitive policy
towards the Government of Bootan, it seems to me to be expedient that
I should bricfly review the whole of our political relations with that
country from first to last, and that I should describe at length the long
scrics of events which led to the deputation of the Mission under my
charge, so far as I am able to do so from the records at my disposal.
3. Thcre is nothing, apparently, on record to show that previoua
to the year 1772 the Government of India had
E*Jr
&liiti0m with any political cognizance whatevcr of Bootan. I n
Booton.
that year, however, the Bootanese obtruded themalvcs upon our notice by setting up a claim to the District of Cooch
SIR,-IN
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Behar. They invaded and took possession of a great portion of that
little State, and carried off the ltaja Durundcr Narain and his brother,
the Dcwan Dco, with the intention of placing on the throne a Raja
of thcir own. The Cooch Behar family solicited the aid of the
Government of India, which was a t once accorded, and a dctwhmcut of
four companies of Sepoys with two guns was despatched under Captain
Jones for the purpose of driving back the invaders to thcir own
Frontier. This duty was so efficiently performed by Captain Jones and
his little force, that the Boatsncse were not orlly drivcn beyond the
Frontier, but wcre followed into Bootan by Captain Jones, who carried
the three Ports of Darling, (Delamcotta of the maps,) Chichacottah, and
Passakha, and so pressed the Bootanese that they were compelled to
invoke the aid of the Thibetan Government a t Lassa. I n conscqllencc
of this appeal thc Teshoo Lama, who, during the minority of the Deliii
Lama, was acting as Regent of Thibet, addressed to the Govcrnor
General, Warren Hastings, a very friendly and intelligent lctter which
was read in Council on the 29th of Marcli 1771. I n this letter the
Teshoo Lama sued for peace on behalf of the Government of Bootan,
de~louncingthe Bootanese a3 a " rude and ignorant race ;" suggesting
that, though they had fully deserved punishment, they had been snfficicntly chastened ; and urging that, as Bootan formed a dependency of
Tllibet, a pcrsistenee in the prosecution of the war with Uootan might
irritate the Grand Lama and all his snbjects against the British
(iovcrnment. 1Ie concludcd by saying, " I have reprimanded the Deb
" for his past conduct, and I have adnlonished him to desist from his
" evil practices in future, and to be submissive to you in all things.
I
" am peruuulcd he will conform t o the advice which I have given him,
" and it will be necessary that you treat him with compassion arid
" clemency. As for my part, I am but a Faqueer ; and it is the custoni
" of my sect, with the rosary in our hands, to pray for the welfare of
" all mankind, and especially far the peace and happinees of the inha" bitants of this country, and I do xiow, with my head uncovered,
" entreat thnt you will cease from d l hostilities against the Dcb in
future." This letter was conveyed to Calcutta by a EIindoostanee
named Porunghcer Gossein, who some years later accompanicd
C q t i ~ i nTurner on his Mission to TLibet, and a Thibctau named Paima.
They wcrc charged to dcliver certain presents to the Governor General,
amongst which wcrc sllects of gilt leather stamped with the Russian
Xnglc, showing thnt cvc~iat that period tlicrc was commcrci;rl intercourse between ltnssin and Central Asia. Thc Governor General
a p l ~ a r c dto considcr that tliis lctter atiordcd a favoral)lc opportr~nity
for au attcmpt to establisl~Criendl~relations with Thibct, and to open
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out to our commerce a county heretofore closed against us. Tlie
Council therefore at once complied with the request of tlie Tcshoo
Lama, and a treaty of peace, on the basis of the return of each country
to the boundaries which existed before the invasion of Cooch Behar,
was made on the 25th of April 1774. Tho Bootanese engagcd to deliver up the captive Raja of Cooch Behar and his brother, and to pay a
tribute of five Tangun horses for the District of Chichacottah, of
which we had taken possession, but which, with all other lands taken
during the war, was returned on the execution of the treaty. The Deb
Raja at the same time undertook to respect the Territory of thc East
India Company ;to deliver up Ryots n ~ n n i n gaway from the Company's
Territories ; to prosecute any demands the Bootanese might have upon
British subjects before the regular Courts of the British Government;
to refuse shelter to Sunniassees hostile to the English, or to allow
English troops to follow them into Bootan; to permit the HonJble
Company to cut timber in the forests under the Hdls, and to protect
the wood-cutters.
4. With the view of establishing communication with the Government of Lassa, the Government of India deter-riom
of Ye88-a
mined to send an Envoy with a reply to the letter
Bogle and Turner.
of Teshoo Lama, and on the Gth of May 1774
Mr. Bogle was deputed to the Court of the Regent with a letter from
the Governor General, and with presents of pearls, corals, brocades,
cloth, shawls, b. Mr. Bogle was detained for a considerable time at
Tassishujung, the winter capital of Bootan, and did not reach the
Court of the Lama till October 1774. There is no record of his progress through Bootan, but as he reached his destination and returned
to British Territory in safety, it may be assumed that the Bootanese
treated him in a friendly manner whilst he was in their country.
Mr. Bogle does not appear to have been charged with any political
functions in regard to Bootan. I n the discharge of his duties in Thibet
he seems to have met with complete euccess, and to have obtained the
entire confidence of the Regent, so much so indeed that on his return he
was entrusted by the Lama with a sum of money for the purpose of
building, on his behalf, a temple on the banks of the River Hooghly.
I t would be interesting to know whether this temple still exists, and if
so, how it is maintained. After the death of Teshoo Lama in China,
and on the reported re-incarnation of the Grand Lama, the Governor
Generd, with a view of strengthening and maintaining the friendship
established by Mr. Bogle, determined to despatch an Envoy with
his congratulations on the event. Captain Turner was selected for
this duty, and startcd in 1783 ; he was detained in Bootan fro111
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the middle of May till the middle of September, but seems to have
had no special business to conduct with tlie Bootanese, though I
I gather from the proceedings of the Collector of Rungpore, dated the
11th June 1789, that he was instructed to cede to the Government
, of Bootan the District of Fallacottah. If Captain Turner's very
glowing description of the Government and the people is to be
believed, they were a much finer, more civilized and obliging race
than they were when Captain Pemberton visited the country, and than
they now are.
5. I n 1787 the Dhurma and Deb Rajas sent the Timpoo Jnngpen
as a Vakeel to.Calcutta for the purpose of procuring an adjustment of
certain boundary questions which formed the subject of dispute between
the Booteahs and the Frontier Zemindars. The Deb Raja claimed the
District of Hobraghaut on behalf of the Bijnee Raja, but on being
questioned, the Bijnee Raja repudiated the claim and denied ever having
~uthorizedthe Deb Raja to make any application on his account. The
Deb next claimed, on account of the Zemindar of Beddiagong, that a
Mehal named Goomah, which had been given to Bulramchund Burrooah
' in the time of the Moguls, should be restored. The Zemindar on
' being questioned declared that he had nothing to do with the Deb
Haja, and had never authorized him to make any such demand. The
Deb Raja further laid claim to a part of the Zemindaree of Bykantpore,
alleging that it belonged to him in virtue of an adjustment made in the
time of the Moguls, about 1159 B. 5. A report on this claim having
been called for from the local Officers, the Collector reported most
positively in favor of the Bykantpore Zemindar : nothing could have been
clearer from the documents produced by the Zemindar of Bykantpore,
bearing the seal of the Council of Dinagepore, and registered before
the Cazy of Calcutta, than that the claim of the Deb was unfounded.
Nevertheless, the Government of the day directed that the disputed
land, namely, the Mehals of Aien Fallacottah and Jelpaish, should be
made over to the Bootanese. I am afraid that on this occasion the
friendship of the Bootanese was purchased at the expense of the
Bykantpore Zemindar, and that the unfortunate Bengallce Ryots living
in these Mehals, who were thus practically handed over as serfs to the
barbarous rulers of the hill tract to their North, had a just cause for
complaint in the transfer thus so haatily made. The Collector reported
to Government that the Deb Raja's claim for these lands was groundless, " as he is already possessed of more than those he is entitled to,"
and in replying to the Deb Raja, he sent him copies of the documents
produced by the Bykantpore Zemindar, and said, I' when you have
considered these documents I leave the decision of the prexnt
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" dispute to your
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own justice. The Zcmindar of Bykantpore, you will
perceive, has got in his possession a regular deed, aealed with the
" Company's seal, and under the signature of Mr. IIarwood and the
" other gentlemen of the Dinagepore Council. Can I, without a
" violation of justice, act in opposition to it ?" How, in the face of
such documents, the Government of the day reconciled it to their sense
of justice to give up these lands to the Booteahs it is not easy to
understand. That the Booteahs know well that they had no sort of
right to the lands is evident from the fact that they now invariably
speak of them as having been given by the East India Company for the
purpose of maintaining temples dedicated to the idol Mahakul. The
Bykantpore Zemindar received a remission of revenue for the lands
thus taken away from him, though why this remission was made if it
waa believed that the Mehals rcally belonged to Bootan is not clear.
From the papers delivered in by the Bykantpore Zcmindar at. that time,
it appears that the collections for Jclpaish amounted to Narrainee
Hupees 16,454-10; they now probably produce not more than
Rupees 2,000, owing to the oppression cxcrcised towards the cultivators
by the Bootanese. For Fallacottah a remission of Rupees 3,239 was
made to thc Zemindar, yet when we reccived charge of thc iliehal in 18-22,
to manage it on account of Bootan, the collections 11ad fallen under
Booteah misgovernment to Rupecs 800 per annum, but within two
yearn of its again coming under our management the Blchal was farmed
for Rupees 2,000, and is now let on a ten years' lease for that amount.
The friendship between the Government of India and the Government of Bootan, which was believed to have beon renewed and cemented
by the visit of Captain Turner to the Deb, was not of a very lasting
nature. Practically, the intercourse between the countries continued
to be as purely nominal as it had always been, and within a very few
years we became seriously embroiled with the Uootancse on the question of the right to nominatc a succcssor to the Raja of the little State
of Bijnee, which was nominally under the protection of both countries.
I t was established beyond question that the right of nomination was
vested in this Government, but unfortunately we committed the error
of confirming the nomination which had already been made by the
Bootanese under a wrongful assumption of authority.
6. I n 1815 some disputes occurred regarding the Bootan konticr
boundaries, and a Native official named KishenMiNion of xmenkult kant Bose was deputed to the Court of the
Bow.
Dhurma and Deb Rajas for the purpose of
adjusting the questions at issue. This Officer, who seems to have bccn an
intelligent and observing pcrson, entered the country from the Assam
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side. IIe wcnt from Gowall,aral~to Ri,jnee, thence to Sidlee and Cl~errung, and SO up the Valley of the Patclloo-Matchoo to Poonakh. On
his return he seems to l~avcbranched off from Angdu Porung, and to
have re-entcrcd Bexgal viri Cooch Behar. His opinion of the Bootan
Dooars was that, " if well cultivated," they were "capable of pro" ducing a revenue of seven or eight lacs of Rupces, but they are in
" general waste, and at present the whole revenue of Bootan, including
" Ma1 and Sayer, and all items of collection, does not probably amount
" to three lacs of Rupees." The Government of Bootan seems to have
becn composed then, as now, of a numbcr of greedy, intriguing,
unscrupulous place-hunters, cach striving to oust and circnmvcnt his
neighbour. H e observes that " the Booteahs enjoy the revenues of
" their county by mutual concurrence in the following manner : they
" first become Zinkaffs, or Poes (Sepoys or Peons,) then Tumzta
'' (Thompa 7) then Zimpes under the Pilos or othcr Officers, after that
Jodus* or Subahs of Passes, afler that Zimpe, then Pilo (Penlow),
" and at length they may become Deb Raja. The last Deb Raja was
" in fact originally a Zinkaff. If a man, however, possess extraordi" nary abilities or interest, he may get on more quickly, and become at
" once a Zimpe from being a Zinkaff.
When a person gets a good
" appointment he is not allowed to keep it long, but at the annual
" religious festivals frequent removals and appointments take place.
" The Deb Raja himself after a time is liable to be thrust out on some
" such pretence as that of his having infringed established customs, and
" unless he have either a Tongso or Paro Pilo on his side, he must, if
" required to do so, resign his place or risk the result of a civil war ; on
" this account the Deb llaja strives by removals and changes at the
('annual festivals to fill the principal offices with persons devoted to
" his interest. The Booteahs are full of fraud and intrigue, and would
" not scruple to murder their own father or brother to serve their
" interest." Kishcnkant remarked that there was " no burglary
'' or dacoity in houses in Bootan, and robberies take place upon the
" highway, the Ryots having nothing in their houses for Dacoits to
" carry away."
The same practical incentive to honesty exists to the
present day. The relations betwcen the Government and the Ryots
were apparently then precisely what they are now. " Whenever any
'' Ryot or landholder or servant has collected a little money, the Officer
" of Government under whose authority they happen to be placed finds
" some plea or other for taking the whole. On this account the Ryots
" are afraid te put on good clothes, or to eat and drink according to
;
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" their inclination, lest they should excite the avarice of their rulers.
" I n all ways the Ryots are harassed. Whatever rice they grow is
taken alniost entirely for revenue by the Government, and they are
also obliged to deliver the grass and straw ;ofowheat they rctain a
" larger portion, and they do not give to Government any part of their
'(Dhemsi. All the colts that are produced from their mafes, and all
the blankets they make, are also tah-en by the Officers of Govern" ment at a low price. They are also bound to furnish firewood,
spirits, and grain, for the Government Oficers, and the husks and
" straw for the cattle, and are further obliged to carry all the bales of
'c goods in which the Officers trade gratis ;for exemption from the last
" grievance those who can afford it pay something to the Deb Raja,
'c which of course renders it still more burdensome on those who cannot
" do the same."
7. Subsequent to Kishenkant Bose's visit to Bootan, our intercourse
with the country seems either to have been very
D*nter
slight indeed, or not to have been thought mortliy
Dooarr.
of record, for no account of any communication
with the Booteahs is to be traced until the period of the first Burmese
War of 1825-1826, when it became necessary for us to drive the
Burmese out of Assam, of which province they had taken forcible
possession, and had nearly depopulated i t by a series of most atrocious ;
outrages. Having repelled these foreign invaders, we were compelled
for the protection of our Fror~tierto assume the Government of Lower
Assam, which its imbecile rulers were unable to administer. Unfortunately, in becoming the possessors of this province, we also found
ourselves in possession of the very unsatisfactory relations of.the
Assamese with the Bootanese. As these relations were chiefly connected
with what are called the Dooars, or Passes, it will be wcll here t o j
give some accourit of the tract known as the Bootan Dooars. There is
'
a narrow slip of land, ranging in breadth from ten to tmcnty milca,
'
which runs along the base of the lower range of Bootan Hills from the
Darjccling District to the Frontier of Uppcr Assam. I t extends . from
the Dhnnsceree River on the East to the River Teesta, or rather the
Durlah, on the West. The land comprised within these limits is
by nature singularly rich and fertilo ; it is formed of the richest black
vegetable mould, is washed by many rivers, and has a southern slope
from 1,500 feet to the level of the plains of Bengal, so sligl~tand
gradual as scarcely to bc pcrccptible. It is capable of producing almost
any crop ;it is peculiarly wcll adapted for the cultivation of cotton ;
inclced, considering the small quantity of land mldcr cultivation, a fair
h
amount of cotton is already grown thcrc, but thc quality is of s ~ c an
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inferior description as scarcely to dcscrve the name. Near our Fronticr
R large quantity of rice is grown, and sold at two maunds for tl#:
Rupce. Entering into this tract from the Hills are eighteen Passcs ;
each Pass is under the authority of a Jungpen (Governor of a Fort), or
as we call them, Soubahs, and under the administration of each Jungpen is a certain Division of Territory which bears the name of the
l'ass to which it is attached, and thus the whole locality came to be
known as the Athara Dooar, or ~ i ~ h t e Passes
ed
or Dooars. Of these,
eleven are situated on the Frontier of the Bengal District of Rnngpore
and the dependent State of Coach Behar, between the Rivers Durlah
and Monass, and the remaining seven are on the Frontier of Assam
between the blonass and the Dhunseeree Rivers. The Baotnnese were
not slow to discover the value of the land at the foot of the IIills, and
managed to wrest those bordering on I3engal from the Mahomedan
rulors of the country, probably vcry soon after their first arrival in
Bootan, about two centuries ago. The other seven Dooars are on the
Frontier of the Distriots of Llurrung and Kamroop, in Assam, and are
generally called the Assam Pooars, whilst those bordering on the Bengal Frontier are called the Bengd Dooars. The Bootanese were never
able to obtain absolute possession of the Assam Dooars as they had of
those of Bengal, but they so harassed the Assam Princes by Frontier
outragcs and incursions that the Assamese were only too g l d to purchase security by making Over their seven Dooars to the Bootanese in
consideration of an annual payment of yak-tails, ponies, musk, golddust, blankets, and knives, of an estimntcd value of Narrainee
Rupecs 4,785 and 4 annas,-an arrangement which has bee11 aptly
described as a mutual compromise between conscious weakncss and
barbarian cunning.
Thc sevcn Assam Dooars src1. Boorce-Goomali,
2. Knlling,
3. Ghurkolla,
4. Banska,
5. Chappagooric,
6. Chappakhnmar,
7. Bijnee.
The eleven Bengal Doom a r e
1. Dalimcoto (Dnrlingjung,)
2. Zumcrcoto (name obsolctc in Bootan, nhcrc it ia called
Moinagoroo,)
3. Chamoorchec (Swnchec of Bootan,)
4. Luckee Dooar,
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6. Buxe (Passakhg)
6. Bhulka,
7. Bara,
8. Goomar,
9. Reepoo,
10. Cherrung,
11. Bagh or Bijnee.
The whole of this tract is inhabited by Mechis and Kacharis, the only
classes apparently able to live there in consequence of the atrocities
of the Booteahs and the malaria generated in thesc vast jungle tracts,
which, though perfectly healthy if cultivated, are year by year becoming depqpulated through the short-sighted policy of the Bootanese
Government, and petty Frontier Officers, whose relation to their Ryots
was described by Captain Pemberton thirty years ago in terms which
are equally applicable at the present time, except perhaps that, ae is
always the case, where the people are physically weak and their tyrannical rulers are physically strong and morally uncontrolled, the oppression haa become intensified with the progress of time : "almost all the
'' principal Officers in charge of the Dooars on the plains are Kacharis,
" Assamese, or Bengallees, appointed nominally by the sunnud of the
" Deb Raja, but virtually at the recommendation of the Pilos (Penlows)
" in whose jurisdiction they are comprised, and without whose sanction
" they would never be able to retain their situations for an hour : their
" orders are received immediately from the Zoompens (Jungpens) or
" Soubahs in charge of the Districts to which the Dooars are attached,
"and who generally reside in the mountains and are chosen from
" amongst the most favored class of Booteahs. Enjoying no fixed
" salaries, and deriving but little advantage fiwm the barren mountains
" amongst which they reside, the Soubahs and Pilos look to the Dooars
" as their only source of profit ; and almost every article of consumption
" is drawn from them under the name of tribute, the amount of which
" ia entirely dependent on the generosity of the several Soubahs, who
" regard the people of the plains with the same sort of feeling which
" the task-masters of Egypt entertained for the enslaved Hebrews."
At the present day, except in the immediate neighbourhood of our
Frontier, the unfortunate Meehis are little better than slaves to their
Booteah rulera ; they are allowed to keep scarcely enough of the grain
they themselves grow to afford them bare subsistence, and they have to
work hard to comply with the never-ending demands made upon them
for rice, cloth, betelnut, cotton, and ghee, which they have not only to
supply without chargeJ but which they have also to carry week by week
to the Forts of the Jungpens on the lower range of Hills. The demand
of revenue is limited only by the power of the Jungpells and thcir Officers
U
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to extort more from these wretched people. These tribes apparently
cannot live in the lower plains of Bengal, and are therefore unable
to escape from the oppressions of the Booteahs as the Bengallees can.
H. The British Government renewed and confirmed to the
Bootanese the engagement9 made with them by the Assamese. These
engagements were somewhat of a complicated nature, and were well
calculated to produce the misunderstanding which, at a very early date,
arose between the two Governments. I n the first place, though the
five Ksmroop Dooars were held exclusively by the Bootanese, and
were subject to no interference with their manqement either by the
Assamese or ourselves, the two Durrung Dooars, Booree-Goomah and
Kalling, were held under a very peculiar tenure; the British Government occupied them from July to November in each year, whilst the
Bootanese held them for the remainder of the year. I n the next place
the tribute was payable in kind, and as an inevitable consequence of
payment of this nature disputes arose as to the value of the articles of
tribute. There were Sezawals appointed on the Frontier to receive the
tribute from the Booteah Officers : i t was said that these men frequently
changed the articles originally sent, substituting others of inferior value,
and it was also said on the other hand that the articles sent were not
of the value agreed upon. These articles of tribute being sold by
auction seldom realized the value at which they were appraised by the
Bootanese, and as each year's tribute in consequence fell short of the
fixed amount, a constantly accruing balance was shown against them.
The Bootanese evinced very little inclination to adjust this balance, and
only answered demands for payment by violence and aggression on our
Frontier. The Deb Raja wrote to the Governor General's Agent,
" you are probably not aware of the reason of arreara of our current
" tribute ; it is therefore necessary to give some explanation. I t was
" customary when we first came down to collect OIE revenue to present
lryou with a piebald horse, a n d afterwards with others, but without
" any reference to the value of them, as also gold, knives, musk, and
" chowries. Your people sell these articles at such very low prices that
'' we must necessarily fall into arrears; the Ryota in consequence are
You are aware that others have now possession of
cc much oppressed.
ltour Talooka, and reap their benefits, although we have to pay the
r g Kurrun;* Chanroo Mookee will draw your attention to this subject,
" to which you will be pleased to give your consideration, and restore
" them to us, taking the proper Kown (?) for them. You must know
that the Assam Raja gave up these Dooars for Pan Tamoolt for the

t

Current tribute.
I'robably meaning for the supply of pAn and tobacco.
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" Dhurma Raja." To which the Agent to the Governor General says,
" I n reply to the reasons you give for the arrears of tribute, I have to
"observe that the horses now sent are such inferior animals that they
" are scarcely saleable at auction, and I am inclined to think they must
" be changed on their way here; this is the cause of the arrears." Our
demands for the liquidation of these arrears were met by evasion,
aggression, and the plunder and abduction of our
Outrage6 and Aggres
rion.
subjects residing on the Frontier. The first
serious outrage of which record is to be found
Attack on Chatgaree.
was an attack made on Chatgaree, in Zillah
Durrung, on the 22nd of October 1828, by the ~ o o m ~(Jungpen
a
?)
Raja of Booree-Goomah Dooar; some Booteah refugees were carried
off, and with them the owner of the house in which they were residing.
Whilst the case waa under investigation, the Raja with a force of !280
men treacherously attacked one of our Frontier outposts, where a party
of eight Sepoys was stationed ; the Native O5cer and some of the Sepoys
were killed, and a number of women and others were carried .off
captive. The release of the captives and the surrender of the Doompa
Raja was demanded in writing by the Agent on the North-Eaatern
Frontier, but the Bootan Government took no notice whatever of the
Agent's representation, and finally the release of the captives waa
effected by a Jemadar and a party of Sebundies, who ascertained the
place in which they were confined, advanced upon it suddenly and set
the prisoners at liberty. We then occupied the Dooar from which the
outrage had been committed, and retained possesboo^
sion of it, in spite of the frequent applications of
attached.
the Deb Raja for its restoration, until 1834,
though, curiously enough, the first demand for the surrender of the
L)ooar was not made till it had been attached for three years, probably
owing to the central Government of Bootan not hearing sooner of what
had happened. At length the Government of Bootan declared that
the oflenders whose surrender had been demanded were dead; they
were told to produce evidence of the fact; they failed to do this,
however, till another year had elapsed, and then witnesses were sent
who deposed that the Doompa Raja, who had been confined in irons in '
the I'alace at Poonakh, had been burnt in a fire which had destroyed the
building, and that his chief accomplice had been drowned whilst
superintending the construction of a chain bridge. I n the opinion of
the Officer in the best position at the time to judge of the temper of the
Bootanese they would not have been induced to accede to the terms
on which the restoration of the Dooars was made to depend, even after
these six years of negotiation, '' had not the accidental death of the
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" principal offenders relieved them from the necessity of surrendering
" them to the British Government, and enabled them to escape the degra" dation which they thought attached to the surrender of any criminal."
On the statement of these witnesses regarding the death of the chief
delinquents-although with our present knowledge of the Booteahs
their evidence would be considered of little real value,-and on the
payment of a fine of Rupees 2,000, the Booteahs were allowed to
re-occupy the Dooar in 1854. Not a full year had however elapsed
before they again perpetrated a k s h outrage of the grossest
description on British subjects. A large armed force from the Bijnee
Dooar attacked the village of Nogong and carried off ten persons into
Bootan, where they were detained as prisoners. At the same time the
local Officers drew the attention of Government to the increasing frequency of these atrocities, and reported that the Booteah Officers had
positively refused to pay the current tribute, or make arnmgementa for
liquidating the outstanding balances of previous years, aggregating more
than 30,000 Narrainee Rupees. Our villages on the Frontier were
reported to be in some instances entirely deserted, and there waa a
general feeling of insecurity spreading along the border which called
for prompt and decisive measures. Twenty-two British subjects had
on various occasions been carried off by the Booteahs of Bijnee alone :
a Detachment of Assam Light Infantry, under a Native Officer, was
therefore sent into Bijnee to release these unfortunate people. They
gallantly stormed the stockade, rescued nine captives, and took the
chief Boobeah O5ccr of the District prisoner ; he admitted his culpability, and showed that he had acted with the connivance of the Tongso
Penlow, to whom some of the prisoners had been sent aa a present ;
four more captives were subsequently surrendered, and the rest were
r t satisfactorily accounted for,"-though
in what manner does not
appear. As it was proved that the Bootan Frontier Officers harboured
bands of regular robbers, who paid considerable sums for the protection
afforded them, a demand for the surrender of all the robbers in the
Bijnee and Banska Dooars was made, and in default of compliance, and
in the event of all arrears of tribute not being paid, the immediate
attachment of the Dooars waa threatened. Unfortunately a mistake
was made which has since been too often repeated ; a clear demaud was
made, and a distinct and specific proceeding was threatened in the event
of non-compliance ; the demand was treated with contempt, and tho
threat was never enforced. The Deb Raja sent no reply whatever to
the dcrnands of the British Government; and the Bootaneae now
became so troublesomc that a distinct Corps was raised for the special
purpose of protecting thc unhealthy Dooar Frontier,--a number of
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Natives of that part of the country being formed into the Aseam
Sebnndy Corpe.
9. Whilst the Bijnee outrage was still under consideration, a fresh
incursion into the District of D m n g was made by Booteahs from
the Kalling Dooar ; a large amount of property was plundered under
the orders of the chief Booteah Officer of the Dooar, Gumbheer
Wazeer, a disreputable Assamese. The Magistrate of Durrung,
apparently knowing the nseleswess of making demands, advanced
to the Frontier with sixteen men of the Assam Sebundy Corps, and
the promptness of the proceeding so frightened Gumbheer that he
came into Captain Mathie's Camp, and delivered over to him thirteen
of the offendere who had been engaged in the outrage. Captain
Mathie continued his inquiries regarding the g a n g of Frontior robbers
protected by the Booteahe, and by pressure induced Gumbheer to
surrender twenty-seven more criminals. Within
BPDJkDooorattrahed'
two months from the occurrence of the Bijnee
outrage two further incursions were made from the Banska Dooar
into the District of North Kamroop. The offenders were traced to
the residence of the Booteah Frontier Officer, Boora Talookdar; an
nnsucceasfal demand was made for the surrender of the property and
the criminals, and then, on the 14th of February 1836, the Magistrate,
Captain Bogle, with a Detachment of eighty Sebundies under the
command of Lieutenants Mathews and Vetch, advanced across the
Frontier. The Booteah Chief fled to Dewangari ; stolen property was
found in his house; a formal demand for satisfaction was addressed to
the Dewangari Raja and the Tongso Penlow; a Notification was issued
temporarily attaching the Dooar, and two of the principal Passes were
closed. The Dewangari Raja at once commenced to negotiate, but was
told that nothing short of a full compliance with the demands made
upon him would be accepted. Whilst occupying the Dooars the British
W c e r s apprehended thirteen offenders who admitted that they were
profevsional robbers appointed by the Dewangari Raja and other Officers
of the Bootanese Government. The Dewangari Raja, under the pretence of desiring an amicable adjustment of the question at issue, came
down from the Hills to meet Captain Bogle, accompanied however by a
considerable armed following. He was refused an interview until the
offenders demanded had been surrendered, and on the 1st March he
gave up nineteen ringleaders, and then attended by twenty mounted
sirdare and 600 followers he visited Captain Bogle, having in his train
however the chief criminal, Boora Talookdar, whom he refused to surrender. He professed the greatest friendship, so much so that Captain
Bogle re-opened the Passes to traders, though he still demanded the
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surrender of the criminals. The Raja, under the pretence of retnrning
to the Hills, quietly took up a strong position and built two stockades.
H e was ordered to retire, and on his failing to comply with the requisition, Captain Bogle proceeded to enforce his demand. The Hooteahs
abandoned the first stockade on the approach of his party, and fell back
upon the main body, where they stood to receive him. Lieutenant
&lathews at once charged them, and at the first volley the Booteahs
broke and fled, leaving twenty-five killed and about fifty wounded, and
with the loss of all their baggage. The result of the action was that
Boora Talookdar and six of the offenders who had been demanded were
surrendered, formal possession was taken of Ranska Dooar, and a letter
was addressed to the Deb Raja recapitulating the circurnstanccs which
had necessitated this step. I t waa believed that considerable exertion had
been made by the Bootanese to bring a force of this strength into the
field, and the cowardice shown by a force of 600 men when brought face
to face with seventy-five of the Aasam Sebundiea clearly established
their utter worthlessness aa soldiers.
10. The Booteahs were now thoroughly alarmed. Many of the
offenders who had been engaged in outrages on
Bpnrk Doom releared.
our Territory were delivered up; Zinkaffs or
messengers were sent to make terms, and characteristic cringing lettera
were addressed to the Agent by the Regent and by the Tongso Penlow,
containing the unvarying falsehoods by which the Bootanese ever seek
t o repudiate their responsibility for the misconduct of their Frontier
O5cers. They declared that they had never heard of the robberies
committed in our Frontier ; that none of the letters of remonstrance
addressed to the Bootan Government had ever been received, and they
requested that all arrears of revenue might bo taken from the Dooar,
and the Dooar itself returned. The granaries in the Dooars were delivered up to the Bootanese Officers, and unfortunately the great mistake
was committed of promising the surrender of the Dooar on an engagement being entered into by the Zinkaffs for the better management of
the Dooar and for the extradition of offenders against our Government.
The Zinkaffs obtained from the Regent a blank form bearing his seal,
and entered into the required agreement, the practical effect of which
arrangement waa that a powerful Government like ours was induced to
negotiate with persona of the rank of common Chuppraasies, aa repre~entativesof a petty State which had been compelled to ask for our
forbearance, and which is itself singularly exacting in all matters of
etiquette. The obvious consequence of this proceeding was that the
Deb Raja never ratified the agreement, although the Dooar wan
ret-ed
in anticipation of his ao doing. This misjudged forbearan-

is probably to be attributed to the extraordinary misapprehension which
seems to have ~revailed,that any active measures on our part "would
" be pursued at the imminent risk of a war with China." I believe
that the existence of such a country as Bootan is entirely unknown to I
the Chinese, and that very little beyond its name, and that it is a
country inhabited by treacherous robbers, is known even in Thibet.
,
11. Under the belief that all communications from our Government
were withheld by the Frontier O5cera from the
DBPubtimOf
h b a r , it w a ~determined in 1837 to send an
Pemberton.
Envoy from the Governor General to the Court of
the Dhurma and Deb Rajas " to eettle the terms of commercial inter" course between the States, and, if possible, to effect such an adjust" ment of the tribute payable for the Dooars as might diminish the
" chances of misunderstanding arising from that source." This Mission
was entrusted to Captain Pemberton, an Officer who was singularly
qualified for the duty, having more knowledge of the States and tribes
on our North-Eastern Frontier than any one has ever possessed before,
or has had an opportunity of acquiring since. The Government of
India communicated to the Dhurma and Deb Rajas their intention of
selldiug an Envoy to the Durbar. The Bootanese Government sent
messengers to Calcutta with their reply, the object of which clearly
was to endeavour to evade the admission of an Envoy to the county.
They proposed that an Envoy should not be sent until some fresh cause
of dispute arose, and they announced that they should then be glad to
receive a representative of the Governor General. The Government of
India, however, adhered to its determination, and the messengers were
sent back with an intimation of the probable date of the departure of
the Mission. Captain Pemberton, accompanied by the distinguished
Botanist Dr. Gri5ith, and an Escort of twenty-five Sepoys of the Assam
Sebundy Corps under the command of Ensign Blake, left Gowhatty for
Bootan on the 21st of December. Captain Pemberton was most anxious
to obtain information regarding East Bootan, and to fill up a portion of
the blank left in the maps and reports of his predecessors Messrs. Bogie
and Turner, and he therefore determined to enter the country by the
Banska Dooar and Dewangari. He was detained for some time on the
Frontier at Durn-Duma, waiting for letters h m the Dewangari Raja ;
again he was delayed on one excuse or another for twenty days at
Ilewsllgari, during which time a rebellion broke out headed by the
Tahga Penlow ; every attempt was made to induce Captain Pemherton
to return to the Frontier, and re-enter the country by the Buxa Dooar
Yasa, and proceed to Poonakh by the route which had been followed by
Nesara. Bogie and Turner. This, however, Captain Pemberton managed
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to avoid doing, and was at length allowed to enter Eastern Bootan
through the District of the Tongso Penlow. Though the Bootan
Government avowedly received the Envoy in a fiendly manner, and
sent messengers to conduct him to the Durbar, he was exposed to much
annoyance and delay on the road, and was not allowed to hold any
communication with the people of the country. During his residence in
the country, as during that of Captain Turner, a rebellion was in full
operation, the object of which was to dethrone the Deb Raja. The draft
treaty submitted to the Government of Bootan by the Envoy was extremely moderate and favourable to the Bootanese ; it was agreed to by
the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, and by all the Amlah except the Tongso
Penlow, whose interests were slightly affected by a portion of it, and on
this account alone it was finally rejected by the Government of Bootan.
12. Captain Pemberton thus describes the manner in which the
Bootan Government evaded signature of the treaty :" Mr. Scott, by whom these engagements were made, overlooking
" the unfair advantage which had been taken of the Assam Princea
rr during the declension of their power, renewed and confirmed the
" agreements which had been extorted from the weakness of those
" rulers ; and the Booteahs were secured in the continued enjoyment
" of privileges of which a less generous policy would have altogether
" deprived them. Every concession continued to be made for the sake
" of preserving those amicable relations which could not be interrupted
'' without causing great local distress ; and the reward of such forbear" ance has been seen in acts of repeated aggression, in the murder and
" abstraction of British subjects, the non-payment of tribute, and the
'< refusal, until force had been employed, to make reparation for the
" injuries inflicted, or to assist in devising plans to prevent their future
" recurrence.
" A Mission was deputed from the Supreme Government to the
;' Court of Bootan under a belief that the rulers of that county were
" kept in ignorance of the proceedings of their local Officers, and that
" when known, some decisive steps would be taken to guard against the
'' probability of interruption to those amicable relations the continuance
" of which waa of vital importance to Bootan itself.
I n its progress
" through the county, the Mission was everywhere received with
" marked distinction ; the Envoy was waited upon by every Soubah of
" the Districts through which it passed, and nothing could have exhi" bited a more anxious desire to do honor to the power that deputed it
" than the cxtreme respect with which the letters and presents of the
" Governor General of India were received by the Deb and D h m a
" Rajas of Bootan. Yet so wholly impotent is the Government of the

rr

country, and so lamentable are the effects of the contests for supre-

'' macy which have devastated Bootan for the last thirty years, that its
" rulers dare not enter into engagements which, however calculated to
" promote the general welfare, may indirectly clash with the imaginary
" interests of a Pilo or Zimpe. During many protracted discussions
'(held with the Ministers of the Deb, every argument was used, and
'' the most detailed explanations were offered, to arrest

the attention of
" the Government, and to show the extreme hazard incurred by the
'' misconduct of its Officers. Various propositions were submitted and
'' discussed, and the draft of a treaty was at last prepared with the
" avowed concurrence and approval of the Deb and his Ministers, who
gr repeatedly admitted, both in private and at the public durbars, that
#' its provisions were unobjectionable ; they appointed a time for ratify#' ing it by signature, and when the period for doing so arrived, evaded it
" on the most frivolous pretexts,-the Deb to the last admitting that
" he had no valid objection to offer, and that it was calculated to benefit
#' his country by removing many existing causes of dissatisfaction : these
'' opinions he held in common with the ex-Deb, the Paro Pilo, the
Tassi Zimpe, Wandipoor Zanpen, and the Sam and Deb Zimpes;
" and yet he avowed that he dared not sign it, aa the Tongso Pilo
'' objected.
" With such a Government it is su5ciently evident that negocia" tion is utterly hopeless.
Its nominal head is powerless, and the real
'' authority of the country is vested in the two Barons of Tongso
" and Paro, who divide it between them.
A rigid policy under such
" circumstances would justify the immediate permanent resumption
" of all Dooars, both in Bengal and Assam, now held by Bootan ;
" for when the engagements by which they were permitted to occupy
'' them have been so repeatedly violated, and the Dooars have been
" made places of refuge for organised bands of robbers and assassins,
" security to the lives and properties of our own subjects would justify
<; any measures, however apparently severe, which should strike at
" the root of
a system so prolific of the most serious evil. But
<' there are many powerful motives for pursuing a less severe course
('of policy than that which stern justice and insulted forbearance
<' demand.
''These Dooars form, as has been already observed, the most valuable
" portion of the Bootan Territory ; through them and from them are
" procured, either directly or indirectly, almost every article of
" consumption or luxury which the inhabitants of the Hills possess.
" Their principal trade is with them; the priests and higher classes
of the laity subsist almost exclusively upon their produce. The silks
C
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China and the woollens of Thibet are purchased in barter for the
rice, and other products of the plains ; and the policy which
' \ " would exclude the Booteahs altogether from these possessions would
I rc sever one of the strongest ties by which they may now be constrained.
fr It is, however, no less clear that some decisive measures are indis" pensably necessary to guard against the repetition of such aggressions
'' as have been committed at various times against the British Govern" ment since its occupation of Assam ; and as these offences have,
l' in almost every instance, been perpetrated within the jurisdiction
" of the Tongso Pilo, whose pernicious counsels and avarice prevented
'( the ratification of those agreements which were calculated to prevent
their recurrence, it is but just that the weight of punishment should
" fall more heavily upon him than upon those other members of the
Bootan Government whose conduct evinced a greater respect to the
" moderate demands and wishes of the British Government. By
" drawing this distinction and explicitly stating it to the Bootan
Government, the justice which attached the Assam D o o m would be
felt, and the generosity which spared those of Bengal appreciated."
Captain Pemberton's Mission seems to have been followed by no
satisfactory results, and on his return things remained in much the
same state that they had been in before. An admirable Report on
the country was drawn up by the Envoy, which added much to the
little stock of information which Government possessed regarding the
internal government of Bootan, and considering the great diacultiea
in which he was placed, by having all his communications with the
p o p l e of the country along the route he travelled prohibited, and nll
his proceedings watched by spies, his .account of the country is
h l l and accurate.
During the year 1839 the Bootanese carried off twelve British
subjects; one died of his wounds, another was
Parther htrrgsr, and murdered for attempting to escape, and a third
Beramption of
was wounded and thrown down a precipice beDOOWS.
cause he would not work. The insurrection
which commenced during Captain Pemberton's visit to the country
seems to have continued till 1840, and in'that year one of the Deb
Rajas, in a letter to the Governor General's Agent, in which the
anarchy and confusion under which the country was groaning were
freely admitted, says, ccSoompor Deb Rykat of Bykantpore, owing
f' to the instigations of the Dajee Lopes, has forcibly taken possession
" of our Western Dooars and is ruining the Ryots : Chila Zinkaff
was sent to you in consequence of this, with letters from the Dhnrma
" Raja and myself. Still nothing has been done, and the country is

" cotton,
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going to ruin." '(The Dajee Lopes of Poonakh are false in saying
that the Dhurma Raja is on their side; on the contrary, the Raja is
" on my side, of which, should you have any doubt, send one of the
" people who accompanied Captain Pemberton; pay no attention to
'' those Dajee Lopes." I n forwarding this letter to Goverument, in
his dispatch of the 14th October 1M1, No. 153, the Governor General's Agent proposed to send a Native Officer to the Durbar for the
purpose "of communicatillg with the Deb Raja on the state of misrule
" which stiil continues in the Dooars ;" he added, " I am quite satisfied
'' that the present Government of Bootan cannot of themselves restore
" the Dooars to any degree of good management, or hold out adequate
" protection to induce the Kachwis to return to them. I conceive,
'I therefore, that they must continue to be depopulated until they come
" under our administration. From conversation I have had with the
" two last Zinkaffs (messengers) who have come down, both of whom
I know to be confidential persons, I think the Bootan Government
" are prepared to cede the DOOW to us on condition of our paying
" them a fair compensation for what they draw from the Dooars, and
if it met with the approval of His Lordship, I would propose to
make a direct offer to farm the Dooan, both of Bengal and Assam,
" probided the Bootan Government vest in us the entire judicial. and
" fiscal administration of the tract of country. I cannot say what
" we could afford to give for the Dooars, but I imagine far above any
'' revenue the Bootan Government draw from them; for the lands
I
' are greatly coveted by the borderers, and would be most extensively
broken up immediately the cultivators were guaranteed against the
present oppression of the Booteah subordinate authorities. Had we
'' possession of the Dooars, the Bootan Government would necessarily
in a short time become entirely dependent upon us, as holding in
('our hands the source of all their subsistence; and the Rooteah
" communication with the Dooars, which is now solely for plunder,
would be converted into a traffic that would be of the greatest benefit
'' both to the Dooars and the Hill country. The Bootan Governmeut,
besides, would be rescued from its present state of anarchy and
imbecility, for that pnrty which we acknowledge, and to whom we
pay the rents of the Dooars, would be so strengthened as to command
the ready obedience of the country." The Government of India*
approved of the Agent's proposal to send a Native Officer to communicate with the Saja, and to offer to take in farm the Raja's share
of the Dooars which were subject to his authority. The Gover~ior
-
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General was of opinion that an arrangement of this n a k wodd be
likely to be attended with the best consequences, aa tending to the
better cultivation of the Dooara and the pecuniary advantage of the
Raja himself. Very shortly after the deputation of the Native
Officer to Bootan had been determined on, and whilst the matter
waa still pending, a fresh outrage was committed on our Temtory
by the Bootanese. Five villages were seized; the Cutcherry of the
Zemindar of Khoonta Ghat was attacked and plundered, and one of
his servants was taken off. The Government of India decided that
measures should be taken to check this spirit of aggression on the
part of the Booteahs, and the Governor General's Agent waa authorized, if he aam fit to do so, to attempt to capture the offenders with
a sufficient force of Sebundies. I have been unable to apprehend the
precise course adopted by the Governor General's Agent on receipt of
these instructions, but I gather that about this time the two Eastern
Doom, Kalling and BooreeGoomah, were formally attached and
occupied by our Officers. On the 21st of May following the Governor
General's Agent forwarded letters from the D h m a and Deb Rajas,
complaining that the country was being " devastated" and " ruinedJ' by
insurrection, requesting that the attached Dooars might be released,
promising payment of arrears of revenue, and adding, "You eay you
" want proof that Dajee Lope is not the Deb Raja, and that the Dhurma
r' Raja is living with me at Tassishujung and that you wish to send a
" gentleman to inquire whether this is the case or not.
At this I am
" much pleased, as nothing but good can arise fiwm it. Let a gentle" man start in the cold season by the Banska Dobar route, and he will
"be able to return in Chyt or Bysack.* Sir! you state that my
''Dooara are daily going to ruin, and that there is not half .the number
" of Ryots in Bungha (Banska) Dooar that there formerly was, and
" that Ghurkolla Dooar is entirely jungle ; this has arisen from the
" people in the plains seizing the opportunity of the disturbances in the
'# Hills to defraud the Ryots."
On this the Governor General's Agent
proposed that an European Officer should be sent to the Bootanese
Durbar, with a proposal to interfere with a view of putting an end to
the diaorganieation and misrule then existing in the country. It a p
peared that one claimant to the Deb-Rajaship held a secure and impregnable position in the Fort of Angdu-Forung, and had posseasion of
some of the Dooars, whilst the other claimant was at Tassiahujung with
the Dhurma Raja. Whiht the struggle was going on in the Bilb for
the Deb-Rajaship, there were two parties fighting in the plains for some
About A p d .
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of the Bengal Dooars,-Doorga Deb, son of the Bykantpore Zemindar,
&ked by the Angdu-Forung Deb on one side, and Hurgobind Katma,
backed by the other Deb on the other. The lands in dispute formed a
very inconsiderable portion of the Dooars, but Hurgobind offered to
pay us Rupees 50,000 a year if we would help him to obtain possession
of them, and the Bykantpore Zemindar said that they were worth to
him three lacs of Rupees. This seemed to Colonel Jenkins to be a
fitting time for establishing our relations with the county on a better
footing. He said, " Under the pretty equal balance of power between
" the contending Deb Rajas and the deprivations the Booteah Chiefe
" must all suffer from the distracted state of the Hill county, the ware
" in the Bengal Doom, the attachment of two and the almost entire
c' ruin of the other Doom of Assam, I should imagine that the timely
''deputation of an Officer at this moment to Bootan might be attended
"with a more successful result than was obtained by the late Mission.
If the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, who may certainly be assumed to be
the legitimate rulers of Bootan, could be induced to give ua the karah
" (farm) of the Dooars, and to transfer their management to us, our
''occupation must be immediately followed by the tranquillization of
#'the whole country, for the Cherrung Soubah and Deb of Wandipoor
" (Angdu-Forung) could not maintain themselves if deprived of the
'c resources they now draw from the plains. Under our management
c' the vaut tract of fertile land which tk8e Dooars comprise would soon
be occupied by the outpouringe of the immense population of Rung#' pore and Cooch Behar, and besides the great increaae bf their value
*' by the extension of cultivation, the Dooars would become of inestimable importance to all Eastern Bengal, from the restoration of the
timber trade which has now almost entirely been stopped from the
state of anarchy which haa convulsed all the Bootan Territories for
He remarked that the Bootan Government
'* the last few years."
was a totally unable to settle the affairs of their own county, and it
'' ie probable that they would now gladly accept of our interference ;
'#
, but if our Envoy was unable to prevail an the Bootan Government
"to accept our aid generally, I should have no hesitation in immeacdiately occupying all the Dooars, both of Assam and Bengal, should
#'the Envoy see no reason to the contrary, and preparations for that
I
'event should be made when the Officer proposed to be deputed moved
#'up to Bootan."
I n reply the Agent was informed that, in the
unsettled state of Bootan and the disorder of ita Government, the
Governor General in Council waa averse to adopt the measures suqgated by him of sending another Mission to that country, aa in the
almost equally divided strength of the parties contending for superiority
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in Bootan there could be no security that the party which the
Mission might acknowledge would eventually obtain the superiority,
and in so distant a region His Lordship was not aware of the advantage
of the British Government espousing the cause of one party and aiding
it to overcome its adversarp ; and without such aid it did not appear
likely that a Mission would contribute much towards the establishment
of a strong and undivided Government ; and though questioning the
expediency of a great power like that of the Britisli Government in the
East entering into correspondence with a Chief whose authority was
disputed by those whom he claimed as his subjects, and who was
opposed by a rival in possession of a large portion of his nominal
dominions, Lord Auckland addressed the following " admonition and
waraing" to the Deb and Dhurma Rajas :-" I have learned with
'(unfeigned regret from my Agent in Assam of the present state of
'(your country and the disorders which prevail on the Frontier, and I
('am therefore induced, in consideration of the long friendship which
'(has existed between the Bootnn Authorities and. the Hpn'ble Corn" pany, to address you this friendly letter to warn you of the measures
which it will be my painful duty to adopt should your country
'(continue much longer in its present state of anarchy, so that the
" duties which the Government of one State owes to that of its neigh'' hours be neglected, and the Hon'ble Company's Frontier districts
become the sufferera from this lamentable state of things. The
'(British Government will in such case not only be justified but corn6' pelled by an imperative sense of duty to occupy the whole of the
Dooars without any reference to your Highnesses' wishes, as I feel
assured that it is the only course which is likely to hold out a prospect of restoring peace and prosperity to that tract of country." A t
the same time a report was called for on the state of the Dooars, and
in reply to this call Colonel Jenkins urged that if there should
'(be any hope of succeeding in putting an end to the present anarchy
" in Bootan by our interference, there would seem to be no doubt that
" the cause of humanity and civilization would be no less served thap
" the interests of the British Government, by restoring peace t6 a very
'(extensive and productive tract of county on our immediate Frontier."
His objection to the military occupation of the Dooars was that it might
involve subsequent invasion and occupation of Bootan, which would
necessitate the employment of two Regiments. Regarding the state
of the Dooars he said, " I regret that I can add little or nothing to
" the information given by Captain Pemberton of the state of the
fl Dooars, in his account of his Miasion to Bootan.
Siuce that time
'(Buxa Dooar o n our Bide has been almost entirely deserted, as are
((

((

((
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the Assam Dooars, except the three (Kalling, Booree-Goomah,

'' Ghurkolla) we hold attached. The great Dooars of Bijnee and
'' Sidlee were once held as Zemindaries of the 31uiogul Government;
under our Government the Rajas have been considered independent,
they are in fact under the authority of the Cherrung Soubah,
" and except the small village of Neej Bijnee and the band of robbers
" in Sidlee, both are absolutely depopulated. The more Western
" Dooars are, I believe, still partially well inhabited, but I know little
" of them, and can say nothing of their value except what may be
" inferred from the repeated offers of Hurgobind Katma to pay 50,000
" Rupees a year to be taken under the protection of our Government
" and maintained in his portion of the Doom, and from the Rykat's
" (Bykantpore Zemindar) communication to Mr. Kellner, that if he
" could get quiet possession of the Dooars his son was fighting for, it
" would be worth to him a lac or a lac-and-a-half of Rupees." (The
estimate was stated in a previous letter to be three lacs.) The area of
the Dooars g a s calculated by Captain Pemberton to be 6,600 square
miles. By Colonel Jenkins the area of the Assam Dooars was estimated
at 990 square miles, and that of the Bengal Dooars at 2,584 square
miles. The Governor General, in his dispatch from the Political
Department, No. 2049 of the 26th July 1841, stated that he saw "so
little hope of obtaining a valid cession of the rights of Bootan in the
Assam Dooars from any competent authorityJ' that he was averse to
sending another Agent to that country : "fruitless Missions of this
' I kind," he observed, "will only tend to aggravate our embarrassments,
and are not creditable to the British power :" an estimate was a t
the same time called for of the establishments required for the purpose
of restoring order and security within the Dooars. This having been
furnished, and the Court of Directors having concurred in the view
taken by the Government of India of its rights to exercise a controlling
power over all the Assam Dooars, and having acknowledged fully
the claim that the inhabitants of those Dooars had on the British
Governpent for protection, the Governor General in Council, in the
letter of the Political Department, No. 2132, dated the 6th September
1841, authorized the Agent to attach the remaining D o o m "which
are now in a state of increasing disorganization," and a sum of 10,000
Rupees per annum has ever since been paid to the Bootanese Government as compensation for the loss they sustained by the resumption of
their tenure.
13. The immediate effect of this measure was to put a stop to the
o u t r a p committed on our Frontier, but raids continue$ to be made
by the Bootanese on the villages of the Dooars for some time
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afterwards. Since 1855, however, when the Dewangari Raja waa
removed by his own Government, there has been comparative tranquilliq
on that part of the Frontier.
14. I n the following year the Bootan Government complained to
us o f the conduct of a son of the Bykantpore
rm- Zemindar, to whom they had let in farm the
P*ottah
der Brithh management.
Mehal of Fallacottah, which, as I have stated
before, was ceded by us to the Bootanese in 1784. Apparently they
were unable to manage the estate through their own Officers, aa it ia
situated on the West bank of the River Teesta and about twenty miles
within our Frontier, and had in consequence been compelled to farm it
to a resident of the plains. The Bykantpore family always have considered that this land was wrongfully taken from them and given to
the Bootanese, and the farmer being a member of that family took the
opportunity of endeavouring to regain possession of it by withholding
the rent and refusing to obey the orders of the Booteah Officers. He
also was accused of making inroads into Bootan from the estate, and
of there secreting the plunder obtained in these raids ; it waa in fact
a kind of no-man's-land ; we had no authority there, and the Governme& of Bootan was unable to enforce its orders on its own subordinates.
The retention of the estate by the farmer, under these circumstances,
was a perpetual .source of disturbance on our Frontier, since the
Booteahs could have access to the estate only by passing through our
Territory. I n accordance, therefore, with the wishes of the Bootaneae
we took-the estate under our own charge, and held ourselves responsible for the due payment to the Bootan Government of the net proceeds
of the property. On our taking charge of it, in 1842, the farm produced
only Rupees 800 per annum, but when once under our Government its
value immediately increased, and in 1844 it let for Rupees 2,000, which
sum was regularly paid to the Bootanese till 1859, when it was attached
for reasons which will presently be shown. The lease was renewed on
the same terms, for a period of ten years, in 1860, and on the expiry of
that lease the farm will probably fetch nearly 4,000 Rnpees per annum.
15. Though the Assam Frontier has been quieter since we occupied
ckn*ll,,,j h
fn the Eastern Doom, the aggressions committed
Bmg.lM.
from the Bengal D o o m on our Territory and on
Cooch Behar, and patiently borne by us, have been unparalleled in the
history of nations. For thirty years scarcely a year has paased without
the occurrence of several outrages any one of which would have fully
justified the adoption of a policy of reprisal or retaliation. I n every
instance theaggressors have been, not the villagers, but the Bootan
Frontier oEciala, or gangs of robbers protected and harboured by them,
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and generally led by some of their immediate dependents. Our Government has been satisfied with simply asking for satisfaction ; in some
cases the demand has been accompanied by threats, but in no case have
these threats, through one cause or another, ever been carried into
execution, and the Bootanese have long since ceased to attach any importance to them. A breach of good rteighbourhood committed on any
of their other Frontiers, whether Thibet, Sikhim, or Towang, was certain
to be followed by immediate reprisals, and they hare therefore learned
to consider the British power to be weak in proportion as it was forbearing in comparison with other States. So little have they feared us that
elephants stolen from our subjects in Julpigooree have been openly kept
for years at a stockade on the bank of the Teesta, immediately opposite
our military Cantonment at that place. Since 1856 no less than twentyfive British subjecta have been reported by the Police to have been
forcibly camed off into slavery in Bootan. During the same period,
sixty-nine midents of the dependent State of Cooch Behar are officially
reported to have been kidnapped, of whom thirty-one were released
on payment of ransom. . But there is indisputable evidence that these
reported cases represent a very small proportion of the offences
of this description actually committed. Since 1851, thirty caser, of
plundering British subjects have been reported, and n o fewer than
eighteen elephants hare been camed off from the immediate
neighbourhood of the Julpigooree Cantonment. The Cooch Behar
Authorities have tendered a list of no leas than fifty outrages
committed on their Terribry since 1857, .and in one caae the property
plundered is stated to have been of the value of Rupees 20,936. The
Dooara and the Forts of the Jungpens have been made the rendezvous
of the robbers, dacoits, and cattle-liftem both of Bootan and of our
Territory. Criminals had only to cross the Frontier with their illgotten gain to make sure of a welcome protection and employment
from the nearest Booteah official. TO show that this is not an exaggerated statement of the provocation which we have received from
these people, it will be well to specify several of the case6 which have
occurred of late years, and t o recount the moderate and conciliatory
manner in which our demands for satisfaction have been made, and the
insolent indifference with which they have been trekked. I n 1852 an
elephant d a e d at Rupees 1,000 war, stolen from Atta Ram Byragee,
of Rungpore, by the Moinagooree Kattam ;in 1853 Ameerooddeen's
elephant, valued at Rupees 1,000, was stolen by the same person, and
a third elephant of the same value was stolen by the Kattam from
Enam Mahomed in 1854. I n February 1854 an attack w p made on
the house of Daooreah Dosq of Shaftbaree, in Zillah Rungpore :
D
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Daooreah Doss was killed, his wife wounded, and 53 Rupees' worth of
property was plundered. One of tlie culprits, named Roopa, took
refuge with the Moinagooree Kattam, a Booteah oficial, and the
demands for his surrender were treated with contempt. I n January
1855 an attack was made on the house of I3rojoo Sounder Chowdry,
in t h e same village, by 100 or 125 Booteahs ;the master of the house
was killed, and property to the value of Rupees 4,000 plundered. The
ringleaders were in the service of the Moinagooree Kattam, and were
traced to his Fort. In March 1851 a Mission was sent by the Bootan
Government to Gowhatty with a view of obtaining an increase in the
amount of compellsation paid for the resumed Assam Dooars; the
Officers entrusted with this duty were the Jadoom, or Dewangari Raja,
and an uncle of the Dhurma Raja, both of them very nearly related to
the Tongso Penlow. The Jadoom Raja behaved to the Agent of the
Governor Gepcral with great insolence, and failing to obtain what they
wanted, these men committed a series of robberies on our Territory on
their way back to Bootan. I n one case the house of the Chowdry of
Banska Dooar was attacked and plundered by a party of twenty or
thirty Booteahs. A few nights after, the house of Bukut Chum
Hqgral~,of Sohunpatta, was attacked and plundered by forty or fifty
Booteahs. Then the house of Porun Iladahi was plundered, and a few
days later the house of Sreeram Thakooria, of Katullgari, was robbed
of cash and propcrty to the value of Rupees 1,539. Several other
persons, chiefly Government oficials, were also threatened with similar
injury, and amongst them the Namtoltcah Raja, a Booteah Chief who
had settled on the plains. The Magistrate of Kamroop waa deputed to
the spot to give assurance and protection to the villagers on the Frontier, and while he was there a party of the Dewangari Raja's servants
were takcn in the fact of carrying off some Booteahs who had settled
in our Territory. The Magistrate reported that the " whole of the
" people had become so alarmed that most had left their homes and
" property and fled to the jungles, as the Booteahs had already wounded
Ifseveral and applied torture to othcrs to make them disclose their
" property." The Magistrate took with him a Company of the 2nd
Assam Light Infantry, and so long as he was there the robberies wero
discontinued. A demand was made for the surrender of such of the
offenders as had been rewgnised, but the requisition was first met with
evasion, then with insolence and refusal. The Magistrate was accused
of bringiug false charges, and extorting confession and evidence by
means of torturc. The men who had been apprehended distinctly
collfcssed tt, having been engaged in some of the robberia under the
direct orders of the Dewangari or Jadoom Raja, and stated that the
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whole of the property was made over to the Raja. Whilst thesc cases
were still under inquiry, further robberies and dacoities were committed
by gangs of Booteahs on merchants and others. A party of forty
Boofkahs plundered a merchant named Uttum Chand, residing at
Nittanund Panbarie, of property to the value of Rupees 700 or 800,
and another trader was robbed of some cloth and Rupees 0 0 ; the
offenders were believed to be Dewangari men, and the Governor General's Agent stated that he had no longer any doubt that the Dewangari
Raja was not only implicated in all the outrages which had been committed, but that he had organized the bands of robbers, and that it
was to be feared that the Tongso Penlow was aware of the acts of
his subordinate if he had not empowered him to commit them. I t
appears that the Government of Bootan ordered the Tongso Penlow to
pay into the Treasury a sum of money of double the value of the property plundered by his relative and subordinate, the Dewangari Raja.
This is not an unusual proceeding in Bootan ; when a demand on our
part is strongly pressed, the local Officer responsible for the offence is
made to pay a sum of money, which is divided amongst the Amln, nnd
great credit is taken for the punishment inflicted, though probably in
the majority of the cases the Amla themselves have connived at and
profited by the offence. The Tongso Penlow, on
blOnca
Of the
receiving the Deb Raja's orders, m o t e to the
T w o Penlow.
Governor General's Agent two singularly insolent
and threatening letters, and ordered him to pay half the fine, reporting at the same time that the Dewangari Raja had been removed. The
chief ground of complaint against the Agent urged by the Penlow was
that he had addressed the Deb Raja direct regarding the outrages
committed on our Frontier, and he used the following significant expression, "I am a Raja like the Deb Raja, how can he injure me 7" H e
further proposed that a British Officer should be sent into Bootan,
there to inquire into the eases of plunder committed in our Territory,
his object probably being t o hamper Government by seizing and
detaining any one we might send. Colonel Jenkins, the Agent to the
Governor General, at once saw through this, and expressed an opinion
that compliance with such a proposal '' was quite out of the question,
" and no Officer could be sent without a strong Guard to protect him
'' from treachery, which the Booteahs would commit without the slight'* est hesitation, in spite of any vows to the contrary, if they thought
" they could do so with impunity.
Though apparently, in common
'< intercourse, a frank and ingenuous people, no one could place the
" slightest trust in any one of the race, for we know from constant
'' occurrences that they are totally untrustworthy, more faithless indeed

" than the worst savages on our Frontier." He recommended that the
Booteahs should be punished at once by the instant occupation of all the
Bengal Dooara, the only measure likely to be effective short of invading the country. On receipt of the Agent's Report, Lord Dalhouaie
directed the following observations and orders to be communicated to him
in the Foreign Office dispatch NO. 186, dated the 11th January 1856 :"With Colonel Jenkins' letter to your address No. 163, dated
the 13th November last, and ale0 with that from Major Vetch,
"dated the 18th ultimo, are submitted translations of letteru from
"the Tongso Pillo, conceived in a spirit and couched in language
" equally improper and unbecoming, and containing demands which
"it is impossible to entertain seriously for a moment. Colonel
"Jenkins has, of course, acted quite rightly in abstaining from any
'Cnotice of the Tongso PilloJa requisition for the payment of half
" the fine levied upon him by the Deb Raja, and in refusing to send
"back the Booteahe who had been apprehended by our Officers, as
'' insolently demanded by that authority.
c c I n regard to the future there can be no doubt that, however
lr unwilling the Government may be to bring about a hostile collision,
l1 some effectual means must be used to put a stop to the aggreesions
"of the Booteahs, and to shield our Ryota from the constant nlarm
#'and actual injury which those aggressions or the apprehension of
CCthemoccasion. And this necessity is rendered all the more urgent
'(by the overbearing tone of the Tongso PilloJs communications,
"and by the menacing attitude of the late Dewangari Raja, who is
"said by Colonel Jenkins to be ' fortifying a position near our
C'Frontier' with the intention, as he supposes, of 'giving us every
lCannoy anceJ in his power.
" Colonel Jenkins proposes that the value (Rupees 8,620) of the
''property plundered by the Dewangari Raja, or with his connivance,
" should be dedncted from the Booteah share of the Dooar revenue,
'' and he submits the 'question whether we shall not withhold any
"payment until the whole of the offenders demanded by the Magis"trate are given up to us for trial., He further suggeats that the
" Booteahs should be punished at once 'by the instant occupation of
l1 all the Bengal Doom, the only measure)) he adds, ' likely to be
effective short of invading the country.'
The Governor General in Council, although he is moat
"to avoid a collision with the B
d GovernLord D.lhooda threcrt
w to w a u p ~ B a w l
" ment, feels that it is impossible to tolerate the
Dowm.
" insolent and overbearing tone of the Tongso
Pillo's comm~tnicationsto his representative on the North-East
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'' kontier, and that if it be tolerated the motives of the Government
"may be, and probably will be, misconstrued, and the consequences
" will be more troublesome to the Government, and more injurious to
" the interests of its subjects, than if it be at once resented.
"Hie Lordship in Council, therefore, authorizes the Agent on
"the North-East Frontier to point out to the Tongso Pillo the
"extremely unbecoming tone of his several communications, and the
inadmissibility of the requisitions which they contain; to require
"him, on the part of the Governor General in Council, to apologize
"for the disrespect which he has shown towards His Lordship's
I' representative, and in his person to the Government of India, and
"to inform him that, unless he forthwith accede to this demand,
"measures, which he will be unable to resiat, and which will have
"the effect of crippling his authority on the Frontier, will be put
"in force. The Agent will, at the same time, inform the Tongso
of the property
" Pillo that, under any circumstances, the value
" plundered with the connivance of his brother, the late Dewangari
" Raja, will be deducted from the Booteah share of the Dooar
"revenues. I t is not thought expedient to go beyond this, and to
"declare that payment of the share of the Dooar revenue will be
"entirely withheld until all the offenders who have been demandcd
" are surrendered.
" If the above remonstrance should be responded to in a becoming
"spirit, it will be sufficient for the Agent to warn the Tongao Pillo
"that any repetition of the aggressive movements of which we have
"recently hacl to complain will be forthwith resented by the permanent
"occupation of the Bengal Dooara. I t is possible that this menace
"may have the desired effect of bringing home to the mind of the
"Tongso Pillo the risk which he incurs by encouraging or permitting
"incursions into British Territory ; if not, and if there should be a
recurrenceof such incursions, the Governor General in Council, deem" ing it a paramount duty to protect the subjects of the British Govern" ment, w
ill have no alternative, and he authorizes the Agent, in the
''possible event supposed, to take immediate measures for the complete
"occupation of the Bengal Dooars, on the understanding that such
" occupation shall be permanent, and that the admission of the Booteahs
to a share of the revenue of thoee Dooars shall rest entirely with the
" discretion of the Qovernor General in Council.
" Hie Lordship in Council is not unaware that the Deb Raja is the
nominal head of the country, and that it is the conduct of the Tongso
" Pillo and his brother, the late Dewangari Raja, and not the conduct of
'' the Deb Raja, which has called for some measure of severity on the
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part of thc British Government.

Rut it is obvious that the Deb Raja,
disposed towards the Govern" ment, is unable, or unwilling, or remiss in his endeavours to restrain
" his subordinate Chiefs, and it cannot be permitted that for this want
" of power, or want of will, or want of energy, the subjects of this
" Government should suffer. The Deb Raja must share in the penalty
" due to the delinquencies of those who own his authority, and for
" whose acts of aggression on British Territory he must be considered
'' responsible."
l'he Governor General's Agent at once carried out these instructions.
A letter demanding an apology was forwarded to the Penlow through
the Dewangari Raja, who first of all reported having despatched it the
moment it arrived, but subsequently, forgetting apparently what he had
said before, wrote and said that be had taken upon himself to suppress
the letter for fear of offending the Penlow, a proceeding which was
clearly the result of collusion between the two Chiefs, with the object
of evading the demand for apology. Some time
~ p o ~ o made.
gy
after, letters of apology were received from the
Government of Bootnn, and on Colonel Jenkins' recommendation were
accepted as sufficient indication of proper feeling on the part of the
Bootan Government, and the Dooar revenue was paid after deducting
the value of the plundered property (Rupees 2,868). I n forwarding
these letters of apology, the Agent commented on our ignorance regarding the constitution of the Government of Bootan, and observed as
follows :a I would take this opportunity of bringing to notice that all
the Booteah Authorities seem to have come to a decision not to give
" up offenders on our demand, though they offer to punish such as are
" convicted of offences, and I would beg instructions, under these cir<' cumstances, what course is to be pursued in cases of aggression ; it
would seem worse than useless to make demands for the surrender of
rc criminals that we me not prepared to enforce. What is wanting, I
('think, is n better understanding with the head of the Bootan Govern" ment, which might be effected by tbc deputation of an Officer,
r' European or Native, to Bootan, if the internal state of the county
cc should seem favourable to the measure, but without a restoration of
power to the Dhurma and Deb Rajas we could not expect to effect
cr much improvement in our relations with the subordinate Authorities.
" An intelligent person might, however, pick up much information
a that would be valuable to us, for we are now almost totally ignorant
"of what is taking place in a county so extensively connected
" with us."
"

" even though he may be ostensibly well
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Whilst even these letters of apology were on their way, another
serious aggression was committed on the Assam
Further Aggreuionr.
Frontier. A person named Arun Sing, the
hereditary Zcmindar of Goomar Dooar and a man of considerable
local importance, who had left Bootan and taken up his residence in
British Territory, was forcibly carried off into Bootan by a party of
armed Booteahs from Bhulka Chang, headed by the Bootan Frontier
Officer in person. On this case the following orders were passed by
the Government of India :"The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal suggests that a friendly
" application should, in the h t instance, be addressed to the Dhurma
" and Deb Rajas (under whose authority the Tongso Pillo pretends
" to act), stating what has been reported, asking explanation, and
" assuming that, if the report be correct, the Bootan Authorities will
" not fail to see the propriety of affording full reparation.
"T
his,in the opinion of the Governor General in Council, would be
" very proper if the offence were a first one, or if previous offences had
" been atoned for. But His Lordship in Council does not think that
<' it iY a mode of proceeding which will command attention or respect
"in the present circumstances. Considering what has passed, and is
" still passing, any such application from the Government of India
"cannot becomingly or wisely assume a tone of friendliness; nor
" does it appear necessary to ask for an explanation of the violation
'' of Territory, the fact being beyond doubt, and the offence being one
"which, committed without notice or appeal to the Government of
" India, nothing can justify.
" For these reasons the Governor General in Council would prefer
"to state the facts, as we know them to have
m e r Demsndr.
'' happened,
to the Bootan Authorities ; to de-" mand from them the punishment of the offenders, and an apology for
"the acts of their dependents, and to give them warning (already
" fully authorized) that, if atonement is not made for this new aggres" sion, the Government of India will hold itsclf free to take permanent
" possession of the Bengal Dooars."
The demand for the surrender of Arun Sing waa met as usual
You have written to me
by evasion ; the Deb Raja replied,-"
u to-ply vith " to release the Zemindar and send him back,
thw dsmonds.
" and that i t will not be well if I do not do
"so. The Zemindar has all along been a servant of mine, and
" you write to say that there will be a quarrel if he is not sent
" back. I have not done an injury to any subject of your Territory ;
'' there is no power greater than that exercised by the Hon'lle
16.
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Company and the Dhurma Raja, and being on friendly terms it is not
proper to write about such trifles, but if the Zemindar haa written to
"you, you will let me know, for even his doing so waa improper."
In communicating this reply to Government the Agent observed
that, to the best of his judgment, there was no
Propod to -m
eng gal ~ooarr.
reasonable expectation that any reform of the
management of their districts on the plains will be effected by the
Government of Boatan, "as the contention which appeara to bave
I' existed for so many years amongst the chief families of Bootan for the
"supreme government of the county appears to be still continued."
He was of opinion that further reference to the Government of Bootan
was useless, and that the Government of India had no alternative but
to take measures to obtain redress for past offences and security for the
future, and the measure which, in his opinion, promised to be effective
was the annexation of the Bengal Dooars, but, as in the case of the Assam
Dooars, he proposed to admit the Bootanese to a share in the revenue.
He thus described the condition of those Dooars at that time :" The Dooars now adverted to embrace a very large tract of country,
" from the Monass River (the boundary of the Gowalparah District)
" to the Teesta River District, under the superintendence of Darjeeling,
"consisting generally of very fertile plains, of which the Eastern
'' portion, from the Tasha River to the Monass, is almost entirely
" abandoned from the misrule of the Booteah Government.
The
"only district which of late has been comparatively populated was
Dooar Goomah, before the Frontier Soubahs drove off Arun Sing by
'' their dreadful system of extortion. The large Doom of Bijnee and
'' Sidlee are literally rendered desolate, and within this week the
Magistrate of Gowalparah has sent me a private letter from the Raja of
" Sidlee to the effect that the oppressions of the Booteahs were beyond
" all endurance, and the man who delivered it said that the object of
"his master was to prevail on us to take possession of the country,
" but that, if his communication was by any meam made known to the
" Booteaha, his life would be endangered."
Colonel Jenkins thought that the annexation would be considered a
mercy by all the inhabitants of the country, and that we should bave
their entire good will to assist us in their occupation.
17. Whilst this matter was still under consideration two other
grievous wrongs were committed by the Bootan
Ocltw8'
officials and reported on the 2lst November 1856.
A British wbject, named Salgnram Osawal, having gone across the
Frontier to Moinagooree to trade, was seized and detained on the false
pretence that he had in dcposit property belonging to a deceased
"

"
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subject of Bootan. This unfortunate merchant has never been released
to this day. I n the other case, a party of fifty armed Booteahs
employed by the Booteah official at Madaree Chung came to Shalmarah
in Cooch Behar and carried off Jubeel Doss, Ramdolall, Hurmohun,
and three of their women, and cash and property of the value of
Rupees %,176. Jubeel Doss and the three women were released on
payment of a ransom of Rupees 1,400 and on a promise to pay
Rupees 1,000 more. Three persons who had gone to effect their release
were detained as security for the payment of the latter sum, and these
five men are still, if alive, confined in Bootan. These unfortunate people
were tortured, and Jubeel when he came before the Agent on his
release still bore the marks of burning and other torture. The Agent
applied formally for the release of the captives, but was told in reply that Ramdolall owed money, and could only be released on payment
of the debt by his son. Simultaneously with these great raids into
our Territory, thefts of cattle and elephants were constantly going on.
Between 1854 and 1857 seven such cases were reported on the Rungpore Frontier, and five cases in 1857 alone on the Coach Behar
Frontier. The chief offenders in all these cases were Bootan officials,
the worst of whom was the Moinagooree Kattam, against whom alone
there are fifteen distinct charges on various dates. Things had reached
a pitch when it seemed to the Government to be necessary to act. A
~ ~ ~ mod
i ~ ,,,p , to~ tRegiment was ordered to the Frontier, and the
the Ymntier.
local Government was told to consider whether
it would be the better course to annex the Bengal Dooars, or to withhold the revenue of the Assam Dooars. There seemed to have
arisen about this time a curious idea that the Tongso Penlow was a
mall well disposed to our Government, and less to blame than the
other officials. Why such 'a notion should have been entertained is not
quite intelligible, for though there had been outrages on the Western
Frontier as well as the Eaatern, the Tong30 Penlow had throughout
treated our Government with unvarying insolence and ill-concealed
contempt. The Lieutenant-Governor was however about to visit the
Froutier, and was therefore asked to report on the beat course to
adopt with a view of bringing the Bootanese to a aense of their duty
tow arda their neighbows.
18. I n a Minute dated the 5th March 1857 Sir F. Hallida~
Bir P. -by',
m- communicatad to Government the impressions
mBootmbf&irr.
left on his mind, after consulting Colonel Jenkins
and intelligent Natives living on the Frontier :-" Without pretending
"to have arrived at. any very accurate knowledge of the subject," Sir
F. Halliday was of opinion that the withholding of the revenue of the
E

Assam Dooars was a punishment which would fall more heavily on the
Tongso Penlow than the central Government of Bootan, and he seemed
to think that there were strong indications of an intention to adopt an
improved foreign policy on the part of the Bootan Government, that
certain obnoxious Frontier officials had been dismissed, and that the
rebellion which had so long thrown the country into confusion had
ceased. Tbe Lieutenant-Governor thought that the Deb being now
free to act without opposition would pay more attention to the
administration of the country, and in this state of things, and the
season being too far advanced for any active operations, he suggested
that a communication should be addressed to the Deb and Dhurma
Rajas, through both Penlows, "in such a manner as to make them
aware of its purport, solemnly warning them against trifling with
a the forbearance of the British Government, and once more avowedly
"for the last time calling upon them to deliver up Arun Ping and
Rnmdolall, or abide such measures as the British Government may
on failure of full satisfaction adopt on its own account towards the
vindication of its right and power." The course which Sir 3
'
.
Halliday proposed to adopt, failing compliance with this ultimatum,
was the annexation of the Territory ceded to the Bootancse in 1780,
1784, and 1787, viz., Ambaree Fallacottah and Jelpaish. He observed
that "the Jelpaish tract on the left bank of the Teesta River in
"Bootan was undoubtedly part and parcel of the Bykantpore Zemindaree
" of Rungpore belonging to the Raja of Julpigooree, and it ie still
" looked upon by that old family and its retainers and dependents, and
" indeed by the whole country side, as a part of their old domain,
" improperly given up to the Booteahs and likely some day or other
"to be recovered.
Jelpaish itself, which is not far from the Bootan
" Fort of Moinagooree, is the site of the old family temple of the
Bykantpore family." The resumption of this ceded tract seemed to
him to he an "easy, simple, and on our side very popular measure."
The feeling of the people of the Dooars was thus described by Sir F.
Halliday* :-" Various endeavours have been made by the heads of
villages in the country opposite to Julpigooree to persuade the British
" Authorities to invade the Dooars, and free them from the oppressive
Government of Bootan. Messages to that effect have been sent
('across, and a deputation of heads of villages attempted to see me,
probably with that object; but I declined to give them an -interview.
l r Asn~mnces
were conveyed through our own subjects that the people
a of the Dooars were very anxious to come under our rule, and it was
Minute dated 6th March 1867, p ~ m g a p h9.
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" intimated that if we would only send troops, all supplies should be rcady
" for them without expense. I t was said among the better informod of
our subjects on the Frontier that a very little encouragement would
induce the ~ e o p l eof the Dooars to rise npon their present rulers.
" Hut to these and similar communications I gave no encouragement."
A definite written proposal* was made about the same time by a
number of the residents of the Dooars that we should take their
Territory, and they even gave in a list of the revenues which we should
be able to raise in the event of our complyiug with their request. A
establaed
Cantonment Was selected on the Frontier at
on the ~rontier.
Julpigooree, and the 73rd Regiment of Native
Infantry and a Detachment of the 11th Irregular Cavalry were posted
there. The Supreme Government concurred with the LieutenantGovernor so far as to think that, having reference to the late changes
in the Government of Bootan, one more demand should be made to the
Deb and Dhurma Rajas and the two Penlows, for the delivery of the
abducted persons, Arun Sing and Ramdolall, accompanied by a warning
that if the demand should fail of success the Government of India would
take measures at its own pleasure for enforcing it. The first step of
retribution which the Government proposed was the seizure in permanent possession of the Fallacottah Estate, which was within our own
Frontier line, to-be followed thereafter by the occupation and retention
of Jelpaish. The Mutiny, however, broke out at the time and occupied
the attention of ~ o v e i m e n t ,and rendered it improbable that- we
should have men available to carry out the threat, and this final demand
was not therefore made. Whilst the subject was still under discussion
a party of 300 or 400 armed Booteahs headed by
Prvthsr ~atrager.
Bootan officials entered Cooch Behar, plundered
the house of Sakaloo Parmanick of property to the value of
Rupees 20,936 ; four Chowkeedars were wounded, and two relatives of the
houseowner were carried off captive ; two days previously 123 buffaloes
and two herdmen were carried off from the same place. I n reporting this
case, Colonel Jenkins observed that it was of no uae whatever writing
to the subordinate Booteah Officer on the Frontier for the surrender of
captives or plunder, and that in his opinion the proper course in such
cases was for the Officer Commanding at Julpigooree to proceed at once
in pursuit of the offenders. This case having been represented to the
Deb Raja, and a punishment having been threatened in the event of
failure to release all subjects of this Government and of Cooch Behar
then in confinement, the Soubah of Bhulka Dooar was ordered to
"
"

-

-

Sw Appendix.

investigate the case : he came to the place of meeting attended by a large
body of armed followers, " conducted himself throughout in a violent
" manner," and refused to take any steps towards investigating the ontrage until a revision wae made of the Frontier boundary laid down in
1851-52. Colonel Jellkins reported this to Government and saidY" Nothing, I conceive, will effectually put a stop to these daring inroads
" but the posting of a considerable force of Government Tmpa
" disposed in one or two Detachments on the Frontier of Cooch Behar ;
rr but the mere presence of these Guards will not be sdcient, I fear,
" to induce the Booteah Authorities to give up the unfortunate indivi" duals now detained in captivity, and the restitution of the value of
" the property which has from time to time been plundered from the
" border villages, except by the actual occupation of one or more of the
" Dooars until our demands are fully complied with.
" The superior Officers of Bootan are possibly well disposed towards
" our Government, but they have no effectual control over the Soubahs
" of Dooars, nor the Soubahs over their subordinate Katmas, as I
" have often attempted to point out, and unless our Government them" selves punish the Soubahs by the attachment of the Dooars, our
" captive subjects and dependents, who cannot escape or effect their
" own ransom, will end their days in confinement, and those who have
" been forcibly robbed will in vain look for the re?toration of their
" property from the supreme Government of Bootan." I n 1859
further eggreasions were reported, and the Home Government directed
inquiries to be made regarding the missing men, and warned the
Government against over leniency. The Deb Raja, in a flippant and
impertinent reply to our demands, declared that " Arun Sing had died
" because his days were numbered."
Colonel Jenkins then considered all
attempts to obtain satisfaction in a friendly manner were quite useless,
and strongly recommended the annexation of Fallacottah and Jelpaish.
The Lieutenant-Governor, Sir J. Grant, did not think that the Deb's
answer waa auch as to necessitate immediate action. He did not consider that the conduct of the Booteah Government was such at that time
to make it expedient " to expend the best bolt in its quiver, which
'' can never be replaced ;"he thought that there was a great advantage
in the Bootanese possessing land the annexation of which, in the event of
misconduct, could always be held out as a practical menace, and that the
execution of this menace should be kept in reserve for some new occasion,
but that on auch occasion arising the Governor General's Agent should
be authorized at once to take possession of the tract in question.
.
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The Governor General did not concur in this view : he considered
that the former orders for the punishment of the
Fallacotteh Revenue
mttochea, m d ~emrndr Bootan Government should be put in force, and
.grinmode.
directed that the Fallacottah Estate should be
taken possession of, a categorical statement of the circumstanced which
had led to the adoption
of this measure being
- sent to the Bootanese,
and requisition being made, not only for the restoration of captives, but
for the punishment of the guilty parties, an intimation being at the
same time given to the effect that the Territory would not be restored
till full reparation was made. I n giving effect to these orders, in
March 1860, some confusion occurred through the misapprehension of
the local Officers. The Bootan Government was informed that the
Territory was seized, but the letter which was ordered to be sent to
them, leaving them a chance of recovering it by complying with the
demand of our Government, was not sent. But it did not appear
expedient to disavow the act of the local Authorities, and it was
allowed to stand, though it had placed Government in the awkward
position either of having to extend its occupation or of receding from
a threat.
19. At the very time that arrangements were being made for
occupying Fallacottah, a fresh outrage was comYore Ontragsr.
mitted on our Territory by a party of fifty or
sixty Booteahs of Goomar Dooar, who came down during the night to
the village of Pettah, in Pergunnah Goorlah, plundered property to the
value of Rupees 258 from the house of Deem Doss, and carried off his
nephew, Jadooram. The boy was confined at the cutcherry of the
Booteah Frontier Officer for ten or fifteen days, and then released.
The Dalingjung Jungpen made frequent demands for the rent of
Pdacottah; the circumstances under which the attachment had taken
place were communicated to him, and he was told that the payment
would be renewed when the demands of our Government had been
complied with. When disturbances on the Sikhim Frontier led to the
invasion of that country in 1861, and the Raja of Sikhim made a treaty
of amity with us and threw his country open to free intercourse with
British subjects, the Government of Bootan endeavoured to fasten a
quarrel on to that country by declaring that the Fallacottah revenue
had been attached on account of the misconduct of the Sikhirnese, and
threatened the Raja with the consequences. Early in January 1861
the Bwtan Frontier OtIicer at Gopalgunge sent over men who stole a
valuable elephant belonging to Mr. Pyne, the Manager of Messrs. Dear
and Co. at Sillagooree. On Mr. Pyne's tracing the elephant, and finding it to be in the Gopalgunge stockage, he asked the Booteah Officer
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t o send it to him. The man acknowledged having it, but refused to
deliver it up till he received a present of Rupees 300, a telescope, and a
gun. A few months before the same man had stolen from the same
neighbourhood another elephant belonging to a Native gentleman and a
favorite pony belonging to a Mr. Proby. The Agent to the Governor
General made a further demand in April 1861 for the surrender of British
subjects and residents of Cooch Behar captive in Bootan, and for the
release of Mr. Pyne's elephant. I n reply he received a letter the
authenticity of which he doubted at the time, but which during my late
visit to Bootan I found to have been really written by the Deb : in
this the Deb had the insolence to declare that the elephant belonged
to Bootan, and added "if you are in need of the elephant give
" cash Rupees 300 with gun and telescope, and you shall have it."
I t is clear from this letter that not only are these outragcs on
British Territory committed by Booteah officials, but that the highest
Authority screens them, probably participating in the plunder. Major
Hopkinson, the Governor General's Agent in the North-East Frontier,
urged that his letter to which the Deb's was a reply had been intended
as a final demand for redress previous to proceeding to take material
guarantees for obtaining it. The letter having failed in obtaining sny
redress, the Agent saw no course Qpcn except the
Benew* Propom1 to enforcement of our demands by commencing with
ownpy Bengal Dooarr.
the occupation of the Jelpaish district, or, by preference, of Darlingcote aud Zumercote. H e considered that by this
course we should inflict punishment on the O 5 c e n who had chiefly
offended against us. I n September 1861 the Agent reported another
serious outrage committed on Cooch Behar subjects, certain Booteahs
of Banska Dooar haviug carried off four elephants and four mahouts ;
the men and elephants were released by one of the Raja's Jemadars;
the Iiaja of Cooch Behar took that opportunity of submitting a list of
no less than seventeen elephants, belonging to residents of his district,
which had from time to time been carried off by the Bootanese.
20. Shortly after this the Darlingcote Jungpen wrote to the
Boot.nsre Pmporpl to Superintendent of Darjeeling and told him that,
treat.
having represented to the Deb and Dhurma Rajas
the circumstances which h d led to the attachment of the Fallacottah
Estate, he had received instructions to meet the Superilltendent and
make iuquiries regarding the offenders, and asked the Superiuteudcnt
to appoint a place of interview. The propriety of complying with this
application was referred to the Govcrnor General's Agent. Major
IIoykinson, however, saw little hope of any satisfactory result from the
intcrvicw ; he considered that arnplc information regarding the
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offenders had been furnished to the Government of Bootan, but that
instead of affording us redress or satisfaction, the only way in which
"they have ever condescended to notice our demands has been by
" answers always evasive and sometimes insolent." I n regard to the
proposal to negotiate with the Darlingcote Jungpen, he said :*-" I n
"reply to the second question, I would submit my very strong
"doi~bt of the expediency of allowing the Darlingcote Soubah an
" interview with Dr. Campbell, so far as such an interview could be
"held to imply the recognition of the right of the Darlingcote Souhah
" to discuss Bootan affairs, and to act as the representative of the
" Bootan Government. The Darlingcote Soubah is simply a Second
"Class Deputy Commissioner under the orders of the Pam Pillo, or
" Commissioner for the Western Districts of Bootan, who is altogether
"inferior in position, power, and influence to the Tongso Pillo, or
" Commissioner for the Eastern Districts. The Darlingcote Soubah is
" only one of six deputies, and has no control over those of his brother
" Soubahs, as of Banska, or Bhulkg or Cherrung, against whom we
"have the greatest cause of complaint. With one of these Soubahs
" the Darlingcote Raja is said to be even now at feud, and thus our
'l connecting ourselves with him might provoke instead of prevent
" attacks on our Frontier.
" Looking to the Darlingcote Soubah's position there is a certain
" impertinence, I think, in the tenor of his letter to Dr. Campbell, but
" it is easily conceivable why he puts himself forward so prominently in
'' the matter, since, though the rent of the Ambaree Fallacottah is
" assumed to be withheld from the Bootan Government, it is probably
the Darlingcote Soubah, through whom it is remitted, who really loses
" it, or the greater part of it.
"No doubt, besides the pecuniary consideration, there are other
" inducements nearly as valuable to make the Darlingcote Soubah
" desirous of establishing relations between himself and the British
cc Government.
If he could pretend with some face to be the confidant
of the British Oovernment, and the exponent of their sentiments to
cC the Sootan Authoritiee, there is no saying how far the pretension
might not carry him ; the appearance of our good will and confidence
a would be also very useful to him in his present quarrel with the
'' Gopalgunge Raja, in which, I hear, one of his men was lately
killed.
" I should not expect much advantage in dealing with tlle Dart' lingcote Soubah even wcre he the accredited Agent of the Deb and
#'
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" Dhiirma Rajas, because all experience of Tartar Courts shows
('futility of negociating with agents instead of with principals.
"
"

the

The best feature in the Darlingcote Soubah's communication is,

I think, the evidence it affords of his anxiety for a resumption of cash

" payments of the Ambaree Fallacottah rents. I t is quite evident that,
'' to make them sure, he would do his best to keep on good terms with

" us and give us no grounds of offence, and from this

circumstance, as

('well as from the result of the course taken in regard
to the Assam
-

" Dooars, we may conclude that, if we were

to take possession of the

'(Bengal Dooars and promise an allowance for them to the Bootan
'(Authorities, the Soubahs would be kept on their best behaviour by
('the fear of payment being withheld."
21.

At the same time Major Hopkinson addressed another letter to
the Government of Bengal, in which he stated the
ta
position
of affairs with Bootan in the following
Mimion.
words* :-" I am myself inclined to think that i t
('is almost unreasonable to expect any satisfaction from the Deb Raja,
" and that though, for some purposes, it may be a useful fiction to
" assume that we are in correspondence with him and nothing else,
nothing short of our having a European functionary permanently
c' stationed at the Court of the Deb could give assurance of our oom('munications reaching him.
'' The Pillos are supposed to divide the Government of Bootan
between them, and in most instances, probably dispose themselves, in
the name of the' Deb Raja, of such of the references made by us to
that Authority as fall into their hands.
But this is not all, for as the Pillos usurp the authority of the Deb
l1 so in turn their authority is encroached upon by the Zimpoons or
Soubahs ; as was long ago observed, ' it is in the power of the Front( tier Officers not only to intercept any communication which might
" be addressed to the Deb Raja complaining of their conduct, but so
" to misrepresent the circumstances that had actually occurred as to
" make that appear an aggression against their Government which was
" really an injury to ours.' Our communications with the Bootan
'(Government are transmitted either through the Dewangari Raja, or
" else the Banska Dooar Soubah, and I suspect that it is no unusual
'' occurrence for these functionaries to open our letters, and answer
them themselves in the name of the Deb Raja.
'' If the Government are still reluctant to enter upon the occupation
" of the Bengal Dooara, beginning with Jelpaish, as provided in the
((

('

((

((
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LORD C A N N I N G I N FAVOUR OF A MISSION.
"

Despatch of the Government of India, No. 1603 of the 14th April

" 1867, to which I referred in my letter No. 60 of the 21 st August, and
" desire that the Bootan Government should have yet another oppor" tunity of making reparatio11 for past offences, and establishing their
" friendly relations with us on a securer basis than they are at present,

" it might be well to consider whether it could be afforded in any more

" satisfactory or certain way than by the deputatiou of a Mission to the
" Deb and Dhurma Rajas at Tassisudon.
" I t must be remembered that nothing could exceed the distinction,

" and marked respect and attention to all its wauts, with which

Captain
" Pemberton's Mission was everywhere received, and which were
" continued during the entire period of its stny in Bootnn ; and I see
"no reason to suppose that a similar Mission would meet with a
" different reception now, while, if successful, it might terminate in the
" establishment of a permanent Agent at the Bootan Court, and sucl~
" an Agency would be the best instrument for paving the way for
" friendly intercourse with Lassa."
I n forwarding this letter* to the Government of India, the
Lieutenant-Governor observed that "some course of action of a decided
"eharaeter must be taken. Of the two courses suggested by hinjor
" Hopkinson, namely, the occupat~onof a portion of tlie Bootanese Terri" tory, or the sending of a Mission to Bootan, and constituting a per" manent Agency at the Court of the Deb Raja, the latter seems to the
"Lieutenant-Governor the more advisable. Indeed in the state of
"things represented by the Agent, unless it were resolved to treat the
"central Bootan Government as non-existent, he does not see that any
" other course would be of permanent advantage.
" I t does not seem to the Lieutenant-Governor that the Governor
"General's permanent Agent in Bootan should be necessarily a
" European, if a permanent European Agent be objected to. A Native
Vakcel by whose agency the actual transmission to the ruling power
"of the representations made by the British Governmcx~t could be
" secured would be of great service.
" With reference to the 1)arlingcote Sou1)ah's opplicatiou for an
"interview with the Superintendent of Darjeeling, referred to in the
third paragraph of Major Hopkinson's letter of the 19th ultimo,
Dr. Campbell has been instructed to recommend the Soubah to addrese
the Governor General's Agent on political matters." Lord Canning's
general concurrence in this view was communicated to the Bengal
Government in Colonel Durand's letter No. 55, datcd 23rd of Jnnuary
((

--

---

--
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1862 :-"

His Excellency in Council desires me to state that it is very
Oownunent determine " expedient that a Mission should be sent to Boot~
maion to r< tan to explain what our demands are, and what
Bootan.
l r we shall do if they are not conceded, and to
" make our engagement with Sikhim clearly understood by the BOO'' teahs. But His Excellency in Council is doubtful as to placing an
" Agent in Hootan, and it will be better to leave this question to be
'' decided after the result of the Mission is known. Captain Hopkinson
t c should be required to state what arrangements he will consider neces" sary for the security of thc Mission."
But whilst this correspondence regarding the deputation of a Mission
to Bootan was still going on, the Governor Gene~
h
~
.
ral's Agent reported further Rooteah outrages.
A number of Bootanese of Bhulka Dooar, headed by the Bootan Frontier official in person, carried off two women and four men from Cooch
Behar, plundering a large amount of property; the Raja sent a few
Sepoys after the marauders, but the Booteahs fired arrows at them and
wounded one man. The Raja of Sidlee was also reported at the same
time to have been guilty of several acts of oppression. ~ ein ' one case
carried off eighteen buffaloes belonging to a man named Birnarain, and
when asked by the Deputy Commissioner to restore them, he insolently
replied that they had strayed and damnged crops, and he had therefore
rold ten of them and the remaining eight had died. Another outrage
reported on the same occasion was the kidnapping of eight British mbjects by a Booteah official named Jawlea. Here, then, were three gross
outrages committed in one single month on various parts of the Frontier, any one of which if taken alone was sufficient to constitute a c a m
belli on satisfaction or reparation being refused. On the 3rd of January
1862 the Booianese, on the pretence that it was through the misconduct
of the Sikhimese that they had lost Fallacottah, sent sixty armed men
who were said to be acting under the orders of the Darlingcote Jungpen
into Sikhim ; they seized and carried off thirteen men and women, subjects of Sikhim, and cattle of the value of Rupees 495. The men and
women were believed to be sold into slavery. I n the following month
the Agent to the Governor General reported further aggressions. About
fifty or sixty armed Bootcahs forcibly entered tlie house of Peda Doss
of Aiandlias Blioosa at night, plundered his property, and wounded him.
Again four Sepoys and a Hnvildar of Cooch Behar wrre attacked and
wouiided by about 400 Booteahs, and oue man, namcd Isliwaree Pandy,
was carried away. The Cooch Behm Raja, hearing that the Booteaha
hnd arranged to offer up the Sepoy a sacrifice to their god Mahakul,
sent a few Sepoys to r e l w e him ; he was traced to the house of the

.
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Booteah Frontier Officer, whose men fired on the advancing party. The
fire being returned and some of the Booteahs being wounded, the
Booteahs, according to tlieir usual practice, threw away their arms and
fled. Ishwaree was found in irons, and released. The Cooch Behar Raja
complained that owing to the aggressive conduct of the Bootanese the
Talooks of Cooch Behar adjoining Bootan would "probably be soon
"deserted," and he claimed British protection under the Treaty of 1773.
him,
I t was determined to send two Companies of Infantry- to protect
but as the rains were approaching, and no further incursions were expected
at that time of the year, the Cooch Behar Raja ultimately came
to the conclusion that there was no necessity to send these men into
his Territory. But though the Cooch Behar FronDujeeling threatened.
tier was quiet, the Frontier of Rungpore and Darjeeling was very much the reverse. Information was received from
four distinct sources of an intended attack on Dajeeling. Insolent
demands for the Ambaree revenue were made by the Darlingcote Jungpen, and a considerable force of Booteahs was marched to the Rungpore
Frontier, and airnultaneously arrangements were made for crossing the
Teesta for the purpose of attacking Darjeeling.
-P
UP to
Two Companies of H. M.'s 38th Regiment and a
hntier.
Wing of the 10th Native Infantry were moved up
to the Frontier, and outposts were pushed forward from the Regiment
at Julpigooree. The result of this was that the Bootanese immediately
returned to their homes. The Moinagooree Jungpen wrote to the
Deputy Yagistrate of Julpigooree, asking him to meet him, as he wished
t o -give up for punishment certain British sul~jectswho had been taken
prisonera by him in consequence of their making war against Bootan.
It turned out that three of these men were carried off when employed
in grasing their cattle ; the fourth was a merchant who had to pass
dong the Frontier whilst going from one place to another in British
Territory. The Soubah had clearly no intention of giving the men up ;
he endeavoured to make a bargain by them for the surrender of an
enemy of his, who, he declared, had taken refuge in our Territory, and
eventually retained them and went off to his Fort : tliese men are still
prisonera in Bootan. The Soubah also admitted having in his possession elephants belonging to British subjects. The
ript ti on of Dooarr.
Deputy Magistrate penetrated a short way across
the Bootan Frontier, and thus describes the state of the Dooars :*" One day I penetrated into the interior a distance of about ten miles ;
Ifthe country was perfectly desolate.
I passed through some villages

-*
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"where there was not a soul to be seen; they had seemingly been
some months previously. The domestic fowls left by the
" inhabitants had become wild ; some were perched on the choppers*
" of the huts and flew away at my approach, and others feeding in the
" deserted court-yard ran cackling into thk huts for shelter. I n one
'' busteet I saw two men and a woman with a child ; they all seemed to
'' be starving ;:they occupied two or thrce miserable huts, and told me
"that the inhabitants had mostly all fled, about three months ago, a t
'' the approach of the Bootanese soldiers who had come to I c y some
" extraordinary tax in kind. The people fled with their goods and chat" tels ; some werc seized and decapitated, others impressed as coolies or
" labourcrs and taken away to the Hills, and the rest escaped as they
cr best could into the jungles. The two men who told me of all this
" said thcy had been spared in conaequence of their extreme poverty,
" and they had moreover been ordered to remain in the deserted vil" lage to guard a clump of a few betelnut trees about a quarter of a
" mile distant. These poor people were picking the stray grains of rice
" out of a heap of husks when I rode up to them (about 2 P. M.) ; they
"had been a t t,his work since the morning, and had each collected
" about a handful. I asked them if they had nothing else ; they
" said ' no ;' they supported themselves by collecting alms from the
" market people at a h8t some five miles away, which was held every
" third day ; but even this resource had failed them, as the hllt had been
" for some cause or other interrupted.
I gave them a trifle, and went
'' away.
" I observed that the people on the Bootan side of the border, as
,f
; " far as I penetrated into the interior, were all Bengallees ; there were
1
" both Hindoos and Mahomedans; the former divided into various
I
"castes,
the lowest of which was the Meclb; but they were all in every
I
" respect totally distinct from the Bootanese, and assimilated closely
" to, if they were not indeed identical with, the various castcs on our
" side and in Cooch Rehar. The language they spoke was Bengallee,
" the idiom being even the same as that prevalent in the neighbourhood
"of Julpigooree, Patgong, kc. I must in this however except the
" Jlech caste, who speak a rough coarse sort of Bengallee peculiar t o
" tliemselvcs.
" The soil is said to be very productive, but there is not a thousandth
" part of the land under cultivation : it is overrun wit11jungle. Vast
" tracts are covered wit11 wild cardamum, growing dense and high, 80
" high as to overtop me standing in the howdah; these trncts are the

" deserted
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" hatl~itsof the rhinoceros, of which there must have been hundreds,
" as indicated by the numerous fresh foot-prints of these beasts in the
"rich, dark, loamy soil. There were numerous streams meandering

" silently through these enormous tracts of luxuriant jungle. Here and
" there fire had passed through it and cleared it thoroughly of every-

" thing ; there

wss hardly a bird to be seen, and for the time it was

" the very picture of desolation; its tenants, the wild beasts, (rhino<' ceroses, tigers, hogs, deer, bears, &.,) had all taken flight. This shows
" how easily the land might be cleared and reclaimed. There were also
"some tracts of forest-jungle with an undergrowth of long grass,
which only required a little fire to disclose the rich soil it had
" usurped. What splendid cotton land might not be found in all that
" deserted waste ! A few thousand ploughmen would very soon reclaim
l f every culturable acre of
it."
The Deputy hisgistrate gives the
following brief statement of the result of his negociations with the
Soubah* :-" The Soubah has by his own showing four British sub"jects in confinement, whom he accuses of having made war against
him. H e offered to hand over these men to me, with proofs of their
"guilt, if I would grant him an interview. I proceeded to the
" border and granted him the interview, but he ncither delivered up the
"men, nor did lie furnish a tittle of evidence against them ; on the
"contrary, he requested me to seize a lot of other men, on a similar
" accusation, against whom there was no evidence, and he now reiterates
<' that request, and wishes me, moreover, to punish them in anticipation
" of his furnishing evidence of their guilt. The men he has in confine" ment may or may not be guilty of the offence imputed to them, and
" I fear that I was invited to the interview by the Soubah under the
" chance of my being prevailed upon to seize and summarily punish,
" under his bme accusation (or that of his Mookee), all the other men
named in the list, and that he had in reality no intention of deliver"ing up his prisoners. These four unfortunates, if they have not
'' been already put to death, arc, I fear, doomed. I do not believe the
" Soubah ever dreamt of giving them up, as he never alludes to them
" now, although in every letter 1 have written to him I have demanded
them of him and assured him of my desire to have them punislled
"severely in the event of their guilt being established. I have done
all I could in the way of persuasion without avail. I have exhausted
a every effort to inducc the Soubah to listen to reason ; but I find that
he is not a whit better than his predecessors, and, under the evil
" influence of his Mookee, I am led to expect that hc will prove a very
lC
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"troublesome neighbour. I do not fear that he will attempt to invade
"our Territory, but I fear cattle and elephant stealing and dacoities
" will increase on our side of the border. I await further instructions."
22. At the very time that these outrages were almost daily being
committed on the Frontier, an Officer of some
Deputetion Of
rank
was deputed by the Deb Raja to receive the
O5wn to Oowhatty.
rent of the Assam Dooars. Thia man, who had
on several occasions been sent to Gowhatty by the Bootanese without
any satisfactory result, was the bearer of letters saying that the 10,000
Rupees paid as composition money was insufficient to cover the cost of
the religious ceremonies to which it was devoted, and a further sum of
Rupees 2,000 or 3,000 was therefore asked for ;the Deb added, " our
" people have never given you such troubles as I hear the Abora aud
" other Hill tribes have given, and for the future peaceful conduct of
" our men, if you want an agreement from us, the Durpun Raja, being
" my lleputy, shall execute that business for me." The Bootanese
Envoy had the effrontery to declare that our complaints had never
reached the Deb and Uhurma Ra.jas, but that what went on on the
Frontiers was concealed from the Rajas, though he does not appear to
have gone so far as to declare the replies sent by the Rajas to be
forgeries. The Agent communicated to him the intention of Government to depute an Envoy to Bootan, and " he seemed to like the idea,
tt and volunteered to make the hiission comfortable if they came; that
" he would come and meet them, bringing all sorts of provisions with
" him, and treat them as well as we had treated him.', The Agent,
having been directed to report what arrangements would be necessary
for the proposed Iliission, suggested that the intention of Government
should be formally announced, that it should be ready to leave Aseam
by the 16th of November, and that the Escort should consist of t h i i y
to fifty men.
23. In July 1862 a messenger, named Mokundo Sing, was dispatched from Aesam to the Court of the Rajas
Wbh*
of Bootan with letters announcing the intention
to the mbu.
of the Governof General to send an Envoy '(to
gf confer with them regardiug such matters as require explanation and
settlementJJbetween the Government of India and themselves, aaking
them to say by what route the Miasion should enter the country, and
requesting them to issue the necessary orders for the proper reception
of the Envoy on his way to their Court, and to depute O5cers of
proper rank to accompany him and see that his wants were attended
to. On the 1 lth October 1862 the Lieutenant-Governor, in consequence of the delay in the return of the messenger, suggested to the
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Government of India that "the Mission should be organized on a scale
to impress the Court with the importance which the
" British
Government attache8 to the establishment of clear and
f'
decisive relations with the Government of Bootan, and the adoption
" of some means whereby the present unsatisfactory state of affairs
('on the Frontier may be put a stop to, and that the mutual rendition
" of persons charged with the commission of heinous crimes may be
" secured."*
"The lliission should, in the Lieutenant-Governor's" opinion, proceed from Dajeeling across the Teesta into ~ o o t a n ,\-* - .
" and march direct by the best and shortest route to Tassisudon,
- or
" to Panukka, if the Court has not left its winter quarters by the time
" t h a t Mission arrives there. There are political considerations
" which make this route preferable to the one followed by either Turner
"or Pemberton, and the Mission, by organizing its own means of
"transport on the Hills, would be entirely independent of the
" Bootanese Authorities. Previous Missions have been exposed to
" great delay from the difficulties of obtaining carriage-transport
" thrown in their way by the Frontier Officers of Bootan. I n return" ing, the Blission might take either the same road or any other
" that may appear preferable.
A special messenger should, as soon as
"possible, be dispatched from Darjeeling bearing letters to the Deb
"and Dhurma Rajas from the Viceroy and Governor General, as in
" 1837, announcing the appointment of the Envoy by name, and
"mentioning the route by which he will go, and the probable date
"of his departure from Darjeeling, which should not be later than the
" 25th December. The Envoy should, of course, be furnished with
" formal credentials, and should take with him handsome and suitable
" presents for the Deb arid Dhurma Rajas and the principal Officers of
" the Court." The Government of India were, however, of opinion,
that the selection of a route haviiig been left to the Bootanese, some
inconvenience might arise if their rcply was anticipated, and a route
chosen of which they might not approve, and it was therefore thought
better to await the return of the messenger.
24. On the 26th Novexher the Lieutenant-Governor again
addressed the Government of India, pointing out that, though a messenger
had been dispatched with letters five months before, nothing had been
heard of him since he left Chenung, and it appeared to His Honor
that the time had arrived for further action. The Lieutenant-Governor
had received an undertaking from Cheeboo Lama to send a letter to
Poonakh and procure a reply in twenty-four days, and he thought that

" calculated
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the offer should be accepted. His Honor considered* that it was a
" mistake to address a Government constituted like that of Bootari in
"hesitating and uncertain terms. His Honor would leave to that
" Government nothing beyond the choice of receiving or refusing to
" receive the Mission. The point from which tlre country is to be
"entered, and the route which it should take, should be decided by the
" Government of India with reference to its own convenience." I t was
added :" For the reasons stated in my letter No. 2 104, dated the 11th
" October last, and because the Lieutenant-Governor is satisfied that,
"judging from the past, the only chance of success which the Missio~i
" will have is in its absolute independence of the Bootail Authorities
" for the supply of carriage, His Honor thinks the route vici Darjeelii~g
" aud Darlingcote should be determined on.
"As the cold season is advancing, nud as it is desirable that t l ~ e
Mission ~houldreturn before the setting in of the rainy season, no
" time should, I Am to observe, be lost in dispatching the second letter
" to the Bootan Government, if that course shoulrl be approved by tile
Governor General in Council; and, pending the receipt of a reply,
" all preparations for the Expedition should be niade so that t l ~ e
'' Mission may start as soon as a reply is received."
I n the beginning of December Mokundo Sing returned; he l a d
been delayed on his journey by the Frontier OBcers. He seems to
have reached Poonakh from Cherrung in seven marches; all his wants were
supplied whilst at Poonakh, but otherwise his reception was not very
friendly. Mokundo Sing brought back a letter from the Deb Raja which
was as usual evasive and contradictory. I n the first part of the letter
he said, " you ask for an interview ; that is
Beply of Bootan
rr good ;I want to speak to you about the Dooars ;"
Oovemment.
but further on, he said,-after acknowledging that
he had received constaut complaints from us of the misconduct of tlie
Booteahs on the border,--"
with regard to the quarrels of the
Frontier Authorities, they are not important enough to be heard by
('the Dhurma Raja, and if your Sahibs do the same, the Esst India
Company also should not listen to them either," which shows how
little the higher Authorities in Bootan care for the breaches of treaty
committed by their subordinates. The Deb Raja concluded by saying,
fi you want an interview, but now it would be attended with much
trouble owing to the cold, aud bad state of the roads; moreover,
fl the Dhnrma Raja does not wish such an interview.
I f you want to
Letter No. ZW, dated 26tl1 November 1862, p r r ~ a p h 6,6,
s
and 7.
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come for the settlement of any quarrel, I have not informcd tlie
Dhurma that such is the case. I had minded to send Zinkaffs to YOU,
" with your men, for the adjustment of quarrel, but on account of the heat
" I cannot do so now.
Afterwards, in the month of Magh, I shall send
" over two or three Zinkaffs to you, who will settle disputes according
" to our order." The Lieutenant-Governor strongly recommended that,
instead of waiting for these Zinkaffs, the Mission shonld be dispatched
as proposed, as being the only way in which the disputes between the
two 'Governments could be satisfactorily settled, or their futuro
relations adjusted. The Government of India, however, thought that,
cotlsidcring the advanced state of the cold season, and the fact of the
Bootan Government having been asked to select a route for the
Mission, it was better to wait and hear what the promised Zinkaffs
had to say. No Zinkaffs ever came, however, and Officers of thc
usual rank even were not sent for the Assam Dooar compensation money,
or with letters from the Deb and Dhurma Rajm; mere Zinkaffs, or
common messengers, came for this purpose from the Tongso Penlow.
The conduct of the Bootanese in sending a most evasive rcply to the
letter of the Agent to the Governor General, and in not scnding the
promised messengers, wamnted the British Government, in the opinion
of His Excellency the Governor General, in taking such measures as it
might deem necessary for putting its relations with Bootan on a more
satisfactory footing, and in dispatching a Mission by the most convenicut mute. His Excellency was accordingly pleased to select me as
Envoy. I was directed to hold myself in
Appaintment of Envoy.
readiness to proceed to the Court of the Deb and
Dhnrma Rajas in the ensuing cold season, and the Bengal Government
w ~ instructed
9
to make arrangements for the dispatch of letters, in tho
name of the Lieutenant-Governor, to the Deb and Dhurma Rajas by
the earliest opportunity, to prepare them for the reception of an Envoy
from His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General. The instructions of the Governor Gcneral were communicated to me in Colonel
DurandJs letter No. 493, dated the 11th August
htrnctionr.
1863, and it will perhaps be convenient to
transcribe them here at length :" Outrages, exteuding over a series of years, which have been com" mitted by subjects of the Bootan Government within British Territory
" and the Territories of the Rajas of Cooch Behar and Sikhim, have
" rendered it necessary that measures should be taken to revise and im.
" prove the relations existing between the British Government and
" Bootan.
For this purpose His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor
Gcnernl has determined, in the ensuing cold weather, to send a special
rr

"

"

0
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Bootan Court, and has appointed you to conduct the
Mission. Credentials and suitable presents for the Deb and Dhnrma
" Rajas will be furnished when thc arrangements for the organization of
" the Mission are further advanced. I n the mean time, you will receive
" from the Bengal Government copiea of all the correspondence
" regarding the outrages committed by the Booteabs, with which you
" will make yourself familiar. The Rengal Government will aleo fnr"nish you with all information in their posseasion regarding the
" county of Bootan, and of a general kind which may be nsefol to
"you in the prosecution of the Mission. I n your negotiations for
"accomplishing the special objects of the Mission you will be guided
" by the following general instructions, full discretion being left to you
" in mattera of detail.
" 2. Your first duty will be to oxplain clearly and distinctly,
<' but in a friendly and conciliatory spirit, to the Bootan Government,
'< the circumstances which rendered it necessary for the British Govern'< ment to occupy Ambaree Fallacottah and to withhold its revenues.
" You will explain that the Government has no intention of occupying
"that Territory longer than the Bootan Government, by refnsing corn"pliance with its just demands, renders such occupation necessary.
" This explanation w
ill be accompanied by a demand for the aurrender
*' of all captives, and the restoration of all property carrid off from
" British Territory or the Territories of the Rajas of Sikhim and
<' Cooch Behar and now detained in Bootan, of which, in communi"cation with the Bengal Government, you will make aa accurate a
" list aa possible.
" 3. Unless these demands be fully complied with, the British
<' Government will not relinquish possession of Ambaree Fallaoottah.
(' Rut if the Bootan Government manifest a desire to do substantial
'< justice, you will inform the Deb and Dhurma Rajae that, while retain'(ing the management of the district, the British Government will pay
" an annual sum of Rupees 2,000, or such sum as may be equal to
" one-third of the net revenues, in the same manner as is done with
tr the Assam Dooars, on condition of the Bootan Government restraint' ing its subjeds from fnture aggressions on British Territory or States
tr under the protection of the British Government, and of their giving
prompt redrew for injuriea which may be inflicted on the Britiah
cr Government in defiance of their commands.
<' 4. kom the correspondence which will be furnished to yon by
gr the Bengal Government, you will perceive that the Bootanese
rt Authorities complain of aggressione on the part of British subjcctn
" and the inhabitants of Cooch Behar. You w
ill request the Deb and
"
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Rajas to furnish you with details of the specific acts oi

" aggression complained of, and with reasonable proof of their com-

mission, and you will offer to inquire into these cases if the Bmtan
Qovernment wish it, and to give such redreas as the circumetancea of
" the case may call for.
'' 5. Yon will next proceed in endeavour to effect some aatisfac" tory arrangement far the rendition o
f criminals, by the British and
" h t a n Governments respectively, who may hereafter be guilty of
<' crimes within the Temtories of eithcr Government. On this point
cc your negaciations w
ill have to be conducted with the greatest care.
'' You must bear in mind that from the inequality of the state of
" civilization, and the administration of justice, in tbe British posses<' siona and in Bwtan, there can be no system of etrict reciprocity
'' between the taro Governments. There are n@securities for fair and
" impartial trial in Bwtan, such as exist under British laws.
More" aver* while the procedure of the Brit*
Government in the rendition
" of criminals is Limited and &bed by Act VII. of 1854, the lawe
" of Bootan probably impose na restrictions upon the executive
" Authority in that country.
l be proper to arrange for tbe
"6. The crimes for which it d
" m c n d e r of offendera are those specified in Act VII, of 1854.
The
" British Government will be quite prepared to surrender, under the
provisions of that Act, Bootanese subjects who may take refuge in
" the British daminions, provided the Bootan Government w
ill snrren" der British refugee criminals on the submission to the b t a n
'(Go~ernxnentof such evidence of their guilt as may be satisfactory to
c' the local Conrts of the district in which the o&nce was committed.
" I t w d d be well;, also, if you codd prevail on the Bootm Govern" ment t
o emrenderfor trial by Rritish Courts any of their subjects
"who m y commit within Britisb Tkrritoriee any of the heimuwr
'(offences specified in Act VII. of 185%. On this point you may meet
" with much difficulty and opposition. Bnt the Viceroy and Governor
" General is not withod hope that, by judicious ngociation and expla<' nation d the just and impartial principles which regulate the
" proceedings of British Courts, objections to thc eurrender of such
" offenders may be overcome. The British Government will have
" reason to congratulate you if such a provision can be secured.
'' 7. With regard to the Raja d Sikhim, you will perccive that
" by Article XVII. of the Trcaty of 1861, of which a copy is herewith
" forwarded to you, the Raja engages to abstain from any acts of
" aggression or hostility against any of thc neighbouring States which
'' are Allies of the British Government, and to rcfcr all dispute8 or
cL

"
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questions with such States to the arbitration of the Rritish GovcmThe Raja of Cooch Behar is by his engagement subject to
" the British Govcnment, and as such is restrained from acts of
" aggression or retaliation without the consent of the British Govern" ment. You will fully explain to the Bootan Government the posi" tion in which thcse two protected and dependent States are placed ;
'' that any aggressions on these States will be considered by the British
" Government as unfriendly acts on the part of the Bootanese; and
that it will bc proper for the Uootan Government to refer to the
British Government any questions or disputes with these States,
" which the British Government will always settle in auch manner as
'' justice map require.
'' 8. His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General has doubts
"of the propriety of placing an Agent, more especially a Native
"Agent, of the British Government in Bootan. This question can
" best be decided after the result of the Mission is known. But you
'' will arrange with the Bootan Government for permission to the
" British Government to appoint an Agent hereafter if it should see
6 r fit, and also to depute from time to time a Mission to the Bootan
"Government to deal with that Government directly regarding any
'' question that may be pending.
" 9. You will further clideavour to secure free commerce between
cr the subjects of the British and Bootan Governrnenta, and protection
" to travellers and merchants. But negotiations on this subject must
be kept in entire subordination to the main political objects of the
" Mission as above described, and you will abstain from pressing thcm
if you find that they will interfere with, or hinder you from securing,
the main objects for which you are deputed to the Bootsn Court.
10. I t will be the duty of the Mission to obtain all the
"information available respecting the nature, population, and reusources of the country which i t will traverse. To assist you in
"this, one or more OEcers with special scientific attainments, or
otherwise duly qualified, will be attached to the Mission in subordinaa tion to you.
Pull instructions r e p d i n g the constitution of the Mis" sion and its Escort have been transmitted to the Bengal Government.
" Your reports, and any letters which you may have occasion to write
" after the Mission has started, will be adciressed direct to the Secretary
to the Goverllment of India with His Excellency tho Viccroy and
" Goveinor General.
" 11.
You will endeavour to secure the record of thc rcsults of your
" llksion in the forrn of n Treaty. A draft of such a Treaty as His
" 1SYcellenc.y tkc Viceroy and Gu\.eruor Generul would &sire you to
"

" meat.
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I n the main principles you will be limited by the
in this letter, but in all minor matters of detail
"you will be guided by our own discretion and judgment and a regard
"for the interests of the British Government. On the success with
" which you may conduct these negociations to a conclusion will depend
" the credit which will attach to you, and the degree in which your ser" vices on this Mission will be appreciated by the British Government."
A copy of the draft Treaty will be found in the Appendix to
~ r 8 fTreatg.
t
this Report.
Further instructions were conveyed to me in Colonel DurandJs lcttcr
No. 643, dated the 25th September, viz. :" I n continuation of my letter No. 403, dated 11th August, I am
"directed by His Excellency the Viceroy and
Of the "Governor General to communicate to you the
rirsion.
" following additional instructions for your guidance
" in the Mission on which you are to be deputed to Bootan.
"The Hon'ble the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal haa been
<' requested to make the necessary arrangements for an Escort for the
"Mission, and on all matters relating to the Escort you should com" municate with him. I t will be the duty of the O5cer who commands
"the Escort, and who will be selected hereafter by His Excellency the
'(Viceroy, in addition to his duties as Commandant, to make rough
" sketches and mrveys of the route which the Mission will follow, to
" report on its practicability for Troops, and to take notes of any fortifid
" posts which the Mission may paas.
" His Excellency has selected Dr. Simpson to be the Medical Officer
" attached to the Mission. It will be his duty, besides giving medical
" advice to yourself and the Escort, to assist you in obtaining informa" tion as to the nature, population, and resources of the country, and he
r' will report generally on its natural productions, and on matters of
" scientific iatemt.
" A sum of Rupees 10,000 w
ill be placed at your disposal for the
" purchase of such presents for the Deb and D h m a Rajas, and the o5cials
" of the Bootan Court, ss you may deem to be most snitablo. You will,
" however, furnish to this O5ce a list of the articles which you may pur" chase for presentation. On arrival at the Court of 13ootan you will
" present to the Deb and Dhurma Rajas tho credentials with which you
"have already been furnished, and deliver tho accompanyi~igletters,
" together with the gifts on the part of IIis Excellency tho Viceroy and
" Governor Geueral, after which you will proceed to endeavour to carry
" oub the important political measures for the accomplishment of which
" you arc deputed.

" instructions contained

The domands of the British Government, ss contained in the draft
instructions of the 11th August, with which
" you have been furnished, are so just and moderate that His Excellency
" is unwilling to suppose that, with the wide discretion in minor mattera
" which haa been left to you, you will have much difficulty in obtaining
" the assent of the Boohn Government to them. But in the event of
"the Bootan Government refusing to do substantial justice, and to
accede to the main principles of what you have been instrncted to
c'stipulate, you will withdraw from Bootan, and inform the Bootan
" Government that it must not be surprised if, on learning tha failure of
" its Mission to obtain reasonable satisfadim, the British Government
('decide that Ambaree Fellncottah shall be permanently annexed to the
" British dominions, and that in the event of future a,"gressions,
either
within British Territories or the Territories of tbe Rajas of Sikhim and
" Cooch Behar, the British Government will adopt such measures 8s
" under the circumstances may be deemed necessary for the protection
of its own subjects and Territory, and the subjects and Territory of
a its subordinate Allies. I n such event, abo, you will decline to accept
<' any return presents which the Bootan Government may offer fm the
acceptance of His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor aneral."
25. On the 10th September letters were addressed by the Lientenant-Governor to the Deb and DhRaiae resDmbar told of thein- pectively, announcing the intention of the (lovertended dirpatoh of the
nor General to send an Envoy to their &art after
Hiuion
the close of the rainy season, with letters and preeents from the Governor General, for the purpose of adjusting certain
matters in dispute between the two Governments, and of oommunicating to their Highnesses the sincere wish of the Government of In& to
maintain friendsllip between the two Governments. The Rajas were
requested to depute some Officerof high rank to meet the
on
the banks of the Toesta, and to conduct them to their presence.
"

" Treaty and ths letter of

.
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P A R T II.
In the beginning of November I arrived at Darjeeling, and
commenced to organize the Establishment and
Amve at Darjeelfng.
carriage of the Mission. No reply having been
received from the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, I again addressed them on
the 10th of November, intimating my appointment and announcing my
arrival at Dajeeling, and requesting that the Soubah of Darlingcote
might be directed to meet me on the Frontier, or be directed to send
suitable peraons to do so, and that he might also be ordered to have
some coolies ready to carry on the baggage of the Camp. I added that
if they did not do this I shonld be compelled to report to my Government
that no arrangement8 had been made, and their neglect would be considered a breach of friendship. Shortly &r despatching this letter it
-me to my knowledge that, in point of fact, there was then no recognized,
Government in Bootan. The whole country was in a state of anarchy
and confusion, owing to a rebellion which had broken out some months
previously. The Governor of the Castle of Poonakh, the winter residence
of the Government, had obbined from the Deb Raja the promise that '
if'he assisted him in an impending crisis he should be rewarded by the
appointment of hie brother to the office of Jungpen, or Governor of the
Fort of Angdu-Forong, a much coveted situation. The crisis having
been tided over, the Deb forgot his promise and appointed a follower of
his own to the office. This gave the Jungpen of Poonakh great
offence, and when the Court, in the usual course, went to Yoonakh
Castle for the anmmer the Governor admitted all the Lama's and the
Deb's retinue, but c l o d the gates against the Deb himself. The
Jungpen put forward some nominee of his own to the office of Deb ;
the catme of the deposed Deb was taken up by the Par0 Penlow, or
Governor of West Bootan, and the rebels were compelled to d in the
Tongeo Penlow, or Governor of Eaat Bootan, to their assistance. The
ex-Deb fled to Taasiahujung, the winter palace of the Court, where he
was beaieged by the Tongso Yenlow, and all the Amla except the Yaro
Penlow and a few of his subordinate Chiefs. The besiegers managed to
cnt off the supply of water from the Fort, and hit upon the happy
e@ent
of obtaining all the money of the besieged by allowing them to
water anmolested three times a week on payment of a sum of ,800
Rupees on each occasion. The funds of the garrison wcre soon
exhastecl, and they were compelled by thirst to s m n d c r ; the Deb waa
26.
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allowed to retire into obscurity in the monmtery of Simtoka, where we
still found him on passing that place. Whilst this rebellion waa raging
at head-quarters, n lesser fight was going on in the immediate neighbourhood of our Frontier. The J u n p n or Soubah of Darlingcote had
originally been a follower of one of the Amla who was a leading
character in the rebellion, but officially he was subordinate to the Paro
Yenlow; the latter officer was determinod to supersede his disloyal
subordinate, and sent another official to take his place. The Jungpen
refused to obey tho order, or surrender the Fort. A force was sent bo
compel him, and the Fort was besieged for several months, but without
success, and the besiegers only withdrew on our intention to visit
Darlingcote becoming known. I reported these complications to Government in my letter of the 10th November, and expressed apprehension
lest they should impede the progress of the Mission. I at the same
time expressed my willingness to proceed, provided that the nominal
head of the Government was disposed to receive me. The Jungpen of
Darlingcote sent me several messengers on different occasions, aasuring
me that the delay of the Bootan Government to make arrangements for
my reception, or to reply to the lettars of the Governor General, was
attributable simply to the disorganized state of the country, and not to
any unwillingness to receive a representative of the British Government ;
he entreated me to remain patiently for a reply, and assured me that he
would give me evcry assistance in his power. Towards the end of
November he sent to say that he wished to have
'llngpen
an
interview with ~ h e e b o oLama on the Frontier,
oirita Cheeboo Lome.
and explain to him exactly how matters stood a t
the Durbar. I sent the at& to meet him at the Teesta, and they h d
a conference which lasted some days. H e evidently wished us to enter
into negociations with him ; he was very friendly, asked me to delay my
advance for a short time longer in hopes that an answer would be
received from the Durbar, but at the same time hinted that if the reply
did not come soon, he would, if he received a present, aid us in entering
the country, even if by so doing he should incur the displensore of his
Government, and would answer for it that so long M we were in hie
jurisdiction we should not be molested. On my position being reported
to the Government of India, I was informed that the Governor General
was of opinion that as the rebellion had been successful and a substan-.
tire Government had apparently been re-established, and as the Soubah
of Darlingcote had promised to assist us, there was no reason why our
advance should be any longer postponed, and that it appeared to Government that the new Deb Haja might be desirous of cultivating a good
udershnding with the British Government in o d o r to strengthen
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himself in his position. On the receipt of these orders I made immediate
preparations to advance, and wrote to the Darlingcote Soubah that I was
about to start, and reqnested him to send men to meet me at the Teesta.
27. I had some difficulty in collecting coolies, as without more direct
encouragement from the Hootanese they were
S t a r t &om DujeelLng.
very unwilling to ventnre into Bootan, the people
of which country are looked upon with hatred by all the other residents
in these Hills, as being a cruel and treacherous race. By the assistance
of Cheeboo Lama, the Dewan* of Sikhim, who had been selected to
accompany us, we managed to collect coolies and to start them off to the
Frontier on the 1st of January. On the 4th we left Darjeeling and overtook the Camp just as they arrived at the Teesta, thirty miles from
Darjeeling, and here our troubles commenced, for the coolies were
afraid to venture across the Frontier, and left us in considerable numbers. The Lama, however, managed h procure us assistance from his
own Ryota. W e had much difficulty in crossing the river, which is very
deep and rapid, and full of enormous boulders : we had to cross the coolies
and baggage over in rafts, which were constructed according to the
usual plan of the country, a series of triangular platforms of bamboos
being placed one above the other, the apex of the
Crorr Teeat..
triangle is kept up-stream, and the raft is pulled
backwards and forwards by gangs of men, the common cane being used
instead of rope. The work of crossing was difficult and very tedious ;
the river was nearly ninety yards wide, and runs at a rate of about ten
miles an hour; the elevation at the ferry is 1,122 feet above the level
of the sea. The whole of the Camp waa not across till the 7th ; we
went up from the Teesta on the 9th, by a gradual slope, through some
cultivated villages to Kalimpoong, height 3,733 feet. W e were
obliged to halt one day here to muster the coolies and re-arrange
the baggage, which had got into confusion in consequence of
freqnent desertions. Whilst here we visited a number of villages ;
the inhabitants seemed delighted to see us, and made us presents
of eggs, fowls, oranges, and vegetables. This part of the country
is very fairly cultivated, and has a number of inhabitants ; it ie
so close to our Frontier that the villages set their Chiefs a t
defiance, and are the only people under the Bootan Government who
are abls to carry on any sort of trade. They were vehement in their
abuae of their own Government, and loud in their praise of our administration in Derjeeling : their only wish seemed to be that they shduld
come under our rule. Nearly every household had some members
reaident in our Territory. We visited a monastery in the neighbourhood ;
-

b
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the Laxllas were absent, but we were shown over it by two nnns,
who pointed with pride to an English vessel which was placed on the
altar as a receptacle for holy water, but which in other countries is used
for a very different purpose. There wero fine orange groves in the
neighbourhood of the m o n a s t e ~ ,but the people dared not sell the
oranges for fear of the Lamas, for whom they had been reserved. A t '
the unaccustomed sight of money, howevtlr, their fear of their priests
vanished, and they not only sold but afterwards gave ns a large quantity
of oranges. We were met here by a very surly old official, the esNieboo or Darogah of Dhnmsong, for here as everywhere else there were
two Officers in the appointment, one in power and one out of power.
The Nieboo was very uncommunicative ; he at first requested ns not to
move into the conntry, but ultimately he gave us guides to show us the
road to 1)arlingcote. H e had evidently received no instructions as to
the course he was to adopt ton,ards us, and had not even h e a d of our
intention to enter the country until we had arrived in the neighbourhood
of his own village. H e was eqnallp afraid of offending us and his own
superiors. On the 9th we marched to Paigong, a long march ; the road
wrcs tolerably level, though narrow. A great number of coolies
deserted us on the road, throwing down their loads. W e had to store
e quantity of baggage in the village, and went on only a few miles the
next day by a good road to Paiengong. Amongst the baggage left
L e h d urasa box of arsenical soap : this was never sent after us ; the
authorities denied that it could have been stolen, but on onr return from
Poonakh it was good hnmouredly admitted that the box had been carried
off, that the soap was taken to be some particular food for horses, that
cattle had been fed on it and seven had died. We went off the road a few
miles to visit the little Fort of Dhurnsong. The Fort is a small quadrangular
building, hollow in the centre, built of stones and mnd, situated on a
bluff jutting down into the Valley of the Teesta between Sikhim and
Bootan. The view from this place was magnificent; the mows of the
Chooleh, Nitai, and Yaklah Passes were all quite close ; on three sides
of us were the different snowy ranges of Bootan, Sikhim, and Nepal ;
we could see within a space of sixteen miles the four countries of Thibet,
Sikhim, Bootan, and British Sikhim; the view was very extended;
Derjeeling was plainly visible, and below was the beautiful and fertile
Valley of Rhinok in Sikhim ; we could see for many miles the road
from the Thibet Passes to the R~injeet River on the Darjeeling
Frontier, the route followed by the Thibttsn traders who annually visit
Darjeeling. The land around Dhnmsong is a gentle slope, and just
behind the Fort is a flat spnr; the elevation of Dhumsong is probably
about 5,OUO feet. The place would make a magnificent Sanatorium
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We asked the Officer in charge of the Fort, a dirty looking man, little
better than a cooly, to allow us to look inside the Fort ; he insolently
refused, and closed all the doors. To the South-West of the Fort was (
a little ou.tpost : on visiting it we found i t surrounded in every direction -. '
with sharp s p i k e s h m e d of f i e male fern; these are stuck into the 1 ,
.
ground in time of mar, and are supposed to be effective aqainst night j ,
attacks. The Fort was, as usual in Bootan, completely commanded by
its own outposts. On the 1 lth we marched to the top of the mountain
of Labah, ia height 6,620 feet, distance eleven miles. There was a
great scarcity of water on the road, and even at the encamping ground.
The only place worthy of note that we passed was the monastery of
Rhisheehoo, which was perched up on the top of the most westernly
spur of Labah. From Labah we, the next day, descended a very steep
and difficult road to one of the branches of the River Durlah, where me
were met by ponies, mules, and musicians sent by the Jungpen
of Drrlimcote. Out of compliment to the Jungpen, and in accordance with the custom of the country, some of the gentlemen of
the Jiission mounted the animals sent for us, and had s very nncomfortable ride, on high Tartar saddles, on very fidgetty and vicious
mules. W e were preceded by the musicians, who continued to play a
most monotonous and noisy tune till we arrived a t
Arrival at Darling.
our encamping ground at Ambiok, a plain about
2,922 feat high, immediately below the Fort of Darling. The instruments in use were silver flageolets and brass cymbd8. m e Jungpen
kept up a constant fire of matchlocks from the Fort throughout the day.
After leaving the vicinity of our own Frontier we saw no trace of a
village, and for two days befare reaching Darling me had not seen a
single house with the exception of a monastery. At Darling there
were, with the exception of the Fort, only eorne aix or seven little huts,
aud it was clear that we coulcl not look for supplies from the villnges ;
indeed, if there had been villages able to supply us, we should have
h n in equal difficulty, for they were all warned by the Jungpen that
every man found selling us provisions w i ~to be fined. The object of
thiu "rder was to preserve the Jungpen's trade monopoly; it is his practice,
and bat of all the Frontier officials, to ~rohibitany trade with the plains ;
they themselves eit4her buy rice very cheaply or extort it from their
tenante in the Dooars, and store and sell it out at an exorbitant price
to their followers Bnd ryots and to people in the interior of the country.
The Jungpen had promised to store supplies for my C a . ~ , pto await
my arrival a t Darling. On my sending a reqr~isition for rice for the
coolies he sent me some, insisting upon being paid beforehrrnd Rupees 7
per rnaund, though to my knowledge the price of rice at the place
\
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whence he draws his supplies was only 8 to 10 anntlv per maund, and
all his supplies were delivered free at his Fort by his unfortunate Mechi
Ryots, who have to keep up large herds of pack
bterview with 'q-cattle for this sole duty. On the 14th of *January
pen.
the Jungpen came to see me; he was m o m panied by a large and disorderly following,+hn&d-bearers
carrying
a flat piece of wood like a broad oar, printed with inscriptions;
musicians; a number of led ponies and mules; Sepoys with matchlocks and knives, probably about 200 men in all. As they approached
our Camp the whole party halted every twenty yards and g+vo
loud shouts, apparently in imitation of a pack of jackal. Whilst
, the screaming was going on, the Jungpen put down hie head
and shook himself in his saddle; the same practice was observed
, on other occasions, but I could obtain no explanation of it except that
it was an "old custom." The same cry is used in advancing to fight.
, , The Jungpen, on arriving at my tent, was seized by the legs by some of
' his followers, and after being twirled round in the air twice was carried
to tho tent, as it was thought below his dignity to walk. The ceremony
was, however, very far from dignified, for the Jungpen attempted to get
down, and was brought to my tent, kicbing violently, m d abusing his
men. He was a fat, unconth, boorish, ignorant man. He assumed
airs of great dignity for a time, but was unable to resist asking for some
brandy.. On receiving this he became very talkative ; his chief topic,
however, was the quantity of spirits he could drink ; he repeatedly
called for more brandy, and finding that it was taking effect upon him,
I gave him leave to go ; nothing, however, would induce him to leave ;
he staid for four or five hours, and at length was taken away forcibly by
his servants, who saw that I was annoyed. Bnt even then he could not
be persuaded to return to the Fort, but went to the tent of Cheeboo
Lama and sat thcre drinking. Later in the day he left the Camp, but
whilst going through it he saw some of our coolies, who after receiving
large advances of pay had deserted us and had been brought back,
being flogged. He insisted upon their being released. Captain Lance
and Dr. Simpson, who were present, said they could not do so without
my ordera ; he then half drew his knife and rushed into the ring with
his followers, threatening to cut down the Commissariat Sergeant who
waa in attendance, and behaving with great violence. The men of the
Escort ran to their arms and fell in, and the bullying and violence of
the Jungpen and his followers was immediately changed to abject fear.
Seeing me approaching, he ran to meet me, trembling with fear and
begged for forgiveness. I ordered him out of Camp, and the whole
pal-tj ran off to the Fort in a most undignified manner. I declined to
!
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rectdve any further visits from him until he sent me a written apology
for his conduct, and this he did the next day. Finding that it would be
impossible to obtain supplies for our large Camp from the villages, I
asnt Captain Austen down to Julpigooree to buy rice, and to examine
the mad between that place and Dalimcote. The dist,ance is about
forty to fifty miles. The road is excellent; there is a gentle slope the
whole way from Darling to Domohoni,-a
small stockade opposite
Jnlpigooree ; heavily laden bullocks and 'elephants passed backward8
and forwards every day, and till within three miles of Darling the road
is as good ea any in the plains. The country through which it passes
is a rich, black, vegetable mould, at present covered as regaxds the
higher portion of it with very h e forest trees, and on the lower portion
with long grass. I t is very sparsely inhabited, but there are some large
Mechi villages near our Frontier. Under any other Government the
whole tract would be one vast rice field, for it is not unhealthy like our
Terni, and the surplus population of Cooch Behar and Rungpore would
readily migrate into this rich trnct. I t abounds with herds of elephants
and with rhinoceros, but tigers seem to be rare; at least they do not
interfere much with the people, who are constantly passing to and fro
on the road with p ~ c kcattle. I on one occasion went some sixteen
milcs down the road ; we met a number of Mechis and other plainsmen
on the road who complained bitterly of the oppressions of the Booteahs,
for whom they evidently entertained feelings of deep hatred. They
were kept constantly employed in carrying up
The reah'
Of the
rice to the Fort, and received no sort of remuneDooerr.
ration 'for their services. They are absolutely
nothing better then slaves to the Bootauese, and their only hope
appeared to be that we might be goaded by the misconduct of their
rulers to annex their villages to British Territory. The Mechis are a
quiet, inoffensive, weak race ;they are precisely the same class as the
men inhabiting our own Terai ; like them they appear to enjoy perfect
immnpity from the ill-effects of malaria. They are, however, a h e r and
less sickly and sallow looking set than the Mechis of the Derjeeling
Terai, probably beceutle the Bootan Terai is more healthy and drier than
ours. They welcomed us to their villages with unmistakeable delight,
end seemed to take it for granted that having once heard their grievances
we should immediately take them under our protection. They appeared '
to be good cultivators ; cotton was one of their principal crops, but the
description of cotton was the poorest I ever saw ; it had scarcely any
staple, and it is difficult to understand how they ever separated the fibre
from the m d . I imagine that finer soil for the production of cotton
does not exist in India. The Mechis seem to change their cultivation
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aonstantly, as would naturally be the case with so much virgin land bt
their disposal. They do not cultivate more than is necessary to supply
their own wants and to enable them to comply with the demands of
their rulers, for any surplus which they produced would merely form
an additional temptation to plunder on the part of their Bootah h k masters. They know they can never be rich nor ever improve their
position, and t.hey do not therefore attempt it. With magnificent timber all round them, with rivers running direct down to the plains, with a
full knowledge that a certain market for their timber is to be found
where these rivers join the Teesta and Berhampooter on our Frontier,
they dare not even cut a single tree for sale.
28. I t was impossible to avoid contrasting the present state of this
portion of the country with what it would be under our rule.. Our Camp
a t Ambiok was a perfectly level plain; on two sides of it were high
mountains with fine sloping sides, and a walk of two or three hours
would take one up to an elevation of 6,000 and 7,000 feet. On one side
was a precipitous ascent of 1,000 feet to the Fort, which jutted out on a
ridge running down towards the plain. On either side of the table-land
were two branches of the River Durlah. Running to the plains wes 8
natural road which might be made available for carts from the plains a t
a cost of probably not more than Rupees 10,000. I n the immediate
neighbourhood was a m~gnificent plain of thirty miles broad and 150
miles long, of the very finest soil, and intersected by a series of rivera,
running down into the Teesta and Berhampooter. All this was within
a few miles of the district which, after Chota Nagpore, is the best labour
market in Bengal, and from which the people would have flocked into
Bootan if they dared. Tho place was so situated in regard to the Hills
and the plain8 that it seemed a sort of natural exchange for the trade of
Thibet with that of Bengal, yet with all these advantages not a village
was to be seen within sixteen miles of the place. Where under a good
(;overnment there would have been a large standing bazar, where there
would have been cotton fields, and tea fields, and timber depbta and
countless acres of rice, not a human habitation was to be seen. There
was not one single cultivated acre of land within sight of Darling. The
place in which our Camp was situated h d once apparently been a rich
well-kept garden ; it conhined s e v e d mango, jack, and other imported
trees, and the remains of stone walls were visible in all directions. I
believe, however, that the garden only existed many yeara ago when
Darlingcote belonged to the Sikhimese.
I received a letter from the Deb Raja after I had been a few days
at Darling ; it was ay usual evwive and undecided. I was simply told
that I should tell tho Jungpen of Darling what I had come for, and
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that he would then arrange for my seeing the Deb. I explained
fully to the Jnngpen what the object of our Government was ; he
was exceedingly fi-iendly in his professions, and was, I think, really
anxiom to forward our views, for we had no complaints against him
personally, and the attached Estate of Fallacottah being under hia
charge, he had everything to gain and nothing to lose by the accep-trance of the terms offered by the Governor General. Re, had moreover, lived for some years on the Frontier, and knew our power to
enf3rce our terms if they were not complied with in a friendly spirit.
At the same time, he mas averse to my going on until he had distinct
orders to send me on, and the Deb Raja's lettcr was evidently writtell
nnder the impression that I was still within British Telritory. I wrote,
in reply to the Deb, stating very clearly our claims against his Government, and requesting a positive and definite reply as to whether he
would receive me or not. I explained that our demands would have
to be enforced in some other way if he did not consent to discuss them
amicably, that I should proceed as soon as I could arrange to do so, but
that if he did not wish to receive me or treat with me, all he had to do
was to say so in distinct terms, and that I would then nt once return
and report to the Governor General. The Darlingcote Jungpen complained much of his Government ;he proved to me that he had written
letter after letter entreating them to send him orders as to my reception
and treatment, and that they had only replied in evasive terms, the
object of which was to throw all blame on him for what might occur,
either in the event of our going back or coming on. They told him
that the Government did not understand the object of the Governor
General, and that as it was evidently some complaint against him, he
must settle the matter and see to it that I was not offended by anything
that might be said or done. I t was impossible for me to move on without
the help of the Darlingcote Authorities, for the Nepalese and Sikhim
coolies, seeing the very
manner in which we were received,
had run away in great numbers, and we had not enough left to mrry on
even our necessary baggage, though reduced to the smallest limits, and
in addition to this we had now to carry on rice for the coolies themselves. I had built a large godown at Ambiok, and intended to leave a
considerable store of rice there to be sent on to us from time to time,
but still each cooly required for the march nearly a maund of rice,
or another cooly's load. My only hope was in obtaining people of
the country, who could feed themselves at their own villages, and
could carry some extra rim for our own men. The Jungpen made
the greatest difficulty about procuring these men, and certainly he
had been placed by his own Government in an awkward position.
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Captain Austen having purchased a sufficient stock of rice, and
having dispatched the greater portion of it, I told the Jungpen that he
must now make up his mind either to help me on or bear the responsibility of my turning back. He then promised to help me in going on,
but at the same time he really did nothing to assist me. His immediate snperior is the Paro Penlow, and against his authority the Jungpen
wss in revolt ; he srtid that as regarded the Durbar he felt less hesita- tiou, but he did not feel at all sure what the Penlow might do; he
would possibly think that we had been invited into the county by the
Jungpen to aid him, and would in consequence offer us violence, as he
cared little for the Durbar or any of the other Amla. I agreed to risk
the Penlow's oppoeition, provided the Jungpen would give me the
assistance I required, would undertake to take charge of my stores and
of the men, tents, and baggage I left behind, and would keep open our
communication with the plains. I promised to pay him for his assietance, and he at length consented. On the 26th the Jungpen called on
me, and promised to make over to me two elephants and four mahouts
carried off from British Territory by one of his subordinates when
temporarily acting as Katma or Darogah of Moinagoorae. The Jungpen's real object was clearly to keep me at Darlingcote ; he would not
hear of my returning, but with the usual B o o t i d indifference to
delay he hoped to induce me to remain at Darling for a month or two
corresponding with the Durbar, and he then apparently hoped that
negotiations would be made with him and not with the Durbar. The
promised coolies never appeared until I actually made preparatioxm to
return to Darjeeling, and they were then produced. I was obliged to
leave all our tents, except some small pals, and most of our baggage
and stores in the dep8t at Darling, for it was impossible to obtain
coolies enough to carry them all on, and also tO carry food for themselves.
I was also compelled to leave nearly half my Escort behind here for
want of carriage. I took on fifty Sikhs and a few Sappers, leaving the
rest of the Sappers at Darling under tho SoubaU v e Darling.
dar. On the 29th Captain Austen returned, and
we moved on. On passing the Fort I called on the Jungpen ;his manner was very different to whet it had been when we first arrived ;he
entirely dropped his insolent assumption of superiority and his coarse
swaggering manner; he stood up, and refused to sit in my presence
when invited to do SO, brought refreshments, and waited on us himself
and behaved generally in a respectful and civil way. We looked over
the Fort, and were taken into a little Buddhist temple djoining the
Jungpon'e residence, in which a number of Lsmm were chanting
prayera to Mahakul for our safe journey.
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29. The Fort is a miserable building ; it consist of a Imge wall built ,
of mud and stones; it has ono large gateway
Dnrling Port.
to the North-East, in which the J~mppen
- - resides ;
inside the wall are a nnmbcr of houses and a garden; one house i s ,
assigned to the Ryots of the Dooars when they come up with their tribute,
another is a monastery ; there was a bmack, stables, store-houses, and
a residence for the women. The Jungpen had two wives ; one of them,
with her child, he had taken over with the other furniture a n d cquipments of the Fort from his predecessor in office, now one of the chitf Amla
a t the Durbar. The practice of making over their wives to their subor&nates seems to be very common ; indeed there is hardly such a thing
as marriage in the country. A man takes a woman and keeps her as
long as he likes, and when they get tired of one another she either transfers
herself or he transfers her to a dependent. I n theory, celibacy is sup-:
posed to be observed by all the officials in Bootan, tho origin of the
rule being that formerly only Lamas were eligible for office. I n the
large Forts the wives of the officials aro not recognized; they live in
buildings at the gateways, or outside the walls. Even at Darling the
Jungpen's wives were not allowed to remain under the same roof with
him, nor to eat with him. The consequence of this state of things is
that the women of Bootan have sunk to even a more degraded social
position than the women of the rest of India : they are treated like
servants, and live entirely with the lowest meniah of the Forts, and are
pushed, hustled, and abused by all the followers and hangers-on of the
officials. The wives of the Jungpen used to be constantly in our Camp,
joking and laughing with our Sepoys and coolies, and begging from us
for glasses, cloth, scissors, and other articles of English manufacture.
The Fort of Darling is 1,000 feet higher than the plain on which we were
encamped at Ambiok, and is o thousand yards distant from the spot on
which our tents were placed ; shells might have been thrown into it with
the peatest ease, and as the roof is made of mats it would be destroyed
in a few rounds. This Fort was taken with great ease by Captain Jones
and a few men in 1779. The people of the place, however, did not seem
to be aware that we had ever sent a force there. The approach to the
Fort from Ambiok is very difficult and precipitous, and could only bo
made under the cover of a fire from the plain, or in conjunction with an
advance from somo other direction. The Fort is situated on a spur ;
it might be approached from the South by ascending tho spur whme
the river crosses the road about three miles below Darling, but the
assistance of Sappors would be required. Again it might be approached
from the Sukymchoo River (Chikam on the maps) ; this mould have
to be done by detaching a pwty to follow the river, which branclies off
I
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to the right on the road from Julpigooree, about eight miles below
Darling ; for this a good guide would be required, as the force would
have to march up the bed of a stony river and turn off through a
narrow path to the Fort. With the main body advancing to Ambiok
along the road, the Detachment vid Sukyamchoo could get on to the
top of the spur, four miles from Darling Fort, and would advance by a
very fair road to within 200 yards of the Fort. Once there the Fort
woild be in their hands, or they-would at all events cover the ascent of
the party from Ambiok. There is no water in the Fort; the spring
generally used is a long way from the Fort, to the North, along the road
leading to Sukyamclioo: another small spring is some may along the
spur on the East of the Fort. The garrison is nominally 200 men, but
in point of fact they could not muster more than seventy fighting men,
of whom about thirty might be armed with old matchlocks. There is
not a single wall-piece in this or any other of the Forts in the county.
When we reached Darling a siege of three months had jnst been raised.
The Paro Penlow having taken the side of the ex-Deb during the late
rebellion, and the Darling Jungpen haring taken the side of the rebels,
the Penlow had superseded him. The Darling Jungpen, however,
refused to make over the Fort to his successor; a force was sent to
compel him ; several fights took place ; the Jungpen retreated into his
Fort, and the attacking force encamped about 200 yards off, and remained
there for three months, the opposing forces doing nothing more than
throwing stones at one another with slings and catapulte. W e measured the range of the catapults, and found that it was abont 100 jards ;
large heaps of stones showed where the stones from the respective
catapults had fallen, and a more harmless kind of warfare could not
well be devised. The mortality was described as having been greater
than in any previous internal war, and one of the Sepoys sent with us M
a guide deposed to having killed a hundred of the enemy with his own hand.
Gloat, examination, however, proved to us that only nine men had
been killed, and this was in an ambuscade laid to entrap them while
escorting provisions. On leaving the Fort we marched along a road
with a slight descent for abont four miles, and then descended abruptly
to the River Snkyamchoo ;it is a narrow shallow river which runs round
the spur on which the Fort of Darling is situated, and joins the Durlah ;
we were compelled to halt here, as no clear and healthy place was in
reach. W e were quite in the Teni, the elevation being only about
1,500 feet ; the place was a malarious, unhealthy looking spot, and was
the feeding-ground of mild elephants, and, as we had often occasion to
notice, the places frequented by these animals have a smell abont them
which is almost intolerable. The next day we marched on through

heavy forests, crossed a large river, the Nurchoo, and encamped on the
Mochoo, about twelve miles from Sukyamchoo. Not a sign of a human
habitation waa seen the wholo day. The Mochoo is a small river
abounding with fish ;its banks apparently swarmed with wild animals of
every sort. Our nest march was through very h e , dry, clew forest ;
the soil was rich, high
- and wcll drained, and being- wcll ventilated our
march was less oppressive than our previous ones had been. W e had
to cross a deep, swift river bcfore reaching our
halting-place at Sipchoo. We were obliged to
make a bridge, which took us somo hours ; the bed of the river was of
considerable width, and in the rains it must be quite impassable.
Sipchoo was the residence of a Jungpen, but a11 tho inhabitants having
fled on account of that official's oppression and cruelty, the place is now
in charge of an Officer of lower rank, a Nieboo, who lives during the
winter at Sipchoo and during the summer at Jonksa, about six miles
distant. W e were told that there was a large Fort here ; we had to go
np a very steep ascent of about 500 yards from the river, and were then
met by Booteah officials who entreated us not to encamp within a mile
of the Fort, as it wss full of Soldiers, who might under the inauence of
drink come out and attack us, and it was not the wish of the official
in charge that me should suffer any harm. These messengers were
exceedingly insolent, and, as was usually the case with all Bootan
oEcials, perfectly intoxicated. Having by this time acquired s d c i e n t
experience of the character of the people to warrant our coming to the
conclusion that there was not a word of truth in the statement of these
men, we insisted upon going forward with four Sepoys, and judging for
ourselves where we should encamp. On arriving at the place we found
that the Fort and the Soldiers were equally imagi~lary. There were two
grass huts and three or four cattlo sheds, some few men and a few
women, and this constituted tho whole garrison and town of Sipchoo.
The Booteahs were not in the least embarrassed at their falsehood being
detected, treated the whole matter as a jolre, and declared that the only
object of their attempt at deceit was to give US a good encamping
ground in the neighbourhood of the river. Ono of the first persons who
came forward to greet us was llimba Kazee. This man's history is a
curious one : he was for many years in our servico, and was on receipt
of-for a Uooteah ---a large salary as translator of the Darjeeling Court.
He was Dr. Campbell's right-hand man for years, was with that gentleman and Dr. I-Iooker when they wore imprisoned by the Sikhim
Hajs in 1351, and is specially mentioned under the name of Nimbo in
Dr. Hooker's Journal (page 233) as having broken away from capti" vity and found his may into Darjeelins swimming the Teesta with a
'(
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" large iron ring on each leg,

and a link of several pounds' weight
attached to one." When Dr. Campbell, at the end of 1860, entered
Sikhim this man mas with him and behaved well, receiving several
rewards for bravery. I n 1861, when I relieved Dr. Campbell of the
charge of our rclations with Sikhim, XIirnba was made over to me as a
trustworthy guide and spy ;he had not been with me more than a week
before I had reason to suspect him of intriguing with the enemy. H e
found out that I was watching him, and the day we crossed the Frontier
he fled into Bootan, taking with him some sixty or seventy of his Ryota,
his cattle, and all the property he could remove. I afterwards found that
he had been endeavouring to induce the Bootanese to join the Sikhimese
against us. He had a valuable Estate in Darjeeling ; this was of course
forfeited to t,he State and is now called the "Mimba Kazee Tea
Plantation," in the hands of a European Company. H e seems to have
offered the ParoPenlow Rupees 2,000 to make him Jnngpen of Darlingcote ;
the Penlow lcd him on till he got all his money from him, and then refused
to give him any higher employment than that of a private Soldier. H e
came up to me at Sipchoo, smiling as if nothing had happened: he
entreated to be taken into our employ, and his great wish was evidently
to be allowed to return to Darjeeling. H e joined our Camp, and was on
the wholo useful, though I was not able to trust him to any great extent.
80. The coolies supplied to us by the Darlingcote Jungpen hed
only engaged to come as far as Sipchoo. They were to be relieved here
by men of the place, which was described to us, with the usual misrepresentation, to be thickly populated. I found however that there was not
a single cooly to be had here, and that there were only five houses left
in the whole of the Sipchoo district. As the Nieboo informed us,
the people had all been driven out of the country except a few Mechis
in tho Terai, and this was clearly the case, for on our return we came
through a grenb portion of the district without seeing a single hut,
though there were traces of old terracing and clearings which showed
that it had once been well inhabited. The country round Sipchoo and
Jonksa abounds in perfectly level plots of table-ground, of great extent,
and in height varying from 2,000 to 3,500 feet. The b y after my
arrival the Nieboo visited me and declared his inability to give me any
sort of assistance. He snid that it was out of the question my going
on without the aid of the Durbar ; that he had received no communication whatever regarding me ; that if I stayed three weeks at Sipchoo,
possibly orders might come, and coolies might be sent to take on the
Camp. He treated the whole matter with the greatest indifference,
and clearly did not intend to take any trouble whatever about us one
way or the other. To remain at Sipchoo for weeks after the detention
"
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which we had already experienced at Darlingcote, on the mere chance
that the Durbar would make arrangements for our advance after having
neglected us for so long, was out of the question. There were two
courses open, either to return at once to British Territory or to go on,
leaving behind nearly all the baggage and tho chief part of the small
Escort I had brought on with me. I had received no such indication of
a hostile feeling on the part of the rulers or the people of the country
as to warrant my turning back. I had been treated with boorish
incivility and great indifference on the part of the Authorities, but they
had always most forcibly expressed their desire to cultivate friendship
with our Government, although the friendship was confined entirely to
mere professions. The villagers had wherever we met them given us a
hearty welcome, though they warned us not to trust their Government,
and entreated us to take the country, and not to attempt to establish
friendly relations with men of wllose good faith they seemed to have
the very worst opinion. The Mission of 1837 had been treated with neglect
almost as great, and yet had reached the Ihrbar and returned, though
unsuccessful, yet withoat any attempt at violence being shown them, and
I felt that if I turned back under such circumstances the Booteah Durbar
would make capital out of the position and declare that they had made
arrangements for my reception at Poonakh, and had been prepared to
discuss in a friendly spirit the demands of our Government, but that
their good intentions had been frustrated by my return. I also felt that
if I turned back I should have been accused of having been disheartened
and discouraged at the first t a n g difliculties which presented
themselves. Further, as Government had seen no reason why I should
have delayed crossing the Frontier on account of the failure of the
Bootanese to make any arrangements for my reception, it did not seem
to me that they would approve of my turning back now when no greater
hostility had been shown than was shown then. Taking all this into
consideration, therefore, I came to the conclusion that, though I had not
been received by the Government of Bootan as I should have been, yet
that I had not been treated in a manner which would render it imperative
on me to turn back, knowing that my so doing would necessitate an
enforcement of our demands by other means. I was willing to attribute
much of the neglect with which I had been treated to the disorganized
state of the Government and the natural insouciance of the Booteahs ;
the local OfEcers whom I met assured me that this was the w e , and
that if I once reached the Durbar I should be received in a hospitable
and friendly manner, and thoug11 they were somewhat suspicious of my
intentions, these suspicions were likely to be allayed rather than the
reverse by my coming on without any force. IYith the precedents of
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the three previous Missions before me, it seemed to me that, though
there was doubtless some risk in going on without a strong Escort, yet
that the Durbar would never have the folly to treat me with violence or
open insult, and it further occurred to me that if they were really
hostile, I should be in no Setter position with u t y men than with a t e e n
at so great a distance from our .Frontier, without any organized
communication, and with constantly deserting coolies ;indeed I could
not have gone on a day's march with more than Bteen men, and therefore,
as I have said before, I had no option except to go on without the
Escort or to return. I therefore determined to push on as lightly as
possible. We left behind all our heavy baggage and stores, all the
Escort except fifteen Seikhs, and I mas obliged also to leave my Uncovenanted Assistant, Mr. Power, the Commissariat Sergeant, my Moonshee,
the Native Doctor, and every Camp follower whom we could spare.
I took on ten Sebundy Sappers to clear the road : the rest of the Camp I
left at Sipchoo, intending to order them on after me, if on arriving at the
next Booteah Port I could make arrangements for carriage. I ordered
a place to be cleared for their Camp, and huts built for the men, and
left written instructions for the guidance of Mr. Power and Sergeant
Sadlier in the event of any difficulty arising, and
Leave Sipchoo.
on the 2nd of February we advanced to Saigon,
a fine open plain at an elevation of 5,756 feet just below the Tulklah
Pass. Here we were again harassed by the desertion of coolies, and
I had to send back to Sipchoo for some of the coolies I had left behind
there ; the men were panic-stricken at the idea of advancing into a
country the people of which they look upon as a race of murderers and
robbers, and who had shown so little disposition to receive us in a
friendly manner; in addition to this, the people we met on the road
told most alarming stories of the depth of the snom in some of the
Passes. I was surprised to see the marks of wild elephants up at
this great elovation; they seem to come up here in the rainy season.
31. On the 3rd of February we continued the ascent of the Pass,
and early jn the day came to snom, and had to march till dark through
snow of from one-and-a-half to tmo feet deep. At night we halted in
a miserable place called HYLonchoo(8,198 feet.) The snow was deep,
and a more wretched 'place for a bivouac in the open air could scarcely
be conceived. The men, however, managed to get up large fires, and
did not suffer from the cold. On the 4th we crossed the Pass about
10,000 feet high, and descended with much difficulty through the snow
to Dongachuchoo (8,595 feet.) The snom here was not very deep, but
the men wero all thoroughly exhausted and despondent, and nothing
but the fear of again crossing the snow prevented the great majority of
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our coolies running off and leaving us alone in the jungle. The next
day, therefore, I determined to give them a rest, and went only a few
miles down to the bottom of the valley and
The bm-Moohoo.
encamped on the banks of the River Am-Mochoo
(3,849 feet) ; the sun here wrts really hot, and the men's spirits rose
proportionately. The Mochoo is a very beautiful river, deep, very
rapid, and broad; it is full of enormous boulders, which make the
river one continuous line of white sparkling foam. I t was spanned\
by a curious and ingenious bridge. Advantage had been taken of
a great rock to throw across from one bank some eight or ten
large beams, the ends of which were weighed down by heaps of large
stones and earth supported by a revetment. Across these beams werq
placed a row of thick logs, then another sot of beams projecting far!
beyond the first layer and similarly weighed down with stones and earth;
then some logs, and so on till a suficient length of beam was projected
across the river to support a platform thrown from these beams to other
small beams built into the rock in the river. On the other side the span
was much greater, and in addition to the beams thrown out from the
bank and from the rock the platform was supported by canes and strong
creepers ; it was in fact a compound of a suspension and a pier bridge.
I t was neatly boarded throughout, and wtw some four or five feet broad.
The height from the centre span to the m t e r was thirty feet, and the
breadth of the span ninety feet. The Mochoo comes through Phari in
Thibet, and passes close under the Sikhim Raja's Thibet Palace at
Choombi, and runs through Bootan into the Berhampooter. If the county had been in any hands but those of the Hooteahs a road into Thibet
would have been taken up this valley, and would have opened communication with tho plains avoiding all snowy Passes. We had, in crossing
the Tulaah, passed the water-shed of one branch of the great Thibot
Passes seen from Darjeeling, viz., the Choolah, Haklah, and Nitai, for
this river runs down on the North-East side of these Passes. On the
6th we went on to Sangbk ; the ascent at first was very steep, but after
going a few miles we got into a perfectly level road, well wooded and
watered ; the Valley of the Mochao was level, and there were several
villages to be seen, the first Hill villages indeed we had met with since
the second day after leaving our own Frontier, though we had marchsd
probably some 90 or 100 miles through what was naturally a singularly
rich tract. After continuing along a level path for some eight miles, we
had to make a precipitous descent to cross a small stream, and then to
ascend again to the village and Fort of Sangbd
(6,143 feet.) On the road me passed a flour-mill
worked by a water-wheel. Tho old man in charge of it had a fearful
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tumour on his lip, which entirely concealed his mouth and the lower
part of his face ; he told us that he had great difficulty in eating.
Dr. Simpson told him that if he would come to our Camp he would remove
the tumour. Sangb6 is a very pretty little hamlet of some four or five
houses ; and scattered about the neighbourhood were several other villages and a few small monasteries. The villagers were very friendly,
and most anxious to come under British rule ; they entreated us to help
them to escapc to Darjeeling when we returned, if we were unwilling to
take their country. They flocked round the Camp with presents of eggs,
fowls, milk, &c. The villages were noatly cultivated, the fields were
fenced with loose stone walls, and the land was tilled with the plough
instead of by the hand as in Darjeeling. The chief cmps were barley,
1 buck-wheat, millet, and turnips. On the 7th I sent for the Jungpen* of
Sangbk, and after much hesitation he came with the usual noise and attempt
at display. He was a miserable, sickly looking man; it struck us at
once that he was not a Booteah, and we afterwards found that he was
the son of a Bengallee slave, who had distinguished himself as a soldier,
had been freed and appointed eventually to office, and had managed to
get his son into the public service in the same way. This Jungpen was
the man who had been nominated by tho Paro Penlow to Darlingcote,
and had made an unsuccessful attempt to oust the present Jungpen of
that place. Having failed there he was sent to Sangbk, and there were
two Jungpens then at the place, the one in office and the one whom he
had superseded. The Jungpen informed me that he could give me .no
assistance ; that he had received no orders of any sort regarding me, and
that it was not customary to allow persons to pass the Forts without
orders ; that he would not stop me as he had not men enough to do it,
and that if I chose I could go on, but he could not commit himself by
giving me a single cooly, and h w ~ ~ u not
l d allow the villagers to help
me. When I asked hirn if he would take upon himself the responsibility of saying that the Deb Raja declined to let me go on to Poonakh,
he declined, and said that he had no orders or authority to say anything
of the sort ; that he had no doubt that if I went on I should be well
received, but that it would be better if I was to stay where I was till he
could refer to the Durbar, which would only involve a delay of perhaps
twenty days. I pointed out that I had co~nmunicatedto the Deb my
intention of going to Poonakh four months before ; that I had been five
weeks in tho country, and that he had had plenty of time to send
instructions to all his subordinates; that ho might write this to his
employers, and say that I considered t,lieir conduct most dilatory and
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unfriendly, but that knowing how serious the consequences mould be to the
Bootan Government I did not wish to turn back unless the Deb declined
to receive me, and he had only to tell me this in distinct terms, and I
would at once leave the country. 011esamining our coolios it was
found that nearly a11 the Nepalese merr liad been more or less frostbitten in crossing the last Pnss, some of them very badly. IVe therefore purchased a number of hides and pieces of woollen cloth, and
compelled them all to make boots for themselves according to the
fashion of the country. Seeing that it was now quite of the question to
think of bringing on that portion of the party mhich had been left at
Sipchoo, I sent orders to Mr. Pomor to return to Darjeeling as soon as
he could, taking with him all our extra stores and baggage, together
with the Sikhs and the party of Sappers left at Darlingcote, leaving
under the charge of the Nieboo of Sipchoo a good store of rice and
attah for our return, and all the Governor General's presents which I
had been obliged also to leave behind through the refusal of the Bootan
officials to supply me with carriage. I also told him to keep a Guard
of five Sebundies at the Depbt at Darlingcote, placing our supplies
there under the charge of the Jungpen. I arranged with the Jl~ngpen
of Sangbk and the Sipchoo Nieboo to keep our communication open by
a line of DLk runners, and to give protection to all our people passing
backwards and forwards, and this they agreed to do after receiving a
present each with a promise of more if they fulfilled their engagement.
IVhilst here the old miller, to whom I have made allusion before, came
up to have his tumour removed ;this- was successfully doue under
chloroform by lJr. Simpson, to the great astonishment of a number of
spectators : the operation seemed to have attracted the attention of the
Bootanese in a very singular manner, for at every village through which
we passed, and on our arrival at the Durbar, one of the first questiol~s
asked was, which was the Doctor who had removed tlie tumour. The
Bootanese were by no means slow to avail themselves of Dr. Simpson's
advice: their chief diseases are precisely what one might expect from
a people at once so filthy and so inlmoral, and there seemed to bo
scarcely a person in the country, male or female, who mas not suffering
more or less in this respect. Their great test of a physician's skill
seemed to be that he should be able to tell from looking at the face
the disease under which a patient was suffering. After a few days'
experience Dr. Simpson was able to acquire a great reputation by
invariably naming the cause of sickness, which was always the same
in every case. They had implicit faith in his ~nedicin~s,
and expected
a chance dose given on the line of march to cure discases of many
years' standing.
K
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32. On the 9th of February we left Sangbk, and found a very fair
road for some distance ; we passed the Fort, a wretched little building
of rubble stone, with a wooden roof situated in a most lovely position.
Outside the Fort was a praying cylinder worked by water containing
the six-syllable mystic sentence " Om Mani Padme Horn" written many
thousand times ; the paper or cloth on which it was written would probably have extended a quarter of a mile or more if unfolded. At a monhtery near the Fort we were hospitably entertained, and saw some fine
specimens of the Cuprsssus f u n e b ~ ,a tree of singular beauty which
p w s in Bootan, and which seems to have forced itself on the admiration even of such indifferent, careless observers as the Bootan priests, for
we found it carefully planted near most of the monasteries. After passing the Fort we came to a long white-washed stone mendong, or a stone
wall about ten feet. high. I n the centre of these religious monuments is
generally a well-carved and often gilt representation of the sacred figure
of Sakyamani or Padmapani. I t was amusing to see how careful the
more superstitious of the coolies and Buddhist servants were, even with
their heavy loads, to pass always on the same side of every mendong to
which we came, tho rule being to follow the writing of the inscription
carved on the great slabs of the wall, instead of walking the opposite way
of the character. The origin of the custom is that pious travellers may
read each sentence a5 they pass, but as the sentence is usually the everlasting " Om Mani Padme Horn," which is scarce" Om rani P h r
ly ever out of the lips of evory Buddhist not too
Horn."
much occupied in other matters to make him diacontinue the trick of repeating these four words, the inscriptions are never
really looked at. after going a few miles from Sangbg, we made a rather
steep descent to the little River Suchoo ; we pasbed several villages on
the road, and a certain amount of desultory cultivation of buck-wheat
and millet. The Suchoo was crossed by a good wooden bridge, and we
then had to ascend the opposite side of the valley by a steep zig-zag,
evidently made many years ago at a considerable expense. We passed
a very beautiful waterfall ; the supply of water was not great, but it fell
from a vest height, and was scattered like rain. On reaching the top
of the ascent, we found a number of villagers collected to meet us. They
paid us the compliment usual in the case of any person of distinction
travelling through the county, of setting h e to little heaps of wormwood as we passed. They seemed to take it for grantud that we had
come to take possession of the county, and abnsed their own Government in a most undisguised manner. On arriving
Saybee.
at our halting place, Saybee, a very fine little
village with some cultivation and good homes (6,143 feet), we found that
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Zinka5 had arrived from the Durbar, and had given out that they had
o d e r s to stop me and turn me back. I sent for the men, hearing that
they had said they had letters for me. They would not come, making
one excuse after another for delay. At last I threatened to have them
punished, and they came. It turned out that they had no letters for
me : they said they had letters to the Darlingcote Jungpen, instructing
him to turn me back. I replied that aa they had nothing for me they
might go. They told me that if I went on I might be opposed. I
pointed out to them that I could not act upon the information of petty
messengers like themselves, and unless they could show written authority from the Deb to forbid my coming on I would have nothing to say
to them. They then gave me the letters to the Darlingcote Jungpen,
and told me to read them as they were intended to have reached him
whilst I was there, and were instructions regarding me. I opened the
cover and found two letters, according to the Boobah custom, one full
of professions of friendship for the British Government, and instructing
him to do everything he could to satisfy me and settle any dispute I
might have with him regarding the Frontier, but not a word about my
going on or back. This letter was evidently intended to be shown to me.
The second was a most violent and intemperate production, threatening
the Jungpen with forfeiture of life for having allowed me to cross
the Frontier, ordering him to pay a fine of Rupees 70 to each of the
messengers sent to him, and abudng him in the grossest terms, at the
same time telling him on no account to allow me to go 8Way angry, but
to try and entice me across the Frontier again, adding, however, that if
he could not get rid of me without offending me, he should send me on
to the Durbar by the Sumchee and Dhone road, and should see that
proper afiangements were made for furnishing supplies. The Zinkaffs,
after reading the letters, said that it was clear that I should go back and
enter the country by the Sumchee road. I pointed out that two more
marches would bring me into the Sumchee road, and that to go back
would take me fifte3n days. They said that the Amla had shown such
folly in not having given proper orders for my reception, that they
should not trouble thbmselves in the mattor, and that I might go which
way I liked. I asked one of them to return with me ; he agreed at first,
but then said he must go to Darling to get his share of the fine, but
they gave me guides from the village and suppliod us with fodder, &c.,
for the horses. The headmen and villagers of Saybee came to us and
entreated ns to take them back with us to Darjeeling. I told them that
we ercluded no one from our Territory, and that they would any of them
be allowed to settle there ; they replied that tho d8culty which they
want& to overcome was the escape from t.heir own count,y ; that they
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were so matched that they could not escape without leaving their families behind them, and the lives of the families of all runaways were considered forfeit. They then told us, what we had heard some inarches
back in villages through which we had passed, that a great sign of freedom had been shown to them, that three European children had been
born in the village, and that it had been construed to mean that the
country would pass into our hands ; they had been expecting a fulfilment of this omen for a long time past, and that now we had come to
their \-illage they felt that it mas true. We asked to see these children,
and three miserable little blear-eyed Albinos mere brought out to ns.
Wo explained to the parents what their children were, but they could
not be made to understand that there was not something mysterions in
their birth, and that it was not connected with our visit to the county ;
they had never heard of any other Albino being born in the country. On
the 10th of February we left Saybce ; we first had to make a slight
descent to tho little River Saychoo and then to ascend up a very steep
zig-zag, the commencement of the Taigonlah Mountain, over which
me had to pass. About the middle of the day
Taigonlah.
we reached I311oliur, a pretty open grassy plain
(9,256 feet) ; there was very little snow here, and we found a magnificent herd of yaks, or chowree cattle, driven down from the higher Pass
by the heavy snow. Finding that there mas decp snow a little way
ahead, and a doubt about a supply 'of water sufficient for so large a
Camp, \re halted, hoping to be able to clear the Pass the next day. As
we advanced, however, the folloaing morning the snow became very
deep, the ascent was steep, and the men and horses mado their way
on with difficulty. The wholo aspect of the county had now
changed; instead of the usual forest of Rhododendron, Magnolia, Oak,
Chesnut, kc., me had suddenly passed into an entirely new vegetation ;
nothing was to bo seen but pines of various descriptions, chiefly the
Pi,itts excclsn; tho change was so sudden and marked that a chain
pulled across the mountain-side wonld have divided one class from the
other. The pino forest was very much pleasenter to travel t.hmugh
than that though which we had hitherto been passing ; it was thin, and
clear from undergrowth, and beautiful grassy glades were of frequent
occurrence ; the effcct of the snow and icicles on the leaves of the pines
was very magnificent. Towards evening we passed a stone rest-house,
erected by some public-epiritcd Booteah for the shelter of travellers
ovortalien in tho snow; these rest-houses on the Passes are the only
form in which public charity shows itself in Bootan. I n the evening we
halted at Shafeliheo ; the snow was deep, but the men made themselves,
a d us, tolerably comfortable by collecting largo quantities of juniper
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and laying it over the snow, and the juniper and pine-boughs made
splendid fires which they kept up all night. The height of the Camp was
11,800 feet ; the thermometer registered 130Jyet with some 200 persons,
some Sikhs, others Bengallees, not a man suffered from the cold. W e
unfortunately had no view here on account of the heavy,mist which
we had here for the first time since crossing the Tuldah Pass. Captain
Austen was in consequence unable to takeobservations from the Pass,
and being very desirous of filling in his map and ascertaining his position
from such a very commanding position, he determined to remain behind
and catch us up two marches on; he remained in a little rest-house close
to the P'ass, made partly out of the natural face of the rock and partly
built of stones. Near the Pass there wss no vegetation; it was a bleak,
dreary, open pl&n swept by the most bitter, piercing wind I ever felt.
At the apex of the Pass, which was 12,150 feet, was the usual lapcha,
or c a i r n of stones, supporting little poles with Buddhist flags, to which
passing travellers had attached small stripes of coloured rag or cotton to .
secure a prosperous journey. Great importance was attached by our
coolies to the deposit by Cheeboo Lama of his contribution in the shape
of yellow and red-coloured chintz, and no one mould cross until this had
been done. The descent from the Pass is very steep, and the snow
seemed to get deeper instead of lighter as we came down. The road
was along the side of a pretty little stream which we had to cross
backwards and forwards ten times by little wooden bridges; the men
bad some difliculty in making a road through the snow, and in places
where there had been water-courses there were large sheets of ice very
trying for men with a maund weight on their backs ; in several places
little waterfalls had frozen, and there were large icicles twenty feet high.
Some hours' marching brought us down into the Hah Valley, through
some very lovely park-like scenery, and we encamped for the night on
the banks of the beautiful River ~ a h c h d o ,at a place called Dorikha,
a small plain with a commanding view up both sides of tho valley; a few
miles from our halting-plare we had joined the Sumchee and Dhona
road, the route usaally taken to the plains from Paro and Western
Bootan. The road appeared to be a good deal used, and was in fair
repair; we met numbers of people going dovim to Sumchee, to which,
place the inhabitants of the Ilah and Paro Valleys seem to migrate with
their flocks and herds in the winter, and from whence a large number
of them are constantly employed in carrying up contributions of butter ,
and other produce to the Hill Forts, a duty which occupies some '
fourteen or fifteen days going and returning, and for which they receive '
no sort of remuneration. On the 12th we left Dorikha, crossed the
Hahchoo by a strong wooden bridgee, and marched up u very lovoly
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valley along the b a n k of the river. The road was very good and
perfectly level. We passed some fine villages ; the honses were good,
strong, three-storied buildings, but many of them were in ruins, having
been burnt in some of the internal broils by which the country is
unceasingly disturbed; othew again had been abandoned, the owners
having fled the country to escape oppression, and the rwt were empty,
the people having gone down to winter at Sumchee. These deserted
villages had a most singular appearance; there were ricks of straw,
fir-leaves piled up for manure, large stacks of pine-logs cut for fuel, and
immense flocks of pigeons, but beyond these birds there was not a sign
I of life for many miles of the road. A Booteah, thanks to the cupidity of
i those under whom he lives, has no property except his homesteed and a
few cattle, and he can therefore afford to go about where he likes, and
i' leave his home without fear of robbery. The scenery, as we advanced,
became magnificent ; on all sides of us were snowy peaks ;immediately
facing us were the high peaks of the Thibet Frontier, the sides of the
valley were covered with grass dotted with groups of pines, the bed of
the v d e y for about a quarter of a mile was perfectly flat, and in the
centre of this little plain was the River Hahchoo, a very clear stream
about sixty yards broad, creeping sluggishly along, and having a very
different appearance to the boisterons roaring torrents we had hitherto
crossed. The fields on both sides of the river were neatly fenced with
atone walls, water was conducted over them by a system of amall
channels, the land was terraced and revetted with stones, each v i l k
bed e good bridge across the river, and as we
Eah Tampi011.
. ..
neared Hah Tampien, the residence of a Jungpen,
the villages were inhabitad, and we saw large flocks of black sheep,
yaks, and cattle grazing below the snow-line. The weather looked so
threatening that I sent up to Captain Austen to tell him to come off the
Pass at once, as I feered that he would be snowed up. We reached
Hah Tampien early in the day, and were received by a large crowd of inhabitants of the neighbonring villages ; they were very nnprepoasesaing,
8s indeed were all the people in the pine-forest tracts, for they keep up
ierge fires night and day, and have no chimneys in their houses, and as
they never wash their faces and bodies, have a thick deposit of pine soot on
them which maker, the features hard to distinguish. The Jungpen sent
us down &-wood, fodder, and some buck-wheat flour. The next day he
came to call upon me; he was a very fine and well-mannered old man ;
he gave us a hearty welcome, and brought with him his family; his wife
is a daughter of the Paco Penlow : they stayed a long time in our Camp,
looking at such curiosities as we had with US, and he entreated me
so earnestly to stay one day that I could not refuse him, eapeoirrlly
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I was anxious that Captain Austen should rejoin us here. The
Pan> PenlowJs wife, who was on a visit to her daughterJ called and
aa

assured me that we should be received in a very friendly manner
by her husband. On the night of the 13th heavy wow fell the
whole night, and in the morning there were two feet of snow all
over the Camp. At daybreak the Jungpen with his wife, children, and
all his followers came down to see that we had not s d e r e d from the
cold ;they brought straw and fir-poles, and built huts for the Sepoya
and our servants, and took off all the coolies and camp-followers to the
village. The snow continued to fall day and night on the 15th and
16th ;we conld not move a yard from our tents. I was much relieved
by Captain Ansten's return, as I had been very anxious about him. I
sent men back several times with food for him, but I feared that the
Pass might be closed that he could not get out, and that they conld not
reach him. Alarming rumoura reached us through the villagers of some
of the men with him having died of cold: I t appears that he remained
up for the first day of the snow, thinking that it waa a local and
temporary fdl, and that it would clear up afterwards and enable him to
continue his observations. Finding that it did not, he determined to
come down ; the snow was in many places breast-deep, and IW it was
snowing hard the party got separated, and on reaching llorikha in the
valley four men were missing. Captain Austen sent back to find these
men ;two of them were found dead on the top of the Pass, where they
must have lay down to die shortly after starting; the other two had
been picked up by the ex-Jungpen of Sangb& who was passing along
the road ;he had robbed the deed coolies, and had broken open the
boxes crrnied by the two men who were saved ;we had much diflicnlty
in getting the property back from him. The man himself lost several
of his followers in the snow. On the 17th the weather cleared, bnt it
was impossible to move in the deep wow, and the thermometer registered 11. Close to our Camp was a medicinal spring resorted to by
people affected with rheumatism and skin diseases ;the baths, as in
Sikhim, were heated by throwing hot stones into the water. The Fort
was a very pretty little four-storied building, covered as usual by a small I
I
outpost higher than itself, about eighty yards distant. One of the I
Smbah's servants had not long before mutinied, and had taken possesmon of the outpost and held it for a long time against his master.
About two miles above the Fort is a very h e monastery, and in ita
immediate ndghbourhood is a black temple dediCatea to the tutelary
deityW
, -o
one of the chief favorites in the Bootan.-.
Some distanca up the valley are several very fine villages. The people
of tkis valley are the richest in Bootan ; they have the reputation of
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being very lawless, and great robbers ;the miserable Sepoys of the
Fort dare not in consequence plunder them as they do others. They
are, moreover, only a few miles from the Thibet Frontier, and if
illtreated run across the Pass and aro safe. W e found them more civil,
obliging, and less giren to falsehood than the people of the country
generally. I heard that a deputation from the Durbar was coming
across the next Pass to stop me or to delay me. I knew that if they
reached Hah before I did I should probably be kept here nearly a
month, corresponding with and referring to the Durbar, and I therefore
determined to get across before they did, so that there should then be
no excuse for stopping me short of Paro. Once there I could ensure
supplies and could ascertain personally the ,$emper of the Paro Penlow,
one of the two dcjucto ru1el-s of Bootan. I said nothing of my intention to the Hah Jungpen, but on the 19th, thinking that the two days
of sun must have made some impression on the snow, I determined to
start ;the information which we had received of the Pass warranted our
expecting that there would be very little more snow there than where
we were. At daybreak Captain Austen and Dr. Simpson started with
Cheeboo Lama's servants and twenty strong men sent, some days before,
by the Sikhim Raja to accompany us ;they were to tread a path through
the snow, and we were to follow later. The road to Pam was, we
ascertained, only a few hours' journey, and making allowances for the
delay caused by the snow we thought we were quite aafe in expecting to
reach a village on the other side of the Pass by 3 o'clock. Some time
after the advance guard had started I sent on the baggage and tents,
and the Jungpen then perceived my intention and hurried down with all
his men, and in a violent manner declared that I could not move, that
he had orders to stop me until men axrived from the Durbar. I asked
him to show me his orders ;this he could not do. I then pointed out
to him that half the Camp had gone on; that Dr. Simpson was already
half way to Paro ;and that, under such circumstances, I would not
delay a moment longer. Iie wss very angry, but was so far mollified
by a present as to send guides and Sepoys to help us, on my promising
not to mention his having given me assistance. The ascent of the
Pass was very difficult ; the men as usual after a halt were lszy and
weak, and at 3 o'clock I overtook the advance party, whose progress
was of course far more difficult than ours had been, as we had followed
in their path. The Pass was then apparently only half a mile distant ;
the snow whero we were was three feet doep, and we mere assured that
once across the Pass we should arrive at a villago where we could
shelter the whole party for the night. We therefore determined to
push on. The snow, hovever, became deeper and deeper, varying from
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three, t o six, and even eight, feet; the horses and mules were continually
sinking over their backs and delayed us much. At G o'clock we were
on the tap of the Pass, and thought that our difficulties were over.
Dr. Simpson and Captain Austen went on with the advance guard. Captain
Lance and I remained to see the rear guard over, as some of tlie
coolies were tying to lie down and go to sleep ; several of them indeed
had to be carried. The Pass itself was nearly clear of snow, and
the men started for the village in high spirits, thinking that there was no
snow on the other side. But we speedily found out our mistake, for as
we advanced the snow became deeper and deeper; men and horses were
continually sinking up to the neck, and since we were obliged to march
single file,-as
on one side of us was a steep bank and on the other a
precipice,-it was almost impossible for one man to pass another; every
fallen horse or man therefore delayed the whole line, and our progress
was scarcely perceptible. Evening began to draw on whilst we were
still on the Pass, and the coolies became frightened and desponding, and
many wanted to be allowed to lie down and die. A halt would have
involved the death of every man in Camp, for there was no going to the
right or the left ;we drove and encouraged the men on, but our progress
was not more than a quarter of a mile an hour ; fortunately the weather
was clear, and there was a bright moon. At about 11 o'clock at night
we reached some forest, which atforded shelter from the wind, and the
snow was less deep in places ;the coolies were getting sick and faint,
and I therefore gave them permisdon to bivouac in gangs of not less
than twelve, with a Sirdar with each gang, who was to see that the men
kept close together and that a fire was burning all night. I gave
those who c ~ u l ddo so permission to go on, leaving their loads piled
under trees whence they could be fetched the next morning. They
readily took advantage of the permission, and we went on with
greatly reduced numbers ; the horses and mules struggled through
the snow in the most wonderful manner, sinking over their hocks at
every step, constantly rolling on their backs and yet keeping up
with us. The only accident was with one of my ponies, which,
impatient of the delay, had left the road near the Pass and went down
the side of the mountain, where we were obliged to leave him with his
load; the road was continually lost in the dark, and we were delayed
sometimes for three-quarters of an hour whilst it was being traced. Midnight p a s e d and still there _was no trace of the village which we were
told was just below the Pass. At one in the morning we heard the welcome sound of a Thibet watch-dog baying, and reached the village perfectly exhuusted, not having tasted food since nine the previous morning, and having marched through deep snow continuously for fifteen
L
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hours. We soou procured shelter in some very good houses, and waited
for daylight in much anxiety on account of the coolies who had remained
behind. We found the village, on our arrival, occupied by the advance
guard of the deputation sent from Pam to stop us. They had been up to
try and force the Pass and reach us before we left Hah, but had given in
and turned back ; they went off with a great noise on our arrival, stealing what they could in the confusion, and amongst other things taking
off a Sepoy's musket. When morning came all the missing coolies came
in ; not a man was sick, and not a single load lost. The indefatigable
Dao Penjoo Kajee, the Interpreter of the Darjeeling Court, had even
gone back to the Pass with a number of Sirdars, and by treading a circuitous path through deep snow had rescued my abandoned pony. The
height of the Cheulnh Pass over which we had come was 12,690 feet, and
the village in which we were was 10,067 feet. W e were told no less
than five different names of the place, but I think we agreed that it was
generally called Doomnakha or Chaugnaugna ; the snow was still some
three feet deep here. Early in the morning the noise of the usual shrill
clarioneta and the shouts of Sepoys announced the approach of some one
of importance ; it turned out to be the deputation who were to have met
us at Hah ; they had been for seven days in a neighbouring monastery,
thinking that we should ba kept safely at IIah by the snow ; they made
themselves exceedingly offensive, ejecting many of our poople from the
shelter they had taken in the houses ; their servanta crowded round our
baggage, and made a rush into the middle of it before the sentry had
time to see what they were about, and carried off cooking utensils and
everything they could find. On coming to me they delivered a letter
from the Deb Raja, and told me that they were instructed to return with
me to the Frontier for the purpose of re-arranging the Frontier boundaries, and of receiving charge again of the resumed Assam Dooara. After
this our demands were to be inquired into, and if these Zinkaff~considored it necessary, I was to be allowed to proceed to Poonakh and have
an interview with the Deb and Dhurma Rajas. One of these men was
exceedingly overbearing in his language and manner, especially in his
demands regarding the surrender of tho Assam Dooars ; the others were
more rensonable, and on my distinctly declaring that I would have
nothing to do with any question of the re-adjustment of boundaries, that
I would not return to the Frontier for the purpose of holding any inquiry,
and that I would not enter into negotiations of any description with inferior Officers, but would either proceed to Poonakh and deliver the
Governor General's letters to the Dhurma and Deb Rajas in accordance
with my instructions, or return direct to Dajoeling, and report the unwillingness of h e Govcrument of Bootan to receive Eis Excellency's
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representative, they begged that I would proceed to Poonkah, and undertook to go forward and makc proper arrangotne~itsfor my reception. The
letter from the Deb Raja, which they delivered, was of the usual negative
and evasive character, aaying, with reference to a previous threat of
returning which I had held out, that I should not " speak of going back to
" Da~jeeling,as the Deb had never declined to receive me, but that it would
"be well to investigate complaints on the Frontier, and that the surplus
" collections of the Assam Dooars and of Ambarec Fallacottah ought to be
" paid to the Bootan Government" ; there was no mention whatever of
the Zinkdb who said they had been sent to treat with me, and there was
nothing which could be construed into a refusal by the Durbar to allow
me to proceed. I t was clear to me that their policy was to compel me by
passive resistance and by discouragement to return to our own Territory,
and then to say that they had been perfectly ready to receive me and
settle all disputes amicably, but that I had returned without any s u 5 cieut pretext. The messengers returned to communicate the result of
their interview to the Durbar, and to make arrangements, as they said,
for the proper reception of tho representative of a powerful Government.
We followed tho next day, but were met on the road by Zlnkaffs
requesting us to halt a few miles from Paro, as the Penlow was desirous
of recoiving me with great honor ; we accordingly
Pm.
conscnted to halt for one day, and on the 22nd of
February we went into Paro. The arrangements for our reception were
certainly not such as to huvo made our detention for a day necessary ; no
one was sent to receive us, or to show us whore to encamp ; every place
in which we proposed to pitch our tents was objected to on the score of
its being sacred to some wood-sprite or river demon, or on some equally
frivolous excuse, and wo were kept standing on a sandy plain for more
than two hours with a strong wind blowing up the valley. At length
some Officers came out of the Fort, and pointed out for our Camp one of
the very places which had been before refused to us, and a few oranges
and pieces of Thibetan bread were presented on the part of the Penlow,
but none of the usual ceremonies of friendship were observed.
33. The following day the ex-Paro Penlow and his step-son, the
present Penlow, sent for Cheeboo Lama, and commenced by threatening
him and asking what he meant by daring to bring Englishmen into the
country ; after some conversation, however, they changed their tone, and
said that they believed that much good would result from the Mission,
but that the Durbar had positively prohibited them from allowing us to
proceed ; but that if we could wait where we were pending a reference
to the Durbar, which would take only four days, we should be made
comfortable and should be treated with respect ; they added that thore
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was no object in our going on to Poonakh ; that the Deb had no authority ; and that the Penlow was the ruler of West Bootan, and waa the
proper Officer to treat with. I declined to open any negociations with any
one but the supreme Authority, whether real or nominal, but agreed to
remain four days pending a reference. Whilst, however, professing
friendship, the conduct of the two Penlows and their Amla was at first
far from friendly. No notice was taken of us ; we were stopped whenever we went out, and told that we must stay in Camp till further orders,
and were treated with insolence when we declined to do so ;their Sepoys
crowded round us, stealing everything they could lay hands on, jeering our coolies and followers, .calling them slaves, and drawing their
knives on them on the slightest rejoinder being made. Our servants'
were fined for going
about with their heads covered ; fruitless attempts
..
were made to make us dismount from our ponies whenever we came
near the residence of the Police Darogah, and all villagers were punished
who sold us proviaions or had any communication with our Camp.
This discourtesy was at length carried to such an extremity as nearly
to bring about an open rupture with the Penlow, especially as I found
that the messengers from the Durbar, who had promised to go back and
return with permission for me to proceed within four days from my
arrival at Paro, had never even started. I sent to the Penlow and told
him that I would no longer
- brook such treatment, and that, unless he
chose to adopt a very different course of action towards me, I should
either go on to Poonakh without waiting for any further communication,
or return at once to Dnrjeeling, and that the responsibility of determining which course of action I should pursue must rest with him. This
produced a change of conduct ; the letter and messengers were forthwith dispatched to Poonakh, the Penlow asked for an interview, and
stated that the unfriendly course adopted was attributable to his stepfather, the ex-Penlow, who, however, had no right to exercise any
authority, having voluntarily abdicated ; and that henceforth the
ex-Penlow should not be allowed to interfere. Much of this was, ae it
afterwards turned out, positively false, and was a mere subterfuge adopted
for tho purpose of getting out of a false position. The annoyances to
which we had been exposed now materially decreased, and after a few
days the ex-Penlow asked U8 to go to see him, which we did, and were
received in a friendly manner. I t was clear to us at once, however, that
tho ex-Penlow's abdication was a mero political expedient resorted to
during the late disturbances, that all the power wns still exercised
by him, and that the reigning Penlow was a puppet. After the first
interview the ex-Penlow was very attentive and civil ; he tlqked to see
some of us every day, and gave us much information regarding the

Durbar ; he explained to us that, though for the sake of appearance
they had, during the period of our visit to the country, suspended
hostilities, he did not admit the authority of the present Government ;
he explained that the ex-Deb had been forcibly dethroned by the
Tongso Penlow, and that all authority had in fact been usurped by
that Officer; that the Deb and Dhllrma Rajas were puppets; and
that the Amla were none of them men of any ability or position,
and were quite incapable of coping with the Tongso Penlow, who wns
filling up d l the places about the Court with his own creatures. He
further informed us that the Tongso Penlow's confidential adviser was a
Hindustanee who represented himself ta be a King," and had come after
the Mutiny with a number of papers purporting to bear the seals of the
" Kings of Delhi, Lahore, and Nepaul" and others, and had proposed
to the Bootanese to join a general war for the purpose of driving the
English from India; but that his overtures had then been declined,
chiefly owing to the advice of the Paro Penlow himself, who had pointed
oat the danger of staking all on the word of a single man of whom they
knew nothing: he had subsequently joined the Darlingcote Soubah
during his late rebellion against the Paro Penlow, had been taken prisoner and confined at Pam, but had lately escaped and had been
received with grwt honor by the Tongso Penlow. He begged that we
would bear in mind that, whatever might happen, he was in no way
responsible for anything that the Durbar did, and added that he l ~ a d
himself refused to stop our progress by force, and that if the Government attempted to use violence towards us he would render us every
assistance. H e gave us permission to go about as we liked, but the
first day we availed ourselves of this permission Dr. Simpson and I were
waylaid by a local Officer, our ponies were seized and an attempt was
made to make us prisoners, and we were compelled to effect our release
by force, as night was coming on and we were eight miles distant from
Paro. On our complaining of this act we were merely told that the
man was of a violent temper, and that he would not obey the Penlow's
orders. The Fort of Paro is a very striking building, and far surprtesed
the expectation we had formed from anything we had heard of Booteah
architecture. I t is a large rectangular building surrounding a hollow '
square, in tbe centre of which is a high tower of some seven stories surrnounkd by a large copper cupola. The outer building has five stories,
three of which are habitable; the two lower stories being used as gmna- ,
ries and stores are liglited with small loopholes, whilst the upper stories \
are lighted with large windows, opening in most cams into comfortable
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vcrrtndah. Tho entrance to the Fort is on tho vast side by a little bridge
over a narrow ditch; the gateway is handsome, ahdBie'building above
it much higher than the rest of the outer square ; it is ornamented and
poiuted, and has a nnmber of well-executed inscriptions engraved on
I stone
of them gdt. At the gateway are a row of esges
in which are kept four enormous Thibetan mastiffs. These beautifid
animals are very ferocious ; they are never taken
Paro Port.
out of their cages ; they are said, however, to be
less dangerous than they otherwise would be, from their overlapping
jowls, which prevent their using their teeth as freoly as ordinary dogs.
The first thing which catches the eye on entering the Fort is n huge
praying cylinder, some ten feet high, turned by a crank; a catch is so
arranged that at each turn a bell is rung. The gate of the Fort is lined
1, with light iron-platas.
On entering tho court you are surprised to find
yourself at once on- the third story, for tho Fort is built on a rock,
I which is overlapped by the lower stories and forms the ground-base of
the court-yard and centre towers. It would be necessary to bear in
mind, in the event of our having at any future time to attack the Fort,
that shot directed anywhore lower than the verandahs would not find
its way into the court, but would go through the store-rooms and be
stopped by the rock. After passing through a dark passage which
turns first to the left and then to the right, a large well-paved and
scrupulously clean court-yard is reached; the first set of rooms on the
left is devoted nominally to the relatives of the lndies of the palace, in
reality I believo to the ladies themselves, who however are constrnctively
supposed to live outside the Fort in accordance with the theory that all
in authority are under obligation of perpetual celibacy. Beyond these
rooms is a second smell gateway, and the first set of rooms on the
left-hand belong to the ex-Paro Penlow; they are reached by a very
slippery and steep staircwe, opening into a long open vestibule, in
which his followors lounge; this leads into a large hall in which his
Sepoys mess, and in which one of his Amla is always in waiting.
Beyond the hall is the Penlow's state-room; it is somewhat
low, but of great size and r a l l y very striking, for the Bootanese have
derived from their intercourse with Thibet and C h a in old days very
considerable taste in decoration. The beams are richly painted in blue,
orange, and gold, the Chinese dragon being the most favorite device;
the roof is supported by a series of carved arches, and all round the
room and on the arches are suspended bows, quivers, polished iron helmets, swords, matchlocks, coats of mail, Chinese lanthorns, flags, and
silk scarves consecrntod by the Grnnd Lama of Thibet, arranged
with tho most porfect taste. The Penlow usually lounges away the day
l
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on a little platform built into the recess of a large bow-wiudow, which
commands a magnificellt view down the valley. On tho occasion of our
visits a vase of burning scentad wood was always placed before him on
our first entry, the great ambition of the Chieftains in all these Buddhist
couatries being to keep up a sort of dreamy mysticism around them. But
though the ex-Penlow managed that we should only have a silent and
hazy interview in a cloud of smoke, on our first visit, he was of a far
too cordial and inquiring disposition to keep up these ceremonies longer
than was necessary. On future occasions he dispensed with all ceremony, turned all his people out of the room, and talked in the most
unreserved manner, refreshing himself the while with tho most copious
drnlights of chong, a very fair substitute for whiskey, distilled from
barley and rice mixed. The ex-Penlow must be now over sixty, and is
physically completely worn out with dobsuchery of every description.
We found that after two o'clock in the day he was, like most of the
men in authority in Rootan, seldom in a state to be seen, but he is by
far the most intelligent man we met with in the country, and a h r the
first misunderstanding he treated us with the greatest friendship and
kindness. H e was to all intents and purposes in rebellion against the
existing Government, Geing a supporter of the ex-Deb, who had been
dethroned by the Tongso Penlow. H e described the unscrupulous
character of the Amla, especially of the Tongso Penlow, with the
greatest fidelity and unreserve. We saw quite enough of him, however,
t o see he would not allow any sense of right or wrong to stand in the
way of his own interests, and he had the reputation of having done as
much violence and wrong in his day as his neighbours. Though intolligent as compared with the rest of the Amla and Chieftains, he was a
singularly childish old man, and would amuse himself for hours with n
mechanical toy or musical box. He was less importunate i r his requests
than the other Chiefs, but he entreated us to give him a musical box,
or anjthing else we had to give, before going to the Durbar, as he
assured us that the Amla would by guile or violence obtain possession of
everything we possessed. Like all his countrymen he was cbbsolutely
without shame, and his conversation was marked by an absence of
modesty and an amount of indecency which would have disgraced the
most uncivilized barbarian in the world. The ex-Penlow's favorite
daughter, whom I have before alluded to as wife of the Jungpen of
Hah, came to Paro shortly after our arrival, and was generally present
at his interviews with us, and seemed to have considerable influence over
him. This wss the only instance we ever met of a woman bcing treated
with the slightest respect or. consideration in Bootan. The Penlow de
jure was a very different stamp of man. H e was the son of a previous
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Penlom of Pm, to whom the old ex-Penlow had been chief Officer, a i d
on whose death the old man had succeeded to the office, and had as
usual succeeded to the wife also, and adopted the children. The young
man was through his real father related to the Angdu-Forung Jungpen
and other leading Amla, and when therefore the old Penlow was pressed hard during the late rebellion he endeavoured to save his position by
n ~ m i n d yabdicating in favor of his step-son, trusting that the boy's
conuections would save Paro from attack. The real authority remained
in the old man's hands, but all the dignity of the office was assumed by
the young Peulow, and the state-rooms of the Palace, the central tower
in the middle of the quadrangle, were occupied by him. These rooms
were reached by some four or five flights of steep, polished, dark, stairs ;
the young Penlom always sat on a sort of platform in the window, surI rounded by burning incense, Chinese scarves, &c., but his rooms were
not to be compared with those of the old ex-Penlow. He neither has as
many nor as good arms and accoutrements. H e scarcely spoke in the
presence of the Arnla, and such remarks aa he made were of the most
childish nature ; he generally ended by begging for evergthmg we had,
even to onr clothes. Contrary to the usual practice of the dignitaries
of the county, he used to go out occssioually for a walk ; he was
always preceded by clarionets, and went about half n mile from the
Fort, aud sat down while a rough hut of fir boughs was built over him
by his attendants ; he always sent for us on these occasions to see what
he could get ~ u oft us, and the interviews generally ended by his making
demands for presents, and on our refusing them, walking off in a huff.
H e was hated by the Amla, and it is generally known that the moment
the old man dies this youth will he removed from office by the chief
Officer, or Zimpen, an intelligent good sort of man, who according to
routine should have been appointed to the office when the ex-Penlow
abdicated. The walls of the Fort are very thick, built of rubble stone,
and gradually sloping from the base to the top. If theframe-work of
the windows was knocked away, the building would quickly crumble to
; pieces. There are in the Fort about 250 S e p o p ; the garrison nomi1 nally is 400, these men, however, am nothing more than villagers.
Each village haa to send a certain number of men, who are bound to
serve seven years, and can only escape this servitude by purchasing their
discharge for Rupees 70. I n point of fact they never wish for their
discharge, for though they receive no pay, they have food and dothing
for nothing, and a general license to plunder and extort from the rest of
the inhabitants of the county. The whole of the cultivators of Bootsn
are employed in the support and maintenance of these bands of idle and
ksoleut ruffians, and of the still more idle Lamas. The insolence of the
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6epoys is, cia a rule, beyond all conception; but there are some exwp
tions, and we had attached to our Camp on several occasions two or
three quiet intelligent men who abused their employers in hearty terms,
and gave us much information about the country, expressing a strong
hope that we should take it. The ordinary arms of the Sepoys are long
knives in handsome scabbards ; these belong to the Stab, and are made
at Paro their workmanship is really very -creditable, many of them
h a d e u c B b b a r d s , the hilt is generally covered with the skin of a
large lizard which is brought from Thibet. The men have no - k n m
le--sP
any-drill even of the rudest description, very few of them know
the use of their own fire-arms, and they would be called by us Chuppnrssies rather than Sepoys. They are employed in repairing andt
building the Forts, embanking rivers, &c., and in this respect their
work is really very creditable. Paro was the only place whero there was'!
any attempt at order and cleanliness, aud some of the stone embank- I
menta
-_
of the river, especially the revetments of the bridge, were admirably execurn. -The bridge itself is a handsome structure, made of
large pine beams built into either bank, and projected one over the
other till a sufficiently narrow space is obtained to admit of a platform.
The gntra'ii~ecesto the bridge are paved with large slabs of stone ;at each
end is a Targ< strongly built, stone tower in which a guard remains at
night under the warder of the bridge. The bridge is very neatly boarded
with deal p l a n k s , % - h t fifteen yards is a wooden arch, handsomely
painted, and covered with the mystic sentence ; these arches support a
wooden roof. The gates are lined with iron plates and studded with
d a , and the thresholds are also neatly covered with iron; the r d
&&iTkhe bridge to the Fort is pavea throughout, and about half way
ia a flag beyond which no one is allowed to go on horseback; no
exception is made even in favor of the Penlow himself. The West
aide sf a e quadrangle is formed by the monasterg, in which are
about seventy monks ; they seem to be treated with little respect, and
to have li&ipflnence.
The only use to which we saw them put waa
playing the band at the annual races of Paro. These men obtain
food and clothing gratis, and do absolutely nothing but repeat the
sacred sentence. Above the Palace are six smaller Forts, intended
to act as 0-utpa~ts,but they really colnmand h e Fort most completely.
Any force i n possession of these Forts would have the Palace completely '
a t its mercy. One of them is a cqious b u i l h g formed of two semicircles, one large and the other small, built up one against the other ',
for-iFdiit five stories high. The Booteahs are so well aware that these I
Fob command the P h , that they will not trust any of their own
Officers to live in them. It is said that the present ex-Penlow, some
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years ago, when Zimpen or chief Oficer, mutinied against the then
of the round towers, stoned his maeter
into compliance with his wishes. The name of the u n d tower is
' Tahjung (lipper Fort) ;next to that is the Donamojung (Blgk Fort) ;
€ken Tukchung (Small Pickaxe Fort) ; then downagain to the South i s
Gyanslah Jung (Kew Monastery Fort) ; the two upper ones, which are
some way up tho hill-side, are Soorijung (the Side Fort) and YheebeerI jung, called after the hamlet of Pheebeer in which it is situated. Below
the Fort across the river lies what has once been a very pretty garden ;
it is now used as a play-ground for the Sepoys and Lamas ; it is full of
pear-trees, and has one of the finest specimens of the Cupressvs
funebris we met with. There was a good stone water-mill in the
gardon. Immediately opposite the garden is a little temple dedicated
to the tutelary deity of tha_poisoners, These temples are always
painted d-ark-blue. The Palace is white-washed, and has a broad
band of red-ochre, near the top of the wall, which has a very good
effect.
34. About a quarter of a mile from the Fort are the town and
market-place. The town has about thirty, good, three-storied, stone
houses. The market-place is a large, open, stay squwe near the river.
Every eveningaome two or three hundred people collect here, but as far
as we could see they never had anything to sell except walnuts, pears,
and radishes ; in the centre of the square is a little ornamented building
in which n Police Darogah, or Tompen, sits at market time to prevent
fights. No one is allowed to enter the market-place with the head
covered or on horseback, and we had several misunderstandings with the
Darogah because we refused to dismount. New the market-place an
the Pha,pi (Thibet) Road is a curious old g w a y , the walls and ceiling
of which are covered with very fair Chinesefremes, evidently done many
gears ago, and the roof is covered with bells exactly like those on Burmese pagodas. The road to Phagri (Phariagong), a large commercial
town in Thibet, is up the Valley of the Pachoo to the North-East of the
Fort ; it is a perfectly level, grassy road up to the Pass below Choomalari. The distance occupies a laden porter two days, and the road is
easy for pack cattle throughout. It was by this road that Turner entered
Thibet. Paro from its situation should be one of the largest cities in the
East; situated in a perfectly level plain, easy of access from the low
country, surrounded by land cnpable of producing great quantities of
wheat and rice, only two easy marches by an excellent road from one of
the chief marts in Thibet, it ought to be the entrep6t of the trade of
Thibet, Tartary, China, and India. I t should be full of dep8ts of broadcloth, cotton-goods, cutlery, rice, corals, tea, spices, kincobs, leather, and
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miscellaneous articles of European manufacture L~oughtthere to be
exchanged for rock-salt, musk, gold-du, borax, and silk, but under its
present rulers n n m hi bet an ever ventures to cross the Frontier, and
there ise-gnk no trade but no communication between Thibet and
Paro.
On the Thibit Road, about seven miles from Paro, is the Fort of
v--.
Dakya Jung, which is intended to act as a defence against invasion from
tLe Thibet side. The lower and level portion of tho valley is richly
cultivated with rice, which is procurable in considerable quantities at
about two Rupees a maund; the higher portion of the valley grows a
very fine, full-grained wheat and barley. We rode on one occasion down
the valley some ten miles, nearly to where the Parchoo joins the Thim~ O O or
, Tchinchoo River, along the bank of which is the Euxa Dooar route,
taken by Pemberton and Turner; the Paro Valley is a perfectly level
plain : to this point, the road was an excellent unmade grass ride along
the river banks, with an avenue of weeping willows ; both sides of the
river are well studded with pretty villages, and their unusually prosperous look was, we found, attributable to the fact that they belonged to
the Sepoys and Officials of the Fort ; we ascertained that every evening
the whole of the garriaon of the Fort was allowed to leave and remain
in their own homes for the night; many of them were on a sort of
furlough and were permitted to remain in the villages for months together, and during harvest and seed-time the men are nearly all absent at
their little farms. There must have been some 600 or 700 houses in the
valley, all of three and four stories. Cattle were numerous, and the
people seemed, compared with the rest of the Bootanese, tolerably contented. Just above the Palace the Parchoo is joined by another stream,
which comes from a little valley to the North, and, if not carefully
attended to, these two, when combined, would speedily destroy the whole
valley. But in controlling the action of these rivers the Uootanese.show
greater foresight, ingenuity, and public spirit than is usual with Orientals.
The whole course of the river is carefully embanked, and, where necesq,
revetted. The embankment at Paro is composed chiefly of large
boulders thrown up to a great height and thickness ; in places where the
force of the current is too strong for the resistance of these loose stones,
a clever contrivance is resorted to for the purpose of keeping them
together ; a large rough frame of pine logs, about forty feet square, is
buried in the ground and filled in with stones and earth. I n the lIah
Valley this kind of fascine embankment was carried on for nearly a mile.
The embankment of the rivers is effected chiefly by the Sepoys ; and a t
Paro on our return we saw some two hundred of them at work, repairing
breaches in anticipation of the coming rains. Indeed they seern to be o
good deal made use of in works of this kind, for during our stay they
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were several timea taken up in large gangs to bring down huge slabs of
stone from the mountain side for the purpose of grinding powder on.
These slabs were placed on sleighs and run down the hill side ; when on
the level, wheels are attached to the sleighs ; in this way these people
manage to move enormous stones, and many of the smaller bridgea are
m d e of single long pieces of stone.
35. The soil about Paro is c k g e d 6 t h $on to a singular extent ;
by placing a magnet down i n the ground anyIron at Paro.
where in the valley it was at once covered with a
kind of metallic iron dust ; by collecting a heap of sand and working iti
with the magnet a very large percentage of iron was separated from the
sand. The whole hill sides above were yellow, and were apparently full
of iron ; one hill in particular was called " Chakolah" or Iron MOUUtain. There is an iron mine about twowdays'jotlrn~yh P ~ 1 r 0 and
, the
Booteahs declared thst they obtaincd lead from the same mine, but in
very small quantities. It is certain that they do obtain lead to a
nmall extent in the country, but that their supply is not equal to their
demand is clear from the fact that they are always endeavonring to
buy lead from our Tonitory. The powder was a miserable production ;they got us to try some they had just made, which was a pretty
fair specimen of Native powder, but the powder made some time before
was perfectly useless ;it was neither milled nor glazed, and was of c o w
destroyed by very slight exposure to damp. Their saltpetre is generated from animal matter ;the sulphur they obtain in small quantities
from the plains ;the burning of charcoal they thoroughly uPdoreband,
and it seems to be used in large quantities at Paro for their iron
manufacture.
36. The tops of the mountain ridges all around Paro are dotted
with monasteries. On the Eastern range is the celebrated M o n s s w of
DongBlah ; it is said to have a number of good frescoes on its walls by
Thibetan artists. Dnring our stay at Paro the mountain on which it is
situated was one mass of snow, and we could not therefore visit it.
Close to Pam, on the Western side of the valley, is G o r i b ;the
monastery is small, but it is much venerated by the people. Above this
rnollastery is a large, level, k ~ a s splateau about 9,000 i'eet high, with a
magnificent view of the Thibetan snowy range and immediately fronted
by the splendid cone-shapped Chumularhi, a sacred mountain in Thibet,
23,944 feet high, which is visible from Hhauplpore and other stations
hundreds of miles away in the plains. m e plateau under any Governb e n t but that of Bootan would be used as the summer palace of Paro,
and as summer quarters for Troops, for though Paro is 7,741 feet high,
higher indeed than any of our sanatoriaI the sun has greet power

there, notwithstanding the strong breeze which blows up the valley
regularly from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. On a high bleak hill on the North
of the Paro Valley is a place of pilgrimage held in much esteem by
the Buddhists, the Temple and Monastery of Tuckshung (the Tiger's
Cave). It is cut out of, and built into, the rock, and overhangs a
fearful precipice. The venerated Goraknath is mid to have visited
the spot, ejected the tigers, and resided here : the marks of his hands
and fest are pointed out on the rocks. Cheeboo Lama and nearly
all the Sikhimese were highly delighted at the opportunity afforded
them of visiting this celebrated place, and some of our Sirdara spent all
their money in the purchaae of butter to burn in votive lamps. Those
with barren wives who desired heirs anticipated the most beneficiel
results from their pilgrimage to the shrine.
37. Towards the closo of our stay at Pam the annual festival
began. We had been so long delayed that we
Puo Becer.
could not stay to see the chief fhte ; the old Penlow, however, was most anxious that we should do so, and, though he
had at first been strongly opposed. to sketching and photography, he
told us that if me would stay we might bring the camera up into the
Palace and photograph the whole scene, and he even offered to dress
himself in armour and have his picture taken with all his men around
him. We were most anxious to get on and to get back again before the
setting in of the rains, and we could not therefore delay, though we saw
the races. These had very little in common with horse-racing according to the English notions. A long string of ponies was brought out,
each being ornamented with ribbons and coloured str-rs,
mounted
by men w i t h very little clothing on except a longcoloured scarf hanging
u e e a & I n fiont of the riders was the Tah-pen, or Master of
the Horse. I t is curious that this functionary, who is a high O5cer of
the Court, should have a title so precisely similar to one of our own
Court Officials, but Master of the Horse is a literal translation of his
title (tah, a horse, pen, a master). On arriving at the starting-post all
the ridera dismounted ; Sepoys armcd with long whips rushed amongst
the crowd, and cleared a road with great brutality and violence. At s
given signal the ponies were one by one flogged by a number of men
with whips into a gallop ; the riders had to run holding on by the mane
until the pony was well off, and then had to vault up to their seats.
Many showed considerable dexterity, vaulting backwards and forwards
over the ponies whilst at a gallop, lying down full length on the ponies'
backs. No saddles or pads of any sort were used. The poniea were
started one after the other, and there was no attempt at testing their
q e e d ; the skill of the riders alone was on trial. After going a certain
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distance they all halted, and were started again in the same manner ;
some six different starts must have been made before the course was
completed. At the end of the course the riders were all entertained at
the expense of the Penlow, and they then went back to the Palace in the
same manner. The Tah-pen was lifted off and on to his horse on each
occasion with a great parade, for it is contrary to Booteah notions of
dignity for a man to mount and dismount from his horse himself.
38. After waiting for sixteen days at Paro without any communication from the Durbar, though a letter could
havc been received with ease in two days, I told
the Penlow that I would either return to Dajeeling or go t o ~ o o n a k h
without waiting any longer for a reply. H e wonld not hear of my r e
turning : he said that I had been treated with inexcusrrl~leneglect, but
that he expected nothing- better of the Durbarunder snch Amla as were
now in power, and that there was no accounting for anpthiug they did.
H e thought that if I once reached the Durbar all would be right, and
he withdrew all objection to my going on, gave me guides, promised to
arrange for sending on our letters regularly, and on the lUth March we
left Paro. We crossed over the bridge and stopped, in passing, to take
leave of the old Penlow, who was vcry friendly in his manner, and
warned us to keep a constant look out on the Durbar as it was composed
of treacherous and ignorant men. It came to our knowledge afterwards
that a proposal had come over to the old man to seize Cheeboo and
confine him, allowing us to return to the plains ; he had positively
refused to give any assistance to snch a project, and had replied that he
would forbid us to go on if the Durhar would send a written order to
this effect, otherwise h i could not interfere with us, but that he wnuld
have nothing to do with treachery towards us. The Durbar wonld not,
however, take on itself the responsibility of giving the order for our
return. After leaving the Palace the ssccnt was very steep by a fair road
winding amongst the outer Forts ; from some of these Forts we could
see down into the Palace quadrangle ; they all entirely command the
, Palace, and by going round by the river side to the North of the Palace,
these Forts could be reached by a force with guns without any difficulty, as the country is open and the slope very gradual. At the top of
the pass is a Fort called the Bieylah Jung (11,164 feet) with a gar! rison of a few coolies ; there was little snow on the pass.
The d s
scent on the other side was very gradual, through smooth grass and
acattercd pine forest filled with game of all sorts. After a march of eight
or nine miles we reached Pemethong (8,499 feet) at the base of a valley, and encamped in a fine open flat under the village ; there is a smaU
empty Fort here, a few houses, and a Monastery without Lamas. On
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the encamping ground was a large praying cylinder t u n e d by water and
a good sized mendong covered with inscriptions. Many of the inliabitants of Pemethong were Rengallees captured as slaves many years ago,
and with but a very faint notion of the part of the country from which
they were taken. They apparently were mostly Natives of Cooch Behar. _ .Whilst encamped here messengers arrived from the Durbar ; the new8
of my intended departure from Paro had evidently reached Poonakh.
and had a t length made them send a reply which ought to have reached
me fourteen days before. The messengers, who were some of the same
Inen who had met us before, said that the orders of the 1)cb Raja were
that I should at once return with them to Paro, and if after hearing all
I had to say they thought it necessary, Officers of higher rank would
be sent there to treat with me. On examining thcm, however, I found
that there was not in fact any real idea of sending any Officers to treat ;
that these messengers themselves had neither instructions nor authority ; and that the object of their deputation was simply to endeavour
to wear out my patience by delays and obstacles, and induce me to
return. I told them that if they would state to me tlistinctly, on behalf of the Deb Raja, that he declined to permit me to go to Poonakh,
or to receive me, I would return to Paro and start at once from that
place for Dajeeling, and I explained to them what the consequences
would be of my returning under such circnmsta~ices. They said that
the Durbar had never refused to receive me, or authorized them t o
decline to let me go on, and that if therefore I would not return to
Paro, and remain there with them till some course of action was determined on by the Government, I liad bctter go on. I asked them to
return with me to Poonakh, or to go forward and explain what I told
them. This, however, they positively refused to do, as they had received
orders to go to Paro and must obey them ; I afterwards ascertained that,
to punish the Penlow for having allowed us to enter his Territoq, these
men had been furnished with an order on him for a sum of money, for
though the Durbar would not take upon themselves the responsibility of
refusing to receive me, they systematically punished all their local O5cers
for not turning me back by force. From Pemethong there are two
routes, one straight across the valley, and over the crest on the opposite
aide, to Tasjisllujung, the winter Palace of the Rajas, which is about ten
miles distant from Pemethong-the route followed by Turner in his
embassy t o the Grand Lama. The other road which we took was down
the bank of the little River ~ukciloo,which flows aloqg the valley ; the
road was perfectly level till we came to the junc-'
tion of the river with the large River Tchinchoo,
or, 3s it is here locally called, Wangchoo, after the village of Wangka.

'-

W e here joined the Buxa Dooar Road, the route of Turner and Pemberton, which runs along the Valley of the Tchinchoo-the name by
which it was known to the Officers of these Missions, but which seems
now to have fallen into disuse, for we generally found that the river was
called Thimpoo, taking its name from the district of Thirupoo, the chief
town of which is Tassishujung, under the Palace of which place the
river flows. W e took refuge from a storm in the village of Wangka ;
not a single inhabitant was to be seen in it. W e found that the priva<e
residence of the Paro Penlow was here, but there was nothing to distinguish the house from any of those around it. All the houses in the
valley are singularly good. W e halted at Chalamafee, a large village
situated where the two roads to Poonakh and Tassishujung meet. The
latter Palace is only two miles from this village, and the Forts could
be seen from a little distance from the Camp. Our tents were pitched
under two splendid cypress trees, the stem of one of which was six
spans round. The village was full of Bengalleo slaves; many of them
had been born in slavery ; others were carried off in early youth, and
were ignorant of their own Iiomes. Every village we now came across
had a number of Bengallec inhabitants, and gangs of them were to be
found in the forests hewing wood and collecting pine leaves for manure
for their owners. All the people captured from our Territory are evidently sent up to the Durbar, where they are distributed as presents
amongst the followers of the Amla. Shortly after we started, the next
morning, we came to the little Fort of Simtoka, which is occupied as a
residence by the ex-Deb, who had been removed from power during the
late revolution. H e was residing in perfect retirement, and seemed to
have scarcely a servant with him. Cheeboo Lama offered to call on
him, but he declined, saying that he had no power to assist us, arid the
mere fact of our holding any communication with him might excite the
suspicion of the Durbar against us. Our march was along the banks of
a little stream, through a narrow valley, with a tolerably clean pine
forest on either side ; the'ascent to the Dokiew Lah Pass, 10,019 feet,
was scarcely perceptible. At the top of the Pass are the ruins of an
old Fort, and there were chortens* and a mendong.? The view from
\his place was magnificent. The whole of the Poonakh Valley and an
enormous extent of the Thibetan snowy range immediately faced us.
At the highest peak of the pass was the usual lapcha or cairn of stone
supporting Buddhist flags, and a few yards down was a little hollow
) indentation which the Booteahs regard with veneration as the mark of
1, the hoof8 of the gorse of Farchoo Doopgein Shepoo, the second Dhurma
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Raja, whose Incarnation is still supposed to lvle over Bootan. We
halted for the night just above the village of Telagong, a place chiefly *
inhabited by gylongs, or monks, who had, as usual, taken great care
of themselves : they had built excellent houses, many of which were
ornamented with carved deal and were coloured ; the village was
surrounded with really fine cultivation, mustard, barley, wheat, chillies,
and excellent turnips. From this place to Poonakh was but a short
march, and on the 15th of March we descended a valley passing the
T e l e g Fort, which appeared to have not a single resident in it.
After crozng a little river by a wooden bridge, we again asce~lded for
a short distance the opposite side of the valley ; from this to Poonakh
was nearly level, the road was very good, but we were now down a t
about 5,000 feet ; the couutry was perfectly open, there was not a tree
near the rod-side, and the heat was therefore most oppressive. Close
aa we were to the Durbar, and though we had sent on several messengers to report our arrival, no notice of any sort was taken of us until
we arrived within sight of the Palace, when a message was sent by R
Sepoy to say we could not be allowed to approach
Poonakh.
by the road which passed under the Palace gates,
&but must go down the side of the hill and enter our eucamping ground
by a back road. I determined that the Durbar should have no excuse
from any act of mine for picking a quarrel, and turned off by the route
indicated, though it was so precipitous that me had very grcat difficulty
in making the descent. 'l'he insolence with which we were treated at
Poonakh by the Amla, their assumed willingness to accept the terms
offered them by the Government of India, their subsequent refusal to
have anything to say to those terms, their threats to confirle me in the
Fort unless I signed an agreement to return to them the attached
Assam Dooars for which we had regularly paid them revenue, their withholding supplies, their attempt to seize and detain Cheeboo Lama, and the
difficulty which me liad in getting away from Poonakh by forced night
marches to Paro, even after complying with their demands under protest,
have been fully detailed in my confidential Report No. 45, dated the 2 I st
April last, and need not be repeated here, but it may be well that I
should give some description of the place. The Palace and Fort of :,
Poonakh is situated on a sandy, stony delta formad by the meeting of i
the Rivera Matchoo (Mother River) and Patchoo (Father River) which
after their u n & - B o w down to the ~ e r h a m g o t e runder the name of
Patchoo-Matchoo. Both these rivers are deep and somewhat swift ;
the Match& comes down from the foot of the snowy peaks of Ghassa ;
the Patchoo has a more Easternly origin. The Palace is built on the
regular standard plan, a rectangle enclosing a court-yard, in the centre
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THE PODNAKH PALACE.

of which is a six-storied tower. The building is not to be compared
with Paro; it is a shabby, straggling, mean, tumble-down pile, very
dirty and ill-kept. TVc were encamped on the South of the Palace,
land in that portion of it immediately fronting us was the residence of
the Lamas; there were generally reported to be 2,000 in the Monastery,
A
. and Schlagintmeit endorses this s t a t e m c n t w h a s no origin
except in the bare-faced exaggeration which is one of the chief characteristics of the Bootanese. We had several opportunities of counting
/ the Lamas when they all went out of the Palace to walk in procession
/ and bathe, and we found that there were only---275. On the West side
-- the
of the Palace, raised above the other buildings, 1s the resid-f
@b,; in the centre tower lives the Dhurma Raja ; on the East lived the
Tongso Penlow temporarily, the Governor of the Fort, and other Amla.
There are two entrances to the precincts of the Palace, one by a bridge
across the Patchoo, the other by a bridge across the Matchoo. These
bridges are on the usual plan, broad covered ways, open at the sides,
and entered by a large gateway passing under a tower. They were,
,i however, very inferior to the Paro bridge, and were scarcely safe for
any large body of men to pass over at one time. If troops ever enter
the country and have to cross bridges of this peculiar construction,
care must be taken that the men do not keep step, for this causes a
strain which many of the bridges would not bear. We were never
allowed inside the Palace ; but mere received in a sort of a public room
in a garden someway behind it. The garden of which Turner speaks
in such eulogistic terms has now no existence ; everything about the
place is gone to ruin and decay during the great internal struggles for
p l ~ c ewhich have for so many years convulsed the country. Scarcely
a house was to be seen in the neighbourhood of the Palace, though
there were the outer shells of many destroyed from time to time in
the struggles to obtaiu possession of the Fort. The valley is vcry
level, about 4,534 feet high; it produces a good deal of rice. The
range of the thermometer was very great, often 4.0 degrees. The sun
in the day was aa powerful as in the plains. Here, as at Pam, there
is no shade of any sort; the trees for miles around have been felled
indiscriminately for firewood, and the fuel is now brought from a distance of some six or seven miles. Looking up the valley the snowy
peaks of Ghassa are seen ; but the county, either in respect to fertility
or scenery, is not to. be compared with Paro. The Deb and Dhurma
I Rajas'
Court remains at Poonab-h Gom November to the end o f M ,
and at Tassishujung for the remaining six-months of the year. The
Governor of Poonakh has to support the whole Court one-half the
year, and the Governor of Tassishujung for the other half-year. During
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the absence of the Court from the Palace it is left under the charge of
two or three menials only. Every one leaves, Scpoys, Lamas, slaves,
and every hanger-on of the Court. The soil at Poonakh is, like that
of Paro, f u J l i w l . There seems to be little communication with
the plains, though the road must be tolerably level to Cherrung, since
the height of the river at Poonakh is only 4,534 feet, and it has some
100 miles to m n before it reaches the plains. Marching light the
people of Poonakh go to the plains in ecven days. About twelve
miles down the valley is the Fort. of Angdu-Forung, the appointment \1
of Governor of which is one of the most coveted offices in Bootan;
it carries with it a seat in Council and the privilege of plundering
certain Dooars. There is a legend that one of the first Dhurma Rajas
waa looking about for a site for a capital, and on passing this place one ,
of the boys of his Camp named Angdu amuscd himself by building a
little mud house. The Dhurma Raja accepted this as an omen, and
determined to fix on that as the capital; hc built the present Fort
there, and it continned to be the seat of Governrncnt for some years,
'
and has always borne the name of Angdu-Forung, or Angdu's Palace.
There is a bridge at the Fort, and a force marching on Poonakh should
divide here, and, marching up either bank of the river, take the Palace
at Poonakh in front and rear and cut off all chance of escape. There
is a branch road to An&u-Fo_rung from Telagong, our last haltirigr u nPoonakh
~
)
place before reaching Pooilakh ; between ~ i ~ d u - ~ o and
there are no bridges, and the river is not fordable; the Palacc of
Poonakh is entirely commanded by a height on the West bank, and it
would be difficult to conceive a place so ill-adapted for defence. One
m u d of shell would set the whole place in a blaze, and the bridges
being held and a force posted to tlie North of the Fort, not a man
could escape. The distance between Poonakh and Tassishujung is about
sixteen miles, and the only road is that by which wc came.
39. The members of the Court present during our visit were the
Dhurma Raja, Deb Ra,ja, Tongso Pcrilow, the
Pmaonnd Of the Oo Governors of the two Palaces of Tassishujung
wrnment.
and Poonakh, the Governor of Xiigdo-Forung,
the Joom Kalling or Chief Kazee, the Deb Raja's Vizier, and the ~ e p s
Dewan or Chief Steward. The Dllurma Raja whom we saw was a boy
of about eighteen years of age, a mere puppet, autl the form of conanlting him on affairs of State is not cvcn followotl. He is not really the
Dhurma Raja, who is properly supposcd to be an incarnation of tlie
first Dhurma Raja Farchoo Doopgien Sheptoon. The last incarnation
was so tormented by the Amla that hc fled to Thihct and died there in
1861. On thc death of thc Dllurma Rnjn a ycar or two elapses, and
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the incarnation then re-appears in the shape of a child who generally
happens to be born in the family of the Tongso Penlow or 8ome other
principal Chief; the child establishes his identity by recognizing the
cooking vessels, &c., of the late Dhurma, he is then trained in a Monastery, and on attaining his majority is recognized as Raja, though
he really exercises no more authority in his majority than in his
infancy. I t will at once be seen that a better arrangement for securing
all power in the hands of the Amla could not be devised, for in every
case of the death of the Raja a long minority ia secured. To carry on
the spiritual functions of the Dhurma Raja during these frequent
n~inoritiesthere is a second incarnation, the incarnation of the Regent,
who makes his appearance from time to time as occasion requires in much
the same may as the incarnation of the Dhurma; he is called Lam
Thepoo. Since the death of the last Dhurma Raja the incarnation of
Sheptoon has never re-appeared, but the late Raja whilst absent in Thibet,
forgetful of his Lamaic vows of chastity, entered into a Liason with a
Thibetan woman and had two children by her, a boy and a girl ; the
boy is about eight years old, and there are now two parties as to the
right of this boy to succeed. One party holds that Sheptoon in his last
incarnation voluntarily and with an object broke through the rule of
celibacy, and has thus indicated that in future he will appear by hereditary succession ; the chief supporters of this view are those who find
the habit of celibacy irksome, and want an excuse for abolishing it;
the other party hold that for a Dhurma Lama to have children was a
thing unheard of, and that the child cannot be recognized. Others
again seem to think that the last illcarnation was so badly treated that
he will never appear again in a couiltry so steeped in sin and lawlessness as Bootan. Any way the child is being brought up carefully in a
Monastery, and is treated with considerable veneration. We merely
saw the acting Dhurma Raja under a small canopy half concealed by
ilk scarves and the smoke of incense; he was an insignificant looking
shy boy; he was brought to the tents and taken back on a pony preceded by several led ponies and a number of drums and clarions. His
costume was a reddish purple Lama's robe and a copper hat of the
shape worn by ltomish Cardinals. The Deb, or rather the person who
represented the Deb, was an elderly Lama, with nothing whatever
remarkable about him; he had a startled, frightened look, and was
evidently very uricomfortable at the situation in which he found himself. There was no real Deb during our visit to Bootan. There had
heen a series of struggles between the Penlows and the Amla to establish various nominees of their own on the throne, but as fast as a man
was appointed he was either dethroned hp the opposite faction, or died
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sudh~l;
y the consequence was that no one would take the office, an
to keep up a show of Government whilst we were at Poonakh they fixe
upon a common Lama from a neighbouring Monastery and made hi
represent the Deb. The Deb never has any real power, and this acting
incumbent never even pretended to power, neither was any attempt
made by the Amla to induce us to believe that he had any. I t was
admitted that the Deb and Dhurma Rajas were mere names. The
Officer of the next highest authority at Poonakh was the Tongso Pen- '
low. Theoretically he had no right to be there, and when there he
should have ranked below the other Members of the Council, but he
was de-facto Ruler of Uootan at the time. The lcaders in the late
i~~surrection,
finding that the cause of the dethroned Deb was taken up
by the Paro Penlow, sent, in their alarm, for assistance from the Tongso
Penlow ; he came with all his men, completed the work of the revolution,
but then declined to return to Tongso, and took a p his abode in the
Palace with all his men and assumed supreme authority, insulting the
Amla and filling up all the offices that he could make vacant by the
appointment of his own followers. He seized upon the State revenues
for his own use, and assigned to himself the allowance which our Government pays for the resumed Assam Dooars : this indeed he had appropriated for three years past. He was absolutely hated by the other
Amla, who were daily expecting either to be murdered by his order, or
to be removed from office to make way for his nominees. His only
supporters were the Angdu-Forung Jungpen and his son-in-law, whom
he had just appointed Governor of Tassishuijuhg, but even their support
was very lukewarm, for the Angdu-Forung Jungpen feared him, and
was jealous of him, and his son-in-law warned us that he was treacherous and false. This Penlow was considered thoroughly bad and
unscrupulous even by the Bootanese. H e was, as indeed were nearly
all the A d a , of low extraction. His father had been a menial of a
late Tongso Penlow; his bad qualities-the chief claim to promotion in
Bootan-soon raised him to the high office of Master of the Horse to
the Penlow. Whilst holding this office a revolution broke out, and the
parties being evenly matched it lasted for some time. The then Tongso
Penlow was at Poonakh, and his Master of the Horse devised a scheme,
thoroughly worthy of him, of getting rid of the head of the opposite
faction. H e made a proposal of compromising the dispute; this waa
agreed to; and the Chief of the opposition was invited to Poonakh to
receive honors from the Deb in token of thorough reconciliation. On
his arrival he was received with great eclat, and a day was appointed for
vesting him with a dress of honor. H e was encamped outside the
Palace, and was asked to an interviev on the plain on which we were
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received. Here he was laden with heavy dresses, and was made partially intoxicated ; he was persuaded to send away his men and allow
himself to be escorted home by the Deb's followers. On passing under
the gateway of the bridge the Master of the Horse (the present Tongso
Penlow) stepped out of a dark corner, and murdered him with his knife
before he had time even to call for assistance. For this piece of Booteah
diplomacy he was promoted to the office of Zimpen or Chief Secretary
to the Tongso Penlow. After holding this office for a few y e m he
rebelled sriccessfully against his master, turned him out of the Fort,
and took the office on himself. His predecessor is still alive and has
possession of B yaghur Fort, one of the Penlow's residences ; he is a
constant thorn in tlie side of the Penlow, and whilst we were at
Poonakh was collecting men with a view of regaining his office, and it
was in consequence of his measures that the Tongso Penlow left Poonakh
the day we did, and enabled us to get away from tlie place The Penlow
has the worst and most repulsive countenance I eve# saw in ally man of
any country. He is said by his own countrymen to be utterly reckless
of human life, and to be an avaricious, treacherous, unscrupnloua
robber. We were told much of the strength of his forces, but we saw
him march out on his way back to Tongso, and he had only some 300
men altogether, of whom about 110 were armed with clumsy matchlocks. H e possibly may have altogether some 400 men, and perhaps 200
matchlocks, but a portion of these he was obliged to leave to protect
his own Fort at Tongso. I t was the insolent tone adopted by this
person in addressing our Government which induced Lord Dalhousie, in
1856, to threaten to take possession of the Bengal Dooars. H e hru,
placed himself entirely in the hands of a Hindostanee who had come
into Bootan from Nipal shortly after the Mutiny. This man flattered
him and made him believe that he was one of the most powerful chieftains in India, and that he could with ease secure the assistance of the
Chiefs of the Pucjab and the people of Delhi, and drive us out of the
country : this adventurer was represented by some to be Ummer Sing,
the brother of Kooer Sing ; it is very generally believed, however, that
Ummer Sing dicd in a Government Charitable Hospital. Whoever he
may be, hc is a most mischievous, intriguing character. H e has learned
speak Hooteah, and he told our Sepoys that he wea going on a Mission
to Nipal and the North-West Provinces to raise up a final crusade
against the English. H e spoke of the Begum in Nepal as his immediate superior ; he is therefore probably a Lucknow man. H e is a wiry,
thin man with hair slightly streaked with grey, and about five feet sevcn
inches in height ; his hair was cropped close ; he had a moustache but
no beard. He mas very bitter against our Government.
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The other Amla, with the exception perhaps of the Jungpen
of Angdu-Forung, who had headed the revolution and had first
called in the Tongso Penlow, had no voice in any matter connected
with the Government. The Governor of Angdu-Forung was a man
vhose reputation was nearly as bad as that of the Penlow : he had as
Governor of Poonakh headed the late rebellion and invited the Tongso
Penlow to Poonakh; the moment the Penlow left Poonakh, and before
we had been absent from the capital three days, he organized a conspiracy
against the Penlow, and, in concert with the other A d a , seized his sonin-law, the Governor of Tassishujung, and murdered him, sent aid to the
former Penlow of Tongso, and invited him to attempt to recover the
office from which he had been excluded for eight years. The character
of the Governor of Tassishujung, whom I have alluded to above as having been murdered, we could not understand ; he was certainly leagg~ed
with the Tongso Penlow, but in secret we fancied he hated him ; he rendered us some service by warning us of the Penlow's intended treachery,
and he obtained us supplies when we could get them from no other
source ; at the last moment when the A d a endeavoured t o prevent our
march from Poonakh he sent us a passport through his district, and told
us not to care for the other Amla, as they dare not send any great number of men out of the Fort to pursue us. H e always, however, took care
to set a high value on the assistance he gave ; he was a most importunate beggar, and I believe simply wished toekeep well with both sidea
and be prepared for whatever might turn up. The Joom Kalling was
the best of the whole of the Amla ; but he was so tyrannized over by
the Tongso Penlow that he could give us no assistance of any 801%. H e
endeavoured to see us privately, but the Penlow's men followed him out
of the Port, and prevented our holding any communication with him.
H e used to send us messages when he could, but he told us frankly that
he and all the Amla were quite helpless in the hands of the Penlow. I t
was this Officer who, when Cheeboo Lama was confined in the Fort, on
the day of our departure obtained permission to take him to his own
quartem, and then got him out through the gate and into our Camp.
On the murder of the Penlow's son-in-law, just after we left, he succeeded him as Governor of Tassishujung* and now holds that office. H e was
for a long time Jungpen of Darlingcote, knows something of Bengal,
speaks a little Bengallee, and is a quiet and inoffensive but not very
intelligent man. The remaining Amla are too insignificant to call for
descripti'n : they are young ignorant boys, frivolous, impertinent, and
importunate to a degree ; their only ambition, so far as the Mission went,
Called the Thimpoa Jungpen.
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was to get out of ue what they could in the shape of presents. The
meanness, cunning, and petty insolence of the whole of the Amla in this
respect bears an unfavorable comparison even with the conduct of the
African Chiefs with whom Captain Speke had to deal ; indeed there are
whole pages in his journal which might be taken as a most faithful description of the Bootanese. They used to send men to spy into our tenta
and see what we had, and then would send down a broken telescope or
useless Monghyr gun for a present, valuing them at hundreds of Rupees,
and requesting one of our guns or telescopes in exchange as a " token of.
cc friendship."
They wo111d send a small basket of rice, and if a present
was sent in return of even twenty times its value, they would return it
asking for something twice as good, and saying that it was contrary to
their custom to interchange presents which were not of equal value.
They would, if they received a mechanical toy or a watch or pistol, break
it in a few hours, return it, and say that they did not fancy that particular article, but would like something else, specifying something which
had been seen by one of their spies. They depreciated the valtle of
whatever was given to them, and told the most barefaced lies of the price
at which they could purchase similar articles in Assam ; for instance,
they positively asserted that they could procure binocular teIescopea
better than those we gave them from the Government stores at 5 Rupees
each. They had no sort of idea of the real value of anything produced
out of their own country ; they would have preferred a mechanical toy,
or a musical box, or a large looking-glass, to the Koh-i-noor. If they
did not get what they wanted at once they used to raise obstacles to our
progress, frighten our camp-followers, and stop supplies.
40. We, in the face of much opposition, and in spite of the
attempts that were made to stop us, 1eR Poonakh
Leave Poonskh.
on the evening of the 29th March ; the AngduForung Jungpen threatened to send men to cut us off if we did not stop,
but we had seen quite enough to know that our only chance of escape
was to take advantage of the start we had got, and to push on before
the Amla had got together again, as several of them had gone off to their
homes some miles from the Palace, expecting that we should remain
quietly till they returned ; we pushed on, night and day, till we got into
the Paro Penlow's District, and reached Paro on the morning of the 1st
April. The ex-Paro Penlow was friendly and attentive. He had heard
all that had passed, and said that he had been very apprehensive regarding our safety ; that he had kept a constant watch on the proceedings of the Durbar, and that if they had actually proceeded to violence
he should have marched over to release us with all the men at his disposal. It is impossible to say whether this had really been his intention
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or not, but very probal~lyit was, for he was a far-seeing and shrewd
old man ; the Tongso Penlow had been his enemy for years, and he
avowedly did not recognize the authority of the person who was called
Deb at Poonakh, but was an adherent of the Deb who was dethroned
last year. The young penlow was also professedly friendly, but he was
a most importunate beggar ; he tried to obtain possession of everything
we had, and if unrestrained by his step-father he would not, I fear, have
hesitated to obtain all he wanted by force. He is moreover a relation,
on the father's side, to the Angdu-Forung Jungpen, and on the whole it
was a great satisfaction to us to feel that he exercised no real authority
at Paro.
41. The people at Paro were all engaged in preparing for an immediate revolution, and they told us that we should hear of its commencement before we reached Darjeeling. We remained one day at
Paro, and I made a fiwitlcss attempt to obtain the surrender of some
Bengallees who claimed our protection ; but in spite of all his professions of friendship the Penlow would not part with these men, which
shows how very hopeless it is ever to expect that they will, under any
circumstances, abide by the terms of any Treaty involving the surrender
of captured British subjects. During our s h y in the county we cannot
have seen less than 300 British and Cooch Behar subjects in slavery, but
I was only able to effect the release of one man, and this was without
the consent or knowledge of any Booteah Officers.
42. After the reception given us by the Paro Penlow we felt at
ease in respect of any pursuit from the Durbar, for they dared
not send any force into his Territory. As soon as they found we
had escaped beyond their reach the Durbar sent us a passport,
which overtook us as we were leaving Paro. We left Paro on the
2nd April, and the only difficulty we had to contend with on our
homeward journey was the crossing of the Taigon Pass. The snow
here was still four or five feet deep, and the lower stratum having
melted, the ponies and mules sank at every step up to the girths : we
had great difficulty in getting them through. We had to abandon two
old mules given by the Paro Ponlow, which merc scarcely able to walk
whcn tllcy were given to us, and could make no progress at all in the
snow. A pony given to Government by the Dhurma Raja was so lame
that we h x i to leavc it behind after making one march from Poonakh :
several of our own ponies were unable to overcome the difficulties of
the Pass, and had to be left behinil. On thc Pass we were overtaken
by a messenger from the cx-Paro Yenlow to say that the insi~rrection
had commenced, that the ex-Deb had had a hostile meeting with the
Tassisliujung Jungpen, and that the Paro Penlow had left that day
0
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with all his men to assist the former: his policy, which mas characteristic of the 13ooteahs, was to offer to arbitrate, and thus obtain a footing
in the Tassishujung Port and then take possession of it. At Darlingcote we obtained further news of the progress of the insurrection : the
plan fixed upon was for the Byognr Jungpen to seize on Tongso, and
shut the Penlow out of his own Fort; the whole of the Amla were
then to combine with the Paro Penlow to prevent his return to the
Durbar, and to eject his son-in-law from the Fort of Tassishujung.
The Tongso Yenlow, on the other hand, waa said to have determined
to place his own brother in his place at Tongso, t o return, eject the Dcb
whom he had himself appointed, and assume that office himself. If i t
is borne in mind that the men who are now combined with the Paro.
Penlow to eject the Tongso Penlom and support the ex-Deb are the
very men who last year invited the Tongso Penlow to Poonakh to eject
that Deb and besiege Paro, and that these internal commotions are the
normal condition of the country, it will at once be seen how futile
it is to expect that under any circumstances a strong and stable Government can ever be established in Bootan.
43. As news of our approach reached the Frontier our dhks, which
had been stopped for weeks past, began to come in. Twenty-five mails
were received in one day and five the next. Orders had been sent
from head-quarters prohibiting the carriage of our dELks, and threatening those who did so. This was cvidelltly part of the Tongso Penlow's
schcme for detaining us, and shows that he had all aIong made up his
mind to treat us as he did.
44. I t may at first sight seem to be a matter for regret that a
friendly Mission should ever have been sent into Bootan, but from
what I have seen of the Government of that country, I am satisfied
that it will in the end prove to have been the best course which could
have been adopted. We have for so many years borne patiently the
outrages committed by these people on our Territory that they had
learned to treat our power with contempt; we now know that there is
in point of fact no Government in the couutry, and that it is quite
impossible that there can be a Government there sufficiently strong
to warrant an expectation that they will ever become good neighbonrs.
W e were formerly restrained from avenging the insults offered to us by
a doubt of the complicity of the higher Authorities: we now know
that they are the instigators and promoters of every act of lawlessnese
and aggression on our Froutier, and that all British subjccts captured on
these occasions are kept as slaves in their Forts andresidencee. A
punitive policy was determiued upon in 1857, and only suspendcd on
nccount of the breaking out of the Mutiny. Affairs had reached such
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a stage that only two courses were in my opinion open to Government,
either immediate demands for satisfaqtion by an armed Force, or a
friendly remonstrance against the course pursued towards us, with
plain and distinct threats of the consequences which would result from
failure to make amends for the past and to give security for future good
conduct. The latter was the course determined upon by the Government of India in the first instance, and I think that in the prosecution
of the measures now absolutely forced upon us by the positive refusal
of the Bootanese to live with us on terms of good neighbourhood, we
are in a better position than if we had at once either annexed Territory
or invaded the couatry. The most favorable terms were offered to the
Government of Bootan, and it is self-evident from the draft Treaty
aubmitted to them, that it was not the wish of this Government to
acquire further Territory if it could be possibly avoidcd. The friendship
of this Government has been deliberately rejected, and we have now no
option as to the course which we must pursue.

EARLY IIIBTORY OF BOOTAR.

P A R T Ill.
45.

INa country in which there is no ruling class, no literature,

no national wide in the past or aspirations for the
future, there is as a rdatter of cortrse no reliable
history, and very little tradition. What knowledge now exists of the ohgin of the Booteah Government is derived
from old manuscripts in the Thibetan Monqteries. Apparently, the
Booteaha Lave not possessed ~ o o t a n much
,
more than t y ~ $ u _ r i %
it formerly belonged to a tribe called by the B o o t a b T e p k they are
g e n e d l y believed to have been people of Cooch Behar. About 200
yeam ago some Thibetau Sepoys were sent from Kampa by the orders of
the Lassa Government to look at the country, a fight ensued, the
Tephoos gave may and went down to the plains, with the exception of a
few who remained in a menial capacity with the Bootiah, and whose
dewendants are to be found still holding the lowest offices about the
Ports, aud their appearance clearly indicates their plains origin. The Kampa Sepoys took such s fancy to the country that they refused to
return, and remaining, formed a little colony without organization or
government. After a time they were visited by a travelling Lama from
Lassa named Sheptoon La-pha; he acquired a great influence over the
little colony, and they eventually made him their King under the title
of Dhurma Raja. He mas a-good and wise ruler,
The 5rrt Dhurma Baja.
kept the country in good order, was beneficent to
his subjech, and was supported entirely by voluntary contributions.
There was at this time in a Monastery of Rain, to the South-East of
Lassa, a certain Lama named Farchoo Doopgein Sheptoon ;he was a
very religious man, but wafi not bound by vows of celibacy, and had a
large family. A few yearn after the election of Sheptoon La-pha to he
Dhurma Raja, Doopgein went to Lassa to see his tutor and religious
guide, but on aniving there found that he was dead. The other disciples of the deceased Lama told him that just before dying he had said
tell my disciple, Farchoo Doopgein, that if he journeys to the Lah6
' Lumpa (South country) he will become a great man."
He accordingly
came to the conclusion that this South country must be Bootan, and
went there m d settled down quietly. By degress he acquired a gtwt
reputatioll for piety and learning, people flocked to him, and his wishes
were more cared for than those of the Dhurma Raja, Sheptoon La-ph.
La-pha began to fear that the people would dethrone him and place
TheearlyHi'Ulry
Oovernrnent of Bootan.
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Doopgein on the throne, and so he wrote him a letter ~.equestiughim to
leave the country. Doopgein refused. On this the Dhurma Raja sent
him an order banishing h i m from the country on the ground that a
married Lama was a scandal to the religion of Buddh. This letter he
sent by a one-eyed messenger, a proceeding which, according to the
'l'hibetan notions of etiquette, is a gross insult. Doopgein, however,
interpreted i t otherwise, aud seut back the following message to him," You have tried to insult me by sending me a message by a one-eyed
" man, but I see a good omen in this, i t clearly indicates that you will
" soon have difficulty in seeing the country you now govern.', This
was taken as a declaration of war. Doopgein claimed the Rajaship, the
people flocked to him, and La-pha was abandoned by his followers, and
being reduced to starvation he ran away into Thibet to a place called
Kongoo. He was well received here by a number of Thibetan merchants
to whom he had done great service whilst in Bootan by opening out for
them communication with Bengal. They showed their gratitude by
assessing themselves in a certain fixed annual sum for his support, and
which was regularly paid in, village by village. With this money
La-pha built three Forts, one called Takloonjung near Phagri, another
called Goobarjung near Chombi, and a third called Gungsjung at Pema,
between Rinchingpoong and Chombi; these Forts are still tand ding.
He showed his gratitude for the kind reception he had obtained from
the Thibetan merchants in tme Bookah fkshion. Finding that he was
growing old and infirm, he went to Lassa and endeavoured to ingratiate
himyelf with the Government by telling the story of his ejection from
Rootan, and declaring that after leaving that country he had come across
a portiou of Thibet without any Government, and had therefore stayed to
organize the administration, had built certain Forts, and made a revenue
settlement of the district, and in proof of his statement gave in a
book in which was carefully entered the amount of the voluntary cess
which each village had paid fbr his support whilst amongst them. The
Grand Lama deputed two Officers to manage this new district under
the title of the Toomoo Tashoo, or Governor of Chombi, and the Kongo
Tashoo. These Officers still govern the district and collect the revenue
according to La-pha's settlement, and it is probably owing to his deceit
and treachery alone--which keep his memory alive in this part of
Thibet-that we owe any trace of the origin of the Bootan Government.
When Doopgein Sheptoon first entered Bootan as a Lama several
Thibetan followers and friends accompanied him according to custom for
the purpose of seeing him enter a new country; on arrival he entreated
them to trouble themselves no further, but to return ; they replied ' I Wong
mi loh."
(It is done, we'll not go) ;these men remained with him and

,1

from this speech obtained the name of the (c Wong Milo," or as
T~
his
they are now calleii, the Won!: caste
the-highest wia-&da
,l--is the class described by%h;?xikant Bose in his account of ~ o o t k nin
1815 as the Wan tribe, and regarding whom he says, 'the Deb Rajas
" and also the principal Officers of the State used to be of these castes."
When Doopgein Sheptoon became Dhurma Raja he separated fiom his
family ; their descendants are still distinguished as the c l of~C h d
the chief family of Lamas in Bootan. They are up to tge present time
exempted fiom all taxation and payment of revenue, and are entitled to
special marks of distinction on entering any of the Forts ; they manage
all the affairs of the Dhurma Raja. When Lama Doopgein Sheptoon
died he said that if his body waa preserved he would re-appear again in
Bootan. His body is to the present day kept in the Fort of Poonakh in
a silver tomb called Sheptoon Machee (or the first Sheptoon), and tea
and rice are daily put into the tomb. Three years after the death of
Doopgein his incarnation re-appeared at Lassa in the person of a little
child, who, before it ought to have been able to speak, announced itself
as the Dhurma Raja of Bootan. It was brought in great state to
Bootan, and having had the late Raja's cooking utensils put before i t
with similar articles belonging to other persons, it identified the Raja's
property, thus satisfacto~ilyestablishing its own identity as the promised
incarnation. The legend which was told to Kishenkant Bose varies to
a certain extent from the account I have given ; my information, however, was collected from books from Thibetan Monasteries by Cheeboo_
-Lama, who has studied the history of these countries more than any man
living. Kishenkant's is clearly a Booteah tradition; he says :-('It is related
cc by the people of Bootan that to the North of Lassa there is a country
called Lenja, in which Lam Sapto, the Dhurma Raja, formerly dwelt.
cc From that place he went to Lassa, and aRer residing there some time
he arrived at Poonakh and Bootan, which was at that time ruled by
/T cc a Raja of the Cooch tribe. When the Dhurma Raja arrived there he
ec began to play upon a kind of pipe, msde of a human thigh-bone, and to
c6 act contrary to the observances of the Cooch tribe, and to perform
u m ~ l e s ,at which the Cooch Raja was so terrified that he die"appeared with his whole family and servants under ground. The
Dhurma Raja finding the Fort empty went in and took possession,
<'and having deprived of their cad^ all the followers and slaves of
*( the Cooch Raja who remained above ground, he instructed them in
cr his own religious faith and customs; their descendants still m a i n
"at Poonakh and form the caste or tribe called l'bep. I n this \my
the Dhurma Raja got possession of Poonakh, but on oonsideration
cC that the sins of his subjects are attributable to the ruler of a
r
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" country, instead of setting himself on the throne, and exercising the
"sovereign authority, he sent to Lassa for a Thibetan, in order to
"sectire possession of the country, and having made him his Prime
" Minister and called him the Deb Raja, he occupied himself entirely .
"with the cares of religion and contemplation of the Deity. At that
"time the respective boundaries, tribute, and authority of the diffe"rent Rajas or Governors of Bootan were settled as they continue to
this day, as will be more particularly detailed hereafter." The reign- ,
ing Dhurma Raja at the time of KishenkantJs visit to Bootan was the
tenth or -eleventh, and Mr. Scott, the Agent to the Governor General,
upon this made the following calculation :--"The
Dhurma Raja suc" ceeding to the Government at the age of three,. the value of ten of
"their lives will be about 350 years and if from this we deduct the value
'' of one life on account of the advanced age of the first Dhurma' Raja
and the period which the reigning one still has
to live, the remainder 315 years will approxibje.
mate very nearly to the period when the present
" Cooch Behar dynasty first appeared, the founder of which may have
" +n
the expelled Cooch Raja. This is the 3 12th year of the Cooch
" Behar -era.* There is of course very great difficulty in obtaining
any reliable chronological premises on which to base a theory regarding the age of such a dynasty as that of Bootan; it is a point which
of Thibetan books, and I
may be established by further investigation
have requested Cheeboo Lama to make particular inquiries on this point;
my impression is that the Booteahs must have entered the country ,
between 200 and 300 years ago. The value of ordinary lives clearly affords
no da& for-any calculation on Booteah lives, for with murder, fighting,
dirt, and immorality, even an elderly man is a rare sight in Bootan.
46. Doopgein Sheptoon was the only good Ruler the Booteahs ;
ever had. It was he who built the Forts of Angdu-Forung, Poonakh,
and lastly, Paro. He made a code of Laws for the protection of the
Ryots, forbidding the levy of anything beyond volu~ltarycontributions.
He appointed Penlows and Jungpens to administer the country, but
kept them under complete control, and limited the number of their followers to twenty-five for each Chief. The next Dhurma Raja, considering that temporal and spiritual powers were incompatible, confined
himself entirely to the latter and appointed a Dewan or Vizier to wield
the former. This Dewan by degrees became the Deb Raja and temporal
Ruler of Bootan. There is no further trace of the
The h t Deb me.
history of Bootan till some eighty or ninety yeare
q o , when a certain Deb, Jeedah, distinguished himself by his a g p s #ive foreign policy. He was a man of great ambition and some ability.
-/
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the Palace at Tassishugung, and aided by Ang-mu-lab, the
sister of the Sikhim Raja Chardo Namguay, he invaded and took
Sikhim, and held possession of it for six or seven years, during which
time it was administered by a Booteah Governor, Tabajung Tinlay,
and his Dewan, Phenlay. The Sikhim Raja, who mas quite a bop, fled
to Lassa, and the Lassa Raja, Miung, taught him and supported him,
and gave him some talooks which the Sikhim Raja still holds in Thibet.
When the boy had obtained sufficient knowledge and discretion the
Lassa Raja gave him some men and told him to go back to his county ;
he sent messengers to raise the Sikhimese, and on hearing of his arrival
the Bootanese evacuated Sikhim and returned ignominiously to their
own country. During the war the Booteahs had seized and confined
at Poonakh a Sikhim Chief named Athoop-the ancestor of the Gantoke .
Kazek, who confined Drs. Hooker and Campbell, and again fought with
Il8 in 1861. The Sikhim Raja on his return procured his release,
and the B o o h h s on setting him free bribed him to remain a friend
to their Government. He had been well treated during co&nement,
and his son, Joom-tashi, born during his captivity, turned out a
thorough Booteah; he eventually became the most powerful man
in Sikhim, and kept up continual correspondence with the Bootanese ;
and some years later, when there was a dispute between Bootan
and Sikhim regarding the boundaries of the two countries, he
treacherously gave up to Bootan all the tract between the present
Sikhim border and the Taigon Pass, includi~~g
Darlingcote, Jonksa, and
, Sangbe, which in those days were richly cultivated tracts. Sikhim,
though a very petty State then, mas formerly a fair-sized country,
,' reaching from the River Amn on the West to the Taigon Pass on the East,
I
from Thibet on the North to Kissengunge in Purneah on the South. In
the Nipal war, in which we were assisted by the Sikhimese, the forces
of the Iiitter Government were under Karmay, son of the treacherous
Joom-tashi, and Karway'a son, Satrajeet, the warrior of whom the
Sikhimese are most proud. Satrajeet was succeeded by Lachoo Dewan
and Chuckta Kazee, the father of Cheeboo Lama.
47. The Government of Bootan as it exists in theory is calculated to work well. Practically however there is no Government at all.
At the head of the Government there are nominally two supreme Aothorities, the Dhurma Raja, the spiritual head, and the Deb Raja, the tempoml head. To aid these R.~jasin administering the country is a Council
of' permanent Minirrters called the Lci,chen, composed of the following
Members :1. Lam Zimpen, Chief Secretary to the Dhurma Raja.
2. Do~lnaiZimpen, the Dewan.
1
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Timpoo Jungpen, the Governor of Tassisll~~jong.
Poonakh Jungpen, the Governor of Poonakh.
Angdu-Forung Jungpen, the Governor of Angdu-Forung.
Deb Zimpen, the Chief Secretary to the D e i Raja.
7. Joom Kalling, the Chief Kazee or Judge.
I n addition to the seven ordinary Merubers of the Lenchen or
Council, there are three extraordinary Members, who attend the Council
when they happen to be at the Durbsr, and who are liable to be called :
on to attend the Council in cases of emergency ;their collective title is
the C'henlah. .These areThe Paro Penlow, or Lieutenant-Governor of West Bootan.
The Tongso Penlow, or Lieutenant-Qovernor of East Bootan.
The Targa or Daka Penlom, or Lieutenant-Governor of Central
Bootan.
The Pam Penlow has charge of the tract to the West of the
Tchinchoo or Timpoo River, with the exception of certain Dooars. He
has under him the following District Officmv :I. The Darlingcote Jungpen, who manapes the District bordering
on the Sikhim Frontier, on our Darjeeling Frontier, and on the Julpigooree Frontier up to the River Dechoo on the East.
2. The Moinsgooree Kattam, who manqgea the Estate of Aioinagooree in the plains.
3. The Jonkso Nieboo, who has charge of the tract to the East
of the Darlingcote jurisdiction, and resides at Sipchoo, near the plains,
in winter, and at Jonkso, a few miles in the Hills, in summer.
4. The Sangbe Jungpen, who lives at SangbB, and has charge
of the tract between the Tult?lah and T s i g ~ nRanges, hut has no Plain
lands.
5. The Hah-Timpoo, who has the District of the Ilah Valley.
6. The Sumchee or Chamwrchee Jungpen, who reaides at Dhona
near the Plains, and manages the Samchee Dooar.
7. Dakya Jungpen, who has charge of the Pass and Fort of
Dakya, commanding t8heroad from Thibet to Paro.
I n addition to these there are several Governors of Forts who have
no jurisdiction beyond the Forts, and a few petty Officers in charge of
stockades, such as Domohunee and Gopalgunge on our Frontier.
Officers of these classes are entirely subordinate to the Jungpens in
whose District they are.
The T o n , ~ P e n l w has under him also a number of District
Officers, of whom the chief areThe Governor of Tassgong.
The Governor of Tassan,osee.
3.

4.
5.
0.
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The Governor of Lenglong.
The Governor of Byapur, (now held by the former Tongso Penlow,
who is in rebellion agninst his immediate superior.)
The Governor 2f Jongar.
The Governor of Jamjoongs.
The Dewangari Raja.
The Targa or Daka Penlow was formerly an official of authority,
governing central Bootan, but the different Amla,have by-degrees obtained possession of his Territory and he hae now charge of a little barren Hill
tract to the South of Paro. The Repoo Dooar is nominally under this
Officer.
The Angdu-Forung Jungpen hae a District to the South of
Poonakh, and has the charge of the Cherrung Dooar and the Naobashi
District in the Plains.
The Governor of Taasishujung has, in addition to the Thempoo
District on the Hills, the Bnxa Dooar.,
The Deb has for his own private support the Luckhee Dooar.
The Officers of the Conrt of the Deb, and also for the most part of
Penlows too, areThe Zimpen or Chief Secretary.
The Donnai or Dewan.
The Goraba or Warden.
The Dunsung or Deputy Dewan.
The Nieboo or Nirshen, Store-keeper.
The M a d , Chief Butterman.
The Tah-pen, Maeter of the Home.
. The Jhap4, Chief Cook, an offie of some dignity.
The Tongsa, Physician.
The Tui, Moonshee.
48. The Dhurma Raja, ss I have before said, succeeds by incarnation. During the interval between his death and
Tho Dhnrnu W a .
re-appearance, or rather until he has arrived at years
of discretion after his last birth, the office is held by a spiritual Chief
named Lam Thepoo. This Officer is supposed to be the incarnation of
one Choler Tigou, wbo, half a century ago, claimed to he the avatar of
the body of Doopgein Sheptoon, whilst the Dhurma Raja was the avatar
of his spirit. The two avatars fought a pitched battle, and after much
lose of life they came to a compromise, Choler Tigou, under the name of
Lam Thepoo, being made bead of the Lamas, and being allowed a
perpetual regency through his avatars, during the periwlieal disappearance
from the world of the Dhurma R i a , while the Dhurma Raja remained
supreme spiritual head of the country. The person with whom we had an
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interview was the Lam Thepoo. Under the Lam Thepoo again is the Lam
Kempoo, who is nominated from time to time by the Dhurma Raja,
and administers the affairs and regulates the religious exerciaea of the
275 Lamas attached to the Durbar.
49. The Deb Raja is i n theory elected by the Council. I n practice
he is the mere nominee of whichever of the two
The Deb wr.
Penlows of East and West Bootan happens for the
time to be the most powerful. He is a complete puppet, and is never
consulted on any matter of State. There are generally some three or
h u r Debs and ex-Debs in the county. The Pan, Penlow nominates a
Deb and places him on the throne, a few months a h r the Tongso
Penlow ejects him, and substitutes his own puppet. He in his turn is
ejected by the Paro Penlow, and so this perpetual struggle goea on, and
has gone on without interruption for the last fifty years. Bootan had
never known within that period an interval of six months' peace and
M o m from civil war, at least so say the agricultural classes, and
their statement ie entirely borne out from such knowledge as we have
of the affairs of the country. Three Missions have entered the country
during the last ninety years, and on each occasion a rebellion was raging,
and the correspondence we have had with the Bootanese shows that this
is the normal state of things. The misery of the subjects of a Government thus constituted can hardly he aggravated, and it is not to be
wondered at that the country is rapidly becoming depopulated and
relapsing into waste. The two great Governors, the Paro Penlow and
the Tongso Penlow, are in theory nominated by the Deb. I n practice
they fight their way to power. They begin life as common soldiers, and
by distinguishing themselves by treachery, fmud, and murder, grndually
rise through the various grades till they reach the office of Zimpen, or
Chief Secretary to the Penlow. I n that position they have the Penlow
so t,horoughly in their hands that they can always compel him to arrange
that they shall succeed him. If a Penlow is hard pressed by his brother
Penlow, he very commonly promises his Zimpen that if be will get
him out of the trouble, he will within a certain number of years retire
in his favour. I f the Zimpen finds no other way of getting promotion,
be either murders or deposes his master, and both the present Penlows
thus mutinied and deposed their employers. The Penlows are virtually
independent; they plead subordination to the Deb Raja when it suits
their convenience to create delay or to obviate the necessity of h i s h i n g
explanation or affording satiefaction for misconduct, but they really care
absolutely nothing for any orders the Durbar may issue to them.
They pay a certain amount of revenue every year to the Durbar, but
rather from a superstitious dread of the conquences of starving
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the Lamas than from any sense' of duty. The Penlows exercise
authority of life and death, but it must not be inferred from this that
there is anything like a judicial system in the country. If a murder or
heavy *robbery is committed in which any man is concerned whom it is
expedient to get rid of, he is seized, all his property confiscated to the
Penlow, and his hands and feet being tied he is thrown into the river
from a kind of drop. If, on the other hand, it is not desired to get rid
of him, he is confined till he surrenders all his property. There are no
laws except the will of the Penlows and Jungpene, and there is no
Police. If an offence is committed, and is heard of by the District
Officer, both parties are seized and kept at the Fort until sufficient money
a n be squeezed from them, and ani amount of injustice can be
by the offer of a bribe. There is no one to make inquiries or -to
give redress, and an insurrection is the only remedy for an unjust
decision.
50. The Jungpens, or as we call them Soubahs, are appointed by
the Penlorn generally from amongst their own
The Jungpenr.
followers. As a natural consequence, every change
of Penlows is immediately followed by a change of all the District
Officers subordinate to them. The superseded officials take up their
quarters somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Fort, and the momeut
an attempt is made to oqst the Penlows a similar struggle is carried on
by all the ex-Jungpens to eject the occupants of the Forte. There are
thus invariably two or three claimante to every office in the country, and
as the subordinate Officers do not confine their struggles for power to the
change in the higher ranks, there is one perpetual series of skirmishes
and intrigue going ou throughout the land. The villagers told us
that formerly they did not suffer much &om this, for that agricultural
villages were respected by both parties and were allowed to remain a t
, peace within their own walls ;but now the first thing the contending
parties do is to plunder the villages in the ueighbourhood of eauh other's
homes, and the effect of this was very apparent from the numerous
villages we passed, desolate, roofless, and charred. The number of men
killed in these struggles is not very great on any one occasion, but as
they are unceasing, the mortality in the course of ten years must have a
considerable effect on the naturally sparse population, The J u g p e n s
who are in power really care very little for the orders of their superiors ;they plunder and kill and burn, and so long as a portion of the
spoil is sent occasionally to head-quarters, they may do pretty much ae
they like. As a specimen of the practical independence of these men,
I have already noticed that the Darlingcote Jungpen had been m~spended
by &e Penlow, and when his successor came to take charge the gates

were shut on him. A three monthsJ siege took place, and tlie Officer
elect had a t the end of that period, though supported by the forces of
the Penlow, to retire in ignominy, and the superseded Jungpen still
remains in possession, although, since the return of the Miesion, a
further attempt to remove him has been made. Under the Jungpens
are subordinata Officers called in the interior Nieboos, and on the Frontier
Kattams and Bhundarees. These are the men who chiefly annoy us by
organizing raids into our country ;they hold little stockades, and act as
the Deputies of the Jungpens. Several of the Jungpens are suhjcct to j
no Penlow, but have independent charge of Districts, and rank nearly as 1
high as the Penlows or members of the Council of State, though really
they exercise little power. These are the Poonakh, Tassishujung or
Thimpoo, and Angdu-Forung Jungpens.
It will be seen from this sketch that Bootan really has no Government I
of any sort, that i t is parcelled out into two large and a number of smaller ,
Divisions, for the possession of which unceasing struggles nre carried on by
a number of unscrupulous robber Chiefs. There is no one man in the
country who is capable of making his authority felt by any other man, and
there is no man in authority whoee office or even whose life is worth one
year's purchase ;it is therefore futile to suppose that we can by any agreement, or treaty, or promise, sec~ire the good neighbourhood of the
Bootanese, for however well disposed towards us the people actually making
an engagement might be, their word would not be held binding by the
officials generally, and it is a matter of certainty that a term of three
years a t the outside would see every man in office changed. There are
only two men in Bootan who have been in office for more than three\
years, m'z., the Tongso Penlow and the Darlingcote* Jungpen ; they have
been superseded time after time, but have been enabled by the strength
of their own personal following to resist and maintain themselves in
their respective positions. The hopelessness of expecting that there
can ever be a strong Government in Bootan under its present Rulers is
very apparent from the fact that last year the whole of the A m h aided
by the Tongso Penlow were fighting against the Paro Penlow, and that
this year, since the Mission left Poonakh, the whole of the Amla, the
very same men who were in power last year, are, in conjunction with the
Par0 Penlow, threatened with a siege by the Tongso Penlom. Thie
man's son-in-law was Governor of Tassishujung when we were at the
capital, and the Amla were afraid to speak before him, but before we had '
left the place ten days he was beheaded. I imqgine that there never mas
a country in which entire anarchy had prevailed for so many years. It
And he hns beeu since rcmored.

can ha;e only one end, and that is not far distant; the country is
become desolate and depopulated, and it will inevitably fall ere long into
other hands. It is a great attisfadion to know that it cannot fall into
worse hands than those of its present Rulers. This notice of the Oovernment of Bootan, such as it is, cannot be more appropriately concluded
than by quoting Captain Pemberton's opinion of the character of
the governing classes in his day. I can only say thst, though very
just*, it would be a favorable description of the class in the present
by.
'< I n my intercourse m t h the highest Officers of State in Bootan
<' the impression created waa far less favorable than that produced by
" observation of the lower orders of the people. The former I invariably
" found shameless beggars, liars of the first magnitude,
whose mod,
" solemnly pledged words were violated without the slightest hesita" tion, who entered into engagements which they had not the most dis" tant intention of fulfilling, who would play the bully and sycophant
" with equal readiness, wholly insensible apparently to gratitude, and
with all the mental faculties most imperfectly developed, exhibiting
'< in their conduct a rare compound of official pride and presumption
" with the low cunning of needy mediocrity, and yet preserving at the
" eame time a mild deportment, and speaking generally in a remark" ably low tone of voice. Much as my official duties have brought
'< me into close personal intercourse with the Native Officers of the
" different Courts of itrter and ultra-Gangetic India, I have never failed
" to find some who formed very remarkable exceptions ta the general
" condemnatory judgment that would have been pronounced on the
"remainder, but amongst the Officers of the Deb and the Dhurma
" R a j a of Bootan I failed to discover one whom I thought entitled t o
" the slightest degree of confidence either in word or deed."
51. The point which next deserves notice is the Revenue
' system of the--country. Strictly speaking there
Bevenue Syotem.
is no system. The only limit on the Revenue
demand is the natural limit of the power of the officials to extort
more. Nothing that a Booteah possesses is his own ; he is a t all
times liable to lose it if it attracts the cupidity of any one more
powerful than himself. The lower claases, whether of villagers or
public servants, are little better than the slaves of the higher officials. In
regard to them no rights of property are observed, and they have a t once
t o surrender anything that is demanded of tbem. There never was, I
fancy, a country in which the doctrine of " might is right" formed more
completely the whole and sole law and custom of the land than i t does in
Bootan. No official receives a salary ; he has certain Districts made over
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to him, and he may get what he can out of them ; a certain portion of
his gains he is compelled to send to the Durbar, and the more he extorts
and the more he sen& to his superior, the longer his tenure of office is
likely to be. The origin of this state of things we found to be this. The
lands of each village mere estimated many yeam ago as being capable of
being sown with a certain number of measures of seed; this estimate was
duly placed on record, and the demand-standing against the village was fixed
at forty measures of grain for each such measure of seed. The population
is very rapidly decreasing, and the land is going out of cultivation ; no
allowance, however, is made to the village on this account ;the remaining \
villagers are expected to make up the deficiency ; this of course they
cannot do, and the consequence is that the demand i~ insisted on ; a constant screw is applied t o extort the quantity of grain leviable under the
old settlement made in the days of Bootanese prosperity, nnd all the village property is held liable to seizure till this amount is made up. Ttiese
unfortunate people do not care to possess property ; so long as they have
enough left them to ellable them to eke out a subsistence they are satisfied, because they know i t is useless to attempt to acquire more, seeing
that they can neither be better nor worse off than they now are, and that
the possession of property simply forms an inducement to their superiors
to oppress and plunder them. For each milch cow a tax of 6 Narrainee
Rnpees and two seers of butter per mensem has to be paid. The owners
of cattle, however, are better off than others, as on the pretence of seeking pasture they keep constantly on the move and stay as near the Ron-,
tier as they can ; they smuggle a good deal of ghee n m s s into British
Territory, and are thus, if heavily pressed, able to pay any demand made
against them. Having a little money from their trade with the plains,
they can bribe the Zinkaffs sent to take stock of their cattle, and thus
evade a great portion of the tax which they are supposed to pay. We
never saw milk cattle near any of the Forts ; they were all driven well
out of the reach of the rapacity of the officials ; but the amount of cattle
in the possession of Booteahs must be very great, from the enormous
quantities of butter which we met coming along the road to the Forts
from the Rungpore and Cooch Behar Frontier, where all the cattle ownera
seem to have migrated for the winter. It was no uncommon thing to
meet in one day two or three strings of twenty heavily laden coolies each
carrying up a mauud of bl~tterto the Durbar or Penloms. These men had
not onlyto contribute the butter, but to Ebnvey it seven marches, and
then return empty handed. The butter of West Bootan is kept in baskets
lined with leavm ; the produce of East Bootan, which is very inferior, is
packed in flat quare skins, each containing about a maund. It is kept
for a couple of years sometimes, and, as may be supposed, is very offensive
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to the smell and taste. The proprietary right in cattle is, however,
as precarious as tllat in other descriptions of goods, and during our stay
at Paro and at the Durbar several cases occurred in which a man, for some
real or imaginary offence, was fined eighty and a hundred head of cattle,
probably all he posseswd. This system of extortion has had one very
peculiar effect, which might not perhaps have been expected : i t is unquestionably the cause of the singular n~et.nessof the h o ~ ~ and
e s fields of the
Bootanese. The only property in which they have any security are their
' houses and fields ; they do not extend their cultivation, because they
know that it will not benefit them to do so ; they each cultivate a few
fields, the produce of which will enable them to pay a ressan:~blecontribution to the State and a sufficient bribe to the collecting Officer, and
, their whole time, therefore, is spent in the improvement of these fields
, and their houses. A field is calculated to produce a certain quantity, and
the c~lt~ivator
shows that he has only a certain quantity of p i n to he
extracted from him by pointing t o the fields and offering to surrender the
whole of the estimated produce except the usual subsistence allowance
which all cultivators are permitted to keep ; but in point of fact his whole
I energia are devoted to making the land produce twice what it is
estimated to produce ; the surplus he buries in the forest till he has an
opportunity of disposing of i t to some advellturous friend who is secretly
engaged in trade with any of the surrounding countries. The price of rice
and grain of all sorts in Thibet and Sikhim is such as to compensate
for a good deal of risk and trouble; the distance is not great for the
residents of a considerable part of Bootan, and in the part of the country
which is not near enough to enable them to smuggle, there is scarcely any
cultivation. It is this system which induces the Booteah cuItivator L, lay
out his land in a series of really beautiful terrace8 levelled from t.he side of
the Hill ; each terrace is revetted and supported with stone embankments
sometimes twenty feet high; every field is carefilly fenced with pine
branches or protected by a stone wall ; a complete system of irrigation
permeates through the whole cultivated part of a village, the water being
often brought from a long distance through stone aqueducts. Much of
the time of the cultivator and his fsmily is occupied in m k k g up with an
implement in no way differing from the common English rake the leavee
of the pine ; these are carefully stacked, and when d y are used as
manure. The refuse of the farm-yard is similarly used, and the
fields in consequence have an appearance to which we are quite
strangers in the plaios. The crops produced are excellent ; the turnips,
the p o d quality of which has long been notorious, are superior
to any I ever saw elsewhere ; the field turnip is as good as the
best English garden turnip, and of great size; it wvns originally
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introduced fmm Thibet. The wheat and barley have a full round
grain ; buck-wheat, millet, mustard, and chillie~are all good of their
kind. The cultivation is carried on by plo~igh,_which is a most.
%ual
thing atheights of 7,000 or 8,000 feet, but the practice of ter-,
racing makes it possible to do this in Bootan, and i t affords the cultivators 1
a reasonable excuse for being allowed to retain a certain number of
cattle. The small amount of cultivation in the ban$ of each man leaves \
him much leisure, which is spent in drinking and sleeping and improving
his house. The housea are really better than many small farm-houses in
England ; they are built either of rubble stone and clay or empise' clay.
Under the latter process clay mixed wGh small stone is placed in a w&en
frame and trodden down until it is consolidated into a block which quickly
-m,
and in course of years acquires nearly the solidity of stone. Thia
preparation is usd &her in small blocks made on the ground and then
placed on the mall, or in layers made on the wall itself. It seems to last for
many years, and probably will stand as long as the roof is kept on the house.
W e saw old ruins made of this composite, which must have been built '
more than a hundred years ago, the walls of which were like concrete.
The housea are built of three and four stories ; all the floora are neatly
boarded with deal, and on two sides of the house is a very pretty
verandah ornamented with carved and often painted deal. Most of
the housee have one enclosed verandah in which the women sit ; the
---.out w h Z S q u i r e d by sliding panncls. Tlie Booteahs are
front opens
n e a t K e r s , and their doors, windows, and pannelling are perfect In
-their way. No iron work is used ; the doors open on ingenious wooden
&&s.-The stairs are the worst part of their houses; though the staircaseitself is often of fair width, the actual stair is so small and slippery ,
that it is almost a s di£6cult to ascend as a ladder. Under the roof is a
store house, in which are collected dried turnips, straw, fire-wood and
rice. Under the house the pigs are often kept, but the interiors are
generally scrupulously clean and h e from vermin, and contrast very
favorably with the Sikhim honses in this respect, which is curious con.
sidering the remarkable personal uncleanliness of the Booteahe, who
never wash, and I fancy only remove their clothes at the changes of the
season. The roofs of the houses are made of shingles of pine, five or
six feet in length, laid over a frame work and kept in their places with
stones. The slope is of course very inconsiderable, otherwise the stones
would mll off. The roof is, however, efficient, and the house is further
by the floor of the store-room below the roof, which is made
of c o n c ~ t eclay. The appearance of the houaea ie precisely that of
Swim cottages ; they are singularly picturesque and comfortable, and the
only drawback is a want of chimneys; but the Bootanese do not know
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how to construct these, and the smoke finds its way out se it can. The
smoke of the pine is peculiarly acrid, and leavea an unusually large
deposit of soot, and the people in the winter look as if they had just
come out of a coal-mine. Each house haa a good farm-yard and farm
out-houses. There is no doubt, however, that year by yeax the amount
: of cultivated land and the number of inhabited houses is becoming
smaller, and it is unquestionable that the population is on the decrease.
/ For miles not a trace of a village was to be seen where there were
unmistakeable signs of the land having once been cultivated and terraced.
We at first put this down to the common practice of all Hill people of
shifting their cultivation, but on making further inquiries we found
that-the people; of Bootan are exceptional in this respect; they keep
) from generation to generation to the same field, and upon being
questioned the people at once declared that the population was dying
out. A curious remark made by the Jungpens waa " yes, my District
is fine enough, but there are no people ; no children are born now."
The fad is that a great number of the men have left the country and
gone into Thibet and Sikhim to avoid the oppression of their rulere.
There is no doubt but that the constant feuds must in the long run be
accompanied by a considerable mortality, but old people and children
seemed to be equally scarce in the villages, and this, no doubt, is partly
attributable to the gross immorality and filthy habits of the people,
which will of course have the same effect on the population here as
elsewhere, and it is also probably partly attributable to the withdrawal
from the agricultural villages of a great majority of the able-bodied men
of the country, who idle away their existence either in the dreamy
indolence of monytic life under obligations of celibacy, or find it
pleasanter to form one of the bands of useleas insolent bravoes by
whom every official is surrounded, than to earn their bread by honest
labor. If thcy were only able to enjoy a few years of tranquillity, and
to feel assured that they would be permitted to reap the profita of their
o m labor, the Bootanew would probably he surpassed by the inhabitants of no Oriental country aa agriculturists, and in spite of all the
difficulties under which they labor, their villages are far more like a
clump of small European farms than anything that is to be seen in m y
other part of India. Their system of irrigation is really good and shows
power of combination for the public good. The main stream, &r
feediig the little channels which ramify through the fields, is used to
turn the village flour-mill, and is then made to offer up vicariously the
prayere of the comm~mityby turning the village prayer cylinder. The
plough in w e is not unlike the Bengalee plough, but the pole connecting the plough and the yoke, instead of being straight ie curved; an
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angle ia thus p
d which sends the share a good depth into the
ground. The land is carefully cleared of stones, and after ploughing a /
clod-crusher is used; this is formed of boards by which all the clods are
raked into rows and then broken by hand ;their other implements are
much the same as those in use in Bengal. From the great variation of
elevation and climate there is scarcely any crop which might not be produced with facility in Bootan. Within a radius of a few miles, and often
within the boundaries of a single village, fine flats are to be found of
heights varying from 4,000 to 9,OW feet. There can be no doubt that
it would be one of the fineat tea-producing countries in the world if the
inhabitants would only turn their attention to the subject. The steep,
m k y plantations of our Hill Territory will not bear a moment's
comparison with the magnificent well-watered flats of the Bootan
valleys, and the gently undulating slopes of the Hills 'forming these
valleys. I t is the only part of India in which, in my opinion, European
colonization could ever be practically carried out.
52. The Sootanese have no lam, either written o r of usage. ,
Where there are no rights of property and the
J d i d d Byrtem.
hereditary system is unknown there is no need of
civil law, and where crime is the only claim to distinction and honor,
there can clearly be no criminal law. There is no Police. The Jungpens are supposed to exercise powere of life and death, but these powers
are only used for purposes of extortion. No one dares to complain of
an offence, for if the person charged pays a sufficient bribe he is sure of
obtaining his revenge by having hie accuser heavily fined and probably
robbed of all hie possessions. For robbing the goods of a Penlow or Jungpen, or plotting against his life, a man is sometimes cspitally punished.
This is done by placing him on a drop projecting over the river; he is
dowed here any indulgence he wishes, however immoral it may be, and
the indulgence which is customary on the occasion is of the most indecent
d-ption.
His hands and feet are then tied, and he is dropped into
the river. The only Jails in the country are dungeons d e r the Fo*
in which political offenders are confined, and in which R+
are locked
up when undergoing a process of extortion. There was a code of lawe
drawn up by the second Dhurnur Raja, but beyond the fact of its having
once existed nothing now is known of it. The only resemblance to laws
of which there is now any trace are those relating to etiquette; for
instance, a man may not pass a certain place on horseback, or may not
-er hirr head within a o e r b distance of a Fort, or must wear a certain
white piece of cloth acmss his shoulders when addressing a superior, kc.
Omissions in regard to any of these d m are the only offences of which
any real cognizance is taken.
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53. The cattle of Bootan, though finer than those of the plains
are not to be compared with those of Sikhim.
Cattle.
They appear to be a cross between the two.
They are spotted and marked like the Sikhim cattle, but have humps,
and in shape and size resemble more those of Bengal. I n East
Bootan the cattle are finer, and me crossed with the Metna of the
Abor Hills. We saw several fiile Metna bulls tnrned out with the
cattle near Poonakh. The yak or chowrie-tailed cattle are met with
,' in large herds at high elevations, but they are not so fine as those
of Thibet and Sikhii. The herdsmen accounted for this by the fact
that all the larger animah arc carried off to feed the residents of the
, Forts, and that the smaller ones only are left for breeding; they do not
seem to be much used a. beasts of burden. The poniea of Bootan,
which used to be celebrated even in the plains of Bengal, have much
deteriorated, and we did not see a single fine animal. This also is
attributable to the fact of all the stallions being taken for the officials,
the mares alone I~eingleft for the work of the villagers. Stock is taken
every year of all the mares in foal, and in due seaaon a messenger comes
round and takes off all the colta, the fillies being left with the owners ;
if the number of foals does not tally with the list of mares in foal
taken in the early part of the year the owner has to pay the price
of a pony to the State; and no plea of casualties is admitted. The
Booteah ponies are vicious, obstinate, weedy, wretched, animals
compared with those of Thibet and Sikhim. The Booteahs only value
piebald ponies, and this is the prevailing colour. Mares are much
used by the villagers for carrying loads ;they were struck with admiratiou
for our Sikhim ponies, which shows how the breed in Bootan must
have fallen off, when it is remembered that at the commencement of
this century the Booteah Tangun pony breed was considered the best
in India. I n all the Forts are a number of really magnificent mules.
I never saw finer or handsomer animals of the class ; they are not,
however, bred in Bootan, but are imported from Phari in Thibet, where
they cost about Rupees 60 or 70. Many of these too are vicious and
unmanageable, indeed a Booteah does not care to ride an animal that
is not; but with all this the men are, as a rule, miserable riders.
Their horses and mulea are always led, indeed no bridle is used, and all
men gf any rank travel seated upon a h g h Tartar saddle with a sym
holding each leg.
64. The BootesELe nominally profesa the Buddhist religion, which
they brought with them from Thibet. I n point
Be1igion.
of fact their religious exerciees are merely confined to the propitiation of evil spirits and genii, and the mechanical
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recital of a few sacred sentences. The old paintings on their walls are
chiefly images of the great Buddh Sakya Thobpa, Chakdor, Vajyapani,
(the' subduer of evil spirita,) Padmapmi, and Mahakul; their later '
painthgg are confined to representations of local saints, the chief of
whom is the favourite Dhurma Raja, Farchoo Doopgein Sheptoon.
Amongst the Lamas in the Monasteries there is perhaps more of
Thibetan Buddhism, for though intercourse between the two countries
is very limited, an occasional Lama goes to Lassa for his education and
brings back with him a reinforcement to the theological knowledge of
the Xonasteriea ; but these educated Lamas have the greatest contempt
for their own people and country, and only remain in Bootan for the
l i v e W they obtain by painting and decaratmg,-arb which they I
acquire at Lassa. The Lamas, however, of the chief Monasteries seem '
to mix very little with the people ; they spend their time in chanting
invocations to the accompaniment of their own music, which consists
of drums, cymbals, trumpets made of human thigh bones, metal
flageolets, and a kind of telescopic trombone made of copper which
draws out to eight or ten feet, and may be heard for a distance of
six or seven miles across a valley. The effect of the chanting is
very striking ; there is considerable sameness about it, but the measure
is quick and melodious, and each verse ends with a crashing chorus of
music. nilany of their performances are of a representative character,
and are descriptive of fights between the good and evil spirita. The
drums are suspended to high frames, and are beaten with a crooked
cane. Admission to the priesthood is only obtained by permission of
the Deb and on payment of a fee. I n addition to their religious
duties the Lamas are charged with the medical care of the people.
The main features of their medical system is exorcism; disease is
attributed to evil spirits having taken possession of the patient's body,
the Lama r e d s incantations, drums are beaten and guns fired until
the spirit makes a retreat. Little models of animals are made in flour
and butter, and the evil spirit is implored to enter these models, which
arethe'n burnt. This treatment is probably as successful as some other
m6re civilized and modern systems which are mainly dependant on the
faith and confidence of the patient. The chief Monastery in Bootan,
in fact the only large one, is that attached to the Durbar ; in this ,
there are, 276 Lamas, though they are generally represented to be far
estimates them at from 1,500 to 2,000, and
more. mile ~chla~intweit
this possibly was-the number many years ago. At the present time the
Bootanese are getting very indifferent to Lamaism, and grudge the
support of so large a body. I may here notice that Schlagintweit's
derivation of the name of Tassishujung is not quite in accordance with
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that given to it by the Booteaha. He derives it from hkra-schiq-chm
grong, " the holy town of the doctrine." The Booteahs say that it is
Tmhi-shu-jung, " the Fort of the very excellent religion." Thibetan is,
' however, very incorrectly pronounced in Bootan, and their veriion'may
be incorrect. The Lamas are an idle, good-for-nothing, illiterate'set of
men ; education is gradually dying out amongst them, and they are
entirely ignorant, as a rule, of the tenets of the religion they profess to
teach. They are under vows of celibacy and perpetual chastity, and are
as a natural consequence the most sensual and immoral specimens of the
most immoral race in the world. The village Lamas and the people
generally confine their religious exercises to telling their beads and the
constant dreary repetition of the six-syllabic sentence Om-Mani-PadmeHorn, commonly translated " Oh ! the jewel on the lotus." I t is impossible to say what the real original meaning of this sentence is ; n o
two Authorities seem to be agreed about it ; all admit, however, that
each syllable has some distinct religious meaning. The interpretation
as given to me by Cheeboo Lama, who is a better informed Lama than
\, is perhaps to be found anywhere out of Lassa, is that the six syllables
represent the six states of future existence. The first represents Lha, o r
the state of the gods ; the second d h , or the state of human existence ;
: the third Lhamayin, or the state of neutral and mischievous spirits, to
' which men who die in war are regenerated ; the fourth Tendro or Dado,
the state of beasts, in which all lazy and indifferent Buddhists are born
again ; the fifth Yedag, or the state of wretched demons in a condition
of suffering ; and the sixth Myalwur, or the state of punishment.
Those born in this latter state are exposed to tortures, heat, cold,
and thirst ; those who are sent there for abusing the priesthood are
very suggestively punished with peculiar tortures, they are born with
long tongues which are perpetually lacerated with plough shares.
The constant repetition of these six syllables closes the entrance of
the six states of metempsychosis and procurea the coveted condition
of Nirvana, or exemption from all future metempsychosis, and absolute
non-existence. The form of Buddhism in Thibet and Sikhim, which
is the foundation of the religion of Bootan, has been so fully described
that I should
, quite lately by Emile Schlagintweit that it is not n-my
attempt to give any detailed-descr$ion of it. As I have said before, it
only presents itself to the eye in the form of praying cylinders, either
turned by the hand or by water wheels, containing countless repetitions
of a single sentence, by d e b and chains worn round the neck, and
by rosaries for keeping a record of the number of times the mystic
sentence is repeated. The form of worship in the temples bears a strong
resemblance to the r i b of the Roman Catholic Church. Incense is
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burnt, holy water sprinkled, belle r u g , beads counted, and candles
burnt on the altar, whilst the people at certain intervals prostrate themselves before the altar, a low chanting being kept up by four or five Lamas
half hidden in the smoke of the incense. Outside all the Monasteries
are rows of prayer flags and cylinders raised on high poles. The windowe
are protected with black and white curtains from outside. The
Booteahs have no sort of objection to persone of another religion enter- 1
ing their places of worship, and they will even allow travellers to rest in
them for the night. The offerings presented by the people generally
consist of large lumps of butter made up into various shapes. The
villagers keep the Lamas of their Monastery well supplied with food
and the best land, gardens, and fruit tree3 are here as elsewhere
generally to be found in the possession of the priests. The walls of the
Temples and Monasteriea are always rudely painted with representations
of the different Buddhist and mystic figures. The Booteah Lamas are
of the Nyignapa sect. The Buddhist creed is thus epitomized by the
late Csoma de Korosi who died at Darjeeling on his way to Lassa :-* '
1st. To take refuge only with Buddha.
2 d . To form in one's mind the resolution to strive to attain the
highest degree of perfection in order to be united with the supreme
intelligence.
3rd. To prostrate one's self before the image of Buddha to
adore him.
4th. To bring offerings before him, such as are pleasing to any of
the six senses, as lights, flowers, garlands, incenses, perfumes, all lnnds
of edible and drinkable things (whether raw or prepared), stuffi, cloths,
kc., for garments and hanging ornaments.
6th. To make music, sing hymns, and utter the praises of Buddha,
respecting his person, doctrine, love or mercy, perfections or attributes,
and his ads,or performances, for the benefit of all animal beings.
6th. To confess one's sins with a contrite heart, to ask forgiveness
for them, and to resolve sincerely not to commit the like hereafter.
7th. To rejoice in the moral merits of all animal beings, and to
wish that they may thereby obtain final emancipation or beatitude.
8th. To pray and entreat all Buddhas that are now in the world to
turn the wheel of religion (or to teach their doctrines), and not to leave
the world too soon, but to remain here for many ages or kalpas.
56. There is perhaps no condition in which the deterioration has
been greater in Bootan than in that of its foreign
Trade.
trade. I n l w o r d i n g to Lieutenant Ruther.
ford, the trade between Bootan and Assam amounted to two lakhs of '
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Rupees per annum, the lac, madder, silk, erendi cloth, and dried fish of
Assam being exchangeil-fbr &ollens, gold-dust, salt, musk, hGses,
' chowries, and silk. As Bootan, however, p r ~ a ~ ~neither
e s salt nor
gold, it is clear that the trade m far as Bootan was concerned wss
mainly a carrying trade. Just before the Burmese invasion of Assam a
Thibetan merchant brought down 70,000 Rupees' worth of gold, and
IIamilton >peaks of a caravan sent every year by the Deb Raja to Lassa
by which gooh to the value of thirty to forty thousand R u p a , chiefly
cloth, pearls, and coral from Bengal, were exchanged for tea, &c.
Ralph Fitch's account of the trade between Bmgal, Bootan> and T b t
* in 1583 has very often been quoted, and is given at length by Captain
~ e m b e k o nbut
, perhaps a Memorandum on the trade of Bootan would
be incomplete without it. I therefore extract it again :-" There is a
country," he says, " four days journey from Cuch or Quichue, before
mentioned, which is called Bo~iantgr,and the city Booteah, the King
" is called Durmain, the people whereof are very tall and strong ; and
"there are merchants which come out of Chi~a,and they say out of
r' Muscovia or Tartary ; and they come to buy (sell 1) m
*
cambals,
a a g a t s siIlr, pepper, and saffron of Persia. The country is very F e a t ;
a thr& months' journey. There are very high mountains in this counrf try, and one of them so steep that when six days' journey off it he may
6c see it perfectly.
Upon these mountains are people which have ears of
r r a span long ; if their ears be not long, they call them apes. They
r ( say that when they be upon the mountains, they see ships in the sea,
" sailing to and fro ; but they know not from whence they come nor
rf whither they go. There are merchants which come- out of the East,
they say, from under the sun, which is from China, which have no
rr beard&, and they say there it is something warm. ~ u i h o s which
e
come from the other side of the mountains, which is from the North,
'(say there it is very cold. The Northern merchants are apparelled with
rr woollen cloth and hats, white hozen close, and boots which be of
Muscovia or Tartary. They report thaFi11 their country they have
6' very good horses, but they be little ; some men have four, five, or sir
rc hundred horles-and kine ; they live with milk and flesh. They cut
cr the tails of their kine, and sell them very dear ; for they be in great
request, and muahesteemed in those parts ; the hair of them is a yP&
r Clong. They use to hang them for bravery upon the he-&
of their
rr elephants ; they be much used in Pegu and China ; they buy and cell
rr by scores upon the ground. The people be very swift on foot."
For
many years there was a considerable trade to Rungpore, and our Government kept up regular accommodation at that Statlbn for the Bootan
traders ;for some twenty yeam past it has almost entirely ceased, snd is
((
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probably now confined to the purchase of a little tobacco and indigo.
With D a j d b g , _ - b , the Bootan trade is now nominal. With Thibet
their trade is scarceQ%.important
; in truth the Booteahs have now
nothing to give in exchange for the commodities of other countries.
They frequent the baears of Phari in Thibet, but they are h m their
turbulent, q ~ h , - c & e l e a shabits looked on with great disfavor
by the Thibetans, and they go there probably to thieve from the wealthy
Thibetans rather than to trade. Under a good Government the state
of things would be very different. The easiest road from Bengal
into Thibet is through Bootan, and the articles in chief demand.iP
T&
on its Northern Frontier, namely, tobacco and indigo, are produced in great quantitiea in Rungpore, the DktGct on ita South Frontier.
Thibetan trdera will not, however, trust themselves in Bootan, and
the people of these two countries, only nine days apart, with fair roads
between them, are thus excluded h m the m u t d interchange of
commodities by the baxrier which the rapacity of the Booteah Chief
, affords.
66. The lower d w e s are very superior to the higher classea,
though amongst the surrounding tribes the name
=hit# of the People.
" Dhurma Booteah" is supposed
to signify every-thing that is low, treacherous, and fraudulent. I must say that I did
not form an unfavorable opinion of the peasantry ; they seemed intelligent, tolerably honest, and, all things considered, not very untruthful.
Looking at the Government under which they live, the only wonder ia
that they are not worae. They are immoral aud indecent in their
habita to an extent which almost surpasses belief; they have no sort of
sense of shame or honor, and indeed intercourse between the sexes is
practically promiscuous. The outward form of Polyandry, which once
existed in North Bootan, is not even-adhered to in the present day. The
conversation of the highest Officers of State would put the lowest
Bengalee to shame. Of the upper claases generally it is impossible to
speak in sufficiently unfavorable terms. I have already quoted Captain
Pemberton's opinion of them, in which I entirely concur. Physically
the Rooteaha are a very fine people. There are some really tall men
amongst them ; but, though very robust as compared with the people
of the plains, they are not nearly such a stalwart race as the Sikhimese
and Thibetans, which is possibly to be attributed to their immorality ,
and drunken habits. Their dress is a loose woollen coat reaching to '-, .--'
the knees, bound round the waist by a thick fold of cotton cloth ; t h d ~j -!
full front of the coat is used as a pocket and is well-stored with betelnut, prepared chunam, kc. The higher classes have their mouths
'
.
perpetually filled with this disgusting stimulant; they almost live on
(

1

,
'

- C'
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it, and the occupation of the Dooars,* if it affects them in no other way,
will by stopping their supply of betel soon bring them to reason. The
women's dress is, like that of the Sikhimese, a long cloak-with loose
'sleeves. Their chicf ornaments are amber head+c@jswith those r h o
3 ' w r c a n afford them, and large pins. The women would not be bad
looking if they were not disfigured by having their hair cut short like
the men. The Booteahs are an idle race, indifferent to everything
except fighting and killing one another, in which they seem to take s
real pleasure. They are dirty in their persons and habits to a degree.
The insecurity of property makes exertion quite useless, and a
Rooteah's energies never take him further than the provision of the day's
meal, which, if he cannot obtain by fair means, he will by foul. They
live on meat--chiefly pork-turnips, rice, barley-meal, and tea made
'from the brick tea of China, which is the main article of sustenance
throughout the Himalayas and Central Asia, The brick is cut u p
with a knife and the leaves tire placed in a large hollow bamboo, hot
water is first poured on, and €hen boiling butter with salt and a little
crude soda. A cover is put on the bamboo, and through a hole in the
cover the tea is churned for about ten minutes with a stick at the end
of which ia a notched round piece of wood. The tea is then put into
large teapots, many of which are really very handsome and highly
ornamented silver vessels ;it is poured out into little handle-Jess China
or wooden cups, and as many as twenty of these are consumed by one
person in a sitting. A little parched barley-meal, rice, or Indian corn
is thrown into the cup, and this is often the only food that a Booteah
cares for for days together. I t is unquestionably a very nourishing diet ;
a cup or two of such tea is most invigorating after great exhaustion o r
cold. Their favorite drink is chollg distilled from rice or barley and
millet ; it is really not a bad substitute for whiskey. The Murwa beer,
made from fermented millet, is also largely consumed. As a race their
failings are very correctly described by Captain Pemberton in t h e
following words :-" I sometimes saw some few persons in whom t h e
" demoralizing influences of such a state of society had yet left a
cr trace of the image in which they were originally created, and where
the feelings of nature still exercised their accustomed influence, but
cc the
wcre indeed rare to universal demorality, and much as
(1 I have travelled and resided amongst various savage tribea on our
f c Frontiers, I have never yet known one so wholly degraded in morale
" 9s the Booteahs."

'
:\ .
'
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Of the exact population it is, I think, impossible to form any
accurate estimate. Pemberton calculated the
Population.
population of the Hill country at six inhabitants
to the square mile, giving a total of 79,200 souls. But I am quite
satisfied that at the present time there is not an. average of three
persons to the square mile; indeed you may travel for days without
seeing a soul. I should think that 20,000 was a high estimate of the
Hill population, and 40,000 for the Dooar or Plain population; this is
of course mere guess.work, as it always must be till we get a survey of
the country, by which time, at the present rate of progress, the Hill
population will probably have died out altogether.
58. Bootan is bounded on the North by Thibet, under the Grand
Lama; on the Wcst by ~ i k h i m; on the East by
with
the country under the Towang Raja, a priest
b o w fitator.
subordinate to Lassa; a d - *od the South by
British Territory, and from their unsciupulous marauding habits the
Bootanese are on bad terms with every bne of their neighbours. To
Thibet Bootan is nominally subject, but the Thibetans avoid all intcrcourse with their unruly tributaries. Every year a formal feudatory
payment of a fee as acknowledgment of subjection, consisting of a few .
pieces of cloth, silk, aud some rice, is made, but if the Bootanese
omitted to send the annual instalment it is pretty certain that the
Thibetans would not take the trouble to rernind them of the omission ;
for the presentatio~of this tribute is made the excuse for a serious of
robberies and outrages of various sorts in Thibet by t i e party of
Booteahs who escort it. So violent are these men in their conduct that
for years past it has been customary to disarm all Booteahs sent to
Lassa, and for the last few years the Thibetans have made the Booteahs
deliver their tribute on the Frontier. No Thibetan official or trader
ever trusts himself across the Bootan Frontier, and their relations
with the country generally are on a very unsatisfactory footing. The '
Thibetans invariably refuse to aid the Booteahs in any of their wars.
I n 1774 when we invaded Bootan they addressed us a friepdly letter,
pleading for the Booteahs; unless we attemped to cross the Thibet
Frontier I do not think that, at the present time, they would even
write a letter on behalf of their feudatories. The Government of Lassa
'is just now in such a disturbed state that they can pay no attention
to foreign affairs. I t may not be out of place briefly to state how
I
that Government is now situated. Some few years ago the Grand
Council of Lassa (Caphyn) was composed of three men named Seme1 5 , Tengeling, and Kunduling. A man of influence, named Sape
Satya, complained to the Emperor of China of the oppressive and
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inefficient rule of these men. The Chinese Commissioner, " Kiasen,"
came from China, apprehended Semeling, and took him off as a prisoner
to China, having appointed a person named Reting Dujeching, Raja
of Lassa, (there is a temporal Raja partially independent of the
Grand Lama.) Tengeling sent down to Calcutta to purchase arms;
on this, Satya, who was then head of the Executive Council, on the
plea that he had invited the co-operation of the British Go~ernment,
had him seized, and sent him a prisoner to Jonka on the Frontier of
Nipal. Jung Bahadoor sent men to release him, and he was then
removed to Shakya-Jung. The Nepalese threatened to send men to
release him from that Fort, and Satya then deliberately murdered him.
Kunduling died of fright. Reting, the new Raja, was a weak Lama,
and gradually all power fell into the hands of Satya, who at last
attempted to seize the throne. There are in Lassa two large Monasteries-Dephoong, containing 7,700 Lamas, and G e n d e i n g m a i n i n g
3,300 Lamas. The Dephoong Lamas opposed Satya, s&unded
his
house, and made him promise to give up all claim to the Rajaship;
this he did, and was sent to Nonyo under surveillance. The Gendeing
Lamas at length talked over those of Dephoong, and about a year ago
they recalled Satya and placed him on the throne. Reting escaped
to China, and Satya has held his place at Lassa ever since, has fortified
the town, and has obtained from Jung Bahadoor some guns and a few
artillery-men. Reting's cause was espoused by the powerful Tartar
Raja of Nyakroong, a small border State of China, who has a very
large and efficient force of Cavalry, and who has for years been a t
enmity with the Thibetans. Ele sent Reting to China, and at the
present moment there is a complete panic in Laasa, as a large force
is entering the country from China under the direction of a powerful
Chief, accompanied by the Nyakroong Raja, for the purpose of bringing
Reting back and settling the dispute. Satya is unpopular at Lassa for his
cruelties and oppressive conduct, and the advent of the Chinese Force
seems to be welcomed by all but the Lamas who support Satya. H e
has anxlounccd his determination to hold out, and mutilates all thoee
who speak of the approaching crisis in terms of which he disapproves.
With Sikhim the Bootan Government has no communication ; the Sikhirnese look upon the Booteahs as unscrupulous robbers, and have
no more to say to them than they can avoid. The Booteahs once took
possession of Sikhim and occupied it, and their relations have been
unfriendly ever since. The lower classes of the two countries on the
Fmntier hold communication, and even intermarry.
The Towang Raja is in a state of chronic feud with the Booteahs,
and his especial duty is to protect the people of South-East Thibet
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fmm the raids of the Tongso Penlow, for which purpose he keeps on
i
the Frontier a force of 500 armed Lamas.
59. The lower ranges of Hills and the Dooars abound with
animal life. Elephants are very numerous, so
Wild Anim.l..
much so as to be dangerous to travellers, and
near Sipchoo and Jonksa they kept our Camp in a etate of constant
alarm. We found their tracks as high as 7,000 feet. Tigers are not
common except near the Rivers Teesta and Berhampooter, but the
Zimpen of Paro just before our arrival shot alarge tiger at Chalomafee,
close to Tassishujung, at a height of 7,000 feet. Leopards seemed to
be plentiful in the Hah Valley. Deer of all sorts are abundant ; some
of them, judging from their foot-tracks, are of a very large species.
The musk-deer is found in the snows. The barking deer is to be found
on every hill-side. Wild hogs are met with at great elevations.
Large squirrels are very common. Bears are found all round the
Hah, Paro, and Poonakh Valleys. Rhinoceros abound in the Doom.
Pheasants, jungle fowls, and pigeons are in great abundance everywhere, and wild fowl are found in the Paro and Poonakh Rivers.
The Booteahs an? no sportsmen; they have a superstitious objection to firing guns, thinking that it offends the deities of the woods
bnd valleys and brings down rain.
60. The following Notes on the Botany of Bootan have been
kindly drawn up for me by Dr. Anderson, the
Botany.
Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens :"Although Bootan has not been explored, botanically, to the
same extent as the more accessible portions of the Himalaya, still
we are able to form a tolerably correct idea of its Flora from its
proximity and physical resemblance to Sikhim. The country was
visited by GrifEth while he was attached to Major Pemberton'a
expedition. The Eastern portion of the Bootan range of Hills,
North of Bishnath in Assam, has been partially made known botaniBooth,
cally by
--- - who travelled there in 1849. Any accurate
knowledge that we possess of the botany of Bootan is derived from
the collections of these travellers. Mr. Griffith's Notes on the
general features of the Flora and vegetation were published in his '
private J o q a l s and in the Itinerary Notes on plants collected during
his
traveZ. His extensive collections, made while he was with Major
L
Pemberton in Bootan, were sent from the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta,
to the Court of Directors of the East India Company with the view of
their being examined and distributed to the Herbaria of the Botanic
Gardens of Britain and Europe. They were, however, retained with
the other collections of Mr. Griffith in the vaults of the East India
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House until 1858, when they were sent to Sir Wijliam Hooker at the
Royal Herbarium, Kew, for examination and d i s t r i b ~ t special
~ z
/allowance was made to defray the expenses of that work. Professor
Oliver undertook the arrangement and ticketing of the collections, and
this most tedious work had so far advanced that Dr. Thomson, the
late Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens, was enabled to
commence the distribution of the collections in 1863. Among the
portions of these collections that I have lately received, I observe a
considerable number of species, of the Bootan expedition. Many of
the species are quite new to science, although several of them
exist in the different collections made in Sikhim. The natural
order Acarntharcece is the only one of which I have 'received all the
Bootan species ; it contains some new species of great interest which
I have described in 'an enumeration of the East Indian species of
Acanthaceoe.'
" As the eystem of the distribution of the Griffithian collections
seems to be that of first grouping botanically all the collections made
by Mr. OrifEth, it is probable that eight or ten years will elapse before
the distribution is completed. As the portions of the collections are
distributed, they become accessible to botanists for description, and some
of the new species have already been described.
" The contributions made by Mr. Booth to our knowledge of the
Flora of Bootan are very meagre, and besides, were made only in the
Eastern portion of the District. He entered Bootan in the winter
season of 1849, and crossed several very lofty ranges in his attempt
to penetrate into the interior. He was sent from England by the
American Botanist Nuttall (after he had taken up his residence in
England) to collect ferns, and seeds of Rhododendrons. Judging
from some of his specimens which I possess, he appears to have
botanized principally in Bengal and Assam, devoting himself, while
in Bootan, to the collecting of seeds, ferns, and orchids. I n Bootan,
his greatest discovery was the magnificent Rhododendron NuttaUi, a
species unequalled in size and beauty by even any of the splendid
species of this genus discovered in Sikhim. Nuttall published an
account of Booth's collections in Hooker's Journal of Botany, and
one or two papers contributed by Mr. Booth on his journey to Bootan
appeared a year or two ago in the Gardeners' Chroniclo. I t appears
that he experienced considerable hardship in crossing lofty rangea of
ten or twelve thousand feet elevation at no great distance from thc plains.
" The general features of the vegetation of Bootan, and the dietribntion of certain species, depend on the peculiar physical charactere of
the country. The portion lying between the Teesta and the Monasr
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closely resembles Sikhim in botanical characters. These are, the '
prevalence of a dense forest from nearly the level of the sea to 12,000 ,I
feet elevation, except where a deep river valley is bounded on the South
by a lofty chain. shutting it out from the influence of the moist winds
of the South-East Monsoon. Many of the Bootan valleys possess these
characters, and thus favor the extension Eastwards of species that cannot
exist in the moist climate of Sikhim. The deep valleys running more
or less parallel to the lines of longitude allow the moisture-laden winds
to penetrate to the base of the snowy mountains, carrying with them a
perfectly tropical vegetation. The dense luxuriant forests with which
these valleys are filled contrast strongly with the comparatively bare
slopes of their lateral transverse valleys, containing thin forests of Saul
and Pinus longifolin. The lower slopes of the outer range of hills are
probably, as in Sikhim, rich in Saul with other types of a drier Flora
than are found above 2,000 feet, such as, Bauhinia, Terminalia,
Bombax, Duabani)~,Greu~ia,Ekeoearpus, Artocarps, several species of
F i m , Y m , Paudanus, a few Palms, and Bamboo. I n the dry deep
valleys of Bootan Pinus longifolia is abundant, but it never ascends
above 5,000 feet. The other Conifere are Abies Brunoniana, which
begins at 8,000 feet, followed by Abia Webbiana, which extends to the
upper limit of forest. This species also forms a large proportion of
the forests of Sikhim above 10,000 feet. Abies Smithiana, in appearance very like the Norway Pine, is also abundant in the interior of
Bootan at high elevations and where the climate is dry. The Larch
named after Griffith, its discoverer, La& Ch-ifithii, Hf. et T., is often
associated with the Pine. I t is very local in its distribution, having
been found only on the dry inner ranges of Eastern Nipal and near
the Valley of the Lachen in Sikhim and in Bootan in similar localities. ,
The timber of these four species of Conifem is larg,ly exported
to
_,-Thibe-m
Sikhim and Bootan. Pinus excels~,a species common in
the North-Western Himalaya, but wanting entirely in Eastern Nipal
and Sikhim, re-appears abundantly in the d y parts of Bootan.
Besides these Con;;ferc~it is probable that Juniperus recurva,
Degchoo, and an arboreous new species found by Dr. Hooker in
Sikhim, also occur in Bootan. The Yew extends through Bootan to
Assam and the Cossyah Hills. Cupressus funebris, Endl., the funereal
Cypress of China, is cultivated in Bootan much more extensively than
in Sikhim, and also at much lower elevations. I n Sikhim I have seen
it nowhere lower than 5,000 feet, while in Bootan it is found at 2,000
feet elevation. To these may be added the dwarf Alpine species of
.juniper common above the limit of trees in the Himalaya, and the
tropical and widely spread Podocarpus nerii;folia, Wall.
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A peculiar species of Oak, Quercw Qlifilhii, Hf. et

Q w c u s robur of Griffith's Journal, with leaves like the English
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Oak,

is very abundant in the temperate forests of Bootan. I t is an Eastern
form quite unknown in Sikhim. LipuidaPnbar and CqZopBiB, Malayan forms of vegetation, also occur in Bootan, though they do not
extend further West. I n Sikhim, the order to which they belong is
represented by the more extensively distributed Buclclandia populifolia.
At heights from 7,000 to 10,000 feet a species of Primula, P. Stuartii
of Griffith's Notes, occurs abuntantly,* flowering in February. The
forests at that height also contain Magnolias, three or four species of
Oak, Acer, b., with the usual undergrowth of Amthacete of the
genus ~trotilanthke; Araliaeia Camell&, Polygonurn, Helwingia,
Actinidia, &c. The portion of Bootan lying North of the Khassia
Hills is protected by them, up to 6,000 feet elevation, from the full
force of the South-East Moneoon. The lower ranges have consequently a much drier climate than those of Eastern Bootan, on which
the moist winds from the Bay of Bengal strike after blowing unchecked
over Lower Bengal. GriEth accordingly describes the hills and valleys
of Bootan North of the Khaasia Hills as bare of forests to 6,000 feet,
and the trees above this height as occurring only in clumpa with
grassy glades between them as in the Khassia Hills. I t is from this
District that the most peculiar Bootanese species will be found, and it
is thence that Oriffith's collections have principally been brought.
Of the Alpine vegetation of Bootan we know nothing from
&ud observation, but it ie probable that the Flora is similar to that of
Sikhim, differing only in the rarity or almost entire absence of the moist
Alpine species so abundant near the Kanchingunga range of Sikhim."
61. The Bootanese have no organized or disciplined Force. At
each of the Forts of Paro and Poonakh there
Yilitery
are about 400 Poes or Sepoys, and at Tongso
about 600 ;the Poonakh Force has also to protect Tssaishujung. Of
the whole about 600 are armed with old matchlocks; they have,
however, scarcely any ammunition, and it takes three men to fire a
matchlock. They told us that they had no confidence in fire-arms, and
scarcely ever used them except in taking Forts. Their chief aue
stones, a h n g knife, a shield, and baws and m
s ; the latter they
can scarcely use. The catapult which they also employ ie a cl-y
contrivance by which twenty or thlrty men, with an immense deal of
trouble, throw a stone about 180 yards. Round their outposta they
put little spikes of bamboos, which may possibly be effective againat
Tbe Hill aid- w m cavered with t h i bww during our stay in h k n .

naked fee$ on a dnrk night, but would be little or no impediment to
our Sepoys. The leaders, and some of the Poes, wear coats-of-mail
and iron helmets. They admit themselves to be the most despicable
soldiers on the face of the earth : they told us that if one man was killed
there was a fight for his body, but if in that another was killed they
always ran away. In the fights they have, which laat for months, they
consider the loss of two or three men to be evidence of a great struggle.
When we first entered the country the people were full of a " terrible
battle" which bad taken place, and in which the mortality had been
quite unprecedented. On investigating the real facts of the case, we
found that nine men had been killed on one side and two on the other
in the course of a war of some months' duration. Though those killed
in these fights are few, those wounded are numerous. W e scarcely met a
man in authority who had not several s c m and cuts on his face and
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I. JULPIGOOREE n> DARLINGCOTE.
Mac-.
R~~lrara.

Names.
No. Distance.

I

Niles.

I

Jnlpigooree ta

2

13

Bullabsri or Chnkladri*

3

16

Darling Fort

I'

...

...
...

Road thenca to Pnnhbaree.

11. DARJEELING
Macms.

I

I

to Do*
Crosa the Teesta a t Pah
mohvni oa left bank by%t.
Ford
small stream Phuljima,
miles
from Erranti, road good tbrough
cnltivat~on,and nnmerons villages.
Ford the Dholla River about half way t
road good ; first through high
paas, then enter forest after crossing river.
At y milea ford Dholla River to right
bank close to foot of hills, tbence
up valley to Ambiokh, or, m& Tsakmachu, by following an Emtern
branch of Dholla

TO

DARLINGCOTE.

...

Camp on right bank Rnngeet ; 8
made road the whole way.
Bond follows right bank of Rmgeet
through forest; a very steep eigzag ascent to Camp.
Descend end cross the Toesta by
fer of bamboo raft, but river can
be ?ridged with cane auspsnsion
bridge. Ascent to higher hamlets
in Kal'
oong very steep.
Road g o ythe whole distance ; good
place for Camp : supplies obtainable in small quantities.

Nsmes.

No. Distance.

Miles. Darjeeling to
1

12

Bridge over Rungeet

...

...

Kaling Poong

...

.,.

Paiongoung

...

2

7) h h o k

3

8

4

I
i

10

w

ii

CHIEF ROUTES

Maacms.
Names.
No. Distance.

Labar, (road thence
Jangtsa)
...

to

...

Road grndual and good to summit
of Rhishisum ridge and level on to
Camp.

Darlin , or as it is called in
Road in places rather rocky on the
the #ap-~alirnmta
s nr running towards Darling.
&rd river and ascend by ston
path to the open clearing a d l d
Ambiokh, thence by very steep
ascent of 1,000 feet to the F o r t
which stands on s ur from hills on
the East of the ~ { o l l aRiver.

...

111. DARLING

,.

n>

PAR0

AND

POONAKH.

'

bfaacn~s.

BEMAEKS.

Names.

1
KO.DistanCc.

-.

Tsa Kam

...
...

...
...

...

...

1

'

7

Tsigong

...

...

6

5

Thlungchu

...

6

9

Dungochucoo

...

...
...

7

......

Bridge over
River

...

4

Am-Mwhu

...

Through dense foresb to foot of Hills ;
steep descent into Tsakamcho Valley.
About half wa cross Nurchoo River,
eaaib f o r d c i Camp on the Mocho
River fordable.
Still through heavy forest ; cross the
1)echu near end of msrch, and
ascend wooded cliff to village.
Continuous ascent for whole of the
march up a upur ;fine Open grassy
glade for Camp.
Ascent the whole way. Water scarce
here tu spring advances.
Cross the TalHsh about 10,000 Get
and descent rather steep to Camp ;
forest clad hills.
Stee descent passing m a l l hamlet
of Qarbukka ; fine bridge, a combination of the lever and suspension ; Am-Mochu very large nver.
quite i~possiblo to be forded ;
Camp~ng(;round on the left bank
not very 1.ir.g~.
-

-

...

IN BOOTAN.
M~sca~s.

-

Names.

111

REMARKS.

KO. Distance.
--

Xiles.
8

7i Tsangbe

I

...

... Road
ver good. Steep ascent from
Bridge for 1,500 feet or so ; descend

Saibi

...

...

Yirim

...

...

9

10

10

6

11

84 Tegong La, North side

...

1%

15

I ITah Tampien

...

13

9

Changnangna

...

a sin and cross a small stream from
hkmth ; steep ascent to Camp in
Tsangbh village ; ground for Camp
lar e and good.
~ r n d t adescent
l
to the Sukchu ;very
fatiguing ascent be ond and road
narrow and bad. d e lop attained
road very good to Camp.
A steep an2 fatiguing spur to ascend,
road following the crest of ridge.
Ascent continues to near Su hefjhithence mad level and gooc!to
pass,
and encampment two miles beyond
in forest, on the level o en ground
close to left band of lit& stream.
Follow the ravine ; stream is crosaed no less than ten t ~ m e by
s wooden
brid es ; pass under vlllage of
~ o r i f ;a from brid e over the Dorichu, which joins t$e Harchu close
below, the road is excellent all the
way through a h e open level valley.
Ascent of about 3,200 feet to the
Chi La, 12,492 feet. Road very
good, stony in places on other side ;
camp in small village fire or six
houses, wood and water in plenty.
Good road passing Gorinar monaater and vlllage into the level open
valTey of ofaro ; wood rather scaroe
close at hand.
Ascend and cross Biela, 11,164 feet.
Road very good indeed whole way ;
a little steep just abwe the village
of PimEthang, which is large and
hss a monasto .
Road excellent g o u t seven miles to
the Buxa 1)ooar Road which is met at
the junction of the Tsalchu with
river from Tassichu-Zong, which
is followed thence to Cam which
f ~ ~
is on the ri ht bank ; ~ a l open,
many fine v&ages and large extent
of cultivation ; good bridges over
the main rivers.
Leave the \Vangchu and proceed up
valley to East ; road ve
whole march, crossing
La about half way, 10,019 feet.
Steepish descent into village, and
h e opcn gmsuy spot for Camp.

&?%%k

iv

CHIEF BOUTES

MARCUES.

.RE MA EX^.

Names.

Miles.
18

Punakha

8

...

crossing the Chansohu below
... After
the Fort of Tila ong ; + gredually aacenda anf r o u n b g a spur
sk~rtathe hill sides, and descenb
into the valley of Pnnekha close to
Fort; country open, and road excellent.

Nora-La, a Pm--Qonpa, a Monsstety-Zong, or W g , k'ort.

IV. RANGAMUTTY

TO

POONAKH.

MARCHES.
No. Disbnce.

1

a right bank
Miles. RDnmmutty,
of Berhampooter, to
18 Bnrmmdange.

8

19

Murichom.

9

18

Chaka Fort.

10

19

Chapche.

11

19

Lemboo.

13

14

14

8

Tilagmg Fort ...
Poonakh

...

...
...

From this plnce Paro, the residence
of the Paro Penlow, is about twelve
miles and Ta.ssishujung about six ;
good roads to both.
Small Fort, no garrison.
Summer residence of
Dhnrma.

Deb

and

IN BOOTAN.

V.

FROM
POONAKH

TO

TONGSO.

Mmcme.
Names.

I

REXAEKS.

NO. Distance.
Miis.

Poonakh to

1

9

Phpen.

2

6

Sentaegaon.

3

16

Reedmg.

4

15

Thindipjee.

5

11

Tesseeling.

I

...

...

Residence of Tongso Penlow.

VI. FBOMBIJNEE n> POONAKH.
m c m .
Namss.

I

R~a~ba~e.

NO. Ditance,
Miles. Bijnee to
1

18

Bijhoora.

2

12

Sidlea.

3

12

Bengtolli.

4

......

5

12

Zilinghar.

6

16

Kachnbarri.

7

la

Pakkeehsgga ,.,

8

......

0

16

Gendegram.

Biasusing

...

... This place is two marchos from the
Frontier.

...

Ibre tho Hills commence.

B n m Bungloo.

...

...

I

Sonbah's residence.

6

CHIEF ROUTE6

Names.
No. Distance.

Bijnee to
Kooshila

...

Borgong

...

...

...

'

Woolaye

0..

1

Short marches.

J

Jallayo.
Angdu-Fomg

...

Or CM it is miscalled Wandipoor.

VII. FWMSIDLEE TO TONGS0 (THE VALLEY
SAIN, NOT VERY RELIABLE.)
-

Maamxa.
Names.
No. Distance-

Miles. Sidlee to

1

......

Meinoo.

2

......

Gomphoo.

3

......

Zoolphaee.
Betnna.
Jamjooga.
Baugbareo.
Takree.
Tongso.

OF THE

MATU-.

fi

IN BOOTAN.

VIII. FBOHPAR0

TO

LASSA.

--

hnme.

B~lua~a

Names.

Miles. Paro to

......

Dakyajung.

......

sans.

......

Wari.

......

Gooroo.

...

..,

darchea for Jdulea lightly laden.

...... ma.
......

Seerndah.

......

Sandals.

......

ffianchee

......

Raloong.

......

Nergarchee.

......

Pedee.

...

Jhananjemg of Turner. Here branch
off to Jigatze or Degruchee ; two
marches ; a large Thibet Town.

...

Vlll

DRAFT TREATY.

DRAFT of a Treaty between Hin Errellerrry the Earl o f Elgin and Kincardine,
K. T., G. C. B., atul K. S. I., Viceroy and Goaenwr General of Her Btilmrnic
Majesty's Poaaesaions in the East Zndiea, mrd the
of B m ,
concluded on the one part by the Hon'ble Ashley Eden by virlue of full ~ .
to that eJect vested h him by the Viceroy and Gooemor General, and on the
other part by

t .

The peaoe and friendship which now happily subsist between the British
Government and the Government of Boutan shall continue and be perpetual.

to use their utmost endeavours, in
such a manner as shall be satisfactory
to the British Government, to procure
the restoretion of all property carried
into Bootan by the aforesaid persons,
and to surrender all British subjects,
well as subjects of the Chiefs of
Sikhim and Cooch Behar, who are now
detained in Bootan against their will.

The British Government hereby
agree to pey annually to the Bootan
Government the sum of Rupees
on account of Ambaree Fallaoottah
(which they shall continue to occupy)
in consideration of the friendly exertiom of the Hooten Government for the
restoration of the property, and the
release of the captives referred to in
the above Article; and on condition
that the Bootan Government shall, for
the fnture, restrain all evil-disposed
persons from committing crimes within British Territories or the Territories of the Rajea of Sikhim and Cooch
Beher, and shall give prompt and full
redress for all such crimes which may
be committed in defiance of their com-

mands.

Whereas during a series of yeare
outrages have been committed within
British Territory by certain evil-diaposed persons who heve taken refuge
in Bootan, the Bootan Government
hereby agree,' within six months from
the date of the ratifioation of thia
Treaty, to restore all the property
plundered by the persons afore-mentioned, and to surrender all British
subjects. aa well ae subjeots of the
Chiefs of Sikhim and Coooh Behar,
who are now detained in Booten
against their will, according to the list
annexed to this Treaty.

When the Bootan Government shall
heve surrendered all the property and
captives referred to in the above Article, the Britieh Government shall withdraw from the occupation of Ambaree
Fallacottah and make over charge of
the District to Offioers appointed by
the Bootan Government, on condition
that the Rootan Government shell, for
the future, restrain all evil-disposed
persons from committing crimes within
British Territories, or the Territories of
the Rajas of Sikhim and Coooh Behar,
and shall give prompt and full r e d r e
for all anoh crimes which may be committed in defiance of their orders.

'
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ARTICLEIV.
Wherees certain subjects of the Rritish Government and inhabitants of
Cooch Hehar, unknown, are alleged to have committed outrages within the
Territoriee of the Bootan Government, the British Government hereby agree.
on being furnished with information of the acts of aggressions complained of,
and reasonable proof to their commission, io institute full enquiries, and to give
such redress as the circumstances of each case may require.

The British Government hereby agree, on demand being duly made in writing by the Bootan Government, to surrender, under the provisions of Act VIT.
of 1855, of which a copy shall be furnished to the Bootan Government, all
Bootanese subjects accused of any of the following crimes who may take refuge
in British Dominions, The crimes are murder, attempting to murder, rape,
kidnapping, great personal violence, maiming, dacoity, thuggee, robbery,
burglary, knowingly receiving pmperty obtained by dacoity, robbery, or burglary, cattle stealing, breaking and entering a dwelling honse and stealing
therein, arson, setting Are to a village, honse, or town, forgery or uttering
forged docnmenta, counterfeiting current coin, knowingly uttering brae or
counterfeit coin, perjury, subornation of perjury, embezzlement by Publio
Officers or other persons, and being an accessory to any of the above offences.

The Bootan Government hereby agree, on requisition being duly mede by, or
by the authority of, the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, to surrender any
British subjects accused of any of the crimes specified in the above Article who
may take refuge in the Territory under the jurisdiction of the Bootan Government, and also any Bootanese subjects who, after committing any of the above
crimes in Britieh Territory, shall flee into Bootan on such evidence of their
guilt being produced as shall satisfy the Local C 0 ~ r t 8of the District in which
the offence may have been committed.

ARTICLEVII.
The Bootan Government hereby agree to refer to the arbitration of the British
Government all disputes with, or c a m s of complaint against, the Rajes of
sikhim and Cooch Behar, and to abide by the decision of the British Government ; and the British Government engage to enquire into and settle a11 such
disputes and complaints in such manner as justice may require, and to insist
on the observance of the decision by the Itajaa of Sikhim and Cooch Behar.

If the British Government should find it necessary to appoint an Agent on
their part to reside a t the seat of Government in Booten, the Bootan Government
w e e to receive him and to trest him with due honor. The Baotan Qove~nment

.

further agree honombly to receive such Special Envoys es the British Qovernment may find it necessary from time to time to depute tor the purpoee of settling
any questions that may be pending between the two Governments.

There shall be free trade and commerce betwean the two Qovernmenta. No
dntiea shall be levied on Bootenese goods imported into British Territories, nor
shall the Bootan Government levy any duties on British goode imported into.-or
transported through, the Bootan Temtories. Bootenese subjects reaiding in
British Territories shell have equal jnstice withBritish subjects, and Britieh
wbjects residing in Bootan shall have equal jnetice with the subjeeta of the
Booten Government.

This Treaty, consiathg of ten f i l e s , having been concluded by the
Hon'ble Ashley Eden and
- at
thie
day of
corresponding with
,one
copy of the seme in English, with a translation in Nagri end Booteah, signed
, bee beec delivered to
and waled by Mr. Eden and
,snd another copy in English, with a tramlation in Negri
and Booteah, similarly signed and sealed hes been delivered to Mr. Eden, who
within
engages to procure the delivery to
from this date, of a copy of the a e a t y dnly ratified by the Viceroy and Governor General of Indie or the Viceroy and Governor General of India in CounoiL
On the delivery to
of a copy of the Treaty dnly
ratified, the copy now in the poeeession of
shall
be returned.

To T ~ HON'BLE
B
QOVEBNOB BAHADOOB no CALCUTTA.

TEE humble Petition of Bogiaree hds Prodhan, Kobur
Chand Dose Malick, Deephand Dose Malick, Notteeah
Doae Xalick, Dorbaroo Dose Melick, Bodeedoes Prod h , Anmal Doss Prodhan, and other Malicka and
Principale of Bhotgram, in Yoliken.

Taar from fifteen or sirteen years your Petitionera have been
placed nnder greatest distress, whereas the Ryots of Telook Ambaree and
Falalrata enjdy great happiness since brought nnder
Amexd
Qoo6h
the Company's protection.+ Your Petitioners are
Bdur.
much pleased to observe the manner in which the
Officer at the SubdDivision of Leokbani delivers justice, but ma i t has been impossible for them to e d e r any longer the oppression of the Booteahs, they most
humbly pray thet your Honor wpild come to their country end keep them nnder
protection thet they might lire happily 89 British subjects. Your petitioners
farther solicit that a thoneand Sepoys might be detached for their protection,
whom they are willing to provide with ~ ~ ~; they
s u are
d mable to describe their
gricwences in this petition, but will personelly do so on your arrival here.
Your Petitioners beg to ennet a list of the present collections made from their
country, but es i t contains a vast extent of deserted lend, it is hoped that on
being annexed to the Company's protection many Ryota will settle in and cnltivate the wastes, and the Revenue will amount to one lac or one-end-a-half 180
of Rupees.

Yolikan

...

...

...

14

Tollie

...

...

...

3

Total

...

96

5,600 Rs.

1,200

,,

38,400 Bs.
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REPORT

B O O T A N .

(Dated, Calcutta, November 80, 1838.)

Part I.-8ection I.
THE countries of Bootan and Thibet have from a very early period
excited the curiosity of the geo,pphical inquirer, the merchant and the
scholar, and few of the nations of Europe have possessed so deep an interest
in the investigation as that of Ureat Britain, whose mngnificent Empire in the
East touches upon both these Kingdoms in many parta of its Northern Frontier
2 Thibet, hemmed in on every side by rugged and barely accessible mountaiq long eluded the spirit of inquiry, and to a comparatively recent period
waa only known through the imperfect notices of Marco Polo in the twelfth
century, and the desultory accounts of the Jesuit Missionaries by whom it was
viaited in the seventeenth. The researches of Klaproth and Abel Remusat
into the historical literature of China have since added to the information
previously obtained materiah which, though in many respects defective, hare
still contributed to increase the amount of knowledge ; and the comprehensive
and generalizing mind of Humboldt has been devoted with its usual euccess to
the delineation of those great physical features and natural phenomena 04
Northern Asia which, until the publication of his I' ~ r a b e n Asiatiques,":
s
were either wholly unknown, or had been erroneously traced.
8. Bootan, though situated amongst the mountains which form the Southern
slope of the great Himdayan chain, and immediately overlooking the plains of
Bengal, was as little known as the mare lofty and inacceseible region beyond it,
and would probably have continued EO had not her rulers, in ignorance of the
real character of thoee by whom the conquest of Bengal was effected, been
guilty of aggressions upon those bordering States, whose integrity, motives of
policy and humanity alike induced the British Indian Government to preserve.

4 . The country of Cooch Rehar, which becanle a dependency of the British
Government when its sovereignty was established in Rengal, had been cmerrun
I
and devastated by the troops of Bootan, in the year 1772, to a degree which
-\ induced the Raja of that country to apply to the Indian Government for pro1 tection ; it was granted, and a force considting of four companies of Sepoys
with two pieces of cannon, under Captain Jones, proceeded to the town of Cooch
Behar, then in possession of the Booteahs, which they stormed, anxp&&ing
the Booteaha into the Hills, completed their dislnay by carrying the foof
' Dplingcote by as&%ult
at the close of the aame year.
5. The Booteahs, as easily intimidated as they had been before insolent,
immediately entreated the &stance of the Thibehn Authorities, and ss the
Teeshoo Lama was at that time the Regent of Thibet, and guardian of the
Grand Lama of Lassa then in his minority, the application was a d d r e d to
him rather than to the Authorities of the more celebrated capital ; a letter
was in consequence sent by the Teeahoo Lama to Warren Hastings, Esquire,
the then Governor General of India, requesting a cessation of hostilities
against Bootan, and the restoration of the lands of which she had been
deprived..
6. The request was favorably received, and after some negotiation, a treaty
of peace was entered into and ratified on the 25th of April 1774, between the
British and Bootan Governments, a copy of which will be found in the Appendix
to tbis Report. The energetic though simple style of the letter addreseed
to the Governor General by the Teeahoo Lama, contrasting ~s it did in a very
remarkable degree with the usunl hyperbole of oriental correspondence, was
calculated not only to effect it8 immediate object, but to create a desire of
becoming more intimately acquainted with its author, and to these considerations of a strictly personal nature were superadded others of paramount importance, as it was imposeible not to foresee the probability of rendering a c o m u nication so unexpectedly opened a source of mutual advantage, and a means of
eetablishing an extended commercial intercourse.
7. With these friendly views Mr. George Bogle, a gentleman of dicltinguished ability and remarkable equanimity of temper,
wdr-On*
was deputed on the 6th of May 1774 to the Court of
1774.
the Teeshoo Lama t A judicious selection of presenta
' consisting of philosophical instruments, the manufactured clotlls of Britain
and India, cutlery, hardware, and fire-arms was sent as specimens of the articles our productive industry was capable of furnishing, and to these w m adled
come more valuable tokens of the Governor General's esteem for the Lama, in
etringa of pearl, coral, brocades, and shawls.
1 8. Mr. Bogle accompanied by Mr. Hamilton, a medical gentleman of
repute, left Calcutta in the month of May, and travelling throngh Cooch Behat,
Taseimdon (where he was detained some time waiting for p-rts,) and the
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Letter of

Mr. POrlirg to florernment, dated Beher, 8th && 1774

, t Turner's E m b a q , Introduction, page xiv.
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Frontier post called Phari, which separates Bootan from Thi1)et reached
Chanmanning or 1)eshiripgay on the 12th of October 1774.. At this place
and Teeahoo Loomboo lle continued to reside until the montl~of April in the
follo~vingyear, when he rthturned to Bengal. No stronger proof could have
been afforded of the judgment evinced in the selection of Mr. Bogle for this
important duty, than the confidence with which he appears to have inepired the
then spiritual aa well as temporal head of the extensive Empire to which he
had been delegated. The Teeshoo Lama entrusted to Mr. Bogle, a short time
after his visit, a considerable sum of money to be expended in the erection of
' a temple on the bauks of the Hooghly River, immediately opposite to Calcutta,
for which purpose a grant of land had been made to the Lama by a sunnud of
the Indian Government.?
9. Of the information obtained by Mr. Bogle during this journey to and
reeidence in Thibet, the records of Government bear no traces beyond a single
letter from that gentleman, written from Deehiripgay, the residence of the
Teeehoo Lama, in December 1774, and addressed to the Governor of Renpl.
In this letter he represents the Lama's reception of him as most gracious and
condescending, and speaks of his readiness to establish an unrestricted commercial intercourse between his suhjecta and those of Beagal. He was then how.
ever about to return to his capital of Teeshoo Loomboo, and postponed entering into any definite arrangements until his arrival there, when he intended
consulting with the resident merchants. He, however, wrote to the Authorities
of Laesaon the subject, and from the very high estimation witH which he
appears to have been regarded, there was every prospect of a auccessful result
to the negotiiition.
10. Peculiar circumstances conspired at that time to give a more
than usual weight to the opinions and representations of the Teeshoo
Lama ; he had discovered and installed the existing Delai Lama in his sacred
ofice a t Putala; he was a known favourite with the Emperor Kienlung, of
China, from whom he had received distinguished marks of kindness; and
his influence had been greatly strengthened by his nomination to the office
of G-b
Rimbochay, or President of the Council of Five Members, to
whom during the minority of the Llelai Lama the Government of the country
w w entrusted, though there appears to have been even then two Chinese
Officer8-dent
at Lassa, who were relieved every three years, and who exercised
a powerful control over the deliberations of thk strictly national amembly.
The expecbtions which had been formed were however doomed to disappointmerit, and the death of Mr. Bogle and his friend the Lama, who fell a victim
to the ravages of emall-pox during visit to Pekin in 1779, not only prevented
die realization of the hopes that had been formed, but deprived the
Government of the advantages to be derived fiom the information its agent
must have obtained.$
Torner'' Em-,
Introduotion, page xiv. ; Rennell's Memoir, pfp901.
f Aeiabc Annual Register for 1801.
t Turner'# Embassy, page 538.
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11. A few notices upon the trade of Thibet is all that has been preserved in

; the records of Government of this Mission, and had not the light of more

'

v

'

recent research been shed upon the darkness of those little known regions, we
ahould a t this moment have been unable to determine with any degree of confidence the positions of the t o m which were visited, or to follow the travdera
in their long and laborious journey through a country which had been but
rarely explored by the eye of European intelligence. Even under these
disadvantages, the sagacity of Major Rennell* enabled him to assign a latitude
to Tassisudon, the capital of Bootan, which in nearer the truth by twenty-three
miles than the position subsequently given to it by Captain Turner, whose map
ie in this respect erroneous to that extent.
12. In the year 1781, the melancholy circumstancee attending the death of
their respected spiritual head, the Teeahoo Lama: were commubicated to Warren
Hastings, Esquire, the Governor General of India, in a letter from the Regent
of Teeshoo Loomboo, and one from Soopoon C h o o m b , the favourite cupbearer
and minister of the deceased Lama. These letters appear to have been
addressed to the Governor General under a conviction that he would eympathize in the sorrow which they ao feelingly express when mentioning the death
of their maeter. L'The measure of his existence," says the Regent, '' was filled
up, and the lip of the cup of life was overflowed ; and he retired from thin
perishable world
the everlasting mansions, on the first day of the month of
Rujjub, in the year of the Hijeree 1194.7 TO us it was as if the heavens had
been precipitated on our heads, as if the splendid and glorious orb of day had
been converted into utter darkneea. The multitude lifted up, on 811 Bides, the
voice of sorrow and lanlentation ; but what availed it ? for fortune, treacherous
and deceitful, had determined against us, and we all bent down on the knee of
funereal affliction, and performed the holy obsequies such as were due. And we
now supplicate with nn united voice the return of the hour of transmigration ;
that the bodies may be speedily exchanged, and our departed Lama again be
restored to our sight. This is our only object, our sole employment : may the
Almighty God, who listeneth to the supplications of his servants, m p f our
prmyers."$
13. Shortly after the arrival of these communications, intelligence was
received in Bengal that the incarnation so ardently hoped for had taken
and the Governor General thinking the opportunity a propitious one for
renewing the intercourse, a second Mimion was deputed to convey hia
congratulatiom on an event ao calculated to restore happineas to the sabjecte of
the Lama.
] 4. The conduct of this expedition
entrusted to Captain Turner, of the
b
-er,,
yi, Bengal Military Service, who received his i
don, 1783.
tions on the 9th of January 1783, and accompanied by Lieutenant Samuel Davig of the Bengal Engineere, as

-

Rcnnell'~Memoir, prge 301.
t 6th July A.
f Turner's EmbPsay, Appenhx, page 460.
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and Huxveyor, and Mr. Robert Saunders in the rapacity of Surgeon, he
left Calcutta early in the year, and traversing the plains of Rengal vit¶
Moorshedabad, Iiungpore, and Cooch Beh.u, arrived at Chichacotta, the Frontier
post of Bootan in the plains, on the 11th of May; from whence, pursuing ' /
apparently the same route that had been followed by Mr. Bogle nine years
before by the Buxa Dooar, the ?didon reached Taesisudon, the summer,
residence of the Deb and Dhurma Rajas of Bootan, on the 1st of June : here they j ",'
were detained until the 8th of September pending a reference to the Authoritiee
at Teeahoo Loomboo, without whose p e d o n they were not allowed to
continue their journey.
16. I t might have been suppoed that, after the friendly nature of the
intercourse previously established with the Teenhoo Lama, and other influential
Officers of Thibet and Bootan, the desire to renew it on so momentoua an occaaion
would have been met with corresponding readinem ; but some apprehensive
jealousy must have mingled in the councils of the Thibetan Authorities, for it
was not until after a delay of three months that permission was obtained for
the advance of the Mission to Teeshoo Loomboo ; and even then it was coupled
with an offensive condition which deprived the Miasion of Mr. Dnvie' services ;
the persons deputed by the Lama having objected to more than two Officers
proceeding beyond the Bootan Territory, that gentleman returned from Tasmwdon ; and Captain Turner, accompanied only by Mr. Saundenr, IeR it on
the 8th of September, en route to Teeshoo Loomboo, the capital of the Teeshoo
Lama, at that time regarded as the principal spiritunl and secular Authority
over the extensive regions of Thibet during the minority of the Delai
Lama.
16. The route by which the Miseion travelled was the one pursued by Mr.
Bogle ; and it appears to be generally regarded aa the principal entrance into
Bootan and Thibet from the plains of Bengal, though from ita extreme
ruggedness and difficulty it can hardly be viewed in this light by travellers who
have had the opportunity of comparing it with the accounts given of other far
more accessible ones on the East and West. The extreme jealousy of the Bootan
Government prompts it to restrict intercourse with foreign Statea as much iu
poolaible, and to reduce the lines of communication in an equal degree : to this
feeling is principally attributable the fact of both Mr. Bogle's and Captain
Turner's Missions having entered, and passed through Bootan into Thibet, by
the m e route ; and it will be subeequently seen that attempts were made to
compel the Last Mission that has visited Bootan to pursue this rather than
other routes, which were known to present greater facilities of accesa
17. The avowed object of Captain Turner's Embasey was to convey the
expreaaion of the Governor General's pleasure a t the incarnation of the Teeshoo
Lama ; but other motives, arising out of the political and geographical relations
of Bootan with the Indian Government, appear to have rendered the renewal of
communication with those countries necespary. No records are found in the
archives of Government to throw light upon the specific objech of the Mission,
and it is only from an incidental remark of Captain Turner that they may be

!

surmised. At page 79 he remarks, when speaking of some Zinlaffs or
messengers, for whose neglect of orders he was endeavouring to pacify the Deb'' Having urged everything that occurred to me in extenuation of their
crime, apparently without much effect, I was obliged a t last to own that the
Zinkaffs had yielded to the advice of Mr. Qoodlad and myself, and not acted
of their own accord. I observed that I had taken upon myself thus much to
answer for, being charged with particular dispatches from the Governor
General, and entrusted with a confidential communication upon the hueiness of
their Mission, which respected the ancient boundary between the Company's
Provinces and Bootan." In the official Report which wae submitted to the
Governor Qeneral on his return hy Captain Turner, he says that he had found
in the Regent ('the best di~positionfor encouraging and assisting, by the
authority he possesses, the proposed plans of commercial intercourse ; but
being neither so able nor SO decided in his character as the former Lama, he is
cautious of avowedly and publicly sanctioning a measure which might possibly
G s e up some inveterate enemies against him in the Chinem administration
18. The really important object of establishing an extended comtnercial
intercourse was, according to Captain Turner's representation, fully obtained,
far a t least aa the w e n t of the Regent of Teeshoo Loomboo waa capable of
granting it ; but subsequent events would appear to authorize the supposition
that a far too sanguine view of the wishes and intentions of the Thibetan Otficers
was taken ; and their sincerity waa not even tested by a proposal to confirm
in writing the promisea they had BO lavishly made. T o those who have had
experience in Indo-Chinese diplomacy, the nsglect-of t h i ~precaution will
appear unaccountable ; and the whole echeme was, in consequence, left entirely
dependent for its continued success on the personal character of the individuaI
with whom the negotiation had been entered into : it wanted the officiel confirmation which could alone give a character of permanency to the transaction,
and render it binding on a successor.
19. I n February 1786,a p e m n named Poorungeer, to whose intelligence
and fidelity Captain Turner had previously avowed hie obligations, arrived in
Calcutta ; and from the statements made by him, in reply to some questions
which were put to him by order of Mr. Macphemn, the then Governor
v General, it appeared that many merchants had already found their way from
1 Bengal to Teeshoo Loomboo. The marketa of the latter place were represented
as being well supplied with English and Indian manufactures, and that they had
increased in general estimation may be inferred from the fact that the gold dust
and silver with which they were p u r c h w d had fallen in exchangeable value
from two to nine per cent. in i v o r of the goods: thc adventurers who had
invested their property in thia new branch of commerce were said to have
experienced perfect security and protection in its prosecution, and the moet
flattering expectations appeared to have been formed of its ultimate extension
to regions far beyond the limits it had then attained.

I
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I t may be reaeonably doubted whether, under ao unstable and insecure

a form of Government as that which has ruled the deatiniea of Thibet

for the last ten centuries, these visions were likely to be realized; but
conjecture was soon changed into certainty by one of those revolutions to
which all Asia has been su1)ject from the earliest periods of authentio
hbtory, and in no portions of that vast division of the globe more
remarkably so than amidst the etupendous mountains and lofty valleys of
Thibet.
21. The Goorkhas, having succeeded in subduing the numerous petty Shtes ;
which, under various denominations, occupied different portions of the Southern I
face of the Himalaya range comprised between the Sutlej and Teesta Rivers, 1,
were etimulated by the representations of a refuge6 Lama from Lassa, called the
Sumhur Lama, to invade the countries on the North. He appears to have
particularly excited their cupidity by an exaggerated account of the wealth
contained in the Palace of the Teeshoo Lama, and in 1791 they dispatched a
force consisting, it is said, of 18,000 men, which effected the conquest and \
1
plunder of this celebrated Monastery..
22. Intelligence of this aggression having been communicated @ the
Emperor of China, an Oficer was deputed with letters to the Court of Nepaul,
demanding satidaction for the injuries inflicted-an indemnification of fiftytwo crorea of Rupees for the property plundered, and the m e n d e r of the
Sumhur Lama and a Wuzeer of Lassa, who had been carried away captive by
the Goorkha Army, on its return from the invasion of Thibet. The Chinese
Ambassador was treated with great indignity ; his requisitions were met with
acorn, and returning to China, he related the unsuccessful result of his Mission
to the Emperor. An Army amounting, it is said, to seventy thousand men
advanced against Nepaul in two divisions; and after repeatedly defeating the
Ooorkha forces, amived within twenty miles of Khatmando0.t In this
emergency, an application for assistance was made to the Governor General of
India, Lord Cornwallis, by the Goorkha Raja; but the Delai Lama, no less
solicitous that it should not be afforded, wrote at the same time, strongly
deprecating any aid being given ; and apparently conscious that the Nepaulese
would misrepresent the state of affairs, he carefully explained the real motives
that had induced the Chinese Authorities to invade Nepaul, and disavowed,
on their behalf, any secret or ulterior intention beyond the declared one of
punishing the unjustifiable incursions of the Goorkha Chief.
23. The policy of the British Government, and its relations with the
eeveral States engaged in these hostilities, precluded assistance being given ta
any party, except in a mediatorial capacity ; and this Lord Cornwallis
himself ready to afford. I t is foreign to the object of this Report
to dwell on the negotiations which were subsequently entered into with the
Court of Nepaul-or to allude more particularly to the unsuccessful result of
the attempts that were made by our Envoy, Captain Kirkpatrick, to establish 8
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commercial intercourse with Thibet through Nepaul ; suffice it to say, that the
apprehensive jealousy which has ever proved for a time an almost insurmountable bamer to the realization of such views was here experienced in full
force; and the danger of impending destruction having been averted by a
timely submission to the Chinese Commander, the Goorkhas dexterously evaded
compliance with any propositions which, however likely to be beneficial to them
in a commercial point of view, could only be effected by granting an
unrestrained admission to those passes of their country which it appeared
essential to preserve from the knowledge of a race whose career in the plains
below had evinced the existence of qualities quite as applicable to war aa
commerce.
24. The Chinese forces, after reducing the Nepauleee to submission, retired
to Teeshoo Loomboo and Laasa, establishing a chain of military po* however,
along the whole Southern Frontier of Thibet, and giving the most unequivocal
proof of their determinatioh openly to assume the sovereignty of a country
which had for years been virtually subject to their rule.
25. Captain Turrler mentions,* but upon what authority I have been
unable to trace, that the Sikhim Territory, an insignificant principality between
the dominions of Nepaul and Bootan, was also garrisoned by a Chinese force ;
and that the attempt to extend this military occupation to the Court of the Deb
and Dhurma Rajas was successfully reaisted. I t is, however, exceedingly
doubtful whether such an intention was ever seriously entertained ;and the
extrenle caution which characterizes the intercourse of China with foreign
S t a t . would induce us to believe that she would rather shrink from the
occupation of Territory, so likely to bring her in immediate contact with the
Uritih power in India, than volulltarily assume a position calculated to excite
the distrust and uueaainess of those whoae good will it was so much her
interest to cgnciliate.
26. Whether the Frontier chain of posts extended into Sikhim or not is,
however, of little consequence ; the great object of prohibiting all intercourse
between the inhabitants of British India and the extensive tribea who dwell in
the lofty regions of Thibet was then effectually accomplished ; and from the
year 1785 to a very recent period, not only these but the country of Bootan
; was as securely cloaed against us as though it had been buried in the innermoet
; receases of Central Asia.
'
27. All attempts to preserve the intercourse which had been nominally
established a t that remote period appear to have been given up &om a
conviction of their futility, and the more profound the ignorance in which tbe
Indirn Government could be kept regarding the internal administration and
nature of their country, the more securely could the Booteahs punme the
ajstematic course of aggression against the border States which had led to
their first and most signal punishment in 1772, and again rendered a very
decided remonstrance mceesary twenty years later, when the Bootan
Turner's Emlmmy, p. 441.
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Government evinced a deternlination to exercise, if possible, a controlling
infiuence in the affairs of the protected State of Bijnee, and nominated a
mccessor to the zemindaree which had become vacant by the assassination of
Hovindra Narain, the former incumbent.. Against this assu~uptionof authority
the British Government protested, and an investigation was ordered, the result of
which proved that the right of nomination rested with the Government; but most
nnforttlnately the person originally named by the Deb Raja was permitted
to remain, although it ought to have been sufficiently apparent that the
confirmation of h i choice would be regarded by the Deb as a virtual
acknowledgment of his right to make one.
28. The relations of the British and Bootan Governments appear to haVa
been unmarked by any event of importance from this period to the year 1815,
when a native Officer, named Kishenkant Bose, on the establishment of the
Judge of R u n , ~ r e , Mr. David Scott, was deputed by that gentleman, with the
sanction of Government, to settle some existing boundary disputes with the Deb j
Raja. No better proof can be given of the extreme ignorance which existed '
on the subject of the countries to which this agent was deputed than the
allusion made to it in H a ~ b n ' East
s
India Gazetteer, founded upon official p
documents. Kishenkant Bose -is there said '' to have been deputed to Laasa,
by the Uengal Government, to negotiate some boundary arrangements with the
Deb Raja, but could not get any further than Bootan, where he remained
above a year."-The
Deb Raja being the secular Ruler of Bootan, and not
of Lmsa, the capital of Thibet, as appears fkom this statement to have been
erroneously inferred.
29. As might have been anticipated, the inquiries of this Agent were
directed to objects of comparatively inferior importance ; and the amount of
salaries drawn by the different Officers of Government are recorded with a
minuteness which might have been more beneficially directed to the character
of the Government itself, and the nature of its relations with foreign State8.t
It is worthy of remark that the most particular inquiries made during my late
residence in Bootan failed to elicit, with one exception, a single trace of
recollection of the former Missions of Mr. Bogle and Captain Turner. No
record is said to exist of the negotiations conducted with either of those
Officers, and of the comparatively recent visit of Kishenkant Boge every
inhabitant of Boom, whom I questicned on the subject, appear to be equally
ignorant.
30. The information which had been elicited by the Missions of Bogle (
and Turner, of Bootan and Thibet, was succeeded by a total ceesation of intercourse f q many years, and it was not until the fate of war had forced tho
Indian Government into an unwilling occupation of Awtm that communication with the former country was necessarily renewed by the great extension of

,
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the line of contiguoils Territory, and the assumption by the Government of
those relations which had previously existed between the sovereigns of Assam
and the Deb and Dhurrna Rajas of Bootan.
31. Surrounded, as the Valley of Assam is, on three sides by tribes but
little removed from a state of absolute barbarism, it was to be expected that
during the imhecile rule of its Princea, and the anarchy which followed its conquest by the ruthless forces OFKv;, every bordering tribe would endeavour
to extend its possessions, by an appropriation of as large a portion of the lands
a t the foot of the mountains aa it had power to retain. This spirit of
encroachment had been uniformly manifested, even on the territorial possessions
of the British Government; and the memorable declaration of war by the
Jfarquis of Hastings against the Nepaulese in 1813 proved that, by the
Northern Frontier tribes, it had been indulged to an extent which rendered the
severe and decisive measures then adopted essentially necessary, not only to
check the encroachments of which that C'ourt had been guilty, but as a salutary
warning to the contiguous States who had misconstrued the extreme forbearance with which they had been treated, and attributed to weakness a course of
policy which was dictated by the consciousness of pqwer.
ri
32. As aoon as the cessation of hostilities with Ava afforded leisure for an
examination into the nature of the relations which had existed between the
, Princes of Assam and the bordering Hill States and tribes, it was discovered
that the latter had obtained possession of several tracts of laud in the plains,
the occupation of which had been tolerated by the rulers of Assam, from
1
inability to expel the intruders, and an apprehension of more extended evil,
ehould they excite the angry passions of triLes whom they were unable to
pursue into their fastnesses amongst the mountains, and who could at any time
descend and sweep the country with impunity, from the foot of the lower
ranges of Hills to the banks of the Berhampooter.
33. These tribes, equally desirous of acceding to any arrangements which
recognized their right to the control of the tracts generally k n o m by the term
b'Dooars," at the foot of the Hills, were willing to ply for it the very trifling
tribute required by the Assam Rajas, more ae an acknowledgment of their
continued sovereignty in the mil than from an expectation that the amount
thus paid into their Treasury would add materially to their resource. It
mas, in fact, a mutual compro~~iise
between conscious weakness and barbarian
cunuing.
34. The inhabitants of Bootan had more than any other surrounding
tribes benefitted by these aggressions, and
the extension of the relations of
the Uritisll Gorcrnment with thcln ilrose chiefly from this circumstance, it will
be necessary to a clear con~preliension of the subject to deecrib the number
und situation of the Doonrs, the tenures by which they are held, and the
several acts of agression which, since our occupation of Assam, haye
, frequently eeriously endangered the amicable relations between the mo
I
Governments.

I
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Section 11.
1. The tract of country which sepratea the British from the Bootan Hill
Territory is a narrow slip extending along the foot
Oi the
of
the inferior ranges, from the Dhunaeeree River on
of A8ram.
the East to the Teesta River on the West : the former
eeparating it from Booteah tribes, acknowledging the supremacy of the Delai
Lama and secular Authorities at L a w ; the latter marking its junction with
the protected State of Sikhim : within these limits there are eighteen Dooare, '
or pasees, either wholly or partially dependent upon the Rootan Government,
of which eleven touch upon the Northern Frontier of the Province of Bengal,
and seven upon that of Assam. The breadth of this tract varies from tan to
'I
eighteen and twenty miles, and its extreme length may be estimated at 2-20
miles, giving an area of about 4,400 quare milea, exclusive d' the lower :
ranges of IIills.
2. Tlie more Southern portions are a11 partially under rice cultivation, and
fkom these cultivakd tracts to the foot of the mountains, the intervening apace
isgenerally occupied by denee and lofty forests of srrul, bamboo, and other trees ;
but in some instances, instead of forests, the intervening space ie covered with
heavy grass jungle. Numerow streams, of greater or less magnitude, flow
over pebbly beds from the gorges of the different defiles in the mountains
to the Berhampooter River, making up ip number for their individual wan8
of volume, which contrasts very strikingly with the expanded surface of the
noble river into which their waters are all poured. During the cold and dry
aeaaorm,the courses of these rivers may be traced from the Hille above, by s
serpentine line of water-worn pebbles and rocks, extending for some miles into
the plains; but as it approachee t11e Berhampooter, the character of the bed
over which the stream flows becomes q&te changed ; the stream then f o r m
its way through the bed of alluvion which form8 the superficial atraturn of thia
portion of the Valley of A w m , and the banks of the streams are 10% and
perpen&cular.
3. The most Northern portion of the Dooars, or that immediately bordering on the Hills, presente a rugged, irregdar and sloping surface, occseioned by
the spurs and inferior heighta which project into the phins from the more
lofty barriers on the North. Deep valleys and open are- are, in some instan*
found anlongst these subordinate ranges, and the inhabitants of the Dooars have
not hesitated to avail themselves of.such localities to establish villages a t the
very foot of the mountains. Thickeh of dense vegetation extend through all
the f o r d portions of the tract, which marme with elephants, deer, tigers,
buffaloes, end various other descriptions of wild animals; and the stagnant air
ie so deleterious in its effects on the human Frame, that even those most inured
to the climate rarely remain in i t for any length of time without inhaling
disease and death.
4. The Kacharec trib3e by which these Dooars are principally inhabited,
appeat to bc a rcr6 q&i
distinct l h m the aborigines of the Assam Valley ;
--

i
i

/-

they are muscular in appearance, though small in stature, and speak-a-.lagjpagr
peculiar to themselves : they are found within the British limits, as well as in
those Dooars over which the Bootan Government exerciees control, and the
fscilities with which they could formerly evade the punishment due to their
offences, by crossing the Frontier line, encouraged the predatory habits which
have proved, for many years, a source of extreme annoyance and uneasiness to
the British Government.
6. Almost all the principal Officers in charge of these D o o m in the plains
are Kacharies, Aasamees, or Bengalees, appointed nominally by the sunnud
of the Deb Raja, but virtually at the recommendation of the Pilos in
whose jurisdiction they are comprised, and without whose sanction they would
never be able to retain their situations for an hour ; their orders are received
immediately from the Zoompoons or Soubahs in ctarge of the different Districta
to which the Dooars are attached, and who generally reside in the mountains,
and are chosen from amongst the most favored class of Booteahs. Enjoying no fixed salaries, and deriving but little advantage from the barren
mountains amongst which they reside, the Soubahs and Pilos look to
the Dooars as their only source of profit ; and almost every article of
\ consumption is drawn from them under the name of tribute, the amount of
'which is entirely dependent on the generosity of the several Sonbahs, who
regard the people of the plains with the same sort of feeling which the taskmasters of Egypt entertained for the enslaved Hebrews.
6. The imbecile Government of the Assam Princes tempted the inhabitants of the Dooars to make Frequent incursions into the more fruitful villages
on the border, and as they shared their plunder with the Soubahs, the latter
encouraged a system from which they derived immediate advantage ; and in
return afforded shelter to the delinquents whenerer pursuit became so keen as to
render their continuance in the plains personally hazardous. This system wes
a t its height when the British Government assumed the sovereignty of Assam ;
and as its effect under the former dynasty has been already seen in the alienation
of extensive tracts by the bordering tribes, and the purchase of a doubtful
security on the part of the Assam Rajas, by a surrender of territorial rights
which they had not the power to maintain, it will not be without advantage
to trace its development under a change of relatioils, and when the Britiah
power was brought into contact with the Bootnn Government on points of
their Frontier where they had previously been accustomed to pursue a c a m
of unchecked encroachment and aggreskon. ,
,
7. The tribute which the Bootan Government had consented to pay to
the Rajas of Assrrm for their occupation of the Dooars consisted princ$alG
of such cuticles as m r e easily obtained in their own country or from Thibet,
such as &omies, ponies, musk, gold dust, blankets, and daggers, all to be
taken at a certain fixed vntuation, nnd upon an understanding, it may be inferred, tllat they would be of average good quality. These engagements w e n
renewed lrnd bnfirmed when the British Government assumed authority in
Ilssam; and though thc total amount of tribute to be paid did not exceed
r _

I

,

Narrainee Rupees 4,i85-4 annas, it very shortly appeared that the Booteahs had
no intention of fulfilling any engagements which it wlra possible to evade;
and the evils mining from their attempted impositions were greatly aggravated
by the arrangementa made for collecting the revenue from them.
8. A certain claea of persons, called Sezamals, was appointed, by whom
the tribute was to be received from the Booteah Officers, and then paid into
the lour1 treasuries, a system which enabled the former to practise every art
of deception, by changing the articles actually received from the Booteahs
while in transit from the Frontier Dooars to the sent of Provincial Government,
and substituting in their stead others of inferior value. As d l these articles
were mld by public auction on their arrival a t the principal etations in Assam,
-.and under
any clrcumatances rarely, if ever, realized the original valuntion
which regulated the total amount of tribute to be paid, an annually increasing
balance appeared again& the Bootan Government, which it never evinced any
anxiety to liquidate; nor were the repeated requisitions of Government, thab
properly qualified persons should be deputed to examine and compare the
several accounts, with a view to their mutually arttiefactory adjustment, treated
with the slighest attention. I t was evideut that the Bootan Government considered the nominal fulfilment of its engagements sufficient, and was determined
to pursue the same system of evasion and aggreeeion which had been so mecessfully practised against the former rulers of Assam ; and this Boon manifested
itself in a manner which seriously endangered .the friendly relations that had
so long subsisted'between the two Governments, and severely tried the temper
and forbearance of our lour1 Officers.
9. Of these Dooars, there are seven comprised within the limita of
Assam, which are dependent on the Bootan Government : of these, two border
on the Division of Durrung, and five on that of Kamroop ; and they are known
by the following names, reckoning from East to West :-

-

1. Booree-Goomah Dooar.
2. K d i n g Dooar.
IN TlOBTH KAMROOP.

1. Ghurkolla Dooar.
2. Baksha or Ban& Dooar.
8. Chappagoorie Dooar.
4. Chapakhamar Dooar.
5. Bijnee Dooar.

10. The principal difference existing in the tenures by which these
Dooara are held, consists in the fact that the first two are held alternately by
the British and Bootan Governments during the year, the former retaining
jurisdiction from July to November, and the latter for the remaining eight
month-the five Dooara adjoining to Kamroop are, on the contrary, held exclusively by the Booteaha, and we exercise no control at any period of the year

f

in their internal management. No satisfactory account has ever been given of
the origin of this difference in the nature of the tenures by which the Dooare
were obtained, originally from the Aasam, and subsequently from the British
Qovernment ; and great as have been the inconveniences attending the former
arrangement, it has been deemed more expedient to suffer their continuance
than endanger the tranquillity of the Frontier by prohibiting a practice which
had been sanctioned by years of uninterrupted toleration.
11. East of Booree-Goomah and Kalling, which are subject to the
Dhurma and Deb Rajas of Bootan, is another Dooar called Kooreahprrah,
which is held on precisely the same terms from the Britiah Government, by
the Towang Raja] a Chieftain immediately dependent upon Lassa, and whose
place oC residence is within the Hills, about six days' journey from the Frontier
j on the banks of the upper portion of the M o n a River. This functionary will
t be more particularly alluded to hereafter.
These eight Dooars would, it is
thought, under our management, realise a revenue of between sixty and seventy
thousand Rupees per annum, but under the existing syatem they are not supposed to yield more than between eight and nine thousand ; and this sum is
annually becoming lesa, from the unabated perseverance in a system which
ceases to demand only when the power to give is totally exhausted.
12. East of Kooreahpnmah are two other divisious of Territory, extending from the foot of the subordinate ranges of mountains to the banks of the
Berhampooter River ; and which are known as Char Dooar and Now Dooar :
t h w have been uniformly held by the Rritieh Government since its occupat;on
of Assam, subject, however, to the payment of black mail to independent
-.. and Duphlas, whose custom it was t6-i?~iti+r tXcnDooars and
tribes of Booteahs
levy it by proceeding from Louse to house of the different villages, and demanding
it in person. This practice, as might have been anticipated, frequently led to
acts of extreme oppression, and produced a stong feeling of insecurity amongst
the inhabitants of the Dooars, subject to such visitations. After years of fruitl e ~ snegotiation a compromise has a t length been effected, and the Governor
Cleneral's Agent, in a letter dated the 13th of September 1838, mentions that
these formidable tribes had agreed to receive the full value of their black mail
in cash payments direct from the Collector of Durrung, an arrangement which
under existing circumstances, and the impossibility of altogether checking the
custom, is the best that could have been adopted. It, however, yet remains to
be proved whether they will abide by their engagements, or still endeavour to
extort the accustomed tribute from the villages, in addition to the sums which
they are to receive from tho Collector.
13. This general outline of the nature of the relations existing between
the Britiah and Bootan Qovernments, with reference to the Dooars in Assam,
\oil1 show that in them were comprised the moet fkitful elements of future
discord; and it will be advantgeous to mark tho conseqllences to which they
led, before adverting to the condition of the remaining Dooars on the West of
the Monoss River, which are included within the ancient li~nitaof the Bengal
Province.
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11. The most Eastern of the Dooara, dependent upon Bootan, is called
B o o r e e - G z a h ; and was formerly under the immediate control of a Booteah
Of&ce~_
called the Doornpa Raja. The first serious aggression against the then
recently established authority of the British Government in Assam appears to
have been perpetrated by this Officer, who, on the 22nd October 1828, entered
the Pergunnah of Chatgaree, adjoining to Booree-Goomah, and carried off,
not only eome individuals who had fled from his jurisdiction, but with them the
owner of the house in which they had sought protection. The Thannah
Mohurir wrote to the Doompa Raja demanding his release, and proceeded to
Batta Koochee, a spot on the Frontier, where a small guard of eight Sepoys
wae stationed, to inquire into the circumstancee. The Doompa Raja, with
a force composed of Booteahs and Kachnriea, amounting to about two hundred
and eighty persons, treachi;?bdy attackd-the guard, and caused i t a serious
lose of life. This Dooar was one of those held alternately by the British
and Bootan Authorities, the Officers of the former exercising control over it from
July to November, and the latter from that month to June. The outrage
noticed was perpetrated when the Bootan Authority prevailed in the Dooar,
and not only the native Officer and some Sepoys were killed, but numeroua
women and other personn were cnrried into captivity ; and every remonstrance
having failed to procure satisfaction or redress, the Governor General's Agent
in Aasam addressed a letter to the Deb Raja on the subject, demanding the
release of the persons who had been carried off, and the surrender of tho
Doompa Raja and his accomplices.
15. In his diepatch to Government of the 5th November 1828, detailing
the particulars of this outrage, Mr. Scott observes, "that disputes had long
exiated between the Assamese and Booteaha, respecting the right to certain
Frontier villages, of which Batta Koochee, the spot where this occurrence
took place, was one; but that the lands had continued in undisturbed
possesion of the British Government from the year 1828, when we first
occupied the country of Aeaam; and that the Deb Raja had, some time
before, deputed an agent on his part to be present at an investigation into his
claims, which were under consideration at the very time this attack was made;
and with a perfect understanding that the lands were to remain in the interim, as
heretofore, in the poaseseion of the British Government. " No notice appears to
have been taken by the Bootan Government of the representations made to it
by Mr. Scott, and the release of the prisoners was effected by a Jemadar and
party of Sebundies who had been ordered to retain posseasion of the Dooar:
having ascertained the spot at which they were confined, the Jemadar suddenly
advanced upon it, and rescued the captives from their perilous situation.
16. Our troops appear to have retained possession of this Dooar until
the year 1831, when, for the first time, a letter was addressed by the Deb
Raja to the Government, soliciting its restoration, ~ n dimplying that the
Doompa Raja, the author of the offences, was dead ; this letter was referred ,
to the Governor General's Agent, and his opinior. required as to the expediency
of complying with the request of the Deb.
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In his reply the Agent shows that during our occupation of the
Dooar, the revenue derived from it had increased from nine hundred and
twenty-two Raja Mohuree Rupees, to two thouaand four hundred and
seventy-nine, or been nearly treb!ed;. and he thought it would be
highly inexpedient to comply with the request until the perpetrators of the
murders, at the head of whom was the Doompa Raja, had been mrrendered.
In the event of this requisition being complied with, he recommended that,
instead of reverting to the old eystem of alternate jurisdiction, a territorial
division of the Dooars should be made, the Government retaining 4-12th~
and giving the residue to the Booteaha ; stipulating, however, for the previous
payment of ten thousand Narrainee Rupees, the baLance of tribute then
due upon this and the other Dooars held by the Bootan Government.
18. On the 23rd of March 1832, three messengers arrived a t Qowhatty,
in Assam, bearing letters to the Governor General's Agent from the Deb
Haja of Bootan, from the Benkar Soubah, in whose jurisdiction the BooreeQoomah Dooar is included; and from the Tongso Pilo, an Officer of the
highest rank, whoee authority extends all over tho Eastern portion of the
Bootan Territory. I n these letters, the restoration of the Dooar was urgently
demanded, and in that of the Deb, the Doornpa Raja was said to be numbered
amongst the dead,-an =preseion which was considexed euficiently equivocal
to justify the belief that it had been employed to evade the necessity of
complying with the demand that had been made for his m e n d e r . The
messengers returned unsucceeaful in their negotiations, and were furnished
with copies of the several letters which had been before addressed to the
Deb on this subject, but of which no acknowledgment had ever been
received.
19. On the 28th of August 1833, Mr. T. C. Robertson, who had
aseumed the direction of affairs on the North-Eastern Frontier, addreaaed the
Government, forwarding a copy of a letter from the Dhurma Raja of Boobn,
in which the restoration of the Dooar was demanded in rather peremptory
and discourteous language. Mr. Robertson thought that, if the Government
determined to comply with the requisition, the Dhurma Raja should be
required to depute a reepectable Embassy to depose on oath, agreeably to the
customs of their country, the death of the Doompa Raja and his principal
accomplice, and to consent to the payment of a sum of money, as a compenaation to the families of those who had been killed by him and his followers.
20. These suggestions were entirely approved by the Government, b u t
it was not until the 81st of July 1834, or nearly twelve months subsequently,
that the Bootan Government fulfilled the conditions, by deputing aome Z i M a
to give the necessary evidence of the death of the Doompa Raja and his
principal associate in the transactions, which had led to the attachment of
the Dooar.
21. Captain Jenkins, who had succeeded Mr. Robertson aa Agent to
the Oovernor General in A.wm, reported, on the 31st of July, that he had
examined witnesaea as to the affirmed death of the Doompa Raja and hi.
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confederate Nakphula Karzee, and was satisfied of the correctneae of their
testimony : the former it appeared had been kept in confinement in irons, in the
Palace of the Deb at I'oonakha, and was burnt to death when that edifice
was suddenly destroyed by h e . Nakphula Karzee, who had been also put
under restraint, was sent to superintend the erection of a chain bridge near
Poonakha, and one of the chains on which he was etanding having snapped,
he was precipitated into the torrent below and drowned; all the prisoners
who had been carried off had been rescued, as already noticed, and the only
remaining condition (the payment of' a fine of two thousand Rupees,)
having been acceded to, the Booteaha were allowed to re-occopy the Dooar,
which has from that period been under the management of an Aasameset
Officer, subject to Bootan, called Gumbheer Wuzeer.
22. The circumstances of this first aggression have been fully related
aa they clearly show the spirit of the Bootan Government, and the course of
policy by which alone it can be brought to render reparation for injuriea
inflicted, or to pay attention to the nlost urgent representations. This outrage
was comrnitted at the end of the year 1828 ; and not the slightest concession
was made, or reparation granted, until nearly six years had been consumed.
i~ fruitless negotiation, and the decisive measure was at length adopted of
depriving the Booteahs of the advantages they had derived from the occupation of the Dooar. I t is even doubtful whether they would then have been
induced to accede to the terms on which the reswration of the Dooar waa
made to depend, had not the accidental death of the principal delinquents
relieved them from the necessity of surrendering them to the British, Government, and enabled them to escape the degradation which they thought attached
bo the surrender of any criminal.
23. The tranquillity of the border, which appeared confirmed by t h e
aettlementa of these disputes in Booree-Goomah, was again interrupted in
the following year, by a repetition of aggression from the adjacent Dooare of
Kalling and Bijnee, which are h l d by the Rootan Government on the same
terms as those already described.
24. On the 28th &Lay 1835, only ten months subsequent to the restoration
of Booree-Goomah Dooar to the Bootan Government, the Agent to the
Governor General reported that an incursion had been again made into the
British Territory from the Bijnee Dooar, by a party of fifty armed men,
who attacked the house of one Moonoo Jauldah, in the village of Nogong,
and carried off ten persons from it into the Bootan Territory, where they
were detained in custody. I11 this dispatch thrj low1 Authorities advert to
the constant and increasing frequenoy of these atrocities, and state that the
principal Officers in cllaqe of the Eijnee Dooar had positively refused to
pay t l ~ otribute fbr the current year, or to make arrangements for liquidating
the previously outstanding balu~ices, which then amounted to upwards of
tliirty thousand Narrainee Bnpees.
25. So great was the terror excited by the.% repeated incu~sionsextending sometimes to Pcrg~~nnnlia
far mitliin the British boundary, that
e

the villages on the border were in soxne instances entirely deserted by our
subjects, and a general feeling of insecurity was rapidly extending along the
whole line of Frontier, which rendered the most prompt and decisive measures
indispeusably necessary.
26. A detach~~lent
of the Assam Light Infantry, under a highly
distinguished Native Officer, called Zalim Sing, was sent to effect the rescue of
the persons who had been detained in captivity, but with orders to avoid
proceeding to extremity until every pacific overture had failed. He reached
the Frontier, and proceeding to the Stockade in which the captives were
confined, endeavoured to effect their release by negotiation. Failing in his
object, he stormed the Stockade, rescued nine of the eleven captives who had
been carried off, captured twenty-seven Booteah mords, some spears, bows
and poisoned arrows, and four jingals; and effected a still more important
object by apprehending the Booteah Naib, or Regent, of Bijnee, &led the
Ilooba Raja, by whom these attacks upon our villagea had been eystematically
planned, and the axgressora protected.
27. On a subsequent examination, the Dooba Raja distinctly avowed
his participation in the act which had led to his apprehension, and admitted
that of the Britisli subjects who had been carried off in the course of t h
incursions, several had been presented to the Tongso Pilo,-the
strongest
proof that could have becn afforded of the connivance of one of the highest
functionaries under the Bootan Government in these offences against a friendly
power.
28. The number of Britisli subjects who, on these recent occasions had
been car2ed off by the Officers of Bijnee, amounted altogether to twenty-two ;
of whom nine were rescued by the party under Zalim Sing, and four were
subsequently delivered up by the Dooba Raja-the remaining nine persons
being satisfactorily accounted for, the Dooba Raja was released ; but as much
of the stolen property was still withheld, and the system of robbery etill
pursued, it was deemed expedient to retain his Jemadar, Boonwur Sing, and to
bring him to trial, as one of the most active supporters of these predatory parties.
29. The inquiries to which this atate of affairs gave rise proved that
some of the Bootan Frontier Officere harboured bands of regularly licensed
robbers, who paid them a considerable sum, and a share of the booty, for
the protection thus obtained. These circumstances were officially reported
by the Governor General's Agent to the Deb Raja ; the surrender of all the
robbers secreted in the Bijnee and Banska Dooars was demanded, and the
payment of arrears of tribute, in default of which the immediite attachment
of the Dooars mas threatened. I t does not appear that any communication
was received in reply to these demnds, and it is even doubtful whether the
letter containing thcm was over conveyed to the Deb Baja, it being
evidently the interest .of the local Officers that he should, if possible, be kept
in ignorance of their proceedings, to effect which they frequeutly interrupted
the communications addressed to the Deb Raja by the British Authorities
in Assun.
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80. A very considerable proportion of the detaclin~entof Light Infantry
which had been employed in the Bijnee Dooar w ~ destroyed
s
by the extreme
unhealthiness of the tract, and Zalim Sing, its gallant leader, who had rendered
the most important services to the Government, in various situations, from
the first occupation of Assam, was included in the melancholy list of victims
to the climate. So strong was the impression of the deiadly nature of the
dntiea of the Dooars to any but men born in the neighlourhood, that an
additional corps, called Assam Sebundies, was raised for their performance,
and was almost entirely composed, either of natives of that part of the county,
or of men bred in tracts similar to those which they were now appointed to
defend.
51. The portion of the Bijnee Territory in which these offences were
committed liea on the Eastern bank of the Alonass River, which forms its boundary
on the West,and separates it from the other portion called Chota Bijnee, which
is under the immediate control of the Raja Bijneenarain, whose most valuable
possessions are comprised within the Pergunnahs of Khoonthaghaut on the
North and Houraghaut on the South banks of the Berliampooter River :
these he holds subject to the British Government, and claims them, I am
informed by Captain Butherford, as tributary mehals, on the same footing as'
Cooch Behar, and will not register his name as the mere proprietary Zemindar.
This claim was, however, rejected ab inilio by the Authorities of Rungpore, in whose jurisdiction these Pergunnahs were formerly comprised ; and he
is addressed in matters relating to them as Raja Bijneenarain Zemindar, kc.
The Northern portion of his Territory, however, extending, as it does, to the
confines of Bootan, haa subjected him to the necessity of conciliating that
G o v e r n m e n t k t h e payment of tribute, consisting of dried fish, clotl~gand
other articlis, which he sends annually to Bootan, and which were said to be
coKsidered merely as presents, for which he received others of nearly equal
value..
This tribute ia called '( Tale Manikee," but it is usual to make extra
demands occasionally, by sending a pony from the Hills worth twenty
Rupees, and insisting on its being purchased for a hundred. The most recent
information obtained clearly ehows that the bordering villages of Bijnee are
treated with no greater degree of consideration than those of other tracts
similarly situated by the Bootan Officers ; and the period is probably not very
remote when a decided interference will be necessary in the internal management of the affairs both of the Bijnee and Sidlee States.
82. Scarcely had the aggression of the Bijnee Dooar been repulsed and
pnnished, when another incursion was made from the Kalling Dooar into the
L)istrict of D m n g , on the 18th of Noveniber 1835. This Dooar is held,
aubject to the Bootan Government, by an Officer called Gumbheer Wuzeer,
Aasameee by birth, of notoriously bad character, under whose orders the
plunderere were supposed to have acted : property, on this occasion, to a large
amount was carried off, and the plunderers on their return to the Dooar,
Annab of Orieukl Literature, page 266.

having been suspected by the Wuzeer of secreting a portioli of it, to escape the
necessity of surrendering as large a share as he thought hih&lf entitled to
demand, they were put into confinement : this led to inquiry, which confirmed
the suspicions of the local Authorities, and Captain Matthie, the blagistrate of
Qurrung, proceeded to t h e spot to make the necesssry investigation, having
previously deputed a native Officer to request the surrander of thirteen persona
who had been engaged in the robbery.
33. Gumbheer Wuzeer, apprehensive of the consequences of his
miaconduct, enlisted and armed about twenty discharged Sepoys, and employed
between one and two hundred club-men, to resist the attack which he expected
would be made, and any attempts to apprehend himself or followers.
34. Captain Matthie, attended b y a small detachment from the Asssm
Sebundies of sixteen Sepoys, advanced to the Frontier of the Kalling Dooar,
where he was met by a Bootssh Kazee &led Dayah, who came attended by
about twenty followers bearing some presents, a degree of attention which the
advance of the small detachment had elicited. After some delay, Gumbheer
Wuzeer, who is sometimes also called Gumbheer Zinkafl', came into the Camp,
and gave u p twelve of the persons who had been accused as the perpetratom of
'the robberies complained against.
35. An investigation was entered into on the spot, and although there
appeared to be but little doubt of their guilt, the ?dagistrate failed to substantiate
i t judicially, and the prisoners were released-the Wuzeer entering into a
written agreement to forfeit llis Dooar to the British Government, and undergo
any other penalty it might please to inflict, if pithin three months satisfactory
proof could be afforded that the people under h b authority had been guilty of
the o5ences charged against them.
36. Such a condition as one pledging the Wuzeer to surrender a Dooar,
of which he was merely an executive Officer subject to the Bootan Government, it is quite evident he had no authority to make ; and i t can only be
regarded as a conceesion, to which his assent was given under an apprehension
that refusal would be followed by the immedgte attachment of the Dooar.
37. Notwithstanding the failure of conviction on this occasion, Captain
Matthie was so satisfied of the correctness of his information that his esertiom
continued unrelsxed, even a h r he had retired from the Frontier ; and his
suspicions that a mutual understanding existed between the Officers in charge of
the diferent Dooars was subsequently confirmed by intelligence which enabled
him to apprehend several of the delinquents in the Booree-Goomah Dooar ; and
seven-and-twenty men were quietly ~urrenderedby Gumbheer Wuzeer, in
consequence of the active measures which another predatory incursion into the
H r i t i d ~~crritor):rendered indispensable, and which was perpetrated a t the very
time we were demanding redress from the Wuzeer of Kalling Dooar.
39. On the 14th of January 1836 a daring dacoity, attended with l m of
life and property to British subjects, waR committed &om the Banska Dooar,
one of the most valuable held by the Bootan Government on the Amam
Frontier : it borders on the diviion of North Kamroop, the most flourishing and
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higllly cultivq$d portion of the Assam Territory. This Dooar is situated
between Bijnee on the West and the less valuable one of Ghurkolla on the East,
which separates it from Kalling Dooar, the scene of Gumbheer Wuzeer's
recent aggressions.
.
39. The Banska Dooar, which is also sometimes called Buxa Dooar, is
under the immediate management of a Kacharee Officer called Boora Talookdar,
and another, Buggut Wuzeer : they collect whatever tribute is to be paid to the
Bwtan Government, and convey it to Dewangari, the residence of the Officer in
the mountains who is their immediate su~erior; and through whom all orders
are conveyed to them from the Tongso Pillo, the Governor oS the Eastern
division of the Bootan ~errit6;~.
40.
h i been before mcntioned that there was strong reason'to suspect
the existence of an understanding between the different Officers of the Dooars,
and the apprehension of certain delinquents (by whom these incursions into the
villagee of Assam were made) in Booree-Goomah, who belonged to Kalling
Dooar, proved that protection could be obtained in them even by men who had .
been publicly proclaimed as offenders against the British Government, and for
whose apprehension the police of the different districta were constantly on the i
alert. Amongst the persons by whom this protection was systematic all^ afforded,
the Boora Talookdar of Banska Dwar was bmost conspicuous, and when the
incursion mentioned as having occurred on the 14th of January was followed
by a second the day after, Captain Bogle, the Officer in c$vge of the division of
Kamroop, in which the offences had been committed, having traced them to
Bwra Talookdar of Bamka, and in vain endeavoured to effect the restoration
of property or surrender of the offenders, requested and obtained permisfion to
proceed into the Booar with a detachment of the;hssam Sebundies, consistingn
of eighty Sepoys, under the personal command of ~ i e u t e k n tMathews, their
Adjutant, and attended by Lieutenant Vetch, who volunteered 1his services on
the occasion.
41. The detachment crossed the British Frontier on the 14th of February
1836, and passing through several large villages encamped at Hazaragong, one
of the principal residences of Boora Talookdar in Banska Dooar. This latter
Officer, and several others of subordinate rank, i t wae found, had retired to
Dewangnri in the hills, the residence of the Sootan Knja to whose orders they were
amenable; but the parties succeeded in apprehending _one Juddoo, a Kacharee
and notorious delinquent, who unreservedly avowed his having committed several
robberies in the Company's Territory, from the Banska Dooar, and a5rmed
that twenty of his accomplices were then secreted at Dewangari : a portion of
the stolen property was discovered in the house of the Boora Talookdar, and
proof so decisive having been obtained, letters were addressed by Captain Bogle
to the Dewangari Raja and Tongso Pillo, demanding reparation for the injuries
inflicted, the surrender of the offenders, and payment of the arrears of tribute :
a proclamation was also issued, announcing the temporary attachment of the
Dooar, and two principal paases leading from it into the hills were occupied
by parties from the detachment.
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42. The= decisive measures appear to have excited considerable anxiety
in the hills : for on information being received at Dewangari, two persons were
deputed by the Raja to endeavour to induce the party to retire on a promise
that when they had done so the matter should be fully investigated ; but the
messengers were told that the Dooar would not be vacated until the terms
demanded had been complied with. While these negotiations were in p r o m
thirteen notorious offenders were apprehended, who stated that they were
professional robbers appointed by the Dewangari Raja and the other Authorities
of the Dooar, with whom they had shared the spoils of their predatory expeditions iqto the British Territory, and whose protection they in consequence
enjoyed.
43. The Bootan Government appears to have been quite ignorant of these
proceedings of its Frontier Officers, but the evils arising from them were almost
as great as though the tw70 Governments were at war ; and the very unsettled
state of the whole Frontier rendered an augmentation necessary of the Assam
Sebundy corps, to the extent of twenty men per Company, and a proportion of
non-commissioned Officers.
44. So anxious, however, was the Government to avoid all risk of collision
with Bootun, that it was in contemplation to retire temporarily from the Dooar,
rather than incur the hazard of a rupture, when intelligence was received that
the apprehended collision had actually taken place, and the Booteahs been
discomfited in an attempt to expel the small detachment which held the Dooar.
45. After the failure of the persons deputed by the Dewangnri Raja to
induce the British Officers to retire from the 1 ooar, the Eiaja himself descended
from the hills, with an armed force sufficiently numerous to excite suspicions
of his designs, though he profewd ta be influenced by none but the most
pacific intentions.
46. Captain Bogle having declined granting him an interview until the
most notorious offenders had been given up, this condition was complied with
on the 1st of March, by the surrender of nineteen of the ringleaders in these
aggressions on the British Territory ; and the Dewangari Raja then entered
the Camp, attended by about twenty Sirdars on ponies, and six hundred
followers, armed in a very efficient manner with matchlocks, bows and arrows,
swords, spears, and shields; ' I their appearance, says Captain Bogle, in their gay
dres~esand their shining helmets of brass and iron was much more imposing than
could have been anticipated." The great offender and instigator of the evils
against which we had complained, as well a~ several other inferior Officers of
the Dooar whom we had demanded, accompanied the Dewangari Raja to this
interview, which was productive of no advantage, as he still r e h d to surrender them, or to make any aatiafactory arrangement for the payment of arrears
of tribute : his conduct was, however, so peaceable that Captain Bogle withdrew
the guards from the paases, and permitted all traders to enter, but still
demanded the immediate surrender of the delinquents, and refused to hold any
filrther communication with him until this preliminary requisition had been
complied with.
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47. The Dewangari Raja appears to have been ml~cll enlbarrassed by
&is determination ; and alter addressing a letter to Captain Bogle, on the 4th,
in which he expressed himself ready to do everything but surrender the Boora
Talookdar, who being an Officer appointed directly by the Deb Raja he
professed himself unable to give up but on an express order, he apparently
returned peaceably to the hills, and Captain Bogle considered all communication
with him at an end.
48. On the following morning, however, informntion was received that,
instead of returning to the hills as had been supposed, the Dewangari Raja
had stockaded a strong party of his force in the vil1,age of Silkee, near the gorge
of the Dewangari Pass, and had himself moved with the remninder to a place
called Soobankhatta, about ten miles further to tbe Westward, where he had
taken up a position with the apparent intention of preventing the attachment
of the Dooar from being carried into effect.
49. A requisition was addressed to him and his Lieutenant, desiring
them at their peril to quit the plains immediately ; but as they disregarded
it, and were found to be strengthening their position, an advance was made
against them on the morning of the 7th by Captains Bogle and Vetch, and
Lieutenant hlathews, with the m a l l detachment of Assam Sebundiee, of
not more than seventy-five men, while the Booteahs amounted to about six
hundred.
60. On reaching Silkee, it was found that the Booteahs had deserted and
burnt the Stockade, and fallen back on the main body under the personal
command of the Dewangari Raja at Soobankhatta : the detachment advanced
on that position, and reached it about 5 P. M. They found the Booteah force,
about six hundred strong, drawn up on their front about a quarter of a mile
distant. It was posted in five masses, with a few men extended between each,
and occupied a series of small heights connected by broken ground which,
while it concealed the Stockade from view, enabled the enemy to outflank and
advance upon the small party from all sideg without materially exposing
themselves to its fire.
61. The eitnation of the detachment became momentarily mom critical
from the great disparity of numbers ; and the Booteahs having answered the
req-tion
that they should retire with shouts of defiance and n simultaneous
advance, commenced the action by firing a t the elephant from which Captains
Bogle and Vetch had been addressing them. Lieutenant Mathews, the Officer
in command of the party, with a promptitude and gallantry equal to the
exigency, instantly charged them at the head of his men, and poured in a volley,
which was followed by the immediate flight of the Booteahs ; they were
~ u r s u e dby the detachment into the passes amongst the hills, and suffered severely
for the mistaken policy of their leader. Twenty-five of them were slain ; about
twice that number wounded ; and half a dozen were taken prisoners ; a loss
which, with reference to the numerical ~trengthof the party by whom it
was inflicbd, was most unusually large, and proved beyond cavil the extreme
precision of the fire by which it had been effected.

52. The Dewangari Raja himself was closely pursued, and only -ped
by the swiftness of the elephant on which he was mounted, and the abandonment
of his tent, baggage, robes of state and standards.
63. The detachment, on its return, occupicd the Stockade that had been
erected by the Booteahs, and of which, as being the first work of their
mnstruction our troops had ever seen, it may be useful to give Captain Bogle*s
description. ii We found it to be an oblong work capable of holding about
i L one thousand men, with a double fence ; the interior one (which was complete)
being fornlcd of stems and thick branches of trees, about twelve feet high,
and with a mud parapet round : the exterior one, which was placed about
twelve feet in front of the other, had only been carried half round ; it was
made of pointed bamboos and betelnut trees, was about twenty feet high, and
'4 had a kind of chevaux de frise of sharp bamboos twisted into it, at the height
of four feet, making it very difficult indeed for an attacking force to get
L i su5ciently near to cut an entrance."
51. The consequence of this successful attack was the immediate voluntary
eurrender of the Boora Talookder, and six of the village Officers who had been
detained by the Dewangari Raja, and who came into the camp immediately
after the flight of their nominal defenders. Formal possession was taken of the
Banska Dooar, and a letter was addreased by Captain Bogle to the Deb Raja,
stating the circumstances that had led to its attachment.
55. This was the most serious collision that had ever taken place between
the local Oficers of the two Governments, from our first occupation of Asam;
and it enabled them to estimate more correctly than they had ever before had an
opportunity of doing, the numerical strength and equipment of the force which
the Booteahs were capable of collecting on emergency on any point of their
Frontier. The numbers brought on this occasion into the field exceed
considerably what had been anticipated as practicable, and though the resistance
they offered to an opposing party not one-tenth of their own strength evinced an
extreme degree of pusillanimity, there were many circumstances which might
have tended to paralyze their exertions, and none more powerfully than th.
belief that their leader, the Dewangari liaja, was acting without authority from
hie Government.
56. I t wasnow quite evident that the fears of the different Frontier Officers
had been at last powerl'ully excited, and many of the offenders who had been
convicted of aggressions against our subjects were surrendered to the Officers
in charge of the districts on the Northern bank of Berhampooter River. The
attention of the Bootan Government itaelf was also effectually roused by the
loss of one of ita most valuable possessions, and in leas than n month after the
action at Soobankhatta, the Governor General's Agent announced the arrival of
two Zinkaffs to inquire, on the part of the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, into
the circumstiinces which had led to the occupation of the Dooar by our
Officers.
57. They were succeederl, on the 10th Mny 1836 by a more formal
deputation, consisting of four Zinkaffs who had been sent on the part of the
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Deb and Dhurma Rajas, the father of the latter, and 'of the Tongso Pilo,
to represent the extreme distress to which the whole country had been reduced

by the attachment of the Dooar and the prohibition to indent upon it for
,their accustomed supplies. These messengers conveyed letters from the
Tongso Pilo and hther of the Dhurma Raja, of which, as they furnish
some insight into the national character of the B~oteahs,it may be useful to
annex the translations forwarded to Government by the Governor General's
Agent..
58. The extremely moderate tone of both these letters was calculated
to allay the resentment which the repeated mressiona of the Booteah Officers
had produced; and although the most satisfactory proof had been obtained,
that the Tongso Pilo had not only shared in the profits of the plunder of our
Territory, but had in a degree assisted in organizing the bands of robbers by
whom it was effected, it still appeared desirable to avoid, if possible, reducing
those innocent of the offences to such extreme distress as would be entailed
upon them by the continued retention of the Dooar; and the Governor
General's Agent returned to them in the first instance the granaries which our
Troops had seized, but refused to give up the Dooar until the Zinkaffs had
consented to sign an agreement for its future more eatisfactory management,
and for the immediate surrender of all offenders against the British Government who might take refuge in this or any other of the Dooars.
59. The Zinkaffs declared that they had no power to do more than
receive the Dooar, which it appears they fully expected would have been
surrendered unconditionally. In this dilemma, their only resource was to
return to the father of the Dhurma Raja at Dewangari for orders, with which
they came back, a few days after, to Gowhatty. They had received from him
blank forms, impressed with his seal, which were subsequently filled up, and an
agreement entered into well calculated, if honestly fulfilled, to realise the
objects for which it had been framed.?
60. This document, it may be necessary to observe, was never subsequently ratified by the red seal of the Deb Raja, which was indispensably
necessary to give i t the requisite character of validity; and the deputing
persons of 80 low a grade as Zinkaffs, who are mere messengers, to negotiate
with an Officer holding the distinguished and responsible rank of Agent to
the Governor General of India, ia a custom equally at varitrnce with the
respect due to that Oflicer and to the Government whose representative he is.
The Tongso Pilo ia the Officer whose rank in Bootan correrrponde most nearly
with that of the Agent to the Governor General; and on any subsequent
occasion, it would be desirable to insist upon the deputation, under the seal of
the Deb Raja, either of that Officer, or of the Soubah (called in Bookah
Zimpen) in whose jurisdiction the circumstances may have occurred that
rendered negotiation necessary.
p
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61. On the execution of this agreement the Dooar mas again restored to
the Bootun Authorities, and our Frontier appeared likely to enjoy a temporary
respite from the harassing incursions 'to which it had been exposed for so
many years. I t was however quite evident that unless some definite engagements ctould be entered into directly with the Bootan Government, the prcsent
calm was liable to interruption ; for experience had shown that i t was in the
power of the Frontier officer^, not only to intercept any communications which
might be addressed to tlie Deb Raja complaining of their conduct, but so to
misrepresent the circumstances that had a c t u ~ l l yoccurred as to make that
appear an aggression against their Government which was really an injury to
ours.
0.2. The extreme inconvenience and political danger arising from such a
state of aficirs were clmrly forescen by hIr. T. C. Robertson, the then Agent to
the Governor General, when these disturbances first arose ; and they are
po~verfullystated in a letter addresued to Government of the 6th December
1833, in the following terms :-" I t remains to my a few words on the manner
in which a rupture with Bootan might affect the immediate interests of the
Government. The first evil to be thence apprehended is the mspension of all
the measures now in progress for the improvement of the internal administration
of' Assi~n~,
and prol~ably the loss of a year's revcnue from that portion of
country lying North of the Berhampooter. The Assamese dread the Booteahe;
and tlie first symptom of hostile inroad from the hills would throw
the l~opulation ot' the plains into conaternntion, and put i t for a season
totlight.
There would also be an indirect loss sustained by the cessation of that
commercial intercourse whence there is every re'ason to hope that great benefits
may soon accrue to A w m . The Booteahs not only require the produce of the
plains fbr their support, but wem disposed to become the cnstomers of the
Awimese for various commodities which the latter can either supply by their
own industry or procure from Eengal, to be exchanged, among other articles,
for gold, of wl~icli~netalthere fieenls reason to suspect that the regions to the
Nortll 01' Rootnn yield no inconsitlerable quantity.
Years f; disturbance and foreign invasion have interrupted the intercourse between the nlountains and the p l a i ~ ~ sbut
, it has never been entirely
t~rokenoff, and will now, I trust, if not checked by any polirjcal mimnderstanding, annually increase. But the Inconveniences, Loth direct and indirect,
to which I have ttlluded, are insignificant in comparison with the expenee and
embarrassment to be apprehended from warlike operations, which, if defensive,
must be confined tr, an unhealthy region at tlre foot of the hills, or if active
and offensive, be pursued nt the imminent hazard of a war with China, and
witl~or~t
tlie slightest prospcct of any compensiitory result.
Sl~ould,however, the rulers of Hootan, abandoning the moderation
whiclt h:ls hitherto markcd their demeanour towards us, render hostilities
inevitaI-I~-,it will thel~, I conceive, Le necewry to sequester their posseYaiws
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in the plains, to employ the irregular corps in Assam in guarding the gorges of
the passes leading frotn the hills, and to station during the cold season, perhaps
during the yew, one or two regular Rattalions at Durrung, and t o increase the
strength of the European Detachment in the Cossyah Hills. I entertain,
however, the greatest hope that there will be noneces~ityfor a n y measure of
coercion in order t o hring the existing differences to a satishctory conclusion ;
and I take this opportunity of suggesting whether, in the event of their manifesting a disposition to continue on friendly terms, notwithstanding the change
effected in their position, and perhaps in their feelings towards the Hritish
Government, by the circumstance of Assam having fallen under the dominion
of that power, i t may not be advisable to depute an Envoy to the Court of
the Dhurma Raja, to settle the terms of commercial intercourse between the
States, and if' possible, effect such an adjustment of the tribute payable fur t l ~ e
Dooars as may diminiah the chances of misunderstanding arising from this
~ource.''
Tlleae were the views entertained in 1833; and the events which have
been already related tended strongly to enforce the expediency of adopting t11:~t
portion of them which recommended the deputation of an Envoy to t411eCourt
of the Deb and Dhurma Rajas of Bootan : for although the more immediate
o b j e t of such a mission might not be attainable, it was hardly pomible, if
conducted with ordinary intelligence and zeal, that it should fail to throw some
additional light, not only on the nature and form of a Government with \vhich our
rehtions were beconling daily more precarious, but on ita resources ;rntl external
relations, on the physical geography of the country, and on tliuse other
branches of i b natm;rl history and productions which, in the tinies of Captain
Turner and Alr. Bogle, seldom received the attention to which they were
entitled.
64. The state of a f f i r s arising out of our connection with the Dooars in
Aesam might appear to have been a necessary consequence of the complicated
nature of the tenures by which they were held by the Bootan Government,
involving divided juriscliction, payment of tribute in kind and money, and
unsettled boundaries ; but it will be seen, that even on that pert of our
Frontier wluere the Uooteahs had undisputed away over the Dooars, their
mismanagement Wil8 productive of effects scarcely less likely to lead to serious
misunderstanding with the British Government, and led to more than one
attempt, on the part of the unhappy proprietors of the villages in the plains,
t o transfer their allegiance from their Bootea11 masters to others, of whose
justice they had learnt to form a higher estimate. Such offers nre well worthy
consideration, for they afford im unanswerable reply to those who have been
accustomed to institute a c o ~ l ~ p ~ r i s obetween
n
Britisl~ and Native rule,
injurious to the ibrnlcr ; and it will be seen in the following accnunt of our
connection with, and subsequent surrender of, these Dooars to the Roobn
aovernment, that we subjected them, by doing so, to a control :rgainst which
they have been since constantly rcl~elling,and which 11:in led to tllc: al~nosttotal
desertion of rnnny large triucts of' land by tllcir opprcwxl inhal~itnnb.
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Section 111.
1. The Dooars now alluded to are the eleven extending along the
Northern Frontier of Bengal, and are included between
Of the
the Teesta River on the West and Monasa on the
on the Bengal Frontier.
East ; counting from West to East, the following Li
their order of mccession :
1. Darlingcote Dooar.
2. Zumurcote Dooar.
3. Chamoorchee Dooar.
4. Luckee Dooar.
5. Buxa Dooar.
6. Bhulka Dooar
7. Bara Dooar.
8. Goomar Dooar.
9. Reepoo Dooar.
10. Cherrung or Sidlee Dooer.
11. Bagh or Bijnee Dooar.
2. Some of these Dooars touch immediately on the Territories of the
Honorable Company, and others are separated from it by the intervening
protected or tributary States of Cooch Behnr, Sidlee, and Bijnee.
3. Of the six Dooars extending from Darlingcote -East to Bnxa very
little information is procurable beyond the fact that the lands in the plains,
which touch upon the confines of Bengal and Bootan, beionged originally to
the former, but had been wrested from it during the decline of the Mahomedan
power in these Provinces. Subsequently to that period, several of the most
important of these Pergunnahs, or Districts, were regained by the Rajas of Cooch
Behar and the more powerful Zemindars of the Frontier : and the limits of
their respective Territories become most uncertain and confused ; the general
line of boundary on the West, which separates the Boohn from the British
Territory, is marked by the Teesta River as far South as the village of Gopaulgunge: at this point i t crosses to the Eastern bank of the river, and the
Territories become intermixed in a most confused and irregular manner,
a state of affairs which i t is almost impossible to obviate, from the great
extent of the jungle and forest lands, and the unsettled habita of the population, who are constantly changing their places of abode in the hope of
evading the payment of revenue, or escaping the punishment due to their
aggressions.
4. In the few records to which reference can now be made, it appears
that in 1784. the District of Pallacottah, situated in the very heart of the
extensive zemindary of Bykantpore, on the Weetern bank of the T e s t a
River, was made over to the Sooteahs by Captain Turner, under orders
from the Government ; and that a sum of Rupeea 10,833 was remitted
for that and another place called Chura Bunder, which had been similarly
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ceded in 1779. In a letter from Government dated the 11th of July
1787, to the Collector of Rungpore, the possession of another District
called ~elpaish is secured to the Booteahs, in conformity, it is mid, with
a ceasion made in 1780. Dr. Buchanan, in the Annals of Oriental Literature, ' speaking of all this tract of country, represents i t in lBU9 '& 88 in a very wretched I
state, presenting only a few miserable huts
- thinly scattered amongst immense\
thickets of reeds, or a few eal forests. The hereditary Chiefs of the Cooch,
to whom it belonged, having o h n attempted resistance, the barbarous
invasions of the Booteahs have frequently taken place. T h i ~ ,indeed, had
spread desolation over all the Northern Frontier of the two Eastern divisions
of the Rungpore Districts; but of late the Booteahe have not ventured
to make any attack upon them, and that part of the country is beginning to
improve."*
5. Allusion has been already made, in a former part of this Report, to the
aegreasions of the Booteahe in the Cooch Behar Territory in 1772 ; and as the
Treaty which was then concluded between the Raja of the latter State and
the Britiah Government placed him in a state of absolute dependence upon it,
of which the Booteahs were fully aware, it does not appear that any complaint
of d c i e n t importance to render the interposition of Government necessary
was made by the Cooch Behnr Raja until the year 1810, when he received the
promise of military aid to secure to him the possession of certain lands which
had been unjustly claimed by the Deb Raja of Bootan ;t and in the following
year, a Captain's party appears to have occupied the country with this object.
In 1812, the Deb Raja addressed a letter to Government reapectinq one of
these Dooars called Chamoorchee, which he accused the Cooch Behar Raja of
appropriating, in defiance of a decree previously given against him; these
alternate references do not appear to have led to any decisive steps being taken
for the adjustment of the many conflicting claims until 1817, when in consequence of his representations, the Cooch Behar Raja was directed by Mr. D.
Scott, the Commissioner, to point out the places of which he had been
diepossessed by the Booteahs; this, however, he neglected to do, and it was not
until the year 1834 that an Officer, Ensign Brodie, was specially deputed to
aettle and adjust them.
6. This duty he performed to the entire satisfaction of Government ; and
a boundary, extending from the Western Frontier of Bijnee to the NorthEaatern corner of Cooch Behar, embracing the whole line between the Sunkosa
and Guddadhur Rivers, was then established, which there is every reason to
hope will be respected by both parties. The Bootan Dooar Frontiers adjusted
by this eettlement of boundary were thoee of Bhulka, Goomah and Reepoo,
which touch upon the Zemindaries of Ooolah, Rangamatty, and Purbut Jooar,
subject to the Britleh Government, and which had been a fruitful Bource of
litigation and complaint for many years. Orders were p w e d that meaauree
should be immediately taken to render the boundary marks permanent by the
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erection of pillars of niasonry along the recently established line; and
Ensign Brodie, in Octaber 1831, was reported to have left Sylhet for
Gowalparal~,in progress to the Frontier, for the purpose of carrying this important
ohject into effect ; but circumntances occurred to prevent its being done ; and
a measure upon which the preservation of tranquillity in this portion of the
Bootan possessions materially depends still remains to be accompliehed. Of
the conduct of the Booteah Officers who accompanied him on this duty Ensign
Brodie speaks in the highest terms ; and tlie only &ception to the general
tranquillity wliicll then prevailed on that part of the Frontier arose from the
aggressions of some hands of robbers who committed depredations attended
with murder in the Beliar Territory, to wliicli there was every reason to believe
they were instigated hy the Uoot;in Katma, or local Officer resident in the plaina
7. The inquirice to wllicli the nature of these investigations gave rise led
to the discovery of a singular custom among the inhabitants of these Dooars,
which appears to have prevailed from a very remote period. L L I n the neighbourhood of Uhulka," eajs Jlr. Ijrodie, " some of the inhabitants of Songamma
, and other surrounding villages are in the habit of giving written agreements
to pay what is called Gaongeeree, to the Katma of Bhullca, who is the D e b
Raja's Khas Tehseeldar, in consideration of which they obtain the right to
trade to all the different Dooars of Bootan. There are other kinds of
Gaongeeree, but this is the principal one, and when it is not paid regularly, the
Katma has usually taken tlie l a into his own hands, and aeized the goods of
the Hjota in default, aud occrrsionally tlieir persons. I t is, he says, but jut
to add tllat this system of Gnongeereo is of very ancient date; and that there
in no reason Lo believe that any oppression in exercised by-tTie Katma towards
any Ryota of Bel~ar,excepting such aa ara also Bootan Ciaongeeree R y o t a
I have made the most minute inquiries," he adds, on this point, and I find
that the Ryots in general have no dread whatever of the Bootmhs."
8 . A very clear account is given by Dr. Buchanan, i n the Annals of
Orieutal Literature, of the Bootan Officers who 2nd charge of these Dooars on the
Elengal Frontier ; and as his descriptions apply to the existing state of affairs, they
may be safely adopted on the present occasion, with some trifling modifications.*
9. The first or most Western BooLan Officer in cliarge of the Dooars i n
the plains is the Soubali of Darlingcote, tlie fortress carried by assault b y
Captain Jones in 1772. Tlie next Officer holding the same rauk is the Soubah
of Luckeepoor or Luckee Dooar, and then tile Soubah of Buxa Dooar : no other
Officers hold this rank West of the Guddadhur, and they are both under the
Para Pilo ; but an inikrior cl:lss of Officer, called Katma, generally resident in
the plains, exercises the i~nmediilte control in the ma~lagernentof the Dooara,
and is appointed in the great majority of instances directly by the sunnud of
the Deb lhja : this appellation of Katma extends only to those Officers who
occupy the country West of the Guddadhur, and is exchanged for Luehkur,
Wuzeer, or Nundul further East.
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10. East from the Ouddadhur River, which flows from the Western capital
of Bootan called Tassisudon, and in the hills is known as the Tchinchoo River,
is the Soubah of Bara Dooar. Ilis authority extends over the Bhulka and
Qoomnh Dooars, which both :ire on the Eastern side of the Guddadhur; and
the lesser Qoomah, an insignificant tract on the IVestrm bank of the Guddadhur,
surrounded by the Territory of Hehar and the possessions of the British
Government.
11. The next Soubah is the Q o v e r n o ~of Rceloo Dooar, whose jurisdiction
is confined, in the plains, to a misernble ~ i s t r i c L l l e dHajrnana, which occupies
the Western bank of the Sunkoss Iiiver: i t appears to be under the immediate
managemegt af descendants of the ancientCooch tribe, to whom tliere can he
l & & e ~ t l ewhole subalpino tract originally I)clo~lged.
12. The Soubnh of Cherrung, whose jurisdiction is very extensive, and
who commands a pass generally adnlitted to be the best of all those which
lead from the plains of Bengal to the mountainous region of Bootan, is the next
in mccessicn; and his authority extends over all the tract of country lying
between the Sunkoss and Western bank of the blonass Iiiver. The residence of
the Soubah is a t Cherrung in the mountains, midway between the celebrated
castle of Wandipoor, and a place called Cutchabarry, to which the Souball
occasionally descends in the cold season. Cherrung stands at the head of the
pass, on the heights above the left b;mk of the Sunkoss River, and is four
marches distant Srorn Cutchabarry ; two roads diverge from the latter village,
the Easternmost of which unites with the route from Tongso by the Bagh
Dooar, a t the South-West corner of Bijnee ; nnd the Western road leads to
Botagong nnd Raogamatty, a celebrated town which is said to have formerly
contained about fifteen thousand houses.
13. The Chiefs of Sidlee and Bijnee who, as lias been before observed,
are in a degree tributary both to the British and Rootan Governments, are
amenable to the authority of the Cherrung Soubali, in their relations with Bootan.
T h e territory of the Raja of Sidlee extends to the District of Memattee, which
separates it from the fbot of the Bootan hills on the North, to the District of
Neej Bijnee on the South, and is boui~dedby the Sunkoss River on the West,
and the Ayee on the East. The tribute paid annually to the Bootan Government
by the Rajas of Sidlee is five hundred Rupees, some oil, dried fish, and
coarse cotton cloths; but thin amount is merely nominal, and far greater exactions
a r e made a t the pleasure of the Soubah of Cherrung, the agent of the very
influential Officer called Wandipoor Zimpen, or Governor of Wandipoor, who
e x e r c k supreme control over the whole Dooar. The possessor of the rank of
liaja of Sidlee in 1809 was, according to Dr. Buchanan, the tenth or eleventh
person of the same family who had held these lands, which they are
conjectured to have received a s an appanage in virtue of their descent from
Veswa Singlia, the Cooch Prince. T h e frequent disputes which arose with the
Booteahs regarding tribute gave rise to the most disastrous incursions, in one
of which, the Raja and a brother being snrprised, were both put to death.
Hie son, Udja Narnin, lived generally a t Nelaparra, clcse to the Company's
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village of Dhontolla (the Dangtolla of Rennell) and eeldom paid tribute, which
occasioned several incursions by the Booteahs ; but he aIways contrived to
make his escape into the Company's Territory, where he remained until the
Booteahs returned to the hills. His son Sorjya Narain, who in 1809 was only
a lad, consented to pay the tribute quietly, and ventured in consequence to
live a t Soginagong on the Kanihhur River, which falls into the Champamuttee,
and is but a short distance from the British Frontier. Dr. Buchanan, from
whom in the absence of more recent illformation this account of Sidlee ie
almost entirely drawn, eays that in the year abovementioned that part of the
country bordering on the Territories of the British Government was in tolerable
condition, srr the people, unless surprised, could always escape ; but that
nearer the Soubah, every part waswaste,-facts affording lamentable proof of
a misrule which has continued unmitigated to the present time ; and which i n
April 1837 led to the capture of the Fort of Sidlee by the followers of D h u r
N a r ~ i n a, competitor for the Raj, who had been conveyed into the hills, and
kept in confinement a t Cherrung. T h e Soubah of this place reported t h e
circumstances of the attack to Government, and complaingd that it had been
1n.adc by our subjectq that many persons hnd bsen murdered, and property to a
considerable amount plundered. Order3 were issued for the apprehensi~nof all
those concerned who might attempt to conceal themselves in the British Territory ; but as the case appeared to have entirely arisen from quarrels in which
we had no immediate concern, the Government declined affording any assistance
to the Souball in his attempts to regain possession of the Fort.
14. The hill tract between the mountains and level country, under t h e
authority of the Cherrung Souhah, is also said to be divided into two Districts ;
that lying to the North of Sidlee is called Nunmnttee, and formerly belonged to
a Chief called Chamuka. The other tract, North of Bijnee, comprehended t h e
two Districts of Nicheema and Hatee Kura, and were in the posseasion of a
Chief named Mamuduna. These_hilly Districts are cultivated b y theh-F, and
produce much cotton ; the whole of this tract of country, however, lying
between the Suradingal Iliver on the West, and Monasa on the East, is etill most
imperfectly known, and the jealous vigilance of the Bootan Officers prohibits all
acceaa to it b y any but the few traders from the sdjacent Frontier villagea
within our Territory, by whom a trifling barter is carried on with its miserable
inhabitants : the climate is rendered m destructive by the dense forests and
rank vegetation, with which it is covered, nearly throughout its entire extant,
that no foreigner can remain i n it for any length of time with impunity, and
the Booteaha are themselves m sensible of its injurious effects, that they
carefully avoid entering it, except during the most favorable months of the cold
season of the year, and even then with serious apprehension.
15. From this account of the Bootan Dooars which touch on the Northern
Frontier of Bengal, i t will have been seen, that from the ill-defined boundaries,
the wild and jungly nature of the greater portion of them, and the inability
of the Bootan Government to check the exceases of their Officere, the probability
of misunderstanding was quite as great with reference to them aa in those

bordering on Amam. While the unprovoked attnclts wlliclr have been
mentioned in the preceding scction of this Report rendered the utmost vigi1:rnce
of our officer^ necessary, and the adoption of the scverest measures inrlispenicd)le
to the protection of our subjects: the oppressions of the Bootan Frontier Oificers
had driven the inhabitants of the Dooars in Bengal, which were exclusively
under their authority, to open rebellion; and in the month of March 1836,
Major Lloyd, on m c e r who had been deputed to that part of the Frontier to
settle some existing disputm, forwarded a petition to the British Government
from the Katmas of the Dooars, entreating to be taken under its protection,
and representing their situation
most deplorable. The request could not,
of course, be complied with; and the Soubah of Darlingcote, in the follow in^
month of April, wrote to the Magistrate of Rungpore complaining that
#ggression had been committed against his subjects of Keemnteedur (or
Kyrmtee) by a K:rtma called Hurgovind, whom he affirmed \ v s assisted in these
acts by Irregulars raised in the Company's Territories, to which they fled for
protection whenever pressed by the Booteah troops. Tlle hYqistr:~to of
Rungpore was directed to ascertain theycorrectne~of this statement, and to b k e
dectual measures to prevent the assistance complained of being afforclecl,
either in troops or military stores. This application from the Souhah of
Darlingcote was followed by a letter to the same effect, avowedly from the Ilhurma
Elaja of Bootan, but which was strongly suspected at the time to be a forgery,
and I had afterwards, during n1y negotiations with the Officers of the net),
reason to think that it uVss the unauthorized production of a I?engaleelvriter,
still in their service, who had a strong personal interest in causirlg the apl,rehension of Hurgovind Katnla, and in his oficid capacity has charge of the
official seal of the Deb.
16. The person for wl~oseapprehension thew applicntions were made
was the nephew of one Hurry Dosa, who for many yeirrs filled the office of
Mohurir under the Deb Rajas of Bootan, and whose fanlily appears to have
held the Estate of Moinagooree in the plains under the Bootnn Government.
Like every feudal of this barbarous State, he had been subjected to the most
nnqu:ilified oppression and injustice ; his dwelling had been repeatedly entcrc(1
by the Zinkds, who under pretence of collecting tribute annu:~llyenter tho
Uoollrs from the Hills, and practise every species of extortion; his property,
arms, and cattle were carried off, and his family and l~imsclfsul?jectcd to
repeated indignities, To all this he for a long time mbmitted, under an apprchenaion, apparently, of the consequences of resistance; but roused at Iength,
he put to death some of the Zinki~ffs, and those follourers who had hecn most
active in their oppressions, and not only tl~rewoff his rtllegiance to the Boohn
Government, but seized upon m n ~ cadjoining Talooks which they were unahle
to protect. EIe engaged the services of some Ilindoostanee and Goorkha
Sepoys, nnd of the tribes inhabiting the borders of the forests; with their sssistnnce, und arms obtained in various quarters, Ile up to a w r y recent peril (1
successfully resisted every attempt made hy the Bootan Oo~c.rn~ncnt
to rc1111ce
him n sin to 8ubjection, and offered to IGLY tO the Britiull aovcrnme~lta tril,ute
L'

of filly thousand Rupees per annum if its protection were but extended
to him. I t was not deemed expedient to comply with this petition, and b y a
letter just received from Mr. N. Smith, the Collector of Rungpore, I learn
that the Bootan Government have come to terms with him, but upon what
conditions he has again been induced to tender his submission to such masters
has not been ascertained. The Districts occupied by Hurgovind, and their
extent, are thus stated b y Mr. Smith,-.Bhothaut,
MoinRooree, Chengmaree,
Gopaulgunge, k c . , in length above thirty coss, and from six to twelve in breadth.
IIe pays a tribute to the Deb Raja of about eight thousnnd five hundred
Narrainee Rupees per annum exclusive of presents and expenses of religious
ceremonies; but it is extremely improbable that the present peace will be
of long continuance, and as long as Hurgovind Katma has the means of
procuring the assistance of mercenaries, such as those which so very recently
enabled h i n ~to set the whole power of Bootan a t defiance, any attempt. to renew
the oppression which drove him to rebellion will be certainly followed by a
renewal of hostilities

Part '11.-Section I.
1. The extreme jeopardy in which the relations of the Britiah and Bootan
Captain Pembem9r Governments were likely to be placed, by such acts as
Misrion, 1838.
have been mentioned as occurring in the Bengal and
A a m Dooars, has been already alluded to; i t has been also shown that t h e

Frontier Officers of Bootan had repeatedly withheld the commnnications addressed
by our Authorities to the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, complaining of their conduct,
and it was equally certain that they would misrepresent the several occurrences
that had tzzken place, and describe as acts of unprovoked hostility those
measures which their own misconduct had rendered indispensable for the protection of the lives and properties of British subjects.
2. The accounts given by Captain Turner of the countries of Bootan and
Tliit~et,even admitting their accuracy at the period at which he wrote, might
afford but very imperfect data on which to form a sound judgment of their
existing condition; and the more critical the state of our relations with them,
the more necessary did it become to understand clearly, not only their own
resources and internal Government, but the precise nature of the ties by which
they were bound to each other, and to China. Urged by these considerations,
Mr. T.C. Robertson suggested, in the letter nlready adverted to, the expediency
of deputing an Envoy to the Court of the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, to wttle
terlns of commercial intercourse between the S t a k y and, if possible, effect such
an adjustment of the tribute payable for tho Dooars as might diminish the
chances of n~isunderstaudingarising from that source.
3. When the agb~ewionsup011 the inhabitants of the British Territory
froni I3a11ska L)wrr, in 1836, had been repelled, and punished by the diecornfiture of t l ~ cBooknil troops and the attachme~lt of the Dooar, the perid
al.yaired tc, Ilave irrrivcd tvllen tlie Mission which had been recomlllended
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waa particularly required, and nliglit prove most uscful. AU the prclinlinary
inforrution that could be obtained was sought for ; and Captain Jenkins, the
Governor General's Agent, devoted a very considerable portion of time to tlie
investigation ; the only materials, however, available were the notices contained
in Capfain Turner's work, the inadequacy of which has been already noticed,
and the little additional information gained finom the Zinkaffs, who occasionally
visited the plains OR business connected with the Dooars, and whose want of
observation, or assumed ignorance, rendered their co~nmunications of but
little value.
4. The intention of deputing an Envoy was communicated by the Rritish
Government to the Deb and b h u r m a ltajas of Bootan, whose. replies evinced
an evident anxiety to divert the Goverument from its intention, if possible:
throe letters were contained in the same envelope from the Deb, which were
dated on the 6th of April 1837: the first requested that the intention of
deputing a n Envoy to liis Court might be postponed until an Embassy on his
part should have reached Calcutta, or until any disturbances or disputes
arose in Bootan, when the Deb mid he should 11:rve no ohjcction to the
proposed deputation. This was followed by an acknowledgment of certain
presents which the Government had sent to the father of the Dhurma Raja,
a t the request of the Governor General's A g ~ n t ,and which, the Deb says, had
been presented to the Dhurma, who was much gratified by them. A second
slip of paper contained an account of the disturbances with Hurgovind Katma,
to which allusion has been already made, and the assistance of Governme~lt
in men and ammunition was requested to insure his apprehension ; and a
third note requested that an order might be passed to render the money of
Rootan current in the Company's Territories, or in the event of that not being
complied with, the Government was requested to furnish him with dies similar
to those which were used in our coinage. A letter from the Dhurms Raja, of
the same date, accompanies that from the Deh, in which tlie Dhurma is made
to acknowledge the receipt of the presents, anci to state that his intention of
deputing an Envoy from their Court had been postponed, but that he should
be happy to receive one whenever the Governor General of India might deem
i t expedient to accredit such an Officer to him.
5. These letters are deserving particular remark, as they furnish a very
miking proof of the slight degree of dependence to be placed upon any
communication from such a source. The Deb acknowledges oficially, to the
Governor General of India, the receipt of certain articles, which he affirms
have been presented, as intended, to the Dhurma Raja; and a letter avowedly
from the latter confirms the statement. I subsequently, hen-ever, ascertained,
duril;g my residence in Bootan, that the whole of thew presents had heen
intercepted by the Deb, and that neither the Uliur~na Raja nor his father
had ever been able to obtain one of the many articles which the liberality of
Government had forwarded expressly for them.
6. On the 17th of April 1837 the Zinkaffs na~ned Cherrung Soubah
and Sun Poyjoo, who had conveyed these letters from thc Deb and Dhurma
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Rajas, left the Presidency with replies from the Governor General of India
announcing tlie intended deputation of an Envoy after the rainy smson-8
determination to which tlie Government was induced to adhere, from the still
very unsettled state of the Frontier, non-payment of tribute, and the importance of encleavouring to renew our acquaintance and commercial relations with
countries from which we had been so.long excluded.
7. The final arrangements for the Mission having b(kn concluded by the
end of the rains, the conduct of it was entrusted to Captain Pemberton, with
Ensign Blake, of the 5(itll N. I., as an Assintant, and to command the Ewort,
and Dr. Griffith, of the Rfadraa Establishment, as Botaniet and in Medical
charge; the Escort was to consist of fifty men from the Asaam Sebundy Corpa,
which being almost entirely composed of a claae of men who inhabit the
i~lt'eriorlieighta bordering on the Valley of Assam, and the plains which skirt
their base, were supposed to be peculiarly well qualified for the duty. The
denland for troops, however, occasioned by the great number of detachments
which are rcquired for the duties of the Province, rendered i t impracticable
to sul~plyan Escort of the required strength without extreme inconvenience,
and I took but half the number, viz. one Soubadar, one Havildar and twentyfive Sepoys.
8. One of the first considerations which naturally presented itself, aRer
the Mission had been appointed, was the route by which i t should attempt to
enter Bootan. Experience derived from the Missions of Mr. Bogle and
Cal'tain Turner furnished ground for the belief that, if the decision were left
to the I'ootan Government, we should be compelled to follow that by which
both those Officers liad entered and returned from the country, and which ia
well known as the Buxa Dooar.
This pase, as will be seen on reference to the map, is situated a t the
Western corner of Bootan, and N n s so directly North and South aa to afford
but comparatively little opportunity of acquiring anything like a general or
satisfactory knowledge of the extent, resources, or physical structure of the
country. To this circumstance may be principally attributed the total absence
of information in the writings of Mr. Rogle and Captain Turner upon these
important subjects, and the fact that their observations are principally confined
to the illustration of-the manners and habits of the people.
9. I t was in the h o p of filling these blanks that I determined to enter
Bootan by a pass as far h a t as was practicable ; and aa the Dooar of
Banska was one which had been eo recently the eubject of correspondence
between the two Governments, there appeared leas probability of exciting
muspicion by advancing through it, rather than by those of galling or BooreeGoomah, which though still further East had not eo lately attracted the attention of' the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, or been the subject of dkusaion between
the two Governments. The march from this point on the capital could not
fail, from the relative positions of the two placeg to traverse the country
dugonally, if the Mieaion were permitted to proceed by the most direct route;
and any deviation from it, either to the North or South, though it must add
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the one case to our difficulties, by musing us to cross the mountains at p i n t s
of greater elevation, or in the other, increasc the risk of unhealthiness, by
traversing the inferior and more densely wooded tracts on the South ; yet in
either case, the paramount object of seeing a greater extent of country would
be accomplished, and an opportunity be afforded of endeavouring, hy familiar
and personal intercourse with the greatest possible number of Offlcers of the
country through whose districts we should pass, to create a feeling fvorable
to ita continuance and extension.
10. With thene views the Mission proceeded direct From Calcutta,
by water, to Gowhatty in Assam, intimation having been previously given
of the intention to ascend the Hills from the Banska Dooar. We were
detained a t Gowhatty from the 8th to 21st of December, waiting for some
communication from the Deb Raja of Bootan, to whom intimation had been
given of the pass hy which the Mission would enter the Hills, but no letter
n a s received until this considerable delay had been incurred, and even then,
came unaccompanied by the Zinkaffs or messengers who, it was said, had been
especially deputed to escort us on our journey through the country. The
delay had already been so great, and the season was so far advanced, that I
determined to proceed immediately to the Frontier from Gowhatty ; and crossing
the Berhampoter River at a spot called Ameengzng, about three miles below
Gowhatty, we commenced our march through that division of Assam called
Kamroop, which during the declining periods of the Assam dynartty, and subsequently under the heavy yoke of Burmese oppressions, had relapsed into
a state of nature; its fields were neglected, and ita cultivators had fled to the
most inaccessible recesses of the adjacent fore- and mountains to emape the
wanton barbarity of their fearful masters; and a tract of country which in
natural beauty and fertility is exceeded by no portion of the most favoured
ports of Bengal presented the melancholy spcctocle of almost entire desertion
and waste.
11. The change now perceptible was most marked and delightful; from
the Northern bank of the Berhampooter to the Frontier line which separated the
British from the Bootan Territory, our march lay almost entirely tlirough fields
of the most luxuriant rice cultivation, and amongst villages which bore every
appearance of being the dwellings of a happy and prospering people. All the
fruit trees common to Bengal were found growing in profusion around the
houses of the inhabitants ; the herds of cattle were numeroua and in the h e s t
condition, and every thing bespoke happiness and content. This general
character of the country continued with little intefiuption as far as Dumduma, a
village on the South bank of the Nno Nuddee, which here forms the boundary
between the Britiah and Bootan poeaeseions ; but immediately aAer crossing it,
a very marked change became apparent: extensively cultivated fields were no
longer perceptible, and nearly the whole plain over which we travelled, From
the nullah to the foot of the inferior heighte of the Bootan mountains, waa
covered with dense reed and p;rsas jungle: the few vlllages passed were
compnntivcly small and irnpovcrished, at tllose which had been originally large
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and better inhabited, had not recovered from the effects of the hostile inv9ion
by our troops under Captain Bogle in 1836.
12. ARcr many considerable delays at Dumdums, pending the receipt of
replies to letters which had been f~rwardedto thc Dewangari Hnjn, the Mission
pmsecuted its journey to Dewangari, the residence of the Soubah of that name,
whrch is situated on the Southern range of mountains immediately overlooking
the Valley of Assam. Here very considerable delay was again experienced ;
many attempts were made to induce me to retqrn t o the plains; and
retracing my steps to the foot of the Buxa Dooar Paas, to travel hy that route
to Tassieudon or Poonnkh, the two capitals of Bootan. This design,
however, I was enabled to resist successfully; and after a detention a t
Dewangari extending from the 3rd to the 23rd of January, in which time a
rebellion, headed by the Daka Pillo, broke out against the Deb, to whom I had
b&n deputed, we were permitted to proceed.
13. I t had been previously arranged that we should travel from Dewangari
to Pwnakh, the winter residence of the Court, hy the direct route which *
passea through the district of the Jongar Soubah ; but as this Officer was the
brother and most influential adviser of the Daka Pillo, and had, it was said,
withdrawn every available man from the villages in his jurisdiction to
strengthen the forces of his brother, it was deemed rrdvisable by the Zinkaffs
who had been deputed to escort us to the capital to avoid passing through the
territorie. of these disaffected chieftains, and to do so, we were compelled to
make a very extensive detour. This, at lest, was the motive avowed a t the
time for an arrangement which involved a very great loss of time ; but I have
reason to believe that another, scarcely leas powerful, influenced them in their
decision.
14. The arrival of the Mission in the hills had excited a feeling of great
apprehension and anxiety in the minds of the Hwteahs, and the real object of
the deputation was supposed to be connected with ulterior views of conquest ;
.it consequently appeared desirable to produce in us the strongest impressions of
the extremely difficult nature of the country ; and the proposal was made to
conduct us by a route the di5cultie~of'which were represented as almost
insuperable, from the lofiy and rugged nature of the mountains which muat be
traversed, the depth of sncsw which must be anticipated at such a season of the
year, and the length of time which would be expended in travelling by so
circuitous a route. I t wee, however, impossible not to foresee that the more
circuitous the route hy which we might be conveyed the more ample would be the
afforded of effecting many important objects of the Mission, and I
expressed my readiness to follow implicitly any direction, in advance, which
their superior local knowledge might 8ug~W.
16. I t will be men on reference to the map that the effect of this
concession was exactly what I had anticipated : we were led in a direction nearly
due North, through the districte of Tazgong, Tassangsee, and Lcenglong, to the
confin- of Bootan and Thibet, both on h e East and North ; from whence turning
wt to Poonakh, we crowd all the lofty spurs and subordinate rangee wllich
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*tch
h m the snowy cluster of mountains forming an irregular Frontier
between Bootan and Thibet, and which support the elevated plateau of the ltrtter
State.
16. From Poonakh I had intended, if poaible, to return to Gowalparah
by the Chenvng route, but this object was defeated by the jealous apprehenaion of the Bootan Government ; the permission originally given to do eo was
withdrawn, and the Mission was compelled to return by the pass to which the
previous ones of Mr. Bogle and Captain Turner had been restricted.
17. The distance travelled from Dewangari by this very circuitous route
to Poonakha, the then residence of the Deb and his Court, waa rather more
than two hundred and fiRy miles, and the number of marches made was twenty-:
six, giving an average of about nine miles five furlongs each march, which, j
in ao di5cult a country, with heavily laden coolies, is as much as can be
dculated upon with any certrrinty at that season of the year in which the,I
journey was effected.
18. Although the number of days actually employed in travelling from
Dewnngari to Poonakh was but twenty-six, the delays arising from the
unsettled state of the country, the want of porters for the conveyance of the
w e , and the necessity of occasional hnlts to allow the people to recover
from the effects of some unusually long and severe marches, were so great that
the period passed on the journey extended from the 23rd of Jnnunv to the 1st
of April, or sixty-eight days, being in the proportion of nearly three halts
to every march.
19. On our return from Poonakh, the capital, to Chichacottrr, the Booteah
Frontier post at the gorge of Buxa Dooar, the delays to which we had been
previously exposed were less felt, this line of country being the best inhabitcd
of any we h d visited in our journey through Bootan ; nnd the very advanced
state ol the season rendering extreme exertion necessary to enahle us to
traverse the Terai, or unhealthy tract of forest and jungle at the foot of the
mountains, before the setting in of the rains. The total travelling distance
between Poonnkh and Bangamutty, on the Northern bank of the Cerhampooter River, is 188 miles, which we effected in fifteen days, the Mission finally
arriving at G o d p a r a h in Assam on the 31st of May 1838, with the loss of but
one man of the party, which, including camp-followers of every description,
arnounted to about one hundred and twenty persons. When i t is considered
that a very great proportion of them consisted of the inhabitants of Bengal
and Assam, little accustomed to the severe labour of traversing tracts of such
extreme ruggedness and altitude, and still less to the severity of ~ u c ha climate,
no better p m f could be afforded of the wonderful facility with which the
human conetitntion adapts itself to the most dissimilar conditions of atmospheric influence, and of the generally salubrious nature of tlie climate of
Bootm .
20. From this sketch of the line of country travelled by the &fission, it
will be observed, that i t extends over a flu g r a t e r portion of the country
than h d been visited by either of tho precedi~rgones, and to spota which had

never before been seen, by either European or Native, from the plains-of
Oangetic India. Our movements were so closely watched, and all intercourse
between the inhabitants of the different villages at which we halted, and the
followers of the Jbission, so rigorously prohibited by the Zinkaffs attached to the
camp, that it was with the utmost dSculty I succeeded in obtaining any information, even upon those subjects with which the persona consulted were m&
likely to be familiar; and one or two Booteahs, whose visits to my Native
Officers were supposed to be more frequent than was necessary, were bastinadoed
into a salutary diegust of the inconvenient intimacy. Two Zinkaffs were
almost always in attendance, with the avowed object of protecting M against
impertinent intrusion, but with the more political one of preventing all intercourse, save with those upon whose fidelity implicit reliance could be plnoed
21. The informationelicited is, in its original form, consequently moat
desultory ; and the only eatiefactory mode of submitting its results, will be to
condense it into a general statement, refemng for the more minute details to the
Diary of Proceedings of the M i i o n which accompanies this Report, and to
the Appendix.
22. The instructions under which I was acting had provided for the
possible permission, on the part of the Bootan Government, for the Mission to
proceed into Tllibet ; but as this was not only prohibited, but a direct and
unqualified refluxi1 given even to forward a letter to Lnssa, the desiderated
opportunity of visiting that celebrated capital of Central Asia was not afforded ;
and I shall, in the first place, confine myself entirely to the county of Eootan,
which from its existing political relations with us, and the very imperfect
knowledge hitherto possessed of it, merits a degree of attention of which it
would, but for :hem adventitious circumstances, be wholly unworthy.

Section 11.
1. The t n r d of country to which the name of Bootan is puerally
applied, but which in the ancient Hindoo writings
Oend
Of
i~
called Ma+*
exten& from -tho Southcrn
Bootan.
declivities oi the great central ridge of tho Himalaya
Mountains, to the foot of tho inferior heighta which form a talus a t their b,
and constitute the n a t d Northern boundary of the Aesam Valley. T h w
limita are comprised between the parallels of 26" 30' and 28" of North
Latitude.- In length Bootan extends from about 88' 45' to 92' 25' of East
Longitude, and is therefom about 220 geographical milcs long and 90 broad ;
which give an area of 19,800 square geographical miles for that portion
included within the mountains and subordinate ranges of hills. On the North it
is bounded by Zang and Oui, the Western and central Divisions of Thibet ; on the
South by lkng~l, (looch Behar, Sidlce, Bijnee, and Assam ; on the Wmt %y
the Teesta River, which sepnrntcs it from tho protected State of Silrhim ; and
, -
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ou the East by the Dhunseeree River, which flom between it and the hill
dietricta of the Towang Raja, a tributary of L a m
2. With the exception of the narrow strip of land at the foot of the
mountains which has been already so fully desaribed under the heads of
" D o o m or Passes, " the whole of the Bootan Territory presents a succession
of the most lofty and rugged mountaid on the surface of the globe. Their
etupendous size almost precludes the possibility of obtaining a position sufficiently commanding upon them to afford a bird's-eye-view of their general
direction, for they are eeparated only by the narrow beds of roaring torrents
which ruah over huge boulders of primitive rock with resistless violenoe, and
the paths most generally frequented are formed at an elevation varying from
two to 8even thousand feet above the level of the wa, while the mural ridges
above them frequently rise to an altitude of from twelve to twenty thousand ;
the consequence is, that the traveller appears to be shut out on every side
from the rest of the world, and it ie only when winding round some spur from
the minor rangea that he o b t a i i an occasional glimpee of the more distant
peaks and ridgea which bound the view of tho deep dell at his feet, where
some restless river is urging its way to the sea.
3. The prinaipal clusters of snow-clad peaka are comprised within a belt
extending from about 27" 30' to 28' North Latitude, and on the former
parallel are some which are covered with wow throughout the year ; the gened direction of the most lofty ridges is from North-West to South-East ; but
a far more detailed and minute examination than my opportunities permitted
would be requisite to enable me to describe them accurately ; for, viewed from
the most elevated position I attained in the course of my journey, they
appeared to trend to every point of the heavena ; an illusion occasioned by
their enormous bulk and proximity, which prevented their being viewed but
under an angle so large that the eye could embrace only a small portion of
their gigantic masses.
4. This general character of extreme ruggedness is hardly at all inter
rupted save by some geological basins between the retiring k n k a of the
ranges ; and to which, for want of a more appropriate term, the name of
Alpine valleys must be given. Of these, the most remarkable are found in the
more central parte of the country, at Boomdungtung, Jugur, Jaeesah, Poonakh,
Taasisudon, tiid according to Captain Turner, Paro and Daka Jeung. These
valleys have been apparently formed and enlarged by the fluctuating and
impetuous c o m e of the rivers which rush through them ; and the surface of
the mil, eloping gradually from the foot of the Hills on either aide to the
margin of the stream, ie rendered available for agricultud purposes by being
cut into tenmm. A general idea of the climate and vegetation of these
favourite spots may be formed from their elevation above the sea, which waa
determined by comparative observations made with two excellent barornetera,
and by an examination of the Table in the Appendix in which thev are
recorded. The first three valleys, those of Boomdungtung, Jugr~r,and Jeoesah,
are amongst the most lofty in the world ; and far exceed in elevation any un
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other portions of the Southern slope of the Himalaya 31ountaihs, whose altitudes
have been satisfactorily determined. Tasaisndon is aaaumed from obeervations
made a t Woollakha, and as the continuntion of the valley was distinctly seen
from this place, it is not likely to be far from the truth.
Valley of Roorndungtung 8,668 feet.
Jugur . . .. . . 8,149 ,,
,,
,, Jaeesah .. .... 9,410 ,,
,, Poonakh . . . 3,739 ,,
,,
Taaaieudon .. . 7,271 ,,
5. The other valleys of Para and Daka Jung we have not the means of
determining, as Captain Turner made no observations, nor has he offered any
remarks sufficiently specific to admit of an inference being legitimately drawn
from the nature of the vegetation. Mr. Saunders, the Surgeon to the Nission, however, describes the whole road from Paragong to Daka Jung as an
almost continual aacent, and says that the inhabitants f i r m it ie a l w y e
colder a t Paragong t h Tmisudon,* yet the crops on tho banks of the Patchoo were rice ; and he observed a difference between them and those he had
left a t Tassisudon only three days earlier, the lntter being more advanoed
than the former.
6. These valleps are surrounded by mountains, which vary from three
to eight and nine thousand feet above them, and all the more lofty were perpetually buried under snow during our journey through the cnuqtry, while
the less elex-ated ridges, or those which fluctuatd between six and eight
thousand feet, were occasionally sprinkled by the storms which expended their
fury principally on the more towering peaks ; but the wow below ten thousand
feet, even in the months of January and Fehnuuy, rnpidly disappeared under
the effects of a sun which a t Jugur, a t an elevation of more than eight
t h o ~ m n dfeet above the sea, sometimes proved unpleasantly warm.
7. At Poonakh, which is the leust elevated of all these Alpine valleys,
the most striking contnrsts are afforded ;the eye embraces a t a glance the products of tropical climates aud the perennial snows of Arctic winter-the
mango, jack, plantain, and other fruits of Bengal, in the garden of tlre Deb ;
a i d the hoary mass of the Gas= mountains in the North-West, towering above
them into regions of perpetual congelation.
8. The rivers of this Alpine region, as might have been anticipated
from its physical structure and varying elevation, are
Rivera.
numerous and rapid, and rush over highly inclined
bcds which, in nlnloat every instance that came under my observation, were
filled with huge huldera of primitive and secondary rocks, with a force that
rendem wll the larger ones unforrlnble a t any season of the year ; they almost
nl1 flow from the Southern face of the mural rampart which supports the
elevnted plains of T h i h t , and stn~gglingthrough the narrow defiles at the foot of
the mountains, eventually pour their tributary etrearne into the Berhampooter.
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Some few- are said to have their sources even be~oiid this great natural
barrier, and to flow from lakes within the Southeni boundary of Thibet.
This has been particularly affirmed, by the inhabitants of Tongso, of the
Mateeaam River, which flows a t the foot of the lofty mountain on which the
castle of the Pillo stands, and is slipposed to be the Champsmutty of Rennell. The inhabitants of Tongso assert that it flows from a lake called Ungo,
in the Khumpa cotintry, two months' journey distant ; and though the distance
is evidently too great, the fact of tho existence of the lake is extremely prol,trble.
9. The largest of these rivers are the hfonasa, which flows under the
walls of T a q o n g ; the Patchoo-hlatchoo, a t whose confluence starlde the
winter castle, Poonakh, of the Deb and 1)hllrma Rajas; the Tchinchoo,
which skirta the walls of Tassisudon, tho ~ l u r ~ n l residence
er
of the same functionaries; the Toorsha, which entem the plains from Luckee Dooar; the
Manchee by that of C h o o r c h e e ; and the Durluh by the celebrated Pads of
Darlingcote. These last three rivem all flow through the jurisdiction of the
Paro Pillo, which embraces the whole tract of country extending West from the
Tchinchoo of T ~ s i s u d o n to thc Teesta River, which forms the boundary
between Bootiin and Sikhim : the other Rivers traverse the jurisdiction of
the Tongso Pillo, which extends from the Emtcni Frontier of Bootun to the
rillage of Santngong.
10. The M o n w River, which a t Taeagong or Benkar is callcd the Goomaree, appears to be the moat considemble of all those which flow through
Bootan, and receives, either directly or indirectly, the contributions of every
minor stream which flows between it and Tongso. It is unfordable it1 any part
of its course between Tassgong and its confluence with the Berhampooter River ;
and is crossed a t the Western foot of the Tassgong Hill by an iron chain suspenaion bridge of ti structure almost exactly similar to those which have been so
accurately delineated by Lieutenant Davis in the work of Captain Turner ; the
only difference observable being in thc platform, which, instead of presenting a
broad surface, is so narrow as barely to afford footing to a single tra\yellcr ; a
r~ectionof it would be very accurately represented by the letter V.
11. The valley through which the River flows runs nearly due North
and South, in that part of its courvc visible from the heights around Tassgonz,
and through it runs one of the principal routes from Bootan to Lww,th?
capital of Thibet ; the breadth of the River a t Tassgong is about sixty yards,
and its waters rush with irresistible fury and a loud noise over a bed composed
of boulders and higlily inclined strata of peisa, through the lattor of which
the stream appean to have excavated a paswge for itmlf. The precise situation of the sources of this river appears to be ~~nknoum
in Boot~n,brit they are
described as heyond the Northern limits of thtit territory ; and one affluent,
the Nurgung, which skirts the route into Thibet before alluded to, appears to
fall into it not far from the village of Nunseerung, which is the first r w h e d
after c r w i n g the liue of Froutier. The leugth of the course of the Monaa~
froxu Tass,aong to Jogigoplr, the point a t which it flows into the Berhatnpooter,
may be roughly w u m e d at 121 miles, and aa the levcl of this part of the

plains is about 148 feet above the sea,and that of the bed of the Monass below
Tassgong not far from 1,900 feet, the total distance, divided by this difference
of level of 1,752 feet, will give a fall in the bed of 144 feet in a mile, whioh
at once accounts for the extreme violence of ita current, and the acce1e~t.d
velocity with which it rushes into the Berhampooter when this latter river
has fallen to its lowest level. The inhabitants of that part of the country
through which the M o w rum, in speaking of it, invariably allude first to the'
extreme violence of its stream, which they represent as quite impracticable for
even light canoes a very short distance within the lower ran- of the Hilla
12. The blatchoo is the name given to the most Western of two streame
which unito in the Valley of Poonakh, and the Eastem is called the Patohoo ;
the former flows from the snow-capped mountains of Gaeaa already mentioned,
and the latter from peaks of rather leas altitude on the North-East of the
valley; the w t l e of Poonakil stauds a t the extreme point of the fork where
the streams unite, and presents a very imposing appearance when first seen by
an advancing traveller from the h t . The river pursues an Essterly course
for about half a mile below the castle, when it sweep suddenly to the Southward, courses below the walls of the celebrated castle of Wandipoor, and
struggling between the mountains makes ita way to the plaim, where it is
know~las the Sunkoss, and falls into the Berhampooter a b u t 30 milea above
the ancient town of Rangamatty. Both hranches of the river near Poonskh
are crossed by wooden bridges, and no other exists on the South nearer than
Wandipoor : the valley through which it flows varies from about two to eight
hundred yards in breadth, and was almost entirely occupied by the houses and
fields of such O£Ecers and other p e m m aa are more immediately attached to
the Caurt. But the strugglee for supremacy which had conrulsed the country
for three or four yesrs preceding the arrival of my Mieeion, had p d u c e d their
usual disaetrous conaequenoes, and ecarcely a single village had escaped the
lamentable effects of plunder and conflagration, whioh were equally inflicted
by whatever party proved temporarily victorioua That portion of the valley
which hns been chosen as the site of the Palace is more spacioue than any
other obsemed on the line between Poonakh and Wandipoor, and below the
latter, the mountains appear to prese more daeely on the stream, leaving but a
narrow defile through which it winds ita way to the plains. Thro~whthis
defile, however, aa will be suhgquently seen, liea the best route to the
Eastern Frontier of Bengal, and the command of the caatle of Wandipoor is
in consequence regarded as one of peculiar distinction and responsibility.
The waters of the Patchoo Matchoo are celebrated throughout Bootan for
their purity and flavour, and the Nativee of every description attached to
the Mission, when they first descended to ita banks From the mountains on
the East, all bore testimony to the justice of the raport. The bed of the
river is in this part of ita couree almost entirely filled with large water-worn
pebbles and rocks, with an ocarsional admixture of bouldera of greater
magnitude ; but it has not the formidable character of the Monasa, and the
rapidit,y of its current would hrvdly be suspected ; it is however, unfordable,
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and there are eeveral large pools of considerable depth in its bed. In the
plains it is navigable by the emall boats on the Berhampooter, close to the
foot of the Hills, but beyond this point is perfectly ueeless ae a line of water
oommuniation.
13. The Tchinchoo is that river which hae been before described as
flowing paat the Western and summer residence of the Deb and Dhunna
Rajas of Bootsn, known to us as Tassisudon, but pronounced by the Booteahe
themselves Tesejung. This river flows through ita entire extent, from the
capital to the Buxa Dooar, through a limestone country by a great gap which
for about twenty milea South of Woollaikha appears to have been the consequence of a violent upheaving of the strata, by which they have been made
to dip away on either side from the river, the line of lowest level forming the
present bed of the stream. The general character of this river more nearly
resenrblea that of the Monase than the Matchoo; like the former it ruahes with
great impetuosity over a bed almost entirely filled with large boulders of
limestone, and fr-agmenta of mica and talcose alate, which are the principal
formations observable in the Valley of the Tchinchoo. From Tatsisudon to
Pauga, the valley is d c i e n t l y aide and level to afford apace for more extended
cultivation than had been seen in any other part of Bootan ; and the houses of
the different Government Officers by whom it is principally inhabited are both
more numerous, and on a scale of greater mapitude than had been observed
before. Hedges of the wild white rose separated the different fields from the
path, and from each other, and it was quite evident that whatever exists of
comfort or independence in Bootan is almost entirely confined to this capital
and its immediate neighbourhood. The river is crossed by wooden bridges
at W d l a k h a and Wongokha, and by a chain suspension one at a short distance
below the castle of Chuka ; there is but one chain remaining of the bridge
below Durbee Castle, and 8 temporary substitute appears to be occasionaUy
formed by throwing reeds across. In one or two places the river may be
forded, but the attempt is attended with considerable danger, from the slip
pery surface of the rooks in i b bed and the extreme violence of the st re an^.
After flowing in a nearly due South direction to the Northern base of the Buxa
Hill, the river turns abruptly to the Eastward, and again resuming its original
direction makes ite way to the plains ; and under the name of Gudadhur, falls
into the Berhampooter River about 12 miles below Rangamutty. The only
river of any magnitude which fulls into it throughout its entiro c o m e from
Tasaiudon to Bum is the Patchoo, which, flowing through the Eastern portion of
the Paro Pillo's jurisdiction, unites with the Tchinchoo, a short distance above
Pauga, and contributes a volume of water very little inferior to that of the other.
14. Of the remaining rivers which have been mentioned as flowing
between the Teesta and Tchinchoo, we have very little information, beyond the
b p l e fact of their existence, and of the g e n e d direction of their course,
which like that of the rivers now described is from North to South ; and their
utter inapplicability as channels of conveyance may be safely inferred from the
stupendous character of the country through which they flow.
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Of the many minor strqma which exist in the country of Bootan, i t
1
is unnecemary to attempt any particular description, as they all with but few
exceptions are afauents to those already described, are principally valuable for
purposes of irrigation and domestic use, and RS occasionally defining the limits
of the districts of the different Soubahs.
16. Before quitting the subject of rivers, it may not be inappropriate to
a
advert to the information obtained during my residence in Bootan of the
course and direction of that celebrated one the Tsanpo, which haa given rise to
so much discussion, and respecting which geographers appear to be RS much
divided as ever. I t will be remembered that Major Rennell originally exp
d an opinion that the Teanpo of Thibet was identical with the Berhampooter of Assam, and supported it by arguments which continued unquestioned
for many years. When the prosecution of more minute and detailed inquiry
had been rendered practicable by the establishment of British supremacy in
Assam, the investigation WRS entered into, with tho most persevering zeal and
ability, by many O5cers attached to the Army which had effected the conquest
of that valley, and whose scientific attainments gave a degree of certainty to
their proceedings far superior to any by which they had been 'preceded. The
result of their inquiries tended, iu a great degree, to confirm the opinion
o r i p a l l y expressed by Major Rennell, but their deductions were questioned by
Monsieur Klaproth, who had, upon the imperfect evidence of Chinese geographera, chosen to identify the Tsanpo of Thibet with the Irawaddee River of Ava
17. I n this sta* of the question, a very masterly reply was published
by Captain Wilcox, in the Asiatic Resesrches, to Monsieur Klaproth's objections,
and their futility moat satisfactorily shown. Any impartial inquirer, unbiaaeed
in his judgments by preconceived theories, will admit the force of the reasoning
by which the identity of the Tsanpo and Dihong Rivers is maintained ; and
the Memoir in which it appeared was published in 1832, and it was not until
three years late that the world was deprived of the distingliished and
lamented scholar whose theories it impugned, we may fairly infer that a wnviction of its truth was the cause of its never being answered.
18. On a question of such extreme geographical interest, I naturally
endeavoured during my residence in Bootnn to obtain all the information
possible ; and I fortunately met at Demangari and other places with persons
who were either residents of L m , or had visited Teeshoo Loomboo, and were
familiarly acquainted with the Tsanpo, which flows between them. By all of
these person8 astonishment WRS expressed that I should not be aware of the
identity of the Tsanpo and Berhampooter ; and they distinctly described i b
came
passing through the Abor Hills, and terminating in the Valley of
Amm. These statements were made by various individuals a t different
places ; they have been since strengthened by the light of a manuscript map
forwarded some yeam ago to Captain I). Herbert, of the Sweyor-General's
Department, by Mr. B. Hodgson, the acoomplishcd scholnr and Hesideut of
Nipaul, in whicI1 the same course is wigned to this river, and I consider the
eTidence so satiefactory upon lhe s~ll~jectthat rlotlking short of ocular
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demonstratiori to the contrary would now shake my conviction of the justice
of the opinion of our unrivalled geographer Major Rennell, " that the Tsanpo
and Berhampooter are one and the same river, nnder different names."
19. The great nntural glens or defiles through which the principal rivers
flow to tlie plains m w t have very early suggested
Boa&.
themsolves lu, presenting the moat practicable lines of
communication between the hills and plains ; and all those routes which hnve
obtained m y celebrity are such as have been eliminated in compliance
with this suggestion of nature herself. From the b t e r n Frontier of Bootan
a more desirable line of communication can hardly be found than that which
w e n d s by the bed of the Dews Nuddee to Dexangari-for
Tongso the
route by Bagh Dooar which follows the course of the Natcesam Nullah-for
Poonakh that known as the Cherrung Doonr, which skirts the left bank of the
Patchoo River from the plains to the very heart of Bootan, and is universally
admitted by every Booteah I have consulted to present fewer difficulties
than any other route between the hills and plains. To rewh Tassisudon,
the most direct route is that by xhich my Mission returned ; bdt the natural
difficulties are so great from the rugged r~nd precipitous character of those
portions of the route North and South of Chupcha, where the path is a narrow
ledge in the side of the mountain scarcely practicable even for ponies and
perfectly inaccessible to laden animals, that a very trifling examination is
sufficient to impress the traveller with a conviction that it is not by this route
the caravans travel which annually visit Rungpore; and this belief was
subsequently confirmed by the inquiries to which it led.
20. It appears that the merchants who convey their goods from
Thibet and Bootan to the town of Rungpore in the plains, all travel from
the Northern Frontier of the latter country through the districts subject to
the Paro Pillo ; and instead of crossing, as was generally supposed, to the
left bank of the -Tchinchoo, near the confluence of that river with the
Hatchoo, oontinue to travel along the right bank by a route which lends
to a village called Doona, between Darlingcote and Chamoorchce. I t is
described as infinitely more easy of access than the road by Buxa Doonr,
which has obtained a degree of celebrity simply from the circumstance of
ite having been the one by which the first hlissions that ever entered
Bootan a d Thibet, from the plains of Bengnl, had been induced or
constrnined to travel. From the fact of its having been selected by the
Bootan Government as the one by which our Embassies should travel, an
inference appears to have been d r a m totally at variance with that which
should have resulted from the circumstance ; for it was far more probable
that nations whose intercourse with foreign States had from the earliest
~ e r i o d sof which we hnve any certain knowledge evinced such political
suspicion and distrust would select for the advance of any deputation
the most difficult entrance to their country than that, in defiance of the
Reonell's Memoir, page 279.

dictates of habitual caution, they should order it to be conducted by the
mcet easy. To this distrust was no doubt owing the selection of the Bum
Dooar for the admission and return of the Missions of Mr. Bogle and
Captain Turner; and the persevering attempts made to force the one under
my direction to the adoption of the same line. On entering the oountry,
the Booteahe, as has been seen, were foiled in this scheme, but they fomed .
us, in violation of their promiee previouely given to permit o w return by
the Cherrung Dooar, to travel by the far more arduous and diflicult one
of the Buxa.
21. In traversing these several routes from Bengal to Bootan, msny
stations are crossed in about the 27th parallel of Latitude, and not
more then three forced marches from the plains of Bengal where the
surrounding peaks are during the winter months of the year thickly coatad
with snow, at elevations varying from nine to tan thousand feat above
the sea. At Chupcha, which is 7,984 feet above this level, and about 7,800
above the subjacent plains, we were enjoying the bracing effects of a temperature very little above the freezing point, when the inhabitant6 of
the plains below, not more than 30 milea distant in a direct line, were
suffering the inconveniences of extremely oppreesive heat: the snow on
the summit of the h m a l a Mountain, which is not more than four milee distant from the mllage and castle of Chupoha, and about 2,000 feet above it,
gradually disappeared during the day, under the influenoe of the sun ; but
was again renewed by the diminished temperature of the night, and presentad
a t an early hour in the morning its rugged outline again oovered with
snow. These appearances were obeerved in the middle of May, and the
snow does not finally disappear until the end of June.
22. Following the same line East, various peaks attain an elevation
sufficiently great to be affectsd by similar influences, and between Jongar
and Tsaleng the route paeees over ridges where snow frequently fells
during the winter months of the year. From a temple North of Bulphaee
which is in Latitude 27" 13' and at an elevation of 6,808 feet above the
sea, a continuous ridge was visible about five miles distant on the North,
which in January was heavily sprinkled with snow, and ice waa gathered
from under the rocks which skirted the path; the mountains Been from
this temple, which stands at the considerable elevation of 8,360 feet abore
the ma, comprised between the North and South-East points of the horizon,
are lofty and maasive to a degree far exceeding those on the West, and the
route which traverses them from Kalling and Booree-hmah to T m n g ,
under whose Soubsh both thew I ~ ~ x
are- pEk d , muat be oae of geat
difficulty.
23. From the meridian of the temple, which is in about 91" 35' Eest
Longitude, the more lofty ridgea and peaks trend to the North-East for a
considerable ditance, and if we pursue the examination, and trace a line
through the different pointa indicated from Chupcha to Bulphaee, it will
be obeemed that the limits of mow approach more nearly to the plsins
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of Bengal between these points than in moat other parts of the great subHimalayan c h a i i and must naturally tend to produce a corresponding
modification of temperature in the less elevated tracts between them.
24. The same indicatiom which induced the adoption of the great
glens and valleys through which the rivers flow, as the best lines of communication between Bootan and Bengl, havo led to the exercise of a similar
judgment in those by which all intercourse is carried on between this Alpine
region and Thibet; and of the five principal routes of which a knowledge has
been obtained, one from Tassgong traverses the Valley of the Monass Riverthird from Jugur, the defile
another from Tassangsee that of the Koolungthrough which flows the Samkschoo-a fourth from Poonakh up the Valley
of the Matchoo, the most Western of the two rivers by which it is drained,and the last and most frequented, that by which Captain Turner travelled
through the Pan, Pillo's jurisdiction to Teeshoo Loomboo, skirts for nearly
the whole distance from the lofty mountain of Cheemularee, the defiles of
the Painomchoo River.
25. The bold and generally rugged character of the Bootan mountaim,
when viewed from the pkins, strongly impresses a
Oeology.
traveller with the conviction that they are principally
composed of the primitive and secondary rocks; employing these tern in
f h eir generally received sense, and without reference to the recent views of
geologists which would class granite and gneiss amongst the more recent
pnnations.*
26. I t will d c e in this Report to give a very general sketch of the
principal formations met with in the course of journey through the country,
reserving a more detailed description for a period of greater leisure, and after a
comparison, for which I have not yet had time, shall have been instituted
between the geological specimens collected during my journey and those which
have been so clearly described by Dr. McClelhnd in the Journal of the Asiatic
Society,+ and in his admirable work on the Geology of Kumaon. A very
great similarity is perceptible between the description of the rocks found
in that district and those I observed in Bootan, the similitude extending
not only to the order of succession, but to the mineralogical character of t h e
rocks.
27. I n ascending by the bed of the Dewa Nuddee from Hazaragong
i n the plain to Demngari, boulders of granite or gneiss, masses of hornblende
elate, micaceous slate, brown and ochre-colourcd sandstones are the rocka
prinoipally found in the bed of the torrent; and the heights which rise
almost perpendicularly on either side from the bed of tho river are composed
of a coarse granitic aandstone which is rapidly decomposing. I n some instances,
a vertical section is observable, showing the whole hill to be a conglomerate
oomposed of the rounded and angular fragments of those varieties of rock.
T h e inferior heights vary from three t o eight hundred feet above the plains,

* Lyell's Geology,
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and wheii viewetl from them, present a very striking contrast to the mare
mnsvive range^ beyond. Their sides are almost entirely bare of vegetation ;
slips are seen in every direction, leaving large white patches which have a very
singular and n~nrkedeffect, and stand prominently out from the dark foliage
of the rnnges behind them.
28. At Dewangari, boulders of granite and gneisa were observed on the
summit of the ridge; and on the Weatern side near the Dewa Nuddee, clay
date in nearly horizontal strata formed the bath rock, and would appear to
reat unconfonnubly on the hornblende slate above; but our prowas
rapid to allow of an examination mfiiciently detailed to enable me
much
to speak with certainty on this point. In ascending from the Dew Nuddee,
nearly the whole way to Sasee, the principal rock is hornblende slate; a t
S a e e traces of limeetone were perceptible, and from thence to B u l p k
there was an admixture of fragments of hornblende with clay slate. On
reaching the temple above Bulphaee, which=ds
at an elevation of 8,630
feet above the sea, the hill is found to be composed of a talcslate with
garneta thickly disseminated, and in some instances studded with large grains
o f titanifemus iron ore. The ground near the temple is in many places
thickly strewed with these grains, showing the total decomposition of the
rock in which they were originally imbedded.
29. At Rongdoong, the gneiss and mica slate formations become digtinctly marked, and constitute the principal rock from thence to Tatsangsee :
between this latter place and Lenglong, the lofty range of Doonglala wna
~d
and the,
peaks between which the narrow path led acroae the bridge
proved on examination to be of gneiss, and were u p w d of 13,000 feet above
the sea. The central ridge rose almost perpendicularly from a massive platform about three thousand feet lower down, which was wmposed of mica and
d c o s e date, resting conformably on the central axis of gneisa.
30. At Tamashoo, which is 5,000 feet above the sea, traces of primary
limestone appear, which is again succeeded by mica slate and gneiss on the ascent
to Pemee ; and a t the lofty Pass of Roodoola, which is 12,335 feet above the
sea, and rising like that of Doonglala through the upheaved strata of mica slate,
the rock wherever visible above the heavy snow proved to be gneiss. Between
the Valleys of Boomdungtung and Jaeesrth, which are 8,668 and 9,410 feet above
the sea, mica and talcose slate with a few detached blocks of limetitone form the
principal rocks ; and from Jaeesuh to Tongso, gneiss again appears at the most
lofty elevations, and talcose slate resting conformably upon it a t lower points.
31. At Tchindipjee the limatone formation first appears on a l a p
wale ; and the perpendicular mountains on the Xorth of the village are entirely
wmposed of it. Some of the h e a t lime in Bootan is obtained from
neighbourhood. It extends the whole way to Santeegaon and Phaen, snd
within a short distance of Poonakh the gneisa ngain appears, the whole
valley bemg filled with large bouldem of this rock and granite.
23. The route from Poonakha to Tassisudon, and thence by n'oollakbn,
Pauga, Chapcha, rind blurichom to Buxa Dooar, lies, as has been
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mentioned, entirely across a limestone oountry, which presenta a very strikmg
contmt, in its well cultivated ficlda and luxurious crops, to the barren sterility
of nearly all the previously described tract.. At the foot of the Buxa Hill, and
about 500 feet above the plains, a soft brown sandstone of very recent formation appem. I t is rapidly disintegrating, and in many places the path has
been carried through gaps formed by the decomposition and subsequent
dispersion of the materials of the rock.
33. This description of the most remarkable peculiarities of the physical
structure of Bootan will suffice, it is presumed, to wnvey a clearer idea d thert
country than we had formerly the opportunity of forming, and we may now
proceed to the consideration of t h e nature of ita Government, which hae
evidently been formed upon the model of those of Thibet and China, to which
in all essential points it closely assimhtea

Seotion 111.-Sub-section I.
1. The secular head of the Government of Bootan is generally knowu
as an Officer called Deb or Deba, and the epiritual
Oocrernment Of
supremacy is vested in another known as the Dhurma,
who like the principal Lama of Thibet, is aupposed to be a perpetual incarnation of the Deity : both are, however, totally distinct from the persons holding
corresponding ranks in Thibet, with whom they have been sometimes confounded.
2. The Deb Raja is chosen from amongst the principal Officers of the
wuntry who are eligible to seats in a Council which will be s u b q u e n t l y
noticed ; and is by the established laws of the wuntry permitted to hold that
rank for a period not exceeding three years; but both these rules have been
frequently vidated, and the conditions which the theory of the Government
enjoina bewme a dead letter in practice, whenever any aspirant after regal
honoure possesses the power which might render their enforcement dangerous
or inwnvenient. The office is now filled by a person who was originally in a
very humble rank of life, and held the situation of Daka Pillo when he rebelled
against his predecessor-two circumstances which disqualified him by law for
the rank. The rebellion commenced a very short time before my Nission
entered Bootan, was raging during the whole time we were on the route from
Dewangari to Tongso, was only suspended during our residence a t the capital,
and was to be renewed as soon as we had left on our return. The Deb is
about forty years of age, of rather dark complexion, mild manners and pleasing
address ; and is generally considered a person of more than ordinary intellige~ice
b y the Booteahs. I n the several interviews I had with him, these qualities
were displayed, and I had every reason to believe that his extremely precarious
situation was the cause of all that appeared exceptionrrhle in hi conduct.
3. The Dhorma Rnja, like his great prototype of Laaaa, is supposed to
be Buddh himself, clothed in the human form, and by successive t r a n e n ~ i p
tions from one corporeal frame to another, to escape the ordinmy lot of humanity :
on the death, or temporary withdrawal of the D h u m from the sublunary

.

scene of his existence, h
h office remaim vacant for a twelvemonth, durin@r
which time the senior Gylong, or priest, regulates the religious obeervancea of
the country. The first appearance of the Dhurma is supposed to be indicated
by the refusal of his mother's milk, and an evident preference for that of a
cow. He is also supposed to be able to articulate a few words ditinctly, and
to convey his meaning hy certain intelligible signs. The intelligence of these
mimulous manifestations of precocious intellect is conveyed to the Court,
and a deputation, composed of some of the principal priests, p r o d to the
spot where the young Dhunna is said to have appeared, conveying with them
all those articles which in his former state of existence he had been in the
habit of using. These are spread before him, mingled with a number of
others purposely d e to resemble them with the innocent intention to teat
the infallibility of the re-nate God. As might have been anticipated, the
infant always proves victorious in this contest of skill ; the priests declare their
. conviction that he is their former spiritual head, and he is conveyed with great
ceremony to the Palace of Poonakh, at which place dl installations must be
made, either in the rank of Dhurma or Deb, to give them validity. The
present Dhurma is a child of about nine yeam of age, and has held the present
office for four years. His countenance possesses all the characteristics which
so peculiarly mark the Mongolian race. The fnce is lather oval in ita form,
the eye very much elongated and very prominent, the nose short and rather
flat. His complexion is very fair, and he has a profusion of flowing black
hair. On the occasion of our presentation, he was neatly and elegantly attired
in a silken robe, and wore a pointed cap rather richly embroidered. The
extreme neatness and cleanliness of his person and dress presented a very
remarkable contraat to the filth which peered through the half-worn silken
dresses of the motly group about him. Captain Turner gives a rather stnrt
ling description of the intelligence and dignity displayed by the young Lama
of Teeshoo Loomhoo at his interview with him, but on the present occaaion
the Dhurma of Bootan, though evincing considerable quiet dignity in his
manner, very wisely allowed an aged priest, concealed behind his throne, to
dictate the remarks which avowedly emanated from himself. During the time
that Captain Turner's Mission was in Bootnn, it appeared to him that both the
socular and s p i r i t ~ dautl~oritywere united in the then Deb, but such a mp
position being totally oppoeed to the spirit of their institutions, must have
been erroneous ; and it is more probable that his Miwion arrived during the
annual interregnum which invariably follows the death of a Dhurmn
4. Subordinate to these heads of the Government are two huncils; the
one more immediately under the authority of the Dhurma is compoeed of tha
twelve principal gylonp or priests from among those who habitually live in
the palace, and to control and direct whom in their religious and literary
pursuits, is the ostensible object of the Council. I t has, however, in imitation
of ita no leas sagacious prototype in Europe, contrived at various timea to
exercise a very efficient control over less spiritual ohjecta ; and aa i t is oompoaed generally of the oldest and most venerable of a venerated class, this
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Council ie with justice supposed to have had no small share in exciting and
fomenting the contesta for the rank of Deb which have so greatly aggravated
the evilu of a naturally corrupt and tyrannical rule. Their professed abstinence
from all participation in secular affairs renders it, however, necessary that
this influence should be secretly exercised, and they may be regarded more as
a privy Council of the Dhurma, which it is considered respectful to consult,
than as a body having an avowed nnd admitted right to share in the Councils
of the State.
5. The Council of which the Deb is the head, though he seldom presides
a t its deliberations, is composed of the following Memhers, who are named in
the order of precedence observed in taking their seata :
1. Lam Zimp6.
2. Donnay Zimp6.
3. Teepoo or Taasi Zimp6.
4. Poona Zimp6.
5. Deb Zimp6.
6. Kalling Zimp6 or Sahib.
6. The first of these, the Lam Zimp6, is an Officer avowedly devoted to
the intereats of the Dhurma, whose confidential Secretary he is supposed to
be ; the Deh, however, generally contrives to nominate to the situation some
Officer in whom he can confide, and when we were a t Poonakh it was held by
hie own brother, the late Jongar Soubrth, who had beon mainly instrumend in
bringing the rebellion which placed the Daka Pillo on the throne to a su-ful termination.
7. The Donnay Zimp6, though holding the second seat in the Council,
appeared to be deficient in those personal qualities which command attention
and respect, and was a mere tool in the hands of the more bold and enterprizing Lam Zimp6.
8. The Teepoo or Taasi Zimp6 is the title of the Officer who is entrusted
with the charge of the Castle of Taasisudon, and is entitled to a sertt in the
Council whenever he may be present a t Poonakh with the Court ; but rarely
attends, except during the summer months of the yew, when the seat of
Government is transferred to the castle of which he is the Governor. This
Officer we did not see, ns during the whole of our stay at Poonakh he remained
at Taasisudon: of his character we had a favorable report, and there appeared
to be a very general wish that he should succeed in his designs upon the
Debship.
9. The rank and offices of the Poonn Zimp6 exactly correspond to
those of the Tassi Zimp6, the former being the guardian of Poonakha, whence
his title. The situation held by this Officer a t the commencement of the
rebellion of Daka Pillo was the companrtively insignificant one of door-keeper
of Poonakh; the principal one of which he treacherously opened to the reheh
at night, who entered the palnce, pursued the deposed Deb to the apartments
of the priests, and would have sacrificed him in their presence, but for their
timely intercession and the surrender of the regal dignity by the object of

their solicitude. For this act of treachery, the door-keeper was raised to the
rank of Governor of the castle. His countenahce, however, betrayed a total
want of intellect, and he appeared to be held in the most sovereign contempt,
even by those to whom he had rendered such hazardous service.
10. Tho Dcb Zimp6 waa a relative and faithfully attached follower of
the master, whose representative he peculiarly is, in the Council; he is an old
and grey-headed man of dark complexion, gaunt feature8 and figure, small
deeply seated eyes with a most piercing and inquiring anxiety of expression
--cunning, superstitious, timid, and civil.
11. The Kalling Zimp6, the laat Member of the Council, is nominated
to his seat by the Dhurma Raja, avowedly, but really, during the minority
of the prescnt incarnation, by the hoary priesta, who w u m e his power and
authority.
12. The Pam and To~lgsoPillos, or Governors of the Western and
Eastern Divisions of Bootan, are entitled to seats in this Council whenever
they visit the capital, and even when residing in their own jurisdictions their
opinions are consulted on every occasion of importance.
13. The Daka or Tens Pillo, who from his title we would suppose
wns regarded as on an equality with the two other Officers of similar
designation, is altogether an inferior personage, in . consequence apparently
of the insignificant extent of his jurisdiction. He has n9 seat in the Council, and is in this respect inferior even to the Governor of Wandipoor, who
is occasionally called to assist a t its deliberations, and is included amongst
those who are considered by the laws of the country elgible to the rank m d
offices of Deb.
14. This list includes the Pam and Tongao Pillo, the Lam and Deb
or Zoompons. The
Zimp6a, and the Tassi, Poons, and Wandipoor Zim*,
Daka Pillo is, as I have alreany mentioned, by law, excluded, but the present
Deb has by force and treachery d e his way to the office from the p m
hibited rank; and his enemies appeared to b y greater s t m a upon thia
circumstance than any other; the treachery and ingratitude to his former
maater might have been pardoned, but the fact of the Daka Plilo being their
author could not be overlooked.
15. The Paro Pillo, to whom the charge of all the country extending
from the right bank of the Tchinchoo River to the Teesta is intrusted, hae
under his authority aix Officers of the rank of Soubah, a term not known in
Bootan except to those who have been accustomed to visit the plains, and
which has apparently been substituted by the Mshomedan Rulers of Bengal
for the proper Booteah appellation of Zoompon.
16. The Zoompons, or Soubahs, under the Paro Pillo are the1. Dooj6 Zoompon, who resides on the Thibet Frontier in charge of the
Sccboo Dooar.
2. Hatoom Zoompon, under whose orders is the Soubah of Mare Cbaut,
one of tho Doonw, on our Fronticr.
3. Soon16 Zoompon, who occupies a centrical position in the moimtaina.
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4. J ~Zoompon,
I
rrlso centrically situated.
6. Don6 Zoompon, under whom is the Kranl in charge of the Doom of
that name.
6. Buxa Soubah, who has charge of the Buxa Dooar, and g c n e d l y
resides with the Paro Pillo.
Six Officers d e d Doompaha, subordinate to the Soubahs, hold the charge
of inferior villages; and between them there is an intermediate rank of Chang
Doompa, the nomination to which, as well ae of the Soubahships rests with tlle
Pillos, who are generally extremely sensitive of any interference with their
patronage.
17. The Tongso Pillo has an equal number of Officers of corresponding
rank under his authority, whose titles, derived from their castlee, are as follow :
1. The Tassgong or Benkar Zoompon.
2. Tassangsee Zoompon.
3. Lenglong Zoompon.
4. Juger or Byagur Zoompon.
5. Jongar Zoompon. .
6. Jamjoonga Zoompon.
The Dewan@ Raja, whose real rank is that of Chang Doompa, and ~ i x
Doompas.
18. The Daka Pillo exercises authority over the Wandipoor Zoompon,
and the Cherrung Soubah, whose real rank is that of Chang Doompa : it is
doubtful whether he has any other Dooar than that of Chermng under his
authority.
19. These are the principal Officers by whom the machinery of Government, such as it is, is kept in motion, with the aid of some subordinates whose
o f i m are too unimportant to merit notice here, as they exercise little or no
influence in the general direction of affairs. The Zinkeffs, with whom we are
more familiar, from the fact that no Officer of superior rank had ever been
deputed to confer with representatives of the British Government, are a very
numerous class of official dependents in Bootan. It is the first step in
Government employ but one, the first being nomination to the office of Gurps or
assistant to the superior grade of ZinkaE, which is eagerly sought after, as it
d o & facilities of oppression, plunder, and gain, of which these functionaries
avail themselves with quite as much sagacity and as little remorse as the
Native public Officers of Bengal.
20. It ie against the inhabitants of the Dooara that the rapacity of the
Boot& ZinkafT is principally exercised; his own countrymen have as little
ss himeelf to give, but the plains produce those articles of luxury and
commerce which cannot be extracted from his barren mountains ; and the
powerless Government he serves is unable to cheek his excess. The arrival
of Zinkaffs in the Dooars, on any pretence, is a calamity against
of a p&y
which their oppressed inhabitante earnestly pray : fow4 p@, goats, rice,
and tohmw, are all placed under contribution, not only to the extent
mcwr~.
for immediate use, but with a commendable foresight for future

wants. On some few occasions, when the oppression and insolence of t h ~
o5cial plunderers have been unusually great, a fearful vengeance h~ been
taken, and there wne in Poonakh, during my residence there, a Bengalee OBicer
of one of the Dooars, who in a fit of desperation had risen against hie
persecutors, and murdered on the spot two Zinkaffs of the Paro Pill0 who
had treated him and his family with every species of injustice. The Paro
Pill0 demanded h i execution, which the Katma fled to the Deb to escape ; hie
life was spared by the payment of a fine of two hundred Rupees to the
Pillo, but he h never been permitted to return since.to his village, and has
spent twenty years in his present exile. Despairing of ever returning to hie
former home and family in the plains, he has solaced himself with a Bootesh
wife in the Hills ; and now holds the appointment of Mohurir to the Deb.
21. The authority exercised by the Pillos and Zoompons in their several
jurisdictiom is absolute, extending even to the infiiction of capital punishment
without necessity of reference ; and it rarely happens that any venture to
against acts of aggression or injustice ;but in some few instances this
has been done, to the Pillos, against the Soubahs, and still less rarely to the
Council ahpinst the former. The punishment of the most heinous offences
may be evaded by the payment of a fine, which for murder varies from 80 to
200 Deba Rupees; and the duties devolving on the n o m i d Council of t h e
State are so little onerous that they have no fixed periods for meeting, and
only do so when any particular exigency renders such a measure indispensable.
22. The form of Government is in itself, if fairly administered, quite
; sufficient to produce far more favorable results to the people than are now
! perceptible; but as the removal of Officers occupying the most responsible
situations are so frequent, and they receive no fixed Balarieg every successor
endeavours to amass as much property as poseible during h i tenure of an
office which he is aware is likely to be but of short duration ; and ss the
removal of the superior is generally attended by the dismissal of e v e v
subordinate under him at the same time, the incentive to peculating industry,
exists in every grade, and the unfortu~llltecultivator is the victim of a system
which not only affords no protection to the weak against the injustice of the
powerful, but systematically deprives industry of the rewards of ita labour.
23. In Bootan, on the death of any head of a family, however numerous
his children, and whether male or female, the whole of his property becomes
escheated to the Deb or Dhurma, and a11 that escapes the cupidity of the
Soubahs, and Pilloe, is forwarded to Poonakh or Tassisudon, and deposited in
the stores of the Deb, without the slightcat reference to the wide-spreading
dietress which so sudden a.deprivation of the means of eubaistence may
entail on the a c t e d survivom.
24. No ingenuity could have possibly devised a aptem better calculated
to strike a t the root of national prosperity than this ;and though the socid
ties are in Bootan probably leas powerful than in any other country on euth,
rave Thibet, where aimilar causes produce like redta, &ill even hero it is
felt as u heavy infiiction, and all desire of accumulation ia destroyed by the
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certainty that even a favorite son cannot hope to reap the rewards of his
father's induetry.
25. The consequences of this system are ererywhere apparent, in
deserted houses, desolate villages, and neglected fields. KO emigration will
account for these appearances, for men rarely leave their country as long as
i t is possible to eke out an existence a t home, and it is evident that the population of Bootan has not for many years so pressed upon tile productive
powers of even ita barren and rugged soil aa to render such an exptriation
neceesary; and with the most ordinary exertion8 of ngricaltural industry it
would support a population ten times as great as th.~t which is now thiuly
sprinkled over the sloping faces of its massive mountains.
26. I t is a singular fact that during the whole of our journey through
the country, we scnrcely ever saw an aged person: this, it is evident, could
not h v e arisen from clinlate, for there are probably few spots on the globe
presenting more favorable conditions to longevity than the lofty mountains
and bracing air of Bootan; and the causes are to be sought in that premature
decay, which inevitably follows the unbridled indulgence of the p s i o n s , and
the existence of a social compact which legalizes prostitution and attaches
no dis-vmce to a plurality of husbands.
1
27. The custom of Polyandry which prevails throughout Thibet and
Bootan has been attempted to be explained, on grounds arising from the fear
of a population too great for an unfertile country :* but such foresight is
totally a t variance with the real character of the Booteahs aa exhibited in every
other relation of life; and it is arguing in opposition to every principle of
legitimate deduction to affirm that a prudenoe which is inoperative in checking the most ordinary tendencies to excess should oppose an effectual barrier
to the strongest impulses of nature. And the true &%usemay be found rather
I,
in political ambition and spiritual pride, than in the less influential dictates of ,
mere worldly prudence.
28. All aspirants to office are compelled to renounce the happiness of
domestic Life, and in numerous instances where these ties have preceded the
nomination to public employment, a total separation from wife and children
haa been regarded aa an essential condition of accession to office. The late
Tongso Pillo, who had a family before he obtained that rank, compli~dfur a
time with the injunction, but shortly afterwards violated it, in opposition to
,
,
the remomtrances of the priests, who form a very large proportion of the
'
d b l i s h m e n t of his w t l e ; he was in consequence no longer permitted to
1
share in their meals, and though he continued too powerful to be summarily
i
re~novedfrom office, the impurity supposed to have been contracted by this
i
relapse, excluded him from the Castles of Poonakh and Tassisudon, and from
the presence of the Dhurma and Deb Rajas.
29. With a sagacity well calculated to effect ita object, and to confine
the highest offices of the State to those who obeyed the m a n d a b of the
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priestl~ood, these restrictions do not extend to the lower classes of society,
and the numerous brothem of a family of the subordinate ranks, which i~icl~tde
all not in Government employ, mny indulge their monogamic propeusities
without restraint.
30. The practice .of Polynndry prevails far more extensively in the
h'orthern and central portions of Bootan thanin the Southern. Its origin is
clearly traceable to the influence of example from Thibet, and the more remote
from the scene where the practice is held in esteem, the more general is t h e
return to habits leas violently opposed to the l a m of nature and common
senee.
The consequence is that, while in the villages of the two former divisions
the attention of a traveller through the country ia particularly srrested hy the
paucity of children and women, in the latter they appear quite ss numerous
aa in any other of the surrounding countries; and a t D e w a a g a j on t h e
Southern faca of the mountains overlooking Aesam, where- the practice is
altogether disavowed, and considered as infam6tisTthe proportion of young
,
- a .F! to grown-up persons, and of females to males, appears to follow the laas by
f which it is ordinadly regulated.
I
31. I have dwelt a t some length on thie cudom, as it materially affects
and influences the whole form of Government, and the civil and social state
'A)
of every clam in the country. Ita effecta are seen in a total depravation of
morals, and an utter disregard to the observance of thoee obligations of mutual
fidelity, which amongst tribes supposed to be far less generally advanced in
civilization are preeerved with jealous vigilance, and which render the
Booteahs of the nineteenth century amenable to the censures passed in the twelfth,
by Marco Polo, on the immorality of Thibetan mothers and daughters.* In
some respects they appear to have degenerated even from the standard which
. then prevailed, for hy the Booteahe of the present day postnuptial chastity
y' :is held in aa little eateem as virgin purity; while in Thibat, the same author
us that, in those early periode, no one dared, after marriage, to meddle
'infowith her who had become the wife of another ;and Turner remarks on the
same subject, that "when women have once formed a contract, they are by
no mpermitted to break it with impunity." t
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Sub-section 11.
1. The priesthood, by whose influence and counsels this observance
must have been originally established, exercise eo proThe Priemthood.
minent and injurious an influence on the country,
&her by the indulgence of a spirit of intrigue, both moral and political, or IUJ
the authors of customs which have been shown to produce a a t e of the
deep& demoralization that no account of Bootan could be oomplete which
overlooked them.
Trwels of M a w Polo, p ~ g 413.
e
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Z They are in the widest acceptation of the term a privileged class,
whose numbers, avowed celibacy, and utter idleness, constitute a mas0 of evil
under which a country of far greater natural capabilities would materially ,
suffer. In the Castles of I'oonakh and Taasisudon aloue their numbers arer
estimated a t nearly two t h o w d , and, they form a very considelable proportioil'
of the inhabitants of all the others throughout the country; the most lofty
and favored sites are studded with their monasteries and houses, which are
always distinguishable from being white-waehed, and possessing an appearance of
aomfort and neatmueh superior to those of the laity. The time of the priesb
is divided between the mummery of religim worship morning and evening,
the mmional celebration of festivals, eating, and sleeping. Sometima they I
are deputed as instructors to the different villages throughout the country,
and while so employed receive a small allowance from the Deb ; but the
going forth on those duties appears to be in a great measure optional, and
judging from the very few places at which I observed them, the duty of public
iustruction would appear to be lees palatable than the listless idleness of a life
apent at the capital, and the coarmmption of food, in the production of which
b e y contribute neither directly nor indirectly.
3. I t is au object of the utmost ambition to every psrent to have his son
enrolled in the r a n k of this favored class; and the permission to do so is
obtained by an application t o the Deb and Dhurma Rajas, if accompauied by
a fee of one hundred Deba Rupees, when the candidate is admitted to the
$ace or w t l e , and is provided with food and clothing at the public expense :
here he remains for a time varying from two to six years, when if found to
possess abilities adaptod to public business, he quits his monastic life and
enters upon a career of greater activity; but there appears to be no bar to
hk continuing to reside in the palace should he prefer that arrangement.
AS vacancies occur in the different temples and monasteries, they are filled up
from among the favored clcvea of the capitals of Poonakh, Tassisudon, Tonw,
and Paro, and the iees distinguished residences of the Soubahs, all of which, in
a degree, support similar establiahmenta of priests.
4. Subordinate to the Dhunna Raja, who is the Supreme Pontiff of
this favored class, and who is rdso known by the titles of Lam Teekoo, Noye
Namjee, and LEUXI
Suddoon, there are three or four Lamna whose sacerdotal
rank places them in public estimation a t an immeasurable distance above the
c h of religious professors who bear the same title. The first of
these is Lam Tip, the name of that Lama or Priest who occupies the Dhurma'a
e t during the annual interregnum which follows his death. Lam Sujee,
who is re&ed
w the principal governor or spiritual teucher of all the
Dhurmm, end who resides at a spot called Seooluga, not far from Poowkh,
on the North. The prowilt Lam Gooroo was born in the same month as the
preseut Dhurma, in consequence of which the latter has refused to abide by
hi coullsels, and hits elected the Taloo Goompa Lama to the office of spiritual
d v k r . The other most celebrated Lruna is known as Lam Kheng, who
to be regarded as the scuio~Lama of all those iu Bootan, aud the vlvible
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head of the hierarchy. Whether he succeeds e x - 0 t~o the temparary scat
which may be vacated tjy the death of the Dhurmn, I .have not been able
clearly to ascertain, though it is generally believed to be the case; and be may
probahly ou this occr~sion assume the title of Lam Tip.
5. The lifc of celibncy to which nll the members of the priesthood are
nomil~illlydevotcd has thrown around them a fiotitious veil of sanctity, which
it m y be impolitic to raise; but if reliance i s to he placed on the statements
of those who venturcd to spcak plainly, the period is not very distant when
the cousequences of the imnlonlity of thc pries$ and the secret indulgence
of forbidden pleasures, will render some reform inevitable, and perhaps shake
to i b foundation a structure bascd in ignorance, and supported by systematio
fraud. This privileged c l ~ annually
s
becoming so much more disproportiomtcly large to the remaindcr of the population by whose exertions it ie s u p
portcd that the neccesity of its continuance hrrs bccn sometimes made the subject
of discusuion, and that the blind and implicit veneration with which t h e
D h m himself used to be rcgarded is on the decline, may be inferred from
the fact that the Deb has, on more than one occasion, ventured not only t o
intercept, and appropriate to his o m use, presents expressly designed for t h e
w u m e d incarnation of the Deity, but h a taken them from him even after they
had reached his presence, when the loss would of course be felt still more severely.
6. A short time before Zhe death of the last Dhurma, about five ycare
ago, fecling his cud approaching, he addressed the priests around him in terms
expressive of deep rebmt a t the demodimtion of the country, the disrespect
and want of reverence eshibitcd to the priests, nnd the r e l u b c e with which
thosc offerings were now mnde which were formerly the spontaneous
of
a gmteful pcople; truth and honesty, he mid, had disappeared from among
them, and he had in consequcncc determined that his next appearance on
earth should tuke place in some other country more worthy of his preeena.
This sngaci~usresolve re-escited the slumbering piety of his followers; and
the most urgent entreaties, accompanied by professions of regret, and promof amended m o n k , wcre employed to induce a change in his resolution.
Their solicitations were successful; the priests were fed, clothed, and worshipped more libernlly t h bcfore,
~ ~ and the Dhurmn, a t the expiration of s
ycar, was found to have animated the body of an infant in a s m d village
called Dinnsee, in the district of the Lengloong S o u b h .
7. The pricsts we d l supported by contributions drawn from the general
resources of the country; the necessllry supplies of grain, fowls, pigs,
sheep arid bullocks are conveyed from the diff'crent districts to the Pa*
where tlicy are deposited; and no artifice is spared to render these offeringe
as abundant ns tho limited resources of the country will permit.
the
Government,
intended deputation of a Jlimion was announced to the
the Deb then on the throne indented h g c l y on the different mcera for eup
plies of e v e y description; the lowlandem in eke of the Dooars were particularly called upon to do honor to the expected guests, by f o r w a r d q for their
use ample stores of the best rice, sugar, oil, dhal, and pigs; and the hili
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which are always made to Officers on nomination to office, and the remainder
being employed in trade by the Deb, Dhurma, Poona, 'and Taasi Zim*.
3. The total amount of revenue drawn from every source can hardly be
estimated at two lakh of Rupeea per annum; and of this, but a very small
proportion can be fairly considered available for any public exigency, the
wealth of the country consisting almost entirely in the cotton cloths, silk, and
grain drawn from the Dooars in the plains, and that which is derived from
the very insignificant traffic carried on by the Deb, Dhiwma, and Pillos, with.
those lowland districts subject to their respective rules, and of which, each
studiously keeps the other in profound ignorance.
4. No attempt appears to be ever made to invest the little capital that may
have accumulated in any other way than in the erection of a good house,
which, like property of every other description, is liable to resumption by the
Government on the death of the person who had wnstructed it, and to obviate
which a present is generally made to the Pillo or Zoompen in whose jurisdiction the house is situated.
5. I t must be sufficiently evident that a Government which ia conduded on such principles can do little more than preserve itself from total dissalution; the real power of the State is vested in the two haughty barom of
Paro and Tongao, within whose jurisdictions are comprised nearly three-fourths
of the whole country and population. The Deb holds his preearioua tenure
of office at their pleasure; and any attempt to curtail their privileges or
impair their iduence would be followed by his immediate removal from
office. The Deb, aware of this, endeavours generally to strengthen as much
ss poseible the tie which unites his interests with those of the Dhurrna, and.
to add the sanction of religion to those acts which considerations of political
expediency may render neccessarg; but their united iduence ia unable te
extort from the Pillos any contributions beyond those they have been accustomed to make, however great the emergency.
6. The coin which circulatss in the country is almost entirely confined to
a silver one called 'Deba,' nominally of the value of the Company's half Rupee. A
prejudice appears to haveat one time existed against the introduction of mints
or any modification of systematic coinage; but when by the invasion of Coooh
Behar, the Bootan Government had obtained p~scmionof the dies which were
u d by the Rajas of that Province in their coinage of the Narrainee Rupee, the
practice was introduced into the Hills, and being found profitable, gradually
extended from Poonakh and Twisudon to the a t l e s of the Souhhs,
where the Deb Rupee is now coined; but as the degree of purity of the metal
is entirely dependent on the personal honesty of the Soubah, 80 great a variety
is found in the standard value of the coin that it is altogether rejected by the
inhabitants of the plains and Dooars, in which latter Namainee Rupeea still
circulate extensively ;they are daily, however, becoming more SCAUW, for the
Booteahs, whenever they can obtain them, carry them into the Hills, remelt
and alloy them, and in the deteriorated form of the Deba Rupee they are w i n
oirculated in the Hills.
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Sub-section IV.
1. The military resources of the wuntry are on a scale of insignificance
commensurate with its wealth and population; the
Xilitary B s ~ l w e r .
number of men capable of bearing arms has been
estimated, in the Account of Bootan by Kishenkant Bose, at 10,000,'' and
although a force of that strength might be available for defensive operations
at various pointa within their own Hills, yet nothing like that body could be
concentrated at any one spot ; a difficultyalmost insuperable to their wntinuance would be found in the inadequacy of the eupplies for SO large a
number, and the great distance from which they must be drawn. Five or
six hundred men could hardly be supported at any one point of the country
I have vivited for more tharl a few days, except at the castles of the Pillos and
&~ubahs;and the extreme difficulty which appeared to be experienced even
there, in furnishing the hundred followers of the Mission with the most
ordinary food, proved that even in these comparatively rich seats of provincial
government the produco of the country very little more than sufficed for
the ordinary necessities of their inhahitants.
2. The arms of the Booteah consist of a dao, or long-bladed knife, which
is worn on the right side ; the bow and arrow, the latter of which is sometimes
poisoned, but more generally not ;the helmet is of a hemispherical shape,
formed of a thin plate of iron, and well wadded with quilted cotton ; a flap
generally made of red bibbdiloth is attached to the back part of the helmet,
and being well padded, serves as a good protection against the stroke of a
sword or the effects of rain. In addition to these arms, the men who are in
attendance on Officers of the superior grades generally bear a circular shield,
formed of
kJcih,t
buffaloo hide, well varnished with braes bosses and a stout
rim. They are rnanufactuiea in Assam and Sglhet, and are very superior to
anything which the Booteahs themGlves are capable of producing. A few
m ~ a ~ h l o c and
k s blunderbuseee, infinitely more aangerous to those
who discharge them than to the persons against whom they are directed,
complete the equipments of a Booteah force, and comparing what we saw in
the country with the description given by Captain Bogle of the force to which
he wu opposed in 1836, we may safely infer that very great exertions were
made on that occasion to send the six hundred men into the field as effectively
armed ae the united resources of the Tongso Pillo, and the Jongar and
Dewangari Soubahs, could make them.
3. There is nothing like a standing military force in the country
beyond the g w d necessary for the proteetion of the castles of the Merent
Soubahe ; at Taesisudon and Poonakh, on ordinary occssions, they amount to
about 100 men, and in the castles of the Pillos to nearly an equal number.
On State occasions they are largely reinforced, and when the Miaeion received
its audience at Poonakh, the number of armed followers present must have
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amounted to between three and four hundred persons. During the time that
they are on duty a t the palaces, the men are fed and armed from the public
stores, and when detached, they bear an order under the red seal of the Deb
for the necessary supplies from the different villages through which they pass.
Their mode of attack is sufficiently illustrated iu Captain Turner's amount of
the action which he witnessed a t Tassisudon in 1783 ; in the amount by
Captain Bogle of their proceedings in Banska Dooar ; and in the nature of
the bloodless contests which were waging during our recent visit to the
country, when the total loss of life was not estimated a t more than three or
four persons. On every occasion they appear to have exhibited that
discretiou which a very high authority has pronounced to be the better part
of valour ; and the men of the Assam Sebundy Corps, who hove had better
opportunities of estimating the martial qualities of the Bootenhs than any
other troops in our service hold them in utter contempt. I n this respect they
present a very remarkal~lecontrast to the other hill-tribes in their neighbourhood, all of whom have, a t different times, evinced some portion of the spirit
with which the Booteahs appear to be so slightly gifted.
4. I had an opportunity of testing the quality of their gunpowder
a t Tongso, and the result was such ns t o cover the Pillo and his followers with
shame. A double-barrelled percussion gun w~tsone of the presents made t o
him, and a t hie request I loaded and firad it off for his nmusement ; he then
, begged that I would're-load it with some of his own powder, which was very
carefully poured from a horn carried by one of his confidential followers ; a n
,I abundant charge was given to both barrels ;but on attempting to fire them off,
it was found that the powder was not sufficiently strong to drive the wadding out,
and it was necessary to withdraw the nipples, and put a charge of English
powder in a t the breech, which forced the Booteah powder and wadding out,
t o the great admiration of the bystanders, nnd amusement of our o m
Sepoya. At Tasgong and Poonakh, the only other two places a t which we
had an opportunity of judging, the powder appeared to be of rather better
quality than that in the possession of the Tongso Pillo ; but it is everywhere
very inferior to the worst description manufactured by the natives of India,
and in quantities totally inadequate to the long continuance of any offensive
or defensive operations in which its use may be required.
6. No stronger proof of the utter inefficiency of the military r w u r c e e
of the country can be given than is afforded by the fact that Hur Govind,
the Katma of Moinagooree, before alluded to, in whose subjugation the Deb,
Dhurma, and Pam Pillo are all particullarly interested, was able t o set them
a t defiance, and virtually to shake off a yoke the burden of which became
intolemble. The poeaession of a few musketa, matchlocks, and wall-pieces
enabled him t o do this ; and he will probably resort to the same m e w of
oppoeition should renewed oppression force him once more into rebellion.
6. There appears to be no established rule rendering it imperatire on
either of the Pilloa to detach their men to any point where they may
co-opcrate, and act under the orders of the Deb, the nominsl head of the
c

country ; to roaiat foreign invasion small detaohmenta would probably be
sent by both of those Officers, but so great is the jealousy of these rival
barons, and so little the intercourse, political or commercial, which tnkea
place between the inhabitants of different portions of even this small territory,
that they oould never be brought cordially to coopernta, and it ia rare to find
a man possessing anything like a general knowledge of the moet remarkable
objects or features of the country.

Seotion 1V.-Sub-section I.
I. Under a Government so inmure, with a population so acanty and
inert, and a soil so barren, the productive industry
Prodactive Indwm; of the country must of neaeasity be on the most
Agrionltnre.
limited d e . Their agriculture haa been eulogized
by Captain Turner, and in some spota more favored by nature than others
the Booteahs have exhibited considerable care in the mode of terracing their
fields, and in availing themselves of the localities hest adapted to'purposes of
husbandry ;these, however, the geological strudure and physioal aspect of the
country limit to comparatively few spota. The more lofty summits of the
mountains may be estimated at from 12,000 to 15,000 feet above the
level of the sea; from this height down to an elevation of about 10,000 feet the
ridges of the mountains present an almost mural precipice marked by the b m
outlines of the gneiss which, in all the ridges I had an opportunity
and ~ g g e d
of examining, constitutes the central nucleus of the most loRy peaks. At
10,000 feet fim and pines appear rather abundantly, and from thence down to
eight and nine thowand feet is a zone of vegetation coneisti principally of
oakg rhododendrons, and firs.
2. Between the last elevatioh of eight thousand feet and the glens
through which the principal rivers flow, at an altitude of from two to four
tho~leandfeet above the 8ea level, are comprised the 1imit.a most extensively
cultivated, and the altitudes at which the greater portion of the W e s stand.
Atabout eight thousand feet, the rugged edges of the superincumbent f o m tions, which rest conformably on the central nucleus, generally terminah and
form a basis for the reception of the minuts particles which are precipitated
from the superior ridges and peaks above them by the disintegrating effecQ of
weather and climate. A soil k formed better adapted to the purposes of
husbandry than but for this proviaion of nature would be otherwise attainable,
and the lower the level the more abundant are the crops, though even this
is, of course, subject to very marked modifications induced by the, geological
character of the country, and the nature of the surface rock which most
generally prevails.
3. Barley, buck-wheat, and hem wero observed at Snsee at an elevation of 4,326 feet above the aea.
ey alternates with rice from this altitude
to about 8,000 feet, and wheat waa growing in the Valley of Jaeesah, 9,410
feet, the greatest elevation at which it wau seen on our route. In the mom
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Western portions of the Himalaya mountains the cultivation of wheat, barley,
buck-wheat, and turnipa has been found to extend up to 12,000 feet high.*
On the lower ranges in Bootan mustard-oil plant, urhur, and maize, with aome
of the more hardy varieties of pens, are ctiltivated ;and a t Lengloong, 4,523
feet above the sea, stunted sugar-cane, castor-oil plant, some betel vines, with
a few omngc trees, were seen ; the greatest elevation a t which the latter was
found was a t Roongdoong, 5,175 feet above the sea ; and though the fruit was
said to be indifferent, the tree appeared to be well grown.
4. The extremely precipitous nature of the aountry renders it necessary
that the sloping faces of the hills should be cut into terraces, and this is a
practice which prevails almost universally throughout Bootan ;in some instances,
where the declivity is unusually great, the front of every succeeding terrace
has been protected by retaining walls, the materials for which are abundantly
upp plied by the surrouuding mountains. The spots most generally inhabited
are coubiined in a zone extending from four to seven thousand feet above
the sea ; arid above the latter altitude the mountains are generally covered
with woods'of oak and rhododendrons, or with forests of pines and firs.
The natural sterility of the soil is rarely attempted t o be improved by
any general system of manuring, and the principal places a t which i t
wm observed Kcre a t the Southern extremity of the Boomduntung Valley,
where the manure was piled in emall detached heaps a t different p l m
of the recently ploughed soil. I t appeared to be composed principally of the
decayed leaves of trees and other vegetable matter ; but was most inadequate
to the production of any extensive good to the crops. The rotation of c r o p
appeam to consist simply of the alternation already mentioned, from wheat and
barley during the cold months of the year to a very inferior description of
rim during the rainy season ; and the most lofty spot a t which I ascertained
the rice to be cultivated was Woollakha, which is 7,271 feet above the sea, and
where a t that season of the year the weeping willow may be found bellding
over fields cultivated with this great staple of the marshy plains of Bengal,
and the primrose springing from the rills which water them.
5. The hoe and plough are the only implements used in husbandry ; the
former is of the most ordinary form, and the latter is little if a t all superior
to the instnment commonly used in Rengal; it is generally drawn by two
oxen, and does little more than scratch the ground very super6cially. A
single individual directs the plough, and the whole system of husbandry, such
as it is, has apparently been derived fmm the plains.
6. A good detail of ingenuity has been occasionally displayed by the
Booteaha in the mode of conveying water for the irrigation of their fields, and
for domestic use ;pipes and troughs fomed of the hollowed trunks of trwe
a d bamboos supported on crow sticks sometimes extend for a distance of
nearly two miles from the centre of the village to the fountain head of a
btream in the side of wme distant mountain ; and a t Dewangari this is the
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only mode by which the people obtain a supply of this essentinl article ; not
a drop of water being procurable iri the immediate vicinity of the village.

Sub-Section 11.
1. The mttle are of two kinds, one exactly like the hfithun of Asmm,
or Metna of the Nnga Hills to the South. The
Live Stock
colour is a glossy jet black; in some instances the
animal attaim a height and size nearly equal t o that of the largest buffaloe,
and its temper appears to be remarkably mild and docile. I t is distinguished by a very peculiar low which is so faint as to be scarcely heard a t a
short distance, and resembles more the suppressed grumble of an elephant
than the deep plaintive call with which the ear had been previonsly familiar.
The other variety is a red and spotted breed, less remarkable for its size than
the former, but still very far above the standard of the cattle in the plains of
Bengal. They appear to be less tmctable than the black cnttle, arid were seen
in greater numbers on the line of country between Twisudon nud.Brura Dooar
than in any other part of Bootan. The totul amount of cattle, however, wns
lamentably small, and wholly inadequate to more thnu the cultivntion of even
a small portion of the land now under cultivation. Butter is extensivcly
manufactured from the milk of the corns, and appears to he nlmost the only
form in which it is used.
2. The yak or chowroetailed cattle are rarely seen in Bootan, and tho
only two herds we met with were browsing a t the very verge of the snow, on
tho lofty ridges between Tongxo and Jaeesah, a t an elevation of 11,000 feet
above the sea. In the summer months, when the wintry aspect of even these
lofty regions has disappeared u n d ~ the
r uuited influences of direct and reflected
heat, the herdsmen convey their cnttle to still loftier spots, where perpetual
winter reigns, and remain there until the increasing severity of the seiwon
renders a descent of three and four thousand feet agnin necessary to procure
pazing p o u n d for their charge. These cattle appcar to be very wild, and
when our party was first seen approachjug, though still a t a great distance,
they started off, as if by common consent, and were in a moment huried in
the deepest recesses of the noble fir and pine forests which towered above
their grazing ground. The only one I had an opportunity of examiniug
was one which reached Roongdoong the day of my amival there. I t had
come from the Kampa country laden with stlt of about a maund weight,
packed on a ssddle-tree. I t was of a jet black colour with a white face,
ahout twelve hands high, and evidently one of so inferior a description as to h
interesting ouly aa being the first we had wen. I t was covered with long
silky hair, but the tuft a t the end of the tail waa f&r inferior to many
1 had before seen exposed for sale in various parts of India. The aninld
is by no means common in Bootan, and the herds we saw were the property
of the Deb and Tongao Pillo. In Thibet they form a very valuable acquisitiou
to the inhabita~itsof the country, from the quantity of milk they give, from
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which a rich butter is manufactured, and imported both to Bootan and
Tnrtary, in hides carefully m e d up, xmny of which I ohserved at varioue
times in the court-yards of the Palace at Poonakh.
'
3. Of goat^ and sheep we saw comparatively few during our residence
ill the couutry, and these were neither remarkable for size nor beauty; the
'celebrated shawl goat of Thibet is rarely seen in Bootan, and even there
deteriorates and suffers in health from the great summer heats of the lower
elevations. On removal to the plains it is found almost impogeible to prewrve them for irny length of time, and the only chance of doing so is by
having them conveyed to the foot of the Hills during the coldest season of the
yetu; and shipping them off immediately to a more congenial climate than is
found in any part of India South of the great Himalaya chain, amonpt
whose perennid m o m alone they enjoy protracted life. The Booteaha
dillously guard against the exportation of any hut such as are unfit for
propagating their species, and the pure whits breed, which is most highly
prized, is with ditEculty procured at any price. The jealousy of exportation
erteuds to Thibet itself, and can only be overcome through the exertione and
influence of the head Authorities of Districts, to whom almost all the flocka
belong.
4. The sheep of Booten are much larger than thoae observed in the
subjacent traob of Bengal, but they are inferior in appearance to thare of
?Jpper India, which they resemble in form; they are covered with a more
' abundant coat of wool, and the blankets manufactured from it are remsrhble
' for their softnese, a quality which extend8 even to the m a t mame looking
varieties. We did not observe more than two flooba of sheep during our
journey through and residence in the wuntry, and they were then in the
most miserable condition. Both sheep and goate are employed by the
Booteaha, and more particularly by the Southern Thibettrng in the arrriPge
of their produce. Salt is the article generally placed upon them c a r e m y
sewed up in small canvass baga, which are dung over the bztck of the
animal ; the load of the ordinary sheep and goat varies tiurn six to twelve
seers, but the larger variety of Thibetan sheep, Mr. Trail informa nq auriea
loads of from fifteen to twenty seers, and accomplishes a journey of from five
to eight miles a day."
5. The ponies of the country are remarkable for bone, thick bushy
mane8 and tails, large heads, heavy shoulders, and broad &&a They
average between twelve and thirteen bands in height, and posaeas great
powers of endurance. I have Been an animal of this size climb up a mountain of eight and nine thouwnd feet high with a man weighing eleven h e
on his back. Captain Turuer has alluded to the severity of the bite wed in
h t a n to club these self-willed ponies, and says, '' I have seen a Tangung
]lorn tremble in every joint when the groom has seized both reim of a severe
bit and compressed his jaws as it were in a vice,"t but the trembling alluded
Asiatic h r c h e u , rd. l'lth, p a p 18.
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to milst have originated from some other muse than the severity of the t i t ;
for the one u n i v e d y used in Boatan is a.perfectly snlooth snaffle, the lewt
severe one it ie poseible to employ ; and the r?yluytom of terror were more
likely to have had their origin in the dangerous nature of the paths to be
traversed than in the bit by which the a u i d was p i d c d over them.
The Booteahe rarely ride down hill, almoet iuvariably dismounting at
the head of every steep deawnt, and reulouuting agrin wheueeer an
ascent is to be overcome; the saddle is admirably adapted to the nature
of the country in which it is used, both the peak and the kantle rising eix ,
or seven inches above the seat, and sffording a moet efficient support to the 1
rider either in climbing or descending the mountains. The extremely p r e .
cipitous nature of the country renders any extraordiuary exertion of speed
imprsoticable, and except on the most urgent occasions the pony ie never
pressed beyond a moderate walk, which averages from 19 to 2 miles an hour.
When rapidity of movement becomes inevitable, the pony is finnly held on
either side of the bit, to which thongs of Ierrthcr are attached, by two runners,
who urge him by repeated calls to unusual exertion ; a succession of n~nhee
is then made up the steep face of the mountain, each of which can only be
continued for a few yards, when the pony aud his leaden, both pause for
breath : as eoon aa they have sufficiently recovered to repeat tlie exertion,
another rush follows, and then another pause ; but the exhaustion induccd by
these violont exertions is so great that they cannot be continued for more
than a short distance, and the rider on these occasions, if a nlan of any rank,
is supported by two runners, one on each sidc, who press firmly w i n s t his
back, while the pony is stniggling against the difficulties of the ascent, and
give him such efficient support that no muscular exertion is lleccssary to
retain his seat in the most trying ascents. The pony of Bootan, in e v q
part of hie country, has to overcome these difficulties of a c e n t and descent
whenever he moves from his stall, and one of those wonderful adaptations of
nature to peculiar circumstances which in the bnite creation so constantly
appear h w given a power and muscular development to the shonlder and
neck of the Bootan pony, which peculiarly qtialify him for overcoming the
most, rugged and precipitous ascents ; but other parts of the frame are not
proportionally great. The same m i d which, amongst his native mounhins,
will climb the most rugged arid precipitou path, with an overhauging
mountain on one side and a steep abyss a few inches dietant on the other,
without making a false step, or evincing any sympton of apprehension, if
taken into the plains will stumble a t every step aud shy at every pebble, to
the imruinent danger of Lis rider. The c o l o w of the p n i e s are as variol~s
as are obeervable amongst other races of the stune aninla], every variety of
grey, block, chesnut, bay, mouse colo~u,dwl, and piebald,-this last liere, as
in India, being the variety most highly prized. Horses are almost entirely
mwrved for the d d l e , and the drudgery of carrying burdens devolves
exclusively upon mares, which appear to be very numerous, and are allowed
t o graze with their foals in all the most sheltered and level glens about the
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country. The mast celebrated stuck for then1 are a t Poonakh, Twisudon,
und the Valley of Paro, the latter, according to Captain Turner, beily the
principal one. The possession of horses, which unlike those of Thibet are
never castrated, is almost entirely confined to the Deb, Dhurma, Pill06 and
Soubahs ; there were about one hundred in the stablea of the Deb a t
Poonakh, and forty or fifty a t Tongso ; but from the physical structure of the
country there are hut very few spots in the whole of Bootan where they
conld he brought with effect to act as cavalry ;and they are evideutly retained
more for purposes of Stato and traffic than arr an arm of their military
strength on which any reliance ia placed.
6. Mules are in Bootan much more highly prized for riding than ponies ;
and some of the finest I have ever seen were met with in that country;
the favorite one of the Den,augari h j a must have been very nearly fourteen
hands high, and I saw a t Poonakh several equally remarkable for height
and symmetry ; they are a cross between the ponies of Bootan and the asses
brought from the adjacent Districts of Thibet, generally included under the
terms " Kampa Country." Of these asses I saw several on the ruute between
Dewangali and Taagong; they were generally of a mouse-colour, with fine
skills arid coats, and of a very blood appearance ; they were employed almost
exclusively in conveying salt, and appeared to be so docile as t o thread their
way over the rugged and rocky paths of the mountains without any other
gnidxnce than that of their own instinct.
7. KO animal is in Bootan more highly prized than the pig,
and no more acceptable present can be made by the people of the
Dooam to the Chieftains in the Hills than one sufficiently large to require a relay of three or four men to convey it t o ita destination;
they are kept exclusively ior food, and are preserved with the most
jealous vigilance. On one occasion, when we had requested permission to
set out on a shooting excursion against some bears which had appeared in the
neighbourhood of Poonakh, some difficulty was raised under an apprehension
that pigs might be mistaken for bears, and lle shot instead of them. The
improbability of such a mistake was pointed out, and we thought to allay
apprehe~~sion
by saying we should no more think of shooting their pigs thau
their people ; but the ZimpBs shook their heads doubtingly and a t last said,
Shoot as many bears or men aa you please, but spare the pigsn : a more
striking illustration of the national c h a w t e r could hardly have been given.
Almost itll these animals are brought u p from the plains, and as their numbers
napidly diminith from the united effects of Boot& appetite, climate, and
inadequate food, they are obli,ged to be frequently replenished ; they are of
the most ordinary description, and differ in-no respect that I could perceive
from the swinish races of the plaina
8. Dogs are, in Uootnn, by no means numerous ; some few of the large
and fierce breed from Thibet are kept in the gateways of the principal castles,
liiore apparently as a matter of shorn than fur use; they are invariat~lp
chined, and their presence is &noted by an almost incessant bark. They
'&
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sometimes accompany the travellers from Kampa to Assnm nnd Ee11~11,nnd
are sufficiently fierce and powerful to be formidable ; they are, however, but
few in number, and the majority consist of the common pariahs which are
brought up as presents from the plains; their miserable diseased and halfstarved appearance proves, however, that the climate is uncongenial to them,
and one which had a t some former period been brought awny from a village
a t the foot of the Hills being thoroughly diqusted with his alpirio friends,
attached himself to our camp as soon as we had amved a t P h n , and effected
his escape under our auspices back to his old abode. As if conscious that
he was liable to apprehension he never quitted the side of the man to whom
he had particularly attached himself as long as we remained in the Hills ;
but as soon as we k%ddoscended to the plains he allowed himself far greater
license, aud wandered away from the camp occasionally, as if sensible that he
was then out of all danger of being recnptured.
9. The domestic birds are almost entirely confined to the common fowl
and pigeon. The former varies very considerably in size at different p l m s ;
the finest seen were a t Dewangari and Tonbrso, but even there they were not
a t all remarkable either for their superior flavour, number or plumage, and no
pains appear to be taken to improve or increase them. The cocks are generally
large, and are remarkable for the peculiarity of their crow. The sound,
up to a certnin point, is nearly similar to that ordinarily heard from other
birds of the same description, but instead of terminating a t the usual
" kookeerukoo" the ultimate koo is sustained for 3 considorable time ; and the
cock, as if in admiration of his own performnnoe, elongates his neck, starta off
apparently in pumuit of the soulid, and continues his course until it ceases to
be heard, when he stops, and resumes his gallautries with the admiring hens.
10. Pigeons are in Bootan so numcroue as to have a most injurious
effect upon the husbandry of the country. They literally swarm in the
different villages, and as they have been pronounced sacred by the priests, tho
unfortunate agric~llturist rarely ventures to take any effectual measures to
protect his crops from their depredations. At Poonakh the extent of this
evil was most lamentably shown ; the numbers in that neighbourhood exceeded
anything I had ever before seen, and they descended like n swarm of locusta on
the fields to devour the grain which the husbandmen had j u t sown. They
covered whole tracts of land, and the quantity of grain consumed in their
morning and evening visits t o the fields must be su5ciently great to produce
a permanently injurious effect upon the return produce. They resemble the
usual wild pigon met with in the jungles of the plains, but from being
unmolested they have multiplied exceedingly, and become almost domesticated :
they roost under tho roofs of the castles aud houveq and seldom quit them
except a t nlorning and evening, when they descend upon the devoted fields
in search of food. We always found the hushndmeu ready to drive them
within reach of our guns, and even the priesta allowed their curiosity to prevail
so far over their professed antipathy to eheddi~gblood that they frequently
s to exhibit our skill in shooting at the expense of their pigeons ;
requested u

and some of the most zealous devotees amongst our Ziukaffi did not scruple
to beg for them after they had fmllen. The produce of our guns waa always
largely shared by our Booteah attendants, and we found them ready to eat
every t h g but those birds whose diminutive size scarcely afforded a temptation
suffioiently strong for the trouble of plucking them.
11. In a wuutry posaeesing so great a variety of elevation, and consequently of climate, the wild animals and birds will
Wid
snd
of w u w embrace a variety of species, including forms
Birds.
common both to inter-tropical and arctic regiona
But the paucity of wild animals of any description in Bootan ia altogether
remarkable. A few deer were seen at Dewangari, some monkeya on the heighta
near Sasee, at an elevation of about 4,600 feet above the sea, and a very
remarkuble variety was observed by Dr. Griffith in 'the glen through which
t11c Mateesam River flows below T o n p , 5,117 feet above the sea; this specios
he described as perfectly white, with a long pendent tail, and would appear
to be a new variety.
12. The muskdeer is also scarcely ever found but amongst the moat
loRy peaks and perpetual snows of the mgea which border closely on the
Southern limits of Thibet. I offered a large reward for any that were
brought to me alive, but I succeeded in procuring only the stuffed skins of
two or three, and from these the bag containing the musk had been cut off.
13. Poonakh was the only place a t which we heard of the existenoe of
bears, and they appear to be far from common ill the Hills of Bootan, which
is singular ; for a t corresponding elevations, and in countries of similar phpical structure, to the Westward, they abound. In the province of Rumson,
t,hey are Baid to be so numerous as to be constantly met by the residents in
their ordinary walks; and it is difficult to account satisfactorily for their
wmparative scantinets in
wuntry so closely resembling in every respect
that in which they are said to be so numerous.
14. Of the birds of Bootan a detailed account will be h e r e a k given
when a competent examination has been effected of the wllection made by
the Mission during its progress through the wuntry. For the present i t will
suffice to ob~ervethat they embrace, as might have been ant>icipatedfrom
the vario~lselevations at which they were shot, varieties wmmon to the damp
m:~rnh~
plains of Ilerqpd, and the dry, arid, and lofty regione of Thibet.
Pt1c:~antewverc s2en at Dewangari of a species similar to t h w which are
found in the Valley of Asaam, woodpeckers, k i s h e r a , humming-birds, a t
the diffcmnt heights between Dewangari and Saaee. In the Valleys of Boomdllngtung, Jugur, and Jaeesah, which are respectively 8,668, 8,149, and 9,410
feet above the aea, we shot the sarus of Bengal, the red-legged and beaked
crow of Norther11 climates, larks, magpies, ducks, sw&, swallows, curlew
arid qtlail ; kites and eagles were met with a t almost every stage of our
pmgreas ; and a t Sauteegaon, 6,325 feet, a jheel formed by an accumulation
of water in a depreeaion on the summit of the hill was covered with great
vclrieties of teel, ducka, waders, snipe, and plovem. These bird8 had evidently
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fled from the rigours of a Thihtan winter thus far, on their way to the
plains ; but it is leas easy to account for the appeanince of the sarus at such
an elevation us that of the Boomdungtung Valley.
15. I have thought it more desirable to give this brief and imperfect
sketch of the wild animals and birds of the country here than to ornit a11
allusion to them, though they might have been more appropriately included
under some other head ; and in the Appendix will bo found a synopticsl table
so arranged as to show at a glance the animal and vegetable kingdoms as
modified by elevation and temporature.
16. The accurate determination of heights is a paint of such vital importnnce in every investigation relating to the g o o p p l ~ i m llimits of certaiu
descriptions of vegetation, and tho habitats of animals and birds, that many most
valuable and extensive collections have been reudered comparatively useless
by inattention to i t ; and as I wus fortunate enough to convey two very
excellent barometers in safety throughout my journey, no opportunity was
lost or overlooked of guerding against this serioua omission in the present
instance.

Sub-Section 111.
of the nature of the cultivation
1. From the dertcription already- given
and produds of the country, it will have been
inferred that the manufacturing industry of its ~ 0 ~ 1 0
is a t e very low ebb ; and the principal articles which can be included under
this head may be briefly mentioned. They are almost entirely limited to the .
coarsest dewriptiom of dark-colored blankets, the colored varieties which have
been hitherto exported to Ben@ being almost entirely brought from Thibet ; 1
coarse cotton cloths, which are made by the villagers inhabiting the Southern
portion of the country above the Dooars. Butter, or ghee, which hardty
d o e s for home consumption, is as extellsively prepared as the limited
number of cattle will permit. Small circular bowls are neatly turned from
some variety of wood peculiar to thc mountains, and many of them are very
beautifully mot&$&
a series of small kuoh in the wood ; daos, or straight
swords h t thr& &'ii n length, spear and m o w heads are manufactured
prin&I#rlly a t w o n g from iron procured in the Hills, at the Northern foot
of the caetle, and large copper caldrogs arc foilned from the metal, which is
'Iaaid to be obtained in the Hiuy at_@e foot of T~~ssangsee,
which place is celebrated throughout @p&n for its superiority in-aieir m3n11facture. Paper,
which is rnnnufactured from the plant described by Buchanan as the ~a$liiie
Pappyfera, and the excellent qualities of which are well known : it is remarkable for ite extreme toughness, and from not being liable to the ravages of
insects, and might, if more extensively made, become a vall~ablearticle for
export ; but a t present it is hardly more than sufficient for the very limited
demand a t home, and rarely finds its way to the plains, except with the
annnal canrvam to H~wgpore. Leather is very lluperfectly tanned from the
A
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hide of the buffdw-er bdtllook, and is principally used se soles for the mow
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corn by both the men and women in the winter; and another softer
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variety, manufmtured from goat and sheey skins, is principally used in making
,----small leather picheg, which -suspended
from the side of every man in the
country of whatever rank.
2. Pottery is almost entirely confined to the manufacture of cooking
?tensib ;and the Booteah women by whom it is principally carried on
a g-A deal of manual dexterity in making them. There were three or four
villages in the _Valley of Poonakh in which we saw the procees of manufacture, and however rude t~~e-i&~lementa
employed, they produce a result
highly creditable to the s k i of thoee who used them ; the earth after being
dug, was thrown into a heap and pounded to a tolerably fine powder with a
large bludgeon ; it was then sifted, and when sufficiently fine, wae kneaded
with water &ti1 it had aquir-6;
sufficient degree of consistency ; a lump of
the compost was then placed on a flat board, supparted on the top of three
sticks, and was kneaded from the centre outwards, until an opening had been
effected through the maw ; the orifice thus made was gradually enlarged by
the person who preserved ita circular forn~by walking round the bond on
which the mass rested, and when the necessary aize had been attained, the
upper edge of the plastic clay was turned over, so as to form a rim ; as the
day, however, still rested on the board, the mam thus prepared only fonned
the upper section of the vessel, and the lower half being wrought by a similar
process, the two parta were united together, and the vessel completod. I t ia
then exposed to a slow fire, and when sufficiently baked is rubbed over with
a resinous extract fcom the pises and firs, with which the woods a b o q a n d
is convcyed to the castles and houses for sale. Mr. Blake had a turning wheel
nwle, of a construction similar to that which is uaed throughout India, for
the manufacture of these articlee ; but BO little interest did the Booteuhe feel
in an instrument which they were told would greatly expedite their buoiness
and diminish their labour, that not one individual ever took the trouble to
come and look a t it after it had been made ; and it was left when we quitted
Poonakh, a striking proof of their want of enorgy and habitual alothfulneeg

Sub-SectionIV.
1. The trade carried on by Boot+% is entirely d n e d to B~J& and
Tbibet ; ahe
to the latter very little more than
Comm@md.
is procurable from the Dooara subject to her authority
in Bengal and Beeam ; and of these articles the cotton cloths, e i h , dried fish
and rice of Amam constitute the principal portion. From Bengal, br@-clotba,
coral, white long-cloths, cambrics, and aometimee elephants are taken in
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exchange for China flowered silks, musks, rock-palt, tea in packegee of abmt
six inches square, coloured blankets, gold and silver, which we all obtained
from Thibet. The hill districts of Bootan contribute scarcely any proportion
of the exports to Thibet, and that little ia almost entirely c o h e d to a ~ r r y
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small qnantity of p a i n and some wrought iron. The kindness of Mr. N.
Smith, the ~oll&t;dr of Rungpore, has enabled me to show in the following
statement the value of exporta and imports from Bootan, to that place, at the
present time; and it will be seen that, compared with the estimates of former
periods, it luw very much fallen off. Mr. Smith says, " the Bootan caravans
generally arrive at Ruagpre in February and March, and return to their
country in May
'It m g not be superfluous to state that duty was
taken on the Booteah trade previous to 1799 A. D., when it waa aboliehed, and
every encouragement held out to the Booteaha to come down. The expense
of the caravan was paid by Government, the stables for their horses erected,
and houses for themselves. This practice was continued from that period up
to 1831-32 at an annual a ~ oft about from 700 to 201 Rupees, which latter j
eum the expense was reduced to the laat year, when, at the recommendation!
of Mr. Xiabet, the Commissioner of Revenue at the time, it was ordered to be/
discontinued in future; the consequence has been the falling off in trade to
what it now is!'
2. List of Articks imported from and exportkd to Bootan by tAc
Bootcah Caravans.

Nllrnhcr of 3lnunds
I

ot Articlw.
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~
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3. There is every reseon to believe that the trade which follnerly
between Bengal and Thibet was, at one time, carried on through Bootan ;
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and to ita total cesmtion may in a great degree be attributed the marked
deterioration of the latter country. Mr. Bogle, in a letter to Government
written from De-shiripgay or Digurchce in December 1774, says that on the
interruption of the trade between Thibet and Bengal through Nipal, which
followed the eatablishment of the Goorkha Dynasty, two of tho Caahmerian
merchants who had fled from Nipal, "being unwilling to forego the gainful
commerce in which they had hitherto been concerned, settled a t La9sa ; and
having obtained permission from the Deh Raja to transport their goods though
his territories, cstabliehed Agents in Calcutta; but aa they are prohibited from
trading in broad-cloths, and some other considerable articles, and as their traffic
is carried on to no great extant, and all other merchants are excluded, it by no
means compensates the loss which Bengal haa sustained by the interruption of
its commerce through Nipal." To the jealousy of the Deh Raja and Pam
Pillo must this exclusion of other merchants have been in a great degree owing;
and from t t a t period to thc present the trade appears to have been gradually
declining.
4. The suspicious policy adopted by the Chineso Authorities since their
pcrmancnt occupation of Lass1 has closed Thibet against the inhabitants of
India, and even the Booteahs, who are dependent upon them, can only pass the
boundary which separates the two countries under the sanction of a passport,
and are rigorously restricted to a few principal routes, any deviation from which
would be attended with great personal hazard.
5. I have already in a previous section of this Report mentioned the moat
important lines by which this intercourse is at present carried on between
Bengal and Bootan; and the three by which any direct communication appesra
.to be held by the people of Thibet with Bengal are, that extending from Teahoo
Loomboo in Thibet through the Territory of the Paro Pillo to the Buxa and
Chamoorchee Dooars, North of Rungpore in Bengal; another by the Valley of
the M o n a River t-ib Tasgong and Demangari to Hazoo, in Lower A.ssam ; and
the third from Towang through the Kooreeaparrah Dooar to the same place.
This last route does not in any part enter tlie Territory of the Deb and Dhurnla
Rajas of Bootan, but lies entirely across a tract of country dependent upon
L w , and forming an integral portion of tlie Thibet Territory ; so that we have
literally the Chinese and Hritish Frontiers in immediate contact with each other
at 8 Dooar in the Valley of Assnm, not more than fifteen miles from the Northern
bank of the Berhampooter River.
6. Tho communication with_Assamjs almost entirely carried on by that
class of Thibetans who are called Kampas, and who enter the valley by either of
the two routes above indicated, one througl~thc districts of the Souhuh of Tasgong or Iienkar to Dewangnri ; the other through that of the Towang Raja,
w110 is but a subordiriatc Officer under the Soeena Deba, the principal Authority
the Kitmpa country. This de~igmtionof Kampa appears to be apl,lied to
all the So~ltllcrnportions of Tliibet lying between the right bank of the Eroochoolllboo or Tmnpo and Dootan. How far East the designation exterids I have
not been able accurately to asccr~iin; but it clcarly applies to all that portion
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of Thibet which is included within the great bend of the Tsanpo up to the
point where that remarkable river enters the Abor Hills and pursues its course
into the Assam Vdley.
7. I have in the general map which accompanies this Report marked the
several stages of the most Western of the two routes, and a cross road which
branches off from the Koolloong bridge, at the foot of the Khi~mnaHill, unites
Towang with Tagorkg by a journey of five days. During the time that we )
were travelling from Dewangari to Tasgong we passed, in six days, several
'
parties of the R a m p on their way to,-Hazooin Assam, and I estimated their
I
numbera a t about 400 persons. When we-qt&ed that line of country, and
travelled Westward, they were no longer seen ; and it was evident that the intercourse was almost entirely confined to that particular channel. The parties
were accompanied in some instances by very beautiful awes, almost all of
which were laden with salt, which finds its way from Dewangari to the plaina.
It is estimated that during the season there are about two thousand Kampas
assembled at Dewangari, where they erect huts for temporary occupation on the
subordinate heights below the villrrge on the North. On quitting the hills to
descend to the plains, they are accompanied by Ourpas and Zinkaffi on the
part of the Dewangari Raja, from whom they obtain passports, and pledge
themselves to return by a stated period.
8. Hazoo the place to which all the Kampas and inhabitants of Bootan
village in Lover Aasam, not more than sir miles hom
resort, is
the Northern bank of the 'Ijerharnpooter.- The great ohject of veneration is an
i m m i
in n temple on the summit of a hill about 300 feet high ;
and which the Booteahs have a tradition was carried off surreptitiously by a
Brahmin at some former period from a monastery in Lassa. The temple in
which it stands is supposed to have been erected by the Mahomedan concjuerors
of As.arn a t the period of their invasion of that co~mtry; and IIrrzoo is
no doubt the same place designated A ~ o a nthe account given in Stewart's
History of Bengal when describing the military operations of Meer Joomb,
the Commander of the Mogul Forces.* The tradition regarding the image
has probably some foundation in fact, but whatever may have been its real
origin it has been productive of the curious consequence of bringing Hindoos,
Mahomedans, and Thibetans to worship with equal devotion at the same shrine.
9 . Presents are made to the pries& attached to the temple, and the
attractions of the place are greatly increased by an establishment of dancing
girls, who are in constact attendance during the continuance of the annual fair.
The K a m p on these occasions come down in their gayest apparel, and
uniting spiritual and secular pursuit^, worship and barter with equal zeal.
Both the men and women wear the same warm woollen cloths in the plains
which were necessary to preserve life in the frozen regions where they
habitually rcaide ; and the women are all ornamented with silver neck-chains,
and other ornaments in which the turquoise stone is almost invariably studdod.
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The goode they bring down consist principally of red and party-colored
blanketa, gold-dust and silver, rock-dt, chowries, musks, aqd..a few coarse
I Chinese silks, munjeet, and bees' wax : these they exchange forbac,.!the raw and
i manufactured ?ilh of Aeaam, cotton, dried fish and tobacco-:-they return
homewards during the months of February and March, taking care td leave the
plaixls before the return of the hot weather or raina, of both of which they
entertain the most ~eriousapprehensions.
10. The other principal linaof communication through Bootan is, rts ha^
been already mentioned, through the jurisdiction of the Paro Pillo, and this is
by far the moat. important of all the commercial i n t e r c o w which the jealousy
of the Chineee Authorities now permite between the subjects of the h o
countries of Bengal and Thibet, though formerly they were far more numerous
and profitable, passing through Cashmere, Nipal, the Momng, Benares,
Sikhim, Bootan, and into Assam. Now, however, it is even doubtful whether
the great bulk of the merchants who accompany the caravans to Rungpore are
not inhabitants of Bootan with a small admixture of Thibetnns, the ,great
object of the Paro Pillo being to keep the trade as much as possible in his
own handa, and to oppose every obstacle to those merchants who might be
desirous of proceeding the whole way with their investments into tbe plains.
The same jealousy has been experienced in every attempt to extend commercial
intercourse a c r k the great chain of the Himalaya mounbins ; the subjugation
of the several petty States on their Southern slope to the power of the Goarkha
family sealed the h t e of the intercourse which had previously been carried on
throngh them, and the existence of the same feeling on the part of the Chinese
Authorities on the borders of T h i b t is particularly alluded to by Mr. Trail in
his account of Kumaon,* where the mpicious and monopolizing apirit of the
Chinese Viceroy of (fortope is represented as almost effectually paralyzing the
operations of his own subjects, and excluding them from the advantages which
would inevitably result from an unrestricted admission of Britiah produce to
the boundless regions of Tartary and Thibet.
11. I have before alluded to the mistake EO generally made ss to the
route by which the caravans travel from Bootan to Rungpore ; this waa always
mpposed to have been by the Bnxa Dooar, North of Chichacotta ; but
independent of the information obtained at Poonakh, and during the journey
from thence by this very route, my suspicions, which had been first excited
by the extreme difficulty of the p-, and the almoet perpendicular nature of
many of the aecents, were confirmed, when dunng the whole journey from
T-isudon
to Chichacotta we had not met with a single laden animal of any
description on its way from the plains, and but very few men bearing articles
for the use of the Deb Raja of the corntry. The men and merchandise of
the Par0 Pillo were wending their way by a route fram which we had been
excluded, and of which all the inhabitante of the plains I have had
an opportunity of consulting appear to be equally ignorant.
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12. The extreme antiquity of this commercial intercourae has been traced
with as much clearness and7preciaion by Heeren in his Historical Researches
into the Constitution and Commerce of India as the imperfect nature of the
materiale available for such an investigation would permit ; and he infers tha
the route anciently pursued waa that by which Captain Turner travelled from, ,
I
Teeshoo Loomboo in Thibet to Rungpore in Bengal:
13. In the celebrated collection of voyages by Eakluyt, that of Ralph I,
Fitch contains a paasage clearly showing that in the i e n i 1883-the trade
between Bengal, Bootan, and Thibet was sufficiently notorious,fa have attracted ..
the attention of even a casual traveller, and from it we should infer that Coochi
Behar was then the apot at which the caravana principally assembled. J
' m e r e in a county," he say4 I'four days journey From Uuch or Quichue,
before mentioned, which ia called Bootanter, and the city Booteah ; the King is
called Durmain, the people whereof are very tall and strong ; and there are
merchants which come out of China, and they say out of M w o v i a or Tartary ;
and they come to buy (sell ?) musk, cambale, agatea, silk, pepper, and saffron
of Persia. The country is very great; three months' journey. There are very
high mountains in this country, and one of them so steep that when six days
journey off it he may see it perfectly. Upon these mountains are people which
have ears of a span long ; if their ears be not long they call them apes. They
say that when they be upon the mountains they see ships in the sea sailing to
and fro; but they know not from whence they come nor whither they go.
There are merchants which come out of the East, they say, from under the
mn, which is from China, which have no beards ; and they say there it i~ something warm. But those which come &om the other side of the mountains,
which is from the North, say there it is very cold. The Northern merchants
are apparelled with woollen cloth and hats, white hozen cloae, and boob which
be of Muscovia or Tartary.--They report that in their country they have very
good homes, but they be little ; some men have four, five, or six hundred horses
and kine; they live with milk and flesh. They cut the tails of their kine, and
sell them very dear, for they be in great request, and much esteemed in those
parts; the hair of them is a yard long. They use to hang them for
bravery upon the heada of their elephants ; they be much used in P e p and
China; they buy and sell by scores upon the ground. The people be very swiff
on foot."t
14. I n this description we may trsce the intercourae between Bootan,
Thibet, and Bengal almost exactly aa it exists at the present day ; the ' cambals'
are evidently the blankets still imported ; and the ' agatea' the turquoise still
forming the principal ornament of Booteah and T h i . @ n women; f i g large
boats which stem the current of the Berbampooter River during the rainy
m n under a press of canvaes, and which during the clear intervals sometimes occurring at that season of the year, would be visible from the sub-alpine
heights, might easily be mistaken for ships; and the geographical knowledge of
+
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merchants from the recesses of Thibet waa little likely to enable diem to
pronounce whence they came, or whither they went. The woollen clothes,
hate, boob, mention of small horses, and chowree-tailed cattle would apply with
equal accuracy to the Booteahs of the present day, and the articles which still
find their way for sale to Rungpore ; and i t proves that, however wonderful
the variety of articles which the improved manufacturing skill of Europe now
enables the merchante of Bengal to offer in barter for the produce brought
down by those of Thibet and Bootan, the latter bring to the market,
in diminished quantities, only the same goods which they imported three
centuries ago.
15. The caravans now convey to Rungpore only the goods of which a
detailed list has been already given ; and the whole foreign trade of Bootan,
which is almost entirely confined to Thibet on one side and Bengal and Assam
on the other, can hardly amount to fifty thousand Rupees per annum, although
a t one time it was estimated at two laklis for Amam alone ; and there is little
hope either of any relaxation in the jealous restrictions now imposed upon it,
or of the admission of our merchants to Bootan and Thibet as long as Chinese
policy and influence reign paramount in either country.

Section V.
1. Influenced ss the charackr of every people necessarily is by the
nature of the institution8 under which they live, that
of the ~ o o & h s must stand low indeed in the a i a l
scale. Every element of deterioration is comprised in their Government, both
mcular and spiritual. Their energies are paralyzed by the insecurity of property, their morals are degraded, and their numbers reduced by the
nnnatural system of Polyandry, and the extensive prevalence of monastic
institutions, alike unfavorable to the creation of domestic sources of happiness,
a feeling of love for country, or a desire for improvement. They would almost
appear to justify the judgment pronounced upon the great Mongolian race, of
which they evidently form a branch, " that as not only in our own timee, but
so far hack as histoy informs us, neither the sciences, the inventions, nor the
improvements of the last three centuries, have changed the Mongolian natione
from what they were, we can come to no other conclusion than that they are
nationally incapacitated from further improvement ;" and yet even under all
these disadvantages some redeeming traits of character do occasionally appear,
and prove them to be still connected with the more elevated of their species
by the links of a common sympathy. During my residence in tlie country
I sometimes saw tlie most touching instances of filial and paternal effection
and respect ; some few persons in whoni the demoralizing influences of such
a state of society had yet left a trace of the image in which they wcre
originally created, and where the feelings of nature still exercised their
accu~tomed influence, but the exceptions were indeed rare to univerml
demorulity ; and much as I have travelled and resided amongst various aavage
Civiland
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tribes on our Frontiers, I have never yet known one so wholly degraded in
morals as the Booteahs.
2. The population of the country is divided into eight principal and ,
' 'solne minor classes ; the latter of' wllom appear to
Population.
derive their designations from their trades and occupations, and hold too insignificant a rank to merit particular notice. The first
two classes are the Wang and TiRmpa, from amongst whom the principal
Officers of State aro generally cf;oien. These classes are supposed to have
been originally composed of the families of the Thlbetan Conquerors of
Bootan; the offices of Deb, Pillo, and ZimpSs are in theory exclusively held
by the descendants of the Wangs, and the Zinkaffs and Governors of Dooam
are chosen from the second tribe or class of Kampas. Tlie third and fourth
clasees me denominsted Bhutpa and Booshee, who are eligible to the situations
of Zinkaffs and Governor-s ldf Dooars. The Ran@ang, Sanglah, and Tebula,
fo&g
the fifth, sixth, and seventh climes, are all of a very inferior descrip
tion, and none of the first will eat, it is said, from the hand of the Tebula.
The eighth tribe is known by the name of Koojei ; i t is a reljgious one permitted_tr,-marry; but those persons from =igat
its members who lay claim
to superior sanctity as Oooroos, or spiritual teachers, repudiate marriage
altogether. The term Gylong is applied only to those who have been devoted
to a monastic life from their earliest years.
3. In addition to these several tribes, all of whom are of pure or mixed
Mongolian rnces, there are some t h o w n d s of Bengallees aud Assamese, the
Helota of the country, who have been carried off at various times from the
plains by the Bootcalls in their several incursions, and who lead a life devoted
to the most menial and degrading offices. Whenever men are seized and
carried up into the Hills, they are forced into a connubial union with some
Booteah women of the inferior grades of society, who are made responsible
for their continuance in the country. The certainty that his wife's life and
that of his children will be tlie forfeit of his flight fetters the slave by chains
of moral adamant which he dares not break ; and the best feelings and affections
of the h& are, by this refinement of cruelty, made to rivet the shackles of his
compulsory exile. Captive women are in a similar manner united to low Booteah
men, and with r sin1il;u result ; whenever it may not be convenient to provide
prisoners either with Bootenli wives or husbands, orders are transmitted to the
D o o ; to
~ ~capture a man or woman, as the case nizy be, to be sent into the Hi114
and ultimately so disposed of. I had more than one opportunity of witnessing
the fearful struggle between the renewed desire of freedom produced by so unusual
an event as the arrival in Bootan of a British blission, and the dread in claiming
it of sacrificing by doing so rill that the heart of man most cherishes in life.
4. Numerous appliations were made to me by the Assamese captives to
effect their release and reatontion to their own country ; but as in the majority
of instances examined &ey proved to have been carried off before the assumption of the sovereignty of
by the British Government, there ww no
velid ground founded upon international h w to dcmund i t ; and the attempted

1

destruction by the Booteah Authorities of an individual whose releaae I insieted
upon, and at last effected, showed clearly that to press the demand in casea at
all dubious would probably l e d to the destruction of the unhappy detenues,
and certainly not be productive of the desired result in procuring for them a
restoration to freedom and country.
6. Of the numbera of the inhabitants of the hill portion of Bootan it b
almost impossible to form anything like an accurate estimate from the total
absence of even the most imperfect attempt at a census of the population ; but
assuming the lowlands equal to one-fourth of the whole area of the country, or
6,600 square miles, and with an average population of the same amount as
has been given for all Assam, of ten inhabitants to the square mile, the
number of people in the Dooars may be assumed at about 66,000 souls ; and
the hill portion of the country, whose area is about 13,200 square miles, with
a proportion of six inhabitants to the quare mile, will give a total of 79,200
souls, or for the whole of the Bootan country, including both hills and lowlands, a total population of 1,46,200souls. Low as this estimate may appear,
and unsatisfwtory ne the data avowedly are on which it is founded, I am
inclined to think it would on a more minute investigation be found rather in
excess than defect of the truth.
6. The language spoken by these people is aid to be a dialect of the
Thibetnn, more or less blended with wordeind idioms
LfWwP.
from the language of the countries on which they
severally touch ; along the Southern line of Frontier many words have beer:
adopted from the Bengallee and Assamese; and on the Northern the language
spoken is said to apzoach very n e a y to the original Thibetan stock from
whence it was derived. There appear, however, to be four great lingual
j divisions known as the Sangla, Bramhee, Gnalong, and Bomdang, the former
of which is spoken by ihe race of Bootmhs -inhabiting the country South of
Tasgong; on the North and West to Tongso the Bramhee prevails,-from
Tongso West, the Gnslong and Bomdang. These dialects have, in a series of
years, undergone such modificationsthat the several c k e s by whom they are
respectively spoken can with difficulty comprehend each other-an evil which
is likely to increase rather than diminish from the very trifling degree of
intercourse that takes place between the inhabitants of different parts of the
country. I have collected a vocabulary of many of the words, which I propose submitting for comparison to Bh.Csoma de Koros, the only Thibetan
echolar qualified to institute it, and to ascertain the truth of the etatementa
which make the Booteah a cognato dialect of that language.
7. In the religious observances of the people the moat remarkable
circumstance is tho noise with which they are w m Obmrvanctu'
pnnied ; the instruments used are clarioneta, sometima
formed of silver and brass, but generally of wood, with reed pipes, horns,
&ells, cyuibals, drums and gongs; the mise of their instruments forms an
nccon~panimentto a low chaunting sound, which generally issues from a retired
chamber in which the colloasal imago of thc Dhurma Raja ocuupiea the
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most conspicuous place. In the inferior temples are tlindoo images of Siva,
some of which are executed with coneiderable skill by the artists of L w ,
where it is said these images are exteneively manufactured. The stated periods
of worahip appear to be at the dawn of day, n little aftcr noon, and at
sunset ; at these hours the priests assemble, when some prayers arc chaunted,
nwaries are assiduously counted, and the whole ceremonial, as far M our very
limited opportunities of observing extended, presented a curious compound
of Romish, Buddhist, and Hindoo worship.
8. The dresses of the priests invariably consist of a garnet coloured
garment thrown loosely over the left shoulder, leaving
Drwr.
the right arm bare, and which exhibits genemlly a
power of muscle better adapted to grapple with difficulties in the field than
turning l a v e s in the cloister. The garments of the upper classes consist of a
long loose robe, whiclf wraps round the body, and i s secured in its position by
a leather belt round the waist. Among the higher orders the robe is generally
made of Chinese flowered silks, the favorite colours being red and yellow ; over
the robe in the winter a krge shawl of black eatin, or silk, is generally thrown ;
and when seated, the person wearing it wraps it round the knees and feet 80
effectually as to conceal them from view. A leggin of red broad-cloth is
attached to a shoe made of buffaloe hide ; and no Booteah ever travels during 1
the winter without protecting his legs and feet againat the effect of tho snow
by putting these boots on, and they are secured by a garter iied under the
knee. A cap, made of fur or c o w broad-cloth, or blanket, completes the
habiliment ; and the only variation observable is the substitution of a cloth
for a woollen robe during the summer months of the year. The habits of all
classes are most dieustingly filthy, and the man must be endued with more than
an ordinary share of nerve who would willingly interpose any member of their
eociety between the wind and his nobility.
9. The Booteahd display more ingenuity in the construction of their
houses than in any other branch of their domestic
Building#.
economy, and the entablaturcs and capitals of some
of the wooden pillars which supported the roofs of their largest houses were
carved with a degree of skill and taste which would hardly have been expected
from the geucral character of the people. The houses consist of a p o u n d ,
floor, of wlvllich pigs, cattle, fowls, and rats innumerable have the undisturbed
po&on
; the ascent to the first floor is by a flight of steps of the same ,
-terid as the rock of which the walls are composed, and the entrance by
onBernall door which turns on wooden pivots, and is fastened by a latch of the ,
material : light is admitted by small shutters, but very inadequately,
except on the Southern side of the house, where wooclon balconies generally
project beyond the walls, and are the favourite resort of tho inhabitants a t all
h&&-if t h e ' d q . In the wintcr these balconies, from the very imperfect construction of the sl~uttcrs,render it almost impossible to exclude the external
air effectually, and as there are no chimnies to any of the houses the dweller
within is compelled to endure the compound evil of the sr~ffocating effccte
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of a room filled with smoke, and the piercing blasts o? a wind eo cold
as rapidly to abstract nearly all natural warmth from the body. The
fire-places are solid masses of masonry, raised about twa feet from the
pound, with circular openings to recoive the cooking nteneils, and an
aperture for the fire below ; a very correct representation of the structure
and mode of using it is given in Captain Tu~ner's w&, and i t is in
principle nothing more than a series of the common choolahs of India. The
ascent to the second floor is invariably by a ladder composed o w l e
timber, one face of which is flattened, and notches are cut into it for ateps ;
they are, however, of such inadequate breadth that great practice is requisite
to enable a stranger to descend by them with any safety. The floor to which
i t leads is gewrally divided off into several apartments, all equally remarkable
for smoke and soot. There ia sometimes a third story, and the roof con&s
of a flat terrace of well beaten earth, but so incapableeof resisting even -the
comparatively light showers which fall in these elevated regions that a pentroof
invariably covers the whole structure ; i t is f ~ r m e dof 6 9 a n k g w%i&-are
laid horizo~~tallyacrosa the timbers, and kept in their places by stones
placed upon them. This inadequate fastening, ns might have been antici-.
pated, exposes the planks to the mercy of every paesing breeze, and
B very little increase to the ordinary strength of the wind is followed
by the r o l l i ~ g of the stones from the rocf, and the clatter of the f r
planks which speedily come n h r them. Nothing can afford a stronger proof
of the great indolence of the Booteah character than the adherence to this
system of roofing, the great inconvcnience of which is annually forced upon
their attention by the destruction of this most essential part of their dwellings
Some of the houses are of stone, and others are made of earth, the process of
which, though simple, is quite effectual in producing substantial walls. A s s o o m
as the thickness of the wall has been determined upon, boards are raised above
the ground a t n distance equal to its intended breadth, and the interval between
them is filled up with moistened earth ; the boards are preserved in an erect
position by perpendicular supports ; and leather thongs are passed across from
one side to the other to prevent the planks being forced outwards by the process
of pounding and stamping which is to follow. A number of people then
.-- stand
on the moistened earth, and by constant jumping and stamping press it down
~ufficientlyto give a great degree of consistency to the mass ; wooden r a m m r s
are then sometimes used to complete the consolidation, and the whole structure
is left until the earth is supposed to be sufficiently dry, when the boards are
removed, nnd a similar proccas is repealed a stage higher until the requisite
Ileight for the walls has been attained. The malls formed by thin process are
so firm and hard that we always selected them as butte against which to place
the marks mVeintended to fire a t ; and l~nlletashot from B rifle, at a distance of
eighty yards, indented them very superticially, and were themselves found to
be perfectly flattened by the contact.
10. At Iloondong, T'mx~nguee, and Boomdungtung there were _ large
enclosed yards attached to the houses in which the wttle and ponies wen,
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kept well supplied with straw ; but such farm-steads
cept at
-- are
- rarely seen,
the houses of the Doompas, or heads of several villages, who appenr to be
generally well supplied with an that the country affords.
11. The food of the superior classes, that i,of the Government Officers
and priests, consists of the flesh of goats, mine, and
Food
cattle, and rice imported froni the Dooars ; the mode of
preparing it is most inartificial and rude, with little attention to cleanliness, and
still less to the quality of the meat they consume. The grain, if rice, is boiled
in the large copper caldrons which have been previously mentioned, and is distributed by the cooks to the prieets and principal Officers, who all dine together, and
on these occasions they imbibe large draughts of the liquor ~zlledchong, whichl
is procured by fermentation from rice, and is handed round in large buffaloe' 4
horns handsomely ornamented with brass, and which form the invariable
e
companion of the Rboteah in every j o ~ m e yhe may have to make. On all
religious festivals feasting and drinking are carried to an excess, the effects of
which sometimes incapacitate those who have been engaged in them two or .
three days for any employment ; and I experienced, on more than one occasion,
the inconveniences of a carousal which had diqualificd the Deb and his
Ministers for seeing very clearly the questions submitted for tlieir consideration.
They are not, however, quarrelsome over their cups, and me knew but of one
occasion during our progress through the country in which wounds had been
inflicted during these moments of drunken excitement.
12. The diet of the great body of the people is the most miseral)le it is
possible to conceive; they are restricted to the refuse of wretched crops of
unripe wheat and barley, and their food consisb generally of cakes made from
these grains very imperfectly ground. Before commencing a journey, the
cakes are prepared and thrust into the bosom of their robes, with a little salt,
Borne chillies, and a few onions or radishes. They deposit tlieir loads at the
summit and foot of every steep ascent or descent, and solace themselves with the
contents of the recess in the front of their loose robes; this is followed by
copious libations of chong from the horn; and there is little prospect of the
journey being speedily terminated until the bottom of the horn has been seen.
13. The amusements of the Booteahs are almost entirely confined to
archery and quoits ; in the former of which they do
not exhibit so much skill as might
- have been anticipated from their love of the exercise, and the fact of the bow and arrow being
the national weapon. Tlie uiarbs generally shot at consist of pieces of wood
of this V shape, about cigl~teeninches in length and seven broad ; they are placed
in a reclining position on the ground nt about 120 yards' distance, and there is
in almost every village a spot particuhrly set apart for this manly exercise.
A t Dewangari, the only place where we caw the sport;it appeared to be entered
into with considerable ardour ; the party generally consisted of twenty archerq
the finest men I snw in the country ; there were many amongst them six feet
high, with most stalwart, herculean frames, but wanting apparently in the
plastic elasticity of limb which is so conspicuous in the tribes further East ;
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and the difference ]nay not unaptly be illustrated by the heavy power of the
dray-horse and the bounding vigour of the hunter. The arrow is shot a t a
greater degree of elevation than appears n e c e q , and on comparing the
rapidity of its flight with the velocity of those discharged by the best of our
Calcuttia archers, 1 should not hesitate to say that the latter greatly excel the
Booteaha, both in precision of aim and strength of discharge. The latter is
doubtless owing to superiority in the bow, for of the physical power of the
Bootcali there can be no doubt. The arrow is generally made of a very small
specics of bamboo, which is found at elevations of ten and eleven thousand
feet above the sea, and is remarkable for its extreme s t r a i e - a n d strength ;
the head used on ordinary occasions is a plain pointed iron one, but those
reserved for warfare are very frequently barbed and poisoned. The Boofeahs
are quite as mysterious on the subject of the poison, and the localities of the
tree from which it is o b i n e d , aa all the othcr mountain tribes amongt&hom I
have made inquiries regarding it, and are evidently averse to being questioned
on the subject.
14. At the game of quai? they evince far more skill than in archery,
and throw the stone which here answers the purpose of the quoit with a good
dm1 of accuracy ; the mark is generally a bit of stick fixed slanting outwards
in the ground,-at a distance of about thirty yards ; the stone is laid flat on the
palm of the open hand, and is projected from it with a rotatory motion, but i t
is never grasped by the fingers as the quoit is with us. There were several
of the Zinkaffs attached to the palace of Poonakh who resorted every evening
to a epot ncar the house we occupied, and amongst them were many who
evinced considerable skill in striking the mark. It is a game quite as national,
and commenced at quite as early an age with them, as marbles with Engli~h
boys, and the Bootcah seldom appears to greater advantage than when engaged
in these exercises,-q~mels seldom or never occurring, and their hilarity being
unacwmpnied with that boieterous rudeness which characterizoa thc fativitiea
of lllost of the savage tribes around them.
15. The disposition of the Booteah is naturally excellent, he
an equanimity of temper almost bordering on apathy,
Character.
and he is rarely sufficiently roused to give vent to his
feelings in any exclamations of pleasure or surprise ; that they are generally
honeat wae fully proved by the fact of our having scarcely lost anything
during many months' marching through the country, and when the baggage
disbibuted amongst 200 coolies was known to contain many articles of coneiderable value. They are on the other hand indolent to an extreme degree,
totally wanting in energy, illiterate, immoral, and victims of the most unqualified superstition : their virtues are their own, and their vices an? the natural
and inevitable consequence of the form of Government under which they livc,
the brutnlizing iduence of the faith they profeu. In my intercourse with
the Iligllest Officers of State in Booran, the impression crated was far less
fkvorable than that produced by observation upon the lower orders of the
people. The former I invariably fouud sliameleas begsrs, liars of the bvt

rnapitude, whose most solemnly pledged words were violated witl~outthe
alightsat hesitation, who entered into engagements which they had not the
most distant intention of fulfilling, who would play the bully and sycophant
with equal readiness, wholly insensible apparently to gratitude, and with all
the mental fxulties most imperfectly developed, exhibiting in their conduct
a rare compound of officid pride and presumption with the low cunning of
needy mediocrity, and yet preserving at the same time a mild deportment,
and speaking generally in a remarkably low tone of voice. Much ns my
official duties have brought me into close personal intercourse with the Native
O5cers of the different Courts of inter and ultra-Gangetic India, I had never
frriled to find some who formed very remarkable exceptions to the generally
condemnatory judgment that would have been pronounced on the remainder ;
but amongst the Officers of the Deb and Dhurma Rajas of Bootan I failed to
discover one whom I thought entitled to the slightest degree of confidence
either in word or deed.
16. The importance of obtaining a clearer insight than we have ever
previously possessed into the resources, government, and character of the
Booteahs has induced me to enter more minutely into the subject than but
for the precarious nature of our political relations with that country it would
have been necessary to do ; and it may now be desirable to advert to its connexion with other States, and to examine the precise nature of the ties by which
i t is bound to them respectively.

Section VI.
1. The first in imporL~nceof tho foreign relations of Bootan is that
which unites her with China, either immediately by
Political
Bekti01m. direct communication with the Court of Pekin, cjr
Belatiom
with China
indirectly by annual Embassies to Lassa, the celebrated
and Thibet.
capital of Thibet ; that the former ever takes place is
extremely doubtful ; and that the latter does so regularly is now equally
certain.
2. There is a tradition current in Bootan that the country was once ruled 1
by Thibetan Officers resident in it, and that all the palacesand castles now occupied
by the Deb, Dhurma, Pillos, and Zoompens were originally constructed by j
Chinese and Thibetan architects for the accommodation of those provincial j
Governors ; but that after holding the country for some time, and finding i t
totally unprofitable, the Officers were withdrawn, and the Booteahs allowed
to govern themselves ; still, however, sgreeing to the payment of an annual
tribute, and recognizing the continued supremacy of the Emperor of China in
secular, and that of the Delai Lama in epiritual, affairs.
3. The style of tiiese buildings, which unites the peculiarities of Thibetan
and Chinese architecture, greatly tends to confirm this current belief; and that
the Thibetan infiuence did extend far more to the Southward between the
eeventh and tenth centuries than it has done since is proved from a fact
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mentioned by Monsieur Lalidreas in the introduction to the translation made by
him, and Messrs. Klaproth ant1 Abel Renlusnt, of the Chinwe work Foe-koueI
ki, where, speaking of the Thibetans, he says that during the 'i'$kg
Dynasty,
I
1
fkom the seventh to the commencement of the tenth century, they isued forth
as conquerors from their origiual limits; waged nn alniost incessant war against
China ; and following the courses of their rivers, which issuing from the SouthEashrn corner of their valleys opened a route to India, extended their conquests in this direction to the Bay of Bengal, to which they gave the name of
the Thibetan Sea."*
4. A; what period the withdrawal from Bootan took place I have not the
means of even forming a probable conjecture, but it appears quite certain-hm
the resuIt of the inquirics made during my residence in the country that the
power of China is regarded with considerabls respect by the Authorities in
Bootan ; and a very marked deference is ellown to the supposed views and
wishes of the Authorities resident in L a w , both Chinese and Thibetan.
5. The names by which China and Lassa are designated in Bootan
are Peelooma and Peba, and the Thibehn race are called Phurree~ e n i a, d - n o 6 Geana, is written by Captin Turner, which that Officer
gives as the Thibetan appellation for China, seems to be very indifferently
applied, as might have been inferred from their almost total want of
geographicid knowledge; and would appear to extend not only to the
kingdom properly called China, but to the vast regions of Eastern Tartary.
Kampa, as I have before mentioned, designates that portion of Thibet lying
between the Southern bank of the Tsanpo River and the snowy ridges which
separate it from the Northern limit of Bootan. I t is to this prtio&%bet
\ that the knowledge of the Booteahs is almost entirely conbed, and I could
&
discover but few people in the country who had ever visited lassa. T h e
communication being generally with Teeshoo Losmboo, this is the only line of
route with which they are at all familiar.
6. The intercourse which does take place is generally confined to the few
months that intervene between the melting of the snows of one eeaaon and the
accumulation of the following, an interval of little more than three months;
for the inhabitants of Bootan appear to have as great a horror of the extreme
severity of a Thibetan winter as the timid Bengallee of traversing the snowclad mountains which rise in terrific magnificence from his plains.
7. The only. occasion on which anythiug approaching to regular
communication takes place is once a year, when orders are received from
Laasa; on this occasion, it is said, messengers arrive bearing an imperial
mandate from China addressed to the Deb and Dhurma Rajas of Bootan, and
the Pillos a d Zoompens under their orders. I t is written on fine cambric, in
large letters, and generally contaim instructions to be careful in the government
of the country, to quell promptly all internal tumult or rebellion, and to ~ B F
immediately, on pain of the a c t i o n of a hcnvy fine, any apprehended invaaion
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ham e x b r d foes. On one occasion it appear8 that theae orders were
neglected, and a fine of 10,000 Deba Rupees was imposed, of which the extreme
poverty of the country prevented the payment but by three instalmenta in aa
many years. With this imperial edict twenty-one gold pieces of coin are
said to be always sent -a mark of respect, it may be presumed, to the Dhurma
R a j a A reply is dispatched by special messengers, who are always attended
by twenty-three coolies bearing loads of a particularly fine description of rice
grown in A w m , and called malbhoge ; other g o d s , to the estimated amount of
3,000 ltupees per annum, are also eent, consisting principally of Basam erendi
Y
silks of the largest size, kurwa cloths ; a n o - ~ e rvariety of Awn1 silks, of a
'>=te
mound wi_t;h__redborders,
six cubita long and three broad ; cotton clothe,
- - .- ..
, /eI / twelve cubite long and three broad; and choora made of a very fine rice
1; g o w n in Assam.
L8. I t is affirmed that on these occasions a return present is made
consisting
of China flowered silks and scarfa, coral and moulds of silver and
5
.,* gold. Three I;smsrrdh the part of Bootan are said to be constantly in
attendance at Lassa, which city is regarded by the Booteahs with the =me
,.I
veneration that was once felt for Rome aa the residence of the Supreme Pontiff
of the western world. The Dhurma Raja professes ta regard the Delai Lams
as an elder brother, and transmits to him annually some presents aa marks of
respect, for which the Lama5 on their return bring back sonic trifling
acknowledgment in China silks, chowries, and gold leaf, for the embellishment of
the tcmplcv and palaces,
9. The Chinese Authorities at Lasea appear to exercise no direct control I
in the Government of the country, and although Bootan has from the year
1810 presented a scene of incessant intrigue and internal turmoil, I h a r d but
of one instance in which any interference was attempted to check the exceases
of the several parties who had been contending for the Debship ; and though
the accuracy of this statement was subsequently questioned, it may be uaeful to
record it. In the year 1830, a Tongso Pillo called Durzee Namd6 rose in
rebellion against the Deb, Sujee Gasee6, whose superior ability and power had
enabled him to retain that ofice for nine years instead of three, to which the
tenure is limited by the established customs of the country. Sujee Gassee's
authority was too firmly established to be easily shaken, and tllough the cause ,
of the Tongso Pillo wae espoused by the Dhurma Raja and the priests, he was
unable to effect the removal of the Deb : the whole cotlntry was convulsed by
the exceesea of the opposing factions, and in this emergency'~urzee Namd6
'
applied to Lasea for aasietance : two Chinese Officers were sent with a body of
I
troops to his aid, and on their arrival an investigation was ordered into the I
merits of the question at the Castle of Tongso ; a compromise was effected hy
the temporary abdication of Snjee Gasee6, and his rival Durzee Namd6 w w 1
installed, when the troops returned to Lassa The new Deb retained his office 1
for two years, when he died, and was tiuccceded by Deb Till6. At the expiration of his triennial possession of the mpreine rank another succeesful
revolution restored Sujee €i&
to the heed of' the Government, in ahicb
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office he continued until the arrivnl of the hat Mission in Bootan, when he
wm depoeed by the Daka Pillo, who retained possession of the Deb's office
h i n g my residence in the country : the ex-Deb, Sujee G d ,continue. still,
however, to eet his authority at defiance, and having secured possession of
Tassisudon, the second royal palace in Bootnn, ha3 prevented the Court from
occupying it at the accmtomed period of the summer months.
10. Thk, which has been one of the most protracted rebellions that has
taken place for many years, had not, when I was in Bootan, attracted the
attention of the Lsssa Authorities, nor had any reference been then made to
them by either party for assistance ; bat as the Dhurma Raja and priests began
to feel the inconveniences of a constrained detention at Pwnakh beyond the
period fixed by established custom, negotiations had been opened avith the
opposing party when I left, for permamion to proceed to Tassisudon ; and it is
not improbable, should it have been denied, that a reference was made to the
Lasslr Authorities on the subject; but all parties, however swayed by the love
ot power, entertain a very salutary apprehension of any direct interference in
their internal quarrels by the Chinese or Thibetan Officers, and would rather
incur the inconveniences of their most unsettled form of Government than
endeavour to escape from them by an appeal to a powor which they both dislike
and dread.
11. Tlie Political relations of Bootan with Nipal appear to have arisen
originally from the invpion by the Goorkha Army of
Belatima
with
the Sikhim Territory in 1788, when the Raja, severely
pressed by tho enemy, supplicated assihnce both from Thibet and Bootan.
1 The forces of Sikhim and Bootan, aided by a party of Bootaha from a province
of Thibet called Portaee, returned towards the capital of Sikhim, and about
the beginning of December compelled the Goorkhas to retire towards Ilam
Ghurrie, on the Kan Kayi, whero they had erected forts to Becure a communication with RIorung.'
12. " Shortly after gaining these advantages," says Buchanan, " the
t r o o p of the Deva Dhurma retired,for they are allowed no pay,and the county
was too poor to admit of plunder." And as their mistance was first demanded
at the end of the year 1788, and the return of the Bootan troop to their own
frontier took place at the e6d of March in the following year, their whole
period of service appeara to have extended only to the three intermediate
months. Their withdrawal, however, was followed by the submission of the
greater part of the Sikhimites to the Goorkhas, but the Raja fled h r refuge
into Thibet.
13. The success of the Goorkhoe caused the most serious alarm both to
the Government of Lassa and Bootan, and application wrra made to the
Emperor of China for assistance. Before, ho~vever,a reply could be received,
the Deb and Dhurma Rajas sent an Embassy to Katmandoo oEering to
prchaee their safety by the sacrifice of that part of 13ykan~porein tlie plaius
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of Bengal which had been ceded to them by Mr. Hastings, the Bovarnor
General of India; but the necessity of this conceaqion was saved by the
interposition 'of the Emperor of China, whose force, as has been already
mentioned, humbled the h ride of the Qoorkhas, and compelled them to
p u r c b an ignominious peace by an acknowledgment of vassalage.
14. From that period to the year 1813, when Nipal was invaded by the
British Army, Bootan had been unmolested by the Goorkhas, a forbearance
which could only have arisen from a conviction that any hostile demonstration
against it would draw down upon them the vengeance of China; and it
is difficult to imagine any other motive sufficiently powerful to have checked
the career of a race who had extended their conqueets from the banks of the
Sutlej to the Teesta, and consolidated under one powerful rule every petty
State on the Southern slope of the great Himalyan chain comprised within
those limits. Bootan would have been overrun by a handful of Goorkhas in
one season, and nothing but the fesr of an infliction similar to that which
avenged the plunder of Digurchee would have aaved the palscea of the Deb
and Dhurma from a eimilar invasion.
15. The bold and determined policy of the Marquis of Hastings, which
interposed the petty State of Sikhim as a barrier to the Eastern progress of the
Nipalese, gave an additional seal to the security of Bootan, which until then
it had never possessed; it cut off the possibility of invasion except by a
hostile movement of the Cloorkha Troops through a State protected by the
British Government, and this it was evident never would be attempted until
the Nipalese were again prepared to grapple with the foe which had so
recently humbled their pride. To this arrangement alone has Bootan been
so long indebted for freedom from aggression ; and with the present greatly
augmented army of Nipal the attempt would have been hazarded in defiance
of China could the neutrality of the British power have been secured.
16. In the petition addressed by the Raja of Nipal to the Emperor of
C h i in March 1815, si~pplicatingassistance against the British in men and
money, the Emperor's attention is forcibly drawn to the situation of Bootan
as particularly favorable to an invasion of the British Territories; and as the
document illustrates the policy which has been since pursued by that restless
and ambitious power, it may not be useless to notice it a t the present
moment.
'' The climate of Dhurma, it says, is temperate ; and you may easily send
an army of two or three hundred thousand men by the route of Dhurma into
Bengal, spreading alarm and consternation among the Europeans as far
Calcutta. The enemy has subjugated all the Rajas of the plains, and usurped
the throne of the King of Delhi ; and therefore it is to be expected h t these
would all unite in expelling Europeans from Ilindostan. By such an event
your name will be renowned throughout Jumboo Deep, and whenever you may
command, the whole of its inhabitants will be forward in your service. Should
you think that the conquest of Nipal and the forcible separation of the Goorkhaa from their dependence on the Emperor of China cannot materially affect

'
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your Majety's interests, I beaeech you to reflect that without your aid I
cannot repulse the English. After obtaining possemion of Nip1 they will
advance by the routes of Buddinauth and Mansowroar, and also by that of
Digurchee, for. the purpose of conquering Lassa. I beq therefore that you
will write an order to the English, directing them to withdraw their forcea
from the Territory of the Goorkha State, which is tributary and dependent on
you, otherwise you will send an army to our aid. I beaeech you, however,
to lose no time in eending assistance, whether in men or money, that I may
drive forth the enemy, and maintain powasion of the mountains, otherwise in
a few yeare he will be master of Laam."'
17. The cautious policy of China prevented the adoption of the plan
recommended : Bootan wse spared a visitation which would have reduced her
to a state of still more hopeless poverty than she is in at present; and the
inhabitante of Bengal escaped the panic which would have followed the oocupation of that country by a Chineee force. From that period to the p m t
scarcely any intercourse, either of a political .or comrnerciul nature, baa taken
place between Nipal and Bootan; and judging from the extreme ignoraoce
displayed by nearly every person questioned on the mbjtct, little mow of that
country appears to be known t h a ~the name, which is Boo& is Ileqjoo, and
of the Nipalese, Meyr.
18. During my residence at Poonakh I received communications from
?
/ Be@ mentioning the departure from Katmandw of certain partiea for Bwtan
I by various routes; and my attention was in comequence particularly directed
I
to the discovery of any persons who might arrive from that quarter ; but none
:. appeared up to the latest period of my stay, and I ascertained that the route
moat generally frequented by the Nipaleee is that which a k i i the Western
Frontior of S$him, and unites with the plains by the Nagurcote Pass in the
Morung: the Booteahs never visit Nipal for any purpose, and the only
d to he open to them since the termination of
route through Sikhim has c
the war in 1813. To invade Bootan the Nipalese must either psss throu~h
Sikhim, or through the British or Thibetan Territories, for there ia no intermediate neutral country which could be traversed, and an act of aggression
muat be committed against one or the other. Thibet, indeed, regards Sikhim
as a province of ite own, and the Raja who ia at Laasa known by the title of
Damoo Jung is said, in the very laat and most authentic work on China, ta
aend annually an offering of a small m o u n t to the Deki Lama, and to receive
a trifle in return.t
19. It can hardly be doubted that any invasion of Bootan by Ni&
a power which the Chiaeae regard as under vassalage to them, would be
followed by punishment from the latter ; and that assistonce would immediately
be intreated from the Authorities at Laeaa by both the Deb and Dhurma Raja
The sacred character of the latter ie inferior only in the estimation of tbe
Cbipese to that of the three pontiffs of Thibet, the Delai, the Teaboo, and
2

Fraser's Tour, Himalaya Mountuins, Appendix 3, page 687,
t Qutrclrffa Chi- voL lrt, page 273.
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Tarnnat Lamas; and the sword which =terminated the dynasty of Thibetan
kings to avenge an i n d t on the Grand Lama would certainly be drawn to
punish the aggremion of& v&
against his younger brother: the mischief
would, however, be effected before a Chinese or Thibetan army could come
to the reacue ; and as the incureion would probably be only a predatory one,
the real attack would be directed against the Nipaleae in their own Territory ;
bnt it might lead to a permanent occupation of the caatles of Bootan by
Chinese troops aimilar to that which placed the strongholds of Thibet at
their disposal, a result which the Britiah Government could hardly contem.
plate with indifference.
20. The reletions with S i i i appear to be almost entirely confined to
a trifling commercial intercourse between the bordering
BBlstioMvithBikhim'
viilagea on the Western Frontier of Bootan, and
beyond the jurisdiction of Paro Pillo the name or nature of the country is
almost unknown.
21. l'he extreme ignorance which prevails in Bootan, not only of every
contiguous State, but even of the different parts of their own country, proves
that its inhabitante 8carcely ever venture beyond the immediate neighbornhood
of the vdlagea they occupy; there is so great a jealousy Letwean the Zoompens of diffmnt Districts that the utmost difficulty is experienced by the
cultivators in effecting a removal from one place to another, and the permission to do ao is only obtained by the payment of a sum so large as to
render the raking it at all almost hopeless. Td ineure continuance on the
seme apota, agreementa at Poonakh for the cultivation of the lands are entered
into with the women instead of the men, and the reaeon given for it was that
they were lesa likely to roam : a more effectual provision could hardly have
been made in a country were Polyandry prevails, and where three or four malea
would be enchained by the fettem which bound one female.
22. On the East Bootan is bounded by a strip of the Kampa country,
and as the only i.ntercourse. which takes place with it has been before shown to ;
be of a purely commercial nature i t will be unneceaaary to notice it again in
this place.
23. With the British Government the relations of Bootan have been
already so fully shown in the preceding Sections of this Report that a few
concluding obaervations are all that it now appeara necesssry to make ; and
these have bean rendered imperative by the failure of every attempt to induce
the Government of that country to enter into any engagements, or to consent
to any propoeitiona calculated to remove the numerous causes of diwtisfaction
ariaing from the constant aggressive iacuraions of' its subjects upon the Britiah
Territories.
1. It will have been seen from the preceding Report that the connexion
of the British and Bootan Governments has arisen and
Connlllding oboema- been preserved almost entirely from the circumstance
tiom.
of the latter having obtained possession of a certain
extent of Territory in the plains without which the Booteahs could scarcely

I

exist, the producta of their own hills being quite insufficient to support even
the wretchedly scanty population which is thinly scattered on their sides and
summits. In the earlier periods of our communicqiions with them the moat
remarkable feature of the intercourse was the extreme anxiety displayd on
every occasion to conciliate them ; and this feeling, which led to the restoration
of the Bengal Dooars by Mr. Hastings in 1783, when they had been justly
forfeited by the misconduct of the Booteahs, continued to mark the policy of
the Government when the acquisition of Asmm extended the existing relations,
and rendered the formation of engagements with the Booteahs n e c e q in
that quarter also.
2. Mr. Scott by whom these engagementa were made, overlooking the
unfair advantage which had been taken of the Aseom P r i n m during the
declension of their power, renewed and confirmed the agreements which had
been extorted &om the weakness of those rulers ; and the Booteahs were secured
in the continued enjoyment of privileges of which a less generoue policy
would have altogether deprived them. Every concession continued to be made
for the sake of preserving those amicable relations which could not be interr u w d without causing great local distress; and the reward of such forbearance hae been seen in acts of repeated aggression in the murder and abstraction of British subjects, the non-payment of tribute, and the refnaal, until force
had been employed, to make reparation for the injuriea inflicted, or to m i a t in
devising plans to prevent their future recurrence.
3. A Mission was d e u t e d from the Supreme Government to the Court
of Bootan under a belief that the rulers of that country were kept in ignorance
of the proceedings of their local Officers, and that when known came deciaive
steps would be taken to guard against the probability of interruption to thoee
amicable relations the continuance of which was of vital importance to
Bootan itself. In its progress through the country the Mission was everywhere received with marked distinction, the Envoy waa waited upon by every
Soubah of the districts through which it passed, and nothing could have
exhibited a more anxious desire to do honor to the power that depnted i t than
the extreme respect with which the letters and presents of the Governor G e n e
ral of India were received by the Deb and Dhurma Rajas of Bootan. Yet eo
wholly impotent i the Government of the country, and so lamentable. are the
effects of the contesta for supremacy which have devastated Bootan for the laat
thirty years, that its rulers dare not enter into engagements which, however
calculated to promote the general welfare, may indirectly clash with the imaginary intoreets of a Pillo or Zimp6. During many protracted discussions held
with t l ~ eMillistere of the Deb, every argument was used, and the niost detailed
explanations were offered, to arrest the attention of the Government, and to
show the extreme hazard incurred by the misconduct of its Offiwm. Varions
propositions were submittod and discussed, and the draft of a Treaty waa at
last prepared with the avowed concurrence and approval of the Deb and his
Ministers, who repeatedly admitted, both in private and at the public durhara,
that is provisions were unobjectionable ; they appointed a time for ratifying it
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by signature, and when the period for doing so arrived, evaded it on the most
frivolous pretexts, the Deb to the last admitting that he had no valid objection to offer, and that ii w ~ c a l c u l a t e dto benefit his country by removing many
existing c a w s of dissatisfaction : thew opinions he held in common with the
ex-Deb, the Paro Pillo, the Tltssi Zimp6, Wandipoor Zoompen, and the Lam
and Deb Zimp6s ; and yet he avowed that he dared not sign it
the Tongeo
Pillo objected.
4. With wch a Government it is suflicicntly evident that negotiation is
utterly hopeleas. Ita nominal head is powerleas, and the real authority of the
and Paro, who divide it becountry is vested in the two Barons of Ton,tween them. A rigid policy under such circurnstancea would justify the immediate permanent resumption of all the Dooars, both in Bengal and A w m , now
held by Bootan, for when the enpgementa by which they were permitted to
occupy them have been so repeatedly violated, and the Dooarn have been made
place$ of refuge for organized ban& of robbers and nssassins, security to the
lives and properties of our own suhjects would justify any mensures, however
apparently severe, which should strike at the root of a system so prolific of the
most serious evil. But there are many powerful motives for pursuing a l e s severe
course of policy than that which stern justice and insulted forbearance demand.
5. These Dooars form, as has been already observed, the most vnlunble
portion of the Bootan Territory ; through them and from them are procured,
either directly or indirectly, almost every article of consumption or luxury
which the inhabitants of the Hills possess. Their principal trade is with them ;
the priests and higher classes of the laity subeist almost exclnsively upon their
produce. The s i b of China, and the woollens of Thibet, are purchased in
barter for the cotton, rice, and other producto of the plains ; and the policy
which would exclude the Booterrhs altogether from thew possessions would
sever one of the strongest ties by which they may now be constrained. I t is,
however, no less clear that some decisive measures nre indispensably necessary
to guard against the repetition of such- aggressions as have been committed a t
various times against the British Government since its occupation of A m m ;
and as thew offences have, in almost every instance, been perpetrated within
the jurisdiction of the Tongeo Pillo, whose pernicious counsels and avarice
the ratification of those agreements which were calculated to prevent
their recurrence, it is but just that the weight of punishment should fall more
heavily upon him than upon those other members of the Bootan Government
whose conduct evinced a greater respect to the moderate demands and wishes
of the British Government. By drawing this distinction and explicitly stating
it to the Bootan Government, the justice which attached the Assam Dooars:
would be felt, and the generosity which spared those of Bengal appreciated.
6. The attachment of the Bootan Dooars in Assam, which are all with
one exception under the Tongso Pillo, would excite the most serious apprehen8ion in the mind of every member of that Government; and all would feel the
absolute necessity of immediate submission to avert the extension of the
m m e to those in Bengal ; eome show of opposition might poeeibly be at firat
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made, but communications would, I doubt not, be very speedily addre-d
ta
the Government eupplicating their release, and offering to accede to any terlns
which it might wish to impose as the condition of rgtarstion.
7. A treaty cauld then either be dictated binding them down to the
observance of such conditions as our preeent more accurate knowledge of the
country and Government might show to be neceatary ; or should the opening a
communication with Thibet be still considered desirable, the Qovemlnent
woultl be justified in refusing to treat on the subject with any but the p a n mount Authorities at Lsssa.
they did
the Bmtdui wm~ld+n,
8. To regain sacem to the Doin 1782, immediately supplicate the friendly intercession of t h m whom we
now know to be their political mastew, and the opportunity would he thue
afforded of re-opening a communication between the British and Thibetan
Authoritiee to which the B o o h l ~ sare now most determinedly opposed. It
would then be as clearly their interest to assist, as they now fancy it to be their
duty to offer every obstacle to, the re-establishment of this intercourse ; and
the united influence of the Deb, Dhurma, and Pillos would, from motives of
common interest, be brdught to bear upon the euccemful reault of the
negotiation.
9. That it is most desirable, on pulitical grounds, to endeavour to ascertain the nature of the foreign relatime of the Thibetan Authoritiee admits
not of doubt. The information obtained during my residence in Bootan would
lead to the belief that the agents of Russia have found their way to that celebrated capital of Central Aaii, and with what views they hare been sent may
be aafely inferred from their proceedings in a still more conspicuous field further West. Three or four merchauta from Lsssa, whom I met in Bootan,
expressly mid that there were foreigners residing there very much like us in
dress, appearance, and manners, who sat at tables, and were constantly engaged
in writing and reading in books similar to hose they aaw with Officers of the
Miesion. That they were not Chinese wiw equally explicitly dated, and the
inhabitants of L a w are too intimately acquainted with their military conquerors to have been mistaken on t h i ~point. No nation of Europe that we
are awaro of hm far the last century sent forth even her messengers of peace
to the turbulent race^ of Central Asia, and the widely extended diplomatic
influence of Bussis may at this moment be moving in Islna the wires which
agitate Nipal.
10. Emiaaariea were dispatched from the Court of Katmandoo to Loass
aa soon as the intention of sending a Mission into Bootan and Thibet was
known, with the object of arresting its progrw to the latter country; ond
whether effected by their representations, or occasioned by the apprehension of
incurring the resentment of the Chineae O5cere in TLibet, certain it ia that
the moet decided and unqualified r e f d waa given by the Bootan Oovemment
to any communication being opened with the Authoritiee at Lassa.
11. Should it not be considered necessary or desirable to attempt this
renewal of communication, the arrangerncnt for the better m a ~ w m e n tof tlw

Dooara muat of conrae be made with the Deb and other Officera of Bootan ; but
experience haa very recently proved that fo'w must be employed, and that i t
will be neceesrrry for the aovernment itself to dictate the terms on which they
will be permitted again to hold them. Nor would it be expedient to reatore
them until all the outatanding balances for tribute had been liquidated, all
persona detained in custody r e l d , and Booteah Officers of rank expressly
depnted to negotiate with others appointed for the same purpose by the British
Government.
12. As long as the Dooars continued attached it would be perfectly
practicable to eecure the concurrence of the Booteah Officers to theae or any
other resolutions of our Government, but without the infliction of this temporary punishment it is vain to expect either the fulfilment of existing engagementa or the ratification of new ones calculated more effectually to coerce
them.
18. The Booteahs are fully aware that the recent proceedings of their
Government have been such as to render the loss of their Dooarq not improbable ; but they rely on the continuance of the forbearance which has so long
spared them ; and the viait of the late Mission has excited so genernl a degree
of attention throughout that wuntry that the example would tell with far
greater effect under existing circumstancea than a t almost any other period
since our occupation of Baaam.
14. If, on the other hand, the Dooars be totally and unconditionally
mered from Bootan, we must be prepared not only to defend the whole line of
Frontier from the Dhunseeree River to the Teesta againat the incursions of
men suddenly reduced to extreme distress, but eventually to pursue them to
their fastnesses in the Hills, and to shake to their foundations the castles of
their rulers.
15. This, if necessary, might perhaps be done withoot exciting more
than an increased degree of jealousy and uneasiness on the part of Chinese and
Thibetan Authorities, who would hardly commit their Government by any
attempt forcibly to repel the British arms: but a hostile invaaion, by g r a t l y
exciting their already extravagant suspicion and jealousy, would close against
us still more eff'ectually than they now are the plrsees which lead from Booten
into Thibet, and postpone to a period of hopeless filturity the establishment of
that interwurae which pereeverance in a firm but forbearing policy may a t
length effect.
16. Any suspicion of hostile invaaion of the Hills would render Bootan
a ready instrument in the hands of Nipal; and utterly contemptible as her
power and resources are when singly considered, they would be sufficient to
occasion extreme inconvenience if made to co-operate simultaneously with the
latter more formidable power.
17. The expediency of having a European functionary permanently stationed
a t the Court of the Deb wna very forcibly impressed upon my mind during my
residence in Bootan ; the arrival of the Mission a t the capital was sufficient to
a suspension of hostilities between the parties who were contending for

n

supremacy ; and on rlnitting Poonakh on onr return we pnssed from the castlea of
one faction to those of the other, and were treated with respect at both. With the
people of the country generally such a measure would, I have every reason to
believe, be highly popular, and that i t would be of advantage to the British
interests there can be little doubt. I had never but one opportunity during
my residence in the country of making even the most distant allusion to such
an arrangement, and that was at my last interview with the Deb. When on
his contending for the insertion of a clause in the proposed Treaty authorizing
the Booteahs to build houses in Bungpore, I asked whether if mch a privilege
were conceded he would also insert a condition granting a similar authority to
any person the British Government might wish to send into B o o m . He
immediately called out "Xo I no I Say nothing more on the subject."
18. But unpalatable as such a proposition mould a t first prove, it might
be acceded to if made a condition of the restoration of the Dooars The
influence acquired by such a functionary, if judiciously exercised, would be
productive of the most marked advantage in all our future intercourse ; it
would enable him to watch and ccunteract the evil consequences of nnfi-iendly
external influence and of internal misrule, as hitherto exemplified in the management of the Dooars ; and we could not provide more effectually against the
recurrence of those local aggre~ionswhich within the last twelve years have
repeatedly endangered the relations of the British Government with Bootan.
Every measure wlrich could be thought of has been adopted to check these
excesses without effect ; and on the proposition being acceded to it would be
desirable to renounce altogether the tribute now paid by the Bootan Government for the Dooars, which as a source of revenue is wholly insignificant, but
as a cause of dissatisfaction most fruitful. A nominal quit-rent should still be
demanded as an acknowledgment of our continued sovereignty in the soil,
and under such arrangements as those now suggested it may be reasonably
anticipated that more satisfactory relations would arise than have ever e x i d
between Bootan and our provinces ~ i n c ethe establishment of the British
power in Rengal.
19. The feelings with which the Chinese Uorernment would regard the
establishment of a British functionary in Bootan may be inferred from thaee
exhibited when they became acquainted with the intention of appointing a
Resident in Katmandoo ; and it is most improbable that they would offer any
opposition more serious than was shown on that occasion to a measure accomplished under circumstances far less likely to excite their jealaus apprehension
tllan those which preceded the establishment of a British Beeidency in Nipal.
I n the Chinese Repository, as quoted in the Friend of India, it appears that
the only objection ever offered to the measure was expressed in the following
terms, in a letter from the Chinese Commi~ioners to the Governor General :" You mention that you have stationed a Vakeel in Nipal: this is a matter of
no consequence; but as the Raja from his youth and inexperience, and from
the novelty of the circumstance, has imbibed suspicions, if you would out d
kindness towards us, and in consideration of the ties of friendship, withdraw
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your Vnkeel it would be better, and we should feel inexpreesibly grateful to
you."* The request, however, it is well known, was not complied witl~,and
British Officers have continued to reside at Katmandoo for U P W I U ~ R of twenty
years, without producing any remonstrance from the Authorities of Lassa or
the Court of Pekin; aud that the dependence of Nipal upon China has
existed during the whole bf that time is explicitly stated in Air. GutzlnKs
work upon the Celestial Ernpire.t
20. In bringing this Report upon my late Mission into Bootan to a
conclusion, it is with sincere pleasure that I acknowledge my obligations to the
gentlemen who were attached to it-William Qriffith, Esq., of the Madras
Medical Service, and Ensign Blake, of the 56th Regiment Bengal N. I. Tlie
cordial co-operation of these Officers was given on every occasion; and the
Journal and botanical collections of the one, and Map of route of the Mission
prepared from his own surveys by the other, sufficiently attest the ability and
zeal with which their duties have been performed. To Captain Jenkins, the
Governor General's Agent in Assam, and the Oficers under his authority, my
thanks are especially due for the most unreserved and prompt replies to the
many reference8 I have made to them in the performance of the duties of the
Miasion. And by Mr. N. Smith, the Collector of Rungpore, I have been
favored with documents relating to the Bootan Dooars in Bengal, which have
enabled me to trace with more accuracy than would have been otherwise
practicable their relative situations, and the nature and extent of the trade
which is now ouried on through them with Rungpore.
21. In the Appendix will be found eeveral documents and tables
illuetrative of the facts stated in the Report ; and I have prepared four maps,
one of the Bootan Dooars in Assam, a second of those in Bengal, a third
which presents a section of the whole line of country traversed by the N issiou
in its progress through Bootan, and the fourth, a general map, contains all the
geographical information which my inquiries enabled me to collcct. I am
quite conscious that very much more yet remains to be done, and I can only
hope that others under more favorable circumstances will hereafter correct
and fill up the outline which has been so imperfectly traced.

R. BOILEAU PEJIIBERTON, Capf.,
Envoy to Bootnn.
Calcutta, November 30, 1838.
Friend of India, June l4th, 1838.

t China Opend, vol. ii., page 665.

ABTICLESof a Trealy of Peace between the Hon'bk English Eaat India C0111pmy
and the Deb Rap, w Raja of Bodrm.

to
1. That the Hou'ble Company, wholly from consideration for the
which the Booteahs represent themselves to be reduced, and from the desire of living
in peace with their neighbours, will relinquish the lands which belonged to the Deb
Raja before the commencement of the war with the Raja of C w h Behar, m e l y ,
to the Eastward the lands of Chichacotta and Pangolahaut, and to the Wmt~~ard
the lands of Kyrantee, Marraghaut and Lnckeepoor.
2. That for the posseesion of the Chichwotta Province the Deb Reja shall
pay an annual tribute of five Tangnn horses to the Hon'ble Company, which was
the acknowledgment paid to the Behar Raja.
3. That the Deb Raja shall deliver up Dudjindinarain, Raja of COO&Behar,
together with his brother, the Dewan Deo, who is confined with him.
4. That the Hooteahs, being merchants, shall have the same privilege of trade
as formerly without the payment of duties, and their caravan shall be allowed to
go to Rungpore annually.
5. That the Deb Raja shall never cause incursions to be made into the
country, nor in any respect whatever molest the Ryots that have come nnder the
Hon'ble Company's subjection.
6. That if any Ryot or inhabitant whatever shall desert from the Hon'ble
Company's Territories, the Deb Bsja shall cause him to be delivered up immediately
upon application being made to him.
7. That in case the Booteahq or any one nnder the Government of the Deb
Rain, shall hare any demands upon, or disputes with, any inhabitant of theae or any
part of the Company's Territories, they shall prosecute them only by an application
to the Magistrate, who shall reside here for the administration of justice.
8. That whatever Suniassies are considered by the English as an enemy, the
Deb Raja shall not allow to take shelter in any part of the districts now
given up, nor permit them to enter into the Hon'ble Company's Territories, or through
any part of hiu : and if the Booteahs shall not of themselves be able to drive them
out, they shall give information to the Resident on the part of the English in
Cooch Behar, and they shall not consider the Englieh troops pursuing the Snniassies
into those districts as any breach of this Treaty.
9. That in awe the Hon'ble Company shall have occasion for cutting timbers
from any part of the woods under the Hills, they shall do it duty free, and the
people they send shall be protected.
10. That there shall be a mutual release of prisonere. This k t y to be
signed by the Eodble President and Council of Bengal, and the Eion'ble Company's

to be affixed on the one part, and to be signed and &led by the Deb Raja
on the other part.
seal

Bigned and ratified at Fort William, the 25th April 1774,
(Signed)
!.
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(signed)

W m ~ HAETIRQ~.
n
WY.A ~ E R B E Y .
P. M. D A ~ E S .
J. LAWRELL.
HENRYGOODWIN.
H. GRAHAM.
~ E O .VANSITUT.

H. AURIOL, AMirW Secretmy.

h I d i o r r of &arnamah a p e d to by the Boolealc Zinhafa on the 2nd June 1836.

1. The Zinkaffs engaged that the Bootan Government make every possible
exertion to put down the system of decoity which has so long prevailed amongst
the inhabitants of the Dooars.
2. Should, however, any aggression be committed by the inhabitants of the
Dooars, the offenders shall be delivered up by Soubahs on receiving the Perwannaha
of the Magistrates to that effect, and on their failure to seize the offendere, the Police
of the British Government shall have accese to the Dooars in search of the culprits.
3. The Zinkaffs engage for the due yearly delivery of the tribute due from all
the Dooare to the respective Collectors of Kauuoop and Dnrmng.
4. To secure the due payment of the tribute a Zinkaff shall he deputed to
make the coll~ctionsin person, a d pay them over himself to the Collectors of
Kammop and Durmng, and the appointment of Sezawals on the part of the British
Government shall cease.
5. And in case of any arrears again accumulating to the amount of one year's
tribute, the British Government shall be at liberty to attach the D o o m in arrears,
and to hold the same, and to collect the revenue thereof until the arrears have been
fully liquidated.
6. The Z i n k d s will provide for the settlement of all existing aafter
an mamination of accounts with the Collectors, end agreeable to the decision of the
Governor General's Agent on any disagreement.
7. The Governor General's Agent agrees on this Ikrarnamah being completed
to give up Buxa Dooar,+ that the revenue which had been collected from it during
the time it has been attached shall be carried to the acconnt of the outstanding
amear#.
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8. If any individuals, inhabitslits of tho Doom, commit dacoities, murders,
or other heinous offerlces in the Dooars, and take refuge in the British Territory, such
offenders sl~oll be delivered up to the Booteah Officers on their demanding and
ide~ltifyiugthem.

(Signcd)

,,
,,

,,

,,

Bazub Rin Sen ZirikafY, on the part of the Dhurma Raja.
Kaysung Garnpa C'11amt.a Zinkaff, on the part of the Deb Raja.
Poongtakee Zinkaff, on the part of the To~~gao
Pillo.
Kl~amakepah Zinkaff, on the part of the Dhu-ma Raja's Father,
Dimsee Sooree.
F. Jellliius, Governor General's Agent.

Treaty d m i t i e d on the 25th of April 1838 to the Deb Raja of Bootan by Caplair
R. Boikau Pemberton, Envoy on the part of the British Indian G o v e m m d b
the Court of the Deb and Dhurma Rajas.

Many years having elapsed since a Mission was deputed from the Government
of British India to the Deb aud Dhurma Rajas of Bootan, and the acquisition of the
Territory of Amm by the IIon'ble the East India Company having greatly extended
the relations which formerly existed between the two Governments, the Right
Hon'ble the Governor General of India in Council was pleased, on the 7th of -4ngost
1837, to depute Captain R. Boileau Pemberton as Envoy on the part of the British
Indian Government to tho Deb and Dhurma Rajas of Rootan, with authority to
make any arrangements in co~~cert
with the Deb Raja which sliould appear best
adapted to the present state of affairs, and aa likely to strengthen and cement the
amicable relations of the two Governments to a degree not provided for by any
cxisting Treaty. The following Articles have been mutually agreed upon by tho Deb
Raja of Bootan and the Envoy on the part of the British Indian Government, a%
bekgcalculated to remove existing causes of dissatisfaction, to extend friendly
intercourse, and to place the future relations of the two Governments on such a basiY
as shall be equally advantageous to both :Article 1st.-The subjects of Bootan of every description having always had
free aceesa to the Territories of the British Indian Government for pnrposes of tratlic,
it is reasonable and just that a similar privilege should be extended to the subjects
of the Briti~hIndian Government. I t is therefore mutuaily agreed that the subjects
of both States shall be equally unrestricted in any friendly intercourse they may wish
tq cany on, and shall be entitled to the protection of the respective Governments
long as they conduct themselves peaceably in their several vocations.
Article 2nd.-If any Ryot or other inhabitant of the Hon'ble Company's Territory
shall desert into the Territory of the Deb Raja, lie shall be immediately given up on
application being made for him ; and if any individuals, inhabitants of the Bootan
Territory, commit robberies, murders, or other heinous offences, and take mfngo iu
the Brithh Indian T~lrritory,they shall bc surrendered on the Bootan Anthoritiea
demanding ant1 identifying them.
Article 3rd -If auy inhabitant of the British Indian Territories shall commit
offences in the Dooars for which tlie Bootan Government now pays, or has heretoforo
paid, tribute to the Hon'ble Company, such offender shall be seized and made over
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for trial to the nearest resident British Offlcer, by whom his offences, if satiafactorlly
proved, will be punished in accordance with the laws which prevail in the Hon'ble
Company's Territory ; hut if any British subject shall commit offences in the independent Hill Territory of the Bootan Governme~~t,he will be aii~enableto trial in
conformity with the customs which prevail there, the circumstances being duly
reported nt the time to the Britiah Indian Government.
Article 4th.--Should any
be committed by the inhabitants of the
Doom under the Bootan Government against the eubjects of the Hon'ble Company,
such offenders shall be imniediatoly surrendered by tlie Bootan Frontier Officers ou
receivirq the Perwannalis of the Magiatl-ah of Districts to that effect, and on their
failing to scize the offcntlery the Police of the British Indian Government shall have
free accem to the 1)ooars in search of tlie culprits.
Article 5th.-Should the Booteahs, or other subjects of the Deb Raja, have
auy demands upon, or disputes with, any inhabitant of any part of the Hon'ble
Company's Territories, they shall prosecute them only by an application to the
Magistrate of the district in which auch disputes m y have ariaen, by whon~ an
esaminatioll will be immtxliately made iuto the 11atlu.eof the co~nplaiut, and redress,
if necessary, afforded.
Article 6th.-The present mode of payin!: trihnte for tho Dooars, partly in
g d s and horses, and partly in money, havii~gled to much n~isundentandingaud
the accu~iiulationof heavy arrears, the Bootan Cioveninie~~t
agrees that the tribute
shall in future be paid in cash ; the revenue for each Dooar being taken at tho
present amount, there being no wish on the part of tlie British lndian Government
to increase tlle tribute in the slightest degree.
Artrcle 7th.-'Co inellre the punctual payment of tribute, and to protect tho
Bootan Govcrnrnent ar niuch as possible from imposition or loqs, it is agreed, that
at the customary w ~ o nof the year, Zinkaffs shall be deputed by the Rootan
Government for the 1)urpo.i~of paying the amount due directly to the Collectors of
Kamroop and Durru~~q,
who will grant reccipt3 for the amount so paid, and not,
ar was forn~crlythe caw, to any intermediato Native Agents. I n the event of any
Doolr falling into arrears to the extcnt of one year's tribute, the British Indian
Government shall be at liberty to take poese~ionof and continue to hold such
Ijooar until the bala~iccshare bee11 fully realized, and inde~nuification obtained
for auy extra expense to which the British Iudian Government may have been
subjected by such temporary possession of t l ~ cDooar.
Article 8th.-The
1)ewangari Itaja having seized and kept in confinement
twelve Cacharee subjects of the FIon'ble Company, in violation of the friendship
and practices observed between the two Governments, the Deb Raja having for
the first time been made acquainted with the circumstances by the British Envoy,
agrees to send immediatcly a peremptory order for their surrender to the British
Authorities in Asearn, by whom they will be tried in conformity with the 3rd Article
of this Treaty.
Article 9th.-The Deb Raja having 11om been made fully acqnaiuted with the
misconduct of, and aggressions committed by, the Bootan Officers in charge of the
1)ooars against the subjecb of the Hon'ble Company, will adopt decisive measurea
for putting an effectual stop to conduct of so u~iwarrantable a nature; and will
issue an order for the immediate npprehension and ~urrenderof five escaped convicts
from the Gowhatty Jail, uow concea!eil in the Dooars, who had been condemned
to imprisonment for participation ill these offences ,against the ~ f l i s l iIudian
Government.
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Article 10th.-Many of the boundaries of the Amam Dooars being &ill in
an unde611ed and unsettled state, the Deb Raja agrees, on application being
received from the British Authorities to that effect, to depute properly qualified
persons to assist in establishing such lines of demarcation as may be m n t d y
agreed upon by them and the Offlcers of the British Indian Government.
Article 11th.-The want of an authorized Agent on the part of the Bootan
Government to whom reference could be made on any sudden exigency having led
tn the most serious inconveniences, and frequently endangered the fn'endly relations
of the two Governments, it is ryeed that in fkture two accredited Agents of the
Bootan Government shall reside permanently, one at Gowhatty in Assam, and the
other at Rungpore in Bengal, for the purpose of receiving any communications tbe
Authorities of those places may desire to make to the Rootan Qovernment, or of
conveying to those Officers the sentiments and wishes of their Court.
Article 12th.-lt being indispensable that measures should be immediately taken
Dooars, with a view to. the payment
for examining ahd adjusting the aceoUnWrE+
of all outatanding balances, the Deb Raja agws that Zinkaffs or other persons
well arquaintd with the accounts of the Dooars shall be immediately sent to
Qowhatty for this purpose, and that they shall be directed to make payments in full
of whatever sums may, on comparison of ~CGOM~S, be pronounced by the Governor
General's Ageat to be due to the Hon'ble Company.

B. BOILEAU PEMBEBTON. .

Tm~lattonof

a

Letter frcnn the T q s o PiUo to Gmermr CfmraZ'a Agent, ddcd
1st Bysack.

The letter that you sent respecting Bnxa Dooar &r,
by the
Kalling Dooar road, having reached me, has made me acquaided with everything. I was not aware before now of the circumstance of dacoities, or of the
arrears of revenue which have now come to light. Nor did the Raja of Bnxa
Dooar ever inform me about it. Owing to my ignorance of matters, wnfnsion and
disturbances have taken place. Yon allude to the several perwannahs yon aent to
me, but the Dewangari Raja never gave them to me. Nevertheless the delay that
has occurred in illquiring into matters would have been avoided but for the cil.cnmRhnce of my illness ; but having recovered I have resumed the seat of Government ;
I can assure you that your Perwanuahs have not been wilfully neglected ; the fact is,
I never received any of your letters. At any rate, wnsidering the great friendship
subsisting between the Company and Bootan, I beg you will not withhold your
killdness from me, and that you will bc well disposed every way. I n former times
too, doring the reign of the A w m Rajas, peace and friendship prevailed between
them and Bootan, and the revenue was paid and received without any trouble.
you will take the revenue and whatever is due, and release the Doou,
it would
well. If not for my sake, at least in compassion to the Gobyus and
Qdeng Brahmnns, who snffcr distress, be graciously pleased. I t would be sinful 01
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your part were yon to act otherwise; you know everything that is right. I t is a
sad thing to those whoAave no such knowledge; you are the manager on the part
of the British Government, and I, Tongso Raja, am the manager on the part of
the Dhurma and Deb Rajas. If you and I are merciful, the Ryotscan live. By
means of that Dooar I am enahled to help and serve the Goliayns with fish, oil,
tobmco, &c. By serving tile Oohayns much good will result. Whether the Bnxa
Dooar Raja, in acting hostilely, h a done it thoughtlessly or otherwise I cannot
say. There are people who are wise, and also people who are ignorant.
Wherever there are knaves in the ueiglibourhood, such evil proceedings are likely
to occur. W e do not listen to the tales of such individuals, and we beg you will not
attend to what our enemies may say. Adverting to all these circumstances, and
with a view to settle the affairs of the Buxa and the other Dooars, the Dhnrma and
down to Dewaugari.
Deb Rajas have ordered the Dhurma Raja's father to p&
The Dooar has been attached in consequence of dacoities and arrears of revenue,
but I hear that the dacoits have been apprehended for you by the Beesoyas. I have
forwarded the arrears of revenue and the ponies that were tlne. Whatever remailla
to be adjusted you will be plea.4 to arrange and settle by means of writing. Tho
Beemyas from whom the balances are due are all with you. You will investigate
into every'matter. I t wss not fair that for a trifling cause such confusion should
have occurred. If any similar disorder occur, you must investigate and settle it
yourself.
There never was any disturbance before. The Dhurma Raja has eighteen Dooars,
in which Buxa is also included; this Dooar is not a rent-free Dooar. Yon will
kindly pay attention to all that has been said, and remember that you are for me,
and I am for you. If you have a mind to listen to what e~iemiesmay say, and do
things such as never was done; of course there is nothing that would prevent your
doing so. You are however acquaintetl with all that is just and fair. You are on
the part of the Company, and I am on the part of the Dhurma Raja. Whatever you
m y require you will kindly write to me about, and whatever I may want I will
mention to you ; what will I say further P you are acquaiuted with every particular.
(!he Translation,)
(Signed) F. JENKINS,
Agent to'the Governor General.

T=&ion

of a Letter from the Dhurma Raja'a Father, daied 16th Bysack 1243,
B. S., to Qoaernor Generars Agent.

Amxa C O M P L ~ E
: ~S
I write to you to represent what will be found subsequently. Owing

to some secret cause or other, the Dhurnla Raja has presented himself into
my honse; sinner as I am, this Dhunna Raja is my son. Now in Bootan,
the Dhurma Raja is an intknt. Whatever tran~piresis done by me. Here live
none who disobey me. Every appointme~ltoriginates with me. In the course of
attellding to the affairs of the Dhurn~aand Deb Raja, the letter that you had
despakhed by the Kalling Dooar road, having reached the Dhurma and Deb Rajaq
0
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and they l m m i n g acquainted with every particular, hare ordered me to undertake the
management of all the Dooars, consequently, with a view to investigate into the Bnxa
Dooar affair, I have wme to Dewangari. Having investigated, I find that the cau-w
which led to disturbances is of a very trivial nature. For some petty matter or
other an attempt is being made to break our friendship. You will be pleased to
forbear getting angry. I have come down in person ; we will settle matters in the
best way our judgment dictates. I n Bootan there is none besides me. W a t e r e r
you may say I mill do. Yon must not doubt me. I am not a friend of io-day. From
a long time amity and friendship has existed between the Dhurma Raja and the
British Government. There never was a misunderstanding. People between us, by
much backbiting, cause confusion. DO not you listen to any such tales, nor will I
attend to what may be told me. YOUhave come appointed by the British Government, and I am appointed by the Dhurmn and Deb Rajas. You understand
everything that is good and proper; you have many couutries, lct that snflce;
should you by injustice think proper to deprive me of my little wnntry, ww
is there to prevent? I f you could, for the sake of the Dhurma Raja at least, let go
Buxa Dooar, it would be good. The Vuzeer, Talookdar, and Reesoyas of my Dooar
have all been placed nuder confinement. I f you could in pity set them at liberty
it would be doing good. Whatever revenue and ponies are due I will, agreeably
to the former custom, give : you will according to stipulation take charge of them.
y o u will of course not refrain from demanding the revenue that is to be paid in
future. Having understood all thk, if you will release the Dooar, it would be well.
I n order to effect all that has been said, Zinkaffq one on the part of the Dhnrma
Raja, another on the part of the Deb Raja, one on the part of the Dh-a
Raja's Father, and a Z i n k d from Tongso, and Qnmbheer Vuzeer of Kalling,
in all five persons, have been sent by me to you. YOU will make purseif
acquainted with every matter from them, and be well disposed.
(True Translation,)
(Signed)

F. JENKINS,
Aged lo the Governor General.
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Statement of Demands front Buxa Dooar yearly.

1I

/

Qunntity Rnte of \'aluc
1 of'
rnch
in
' \ t'clcs. Article. I Ky. 11s.

1'

=

Horses

......

nlnsli

......

Cow-t3ils

......

Dayqcrs

......

0 8

Eln~ikets

......

3 0

-

T l ~ evalnr Il(*ro'in men.
tionwl for tlw nrtirle.: of

our o)ncl~lr't ( ~ t ' i\*.;:lln Ity
Jlr. I). Scott, t l ~ e I:c~otnalls
I ~ n r i ~ l q;~ckuowledqcrl it to
1% correct.

33011

Total, Ny. Ra.
Rendy Cmh, Ny.

Rs.

Gland Total, Xy. Rs.

COLLECM)P'S
OFYXCE;
Zillnk Kamroop ,

(Signed)

The 16th December 1837.

Jns. MATTHIE,

O f g . Collector.

Statement of Yearly Demands from Dooar Ghurkolla.
Rate o f ' Vnluc
each
in
Article. I Ny. Rs.

I

I

I

Blanket.;

.........

Tot,,,

xy, R..

...

...

...

Xcw1y Cash, 9 y . Rs.

Grand, Total, SF.B*.

...

734 0

I

(Signed)

JAS. MATTHIE,
Collector.
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Statement of Yearly Demands from Dooar Bijnee.
Quantity Rate of Value
of
each
in
Articles. Article. Ny. Rs.

REKARKS.

Gold ... R . M . Wt ....

......

Horses

The value herein m w tioned for the articlm of
tribute was originally fixd
by the Assam Kings, and
-confirmed subseqnmtly on
our cu~~queat
of Aby
Mr. I). k t t , the Bootmbs having acknoaledged
it ta be con&

......
COW-tails . . . . . .
Daggers ...
...
Nusk

Blankets

...

...

Total, Ky. Rs

....

Rendy Cash, Ny. Rs.
Grand Total, Ky.

...
(Signed)

JAS. MATTIILE,
~ollecfm.

List of Articles .?trorrghtfrmn the dtflerent Dooars to the Tongso A'llo.

...

24 puns of ht&ntA.
From each Dooar every month, for the Pillo
,, for the Don6 Zoompen
12 puns.
1 pun.
,, the (iurpns, each
,, Durpun Head Zinkaff
1 ,,
,, Saler charge of the grain
I ,,
,, Blohurir ....................
....... 1 ,,
,, Bur Zoompen ................................ 12pum.
180 maunds of goor per annnm.
From Benker ..................
,, Tassnngsec
100
ditto
ditto.
,, Jongar
.....
. . . . 103
ditto
ditto.
,, IIindooseo .......................................100
ditto
ditto.
,, Jnmjong .......................................... 60
ditto
ditto.
From Bijnee Doonr per annllm,60 Pieces of Erendi Silk, 12 hatl~slong.
120 Cotton Chuddurs
120 Dfaunds of Mustard Oil.
263 Maunds of dried Fish.
180 Meunds of Cotton, 20 of which go to the Jamgjung Sonbnh.
3,200 Th6tee-rloths, 5 haths long, 1 hnth I~rod-a very thin cotton cloth.
The Articles obtained by the Pnro Pillo ere supposed to be nearly double in
value, nnd those furnished to the Deke Pillo a h n t onc.holf.

........................

...........................
.....................

...............
.... .
.
. . . . ....................
.......................................
.................. .......
.
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c
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Namea of Phcm.

No.

B

ej

Vegetation.

Cultivation.

Ic

rY'

ZFC~
4

I

I
9,093
9,047

None
None

...

...

j

8,047

N~~~

..,

...

10,873

None

...

...

10,931

None

..,

Jugur)

11,036

xone

...

...

11,246
1
,
12,478

None

...

.

Pbmee (ST. Gothard)
Ridge above Jugur

83

(

64

Pelelapza €'am

"

{

Dweeln Ridge ahove
Woollskha
...

Ridge between Jaeeu h and Touglo

bet-n
{ Ridge
andJa-11
(P7
68
69

B a m l m ~ , Oaks, Rhodo"'
d r ~ ~ d m n s ...
...
... 1 Doco
... I'in115 Ercclua ...
[lthoclodendrons, Junipcr \
Woods,
Goowl~rrir>. I Liln
Currnllls, E u p l l o r ~ i ~ , bi
,
ILimunculi,
Geuuine
1 Larch, Poplars
... J
{Rich Woods of Onka, Rho- CrJ.
'.'
dhndendrons, Junipers ...
Fir \\oods, nenr sso~nn~it

...

61
62

I l i d p lalow nongldn
Koodt~olal'rnk
1)ouplaln Peak

...

...
.
...

I

1

I

1 1

...

{

1

1

Gne
liinnlmos, Onks, Hhododendrons, biaplea
..

Beautiful Fir Woods
... Talco
Shmblly Ithdodendrons,
Black Fils. Junipers,
Alpine
I>olygonums,.
upecies of Rhubarb ...

J

N. 8.-For the Notes upon the Vegetation I am much indebted to the Journal of my friend, D
have been dcducnl were made wit11 two excellent Bummetern with Zero aqnstmenta, nnd the calcnlntion
M cxppndd by blessrs. Tmughton and Sims in their Pnmphlot on Mathematical and Philwophid Iilstrum
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Tulle of distances fmDerangari to Poonakha, the IF'it~ter Capital nf Bootun, and
thence to Botgal.

Faom D ~ A N Q ATO
BI

.........
.........
............

7
Raeedeng
11
Khegumpa
10
Gssee
Bulphaee . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Roongdoong
6
Tssgong Castle
6

.........

......

3
2

1

I -1-

............

1 I

60
18
0 1tP
6 68
6 127
6 107 Residence of a Zoolnpen or
--Soubah.
62 7 7%

-

Nulkar
Khumna ............
I'hullnng . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tesseugsee Castle

-

6

6

5

7

6

0

3
......---9

80
34

75
33

Residence of a Zoompen.

1
---

sena

............
....

Linj6
......
Lengloong Csstle

27

2

7

2 111

16
8

2 162

3 13 Residence of a Zoompen.
...... --31 0 56
---

.........
............

6
Tamashoo
oonjar
11
PBmee . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Doomdungtung . . . . . . 1%
Jugur Castle . . . . . . . . . 14

6
0
4

601
69

68
7 118

0
0 Residence of a Zoompen.
--64
2 65
--

............

Jaeesah
Tongso Castle. . . . . . . . .

9

-1
12

1 74
6 31

Residence of Tongso Pillo.

a
---

.........
.........
............

Taseeeling
Tchind~pjee
Heedang

7
11

15

1189
6 214
o 111

----

P
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Rc$idence of Deb and Dhrlrma
ltajns.

6:) 3

Teelngong Castle ......
Tool1:rkha .........
Lemloo . . . . . . . . . . . .
('hupchm . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chuka ('astle . . . . . . . . .
Jlurichom
liuxa lloomr .........
Rnj Hat in forest
('hirhacotte
I<ooltn . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hullurnpoor . . . . . . . . .
Kuldool)a
.........
lhlrramdunqa
......
Iiangamutty

--

.........
......
.........

4
14

6
2

8
17
17
18

(i

0
O

I9
11

7
5
2

(i

6

......

0

17

3
5

14

7

8
18

6

2

On right bnnk of Rcrh:lrnyontrr
1:ivi.r.

Snzrx~~~.
6 Drwnnpri to Tssgonq
4 Tnsgong to Tas~nngscr
:i Tn~*:~ncsee
to I,vrii.lour~g
6 Lenglg ong to Jngir
2 Juqur to 'l'ongso
(;
Tollgso to Poonnkh

...
......

2~

1-

...

Total

...

1 I Poonakh to R~nqnmutty
on 13crh;rmpooter ... 187
do

i

Totnl

...

-148
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Year and
Day.

February 22

22
23
24
24
24
24

TFr

Cary'e
pepyes
Attached
Detached
Time of
Thermo- Baromt.ter Thermo. Detached
Thermo- Thermo- , Observation.
No. *'
meter.
meter.
meter.
meter.
Attached

1

4

A. x.
P. Y.

3

p*
A. x.

4

P.M.

10)

Place and Remarke.

I

10
A.M.
11
4. M.
2-30 P. M.
7-45 A. Y.
11'35 A. x.
3
P.Y.

1.30
12
10

* M.
A.M.

4. Y.

Noon
4
P.X.

March

ttoe

P.M.

10

4 ur.

Noon
4

10

P. Y.

Ridge above Jngnr.
Jugur oslm.
Ditto windy.
1 I I ~ I hiqli
~ I
wind.

P.Y.
A. x.

1)ltto w~ntly.
l r ~ t t ohiqll wind 5.
1:11lqrnl~ove J u
nt ,I t l n l , ~ ,le,
r
Jnecqnl~rlcar.
1 ) 1 t t i 1 tlitto

&H.

liidge above Jaeeeah.

P. Y.

..4Noon
....... I
8
11

1)itto.
Ditto.

r.r. 1)ltto cnlm.

Noon
4

Lengloong cloudy.
I litto ditto.
Tamaehoo.
I )itto.
Nullah below Tameshoo.
First Peak above.
Temple.
Oongar.
1,ridge below Oongar.
Ridge above Rridge.
Halting House.
IJitto.
Roodoola Peak.
I )oomdungtnng.

fEi~fi.
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Year and
Day.

March

25
25
25
26

April

Barometer
'o'

28

22
2'1
22

Thermometer.

Barometer ThermoKO. 2.

Pepy's
Cary's
Iktached Detached
l'hermo- Therrno- O
meter.
meter.
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Year and
bay.

Barometer

No.

$meter.
pLzt Barometer
Xo. r

Cq'u
Pepy's
Detached Detached
Thermo- Thermometer.
meter.

TAtz-

O
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Laliludes, Longitudes, and Elevaiiom of varioas Places in Bootan.

I

IRzt",y

Greenwich.

hngnri
sa8oe.

Peat
the above
Sea

...

........

Bulphaee...

...

Taugong Cantle

Piculnng ......
Twangsee Castle

Lisie

......

knglaong Cantle
Roomdnngtung
Jognr Cnstle
Tongso Castle ...
SantrgPon
Phaen
P o o d h &tc'
Chupchn ......
B u u Dooar

...
...

...

A~aninedLonptde.
Renuell'a Longitude.

The observetiom for Latitude were all made with a Troughton's Reflecting
Cirole on balanced stand, and have been deduced from meridional altitude of
the sun and stars. The Longitudes have been calculated from the Route Survey
made by my friend and Assistant, Lieutenant Blake, and the value of the degrees
has been computed from Colonel lamb ton'^ Table with a compression of &. 1
took a very superior Achromatic Telescope with me throughout the journey, in
the hope of obtaining observatiom of the eclipses of Jupiter's Satellites for the
determination of Longitudes, but wes invariably dieappointed from the clouded
ststa of the atmosphere at the moment of eclipse of the Satellite. Tho heights
are deduced 'from a series of observations made with two excellent Barometers,
and calculated by Xr. Bailey's formula, giren in his Astronomical Tables.
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BOOTAN,

Part I.
P r o d ; . 9 8 of the Miusion fvom Qowhatty to Poonakh, and from Poonakh to
.Wpad.

TEE Miasion !eft Gowhatty on the 21st December and proceeded a few
milea down the Berhsmpooter to Amemgong, where it halted.

On the following day it proceeded to Haeoo, a distance of thirteen milee.
The road for the most part pwmd through extelmive grasey plains diversified
and there with low, rather barren, hills, and varied in many placee by
cultivation, espeoially of sursw. One river was forded and several villages

passed.

H k m is a picturesque plain and one of conaiderahle local note ; it boasta
of a large establiehment of priests, with their usual oompanions--dsncing
girlcwhoee qualifiaatione are celebrated throughout all Lower Assam. These
rather paradoxical ministers are attached to a temple, which is, by the
Booteahs and Kampas, considered very sacred, and to which both these tribes,
but eepecially the latter, resort annually in large numbers. This pilgrimage,
however, is more connected ,with trade than religion, for a fair is held a t
the same time. Coam woollen cloths and rock salt form the bulk of the
1 4 which w h pilgrim oarriee, no doubt as much for the sake of profit as
of penance.
The villqp ie a large one and is situated close to some low h i ; it
hae the usual Bengal appearance, the houses being surrounded by trees, such
as betel, palms, peepul, banyan, caoutohouc.
To Nulbaree we found the digtance to be nearly seventeen miles.
march was cultivated and
The country throughout the firat part of the_
. .
entirely o k P i e d by the usual msvae graase:
The remainder uaa one abeat
of paddy cultivation interrupted only by t o p of b a m b , in whioh the

/

vlllages are entirely concesled. We found these very abundant, but small;
betel palms continued very frequently, and each garden or enclosure wee
surrounded by a small species of screw pine well adapted for making fences.
Four or five streams were crowed, of which two were not fordable;
jheels were very abundant and well stocked with water fowl m d wadera
At this place there is a small blqplow for the accommodation of the Civil
OfEcer during his annual visit. It is situated cloee to a rather broad, but
ehallow river. There is likewise a bund road. We proceeded from t h b
place to Dum-Duma, which is on the Bootan boundary, and is dietant ten
miles from Nulbaree. We continued through a very open cbuntry, but
generally less cultivated than that about Nulbaree. Villages continued
numerous as far as Dum-Duma This is a s d stra&ing place on the
banh of a small stream, the Noa Nuddee. We were detained in it for aeveral
days, and had the Booteahs alone been consulted we should never have left it to
enter Bootan in this direction. The place I found to be very uninteresting.
31st Decdw.-We
left for Hazareegong, an deaameae village within
the h t s n boundary. We pawed through a much lese cultivated wuntry
the face of which was overrun with coarse grrrssy vegetation. No attempts
appeared to be made to keep the pathe clean, and the farther we penetrated
within the boundary the mom marked were the effects of bad government. We c r d a small and rapid stream with a pebbly bed, the first
indication of approaching the Hills we had as yet met with. The village ie
of small extent, ~rovidedwith a Wam-ghur, in which we were accommodated.
It is situated on comparatively high ground, the plain rising near it, and continuing to do so very gradually until the baee of the Hilla is reached. There
is scarcely any cultivation about the place.
We left on January 2nd for Ghoorgong, a emall village eight miles from
Hmeegong. Similar high plains and grassy t m t a dmost unvaried by
any cultivation were crowed a short distance from the village. We d
the Mutanga, a river of some sim and great violence during the rains,
but in January r e d u d to a dry bouldery bed. There is no cultivation about
(Xhoorgong, which ia close to the Hills, between which and the village there
a gentle dope covered with fine sward.
We entered the Hills on the 23rd and marched to Dewangari, a distance of
eight miles. On starting we proceeded to the + r u n e Nuddee, which d e s
ita exit h m the Hilla about one mile to the West of Ghmrgong and then entered the Hills by ascending its bed, and we continued doing so for some time
until, in fact, we came to the foot of the steep aecent that led us to Dewangari. The road W ~ J Ja good deal obstructed by boulders, but the torrents
contain at this w o n very little water. The mountsine forming the sidea
of the ravine are very steep and in many casea precipitous, but not of any
great height. They are generally well wooded, but never to such a degree as
m l l r s on most portions of the mountainous barriers of Bssam. At the height
of about 1,000 feet we paseed a Chootry occupied by a few Booteaha, and this
wu the ouly sign of habitation that occurred.
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We were lodged in a temporary hut of large size some 200 feet below
the ridge on which Dewangari is situated, our access to that place being
prohibited, as the Booteshs, although long before informed of our approach and
intentions, were not quite certain of our designs.
On the following day, after some fuss, we were allowed to ascend to the
villap, in which a pucka house had been appropriated for our ~ccommodation.
Dewangari, the temples of which are visible from the Plains of Assam,
is situated on a ridge elevated about 2,100 feet above the level of the sea,
and 1,950 above that of the Plaina The village extende to some distance
along the ridge as well as a little way down ita northern face. The houses,
which are in most casee mere huta, amount to about 100; they are distributed in three or four scattered groups, amongat these a few pucka or stone
built houses of the ordinary size and oonstruction occur, the only decent one
being that occupied by the Soubah, who is of inferior rank. Along the ridge
three or four templee of the ordinary Euddh mystical form occur. They are
surrounded with bannere bmmg inscriptions fixod longitudinally to bambooe,
and attached to some monumental walls of poor construction, the f m of
which bear s l a b of slate on which sacred sentences are well carved.* The
village aboundo in filth. The centre of the .ridge is kept as a sort of
arena for manly exercises About this space there occnr some picturebque
simool trees and and a few fig trees, among which is the banyan. There
is no water-oome or spring near the village ; the supply is brought
from a considerable distance by aqueducts formed of the hollowed out trunks
of small trees. In one plsce this aqueduct is carried across a slip, but
otherwise there is nothing tending to show that difficulties existed, or that
much skill would have been exerted had such really occurred.
During our long stay at this place we had many opportunities of forming
acquaintance with the Soubah, as well as with the immediately adjoining .
part of his district. We found this almost uncultivated and overrun with
jungle. No huge pathe are seen to point out that there are many villages
near Dewangari. In fact, the only two which bear marks of frequent communication are that by which we ascended and one which runs Eastward to a
picturesque village about half a mile distant, and which also leads to the Plains.
The Soubah we found to be a gentlemanly, unassuming man ;he received us
in a very friendly manner and with some state ; the room was decently ornemerited, and set off in particular by mme well executed Chinese religious
figures, the chief of which, we were told, represented the Dhurma Raja, whose
pweence even as a carved block was supposed to give infallibility. We were
beeidea regaled with blasts of music. His house was the moat picturesque
one that I saw, and had some resemblance, pruticulrrrly at a distance, to the
representation of some S w k cottages. It was comparatively small, but as he
Both to the East and Weet of Dewmgari there is a picturesque religious edifice with ornamented windows. Tliir e6ect is much heightened by the presence of the weeping cpprey which,
mitmted sl it wm here, gave me an idea of extreme beauty.
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was of inferior rank hie house waa of inferior siee. The Soubah soon returned
our call and in a11 his actions evinced friendship and gentlemanly f d i n g .
And we soon had rewon to find that, among his euperiors at leaat,we were not
likely to meet with his like again. Hie followere were not numeroue, nor, with
the exception of one or two who had dressee of scarlet broad-oloth, were
they clothed better than ordinarily.
The population of the place must be considerable ; it wse during our stay
much increased by the Kampa people who were assembling here prior to proceeding t~ Hazoo. Moat of the inhabitants are pure Booteaha ; many of them
were fine specimens of human build, certainly the h e s t I saw in Bootan ; they
were, strange to say, in all eaaea civil and obliging. .
Cattle were tolerably abundant, principally of that species known in ihaeam
by the name of Mithan ;they were taken tolerable care of and picketted in the
village at night ; some, and particularly the bulls, were very fine and very
gentle. Ponies and mules were not uncommon but not of extraordinary merita.
Pigs and fowls abundant.
The chief communication with the Plains is carried on by their ihameee
subject4 who are almoet entirely Kachareea. They bring up rice and putrid
dried fish and return with bundles of Munjietha
On the 23rd, after taking a farewell of the Soubah, who gave w the
Dhurma's blesssing, and, as usual, decorated us with scarfe, we left Eor Rydang,
the halting h o between
~
Dewan@ and Khegumpa, and distant eight miles
from the former place. We reached it late in the evening, as we did not atark
until afternoon. We first deacended to the Deo Nuddee, which is 8,900 feet
below the vlllage, and which runs at tha bottom of the ravine of which the
Dewangari ridge form the southern side, and we continued ascending its bed
almoat entirely throughout the march. The river is of moderate siee, m l y
fordable, however, in the rains ; it abounds with the fish known to the
Bssameae by the name of Boo& and which are found throughoiit the mountain streams of the boundaries of the provinoe. They, like d others, are
considered sacred, although after the first distrust had worn off the Soubah did
not object to my fishing. We pasaed a L8m Gooroo* engaged in building a
wooden bridge. He waa the only instance I met with of a Booteah priest
making himself usefuL He enquired of Captain Pemberton, with much
oondescension, of the welfare of the Qoombhaneet and Hie Lordahip the
Governor General.
On the 24th left for Khegumpa The march wm almoat entirely an uninterrupted ascent, at least until we had reached 7,000 feet, but the actual height
ascended amounted nearly to 6,000 feet. It commenced at first over sparing1J
wooded grassy hills until an elevation of about 4,000 feet waa attained, when
the vegetation commenced to change, rhododendrons and some other planta
of the m e natural family making their appearance. Having reauhed tbe

:

So am they dld from their p d u r mctity. Lun ia

t

The Fmt India Company.

hiat,md Qooroo .Ira r PC%.
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elevation of 7,000 feet by steep and rugged pathe, we continued nlong ridges
well clothed with trees literally covered with pendulous mosses and lichens,
the whole vegetation being extra-tropical. At one time we wound round n
huge eminence, the head of which towered several hundred feet above us by a
narrow m k y path or ridge overhanging deep precipioes. And thence we p r e
ceeded nearly a t the same level along beautiful paths through fine oak woods
u
n
t
i
l we reached Khegumpa, the distance to which, although only eleven
miles, took us the whole day to perform.
.
This m r c h was a beautiful as well aa an interesting one owing to the
changes that occurred in the vegetation. I t was likewise so varied that,
although a t a most unfnvorable season of the year, I gathered no fewer than
130 species in flower or fruit. Rhododendrons of other species than that
previously mentioned, oaks, chesnuta, maples, violets, primroaos, kc., kc.,
occurred. We did not pass any villages nor did we meet with any signs of inhabitants excepting a few pilgrims proceeding to Hazoo.
Khegumpa itself is a small village on an exposed site ; it does not contain more than twelve houses, nnd the only large one, which, as usuol, belonged to a Lam Gooroo, appeared to be in n ruinous state. The elevation
is nearly 7,000 feet ;the whole place bore a wintry aspect, the vegetation being
entirely Northern and almost all the trees having lost their leaves. The cold
wns considerable, although the thermometer did not fall below *Go. The
scarlet tree-rhododendron
common-and the first fir tree occurred in the
form of a solitary specimen of Pinvs e x ~ l s a . I n the small d e n s
attached to some of the houses I remarked vestiges of the cultivation
of tobacco and Bobosa." I n the vallej-s, however, surroundiiig this place
there seemed to be a good deal of cultivatiou. Of what nature, distance prevented me from ascertaining.
On tho 25th left for Sasee. We commenced by descending g d u a l l y until we
had passed through a forest of oaka resembling much our well kuowu English
oak. Then the descent became steep, and continued so for some time, we then
commenced winding round spurs-clothed with humid aiid sub-tropical vegettrtion. Continuing a t the same elevation we subsequently came on dry open
ridges covered with rhododendrons. The descent re-commenced on our reaching a small temple, about which the long-leaved fir wns plentiful, nnd continued
without interruption until we reached a small torrent. Crossing thie we again
ascended slightly to descend to the Dimree River, one of considerable size, hut
fordable. The ascent re-oommenced immediately, and continued uniutemptedly a t first through Baped vegetation, then through open rhododendron and
fir woods until we came close upon Sasee, to which place we descended very
slightly. This march occupied us the whole day. After leaving the neighbourhood of K h e g ~ m pwe saw no s i p of cultivation in the country except
in some places where were arid, coarse grasscs, long-leaved fils, and rhododendrons forming the predomiuatiiig vegetation. We halted a t Susee, wl~ich

*

.
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is a ruined village, until the 28th. The little cultivation that existe a h t it
is of barley, buck-wheat, and hemp.
On the 28th we commenced our march by descending steeply and uninterruptedly to the bed of the Geeri, a small torrent, along which we found the
vegetation to be tropical. Ascending thence about 500 feet we descended
agnin to the torrent, up the bed of which we proceeded for perhaps a mile.
The ascent then again commenced and continued until we reached
Bulphaee. The path was generally narrow running over the much
decomposed flank of a mountain. It was of such a nature that a slip of any
sort would in many places have precipitated one several hundred feet. The
face of the country was very barren, the trees consisting chiefly of firs and
rhododendrons, both gcnemlly in a stunted state. We reached Bulphaee late in
the evening : the latter part of the march waa very uncomfortable owing to the
cutting severity of the wind. The vegetation waa not interesting until we came
on a level with Bulphaee, when we came on oaks and some other very Northern
plants. We were well accommodated in this village, which is a very small one,
situated in a somewhat sheltered place and elevated 6,800 feet above the sea.
The surrounding mountains are very barren on their southern faoeg while
on the northern or sheltered side very fine oak woods occur. The houaes
were in a better order than those at Sasee, and altogether superior to those
of Khegumpa, They are covered in with split bamboos, which are secured
by rattans, a precaution rendered necessary by the great violence of the
winds, which at this Benson blow from the South or South-East. Bulphaee
is a bitterly wld place in the winter and there is scarcely any mode of escap
ing from its searching winds. The vegetation is altogether Northern, the
woods consisting priucipally of a picturesque oak scarcely ever found under
an elevation of 6,000 feet. Thew is one small patch of cultivation thinly
occupied by abortive turnips or radishes and misernble barley. It was at
this place that we first heard the very peculiar crows of the Bootan c o c k
moat of which are also d i c t e d with e~~ormoua
corns.
On the 31st we resumed our journey, ascending at first a ridge to the
North-East of Bulphnee until we reached a Pagoda the elevation of which
to be nearly 8,000 feet, and still above this rose to the height of about
10,000 feet a bold, rounded summit covered with brown and low gram.
S k i i n g this at about the same level as the Pagoda we came on open downs
on which small dells tenanted by well defined oak woods were scattered.
&r
croaeing these downs, which were of inconeiderable extent, we commenced to descend and continue doing so until we came to Roongdoong.
bout a third of the way down we passed a village containing about twenty
houses with the usual appendage of a Lam Gooroo's residence. And still
lower we came on a picturceque temple, over which a beautiful weeping
cnreae hung ita branches. We likewise passed below this a temple raiaed
on a square terraced casement. From this the descent is very steep, until
a small stream is reached, from which we ascended very slightly to the Csstle
of Roongdoong, in the loflic8t part of which we took up our quarters. Fnm
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the time that we descended aRsr crosaing the downs the country had rather
an imposing aspect, some cultivation being visible here and there. We met
a good many Karnpa pilgnms and one chowry-tailed cow laden with m k
dt,which appears to be the moat frequent burden.
Thew was mow cultivation about Roongdoong than other places we had
yet seen, although even here it was scanty enough. I t would appear that
they @w rice in the summer, and barley or wheat during the winter, and this
~ o u l dseem to be the case in all thoee places of sufficient altitude where the
fields were terraced. The elevation of the plsce is 5,175 feet, yet a few
orange trees appeared to flourish. This was the highest elevation at which
we saw these trees living. The ingenuity of the Bootenha was well shown
here by the novel e x w e n t of placing stones under the ponies' feet to
enable them to get at the contents of the mangers. Poniea hew appeared
tolerably well fed ; at leest I saw them enjoy one good meal consisting
of wild tares and the heads of Indian corns which had been previously
soaked. Besides these luxuries they were supplied with a slab of rock na a
rolling stone or scratch-back. Our host, the Dhomm* .who is appointed by
the Deb himself, was an impudent drunken fellow who presumed amazingly
on his low rank. He was one of tho most disagreeable and saucy persons
we met with in Bootan.
1st February.-Our
march commenced by descending gradually at first
and then very rapidly to the Dumree Nuddee. Crossing this, which is of
small size, at the junction of another torrent we wound along the face of the
mountain forming the right wall of the ravine. Ascending very gradually
at the same time we continued thus until we came on the ravine of the
bfonaas, which we followed opwarde, the path running about 1,000 feet above
its bed for about two miles, 'when we reached Benka. We passed two or
three small villages on the right side of the Dumree and a few others were
Been on ita left. The country througho~~t
was of a most barren appearance,
the vegetation consisting of coarse grasses, stunted shrubs, and an occasional
long-leaved pine. Benka, or, as it is better known, Tazgong, is a small place
situated on a precipitous spur 1,200 feet, below which on one side the Bhonap
roam along, and on the other a much smaller torrent. From either side of
the village one might leap into eternity ; it is elevated 3,100 feet above the
wa. We were lodged in a summer-house of the Soubah about half a mile
up the torrents, and in which, as it was an open house, and as they kept the
best room locked up on the score of ita being sacred, we were much incommoded by the furious gusts of wind sweeping, as usual, up the ravine.
The plnce itself is the Gibraltar of Bootan, consisting of a large square !
midence for the Soubnh decorated in the usual manner, of a few poor housea ,
much crowded together, and the defences. Thcse consist of round towers of
some height and a wall which connecta the villnge with the towcr. And on '
the opposite side of the forest there are other defences of towers and
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out-houses : all seemed to be in a somewhat ruinous stntc. 4 few days aftcr onr
arrival we hnd an interview with the Souhah on the open spot in front of our
residence. On this he had caused to be pitched a m a l l silken pavilion about
half the size of a sipahec's paul. He came in all possible state with about
thirty armed followers preceded by his State band, which consisted of a shrill
clarionet and a guitar guiltless of sound, a gong, and a bell, poniq a tartar
dog, gentlemen of the household, priests, all assided in forming a long &ring,
which advanced in single file.
He we9 polite and obliging and maintained his rank better than any other
of thc Soubahs we saw. After the interview, a t the end of which present.. of
mortified plaintrtins, pnpers of salt, scarfs, and &rips of coarse blanket were
returned, we were treated with music and dancing women, who only diiered
from their compeers of India in being elderly, ugly, very dirty, and poorly
dressed. The spectators were then seated on the ground and regaled with rice
and chong. On his departure the noise exceeded t h a t attending on his advent,
shrieks and outcries rent the air, the musketoons made fearful reporta, and in
fact every one of the followers of sufficiently low .rank made as much noise an
he could. The most cul-ious parts of the celvmony were the manners in which
they lifted the Soubah on his pony, the mode in which the ponies' tails
were. tied up, and the petition of the head of the priesta for at least one rupee.
I t was here that we first heard of the doposition of the old Deb and the
consequent disturbances.
5th Fe2Pelnuary.-Punctually on the day appointed by the Soubah did we
leave this place and deacended by a precipitous path to the Monssq which we
/ crossed by a snspenaion bridge, the best and largest, 1 suspect, in Bootan.
I The bed of this river, which is of large size (the banks, which are mostly pr+
cipitous, being sixty or seventy yards asunder) and of great violence, is 1,300
feet below Banska. We then colluncnced wcending very gradually following up
the West side of the ravine until we reached Nulka. The march was a very
short oue, the country wae perhaps still more bamen than any we hsd hitherto
seen, scarcely any vegetation but coarse grasses occurring. Near Nulka the
long-leaved pinc recommenced. We passed two miserable villages, scarcely
exceeded by Nulka, in which we took up our abode. No cultivation was to be
seen with the exception of a small fiold of rice below Nulka.
6th February.-We descended to the Monrrss, above which Nulka is
situated 6 or 700 feet, and continned along its right h n k for a wnsiderable time, passing here and there some very romantic spot and one or
two very precipitous places. On reaching a large torrent, the Koollong, we left
the Monaes and rrscended the former for a short diitance, when we crossed i t
by a wooden bridge. The remainder of the march consisted of an unintarruptsd
ascent u p a most barren mountain until we reached Kumna, a small and half
ruined village 4,300 feet above the sea.
Little of interest occurred ; we p
d a small village. consisting af two or
three houses, and a religious building, and two decent patches of rice cultivation. The vegetation throughout was almost tropical, with thc exception
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of the long-leaved fir, which descends frequently as low as 1,800 to
2,000 fest. We observed two wretahed bite of cotton cultivation along the
Monsss.
7th February.-Left for Phullung. We ascended at first a few hundred
feet, and then continued winding along at a great height above the Koollong
torrent, whose courae we followed, ascending gradually at the same time until
we reached our halting pplaoo. As high as 5,000 feet the Kumna Mountain
retained ita very barren appemmoe. At that elevation stunted oaka and
rhododendrons commenced, and at 5,300 feet the country was well covered
with these trees and the vegetation became entirely Northern.
Throughout the march many detached houses were visible on the opposite
bank of the Koollong, and there appeared to be about them a g d deal of
terrace cultivation. On the left side of the torrent two villages were seen,
both, as usual, in a ruinous state.
8th arul 9th February.-We
were detained partly by snow, partly
by the non-arrival of our baggage. On the 9th I ascended to a wood of
Pinzls excel-sa, the first one I had noticed, and which occurred about 1,000
feet above Phullung. The whole country at similar elevations was covered
with snow, particularly the downs which we passed after leaving Bulphaee.
Tazgong was distinctly visible. The woods were otherwise composed of oaks
and rhododendrons. At Phullung they were endeavouring to keep alive '
the wild indigo of b m , a species of Ruellia, but ita appearance showed
that it was unsuitable to the climate.
10th February.-To Teesangsee. We continued through a similar country
and a t a like elevation with the exception of a trifling dement to a small
nullah, an inconsiderable one, to the Koollong, on the right bank of which,
and about 600 feet above its bed, Tasmngaee is situated. We c r o d this
torrent, which even here is of considerable size and not fordable, by means of
an ordinary wooden bridge and then sscended to the village. This is constituted almost entirely by the Soubah's h o w , which is a large quadrangular
buildmg. On the same side, but several hundred feet above the Soubah's
house, there is a tower, and there is also a amall one on the same level .,
and some small religious edifice'e. We were lodged over the stable. The
country about Tassangsee is picturesque, large woods of Pinw ezceba,
which here hna much the habit of a larch occurring. A few villages are
visible on the same side of the Koollong and a little cultivation. The
Soubah was absent at Tongso, to which place he had been summoned
owing to the disturbances, so that we were relieved from undergoing
the usual importunities and diesgreementa between his followers and ours.
The place ie said to be famous for its copper manufactures, such for instance
as copper cauldrons of k@T&nensious. But I raw nothing indicating the
'.
existence of manufscturea unless it were a small village below the castle and
on the same side of the Koollong, which looked for all the world like the
habitation of charcoal burners. A little further up this stream a few small
flour mills occur.
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Snow was visible on the heights around, m d especially on a lofty ridge
to the North. We found Taasangsee to be very cold owing to the violent
South or South-East winds. The thermometer, however, did not fall below 34".
Ita elevation is 5,270 feet, the vegetation entirely Northern, consisting of primroses, violeta, willows, oaks, rhododendrons, pines. Fine specimens of
weeping cypress occur near this place.
14th Fehry.-Resumed
our journey, interrupted as usual by the
non-arrival of our baggage and scarcity of coolies, and proceeded to Sennah. We
descended at first to the torrent which bounde one side of the spur on which
the castle is built and which falls into the Koollong. The march subeequent
ly became a gradual and continued ascent, chiefly along its bed. We croased
two small torrenta by means of rude flat wooden bridge and passed two or
three deserted villages. Snow became plentiful as we approached Sennah.
This we found to be a ruined villttge only containing one habitable house.
It is situated on an open sward surrounded with rich woods of oaks and
rhododendrons, yews, bamboos, kc. Its elevation is very nearly 8,000 feet.
15th February.-We started at the break of day, ae we had been told
that the march was a long and a di5cult one. We proceeded at first over
undulating ground either over swardy spote or through romantio lanea We
then ~scendedan open grarvly knoll, after passing which we came on to the deep
snow. The ascent continued steep and uninterrupted until we reached the
summit of a ridge 11,000 feet high. Although we had been told that each
ascent was the lest, we found that another ridge was before us still steeper than
the preceding one, and it was late in the day before we reached its summit,
which was found to be nearly 12,500 feet. Above 9,500 feet, the height of
the summit of the gassy knoll before alluded to, the snow was deep ; above
10,000 feet all the trees were covered with hoar-frost, and iciclea were by no
m e a . uncommon. The appearance of the black pines, which we always met
with at great elevation, was rendered very striking by the hoar-frost. Every
thing looked desolate, scarce a flower was to be Been, and the ocoaeiod fall of
hail and sleet added to the universal gloom. The descent from the ridge was
for the first 1,500 feet, or thereabouts, moat steep, chiefly down zigzag paths
that had been built up the faces of precipices, and the ground was so slippery,
the surface snow being frozen into ioe, that falls were very frequent, but
happily not attended with injury.
It then became 1- steep, the path running along swardy ridges or
through woods. In the evening I camo on the coolies, who had halted a t a
place evidently often used for that purpoee, and who positively refused to prooeod
a aingle step farther. But as Captain Pemberton and Lieutenant Blake had
proceeded on I determined on followingthem, hoping that my departure would
stimulate the cooliee to further exertiom. After psssing over about a mile
of open ewardy ground 1 found myself benighted on the borders of a wood.
into which I plunged in the hopes of meeting my companions. After
proceeding for about half an hour, slipping, sliding, and falling in all w n able directions, and obtaining no answers to my repcatmi halloos ;&er hat*
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been plainly informed that I was a blockhead by a hurknm, who, as long
ae it was light, professed to follow me to the death-Master go on and I
will follow thee to the last gasp with love and loyalty-I thought it best
to attempt returning and after considerable difficulty succeeded in reaching
the coolies at 8b P. M., when I spread my bedding under a tree too glad to
find one source of comfort.
I resumed the march .early next morning and overtook my companions
about a mile beyond the furthest point I had reached, and, a~ I expected,
found that they had paaaed the night in great discomfort. We aoon found
how impoeaible it would hare been for the coolies to have proceeded at night,
as the ground was so excessively slippery from the half melted snow and
from its cl~yeynature that it was much as they could do to keep their l e g
in open day-light. We continned descending uninterruptedly, nnd almost
entirely, through the Bame wood until we reached Singe at 94 A. M. The
total distance of the march waa fifteen miles, the greatest m o u n t of ascent
was about 4,500 feet, of descent 6,100 feet. We remained at Singe up
to the lath, at which time some coolies still remained behind. This
village, which is 6,330 feet above the sea, is of moderate size, containing about
twelve houses. In the beet of these .we were lodged, and it really was
a good house and the best by fur we were accommodated with while in
Bootan.
On the night of the 17th snow fell all around though not within 1,000
feet of Singe. The comparative mildneea of the climate here was otherwise
indicated by the abundance of rice cultivation about and below it. I t stands
on the border of the wooded and grsssy tracts so well marked in the interior
of Bootan, at least in this direction and about midway or the left side of a
very deep rnvine drained by the River Koorsee. On both sides of this
villages were plentiful. On the oppoeite or western side alone I counted
about twenty. About all these is much cultivation of rice and wheat, the
surface of the earth where untilled being covered with grassy vegetation and
low shrubs.
18th February.-We commenced a steep descent and continued it until
we came in sight of the River Koorsee, which is not visible from Singe. We
then turned to the North following the coum of the river upwards the path
running about 800 feet above its head. Thence, after descending another
ravine dmiied by a tributary of the Koorsee, we again wended slightly to
redescent to the Koorsee, up the bed of which we then kept until we eame to
the Kboomur, a considerable torrent, which we crossed about 100 yards from
its mouth by a wooden bridge. Within quarter of a mile of this we croseed
the Koorsee itself by a similar bridge and then ascended gradually along its
right bank until we reached Lenglung, which place became visible after
passing the Khoomur.
After arriving over the Koorsee the country became barren resembling
much that nbout Tazgong, and the only cultivation wo paaseci in this portion
of the march wna some rice along the bed of that river.

The usual delays took place at Lenglung, and as it was the residence of
a Soubah we suffered the usual inconvenience. We were miserably lodged iu
a small open summer-houee of a slnall rnvine and at a short distance from the
castle, which is a lwge rather irregular building.
The village itself is a poor one, most of the inhabitants being quartered
in the castle. We had an intorview with the Soubah in an open place cloee to
the vlllage; it was conducted with muoh less state than that at Tazgong.
We found the Soubah to be very young, in fact almost a boy ;he behaved
civilly and without any pretension ; more of his armed men were preeent, and
the whole number of Booteahe collected to see the show could not have exceeded
100. We sat in the open air while the Soubah was sheltered by a paltry
silken canopy. Dancing girls more than ordinarily hideous were in attendance.
There is but little cultivation about this place, which is 4,520 feet abore
the sea, and the surrounding mountains are very barren. A b u t the village I
noticed a few ~tunted sugar-canes, some peach and orange trees, the castor
oil plants and a betel vine or two. The only fine trees near the place were
weeping cypresses. The simool also occurs.
23rd February.-After the uaual annoyances about coolies and ponies we
left Lenglung without regret, for it was a most uninteresting place. We
commenced by an ascent of about 1,000 feet and then continued following the
coume of the Kooraee downwards. We continued re-tracing our &pa until
we reached Tumachoo, to which place k e scarcely descended, and on arriving
found ourselves opposite Singe, and not more as the crow fliea than three
miles from it. Wc were told subsequently that there was a direct road
from Singe to this, which is about the contre of the populous part of
the co~ultryI have mentioned as being visible from Singe. It was quite
plain that we had been taken so much out of our way in order to grati@
the Soubah by enabling him to present us with some mortified planttzina, balls
of ghee, and dirty salt. The road throughout was good and evidently well
frequented. At an elevation of about 6,000 feet we came on open woods of
so~llewhatstunted oaks and rhododendrons, the only well-wooded parts we met
with being such ravines as afforded exit to water-couraes. We p m d several
villages in the latter part of the march, some containing 20 to 30 houses, and
next with a good deal of cultivation ae we travereed that tract, the improved
appearance of which struck us so much from Singe.
Tumachoo ie nn ordinary s i d village about 5,000 feet in elevation. We
were lodged in the Dliompa'a house. I observed that the cattle here, which
were Mithnns, were kept in farm yards which were better supplied with atraw
than the poor beats themselves. A few sheep were likewise eeen.
21th Pebruury.-Left for Oonjar ascending at firat over sward or through
a fir wood for about 800 feet when we crowd a ridge and thence descended
until we came 'to a small torrent, which we crossed. Hence we ascended
gradually until we surmounted a ridge 7,300 feet high dewending then very
gradually until we came over Oonjar, to which place we descended by a steep
bye-path fur a fern hundred feet. The r o d was generally good, wiuding along
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at a considerable height above the Koorsee, until we finally left it on its turning to the south. Singe was in sight nearly the whole day. The features of
the country were precisely the same. At the elevation of 7,300 feet the
woods became finer, collsistiry of attks and rhododendrons, rendered more
picturesque from being covered with moeses and a grey pendulous lichen, a
sure indication of considerable elevation. Various temples and monumental
walk were passed, and several average s i d villages seen in various directions
A fine field of peas in full Mossom was notioed a t 5,500 feet, but otherwise
little cultivation occurred. Oonjar is a s m d villaga a t an elevation of
6,370 feet.
25th February.-Leaving this plam we continued winding along nearly at
the same altitude uutil we descended to tbe river Oonjar, which drains the
ravine on the right & m k of which the village is situated. This river, which ie
of moderate size, is c r o d twice within 200 yard. From the eecond bridge
one of the greatest ascents we had yet encountered commenced. I t was excessively steep at fin&but subsequently became more gradual, it only terminated with our arrival at the halting place we denominated Mt. Gothard,
but which is known by the name of Peemee. Its elevation is about 9,700 feet
end we had ascended from the bridge m much as 4,350 feet. Snow commenced a t 7,500 feet and became heavy at 8,500 feet. Peemee was half
buried in it and ornamented with large icicles, it consista of one miserable
hut. This hut would not h v e withstood the a t t a c h of another such party
as ours, for the men made use of its bambooa for fm-wood and the horses and
mules eat very large portions of it. Our people wem put considerably out
&om not considering it proper to use snow-water, the only fluid of the sort to
be prooured, as there is no spring near.
26th February.-We continued the ascent through heavy snow ; for the
first 1,000 feet it was easy enough, hut after that increased much in difficulty.
Great part of the path w s s built up the faoes of sheer precipices. About
noon we passed through the pase of Rocloola, which cohsists of a gap between
two rocks barely wide enough to admit a loaded pony. One of the rocks bore
the uaual slab with the mystic sentence, "Oom Mani Pameeoom." There iu
wthing striking in the place, which besides is not the highest part of the
mountain traversed. The elevation was found to be 12,300 feet. The
reminder of the ascent was very gradual, but continued for about 14 miles,
and I consider the actual paas from which we commenced desoendiog to be a t
lead 12,600 feet.
The descent was at first very rapid, pawing down tbe boId face of the
mountain, which was covered entirely with stout shrubby rhododendrons.
We then descended gradually through a fine wood of the black fir. On
recommencing the steep descent we passed cwer swarily patches surrounded by
fir woods, and we continued thrmgh similar t m t a until within 1,000 feet of
our halting place, to which we descended over bare sward.
The march, which was one of 13 miles, h t e d nine hours ; the greateat
=cent was nearly 4,000 feet, the greatest descent uearly 5,000 feet. It was
8

with great difficultythat many of om followers succeeded in effecting it. With
the usual apathy of natives they wanted to remain in a ruined log
hut at an elevation of 12,500 feet without food to pushing on. Captain
Pemberton very properly exhorted them all and when once they had pawed
the snow they re-gained a good deal of their miserable spirits. The road
throughout the ascent was buried in snow, the depth of which alone enabled
11s to croM one very bad place where the constructed road appeared to have
given away and at which most of our ponies had narrow esmpes. On the
descent the snow became scanty at 9,500 feet, and at 9,000 feet 'disappeared
almost entirely, lingering ody in those places which throughout the day remain
obscured in shade. From the summit of Rodoola a brief gleam of sunshine
gave us a bird's-eye view of equally lofty ridgea running iu every direction, all
covered with heavy snow.
The vegetation of the ascent was very varied, the woods consisting of
oaks, rhododendrons, and bamboos up to nearly 11,000 feet. Beyond this
the chief tree was the black fir, alpine pines, polygonuma, a species of
bhudrah, and many other alpine f o m presellted themselves in the &ape of
the withered remains of the previous s e w n of active vegetation. That on
the descents was less varied, the trees being nearly limited to three species of
Pinus, of which the black fir ecrrrcely dcscended below 1,100 feet, where it
was succeeded by a more elegant larch-like species, which I belicve is Pinw
Smithiana ; this sgain ceased towards an altitude of 9,500 feet, when its place
was occupied by Pinus exceka, now a familiar form.
We found Bhoomdungtung to occupy aportion of rather a fine valley.
Tho village is of moderate size, but of immoderate filth, only exceeded in this
respect by its tenant to whom no other Booteahe could come near in thia, 8s it
would secm a necessary qualiimtion of an inhabitant of a cold bleak mountainous
country. I t is situated on the left bank of a good-sized stream. Wo were
lodgod in the chief house, but were annoyed beyond measure by the smoke
arising from a contiguous cook-room in which operations were going on day
and night. The valley is not broad, but is two or three miles in length. I t is
slu~oundcdon all sides, but especially to the south and east, by lofty mountains. The elevation of Bhoomdungtung is nearly 8,700 feet, and wo considered
it to bo the most desirnble spot we had yet mct with.
The valley is for the most part occupied by wheat fields, but the proepeck, of a crop appeared to me very faint. Two or three villages occur cloee
to Bhoomdungtung. The tillage was better than any we had seen, the fields
being kept clean, and actually treated with manure, although not of the he
quality. In a few inatanma they were mrrounded with stone walls, as were
the court-yards of all the houses, but more commonly the immde d cattle
were considered sufficiently prevented by strewing thorny branches hen, and
there. The houses were of ordinary structure but of unspeakable filth With
the exception of a sombre-looking oak ncar Bhoo~ndungtungand some weeping
willow, the arboreous vegetation consisting entirely of fire. The shrubby
vegetation is Northern and so is thc herbaceouh but the season for this had not
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yet arrived. I t was here that I first nlet with the plants cnlled after Mr. James
Priusep. The compliment is not in Bootan a t Icnst enhnnccd by any utility
possessed by the shrub, which is otllerwisc a thol-ny dangerous looking species.
Here, too, we first saw Euglish looking magpies, larks, and rod-legged crows.
let Xarch.-Proceeded
to B y a p r or Juggur. We were told that the
march 'was a short one and that we should continue throughout down the bed
of the Tungtchica, the river of Bhoomdungtung; we found, however, that we
soon had to leave this and commence nscending. After a second descent to a
small nullah we encountered a most devious ascent, which continued until we
surmounted a ridge overlooking Byagur, to which place we descended very
mpidly. The height of this ridge was 9,950 feet, yet we did not meet with a
vestige of snow. The distance was fourteen miles. We pnssed two or three
small villages, but saw scarcely any vegetation after leaving the valley.
The vegetation continued the same, the road traversing either sward or
fir woods, consisting entirely of Pinw excelsa.
The valley in which Byagur is situated is still larger than that of Bhoonidungtung ; it is drained by a large river, which is crossed by a somewhat dilapidated wooden bridge. The clevation is nbout 8,150 feet. The village eo
called is a moderately-sizod one, but of the several others in the valley this is
oue of the most decently inhabited places we met with. The inhabitants are
much cleaner than those of Bhoomlungtung. The Soubah was absent a t
Tongso. His cnstle, which is a very large, irregular, strnqgling building, sitnated on a hill 500 feet above the Plain, some of its defences or out-works
reaching nearly to the level of the valloy, during the hot weather is
occupied by Tonpo Pillo, on which occasion tho Soubxh retires to Bhwm.
dungt ung.
The cultivation is sinlilar to that of the other valley, but the crops looked
very unpromising. The soil is by no means rich and the wind excessively blenk.
IVheat or barley are the only grains cultivated. The mountains which hem
in this valley are not very lofty. To the north in the back ground perpetud
suow was visible. To our west was the ridge, which, we were told, we should
have to cross, and which in i t . higher parts could not he lees than 12,000 feet.
4th Mar&.-We
commenced ~scendingthe above ridge almost immcdia b l y on starting. Surmounting this, which is of an elevation a t the part we
crossed of 11,035 feet, we continued for some time a t the same level through fine
open woods of Pinva Smithianu. Having descended rapidly afterwards to a
small nullah 9,642 feet in elevation, wo thence re-ascended slightly to
descend into the Faisa valley.
On the east side of the ridge, i. c., that overlooks Bywr, we soon camo
on snow, but none was seen on its western face notwithstanding the great
elavation, The country waa very beautiful, particularly in the higher elevations.
The prevailing tree was the Smithian Pine. We saw scarcely any villages and
but very little cultivation. Faisa is a goodsized village, it wns comparatively
clean, and the houses were, 1think, better than most we had hitherto seeu. IVe
were lodged in a sort of castle collsisting of a lurge building with a spnciou$

flagged court-yard surrounded by rows of offices ; the part we occupied fronted
the entrance, and its superior pretensions were attested by its having an upper
story.
I may here advert to the bad taste exhibited in naming objects after
persons with whom they have no association whatever. As it is not possible for
all travellers to be consecrated by genera, although this practice is daily bewming
more common, we should connect their names with such trees ae are familiar
to every European. As we have Pinwr Gcrardiana and Webidua, so we ought
to have had Pinw Eerbrrliana and M o m j % a n a , dEc. And by ao doing on
meeting with fir trees among the snow clad Himalayas we should not only
have beautiful objects before us but beautiful and exciting aasociationa of able
and enduring travellers like Captain Herbert, the most accomplished historian of
to give him a local habithese magnificent mountains : there is nothing lit+
tation and a name. It will be a duty to me to remedy this neglect, and if I
have not a sufficiently fine fir tree hitherto undescribed in the Bootan wllection, I shall change the name of the very fin& hitherto found and dignify it
by the name Herbertha.
25th dlny 1639.-There is a good deal of wheat cultivation around the
village, which is not the only occupant of the valley. This is the higheet we
had yet wen, and is perhape one of the highest inhabited valley8 known as it
is 9,410 feet above the sea ; it is drained by a small stream, and is of leas extent
than either that of Byagur or Bhoomdungtung. The surrounding W are
covered with open fir woods and are of no considerable height. Larks, magpies,
and red-legged crows continued plentiful, but on leaving this valley we lost
them.
6. We proceeded up the valley, keeping along the banks of the stream
for some time. We then commenced ascending a ridge the top of which we
reached about noon ; ita elevation wss 10,930 feet. The descent from this wan
for about 2,500 feet steep and uninterrupted until we reached a small torrent
at an elevation of 8,473 feet. From this we ascended slightly through thick
woods of oak until we came on open grassy tract, through which we now gradually descended at a great height above the stream which we had left a short
time before. We continued descending rather more rapidly until we came to
a point almost immediately above Tongso and about 1,000 feet above it, and
from this the descent was excessively steep.
The distance waa 13 miles. On the ascent wow was oomrnon from a
height of 9,000 feet upwards. The vegetation on this or the erretern Bide
was in some places similar to that above Byagur. Beautiful fir woo& formed
the chief vegetation, until we came cloee to the summit, when it changed
completely to rhododendrom. Both putah, a specie0 of b i and bamboor
were common, mixed with a few b h k pinea The woo& through which we
descended were in the higher elevation almost entirely of rhododendrons, and
lower down chiefly of various species of oak and maple, the former b e i i dry
and very open, the latter being humid and choked up with underwood. After
eoming on the open graesy country we did not revert to well-wooded tnota,
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No villages occurred, nor did we see any signs of cultivation after leaving
the valley of Faisa until we came near Tongeo, above which barley fields were
not uncommon. Tongso, although the second, or at any rate the third place
in Bootan, is as miserable a place as any body would wish to aee. I t is
wretchedly situated in a very narrow ravine h i n d by a petty stream on the
tongue of land formed by the entrance of which into the large torrent
Mateesarn, which flows 1,200 feet below, the castle stands. The village consists
of a few miserable houses, one of the worst of which was coneiderately let to
ua ; its height is 6,250 feet in altitude. The csetle is a large rather imposing
building, sufficiently straggling to be relieved from heaviness of appearance.
It is overlooked and indeed almost overhul~gby some of the nearest mountains
that it might be knocked down by rolling rocks upon it. It is defended by an
outwork about 400 feet above the castle.
The eurrounding country is uninteresting, the vegetation consisting
of a few low shrubs and some grassee; of the former the most common
are a species of barbay. No woods can be reaahed without ascending
12 or 1,500 feet.
Barley was the chief cultivation we eaw, but the c r o p alte~natedwith
rice, which is hew cultivated as high as 6,800 feet. In the gardens attached
to the cottages or rather huts we observed the almond and pear in full bloeeom ;
the only other trees were two or three weeping cypreeses and willows and a
solitary poplar. Our reception was by no means agreeable. I was m e d to
most insolently to dismount while descending to the castle, our followers
were constantly annoyed, and in fact we got no peace until we had m
interview with the Pillo on the 15th. Before the arrival of this personage,
who had just succeeded to office, great efforts were made to bring
about an interview with the ex-Pillo, and stoppage of supplies was actually
threatened in case of a refud. The firmness of Captain Pemberton was,
bowever, proof againet all this. It had been previouely arranged that the
former Pillo, the uncle of the present one, should be admitted at this interview
on term^ of equality ; this kindnew on the part of the nephew being prompted
probably by the hopes of muring his uncle's preaents afterwards. We were
received with a good deal of state, but the apartment in which the meeting
took place was by no meam imposing or even well ornamented. The atten.
dants were very numerous, and moetly well dressed, but the effecta of thia
were lessened by the admiasion of an indiscriminate mob.
We were not admitted, however, into the presence without undergoing
the ordeale which the low impertinence of many Orientals impose on those
who wiah for access to them. We were much struck with the difference in
appearance between the old and new Pillos ;the former was certainly the most
aristocratic personage we aaw in Bootan, the latter a mean looking, bull-necked
individual. A novel part of the ceremony consist4 in the stirring up of a
large can of Tea and the enera1 recital of prayers over it, after which E
ladle full was handed to the Pillos who dipped their forefinger in it and so>
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The meeting passed off well and afterwards several lese ceremonious and
more friendly meetings took place. We took leave on the 2211d. This interview
was chiefly occupied in conaidering the list of preseuts which the Pillo requested the British Government would do thenlselves the favor of sending him.
He begged most unconscionably, and I thought that the list would never come
to an end. And he was obliging enough to say that anythiug he might t h i k
of subsequently would be announced in writing. He was very facetious mid
evidently rejoiced at the idea of securing so many good things at such a trifling
expense as he had incurred in merely asking for them. sothing could well
exceed the discomfort we had to undergo during our tedious stay at this p b .
Our difficulties were increased subeequently to our arrival by the occurrence
of unsettled weather, during which we had ample proofs that Bootan houaes are
not always water-proof. We were besides incessantly annoyed with a profusion of rats, bugs, and fleas. Nor was there a single thing to counterbalance
all these inconveniences, and we consequently left the place without the shsdow
of a feeling of regret.
On the 23rd of March we resumed our journey, and having traversed the
Court-yard of the castle, we struck down at once to the River Mateesam by a
very steep path.
Having crossed this by a wooden bridge, we gradually ascended, winding
round the various ridges on the right flank of the ravine of this river. We
left it when it turned to the southward, in which direction Bugh Dooar was
visible and continued ascending gradually until we reached Taseeling, seven
miles from Tongso, and 7,230 feet above the sea. Taseeling consists of a large
house principally used as a halting place for Chie$a going to and from Poonakh
and Tongso. The surrounding mountains are rather bare, as indeed is the
country between it and Tongso. There is some cultivation to be seen around
it and several v~llages. Ae we approached Taseeling open oak and rhododendron woods occurred. The vegetation near the Mateessm mas sub-tropical.
The road w s s good, and in one place was built in zigzag up the face of a cliff.
24th 3farch.-To Tchingipjee ; we commenced by ascending until we had
eurmounted a ridge about 800 feet above Taseeling. During the remainder
of the march we traversed undulating ground at nearly the same altitude, at
first through an open country, afterwards through beautiful oak and magnolia
woods until we came on the torrent above which we had been ascending since
leaving the Mateeeaa A little farther on we came on the finest temple we hyd
neetl and situated in a most romantic spot. I t stood on a fine patch of sward
in a gorge of the ravine, the sides of which were covered with beautiful cedarlooking pines ; the back-ground was formed by lofty mountains covered with
heavy snow.
Following the river upwards for about a mile and a half we reached
Tchingipjee, which is situated on tho right bank of the torrent. The march was
throughout beautiful, particularly through the forest, which abounded in picturesque glades. No villages or cultivation was seen. Tchingipjee is perhaps the
prettiest place we saw in Bootan, Our halting place stood ou h e s ~ a n well
l~
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ornamented with very picturesque oaks and two fine specimens of weeping
cypress." The surroundillg hills are low, either almost entirely bare or clothed
with pines.
The village is of ordinary size and the only one visible in any direction.
Ite elevation is 7,860 feet. There is some cultivation about it, chiefly of barley
mixed with d i s h e s .
27th March.-We continued following the river upwards, the path running
generally at a small height above its bed. Having crossed it by a rude wooden
bridge, we diverged up a tributary stream until we reached a small village.
We thence continued ascending over emy grassy slopce, here and there partially wooded uritil we reached the base of the chief ascent, which is not steep,
but long, the path running along the margin of a rhododendron and juniper
wood. The height of its summit is 10,873 feet. Thence to Rydang waa an
uninterrupted and steep descent, the path traversing very beautiful woods of
rhododendrons, oaks, yews, kc. Snow was still Been lingering in sheltered
places, at one 10,000 feet. The march throughout wae beautiful. In the
higher elevations the l q h p ~ wae
t very common.
Besides the village mentioned two temporary ones were Been near the
base of the great ascent built for the accommodation of the Yaks and their
herdsmen. Of this curious animal two herds were seen a t some distance. Rydang
is prettily situated towards the bottom of a steep ravine ; its elvation is 6,963
feet. A few villages occur about it with some barley and wheat cultivation.
28t.A diarch.-We descerlded directly to the River Gnee, which drains the
ravine and continued down it sometime, croseing it once. Then diverging up
a small nullah we cornmencod an ascent which did not cease until we had reached
an elevation of 8,374 feet. Continuing for some time at this elevation we
traversed picturesque oak ~ n rhododendron
d
woods with occasionally swardy
spots, subsequently descended for a long time until we reached Santagaon.
Oak and rhododendron woods continued until we approached Santagaon,
in the direction of which the trees bmame stunted and the country presented
a barren aspect. Several villtyee were, however, seen in various directions
surrounded with cultivation. Sari-on is 6,300 feet above the sea ; it is a
small v~llage, but the houses aro better than ordinary. The surrounding
country, especially to the north, is well cultivated and the villages numerous.
The country ie bare of trees, almost the only ones to be seen are some longleaved firs a short distance below Santagaon and close to a small jheel
abounding in water fowl.
29th Ma&.-From
Saniagaon we proceeded to Phaen, descending
immediately to the stream which runs nearly 1,800 feet below our halting
place. Croseing this as well aa a small tributary we encountered a steep
descent of 1,000 feet. Subsequently we wound along gradually ascending
at the same time until we reached an inconsiderablq ridge above Phaen, to
which p h we descended shghtly. The distance was six miles, the country
was b u e iu the extreme, and after crossing the stream above-mentioned
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villagee became rather scanty. Towards the Plain the earth became of a
deep red color.
This place, which is 5,280 feet above the sea, is a small one containingsix or
seven tolerable houses. The country is most uninteresting and uninviting.
Scarce a tree is to be seen, the little vegetation that d m exist consisting of
low shrubs. A few villages are scattered about it and there L some rioe
cultivation.
We were detained here until the 1st of April, in order that we might r e p
after our fatigues, in reality to enable the Poo~lskhpeople to get ready our
accommodation. Wandipoor,+ a well known Castle, situated in the Chillong
Pass, is just visible from Phaen, below which it appears to be some 1,200 feet
and about three miles to the south-west. Ita Zimpen, one of the leading men in
Bootan, made some ineffectual attempta to take us to Pooaakh wid hie own &le :
various were the artifices he resorted to for thia purpose, but he feiled in all.
Among others he sent a messenger to inform us that the Deb and Dhurma were
both there and very anxious to meet us, and that a h r the meeting they
would conduct us to Poonakh.
1st April.-To
Poonakh ; we descended rather gdually to&
the
Patchoo proceeding at first north-west and then to the north. On reaching
the stream, which is of considerable size, we followed it up, chiefly along ite bake,
until we arrived at the capital, no view of which ia obtained until it is
approached very closely. The valley of the Patahoo was throughout the
march very narrow ; thew waa a good deal of miserable wheat cultivation in i t
and some villages, all of moderate size. The country continued extremely bara
The distance was about eleven miles. Poonakh, the second capital in Bootan,
the summer residence of a long line of unoonquewd monarchs, to which
place we had been so long looking f o d with feelings of delight, although
the experience of Tongso ought to have taught us better, dieappointed all of us
h d f u l l y . For, in the first place, I saw a miserable village promising little
country
comfort aa respects aoommodation, and one glance at the sumun*
satisfied me that little was to be obtained in any branch of Natural History.
For a narrow, utterly b m n valley, hemmed in barren hilh on which no
arboreous vegetation waa to be seen, except a t considerable elevation, gave no
great promise of botanical succesa.
On reaching the quarters which had been provided for us, and which were
situated in frant of the palace, we were much struck with the want of o ~ r e
and consideration that had been shown, particularly after the very long ndics
the Booterths had reoeived of our coming and the preaaing invitations e e d to
meet us. These quarters had evidently been stables, and comiated of a quam
enclosure surrounded by low mud walls ; above the stalls small reoeeeee d
y
bigger than the boxes which are so erroneouely called a man's long home, hsd
been made for our special lodgment. That of the Heeoor, Captain P e m b n ,
somewhat larger, but still very much confined, having added to theee a
roof formed of single ma& an oppressive sun, and a profusion of every
4
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deecription of vermin. Captain Pemberton determined on renting quarters in
the village, and this, owing to hie liberality, was soon accomplished, and from
the two housee we occupied did we alone obtain comfort among thejmmerous
m y a n c e e we were doomed to experience during our lengthened atay.
The Capital of Bootan is for preeminence miserable ;the city iteelf cons*ta of some twelve or fiffeen houses, half of which are on the left bank of
the river, and twc+thirds of which are completely ruinoua, and the best of these
capital houses were far worse than those a t Phaen or Santagson, deo.
Around the city within a distance of quarter of a mile three or four other
villsgea occur, all bearing the stamp of poverty and the marka of oppreseion.
The palaca is situated on a flat tongue of land formed by the conflnence of
the Mstchoo and Patchoo Rivem. To the Weat it ia quite close to the West
boundary of the valley, the river alone intervening. It is a very large building, but tao uniform and tao heavy to be irnpoaing ; it ia upwards of 200 yards
in length, by perhapa eighty in breadth. Ita regal nature is attested by the
central tower and several coppered roots.
The only cheering objeota visible in thia capital are the glorious Himalayas
to the North, and a Oylong village twelve to fifteen hundred feet above the
palaca to the West. Elsewhere all is dreary, desolate looking, and hot. During
the firet few days of our Btay, and indeed until our interview with the Deb, we
we= much annoyed by the intruding impertinence and blind obstinacy of his
followers. They were continually oauaing disputes either with the sentries or
unr immediate followers, and it was only by repeated messages to the palace,
stating the probable consequence of such a system of annoyance, that Captain
Pemberton succeeded in obtaining any respite. After many delaya we were
d
admitted to the Deb's presence on the 9th. Leaving our ponies we c
the bridge built over the Patchoo, which waa lined with guards and defended
by some large wretchedly constructed wall-pieces. We then entered a
paved yard and thence ascended by some most inconvenient stairs to
the palaca, the entrance to which waa guarded by a few household
t m p e d r e d in w r l e t broad-cloth. We then crowed the north
quadrangle of the palace, which is surrounded with galleries and apartments,
and waa crowded with eager spectators, and m n d i n g some still more
inconvenient or even dangerous stairs reached a gallery along which we
proceeded to the Deb's receiving room, which is on the west face of the
palace. At the door of this the usual delays took place, these people
suppming that their importance is enhanced by the length of delay they can
manege to make viaitom submit. The Deb, who waa an ordinary-looking man
in good condition, received us graciously and a c t d y p t up and received his
Lordship's letter standing. The usual conversation then took place by means
of interpreting, and the Deb having received his presents and presented us
with 1plantains, ghee, and Bome walnuts, dismissed us. And this WRR
the first and last time I had the honor of seeing him, aa I W R Z ~indisposed st
the time of o m leaving to return. The room was a good-sized one, but &her
low ;it wm mpported by well ornamented p i l h tastcfr~llyhung with xc~rfRand
t
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embroidered silks. The most amusing part of the ceremony m a that exhibited
by the Accountant-Ceneds Department, who were employed in counting md
arranging cqfflie shells, really emblematic of the riches of t l G - ~ T a o m ,
apparently with no other aim than to recount and anange them, yet they
were busily engaged in writing the accounts. A day or two after, our
interview with the Dhurrna took place ; he received us in an upper room of
the quadrangular central tower. When we were in his presence we remained
etanding in compliment to his religious character. The Dhurma Raja is a
boy of eight or ten years old and good looking, particularly when the l o o h
of his father, the Tongso Pillo, are. taken into consideration. He mt in a d
recess, lighted chiefly with lampa, and was prompted by a very venerablelooking grey-headed priest. He had fewer attendante and his room was less
richly ornamented than that of the Deb. Around the room sat priests b d y
employed in muttering charmed sentenws from handsome gilt lettered black
books, which reminded me of those used in Burmah. Very few of our
attendants saw either of the Rajas, and it was prohibited that any one ehould
presume to enter the Dhurma's presence empty-handed. To some of the
Sipahees who were anxious to see him his confidential advisers eaid, give
4 Rupees, come into the quadrangle under the Dhurma's window, and then you
may see him or you may not see him; 1 will not be answerable for any
thing but receiving the 4 Rupees. During our protracted stay a t this p k
nothing particularly worthy of notice occurred. Intrigues aeemed to be aonstantly going on and the trial of temper on the part of Captain Pemberton
must have been very great. I t was, however, soon evident that no business
could be transacted with a Booteah Government without being enabled first
to enforce abundant fear and consequently any amount of agreement from
them. M v s to and from them pamed continually, the bearer being a very
great rascal in the shape of the Deb's Bengal Mohurir. Thus he would come
and appoint the next day for meeting, then he would return and fix the
place for the meeting, then he would return and my, that such a p k was
better than such a place. As evening drew near he would come and say
unless you agree to such and such there will be no meeting,.and after
bearing a meseage that no charge in this respect would be made, he would
make his apparence and my all the minieters were sick and so could not meet.
My only amusement out of doors was a morning walk up or down the
valley. I was prompted to this chiefly by the p a n e of hunger, as the Booteah
supplies were very short, and wild pigeons afforded me at least some relief
During the day I examined such objecta as my collectors brought in, for it was
too hot to think of being out &r 9 A. M. I also had a few Booteah patien*
most of whom were labouring under agguvated forms of v e n e r d
The climate of Poonakh haa but little to recommend it, and in fact
nothing if viewed in comprvieon with the other places we had aeen in Bootan.
The greatest annoyance existed in tho powerful winda blowing constantly
throughout tho day up the valley and which were often'loaded with clouda
of dust.
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The mean temperature of April may be considered as 71". The maximum heat observed was 83O, the minimum 64O. The mean temperature of
the first week of May was 7s0 3', the maximum 800, and the minimum 70°.
The cultivation in the valley, the soil of which Beems very poor, containing a large proportion of mica, was during our stay limited to wheat and
buck-wheat, but ~caroely any of the former seemed likely to come to
ear. around was preparing for the reception of rice which is sown and
planted in the usual manner. Crops just sown are immediately eaten up by
the swarms of wred pigeons that reside in the palam, so that husbandry ie
by no meam profitable, more especially as there are other means of providing
for the cropa, mch as they may be. Thus we eaw several small fields, amounting perhaps to an acre in extent, cut down to provide fodder for some poniea
that had lately shared in a religious excursion to Wandipoor.
Cattle are not frequent. There were some pigs. The fowls were of the
moet miserable description and very scarce. In spite of offers of purchase and
plenty of prom& we were throughout allowed three a day, and they were
rather smaller than the pigeons. Towarde the latter part of our stay rice
became bad and scarce. We saw nothing indicating any degree of trade worth
mentioning. Parties changing their residence frequently passed through from
the northeirst generally aooompanied by ponies, whose most common burdens
appeared to be salt. No direct intercourse appeared to exist with Thibet, as
even the Tea, which they consume in large quantities, is said to come from
the Paro Pillo.
I
There are a great number of Asaameeeslaaesabout Poonakh ;indeed all the 1
I
agricultural work aa well as that of beasts of burden appears to devolve upon
thaw unfortunate creatures who are miserably provided for, and perhaps
dirtier than a genuine Booteah himeelf. During my morning walks I was
almost daily entrested for protection. In one case only, and in this by the
mereat mident, was Captain Pemberton enabled to get such evidonce ati
a u t h o r i d him to claim a man aa entitled to British protection. Connected
with this case is an act of black treaohery to which I shall hereafter refer.
We stopt so long here, and we had daily so many instnnw provi~ythat no
oonfidence could be placed on anything comiw from the p a b , that I began a t
last to despnir of getting away. The old Deb was very anxious to see us, and
the new Deb still more anxious that we should accompany him when he left
Poonakh, in the hope that the presence of the M i i o n would be advantageous
to him.
It was entirely owing to the 6rmuess of Captain Pemberton that we were
enabled to avoid such a dka,oreeble meeting, and the Deb, feeling at last muvinced that hie views could not be oarried into effect, gave orders for getting
rid of us aa speedily as ~ i b l eand
, on the 9th May at morn we left Poonakh,
the most uninviting place I have ever seen in a hilly country. On the moruing of the same day there was a demonstration in the palace of great boldness,
the roof of the northern side was covered with troops who shouted, fired, and
waved bamers. I n this bold m m e r does t h h bold people strike terror illto

the hearts of euemies, the nearat of whom were eight or uiue milea off. w e
c r d both bridges of the palace without any interruption or annoyance, at
which I was most agreeably surprised, and then gradually ascended the right
flankof the valley following the course of the united Rivers Patch00 and Match00.
We proceeded in this direction for some time until we aame on a ravine
a f f o d q an outlet to a tributary of the P m k h River, thie, which we the^
followed, gradually descending through fir woods until we reached the torrent.
Crossing this, whioh is a d one, we commenoed the asoent to Telagong,
which we soon reached. We were lodged in the castle, which is in the hands
of the old Deb's followera, and who threatened to fight very hard. The elewtion is about 5,600 feet, and it is situated towards the base of a very
steep mountain, whioh we crossed next day. I t is somewhat ruinous,
but might even in Booteah h a n h make a stout defenoe against a Booteah
force.
The march was a moderate one up to the ravine, the country had the
same barren ssp&, but on ohanging our direction we came on fir woo&
About Telagong the country ie well-wooded ohiefly with oaks, and the vegetation is considerably varied. Near the torrent we met with a vrllage or two
and a little cultivation, chiefly of buck-wheat.
1011, A+l.-We
descended to a small nullah just below the o d e , and then
commenced an ascent which lasted for three or four hours, and which was
generally moderately atsep. On surrounding the ridge, whioh was of an
elevation of about 1,000 feet, we commenced an uninterrupted dement
along the course of a small torrent, the path being well diversified with
wood and glade, until we reached Woollakha, distant 144 milea from
TelRgong, about 1,200 feet. Above this we came on rather fine wheat cultivation among which two or three viUagea were situated. Above this elevation
again we came on fine woods of oahs and yews diversified with swardy spots,
and on reaching the summit of the ridge on an open eward, and beautiful
rhododendron, birch, and juniper woods, in fact the vegetation altogether
was very rich, and the first spring vegetation we had yet met with.
Gooseberries were common from 9,000 feet upwards. Euphorbiaa, primroees,
aaxifagus, olernatiaes, anemones, rannunculuses, k,
were mme among the
many European fonns that I met with on this march. Near the mmmit oa
the desoent a genuine larch was observed, and lower down two speciee of poplar
very common. The Bcenery was generally very beautiful. We puwd a
dehghtfully situated Gylong village not much below the summit, and near
W o o l l a b Baw Simtoka, a rather large square building belonging to the Deb
Raja aituated two or three hundred feet above our road.
Woollakha is a good-sized village, and the hoare very @ ; it is
close to the river Teemboo, which M
n
ie Tasaisudon valley, a oontin&nnof
this one, and only a few miles distant to the north. There am several vill&
around it and a good deal of cultivation of alternating mpe of barley, wheat,
m d rice. The valley, if indeed it am be called so, for it is very -w,
is
picturesque enough, althollgh the m u n d q hills are not well wooded. The
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b a i h of the river, which here flows gently enough, are well ornamented with
weeping willows.
1lth April.-We
continued our route following the river path generally,
laying down its bed or close to it, oocaaionally ascending two or three hundred
feet above it. We halted a t Lomnoo, an easy march. The featurea of the
country remained the same until we neared our halting place when woods of
Pinw czccha became very common. Roeee occurred in profusion and the
vegetation generally consisted of ahrube, villages were tolerably frequent, and
the cuckoo' wss again herud.
12th April.-To Chupcha. We continued for eome time through a p r e
ciaely similar country, still following the river, but generally at Bome height
above ita bed after paasing Panga, a small village, a t which our conductom
@bed ue to halt, although it was only six miles from Lomnoo. We descended
gradually to the river Teemboo, and continued along it for some time during
which we pammi the remains of a suspension bridge. Leaving the river soon
afterwards we encountered such a long aacenb that we did not reach Chupcha
till rather late in the evening, most of the coolies remaining behind. Having
surmounted the ridge immediately above Chupcha, and which is about 6,000
feet in altitude, we descended very rapidly to the village, which is about 600
feet lower down the face of the mountain. The mad was for the most part
tolerably good in one place ;it was built up along the fam of a cliff overhanging the Teemboo. The scenery wae throughout pretty, but especially
before ooming on the ascent. Some of the views along the river were very
picturesque.
After passing Panga no villages were &,
and a amall one only was
Been on the opposite bank of the Teemboo, but up to the abovementioned
pleoe the country continued tolerably populous. The vegetation, until the
ascent was commenced, was a good deal like that about Lomnoo, Pinus
uxeba forming the predominant feature. From the base of the ascent it
became completely changed, oaks forming the woo&, and from 7,500 feet u p
w a d s various rhododendrons occurring in profusion mixed with wild currants,
dec. We were detained at Chupoha for two days, at the end of which the laat
coolien hrrd w m l y arrived ; it is ten miles from Lomnoo and sixteen miles from
Panga, and about 8,100 feet in elevation. The greatest ascent, and this too
after a march of twelve miles, must have been between 2,500 and 3,000 feet. We
were lodged comfortably in the castle, although it was not white-washed, nor
had it the insignia of a belt of red ochre ;it is a short distance from the village,
which again is two or three hundred yards to the west of the direct road. We
thought Chupcha a delightful place, the soenery is varied, the temperature
delightful, varying indoors froom 46 to 52'. The face of the mountain although
very steep is, about the castle, well cultivated ;the crops, which were of six-rowed
barley, were very luxuriant, and oertainly the finest we ever saw in the country.
The first time I heard thim b ' i was a b u t Pwnakh. Althcngh in plumage it differs a good
deal from the bird 90 well known in Europe, yet i b voice is preclsly similar.

The rcd-legged crow recurred here. During our stay I ascended the ridge
inmedi~telyabove tho castle pnssing through a very large village of Gylonge
elevated at least 9,000 feet. This village was the largest I saw in Bootan, and
was ornamented with a pretty religious building surrounded by junipela
and more decorated than such edifices usually are. Up to the pillw the
path p a i d through beautiful woo& of Pin= czeelaq ahove it I came
on open award, which continued on the south face up to the very
summit of the ridge, which was nearly 11,000 feet. The north fabe of the
mountaiu was well wooded, on it rhodode~ldrons,a few black pines, beautiful
clumps of Pinus Smithiana, mountain para, aconites, columbines, =xifagua, primrose were, found in abundance. The southern face was decorated
with a pretty yellow anemone. From the ridge still loftier ones were
visible in every direction, all of which were covered with snow, which lightly
sprinkled the mo~mtainon which I stood some hundred feet above me. At
this season snow scarcely remains for a day under 11,000 feet, except in very
sheltered situations.
16th April.-I left Chupcha with much regret ; we descended by a precipitoua path to a torrent about 1,800 fect below the castle. C'rwing this we
ascended gradually until we came on the ravine of the Teemboo, a t drhich point
there is a small Pagoda visible from Chupcha We then turned Southwards
and continued for a long time at nearly the samc level, paasing a small village,
Punnugga, 3 or 400 feet below us, and in which Captain Turner had halted on
his m n t . The descent to Chuka was long and gradual, becoming tolembly
steep as we approached it. We reached the Teembo by a miserable road
about half a mile from C h u b castle, which occupies a small eminence in what
once been the bed of the river.
The march w w aeventeeu miles, the mad in many places waa very bad
and scarcely pamable for loaded poniea The scenery was frequently delightful and was in the height of spring luxuriance. The hills bounding the ravine
of Teemboo continued very high until we m h e d Chuka ;they were well diversified, particularly at some height above us, with sward and glade, and richly
ornamented with fine oaks, rhododendrons, cedar-like pines and Pinw uxcba
Water was moat abundant throughout the march, and a t auch places the vege
tstion waa indewribably rich and luxuriant.
No village beside8 that of Punnugga waa p a a d or seen, nor did I observe
any cultivation. I was much impeded by droves of cattle paasing into the
interior, for the road was frequently so narrow, and the mountains on which it
was formed so steep, that I was obliged to wait quietly until all had prresed
These cattle were of a different breed from those hitherto seen in Bootan,
approaching in appearance the common cattle of the Plains, than which, however, they were much finer and larger. We were sufficiently well acmmmodated in thi Castle of Chuka, which irm as bare of ornament as its neighbour oi
Chupcha ;it is a place of some strength against Forces unprovided with artillerp,
into the interior very completely. There is a miserand commands the
able villnge near it m d several trees of the F k elaslim.
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16th April.-To Murichom. We descended to the Tcomboo, which runs
mme fiAy feet below the castle, and crossed it by a suspension bridge, of which
a figure has been given hy Captain Turner; it is very inferior in size and construction to that of Tazgong, although unlike that it is flat at the lmttom.
We continued following the Teemboo winding gradually up it8 right bank
chiefly through rather heavy jungle, and deecending subseql~entiyabout 600
feet to its bed by a dreadfully dangerous path built up the face of a huge
cliff. We continued along it until we crossed a small torrent at its junct,ion
with the large river and then secended gradually following the ravine of this
humid jungle. A s we approached Murichom we left the Teemboo a little
to our left and continued through a heavily-wooded country. Before
mending finally to Murichom we descended twice to crow torrents. We
reached Murichom late in the evening, the distance being eighteen miles.
No villagea were seen until we came in sight of Murichom. The mountains were much decreased in height and clothed with dense black jungle. We
paseed two water-fnlls, both on the left bank of the Teemboo, the one most to
the South being the Minza-peeza of Turner ; neither of them appeared particularly worthy of notice. The vegetation had almost completely changed, it
partook largely of the subtropical character, ecarcely a single European
form being met. The road was absolutely villanous,' it was very narrow, froquently reduced to a mere ledge, and pinful owing to the sharp projection of
the limestone, the prevailing rook of this part of the country. Murichom
ie a small vlllage rather more than 4,000 feet above tho sea; the houwa,
which are about eight or ten in number, are thatched. I t is prettily situated,
there is a little cultivation of wheat and maize about i t ; although at considerable an elevation most of the plants were similar to those of
A8sam.

17th April.-Leaving Mi~richomwe descended rapidly to a small torrent
from which we re-ascended until we had re-gained the level of J.lurichom.
The path then wound along through heavily wooded country at an elevation of
4,000 to 4,200 feet. We continued this throughout the day. At 5 P. M. finding
thnt the coolies were commencing to stop behind, and failing in getting any
information of my companions, I returned about one and a half mile to the small
Village of Gygoogoo, which is 300 feet below the path and not visible from it.
I t is a miserable village of three or four bamboo huts. We had previously
passed another and much better village, but as this wae only six miles from
Murichom, Captain Pemberton determined on pushing on.
18th April.-I proceeded to Buxa, the path was somewhat improved and
the w e n t gradual until a ridge of an elevation of about 5,500 feet waa surmounted, from which the d m n t of Buxa is steep and uninterrupted. This
place is s e n from a ridge about 1,200 feet above it. I reached it between 9
and 10 A. M. and found thnt my companions had reaclied it late on the
Such is the nature of tho path from Chuka to the Pluins,although it is the great thoroughfare
between both Cnpitdrr and Itunpporo, that either the t d e of Dootan with thnt place must be much
exaggcra@ or mme other r o d must exist between these two poiuts.

.

preaeding evening, having accomplished a march of twenty miles in one day.
Scarcely any coolies had arrived, however, when I reached it. The features
of the country remained the same, the whole face being covered with denee
bhk-looking foreate. Even on the ridge, whioh must have been between
5,000 to 6,600 feet in elevation, d
y any change took place. As I
descended to Buxa vegetation became more and more tropical, and on reaching
it found myself surrounded with planta common in many parta of the Plains of

Bssam.'
Buxa is rather a pretty place, about 2,000 feet above the sea The only
decent houw on it is that of the Soubah, who is of inferior rank. The huta
are of the o r d i i dewription and do not exoeed twelve in number. The
~oubelh'sh o w , with some of those of Bengal Oilicem, occupy a low rising
ground in the centre of the paes, which is divided from the hills on either aide
by a small torrent.
A view of the P l a i i is obtainable from this place.
Captain Pemberton left Buxa a day before I did, but I wae detained
behind for cooliea, none of whom had yet arrived. On the following day I
re-joined him a t Chichacotta. The descent to the Plains is steep at k t , and
commences about quarter of a mile from Buxa On reaching the foot of the
steep portion a halting plaoe called Minegoung is paawl, at which place all
bullocks which are here used as beaata of burden are relieved of their burdens
if bound to Buxa, or provided with them if bound for the Plaina The descent
from thie place is very gradual and scarcely appreciable, tho path was good and
bore appearances of being tolerably well frequented, i t peseed throughout
through a rather open forest, low grasses forming the under planta The
Plains were not reached for aeveral miles ; indeed the demmt waa eo gradual
that the boumdariea of the Hills and those of the Plains were but illdefined.
At last, however, the ueual Amam features of vaat expanses of graeay vegetation, interrupted here and there with stripe of jungle, presented themselves.
The wuntry is very low, entirely inundated during the rains, and almost
entirely uninhabited. SEl occurred t o d that which may be ooneidered
the Toomi of these parta, but the trees were of no aiea C h i h t t a is
eighteen milee from B u y it ia eituatsd on a grsssy plain, it is small and
miserably st~~kaded,
nor is there any appearance about the place indicative
of comfort or security.
To K001t.a. We continued through nearly a dewlate country overrun
with coarse gresees, until we came on the river, which is of considerable
width, but fordable. We now found o d v e a in the Cooch Behar Tomtory and
were muoh struok with the contraat between its richly cultivated state and
the absolutely desolate state of &at belonging to Bootan. We continued
traversing a highly fertile wuntry teeming with population until we reacbed
those uncultivated portiona of Aeeam that are so frequent in the immediate
vicinity of the Berhampooter.
Plnnkinr, JJa,

Mmgoes, Figs, Oranges, &.,w, foand about the H b d
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Our mnrchee to Rangamutty were as follow :From Bullu~x~pow
to Kuldhoobn, Kuldhooba to Burrumdunger, Burrumdunger to Rangamutty. At Rangamutty, wherc we received every civility
from the Bhoorawur, we took boat to Gowalparah.
Beyond this it is scarcely necessary to tram our p q p s s . I have only to
add that only one death occurred during the time the Miasion was absent.

Remarha on the nature of the country, especially it^ wegetation. bouuakries, and
divisions-its government, population, aeeta, ehwacler, customs, m a n w 8 , and diefpolitical relatiom.

THE following remarks suggested themselves to me during the bird's-eye
view I had of Bootan; their superficiality is only to be excused by the shortness
of my stay, the want of proper interpreters, the jealousy of the Bootealis, and
extreme mendacity of such of their Benod subjects, from whom, in my total
ignorance of the Booteah language, information was alone to bc expected. And
as I had daily opportunities of seeing the constancy with which the head of the
Alission amassed all available information, I contented myself with remarking
on external rather than internal objects, on the face of nature rather than on
that of men. Bootan, I need scarcely observe, is a mountainous country
forming a considerable part of the most magnificent chain of mountains in the
universe ; in it are to be found all degrees of elevation from 1,000 to 25,000
feet. I n its extent i t is rather more limited than was supposed, since Captain
Pemberton has ascertirined that the country to the eastward, which is ruled by
t,he Towang Rajah, is directly dependent on, and forms a portion of, the Lhassa
government.
The boundariea of the country are Thibet to the North; the Plains of
Assam and Bengal to the South; Sikhim to the West, and the Knmpa country to
the East. Ite greatest breadth will hence be about 90, and its greatest length
about 210 milea
The physical aspect of this country, so far as regards its most essential
point-mountains-presents
perhaps but little deviation from that of other
parts of the great Himalayan chain; but on this point I am unable to give
any information.- Every variety of surface was met with from bluff-headed
to peaked highly angular summits. In some places the paths were built up the
naked f ~ c e of
s precipices, in others very considerable elevations might be attained
by very gradual ascents over a sufficiently practicable country. The two most
mgged and most peaked were,= might be expected, the two highest-Dongdolrr
and Rodola; the others, which generally averaged 10,500 feet, were v q easy. Of
the rivers, which are in all cases mere mountain torrents, nothing need be said.
The largest we saw was the Monsss, which forms the principal drain of the
Eastern portion of Bootan. No lakes appear to occur. There is below Santagaon
a jheel of mall extent, but it is of no depth and does not derive ita presence
from springs or the embouchure of small tributaries. I t abounded with

u

water fowl, and was choked u p with sedges aud a plant belonging to the faniily
Jfydropelticlm,hitherto not, I believe, found in India. Neither is Bootan a country of valleys ; in fact, with the exception of those of Bhoomdungtung, Byagur,
and Jaisn, we saw none worthy of bearing the name. That of Poonakh
owes its existence to the vagaries of the river, as its only level part has obviously at some previous time formed part of its t)ed. T h e three valleys otherwise
mentioned are, if viewed in comparison with other valleys aituated in similarly
mountainous countries, perfectly insignificant, for they consist of a gentle dope
from the bases of the co~ltiguoushills to the bcd of the draining stream. T h e
valley of Tnssisudon is probably of like extent with that of Poonakh, but
Turner's accounts are so little to be relied on that even in a simple matter like
tliis no just conclusion is to be formed. I have only to add that the three
valleys arc represented as being close to some of the paases into Thibet. This
alone is perhaps sufficient to account for their great elevation.
Hot springs occur one day's journey from Poonakh, and appear to b e the
rcsort of many invalids, victims to the most frequent disease-lues venerea. From
specimens procured hy our guide, Chillong Soubah, there must be a t least two
springs, of one the water is of a yellowish tint and highly sulphureous, that of
the other is limpid and possesses no sensiLle properties. I did not h e x of the
existence of such springs elsewhere. Of the climate, which is necessarily so
varied, i t would be useless to attempt to give an account. Indeed, the only two
places of the climatc of which the mean could be givgn for even one month 'are
Tongso and Poonakh. Tlie mclln for 'tho month of March a t Tongso may b e
estimated a t 5G0 3', the maximuru. heat between the 6th and 21st instant
being 63", and the minimum 51". I have elsewhere stated the results of the
observations made a t Poonakh. Throughout the barren portions of the country,
which are so generally liillited to inconsiderable elevations, the heat must no
doubt be great during the sunlnler months. A t Poonakh in April the sun was
found very incomnloding after 9 A. ar., and as a proof of the heat a t such elevations as 7,000 feet in some places I may re-advert to the culture of rice a t and
abovc Tongso. The ravines are, however, very narrow about this place, and the
i c e s of the niountain on which the cultivation occurred had a meatern aspect.
I n very many places, however, more abstracted from the influence of a
radiated heat, delightful c1im:iles may bc found. I t is curious, though not
singular, tli:it the best situations were always found occupicd by Oylong vlllogeg
Cousidcrable elevation is, in addition to other minor causes, requisite, a t least for
Booteali, during the summer months. Thus the Gylong villages were rarely
wen under 8,000 feet and oltener about 9,000 feet, and thc Chiefs find
a summcr chango of residence neceasnry, during which they repair to elevations varying from 7,000 to 9,000 feet.
T h e cllango in the Deb's residence from Poonakli to Tassisndon in the
summer and cire cersti in the winter is to be accounted for, especially the latter
change, on principles of equalization. That is, tlic ryots about the one plaae
are obstinate enough !
lref11.w mlpplies for more than six months; such a t least
the story heard by UP, altl~ough it is rendered doubtful by tLe total
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want of regard evi~lccd by the rulers of the land for tile interests of
their subjects. The most delightful climate we experienced was that of May a t
Chupcha, which is situated on thc steep face of a inountain with a south-west
aspect. Yet the temperature ranged from 46' to 51'. A week afterwards and
we were esposed to the unmitigated fierceness of a B e n ~ a lsun a t the hottest
time of the year.
The most disagreeable part of the climate of Bootan exists in the
violence of the minds, more particularly i n the valleys. Tllc direction of
these winds, which are very gusty, ia invariably u p the ravines or contrary
to the course of the draining torrents, no matter what direction thesc ma)
have; the winde therefore are dependent upon local circumstances, as migllt
be expected from the dryness of the soil and ita effects on vegetation.
The minds are more violent throughoilt the lower tracts than elsowhere, and
as in many of these places they are enabled to supply themselves with dust,
they often became very positively dieagreeable and formed no inconsiderable
part of the annoyances we were subjected to during our residence a t Poom k h . Thes? partial winds* are frequently so violent as to unroof the houses ;
it must be remembered, however, that the roofs are generally mere shingles,
kept in their places by large stones. During our stay a t Poonakll thc regal
or sacred part of the roof was blown off; the clattering that enslcd from t h e
falling of the copper plates, mixed with the noise of the shingles and stones
of other parts of the palace, wns very great. A deputation was immediately
sent from the palace to request that we would fire off no more guns near tllo,
palace, and we found out afterwards that we werc looked upon with a vcry
suspicious eye.
W e wcre not much incommoded with rain, neither sliould I consider it to
be abundant throughout the lower elevations, a t least no part of the vegetation
I saw in such tracts seemed to indicate even a small amount of moistnre. \Ve
were only once delayed b y snow and on our return enjoyed uninterrupted finc
weather until we reachd Buxa, where, as might be expected from ita prosi~nity
to the Plains and the season, tho weather was unsettled. As regards quantity of
vegetation Bootnn exhibit3, it appears to me, considerable peculiarities. In the
other parts of the Hi~nnlsyan Chain I have seen, and generally throughout
India, the bases and lower portions of the mountains are the most thickly
wooded, and i t is generally a tolerably certain indication of elevation whcn
less ~voodedtracts are met with. Hut in Boobn not only is the vegetation of
the lower ranges contiguous to the Plains unusually scanty throughout a considerable part of their extent, but throughout the interior it is generally absolutely barren within cerbin elevations. 'J'his scantiness at the base of the
mountains is perhaps a t its maximum due north from Gowhatty, in which
direction the vegetation is almost entirely gramineous. T o the Westward
i t certainly lessens, but even to the North of Rungpore (Bengal) the wooJs are
thin, especially whcn contrasted with the Toorais of other portions. A t the
The general wiucls have, it would appear, the uunl direction, that is, they blow frum the
Plnins.
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same time tlie vegetation of the lolver ranges is, in tliis direction, nearly as
dense as it is elsewhere. Of its extent to the Elstward I have no actual evidence to offer, but as to the Korth of Jeypore there is a well defined Toorai,
and as to the Eastward again it would appear to again become deficient ; it probably is irregular in its distribution and depcnds consequently on local causes.
But while there is snch difference in the amount of vegetation along the
tract of the base of the mountains, the vegetation on these up to an elevation of
1,600-3,500
feet is uniformly scanty, except to the Westward, in which
direction, as I have mentioned, they do not diff'er in absolnb amount fmm the
well-wooded mountains to be seen elsewhere. Between Dewangrri nnd Poonakh
we found that the surface of the interior below 5,000 feet in elevation waa uniformly very barren, and after crossing the ridge above Telagong we found riimilar
appearances, but with a very dissimilar vegetation, a t elevations of from 7,000 to
11,000 feet, but they were by no nwms so uniform or ao general. Throughout
the barren tracts* of the first of the above portions of Bootan the vegetation
consists for the most part of grasses, among which a few low ahrubs occur. The
arboreous vegetation is confined almost entirely fa Pinus longyolia, which is
very commonly much stunted. The barren tractg to the Westward of Telagmg
were remarked almost entirely along the Teemboo, the aonthern face of the ravine
of which was generally remarkably barren even at very considerable elevations.
Grasses did not form here eo predominant a portion, shrubs on the contrary
abounded, and among these the most common perhaps wm a species of 'Bosa,
very much like the R.Sericea (Royle's Illustrations.)
In Bootan it is only at high elevations, and under certain cireumcrtanees,
among which aspect and especially humidity are the most important, that the
grand forests which have excited the admiration of all travellers in the Himalayas
to the Westwnrd make their appearance. The requisite elevation is scarcely
ever less than 7,000, and is generally about 8,000-8,500 feet. At snch,
oaks, magnolias, rhododendrons and several species-of firs attain to g e a t perfection. Between, or on the borders of the woods, patches of swards, adorned in the
spring with bemdiful herbaceous plants, are frequently met with and form the
prettiest objects in the whole scenery of Bootan. The vegetation of such, and of
much higher elevations, is generally well diversified until indeed one reaches an
elevation of 11,600feet. At such I found it generally reduced to black firs, stunted
junipers, and shrubby rhododendrons, the bulk, as regar& nmount of specieq
consisting of herbaceoue plants, whose growth is confined to a very few c o n p n i d
months, and which were almost all hid from my view by the heavy anow w
anstant between the latter end of October and the commencement of &fay.
Another striking feature in Bootan ie the constancy with which southern fof mountains are, especially towards their mmmits, bare of tree. or a h r u h
This it has in comnlon with other parts of the IGmalaym both to the W e s t a d ,

These lower mountains are very fiwuently eurioasly marked with transverse n d p . Tha
much of the appearance of ancient t e r n cultivation, but on enquiry I was ..aursd th.t
such wpr not their origiu.
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where it has struck all travellers, and to the Eastward, as on the Mishmees.
I am not prepared to etate whether any satisliictory explanation of this has
been given. I t struck me to be due, in Bootan at least, to the searching severity
of the winds, which are quite sufficient to keep down all l~~xuriancc
of vegetation. Whatercr the sccondary causes may be, there can be no doubt tliat thc
primary one is due to the influence of the Soutli-West Monsoon, to which all
these faccs of the Hima1y:in Mountains are freely exposed.
The higher the altitude, the grater, as indeed might be expected, was
h e uniformity of vegetation, and it was only in such that any general features
of ~egetationcolild be said to occur.
A very constant feature of high altitude, such as from 11,000 to 12,5UO feet,
existed in the black fir, a lofty tabularly branched tree of a very peculiar
appearance, in comparison at least with other Bootan species, and which, when
seen standing out in dark relief, might, from the very frequent mutilation of
its lower branches, be mistaken at a distance for palm ; with these there
was as nearly a constant association of the same species of other plants. The
most striking among the partial features of the vegetation of Boot;in was
presented to us by the three valleys so often alluded to ; these may well be called
the region of pines of that country. The range of the three species was most
distinct and very instructive, although the Smithian Pine, a little further to the
Westward, descended to a somewhat lower elevation than it did in the tract
above-mentioned.
Still more partial features were presented by tho Pinus ercelsa, and more
especially by Piplua longtlfbliu, the distribution of bolh of which appears to
depend on local causes. The latter species was llot seen on our return, nor was
there a vestige of a fir visible after reaching Chuka. No species but the longleaved was seen below 5,500 feet.
I have, in the foregoing few remarhs, merely glanced at the most familiar
features of the botany of Bootan. As the importance of strict deterniination has
been much insisted on before correct views can be formed of the botanical geography of any country, I have purposely omitted all details until the collections
shall have been duly examined. But even when this has been done the di&culties are almost insuperable, for although Roxburgh died th'rty-four years ago,
and the number of plants indigenous to India has been increased four-fold since
that time, the means exist of determining but a very few more than those described
by Roxburgh himself. I t is familiar to all Botanists that of the 8,000 species
distributed eight or ten yeare since by the Hon'ble Company not more than
1,000 have yet received their promiaed share of elaboration.
Bootan is divided into provinces which are ruled by Pillos, of whom there
are three-the Paro, Tongso, and Tahga. They derive their names from their
respective residmcee ; the rank of the two first is, I believe, equal, and they are
admitted into council, while that of Tshga Pillo is very inferior.
The provinces are again divided into districts, equivalent to Soubahships ;
of them there are eeveral. The Soubah's jurisdictions tlirough which \re passed
were those of Demngari, Tazgong, Tnssnngsec, Lenglung, and Bjagur, all
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of wllich are in Tongso Pillo's province. After leaving Tongso we came into
the Province of Poonakh, and after leaving this capital we came on the hnct
attached to that of Tassisudon, or as it is called Tawjeung. The Soubahs all
exercise supreme jurisdiction within their own limits, but pay a certain
annual amount of revenue to their respective Pillos. The Soubahs of
Dewangari and Busa are of subordinate rank.
But besides these Governors of provinces and Governors of districts there
are other officers of high rank who assist in moving the machine of Government.
They do not, however, make good exemplifications of the proverb, in the mulThe offices of these additional counseltitude of counsellors there is wisdom!'
lors are as follows : The Tass Zoompoon or Wardcr of the Palace of Taesisudon, the Punah Zoompoon of the Palace of Poonakh, and Wandipore Zoompoon of the Castle of Wandipore; then there is the Lam Zimp6 on the part of
the Dhurma, and Deb Zimpk on the part of the Deb.
The supreme authorities are the Dhurma and Deb Rajaa, the latter representing the temporal Government in its etrictest sense, as his reign is generally short ; the former the spiritual in as strict a sense, for he is, although infinitely divisible, quite eternal. The immortality of the Dliurma is not so well
known as that of the Lama of Thibet, it ia nevertl~eleasequally true; both appear
to havc been firmly believed by Captain Turner, whose account of the behavionr and intelligence of the Grand Lama, an infilnt of some months old, is very
amusing and characteristic. The present Dhurma is, as I have mentioned, the
uon of Tongso Pillo, a ci~riouscoincidence. The chief test of the authenticity
of the infttnt in whom the Dhurrna condescends to l a v e the regions of Ether for
tllose of gross spirits consists in his recognizing his former articles of wearing
apparel, LC., and to avoid any supposition that might arise from the probability
of' any mortal child beiug struck with she~vygew-gams, this child is bound to
assert that they are actually his own. If it does so, surely i t is satislactory
evidence. The infant Dhurma may as well be found in the hut of the poorest
peamnt as in the residence of an officer of high rank. But I dare say if the
truth were known he is usually made for tlie occasion.
When he has been completely tested, he is removed to the palace and his
life thenceforward becomes one of almost absolute seclusion, surrounded by
hosts of priests, and in the apparent enjoyment of most things deemed desirable by
a Bootenh, he is nothing but a state prisoner virtually sacrificed to state ordinances. Neither is it probable tha the enjoys any power sufficient to recompense him
for being cut off from the merry side of life, for if his teachers have been wise
teachers, they probably rule him throughout. But all this holds good only on
the supposition that his life is as really monastically rigid as those of eome
orders of Christian Monks were not. We heard strange accounts, especially a t
Poonakh, sufficient to suggest that a priest is not necessarily v d n o u s in Bootan
more than anywhere else.
IIis revenues are, I believe, derived from certain lands in the Plains,
and above all from offerings. He is also said to trade, but none of them can
derive much profit from conlmercial speculations,

'

- I t is in the Deb that the supreme authority as regnrds the internal economy of the conntry is vested. But supreme though llc 11e callcd, as hc can do
nothing without consulting all the Counsellors, including tlie Pillos, who have no
cause to dread his displeasure, his power must bo extremely limited, and very
o k n disputed ; and, if it is remembered, that he is always checked by those
Counsellors, who are actually present with him, and that he holds no, or at least
very little, territory on the Plains ; and that a Pillo has no check on himself, that
Jiis province is perhaps remote from the capital, and that he has filled up all
his offices with his own relations and friends, it is evident, I think, that the
change from Governor of a province to that of supreme ruler of the country
must be attended with loss of power. Resides, the Deb is only expected to
retain office for three years, at the end of which he is expected to retire,
provided he be weak enough.
The present Deb, if indeed he now exists, has no authority out of Poonakh, and not too much evcn in his own palace ; he was formerly Tahga Pillo,
and this seemed to be the grand source of complaint against him.
The chief object of the Deb, as is that of all his officers, is to accumulate
money. The sources of this are plunder, fines, reversion of property to him by
death of the owners-and this seems to he carried on to a frightful extent-tributes
from the Pillos, offerings on accepting office, trading, and the proceeds of lands in
the Plains; but this last source cannot yicld much since the occupation of tlie best
part by Herr Govindh. Our Deb, in addition to his usual sources, added another
during o m visit by robbing the Dhurma of all his presents. The revenues of
thc Pillos arc derived principally from their Dooars or territories in the Plains,
by plunder either of their own subjects or those of the British Government, fines,
in ahort by every possible method. Nothing can be said in faror of this manyheaded Government, each Deb, each Pillo, each Soubah, each Officer in fact of
high or low degeeis obstinately bent on enriching himself at the espense of his
mbjects or his inferiors. And their object is to do this as rapidly as possihle as
removals are always probable, and are almost sure to depend upon a change of
the Deb. There is no security for property and not much for life, but fines
are f;rtunately deemed more profitable than blood-shed, and in short the only
d e t y of tho lower orders consists in their extreme poverty. The whole proceedings of this Government with the Miasion were characterised by utter
want of faith, honesty, and consideration. The trickery, intrigue, and falsehood could only be equalled by the supreme ignorance, presumption, and folly
exhibited upon every occasion. Procrastination was a trump card in the game
they played, mildness of deportment was pretty sure of inducing insolence, and
they were only kept in decent order by perceiving that you were determined
the
not to be trifled with. I am not disposed to assign their behaviour
nature of the p r e m t temporary Government; i t is only natural in an ignorant
very conceited people, who find that they are treated with distinguished consideration by the only power that admits thcm to an equality. The prcccding
Deb, from convictions of interest, and from having tasted more than once
of British liberality, might have treated the Mission with some consideration, but
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the issue as to business would doubtless have been the same. I regret much
not being able t 3 statc more about tlle Government of tlle country, and more
especially its internal economy. The usual punishment for crimes is in fin-,
a m c t h d always resorted to wherever money is considered as the grand object.
In Bootan I liave little doubt but that the commission of grievous crimes would
be encouraged were the lower orders in condition to pay the fines.
I have before adverted to an instance of black treachery ; that instance
was furnished by il Mahomedan, Nuzeeb-ood-Deen, r native of Calcutta, wllo,
having accompanied a trader into Bootan, had been detained and placed in a
state of captivity for twelve yeara By some fortunate neglect on the part of
the , Booteahs in the palace he contrived to gain admission to Captain
Pemberton and his tale was so consistent, and bore such evidences of
truth, that Captain Pemberton claimed him as r British subject and the
justice of the claim was very strongly urged by the prevarication of
the Boohlis, who indeed finally adinittcd it. Nuzeeb-ood-Deen returned
to the palact., but very luckily for him, Captain Pemberton, who suspected that the Booteahs might dispose of him privily, insisted much that
he should be forthcoming when he called for him, and wrote to the Deb to the
same purpose, yet even under these circumstances it was unanimously agreed
that he should be cut to pieces and thrown into the river, but they refrained
from doing so from fear of the consequences. As soon as he was given up,
which happened a day or two before our departure, he placed himself under
Captain Pemberton, who advised him not to associate with Booteahs, and, above
all, to eat or drink nothing from their hands. Nuzeeb-ood-Deen, however, was not
proof against a cup presented to him by a boy with whom he had been very
intimate during his captivity. The consequences were every symptom of
having partaken of some narcotic poison ; he was saved by the action of powerfnl
emetics, but did not recover for some time anerwards; he was carried through
the palace and throughout the first march on a Bootenh's back.
The population of the country is certainly scanty, and indeed could not be
otherwise under existing circumstances. Villages are very generally " few and
far between" in addition to their being small. The only decently populated bits
of country we saw were about Santqaon and Tamachoo. The valley of the
Teemboo as far as Panga was also tolerably populous, but it must be remembered
that this is the principal part of the great thoroughfare of the country. The
palacea and castles are the only places well inhabited, but the inmates might
very advantageoudy be dispensed with, as they cons ist of idle priests in
excess, and bullying followers both too happy to live at the expeme of the poor
cult ivatora.
T l ~ ecauses of this m t i n c s s of the population exist in polyandry and
one of its opposites ngamy, in the bad govcmment, and the filthy nnd licentions
habits of the people. The great rarity of agcd people struck us all very forcibly,
and is a proof that, whatever may be the proportion of births, the proportion of
life is below averagc. The bad influence of polyandry is supposed to be counteracted b y tho idea that thc spouse of many will be faithf~dto the eldest so long
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he may be present, and after him to the second, and so on. Such an idea is at
beat absurd, and as regards Bootan women is poaitively ridiculous, their chastity
not being of such a quality as to induce them to be particular as to relationship,
or even acquaintance.
The expected celibacy of so large a portion of the inhabitants, although probably assumed in some degree, and which depends either on acceptance of office
or on the course of education, must be very pernicious. The large number
bus withdrawn from propagating-the only good in their power-would lead us
to suppose that polygamy would be of much more likely occurrence than polyandry, and the custom is rendered still more paradoxical by the contrariety of
custom observed amongst most other Asiatic people who make polygamy almost
an invariable consequence of worldly prosperity.
I n very many places there is obviously an extreme disproportion of females
to males, yet it would be too much to assume that there is a general disproportion,
although the two c a w above adverted to be would sanction such a belief, unnatural as it may supposed to be. We could not ascertain that the apparent
disproportion of females waa the result of unnatural conduct on the part of the
Booteahe, although in my opinion they are sufficiently capable of destroying
either male or female offspring did they consider it expedient to their interests.
Of the dieesses which in all countries form so essential a part of the causes
tending to diminish population, 1 know nothing. The few patients I had a t
Poonakh were all suffering from venereal, frequently in its worst form. Chillong
Soubah assured me that such cases occur in the proportion of one in five.
The number of half ruined villages would suggest the idea that the
population was formerly more extensive than it now i a But it must be
remembered that in this as well as most other hilly parts of India the population
i s partly migratory. I n a country where agriculture is not understood, where
no natural means exist for renovating the soil, and no artificial ones are
employed, the population must vary their abodes in accordance with means
of subsistence. The only cause for surprise is that they should build such
substantial houses. They may do so with a view of returning to them after
the ground has been sufficiently fallowed.
Education.-Of the course of this essence of the growth of the mind I can
state nothing. If the assumption of the habits of priesthood be considered as the
first step of education it is rather extensive. But I doubt whether a Rooteah
boy may not wear these robes for years and then throw them off improved in no
good but in all vice. There is scarcely a village in Bootan in which some
ex
-~p_sl
as well as the whole air of the house, do not indicate i t
to be the favored residence of a priest. Yet I never heard the hum of
=holm in any other place than Dewangari, in which, and it is a curious coincidence, priests were comparatively uncommon.
The Booteahs appear to have no caste, they are divided, however, into
sevenrl sects, and in the account of the Persian sent into Bootan by Mr. Scott,
whose account may be found in the fifteenth Volume of the Asiatic Researches,
as Illany as fifteen are enumerated. I t does not appear, however, that the
W
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possession of the higher offices is confined to the higher aectg for Tongso Pillo
is known to be a man of a low eect, although he may be considered, from hie
station and connexione, the most powerful man in the country.
Most Booteahs have much of the m e appearance ; to this, however, the
people about Bhoomdungtung, Byagur, and Jaisa, as well as those about BydRng,
are marked exceptions, and have much more of what I imagine to be the
Tartar appearance:
If we look at those sects which do not depend upon blood, but upon education or circumstances, we may divide the inhabitants into labourers, priests, idle
retainers, and p e a t men, which is in many places another word for tyrants. The
labourers are better acquainted with poverty than any thing else, and are lucky
in being allowed to have such a d w d .
Perhaps the most numerous, and certainly the most pernicious class is
that of the priests or Gy10,ngs. Their number is really astonishing, particularly
when compared with the population in general. Not only do they swarm in the
castles and palaces, of which they occupy the beet and most exalted parts, but
they inhabit whole villsgos, which may be always recognized by the housea b e i i
somewhat white-washed, of a better than ordinary deecription, and always in
the beet and coolest aituationa Of their grades of rank I can say n o t h i i , but
much im@rtance seems to depend upon due agedness. The higheet were
usually admitted to the interviews, and of course expected to be recompensed
for the honor they did US, but as they were well contented with two or three
Rupees, their ideas cannot be said to be extravagant. They are perhap rathez
more cleanly than other B o o h h ~and
, are reported to bathe publicly every week.
But although we frequently saw processions in tingle filea, in all caaea headed by
'! a small drum,a sort of gong, a clarionet, and an incenae bearer, the pries&
following according to their eeniority, the youngest novitiate ending the tail,
I am not convinced but that the bathing part may be more nominal than actual.
One thing at least is certain that the duty, whatever it was, waa agreeable,
therwiee we should not have seen the processions ao often.
They are kept in order in the castla by hide whi in the use of which aome
of the brethren are neither sparing or d i a c r i m i m s : The drew is becoming,
consisting of a aleeveleas tunic, generally of a chocolate color, and edged with
black or yellow. They a m certainly better off than any other clae~,their chief
duty is to be idle, to f w t at the expense of the country, and at meet to tell
their beads and recite mutteringa
The idle retainers form a h a large portion, though by no mesas equal
to that of the prieats. As little can be said in the favor of these as in
that of those, but they have one disadvantage in not being able to make
use of their religion as a cloak for evil deeds. In these two clarees all the
m a able-bodied men in the country are absorbed, they are taught to be idle d
to become oppressors,
and, what is very bad in such a thinly populated country,
they learn to look upon the ordinance of marriage and its usual consequences .s rr
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The people again towud. Buxa are of very distinct appeu~nce,bnt rhh d t r b
free adnixtnre of Bengdee blood.
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bar to their own interests. Of the great men I can only say that their influence
is undeviatingly directed to the furtherance of their intereata ; they become governors to opprese, not to protect the governed ; they rule by miarule, and as being
the eonrcea of the two great evils I have just mentioned-priests and retainersthey are themeelvea the g r e a t . c u m that ever was inflicted upon a poor country.
Of the moral qualities of the Booteahe it is not in my power to give a
pleaaing account. To the lower orders I am disposed to give credit for much
cheerfulness, even under their most depressed circumstances, and generally for
considerable honesty. Tbe only instances of thee that occurred did so on our
approach to the capital. How atrange that where all that should be good, and
all that ia great is congregated, there ia little to be found but sheer vice ; and
how strange that where good examples alone should be led, bad examplw alone
are followed.
To the higher orders I cannot attribute the possession of a single good
quality. They are utter strangers to truth ; they are greedy beggars ; they are
wholly hmilar with rapacity and crattineaa and the will of working evil. This
cenmre applies only to those with whom we had personal intercourse ; it would
be perhaps unfair to include the Soubaha, whom we only saw once, in such a
flattering picture, but it certainly would not be unreasonable, and I must make
one exception in fsvor of Bullumboo, the Soubah of Dewangari, and he was the
only man of any rank that we had resson to be friendly towarda and to respect.
In m o d e they appeared to me to be inferior to all ordinary Hill tribes on whom
a Booteah would look with ineffible contempt, and although their houses are
generally better, and although they actually have castles and places called
palaces, and although the elders of the land d r m i n fine_clotl~sand gaudy
silka and poseas money, ponies, mules, and slaves, I am &spoeed to consider
them as inferior even to the naked Naga.
They are not even courageous. I am inclined to rank courage among
physical rather than moral qualities, yet it could not so be classified in the consideration of a Booteah in whom other physical qualities are well developed I
therefore comider it among those other qualities which, ae I have said, are absent
in Bootan. A Bootegh is a great boaster but a small performer. A11 the accounts
I heard of their reputed courage were ludicrous. Turner mentions seriously
that one desperate revolution superinduced the death of one man in battle, and
we were told that in the late protracted one the only sufferers were two sick
people who were unable to eacape from a burning house. In a military point
of view they could only make up for their deficiency in numbers by an exceas of
courage and of perseverance under difficulties. They are not even well versed
in the use of their national weapons. The Goorkha Subadar who accompanied
the Miseion looked on them with the utmost contempt, and this knowledge he
had gained by long experience. In Mr. Scott's time a handful of Assamese
Seebundiea would take stronghold after etronghold and lead off all the tenants
excepting the defenders, who had run away, as captives; and very lately 700
Boot.hs, with every advantage of ground, were totally routed by 70 of the same
Sebundiea. Their courage may therefore be written down as entirely imaginary.
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Their ideas of religion appear to bo very confused, religion with them
consisting, as, indeed, it may do among other more civilized people, of certain erternal forms, such as counting beads and muttering m r e d sentences. The people
throughout are remarkably superstitious, believing in an innumerable host
I
I of spirits whose residences they dare not press on horseback, and while they
are near these abodes they keep the tenants at bay with vollies of incantai tions. The offerings to these spirits are usually flowers or bits of rag; this
:I practice they have in common with most of the tribes to the extreme h
t of
. Aasarn.
Of any marri'age ceremonies I could not hear, but aa chastity would appear
to be unknown no particular forms are probably required. Nor do I think
that there is a particular elm of prostitutes. We all- had opportunities of
remarking the gross indelicacy of Booteah women ; of this and of their extreme
amiableness the custom of ployandry is a very sufficient cause. So far as T could
I see, there is no distinction of rank among Bootpnh women, and those only are rraved
from the performance of menial duties who are incapacitated by sickness or age.
If the accounts given by Mr. Scott's Persian of the ceremonies attendant
on birth be true, another sufficient cause exists for scantiness of population aa
well as for a disproportion of women. He m e r t s that the aecond day after
birth both child and mother are plunged into the nearest river. But MI grmt
is the dislike of a Booteah for this element, that I am inclined to deacredit the
account, and more especially aa regards the mother.
'
The diipolral of corpses is much the same a s among the Rindoos, the ashes
of the body are collected and are, I believe, thrown into the neareat river.
The ceremonies of couree begin and end with a donation to the officiating priest.
The only part of then1 I witnessed was the burning, and this only in one instance; it was done in a alovenly and disgusting manner.
Of the social habits little favorable could be said in any place where the
women are looked on as inferior beings and used aa slaves. The men generally
'are excessively idle and spend most of their time in drinking chong, for the
preparation of which, aa well as that of a m k , there are provisions in most housm.
I do not think I ever saw a male Booteah employed, except indeed those who
acted as coolies. All the work in doors and o l ~ t of doors is done by
women, to whom about Poonakh Asamme slaves are added. The men are
great admirers of basking in the sun, and even prefer sitting shivering in the
cold to active employment.
I need scarcely add that both sexes are, in all their habits, inexpressibly
filthy. The women, in their extreme indelicacy, form a marked contrast with
such other Hill tribes aa I am acquainted with. The only use either aex make
of water is in the preparation of food or of spirits-no water ever cornea into
contact with any part of their person ; they scarcely ever change their
clotheel espccially the woollen ones. The people about Bhwnadun@ung are far
the dirtiest, and as they wear dark woollen cloths, rendered still darker by long
accumulation of smoke and dirt, they look more like representations of natives
of Pancli~noniumthan of any place on the Earth's surface.
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A s they, at least the official p r t , are very assuming, so does state entor
largely into all their proceedings. All our interviews with them were conducted
with all possible state on their part, and that exhibited to us at Tongso and
Poonakh was striking enough, and will ever after form in my mind as bitter a
satire upon etato as one could well wish. The effect was much lowered by the
usual Asiatic want of arrangement, by an assumption of superiority among the
inferiors, (probably enough a t the instance of their superiors,) and by the
admixture of the profanurn vulgua, who had no opportunity of hiding inherent dirt under fine robes. On these occasions the behaviour of the Chiefs was
certainly gentlemanly, but the impreasion was soon obliterated by a messenger
overtaking us, probably on our return, for another watch or another telescope or
any other thing. In personal appearance I did not observe much difference between
thc higher and the lower orders, wit11 the exception of the ex-Pillo of Tongso,
who seemed to have the best blood in the country concentrated in him. The
presents given as returns of the magnificient gifts of the Governor General
were beggarly, and yet there was a good deal of pnrnde in their exhibition. T o
us narrow silk scarfs were always given, occasionally varied with a foot
and a half of blanket. The scarfs are habitual gifte among d l the upper
classes, and very generally form the inner envelope of letters.
Fins w*o!e_n
and embroidered China silks form the dress of the Nobles ;
thick cotton pr woollen doublets or tunics are common to every body else. But
the Chiefs probably have similar dresses in private, a t least their principal
officers certainly have, and the only difference in such cases is the belt, from
which the
on occasions suspended; these are embroidered and have a
rich appearance. The dress of d l ie certainly cumbrous, especially when the
pecutiiirff~hineee boots are donned. The boots of the higher orders are
certainly not made in Bootan, those of the lower orders consisted of a foot of
some &innw&h-pzrty-coloured woollen leggings which lie above the calf. They
are-worn
- by both sexeo.
The general receptacle for odds and ends, and a most capacious one it is,
is between the skin and the doublet. Into this, which (consequent to one side
being formed hy the body) is not of the cleareat description, every thing is thrust
from a handful of rice to a walnut, from a live fish to a bit of half
dried meat. Tobacco is carried in a small pouch suspended from one side., L/
A dha or straight sword of a heavy description is worn by all who a n
afford i< and the belt of this securm the loose doublet about the waist and pro.
vents the innumerable deposits therein from falling down. Those who cannot
wear dhas from poverty, wear ridiculous looking knives, which, dangling from
the belt, have a very abaurd appearance. I t is lucky that the people are not
quarrelsome and not inclined to resist the followers of Chiefi, otherwise, from
the mcn being so generally armed, and so generally addicted to drinking, assaults .
might be expected to be of common occurrence. I only saw, however, one
instance in which a mgn had been wounded. I certainly shuddered at times
expecting every moment to see adverse parties multiply each other by division,
but latterly I was persuaded that cutting blows were rarely resorted to. Tho
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end of these disputes, which, barring the blows, were very fierce, was always
brought about by the amval of some third person, who, by wpousing one,
espoused the stronger cause, and when this waa done the weaker withdrew, or was
made to withdraw by blows with the flat side of the weapon. The accoutrements of a man of war differ, so far as his mere dress goes, in nothing. His
defences consist of a well quilted iron skull cap, which, when out of danger, is
worn slung on the back ; lappets are attached to it, which defend the face-per.
haps from cold. They also carry circular leathern shielh apparently of rather
good manufacture. Their weapons of defence are first the d k w h i c h is
a heavy unwieldy weapon without any guard. They rue worn on the
right side, but this, to us awkward mode of wearing, doea not hinder a
Booteah from disengaging his weapon readily, the aheath being first seized
by the left hand. A blow from this weapon must cause a desperate wound,
and judging from their quarre4 in which not a vestige of any skill in self defence
was shewn, the first blow, when actually struck, must decide the matter.
Their fire-arms, which are all matchlocks, and which vary in aize from muslre
toons to huge wall-pieces, are contemptible. They are of Chinese manuhture.
Their powder, which they manufacture themselves, is powerleas ; indeed in one
Bense it may be considered aa positively lessening power, for Captain Pemberton
and Lieutenant Blake ascertained that in ordinary charges it could not cause the
discharge of the wad, and hence it actually weakened the cap. To remedy thia
badneea they put in very large chargee, but after all they seem to depend more
on the effect of the noise than on that of the missile, for so little reliance ia
placed on this that the marksman is said to follow up the discharge of the piece
by the discharge of a stone. I t iq likewise said that few venture to take aim
except with the stone; they generally attach the gun to a tree, and without
pointing it consider that they have performed a. dangerone feat by causing its
discharge. All the musketeers I saw, even when there was no ball in the gun,
certainly averted their faces very studiously when the due fizzing of the powder
warned them that the explosion would soon come on.
The most common weapon next the dha is the bow; this we only mw
practised a t Densngari and the result waa not alarming. The bows are longer
' than ordinary, at least so they appeared to my inexperienced eyes. I t must be
remembered that they do not, as in some more civilized places, fire at marb the
size of an ordinary house. The mark which we saw waa a small battledoor
ahaped piece of wood, the distanoa waa 150 y a r Q and the situation of the mark
waa pointed out by branches of trees; scarcely an arrow alighted within
reasonable distance, yet the mark bore eeveral marks, which, we knew, were
: made for the occasion. Each archer wae very noisy in applauding hie own skill
'' and challenging the others to equal it.
1
/ The drew of the women likewise conaista of a l o w e;_9$erentand is very eimiThey have very few
1 lar to that worn by Hill tribea to the Eastward of Aetlsm.
ornaments, the chief ones consists of a plate of silver fbtaed round t h e hdcroasing the upper part of the forehead, wire mixi&o n & e d i m e e o y and
peculiar rings Iastened to a straight silver wire and worn projecting h y o n d tbe
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epouldcr. They appear to be fond of flowers and frequently decorate themselvee
x-ands,
particularly of the scarlet rhododendron and the weeping willow.
The diet of the lower orders is very, very poor; they appear to live
entirely on grain of an inferior nature, or in the wheat districts on coarse,
abominably dirty chowpatties. There can be little doubt but that in many
places they are not unfreqnently much pinched by want.
The Chiefs and their followers and the inmatea generally of the castles live
chiefly on rice brought from the Plains. They likewise consume much dried
fish, and very likely not a little dried meat which they prepare by means of fire and
smoke. They are aa strict in their ideas of not eating flesh of living animals aa
the Burmese are, and they are, beyond doubt, very fond of animal diet. The
salt is, I believe, brought from Thibet : they eat with the hand.
Their beverages are in the first place tea, but this ia, I believe, used only
by peraons of some rank or property; they procure this from Thibet in the form
of huge flat cakee : it does not posaem a particle of aroma. Still more common is ,
the beverage called rungapat, which may be likewise used for the tea. If their
accounta can be relied on it is prepared from the leaf of a pear or medlar. I had
no anxiety to taste it aa it was of a muddy appearance and reddish colour. Of '
intoxicating fluids they have two, one of these ie merely fermented and ie
known by the name of chow ; it is a vile preparation from rice made in the
same manner, but very inferior in quality to that used by the Singphos. To
thiedrinlc which is not strong, they are immoderately addicted, and it generally
ie carrled with them on journeys in large horns made from the horns of the
M>t&n.
The distilled liquor I had one opportunity of taating; it was very clear
and much resembled weak whiskey, as the Soubah had, I imngined, diluted it
prior to distribution to the spectators.
The political relations of the country are as limited as the boundaries.
With Sikkim they appear to have no i n t e r c o m . In the Kampae_ to the ;
Eastward there is some reason to believe that they pay an annual tribute.
T&-&ky are tributary directly to Lhassa, and now indirectly to Cbina, there
can be no doubt, although the ofticia1 people most strenuously denied it. I t ie
affirmed indeed that a considerable time ago the Chinew were in actual
poss&on of the country but relinquished it finally on account of ita poverty.
Ch+also exercises its authority in inflicting bee on them and keeps p r d e
on all the pasees into Thibet. The tribute is taken I believe a n n d y to
Lhliasa accompanied with an Envoy. With the British Government ita chief
relatione have existed in their occupation of certain tracta in the Plains, called
Dooara from their being situated near the passes into the mountains. These
twcta are of considerable extent and are held by the Booteaha on tolekition,
as the tribute they are under the obligation to pay is not only so small
in mount aa to be quite nominal, but is generally allowed to lapse into
arrears.
I n atsigning the continuation of the possession of these tracts wherever an
accession of dominion was gained, the British Government act6d with its usual
liberal policy. But this liberality has been so little appreciated by the people of
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Bootan that the system, ae it has worked hitherto, has been fraught with r u b
chief. I t has been most positively injurious to the territories in the P l a i i and
it is, I think, injurious to Bootan itself.
We had ample opportunities of observing the extremity of misrule to which
the Dooars in Aasam, as well as those in Rungpore, are subjected by the
infamous Qovernment of the Booteahs, and it was the more striking From
the contrast presented by our Assamese territoriea, and as much so by those
of Cooch Behar. The cmssing of a river eighty yards wide is sufficient to
carry one from a desert into P country every inch of which is highly cultivated.
Yet the richness of the soil is in favor of the tracts immediately cotltiguous to
the Hills, and such are, in Assam at least, especially esteemed by the most laborious part of the population, the Kachariea; and were it not for t h k prcdiliction in favor of these tracts, and the short-sightedneae peculiar to a native
population by which immunity from taxation is preferredto security of property,
the Assamese Dooars would rapidly become totally depopulated.
A gift long granted as a favor in the eyes of an Asiatic is eoon considered
as a right, and although the Booteah Government has received some aevere
leasone in the shape of capturing their impregnable places, and of a reaumptioa
of portion of the Phii tracts, yet the free and quick restoration of the same on
apologies having been made, with copious professions of better behaviour in
future, haa been attended with a very different result tiom that which would be
occasioned by gratitude. The very severe lesson which they were tayoht in
1836, in which they were completely disgraced by being defeated by a handful
of Sebundies, and then punished by losing a Dooar, has taught them nothing.
That very same Doom, perhaps, too liberally restored, haa been for some m o n t h
seimble for arrears of tribute. Nor ie this d l ; since that restoration it would
appear that their officers have become more than uswdly ineolent. I think
that i t may fairly be saaumed that they argue on the certainty of restoration ~o
that a good foray might possibly, if its consequences were only temporay
resumption, be a source of profit to them. By the plan of allowing barbarians
to hold country in the Plains, the inhabitants of those Plains lose a portion of their
most fertile soil ; many of them are besides exposed to all the inconveniences
and dangers of an unsettled frontier, for such must mch a tiontier be.* And
hitherto it has not been attended, a t least in many places, with the expected
effect of securing tho friendship of the Booteahs and the quiet of the frontier.
Rut no argument can place the matter in a clearer light than the facts connected
with Herr Uovindh, a subject of Bootan, but who is now independent both of B m
tan and of the English Qovernment, and who therefore enjoys considerable t m t e
of country without paying any thing for them, nor can any thing more forcibly
point out the weakness of the Booteah nation, for not only doe8 Herr Qorindh
keep them in effectual check, but he has, I believe, offered to take all the Dooara
from them if the Government will allow him to pay Rupees 40,000 a year
tribute.
Oc~opntionof au:lr tracts is very favorable to the co;ryiog off of slaves, au kbi~rurlp d m .
I have no doubt, with the BootePLs.

Tt acts injuriously on Bootan by diminishing the energies of its inhabitante
and mppreasing the development of thorn resources which every habitable
country may be supposed to possess. I t must be remembered that the cultivatioq of the Plain tracta is not, as in some other instances, carried on by the
inhabit~ntsof the Mountains but by the natives of the Plains, who, a h r
reaping the produce of their labour, appear to be compelled to take it to the
first station in the HiUs, from which it ie distributed to the appointed placea.
I n all cases of entreaty for reatoration it has been urged that the inhabitants of Bootan cannot mbsist without thee tracts, but they forget that by
labouring in their own country they might supply themselves either with grain,
er the means of purchasing it ; and further, that the mpplies drawn from the
Plains are only enjoyed by the Chiefs and their followers.
Some distregp would doubtlem result from immediate and final resumption,
bat this distress would beconfined to the better ordera and would be a due
punishment to them. I t mould in a ehort time be abundantly counternctad
by the reduction of the Gylongs and by the compulsion of a great number of
idle hands to work for subsistence. I t would also, I think, have a beneficial
effect in lessening internal commotions. The ambition or rapxity of a Chief
is now readily seconded by the greedinem of hie idle followers, but were these
neceseitated to become agriculturieta they would certainly not respond very
readily to his call. As mattera now atand in short, there is s ruinoua drainage
of a very fertile tract of country without any sort of return whatever; for
the revenue derived from one Dooar during a short eeason that it remained
in our hands WM ample beyond all proportion to the tribute, and it may
f.irly, I think, be etated that a country which dram every thing from another
m d d e a no return may be compared to a parasite, the removal of which
is always desirable and very frequently essential. Ths Bootan Government
has been invuriahly treated with great liberality by the greatest power in tho
East, and how hsrs it requited it ? I t ha8 requited it by the rejection of n treaty
which could only be productive of advantage to them by shuf3ing mendacity,
by tampering with British subjects, and by inconsiderate conduct to a British
Jaiseion, evinced in many other ways than that of opening ita dhks. They
objeot to forwarding communications to Lhaasa, they object to British Traders
eutering their county, and in fine they object to every thing that is reasonable
~d that would be mutually advantageous. In short, they shewed themselvee to
be ignorant, greedy barbarians, mch ae should be punished first and commanded
afterwards. The objection raised against the resumption of the Dooars on the
plea thnt no check will then exist on the Booteahe is one contrived to meet
expediencies. I t haa never been attended with the supposed effect. The affair
of Herr Oovindh and the recent victory at Silkabhari are convincing p m f s
that the Booteaha may easily be kept within their own limits ; and even arguing
the neceaaity of an increased military force, i t muat not be forgotten that the same
tracts which now yield ua nothing but a few deb& coin%a few inferior ~ n i with abundance of disputea and law suitq would in very short time become
equal in richnees to any of the neighbouring +wts,rich aa these undoubtedly are.
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Part 111.
Nat~i~.ul
productions, agricztlture, domestic aftinaals, arts, and conzmerce.
FEWwild quadrupeds were seen by us in Bootan. Tigers, leopards, and
elcpliants are to be found on the lower ranges, and probably the former s t r a l e
up to a considerable height aa they do to the Westward. The chief bessts of
prey in the interior are bears, but they do not seem to be numerous, and foxes
of large size and great beauty. These last are confined to considerable elevations, and none were seen under 8,000 feeet. Monkeys, as usual, abound on
the lower ranges, on wliich the hoollook of Assani likewise occurs. Some
long-tailed onk keys occurred above Bulphaee 8,200 feet above the sea, and in
January I likewise saw a flock of noble ones not far fro111 Tongso a t an
elevation of 5,800 feet. These mere white, and in form a11d size resembled
the langoors. Among wild ruminants I may mention the barking deer, which
however, scarcely ascend above 4,000 feet, and the musk deer, the moet
valuable wild animal of the country. I t would appear to be rather comnlon
on tlle higher ranges, as several skins were brought to us frqm Poonakh, the
price for us of a perfect one, that is without the musk, being 5 Rupees.
The smaller animals that came under our notice were a species, I believe,
of Iagomys, which Lieutenant Blake found dead on the path, one or two
animals of the weasel kind, and rats, which swarm in very many of the
houses. Three or four species of squirrel were likewiee procured, all from
clevations of 5,500 feet, yet all were likewise natives of Asaam. The mart
striking one is a black one with a whitish belly, measuring, including tho tail,
nearly three feet.*
The variety of birds is of course considerable, but the lower rangee seem to be
by far the most productive. On these jungles fowl and two species of black
pheasant are found. Thc raven is found throughout, but the very hmiliar
crow or jackdaw never leaves the Plains, and never leaves populous plaaee.
Throughout the higher portions of Bootan it has as noisy, but scarcely probably
.as mischievous a substitute in a red-legged crow. This is common in the three
elevated valleys and not rare elsewhere a t elevations of 8,000 to 9,500 feet,
and below these it is scarcely to be seen.
~uckoos,'larks,magpies, jays, and sprrows were thc chief European
fornls met with, but except the latter perhaps all u-erc of different species from
the birds known by those names in Europe.
The cuckoo i~ rather widely dispersed. I first heard it allout Poonakh
and subsequently along the Tecniboo at an elevation of- 7,000 feet ; below this
height, at least ill this direction, its peculiarly plc,asing voice WCW not heard,
altllough I think I snw the bird considerably lower. With tho magpie, which
has I I I U C ~of the plumage of the European bird, but a shorter tail, we became
fanliliar at Blioomdungtung, but lost it at J a b . T l ~ cjay, a figure of wluch
may be seen in Mr. Royle'v Illustrations, was found llrc'tty convtantly throughout
-
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the wooded tract between 5,500 to 7,000 feet. I t is a noisy, but not a very
wary bird. Larks were very common in the elevated valleys and afforded us
some good shooting ; in habits, plumage, and voice they are to an uninitiated
eye the prototypes of the bird eo well known in Europe. In the same valleys
sy~rseswere common. Wild fowl are, as might be expected, rare ; the only
place where they occurred in tolerable plenty was in the jheel below San-on.
The most destructive and numerous bird is the wild pigeon, which is to be
fjund in plenty in almost evcry village, and in literal swarms in the castles a r d
p:rlaces. They do a great deal of damegc to the poor ryots, w l ~ oare not allowed
to destroy them on account of their being mcrcd. This exclusion holds good very
strictly about the residences of the Chiefs, and although the villagers were in all
caaes delighted to see them shot, yet they kcep no check on their increase, as
they have no mems of destroying them, and appear never to have thought of
doing so by means of thcir eggs. At Byagur the place of this bird was supplied
by another very curiously marked species which, it is said, likewisr occurs ahout
Simla. None of the wild birds are made subservient to uw; indeed the natives
a p p r to be \-ery deficient in means for procuring them. The sacredness of life
nay be one reason, but eren-the most mperatitious will eat any bird on:e shot,
provided it be largo enough to prqmise a substantial repast.
The same remark is applicable to fish, which are common in most streams
below 4,030 feet. The two most common are the bhookhar, which is scarcely
found higher than 2,000 feet, and the adoee, which is found as high as 4,000 feet,
and pcrhaps higher, but its habits rendered it difficult to see.
The bhookhar abounds in theDeo Nuddee below Dewanpri ; it icl from the
sport it affords, and the great readiness with which it takes a fly, to he considered sa the trout of India. The arloee is said to refuse all bait, and I have
found this to be the &me, not only ill this instance, but in d l those which have a
similarly situated mouth, such as the sentoosee, gurriah, and nepornh of
Aeeam. At Poonakh, where the
is plentiful, it is a u g h t by nooses, such
as were so caught were all small, and the young anglers mere obviously afraid
of detection. At this place I artw a solitary instance of the use of a cxqting net,
hut I suspect that it wss under authority. Elsewhere I observed none even of
the ordinary rude exp2dient.s for catching fish. Both of tlla above fish are
nutritious food, and are eo plentiful that they really might form n valual~le
acquisition to the miscmble diet of the lower classes. But this would not suit
the benevolent ideas of the priest, who, however, a p p r to eat stinking dried fish
from the Plains with great saltg froid. T o the poor in Bootan every thing is
denied. Bees appear to be plentiful, but their buildings arc passed with indifference by the lazy Booteah.
Of the vegetable productions that occur naturally in Bootan the application
for purposes of-life is confined to timber, fuel, and dyes.* Of the various ,
kindsof timber trees I am quite ignorant, they-ere used chiefly for rafters,
--

Although the Bogl Putttrr, or path, is found in abundance on tlre higher rangm, yet it is not
resorted to for fnrnisl~ingan nrticle of trade. The tree in n specie of birch nud the tl~iuBnkm of
itfi bvk are used in thr cornpolition of hookah sunkes.

planka, and troughs either for acqueducts or for mangers. A great part ot the
planking k derived from fir trees, which are always preferred for fuel. Of
the turpentine procurable from the various epecies of Pinus they seem to make
no use, m that they are ignorant of one great value of these valuable trees; that
of the Pinla excelsa is very abundant and highly fragrant. I n the lower range
the barn@ becomes of almost universal application, and constitutes the greater
portion of the huts of the inhabitants of theae districts ; baskets o f various sizes
and implements for clearing the rice from the husk by agitation, &c.>e Ii'Iitiwiae
manufactured from it.
I n similar places rattans me in demand and several valeable sorta may
be procured. They form the fastening of dl the bamboo work, are wed in some
places to secure the roob from the effecte of the violence of the winds, and form
n great portion of the baskets, in which loads are in this country rmivermlly carried.
These are very convenient receptacles, forming a rather narrou-gardlelogram;
they are frequently covered with hides, they open at the top, and are themost
. convenient Hill baskets I have hitherto seen.
The Booteahs depend on the Plains for supplies of betel nuts, otherwise they
might advantageously cultivate the tree on many of the lower ranges. So far aa
I had an opportunity of judging, they poseese few wild palms of any description
excepting rattans; I observed one, which growa on i n a c d b l e p h as high as
2,000 feet, and which will probably prove new, but I did not succeed in obtaining
the specimens requisite for actually determining whether it is so or not
/
efastica, the caoutchouc tree, occurs about Dewangari, but not in abundance, and
may be expected to occur throughout greater part of the rang- between the
]'lains and an elevation of 3,000 feet. They are aware of the p r o ~ f i i e sof tbe
juice and nee it to make vessels formed from split barnhoos~w&rpr&fi-?I!hc
aimool tree likewise occurs within similar elevations, but they make uo nae of it.
although in Bssam the cotton is used for the manufacture of a very light and
1 excessively warm cloth excellently adapted for quilting.
A mlitary mango tree occurs here and there in vi1Iages even as high a s
4,000 feet. The finest occurs at Poonakh in the royal gardens, which arc
emblematic of the poverty and want of horticultud skill in Bootan. It bears
its flowers there at a time when the fruit is fully ripe in the Plaina.
Jack trw occur every where about the villagee on the lower ranges, and in
one of the few fruit treea from which they derive any gratification. These trees
thrive remarkably well a t elevations of 2,000 feet, particularly if withim the
influence of the Plains.
In villages a t similar elevationa two or three ~ p e c i e aof fig may be found,
but the fruit is not edible. No orange6 are cultivated with a view to the market
A fow occur in some of the villages; the tree does not occur above 6,600 feet,
md in such altitude it requires a sheltered sunny place. The oranges which
we received ae presents all came from the Phi. With the orange tbe
.haddock also occurs in tolerable frequence. One of the moat common fruit
trees is the pomegranate, it does not thrive, however, above an elevation of
,000 f e t . I saw no fruit on the trees, which were, however, loaded with
a
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flowers. Very fine ones occur ahout Pmnakh. They likewise possess peacl~ea
(perhapa the almond) and pear trees, hut I am unable to say of what nature
the fruit may be. We aaw the trees during their flowering season.
The hheir also occurs a t low elevatione, and in the gtrrdens of Poonakh
I obeerved another species forming a handsome good-sized tree, but, like most
of the others, it was not bearing fruit. In the same garden there is cultivated
a species of Diospyms with edible fmit, which also I did not see, and in fact
we did not appear to have been in Rootan during the fruit season. The only
f i t s which we enjoyed were walnuts ; we procured these only at Poonakh,
most of them in presenta from the Deb, and s few by purchase, but these
were of inferior quality. These walnuts are very good nnd would be much
better were care taken at the time of gathering. The trees are a i d to
be cultivated in orchards at considerable elevations, but we saw no attempt a t
anything of the sort, although we met with a few isolated trees hereand there.
On the lower rangcg, hut mrcely above 3,000 feet, the papaw occurs, but,
so far as I could we, did not promiw much return. I'ine-apples, which occur so
profusely on the Khaaaya Hills, and are of so muc5 use to the natives, are very
rare in Bootan as well as in those parts of the Dooars which me crowd. On
our return we met with a fruit which promised, under improved cultivation, to
be agreeable enough ; it was about the size of a pigeon's egg with a large smooth
shining black seed. In flavor it appeared somewhat aimilar to the Sappadillo, to
the natural family of which it would seem to belong. The only ornamented
tree to which the Booteshs are particularly attached is the weeping cypress ti,
these occur ahout all the castlea and palaces, and especially abou! religious',
buildings.
It is as ornamrntal a tree as can be well conceived, and as it thrives !
-between elevations of 5,000 to 7,000 feet, I was very anxious to obtain seed
for introduction into England ; but all that I ditl obtain were bad, and I imagine
that the female tree waa alone met with. Of the p m i n e o u s plants found
wild in Bmtan no use seems to be made. Wherever such plants are in requisition
for thatching the Plitins are resorted to, ns these at least, under the admirable
management of the Bootah Governlnent, abound with Oolookher, Kagara,
Megala, Nol, and Ikora. The plrrnts of the Hills themselves are chiefly
coarse species of Andropogon, not aerviceiahle for thatching. Among these the
lemon grw occura abundantly. I am not aware whether the nntivea of these
mountains uae any planta occurring naturally as vegetables, cooked or uncooked.
I never saw any of that scrambling into the jungle on the part of the CoolieH,
which m generally occurs in Assam and Burmah, where every second or
third plant is a favorite dish.
Of their medicinal plants I am quite ignorant. Ourguide, Chilloog Soubah,
who had a great leaning to the practice of physic, aaaured me that the Booteabs
were quite ignorant of any medicine whatover. But this is eo contrary t3 the
prevailing practice among barbarous and semi-barbarous nations, that I place no
confidence in the assertion.
Of the mineral produotions of the country I had no opportunity of learning
any thing. The only nrticle of this nature that I saw turned to account ~a

clay for pottcxry,nnd this wns only met with nt Poonakll. In sliort, wl~atevei
the resources of the country are, one thing is a t least certain that they have
not yet been dcvcloped, and I give the greater part of the nation medit for
being among the most idle and most useless on the face of the globe.
Of the @culture of Bootun little is to be said, as so very large a proportion of the supplies is derived from the Plains. The state in which the
little agriculture is that i~ cax~icdon argues as little in favor of the amount of
agricnltunrl skill they possess, as the uncultivated state of the D o a ~ r sd m in
favor of the numerical extent, or of that of their Plain subjects.
Of Cerealia, or culmiferous plants, they have the following sorts : rice,
w h a t , barley, raggy, millet, maize ; nnd of hrinaceous p i n s , not the p&ice of culmiferous plants, they have buck-wheat; and of Atril~lex, one or
two species of the legnrninous grains. They cultivate one or two speciea of
I'haseolrrs, one of which is the Phaaeoltis, Max; the Oror, Cyti8u.s Casan; the
Pea, Pistl~rrsntirun.
The only oily-seeded plant I mw, and of this only fragments, was the
Tel Sesamn orientale. I saw no reason, however, for supposing that they
manufactured this oil the~nselvzs
Of the culmiferous plants rice forms the staple article of food, and i s
perhaps cxclusivcly w d by the Chief3 and their adherents nnd the very
numerous establishments of priests. I t is the only staple article viewing the
Dooars as forming part of Bootan, for in the interior the proportion borne by
this grain to that of either wheat or harley is very small. Xost of the spots
available from situation and elevation are cultivated in rice, but in all I saw,
judging from the remains of the stnbble, the crops must have been small. T h e
cultivntion is conducted in the ordinary manner, aa is likewise the mode of
preparing the slopes for irrigation, or, in other words, terracing. Be might be
expected, it is genernlly a summer crop, and in all places of euficient elevation
is made to alternate with winter crops of wllent or barley. The bighest
elevation at which we saw it cultivated WRR about Tong~o,to the north of
which village there is a slope cultivated with i t from an altitude of 5,500 feet
to on0 nearly of 7,000 fcet. I t is principally used, boiled in the ordinary
manner, nnd in the preparation of their fermented and spirituous liquors They
do not seem to prepare it for eating in the dry state, aa is so generally done by
Ilindoos. Wheat is perhnps the most common grain cultivated in the interior,
yet I saw no instance of the promise of fine crops. I t is cultivated as low as
8,500 feet and as high as 9,000 feet, but the fieldr, we saw at this elevation were
miserably poor from the effects of the bleakness of the minds. No particular
steps are taken to favor its growth, except in the three elevated valleys, wbere
manure is en~ployed from some attention to ?piculture being abeolutelj
indispensable. The grain in, I think, of inferior quality ; it is principlly eaten
in the shape of chowpatties or cakes of heated dough. The flour
is ground in mills t n m d by writer, hut the meal is badly clcanod.
Barley is of nrnrly equally exten~ivecultivation, and, I think, arrives to
somewhat greater perfection than wheat ; the cultivation is precisely the same,

.

its application. Two or three sorts occur, of tliese the finest indis.
gnd
putably is a six-rowed barley, but I am unable to my whctl~erit is identical with
the Honkurn bzastichn, the bear or bigg of Scotland. This sort occurred
in great perfection along the ravine of the Teemboo, especially about Chupcha ;
it wus the only crop really worthy of the name that we saw in the country.
Of the remaining grains of this nature, Raggy,+ Bobosa of Bssam, is the
most comlnon ; it is of a very inferior nature and is only used as a mnkeahift.
Millet and maize are so limited in extent as not to be worth consideration.
Of the otlier fnrinaceous g a i n s buck-what is the only one cultivated to
any extent ; it occurs throughout the greater part of Bootan, but especially about
4,000 feet. This grain is either a great favorite with all Hill people, or it is of
such easy cultivation as to compensate for ita inferiority to some others. The
Booteahs do not appear to feed their cattle on it, nnd ours by no means approved
of it. I t is propably used aa a bread corn. The species of Atril~lez,and o n e or
two of a nearly allied genus, Chenopodium, ,me scarcely worth notice.
They occur in Bootan as in moat other mountainous countries in the East,
and are more valuable as affording sorts of spinqch than for the grains. Equally
unworthy of notice are the leguminous grains of Bootan, and the few species
I saw of the produce appeared to me more probably derived from the I'lains
than from any labour of their own. The only actual cultivation of such I saw
was a small plantation of oror below Benka or T q o n g , and this, we were told,
was more with a view to the produce of lac than (1111, and of the pea I saw
one flourishing field of small extent between Tamachoo and Oonjar,
Of their various other "plants cultivated as vegetables for the ta1,le1'
I am quite as ignorant ;every tliing in fact is obtained from tlie Plnins. We
did not even meet with yams or kaclroos, both of which I have seen among
otlier Hill people in grcat perfection. They are unaware of the value of tllo
potntoe.
Every body has heard of Bootan turnips, hut very few have, I iningine,
seen them. With the exception of a few we obtained at Dewangari we m w
none, nor when we reached the interior did we ever hear of any. There is no
doubt, however, that escellent turnip weds have been sent to some people
from Bootan, but whether from this Bhote Ra dfoolkh, or the far finer one to the
Westward, I caniiot state. I only state their extreme rarity so far as the
Miasion was concerned. Far more common is the moola or radish, which, I
suspect, Turner mistook for turnips,t for one has only to imagine that an actual
Bootan radish is a real Bootnn turnip, and it is so. The Bootan mdisl~esgrow
to a large size, but they are very coarse and spongy and heavy of digestion,
even to a Hindoo stomach. The cultivation chiefly occurs between 5,000 to
&000 feet.
Of plantains they possess a few specimens which may bo seen struggling
for existence as high as 3,500 feet. I did not even see any of the wild plantain,
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easily distinguishable from the wliite powder, with which the under surface of
the leaves is covered, and ite large stature. This is common on the Himalayan
range to the Eastward and ascends as high as 5,000 feet.
Of that most useful family, the gourd family, I eaw no sorts under cultivation. As they depend upon the Plains for all that in their opinion makes life
tolerable, so do they depend upon their jungles for a11 flowers to which they may
have a fancy, or which may be considered as agreeable for offerings. There in
no such thing as a flower graden in the whole parts of the country we saw.
The royal garden8 at I'oonakh are scarcely an acre in extent and stretch along
the river from the bridge to the village. It was made originally with a view
to use, never for ornament, and possesses now neither the one nor the other
recommendation although it hns an Assamese gardener. Oranges, shaddocks,
pomegranates, the mango, jack, bheir, &c., &c., are to be found in it. The
h t e a h s shew some taste in their selection of wild flowers, which is more than
can be mid for the Natives of Bengal, who approve of such vile thinga as
ganda and champa, and many other equally etrong or equally gaudy pmductions. With Booteahs rhododendrons, especially the scarlet and the white
arborioua sorts, are favourites, and, I observed, formed the greater part of some
offerings lying in the presence of the Dhurma.
,
The only cotton, and it warr a mieerable specimen, that I aaw 1
4 I have mentioned & Occurring along the Monass, yet we were told that a good
deal was cultivated in similar plirces throughout Bootan. That we saw none
s accounted for by the bulk of the population wearing woollen cloths, and by
the remainder obtaining their supplies from tho Plains. No plants were obeerved
used for making cordnge, the ropa used for fixing the loads being either_=&
of twisted rattan or horse hair. On emergenciestbe porters resort tc the jungles,
in which some very tenacious creepers may be found, but they appear to prefer
the species of daphnc for this purpose, as the inhabitants of Upper Assam do
the ood-dal, species of Sterculia. No sugar is cultivated in Bootan, a few
solitary specimens occurring about villages, being the only specimens we saw.
The a n e itself is imported from the Plains as well as ghoor. The name is
equally apprcable to tobacco, large quantities of which must be consumed,
aa all tho men are great smokers. They do not appear to be great pane:rterd; their supplies of this are also derived from that source which thq
do not ecruple to drain ao freely. A few straggling plants o f A m y are
to be met with amon& most villages a t rather low elevations, but I never saa
any to an extent sufficient to warrant me in supposing that any use wan
made of it.
Of plants cultivated for dyeing I am not aware that any cultivation L
I
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etatad, is a species of Ruellia. Of this plant, which appears to abound in
coloring material of a - deeper but less brilliant hue than that of indigq
I have not been able to meet with my account €hat can be depended on. I have seen that in one of the Volumea of the trauaaotiom of the A g r i c d h d
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h i e t y it is mentioned a s - ~ u r l l ~ ~ ~No
s a good
? authority for the name i
given, and on that of the book itself few, I imagine, will be willing to adopt it.
The moat common dye in Bootan is that firnished by the Mungisth ;
it--rs
alw to be the favorite color. As the supply obtained ='the
jungles is plentiful no means are resorted- to to cultivate it. It,f?~ms_one of
the few articles of export fiom the country, and is generally exchanged for
driz-fish. 1; Bootan at least-two species are used, one of these is Roxburgws
Rub&amg*Of the different species of Rubia very little is known, and
that little is a good deal coufueed. From Afr.-~o~le'saccount it would appear
that the article MuwIVeethis the produce alone of Rubia cordi~olia(A. MungisM i . ) The two species used in Bootan are very distinct and very general
i
o-c
uentaof other mountainous floras ; one of them has leaves without stalks.
Agriculture being in such a poor state, we need not look for improvement
in the implements by which it ie carried on. The plough is a lumbering article
on the ordinary Indian principle, and the others are equally bad imitations.
But as the Rooteahs pride themselves on being warriors they are not inclined to
turn their swords into ploughshares, and until this is done no improvement cnn
be expected. Manureg m far as I had opportunities of judging, are chiefly
confined to the three great valleys ; they consisted chiefly of rotten fir leaves and
appeared to me to be of a very poor description. In theee parta ashes of
stubble and weeds are likewise spread over the surfice, but the greatest portion
of labour was expended in pulverising the d a c e . The natives likewise make
use of the accumulation of filth under their houses which, judging from the depth
of the layer, is not always removed annually. This is excellent manure and is
prinGpally used about the little plots of ground attached to most of the villages.
Of fences they are generally very regardlesa, or at best place them where they
are of no use. Thus the yards of many of the houses, and in eome park what
are called gardens, are m o u n d e d with stone walls. Some few rising c r o p are
protected by branches of thorny shrubs, but generally the only defence exists
in the shape of a herd-boy, who is regardfnl only of damage done by hie
own charge.
In domestic animale they cannot be said to be rich. Chowry-tailed cows
certainly are not common, and would appear to be kept chiefly Xy the officers of
high rank. As their range is restricted to very high elevations they must be
in Bootan of very limited utility. I only eaw one sufficiently close to ascertain
what kind of creature it was, and I was much disappointed in finding it an heavy
clumsy looking animal. The specimen, however, was not a fine one. The
only herds seen by the Mission were at elevations of nearly 10,000 feet.
The chowry-tails exported to the Plains probably come from Thibet, and,
judgingfrom those which we saw, they are of very inferior quality. Thc cattle
are wed as beasts of burden.
A much finer animal is the Mithan; this is the same aa the M>he of
the Mishmees, or the animal so known in those p r t a to the Arvrameae hy that
name, but is very different from the Mithan of the Meekir Hills. This anin~al
ie not uncommon : the finest we saw were at Dewangnri, and none were seen

Y

-- "

after leaving Tongso. Nothing can exceed the appearance of a fine b d ; it
appeara to me intermediate between the buffalo and the English bull, but
the cow8 have much less of the heavy appearance so characteristic of the
buffalo. Their temper is remarkably fine, and their voices or lowing very peculiar, resembling a good deal some of the cries of the elephant. I am not aware
that they are of much usc to the natives : the oxen are employed a t the plough.
As the Bootcahs do not seem to care for milk they are probably kept with a
view to sacrifice,
--- whicll is with an Asiatic not unfrequentiy another word for
feasting.
The other h r c d which they posse=, and which we only saw between
Poonakh and the Plains, assimilates much to the common cattle of Bengal ;
it is, howcver, a much larger and a much finer animal.
Sheep are not very common ; the most we saw were rams,
- - .-which formed n
standing part of the rueaud. The ewes are used by the Kampas as beasts of
burden, but I am not aware that they are of any nse to the Booteahs.
Throughout Bootan I only saw two flocks.
Goats are common enough ~ n appear
d
to be of t11c ordinary plain breed.
We saw no Khussies, at least live ones, unless I except the six small goats gent
by the former Deb as presente to the Governor General.
All these animals are turned out during the day either alone or attended
by boys. The cattle are pickctted at night either in yards or about the
villages : the goats find their own quarters on the ground floors of their owners'
houses. Either no fodder at all is given, or they are provided with c o a m
B ~ M W , which evidently requires great effort to be eaten.
During the rains
their condition is much bettered ; in the cold weather it is bad enough, as the
'5
looks of the beasts testify.
3.bg. &
Pigs of ordinary customs are commop enough, and were the only animals
I saw slaughtered : they are kept +/more
care than either ponies or cows.
They are generally treated to a wash once a day, consisting of a decoction of
herbs, of which the common stinging nettle appears to be a favorite and rrrdislr
ptclings. Most of the pigs we saw engrowd the tender cares of the women, who
certainly paid much more attention to them than they would appear to do to their
own children. They have peculiar cries well known by the pigs, who are generally
very obedient, particularly if they see the waah tub ; at night they a h occupy
the ground floors. The ponies of Bootan arc sufliciently well known and are, I
think, much over-estimated. They are very inferior to the ghoonts of Simh
in size, strength, and appearance. Like all such creatures they are s p i r i M m d
sufficiently headstrong, they understand their duties perfectly, and are orderly
enough on a line of march, unless the road i a particularly easy. Very fw firat
c l w ponies are to be found in Bootan, and none are to be obtained exwpt
perhaps a t most exorbitant prices. The Bootoaha patroniee nothing but &lions, tho mares being almost exclusively used for breeding or fbr carrying
loads; in such cases they are not Icd but follow their leader quietly. Bidden
ponies arc always led ; in difficult ascents they are assisted by p d g up,
and in dczccnts they are equally misted by vigorous pulling at the toil. They
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k r m a part, of all out of door ceremonials and are dressed out with gay
trappings ; t k i r .syitch -@&am then convertcd into rcgular cocktails and
ornamented with cho~vrys. Three or four ponies were selected as
to the Mi8sio6, b d t ~ G h o u npproached
r
for presenting them the liberality
of the Deb rapidly fell and one alone was given to the Governor General.
This creature never reached the Plains, for after falling twice, once a height
of fifteen to twenty feet, it expired above Buxa. W e heard afterwads that
it had been very ill for a long time, so that the Deb thought it a capital
opportunity of getting rid of him.
The mules are fine and of much more reasonable price than the ponies :
they are chiefly kept for riding and are mostly of good size.
Both ponies and mules are stabled and provided with litters, not, as may
be supposed, of the cleanest description. Their food varies a good deal. On
some rare occasions they partake of indian corn and wild tares. Still better
off are those which have participated in some religious ceremonies-for these the
green corn of the poor ryot is not considered too good. Generally, however, they
are fed on the worm-=wo~$, which is so common throughout Bootan below 5,500
feet, and which is cut up and then boiled, and in some places they are fed on
the young boiled leaves of an oak not unlike the celebrated English tree. We
snw few in good condition. I t is probable enough that the ponies of the Deb and
his chief lninistera are occasionally treated to paddy husks, as the Deb very
graciously eent us a handfnl or two of this nutritious material in compliance
with our requests for some grain for our ponies. Of g m s they are deprived,
except during the rains, although Doab gra%s is to be found about Poonakh in
sufficience to feed six or seven ponies a day.
The ordinary dog appears to have been brought from the Plains, but its
pariah qulities are not improved, neither i~
its condition. Of this one was so
convinced that he took advantage of our escort and returned to his native country
with us, evidently highly pleased at his escape and very grateful to us for our
good offices. Many of the better orders keep Tartar dogs: these are large,
shaggy, powerful beasts, apparently very fierce and the most incessant barkers
I ever met with; they arc always kept chained up. At a white face they
appear perfectly furious, but perhaps they rely on the chain. Turner says
they are not so bad if one is armed with a bludgeon. Mr. Blake found that
in almost every instance their eyes were of different colors.
Of domestic birds the common fowl is the only one. In many places it
reaches considerable perfection ; about the capital the breed is ae bad as a n
be imagined. They all appear to be low-bred, and the old birds, especially
the cocks, are generally lame from corns. Their crows are most curious and
very unlike those of any other variety I know of; it is of inordinate length
and when once commenced cannot he stopped, for fright only changes it to a
hasty gobble. The bird, while he is undergoing the process, walks along
with neck and tail at full stretch, and with his beak wide open totally
absorbed in the business. No care is taken of the fowls, or at most they are
allowed to stand round wl~onrice is cleared or pounded.
C

They have no ducks or geese, a want they ahare with all the mountisnoas
tribes I have seen. A peacock is occasionally to be seen in the castles, and at
Tongso we eaw one associated with a tame jacana.
Fine Arts.-The
ordinary form of houses in Bootan is that of a rather
narrow oblong disproportionately high 6uTding: tihe better order are rather
in shape. l%ey are built either of slab;s- of stone generally
unhewn, or of mud well beaten down. The wal6-;h aU casea are of
considerable thick& and almost universally slope inwar&. They are, for
oriental houses, well provided- with windows, and are further furnished with
small verandahs, of which the Booteahe seem very fond. There is little or
n o % & u e n t a l work about them with the exception of those infested by
priests, in which there is generally a rather ornamental verandah. The roofs
throughout the interior are of "bad construction ; they are formed of looee
shinglee merely retained in their places by heavy stones placed on the t o p T
each. This necessarily requires a very small slope, but even small ss it is the
whole roof occasionally slips off. In some few places where bamboo6 are avail5hle the roofs are formed of bamboo mats placed in several layers and secured
either byytones o r rattans. I n the better order of houses the great
n e s or the m f is compensated for by the imperviousness or the ceiing
of the uppermost story, which is well laid down with mud; houses situated
near the Plains, where proper grasses are obtainable, are thatched (the most
common grass is the Oollookher, Saccharurn cylindricurn,) such roofs, &om
their slope, thickness, and projecting eaves, are excellent. The generality of
h o w have a court-yard in front surrounded by a stone or mud wall, the entrance to which is, or hati at one time been, f\lmished with astout door. Accem
to the first floor, (for the ground floor is invariably occupied by
&a,)
! is gained by a rude sort of stair intermediate between real stairs and ladders
and rather dangerous : a greater degree of safety is some times insured by
the presence of a banister. Each story is divided into lfeveral apartmen%
which are generally defective in height ; no regularity in their disd:b&on
appears to be ever oxservd; they are not provided with chimneys, and in
may inebncea we found the smoke almost intolerable.
The houses of the poorer orders, mtuated near the Plains, are miserable
habitations, but still are better than those in common use in Bengal and ilaarm
i n ~ m u c has they are built on muchawna.
The castles and palaces are buildings of a much superior nature ; indeed
it is eaid that they are erected by Thibetans or Chinese. They are of immense
gze varying a good deal in form according to the nature of the g r ~ & on
which they are built, and which is invariably a SpW or tongue of land aibetween the junction of two streams. If the ground be even the form chseems to be parallelogrammic, but if it be uneven it has no form at all. They
are, particularly in the latter case, ornamented with towers and other defences
either forming part of the building or detached from it.
The national walls and roofs are preserved ; the former are of great
tJ&knees pierced in the lower part with narrow utterly inefficient loop-hola
'
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I n the interior there are one or two large court-yards. The first and second
inhabited onea, the ground floor, however, is not so profaned as in other houses. Most of them are ornamented with a raised square or
" +C
oblong tower or building in which the chief persons take up their quarters.
TEt-uf-faonakh is the largest and loftimt, consisting of several stories and
aevernl roo& gradunlly decreasing in size, an obvious imitation, except in the
a h t n e s s of the roofs, of the Chinese forla ; it is in part covered with
copper, as the Bookahs assured us, gilt. All these large buildings, as well
as the summer-houses attached to them, the houses of recluees or active priests,
the-ing
houses of Chiefs, and religious edifices of every kind or dwription
are white-washed> and most are ornamented with a belt of red ochre not f;?r
The residences of the g r g n t m n and some of the religious
from thrroof.
&-are
distinguished by a folded gilt umbrella #tuck on the top resembling -'". .
a lonsnarrow bell rather than that f3r which it is intended.
In nonedo there appear to be any particular accommodations for sleeping,
but in each home there is a @m.
One room is set apart for a-cook-room
- and
conatituteathe principal i n c o n v e u i ~ i in
e a Bookah house ; no use is made of the
m o s t story for
-.... thia
- purpose
.-- .L.as the
- Booteahs comider it sacred ; and as they '1
have no c imnies, out of pure reverence they are content to bear smoke in its I
J. ',
,
I
black& and most pungent forms. Their fire-places, that is for cooking, are
z,,
good and powerful ; these are likewise used as furnaces for their stills. A good
representation is given of them in Turner's Bootan. The flooring of the
.c',
house is generally good, of many really excellent ; the doom are folding,
and the fastenings of the windows of similar construction. The only very
deficient part of a good Booteah house exists in the stairs and want of
' 7
chimneys.
*
To the castles stables are appended, but in spite of their being deprived
of this copious source of filth and vermin the deficiency is made up by the
number of inhabitants Of their religious edifices some are of picturesque
appearance, being ornamented with carved window frames and verandahs. The
most common are the pagodag which approach in form to the ordinary
Buddhistical forms, such at least as are universal throughout Burmah. Those
of ~ o o showever,
,
vastly inferior in size, form, and construction, and are
mostly such as an ordinary Burmese peasant would be ashamed of building.
They are built of slabs of nnhewn stone, and are not much ornamented,
particularly as they are not provided with a _reid belt. The handeomest and
the l a r g e we saw was that e l m to ' Tchinjipjee, this was ornamented with ,
sma& pagodas at each corner and had the umbrella, which was of curious (,I:, '.
form, garnished with b e b with the usual long tongues. In the upper portion I . 3
Jr,
'eiiijli7a-y
of portentous dimwsiona and two Chinesa eyes. I am not
a S & whether, as in Burmah, they contain images or not, but slabs of inscribed
alate are very generally let into their sides.?
~toriasare &;chiefly

1
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Tba-eof
t '
hoe ..- .&:7c
71
#.-.
t The Pagodan
yb- poX. either of biuubdo or fir, to which are attached
longitudinally long strip of amrw cotton cloths entirely covered with inscriptions.

%/

Appended to tl~eseare long walls of poor construction covered with rook,
on each they bear inscriptions, and in some instances paintings situated, iu
1
The other forms generally occur ns small q u a r e buildings ; g e y are
i,_
either built up over large idols, or are empty, but decorated with painting of
gods, m u 3 resembling, especially in gaudiness, the common sorts or R*doo
deities,
or they contain the peculiar cylinders ~vlolliclicontain incantations, and
--which are constantly, or at least ought to be, kept in motion by the action of
water. In some places where running streams are not obtainable, & the
Soubahs houses, these are revolved by the hand.
There is nothing particular in the construction of their flourwhich are
very small ; the pivot is vertically attached at the bottom to an horizontal water
wheel and passing above through two horizontal stones, of which the upper one
alone revolves, the flour is hindered from falling off the under stone by the person
in attendance.
Of bridges they have two kinds, the suspension and wooden; the latter are,
I think, of better construction than the f&mer although not of equal ingenuity.
The finest suspension bridge in Bootan is that across the Monass below
I Tazgong, and has a span of about sixty yards. The chains are slight and the
links too long ; the masonry by which the chains are supported is marrsive
and built into tall respectable looking towers. The motion is very considerable
The great fault in this bridge, and in this respect i t is inferior to that of
Chukka, is that its bottom or platform is not flat, but forms the segment
of a circle and is continuous with the aides, which are made of bamboo
matting.
+
The wooden bridges, which are thrown over all the second class torrents,
are solid looking and impress one with thc idea of great strength. Considerable
pains are taken in the selection of such spots where the span is less and where
solid abutments either exiat or may be readily made. The supports are h
beams placed in pairs with a cross timber between each, and wsich p-w-throni
the abutrngts, on which towers are erccted for the purpose ofgiviw stability.
The beams gradually increase in length from below upwards w tha&
projects somewhat bcyond that immediately below it. On the upper pair, which
Erm a slightly inclined plane, planks are placed. A i - t h e p m x &
project over perhaps one-third of the span the centre of the bridge E made u p
of ho-rizontal beams and planks. If quite complete the bridge is c o v d - w h h
&hopper, and provided on either side with a stout open balustrade. Small s w - a
are crossed by planks or timbers, the upper surface of which is rendered
From the co11~truction of their buildings it would appear that they posls
-7 1 considerable architectural genius+; but we were told that all those of superior
construction are built by Thibetans or ~ h % e s e; this was c e & * y
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Turner, in mentioning their aqueduct+ draws a comparison between the Bootabs and the
wouderful ancients. He campam a few wooden troogh~,sppliecl end Lo e u - m y
construct
d-tl~ntone kick mould demolish considerable portions, to those mssterpioccr of macter uirS which
la~lghat time.
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c-*
the bridge .erecting over the Deo Nuddee,not far from Dewnngnri. As long as
n q r e - supplies rocks of easy ~d p e l c t dmygpe -the liouses are built of
-suc mater?aTi,-snd these'& used perhaps in all a y e s in the constr.uctions of
--..
to i the mud is
' r s a or sacred characte5 I n many places np&is .- resorted
(
pressed tightly between planks and then assiduously beaten down by feet and
k c : , )*.
c h b s ; in this they shew great dexterity, five or six
_ perso~s,-chjkkwomen,
' , P ?. .
piece of mull of slnall dimensions. The mud is beaten-dGn
been previously so trezated, so that when they come to any a^ -.. F
height there must be considerable clanger of falling, particularly a s the beaters
J.:;
, ,,
. - .
make mogt
extraorllinnry antics. W h e ~ - e a c k +
issuficiently compacted i t is
J
r!*,
A? portioni.of mud of @-~tnic
fm~n.a_rmt.llustreated
allowed
&, ;.
--. - ,the house presents lines, which
L& a t -first ---lend 0!19 -to~ ~ @ othart
w i t is b u i l t - ~ f \.-. blocks of -c;ix
srmd:stone. The process is very tedious.
02
T h e sculpture they poasess would appear to be Chinese: some of the 4 j7,
figures were really excellent ; the finest we saw were at Dewangar~._especially
*t of the Dhurma, before which i t is considered inipossible to sin, and tliia .-.- - . .
may be the reason of the natives striving so strenously to do so. All these
L. ,
of Budh that I BRW were rather
figires were well dressed. T h e few fi&s
mde, in the us@ position, and with the usual long~fingersand toes. These
people certainly hare an idea of drawing :~ndthis was very pleasing. T o a
native of the Plains you may shew a drawing which ycullave every reason to
be pleased with, particularly if you l a v e done it yourself, and he says "kya 1"
or he mistakes a honse for a boat, or a tree for a cow. I -.
n Bootan,
.. however,
the caee is very different; our sketches were rccognised iplme&&dy n o
-. matter. d i n t subjects we intenllcd to represent. They are also ready
atcomprehentling charts. And with regard to their own performance we
h;il opp&tunities of judgment presented t o us by the walls of many houses
wliich were co%rell with scrawld. They excel in the repesentntion of animals,
,
particularly wi1<ic'tlic shape depenJs.upon the will of the artist.
4 S e n t e < n illto ulost of t l ~ e i rccrenio~~ics,
nnll the favorite instrument
emits a sound like that of a baasoon. Another favorite instrument is a
clarionet, particu1;lrly when made froni the thigh bone of' n man : tlie sound
of this is equal to that of :my U e n p l musical instrument, and is a s disagreeable
as it is continuous, the skill of' tlie perfornler depending entirely upon his
length of wind. One of these instruments generally heads every procession
..
.- '
of sufficient importance.
A t two of our interviews with Soubahs we had a n opportunity of r
witnessing t h g s-.l.o d o of dancing, whicli w a s done entirely b y women, and '
q - ertain e l i f i c a t i o & for dancinq girls exist 'to a remnrkahlc extent in: ::.?
e are choseni
indiscriminately.
T h e dancing
merely
consists in slowl -.. ,(.
@
&
+
:
1.4 :-revolutions
and
evoiutions
and
out-turning
of
the
hands.
They
danced to their'
-~ . .
___
own music, which consisted of a low monotonous chanting of n much moro'
altissimo screeching so admired in India.
pleasing nature
Of their manufacturing skill I m w Few or no inshnces. All the woollen
clothe' of' z-(i;;iiityt
arc imported from Bengal or Thibet, theirirOwn
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E-. ' mitnufacture being, it is mid, confined to the production of c
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cloth,-and the
Y blankets scarcely a foot wide. They make but very little cotton
- _+--.-^

hanuFacblre of this appears to be confined to the villages- near the Plains ; the
article is of poor and coarse quality. All their Bilks and
otcher paIte_>f
their fine apparel are Chinese.
I have before mentioncd the use they make of barnhoos-.and
. r- a t e s . In
the work of articles manufactured from these materials they are n o t - e g r
to the wildest of the Hill tribes to be found about A w m .
Their ordinary drinking cups are wooden and look as if they were turned,
%nd they are perhaps the bcst spccirnens of manufacture we witnessed.
'I ,
Their workers in metal are very inferior. We saw some misera1,le blacks m i t h ~and silversmiths, provided with utterly inefficient apparatus ; however,
there is not much demand on their skill, as all their arms, and all their better so&
y, of utensils are of foreign manuihcture, principally Thibetan. They are said to
manufacture the copper pans used for cooking or dyeing- and which are
frequently of very large imensions, and they went 80 far as to point out the
p h e of manufacture, vir., Tassangsee. But I doubt this, for in the first place
the veesels resemble much those mide in Thibet,and in the second I s v
/ nothing like any manufacture going on at Tassangsee, except that of burning
charcoal, which is much used in cooking. Paper €hey certainly d o - k a l e
and in some quantity-: 'had no opportunity of seeing the process. The
niaterial is furnished by two or three spceies of Daphne. The article
varies much in aize, shape, and quality, the finest being white, clean,. and
vz
thin, the worst nearly as coarse as brown paper. If bought from
the manufacturers themselves it is cheap, the price being aix nnnas for
twenty hrge sheets; if from an agent the price of course increases in
a centisimal proportion. I t is well adapted for packing, as insects will not
come near it, always excepting the formidable white ant, who, however,
consumes the contents of the paper, not the article itself, This paper appeam to
be precisely the same as tlrat manufactured to the North-West and. South-East
J by tbc Slian Chinese.
Tlie o~ilypotteries I saw were near Poonakh, but a l t h o n ~ j
. :/the capital them were only t w o o r three families emploxeJ-. The clay in
1 , obtained close to the potteries and is of tolertrblo quality ; it is pulverised by
, thrasliing with a flat club and is then sifted. I t is subsequently kneaded by
means of water into the proper consistence. The operation8 are conducted
entirely by the hand, and the dexterity which is shewn in fbhioning the veasela
\ is considerable. Of vessels for containing water the upper half% GiG-Est
and tile under is added afterwards. Those made during the day are burnt at
night bcing covered with straw, which is then set on fir^; the finishing opedon,if required, and which is intended at3 a substitute for glazing, i m b u e m v' over with tarry turpentine. They are then packed aa-&fd off to market
i or ratlior t2 tlic palacc : the sr_ti@a~atke.poorestof the popr and as filthy aa any
Vc
other cl& in B o o b . They live close to the potteries in the m&t mbrPale
hovelv irnaginalle. Thc warcs t h ~ yfurnish are of severd -&rG&-w and
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s, (sorue of which have very emall inefficient liandlee,) gurral~s,and large

$"

o lot~gvessels for containing water. Of theae one family, consiating of ten or

1

twelve, can mnkc a considerable number, say sixty in one day.
Of their rnanufidctures of leathern articles I can say nothing; the only
articles I saw of this nature were the boots, which nre of untanngd-hides, and
the reticula for holding tobacco, which are of decent f;whi&i&, tanned, and \
colored. And I believe I may here close thc list, meagre a s 3 is, Ibr the sugar,
oil, giee, &c., they use is all brought up fro111 the Plains. As their manuf'act u r a are at so low an ebb not much is to be expected in the way of commerce,
and this must continue to be the catle so long as they derive every thing from
the Plains and make no returns whatever; so long as they may live an idle life
at the expense of others. Throughout the country indeed there is but little
evidence of frequency of intercourse. The busiest place by far was Dewangari, !
but this depended chiefly on the ateps taken for the provision of our party and on ,
the daily assembling of the Kampas prior to descending to Hazoo. The Deb is
stated to be the principal merchant, but we only met two coolies laden wit11 his
merchandise ! All the Soubaha likewiee trade, but, I apprehend, tl~eir dealings
are altogether insignificant, for, excepting their followers, who are diinclined to
pay, even had they money, and the prieeta, who will not pay, I know none
from whom advantage in the way of t d E c could, with any reason, be expected.
The exports from .Bootan to the Plains are generally expos+ for sale at
annual fairs, of which Hazoo and Rungpore are the principal. The articles are
p~nig&-m6he~,woonen cloth, and rock salt. To theae I must add a peculiar
spice known in Aeaam by the name of J u b u q , and which is used, I believe, to
eome e&nt by natives in their cookery. I t is very fragant, very aromatic, and
excessively pungent, and if kept in the mouth but a short time occasions a
remarkably tremulous emmation of the tongue and lips. I t is the capsule of a
species of Za7rthoxylon found on other m o u n t a h to the North-East, although
I am not aware whether it is used as a spice elsewhere than in Bootan. Captain
Jenkins first pointed it out to me, and I had eeveral opportunities of seeing the
shrub producing i t during my visit to Bootan. All of theee are of inferior
quality, scarcely lese so, perhaps, than the article in which they pay the greater
part of even their nominal tribute. From Thibet they obtain all their silks
and tea; there is, however, very little inkrcoum between the countries.
I am afraid that this rery imperfect account will be considered aa prejudiced, but I believe it will be found, if put to the test, tolerably faithful. I went
into the country preposseseed in favor of every thing bearing tho name of
Bootan. I expected to see a rich country and a civilised people. 1need not
say how all my expectations were disappointed. Whatever ulterior benefits may
be derived from the Mission, one, and that by no means inconsiderable, has already resulted. I allude to the demolition of the extravagant ideas entertained, even
by our Frontier Officers, of the proweaa and riches of Bootan. An the Mission
will have been the means of reducing this people to their proper level among
barbarous tribes, we may expect that their demeanor will become more respectful,
their behaviour more cautious, and the payment of the tribute more sound
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and more punctual. I n a word, they will understand that they are tolerated
by-not the equala of-the gigantic Britiah power. I have stated my opinion of
them with some severity, but with impartiality, and my conviction is that they
are, in all the higher attributes, very inferior to any other mountainous tribe I
am acquainted with on the North-East Frontier.
I t must not be supposed that, however disgusted with the inhabitante of
the country, the Mission was not a source of great gratification to me. It afforded me an opportunity of visiting a very alpine country; and, what is
much more important, of fixing, through the kindneaa and s k i of Captain
Pemberton, the localities of nearly 1,500 species of
with mch accuracy
that tho collection will be of much interest to all students of Botanical
Geography. I t afforded me, too,an opportunity of profiting from the valuable
instructions of Captain Pemberton, so much 60, that it will nlways be a matter
of regret to me that I was 80 ignorant of m many eaaential requisites during
the other journeys I have had the honor of performing.

WILLIAM GRIFFITHS,
,4ssistant Surgeon, Madras Establishment,
In Medical charge, Bootan dfi8mbo.
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B O O T A N .

!t"ranslated by D. Scott, Eay.

T m Country of Bootan is bounded on the South by the Temtories of
tho Hon'ble Company and of the Raja of Cooch
Behar ;on the Eaat and South by Assam ;on the North
by the Lhasss, Territories; by-Mem,
or the Lepha
country on the West ; and by Digurchee on the North-West. The country
extends in leugth from East to West in 8mIe places twenty days, and in some
p r h twenty-five days' journey ;but is less in breadth, being from South to
h'orth from ten to fifteen days' journey. The Bootan Territory is entirely
mountainous except on the South, South-West, and Eastern parts, where
there ia level land. The low-lands, if well cultivated, are capable of producing a revenne of seven or eight lacs of Rupees ; but they are in general
waste, and a t preeent the whole revenue of Bodsn, inoluding ma1 and
eayer, and all i t e m of collection, does not probably amount to three lacs of
Rupees.
I t is related by the people of Bootan that to the North of Lhaaaa thero
ia a country called Lenja, in which Lam Sapto, or the Dhurma Raja, formerly
dwelt. From that place he went to L b ,and after residing there for some
time he arrived at Poonakh in Bootan, which was at that time ruled by a Raja of
the Cooch tribe.'--When the Dhunna Raja arrived there he began to play upon 8
&%Jpfpi@ made of a human thigh bone, and to act contrary to the obser- 1
vancee of the Cooch tribe, and to perfom miracles, at which the Cooch Raja
was 80 terrified that he disappeared with hie whole family and servants under
ground. The Dhurma Raja, finding the fort empty, went in and took posseseion, and having deprived of their caste all the followem and slave8 of the
Raja who remained above groupd, he instructed them in his own religious faith and customs : their descendants still remain at Poonakh and form
the caste or tube called Thep. In this way the Dhurma Raja got possession of
Poonafi, but on consideration that the sins of his eubjec~are attributable to
Extent and bonnduisr
of the Country of Bootan.
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the ruler of a country, iustead ef setting himself on the throne, and exemising the sovereign authority, he sent to L h m for a Thibetan in order to
secure possession of the country ; and having made him hie Prime M i t e r ,
and called him the Deb Raja, he occupied himself entirely with the cares of
religion and contemplation of the Deity. At that time the reapeotive boundarieg tribute, and authority of the different Rajas or Governors of Bootan
were settled as they continue to this day, as will be more particularly detailed
hereafter.
All the people of Bootan considered the Dhurma Raja as their spiritual
guide and incarnate Deity, and implicitly obeyed hie orders. Sometime
after this, and shortly before the Dhunna Raja's death, he directed that on
the occurrence of that event his dwelling house, refectory, and store-rooms
should be locked up, and that his slaves aud wealth should be taken care of
as before ; that hie body shoui&sot be burn& but having been fried in oil,
t h t it should be put iiito a box, and that tort and rice and vegetables should
be placed daily at the hour of meals near the b ~ r ,whilst his followers should
perform religious worship, by which means he should obtain the food, until
after a time he should be regenerated at Lhassa, and would again come to
take possession of his country. After that the Dhunna Raja died, and in
the course of time the child of a paor man in Lhassa began to say, in the
third year of his age, " I am the Dhurma Raja, my country is Lblbmba, or
Bootan ;my h o w and property are there." On hearing this tKe Deb Raja
sent people to make enquiry respecting the child. On their arrival at Lhessa
they went to him, and having heard whnt he said, they acknowledged him BB
Dhunna Raja ;but on wiahing to take him away, the ruler of Lhasaa and the
child's parenta objeceed thereto, upon which the Deb Raja sent lrvge preaents
of money, horses, and goods t o the ruler of Lhaasa, and to the parents of the
child, and brought away the latter into the country of Bootan. On hie
arrival there certain articles were taken out of the store rooms of the deceased
Dhurma Raja, and being mixed with. similar articlea belonging to othem,
were shown to the child, and he was asked which of the things were h i s
Upon this the infant Dhurma Raja recognized his former property, and as he
also knew the slaves, it appeared that he was in reality the Dhurma Raja,
and he was accordingly seated with the usual religious observances and wremonies on the throne. After that he began to read the ShLtriis and toperform the ceremonies practised by the former Dhurma Raja, and in the
eame manner being thus continually regenerated the Dhurma Rajae oontinue until the present day. The reigning Dhurma Raja is accordrngly to some
the tenth,* and according to others the eleventh; but none can tell e d y ,

The Dhunna Rajas d n g to the Government at the age of three, the vdrlne of tca d
their lives w i l l be about 350 ).earn, and if from this we deduct the value of one life on .marurt of
the ndvanoed age of the first nhurma Raja, and the period which tLe migoing one hiu still b livc,
, the remainder, 315 years,will approximats very neurly to the period when the p-t
w
h BphC
' Dynasty first appeared, the founder of which m y have been the expelled
Thb k the
31'2th y&cr of the Cwch Hehar era.-T.
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nor cnn they my how many yearn i t is eince the first Dliunna Raja caiile to
Poonakh from Lenja. These pnrticulara are c o l l t ~ i n ~in
d a L ~ m t aor hietory
of the Dhurma
Raja
;
bnt-f,Iie
o
w ~ ~ p tofm
it
are
in
the
hands of the reigning
_.
D h m a aud Doh Rijaq, and it is not procunrhle. The present Dhurma
,
Rsja was not regcne~~tcil
in I;ha8%z,?k~6h-of which is aa followe : previ- ! ,
? 4
ously to the death of the late Dhurma Raja, the Deb Raja and other coun' ,/ 4
sellors of State entreated the Dhunna saying. " You hare hitherto Iwxn
regenerated in Lhassg and in bringing you here a great expenam is nnneces, .
w
sarily incurred." Upon which the Dhurma replied, " I will become rcgenerated in the Shasheb caate, and in Tangso," and accordingly he re-tyl-mred
in TOF,
and is of t@ Shashek eaete. I n like manner, as the ~11-a 16ss
at the age of three yenrs'declare their regenerations, other persons in Bootan
also a t the m e age make similar declarations, and if there i; a wife or child
or relation of the person in his former birth alive, they present something t o
the parents of the child and carry him to s Gylong or monk who hm forsaken
the world, or to the Dhurma R q a or some place of worship, and there make R
Gylong of him. If no relation of the child in his former birth remain, his m
t
e
themselves make a Gylong of him in the manner above deecribed. Of this
kind of Gylonge fifty or sixty might be found, but before or after three years of
age none d them can recollect their former existence : in this manner &o
are regenernted the Lama of Lhassa, GJ-GRimbfchG, and the Lama of Digurchee, Penjelam or Teshoo Lama, and the ruler of Chake called Chakelam.
The Booteahs consider the Dhurma Raja as their spiritrial guide, incarnate Deity, and Sovereign Prince ;but in respect to the internal government
of the country or to its relation0 with any Foreign States, he hse no authority
whatever ; and, with exception to spiritual and religious matters, the admiiistration of the Government of the country is conducted by the Deb Raja, with
the advice of the Kojis and Counsellors, and in some csses with the concurrence of the Dhurma Raja From the cares of Glovelnment the Dhurma Raja
is almost entirely free, and he ha^ no great number of attendants for purposes
of State. According to the ancient custom he receives for his daily subsis-,
tence 8 measures, or 41ba of rice, his Zimp6 receives 21ba, and the Gylongs '
attached to his suite receive some 21ba and some llb. according to their rank.
The Ziukafs or Messengem, and Sankaups or menid servants, and his male
and female slaves to the number allowed by ancient custom, each receive
llb. of rice per diem : it is called in 130otan clean rice, but is in fact half
composed of that grain in the husk. Besides the above any person who is
employed by the Dhunna Raja on the public service is paid from the public ,
!l'reaaury by the Deb Raja The Dhurma Raja also receives something in the
m y of Nuzzerana or offering8 from the inferior Chiefs, and he trades to some
extent. These perquisites are under the oontrol of the Lam Zimpd or household etewnrd, the Dhunna himself remaining constantly employed in the
performnnce of hi religious dutiea The Lam Zimpk e x e r c k authority over
the agent8 iu trade, and the Zinkaffs and sluvea, male and female, and other
yersollaI clepeudente of thc Dhurma Raja, and au O 5 y r called Zimpe11un1 acts
I
-
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aa Lam Zimyk'a deputy, and takes care of the treasury and store-rooma
bout fiffeen or twenty menials are employed in the service of the D h m a
ja, and besides them sixty Zinkaffs* or Meaaengers remain in attendance a t
he gate-way, and forty Oylongs are constantly in attendance for the perfornce of the ceremonies of religion ; the above constitute the whole of hie
[persond attendants. The Dhurma Raja poesessea lands in the low country to
ithe south of the Hills of the annual value of seven or eight thousand Rupeea,
knd trades with a capital of twenty-five or thirty thousand R u m On the
appointment of any of the Officers of State they proceed, &r receiving their
dress of honor from the Deb Raja, to the Dhurma Raja, to whom they preeent
an offering, and receive a handkerchief, or a piece of silk of three feet in
length and two fingem breadth, wh~chis tiod about-their
nechs
.- '
-..--at h d l q z z
; sidcr sacred, and to act as a preservative from danker-. From this souroe the
' . D h u r r n ~ Raja may receive 2,000 Rupees per anuum. When any of the
\ Dhrupla Raja's w a n t s obtain any public employment, they also preaent him
with something additioual, and when people die, he receives something at the
funeral obsequies, or when any religious ceremony takea place ; from both these
sources he may derive about 2,000 Rupees anmally. &sides the above income
he poculessesabout one hundred and twenty-five tangam and mares, one hundred and fifty or two hundred cows and buffaloes, and a considerable eum of
ready money. His expences are very considerable, aa he is obliged to maintain
all supernumerary Gylonga and followers exceeding the ancient establishment
from his private funds, aud also to defray the expences of the religious oeremoniea and charitable donations, so that little remains-of hie annual receipta
The Deb Rajn has no authority over the Dhurma Raja's people, and whatever is
done by the Deb Raja is done with the advice or knowledge of the Kalan, who is
one of the Counsellors invariably appointed by the Dhurma Raja If the
Dhurma Raja's people go to any Soubah or Collector in the interior, they
receive from them their food, but without the Deb Rsja's orders they can
neither demand food from the Ryota, nor porters to carry their baggage. Lam
Zimp6 has under his orders twenty peons; in point of rank he is on an
equality with the Deb Raja's Dewan.
The Deb Raja is the Prime Minister. The Dony is the Deb Raja's publia
Dewan. Kalan is a Counsellor who attends on the part of the Dhurma Raja,
and these two, with Punab or Puns Zimp6, the Clovernor of Poonalrh, and
Thimpoab or Thimpoo Zimp6 the Governor of Taeeisudon, are the four chief
Counsellors of State. Wandipoor Zimp6, the Governor of the Fort of
Wandipor, Paro Pillo, the Governor of Paro, Tongso Pillo, the Governor of
Tongao, and Tagna Pillo, the ruler of Tagna, are slso of the aame m k ;and
without their c o n c m n c e the Deb Raja can do nothing ; they are equal in
rank to the four Counsellors above mentioned, and the rulera of smaller
Districts, and the Soubahs of paases, are under their mpective ordera
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The Deb Raja or the Prime Minister is the principal organ of Government.
He receives the customary tribute from the different Governore of districts,
and having laid it up in the Government storeroome disburses the established
charges of the State. He has, however, no authority to deviate in the smallest
degree from the observance of established customs. The revenue which he
reoeives from the wuntry is expended in religious ceremonies and in feeding
the dependents of Government. The Deb ~ a j is
a entitled to 6 measures or
S h . of rice from the Government stores daily ; his Zinkafs and Sankaup
are also fed from the public stores, but reuiive-no wages. His other perquisites '
are from six sources, as follows :1st.-When any person is appointed a PiUo or Zimp6, or to any office
of Stab, they present something to the Deb Raja 2ndly.-He receives pereonally the whole revenue of the low-land estates of Moinagooree, kc., about
30,000 Rupees per annum. 3rdly.-He trades with a capital of about 40,000
Rupees. 4thly.-He receives a fine in all oaeee of murder or homicide
of 126 Rupees from the offender. 5thly.-He is entitled to the property of
d l eervante of Government on their demise, unless they may have been dependenta of the Dhurma Raja, who in that case eucceeda to their property.
6thly.-He
prceente horses, silk, salt, and hoes to the petty landholders and
farmem, and receives much more than the value in return. By these means j , ,
'
he wllects money, and with the oontents of the public store-room, and t h e , c" ;
produce of his brood mares and cattle, he d e h p the charges of the religious ' *'
ceremonies and expence attending the m a n n f ~ t u r cand sanctification of new, . ,
i s e s of the deities, which are constantly going on in the palace. When
the Deb Raja v m t e a his office he must leave to his successor 500 Rupees in
caah in the Treasury, 126 slaves, 126 horses, and the ensigns and appendages of
State, and with the remainder of his wealth he may retire wherever he pleases,
but upon his death the reigning Deb Raja will be entitled to what he
leaves.
The Deb Zimp6, or the private Dewan of the Deb h j u , has an establishment of twenty Poes or fighting messengers ; he superintends the trading
and other concerns of the Deb Rajns, and is entitled to 2 % ~ .of rice
per diem, and to certain perquisites on the appointments of the inferior
Offioers of Govcrnrnent, and in cases of homicide. The Deb ZimpB's Poes
receive tho same allowance as those of the four Counsellors or Kajis.
The Zimpenum is the steward of the household. The wardrobe, caah,
jeweb, and plat? are under his charge ; he has ten Poes or fighting mesaengore under hie orders, and receives an allowance of 14%. of rice, and a fee
from persona visiting tho Deb Raja. His rank is equal to that of the Dewane
of the Soubaha
The Dony or public Dewan and Sheriff constantly attends the Deb Raja,
and transacts the public businese of Government. He has an establishment
of twenty Poes, receives an allowance of 2bs. of rice, a fee in cams of
homicide, and a present for an appointment ; he has about ten or twelve
menials d l armed.
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The Corcba, or Warden of the Fort gate, has five Poes, and is equal in
rank to the Donchap.
The Donchap or Zeruindar has under him ten Poes ; he is the Deputy of
the Dony and executes his orders ; he receives an allowance of 1)fta of rice,
and his ohief business is to go and inform the Dhurma and Deb b j a e when
the rice is boiled, and after receiving their orders to see that each person gets
his proper share. Tabey is the chief of the Z i M s , of whom 100 renlain
in attendance on the Deb Raja. Tabey has ten Poes and an allowance of
lttbs of rice. The Zinkaffs go to war, and on errands of trnde and
public buinees, and each receives lb. of rice, and allowanoe of tea
and spirits, and &. pieces of cloth. ~ k f i 6is the hEad goom, he has five
Poea and 150 grooms under--his orders. He has charge of the h o w and
receives lifbs of rice.
Nep is the store-keeper of the rice.
Ch'hane haa charge of the salt and groceries, and haa three or four Poes ;
he receives lb. of rice.
Man6 is the chief of the buttermen, and has three Poes and an allowance
of 18. of rico.
Shanfi haa charge of the larder ; his attendants, kc., ae above.
Thap6 is the chief cook; he has twenty Poes, and reoeivee l i b of
rice.
Tongso is tho chief physician; he has four Poea, and receivea 2lbs.
of rice.
Labetui is the Bootan Secretary ; he has five Poes and 21ba of rice,
he also receives something from the Soubahs, and has altogether about 1,000
Rupees per annum.
Kaiti are the Bengal and Persian Secretaries. They get &h 21be.
of rice, and have each two Poes, and receive from the Soubahs and Pillus
about 1,000 Rupees, and also something for causes and liberty in the lowlands.
Kalan is the Counsellor on the part of the Dhurma Raja. He has twenty
Poes ;he aaaists in the Council, and together with other Coiinsellors tries caws
for r o e r y , theft, and murder, h. I t is also his specid duty to inform the
Dhurma Raja of all that is going on. He receives 21bs. of rice and sonle
fees on suits.
P b - a b or Piina Zimp6 is the Governor of Poonakh Fort. In the cold
weather the Dhurma and Deb Rajas live there for six monthe, the surrounding Ryote are under Pdna-ab and are all Booteahs. Pfina-ab has nothing to
do with the cultivators of the low-ku~ds;under him are h e j e e Zirnp6 and
two other Collectors, called T u m i , of inferior rank. His jurisdiction extends
in length two days journey from South to North, and somewhat loss in
brc&h.
Poonakh is the centre of it, and the whole can be seen from that
pkce. Pfina-ab collecta from tho Ryots rice, wod, what, and g a s aocording to custom, and having stored up these articles serve43 them out to the
Dcb and Dhuwma Raja13and thcir followers. In the month of P h a l p them
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is a religious ceremony called Dbngsu, a t which the Pillos and Zimp6s attend
and pay the accustomed tribute to the Deb Raja ;on that occasion all the
Ryots of Poonakh attend, and the Governor is required to feed the whole
rtssembly. At that time a great Council is held and persons appointed and
removed from office. Pdna Zirnp6 has many horses and cattle, and trade8
with a capital of four or five thousand Rupees ;he has a Zimp6, Zimpenum, Neb,
Tui, and Officers of different descriptions, the same aa the Deb Raja has himself.
He gets no revenue in cash and pays none, but feeds the Court for six months,
with the exception of thirteen days, during which time Wandipoor Zimpe is
bound to furnish thom d t h provisio s. He tries all musee, civil and criminal,
except homicide, and his jurisdiction includes about a 32nd part of Bootan. *,
Thimpoo Zimp6 is the Governor of the Fort of Tassisudon or Tashizong ;
during the six months the Court remains there he feeds the whole, and provides for the poojah, &c. (in concurrence with the Deb Raj's Officere). His
Territory extends to the North three days journey, and to the South seven
or eight. From East to West it is from one to three days journey in breadth.
In this district there are under Thimpoo a Pillo, a Zimp6, a Jaddu, and five
Tbruas. TWOdays journe~rto thc North there is a place called Gacha, the
Pillo or Governor of which is tributary : there is a Tlima a t Wakha six coss
to the South, a Pillo a t Chipcha, fifteen coss South-West, and under him two
T h ; his jurisdiction is three days journey in len@h and one in breadth.
To the South of Chipha three days journey resides Pacha Jadu, or the
Soubah of Passakha or Buxa Doonr, and the low-land country to the
South is under him. Thimpoo Zimp6 receives 800 Rupees from the Soubah of
Buxa Douar, and from other places grain, kc., and he feeds the Court for
six month4 and defrays the expense of the Chichu Poojah, which takes prace iu
Assin. On that occasion the whole of the Pillos and Soubahs assemble and
hold a general Council, and then the Ileb Raja issues orders for the removal
and appoilltment of the Officers of this description. Thimpoo Zimp6 trades to
a greater extent than Pdna-ab ; tries all civil and criminal causes, with the
exception of cases of homicide, and assists a t the trial of murder, and hemous
offences, with the rest of the Counsellors of State. Thimpoo Zimp6 has officers
under him of the same description as the Deb Rsja himself.
Paro Pillo is the Governor of Paro and resides two days journey to the
west of Tassisudon or Tashizo~ig. He is an Officer of great consequence and
has ut~derhim Dclai Zimp6 or the Governor of Darlingcote, the J h h a Zimp5 or
Soubah of Timdb Dooar, the Chamoorchee Jadu or Soubah of that place, Duntum or the Soubah of Luckeepoor and Bala Dooar, and the TEma or Collector of
Kyrantee, who is under the Soubah of Darlingcote. At Hapgang and Huldibarl
there are also Tdmtrs, and three days journey to the North of Paro, a t Pharee,
on the borders of the Lhassa Territory, he has a dependexit Governor called
Pharee Pillo. All these Officers are under Paro Pillo's command, and deliver
cash, grain, &c., to him, with the exception of the Soubah of Darlingcote, who
maintains the Garrison of Darlingcote and keeps the balance for military
charges. There are many soldiem at Darli~gcotewho are always ready to fight,
a
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and the Governor being subject to Puro Pillo, the latter is on this account more
pon~erfulthan the other Pillos. His Territory extends twelve days journey
from North to South, and is from six to eight days journey in breadth ; he has
under him six out of the eighteen Dooars or passes, and his jurisdiction includes
one-fourth of Bootan. He pays altogether in two instalments 3,500 Rupees,
and he decides all a u w s , civil and criluihal, except crises of homicide. Paro
Pillo has Officers under him of the mmc description as the Deb Raja himself.
Wandipoor Zimp6 is Govevor of the Fort of Wandipoor, which lies to the
South of Poonakh about six coss distant. The Territory under the control of
this Governor extends one day's journey to the West, two coas to the North,
two days journey to the Errst, and to the S~uth-Eastfourteen days' journey.
I n breadth it varies from one t o two days' journey. The Zimp6 resides during the cold weather six months a t Wandipoor, and six mouths in the hot werr-ther a t Khodakha. Under him is Jhargaon Pillo, whose jurisdiction extends
five or six coss to the North of Kistnyf, and the same distance South of Challa,
and is in breadth from North-West to S o u t h - h t two and a half days' journey.
To the South of this division, which is thinly inhabited, the jurisdiction of
the Cherrung Soubah commences and his authority extends to Sidlee and Bijnee.
In the cold weather he lives a t Bissu Sing, and in the hot weather a t Chem~ng.
Wandipoor Zimp6 has only this one Dooar, and a t Kochubari, Bijnee, and Sidlee
Lushkers and five or six Booteahs reside on his pad. He has about 3-32 part^
of the country. He pays dtogethor about 1,000 Rupees, and is bound to
entertain the Court three days on their journey to Poonakh and ten dawnafbr
the Don~%uPoojnh. He decides all causes not involving homicide. Wiindipoor
Zin1p6 has Officexx under him of the same description aa those already mentioned as attached to the suite of the Deb Raja.
Tngna Pillo's jurisdiction lies between Buxa and Cherrung. He haa two
Dooars or passes, and the Ref11 Jadu nnd two Tumas are under his orderu.
His Territery is eight days' journey long, and four d y s from &t to Mreat.
l i e pays altogether annually in two instalmeuts about 3,000 Rupees, and
rules about 3-16ths of the country.
Tongso rill0 resides a t Tongso, six days journey East of Poonakh. His
Temtory is twelve days' journey long from South to North, and eight days
broad. He rules 9-32 of the country and has eight Dooars, and six Zbpt?s
or inferior Officers under his orders, vit., Bag Dooar, or Burra Bijnee, Kundu, or
P'hulgri, ruled by Jonga ZimpB ; Dunsakkhn, to which is attached the lowland of P m k h a a n d Arritti; Tongsigang, to whioh is attached Kalling Dooar
called Hap Dooar in the low-land ;Rotu with Chinka Dooar ;Gurguma, ruled by
Hadi Zimp6 and, Kyabnri ; and besides these he has authority over four
Zimp6s in the Hills, nnd he also 11- under him Officers of the same d e m i p
tion as the Deb Raja. 31-32nd parts of Bootan in point of extent am in this
Cc., the Deb Raja holding Khhs 1-64th
way in the hands of the Pillos, Zim*,
part, nud the D h m a Raja about the anme, or 1-32 of the whole country
between them. Tongso Pillo pays altogether about 3,500 or 4,000, and some
articles of different kinds.
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Tlie Fort of Poonakli is situated between two rivers just above their
junction. To the West of it upon a hill there is another Fort distant about
two coss. At Wandipoor there is also a Fort situated above the junction of the
same river that flows paet Poonakh with another stream falling into it from
the Eastward ; the former is called the Patchoo, and the lntter the Mntchoo. At
Dosim there is a Fort on the South side of a river. At Tassisudon there is a
Fort on the West bank of the Chanshu. To the West of Tasaisudon within
half a ooss there arc two Forts on the same hill. At Paragong thcre is a Fort
and also a t Tongso and Tagna. These are the chief Forts in the country, but
the inferior Officers have also a t their residences squares surrounded on four
sides with stone walls. The above Pillos have the largest garrisons, as they
live all the year round a t the same place.
To the North-West of Taasisudon and to the West thcre are two Fortsthe first called Desiphuta-which arc inhabited by a few officinting priests and
Gylonga. Fvhcn the Court is a t Tassisudotl if the weather happen t o become
uncommonly warm, they go up to Desiphuta. The F o h of Tassisudon
remains empty during the cold weather. At that season from the month of
Assin to Bysakh all round the above Forts, and rrs far as Chipchu, the country
on both sides of the river is covered with snow, and the cold is so excessive,
that thc snow lies from one to three feet deep on the tops of the houses.
The people who remain to watch the houses cannot live without fires, and
they alao wear f~w-arfive dresses, one above another, and night and day
drink tea and wine. On w q n t of the cold many of the inhabitants desert
the country a t this season and repair to the low country on the banks of the
Poonakh and Wandipoor River. Most of the farmera have two h~risesand two
farms, one of which they cultivate duTing the hot, aild the other during the cold
--Cweather. 011 the banks of the Wandipoor River as far as Jhargnon in Jeyte
the heat of the sun is exccssire ; a t that time the Court nnd many of the Ryots
leave Poonakh and retnm t o Tassisudon. At Poonakh if the weather is too
if it is too
hot, the Court goes up to the Xorthcnl Fort, and a t Tt~suishujr~ng
cold, they go to Dosim. The walls of the Forts are built of stone laid in clay:
and the houses are roofed with planks laid 11po11 one nnothcr. and secured
without h t e n i n g s of any kind, mcrcly by pli~cit~g
a number of heavy stones
upon them. The small gates of the F o r b are made of wood, and the g c a t
ga&are plated with iron. The walls of the Forts of Tassisudon and
Poonakh may he thirty feet high ; in the middle of ench of them there is n
very lofty building, (at Trtssisudon it is six or seven stories high,) in which
.-.
Dhurm?
@,,aR liveq and it is surro~~nded
with smallcr buildings for the
the
accommodation of the Deb Raja and thc Officers of Gorcrnmcnt. The ~ralls
are pierced with loopholes for the discl~argrof musketry and airows, nnd the
gates are upon an ascent and very difficult of access. Thc Zinkaffs and Poes
of the Offices of Government reside nt the d w r of the sleeping apartments of
their immediate superior, and their room is hung round with U ~ R . There
are bazars a t Pamgong, Taeeisudon, and Poonakh, where are fiold dry fish,
tea, butter, coarse cloth, pin, betel and regetablcs, but rlce, pulse, earthem
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wlt, pepper, turmeric are not procrirable. At Taesisudon Fort
thcre are 500 Gylongs and about 5 0 0 ~ i n k a f f s , ~ o e s ,Cc. In Tongeo and
Paragong about 700, a t Wandipoor 400, and a t Tagna 500 ; altogether the
whole of the population able to bear arms does not probably exceed 10,000.
The Bootedls have matchlocks, but they are of little use, as they cannot
hit a mark with a ball. They are afi-aid to fire a matchlock with more than
two fingers of powder, and when they load more heavily they tie the piece to
a tree and discharge it from a distance. They are good archers, and their
) arrows discharged from a height go to a great distance ; they a h fight well
j with a knife. When they fight with a Deb Raja, or the Pillos amongst themselves, they&@
rs
a t a distance & fire arrows at each other,-and if one of
them is killed, b o t h 3 i e s rush forward and struggle for the dead body;
whichever 'of them succeed in getting it, they take out the liver and eat it
with bimer and sugar ;they also mix the fat. and blood with tiirFdtin;, - & t i ' \making candles thereof, bum them before the shriie of the deity. c e - m e s of persons killed in war are also used for making musical pipes, and of +e +dla
thymake beads, and also keep them Bet in silver for sippinixwhter st the
time of tKtY$erformance o<religious ceremoniee, m e n a person is killed in
their squabbles the Gylongs usually interfere and make peace between the
parties. The intestine broils, which so frequently occur in Bootan, are usually
occasioned either by the Deb Raja doing something contrary to custom, or by
his remaining too luag in his offlce, in.which m c s the Zimpens, Pill- kc..
assemble and require him to resign, and in thq event of refud s bQttle ensues.
If the Deb Raja resigns, or is defeated, the aweiubly, with the coneent of the
Dhurma Raja, choose some one of theinselves to succeed him of the Sha or
Waa tribe, and who has already attained the dignity either of Zimp6 or Pillo.
These battles always take place a t the annual poojahs in Assin and Phalgoon.
If there is no person in the aseembly fit for the office of the Deb Raja, they
selest a Gylong, and if there is no fit person of that class, or if they cannot
settle the matter amicably amongst themselves, they send tc Lhssss for one.
The Booteahs do not fight in an open manner, but fire a t one another
from a distance, and attack a t night, or lie in ambuscade. They wear iron
1 caps and roats-of-mail of iron, or quilted jackets ;they are armed with four
or five knives in case of accidents, and they carry bows and arrows : before
engaging they drink plentifully of fermented liquor : the Deb Raja himgelf
i d s them to battle, and in case of war all the Ryots of the country seeemble
to fight : on such occasions they maintain themselves, and the women attend
to carry the eatables and baggage. All the inhabitants are always armed, the
men wearing long knives and the women smaller ones.
An unregenerated person may become a Gylong, a t any time between the
fifth and tenth years of his age, but not before or afterwards. The parenb of
the ohild of their o m accord appear before the Dhurma Raja or the Deb
Raja, or before some Officer of Government, or a Gylong, and preeent the
child, along with some money, requesting that he may be admitted into
orders. The child's cloth- are then taken off, and he is inveaed with a
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coat of a red colour and a piece of cloth is put rauud his neck; his parents)'/
k:.fe,
have no longer anything to do with his support, and the Gylougs feed him'
and teach him to pray and to read the holy books. The Gylongs renounce all
connection with women and the cultivation of the ground, but they may
trade or serve the Government. If any of them trespass in regard to
women, they are expelled from the Society and not allowed to perform the
ceremoniee of religiou. If any of them choose voluntarily to resign, he
calls out aloud in the midst of the assembled brotherhood " Dfimshobdai,"
or 4 c m x a v e r i n g h a s fallen off," and flies from their presence, but is permitted -7,
to take with him any property that he may have accumulated. The Gylonge
are bound to perform religious worship in public, and also for private individuals, t o read the holy books, and to burn the dead. The Chief of the Gylonga
is called Lamkhem. He is next in rank to the Dhurma Raja, and when the
latter dies the Lamkhem performs the funeral obsequies, and commands in
spiritual mattera during the interregnum and the minority of the next Dhurma
Raja, whom he instructs in the religious ceremonies and sacred books.
I t is consequently a very high office. Under the Lamkheln there is a Deputy
called the Lam Omje who, in case of the Lamkhem's death, performs the dutiea
of the office, and is usually appointed his successor by the Dhl~rlnaRaja, in
concurrence with a Council of elders of the class of Gylongs, to which body
the Deb Raja, the four Chief Counsellore, and the three Pillos always belong.
Under the Lam Onlje are ten or twelve Lubi or inferior Gylongw for teaching
singing, reading, kc., to the boys. There are five hundred Gjlongs a t T w i sudon and Poonakh, three hundred a t Partigong, three hundred ~t Tongso, two
hundred and fifty a t T-,
two hundred a t ivandipoor, tmd one or two a t each
of tihe stations of inferior Officers, supposed to be about three hundred, making altogether about two thoumnd. There also reside separntely in Gimpas
or convents and as servants three thousand one hundred and fifty, making
altogether five thousand Gylongs under the guidance of Lamkhc~n. The con,vents are chiefly founded by Deb Debas or Deb Rajas a h o have resigned the
office or other retired Officers of State. All Gylongs that live with the Court,
or with the Officersof Government, are fed by the Government, while those
who live in convents support themselves; but when the Government distributes charity, all the Gylcngs are entitled to a share. When any rich Gylong ,
dies a part af his property goes to the Government, either to the Deb Raja or
Dhurma Raja, as he may have heen a dependent of them respectively, and the
remainder is divided amongst hia brethren ; that is to say, if the deceased was
in the service of Government, the Deb Raja gets hie estate, and if he waa a
mere Gylong, the Dhurma Raja and Lamkhem will take it. Wheu charity is
distributed, a Gylong who has been twice born or regenerated in the manner
above-mentioned receives a double portion, and a treble if he has been thrice
m n ~ l o tbear arms unless they are in the service of Governborn.
ment, but they may have a small knife for culinary purposes : they are not
permitted to &q,or even to Lie down ;night and day persons of the order
continually keep watch over them, armed with long whips, which they apply
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\ . \ to the slloulders of any one that is seen to nod : they are not allowed to go

out of the Fort without the ordere of Lanlkllem, and of the Dhurma and Deb
Rajm, except on the days when they go in procession to bathe in the river.
On these occasions thcy are preceded by musicisus and persons burning
incense next to them marches the Lamkhem, and after him the Gylunga in
single files nzcording to their seniority, when they proceed to bathe in the same
order. The Gylongs called Lubi bathe separately from the others. 'I'here are
o ycllow cloth?, and make vows of chastitj.
also convents of yomen ~ h wear
/
They have each their own superior, and are under the control of Lamkhem.
Bootan produces abundnnce of tangun horscs, blankets, walnuts, musk,
. c_howrioa or cow tails, oranges and manjeet (madde9 ahich tho inhabitants sell
rd
a t Rungpore; and thence take back woolleu- cloth, Gttus, i ~ n $ g o , - - ~ ~ d a ~ , r x B a u d a l , assnfetidn, nntmegs, cloves, nakhi, all$ coarse cotton -of - -,
,J
. which they use a pnrt in Bootnn and send the rest to Uaam, and from the
latter country they import ten, silver, gold, and d r p i d e r e d silk goods. In
Lhassa there is no rice produced, and little n-i,
of any kind, on which
account rice, parched rice, w h a t , and flour of dhemsi are also exported from
Bootan to that country. The tea the Booteahs consume themselves; the
greater part of the silk goods for clothing and hangina_k.Jl&&mplek;
and with the silver they mix load and coin it into Narrainee Rupees. The
Bootenhs als;send
the mrno 6rK-ol goods as they export to Rungpore t o
Nipal and Assnm, and to the former country they likewise export rock =It.
Fmm the low-lands under the Hills and on the borders of Rungpore and Cooch
B&ar they import swine, cattle, pin and betel, tobacco, dried fish, and
I c o a m cotton cloth. Besides tho Officers of Government and their servants,
no pereon cnn trade with a foreign country, nor can any cf the inhabitants
sell tangrin mares without the Deb Raja's poxmission. All horsea and blankets
are monopolized a t a low price by the Officer in whose jurisdiction they are
produced.
In Bootan the grains prodl~cedare rice, wheat, dhcmsi, barley, muetrurl,
chenna, murwn, and Indian corn. The rice is planted out in h r , and
ripens in Assin or the beginning of Kartik. The other grains are sown in
Kartik and reaped in Jeyt. The sloping sides of thc Hills are cut into stages,
and the rice watered from rindeta which are made to overfiow the different
beds successively. All sorts of fruit ripen between June and October. The
fruits we walnute, apples, peaches, orange% ponlegra~mtee, chonli, limes,
melons, kc. There is one mangoe tree a t Poonakh and one a t Wandipor, both
of which bear, but the fniit is had, and sells for an extravagant price : i t ripens
in the month of Assin or September. There is one jack tm a t Jhaqpon and
two date trees in all Bootan. Near Wandipoor sugar-cane ia cultivated:
radishes and turnips are very plentiful : thc latter weigh ten or twelve pounda
The women perform all the ab.ricultural labor except the work of ploughing.
In Bootan there are fifteen tribes, the chief of which are thoee od-f
'
V i a . The Deb Rajas and also the principal Otficers of State ueed a l w a ~ rto
be of these castes ; but the present Deb Rsjg on account of his abilities,
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obtained that o5ce although a Parab. The tribe of Sha inhabit the country
about W a n d i ~ ;r the 1V1fl.a~that about Tassisudon arid Wnkhg,; the Pantb,
P a w n ; Shasheb, Tongso ;and the Togab, Togla, Besides these five, &&h
are the principal tribes, there are the-following castes : Gen, Kapi, Thowzcb,
which -are all of inferior rank ; they live in the m o u n t a i r t o t h e North of
Poonakh and Tassisudon ~ p darc_ the herdsmcn of the chomee-tailed cattle.
The caste of Pewa sell pin, betel and spirits, and the women w e prostitnites.
The caste of Zongrsob are all menials or slaves. Both these castes live about
Tassisudon, Poonakh, and Waudipoor, and nowhere eke. The son of a Bootcsh and a Cooch parent is called Thep. The Toto tribe live in Li~ckeqoor,tlic
Dahya in Chamoorchee, tho l3agbora and Ole in C h e m n g ; the whole of t j i s e
wtes repeat the sacred words " Oom Mani Pameeoom" and revere the Dhumut
Raja ns an incarnation of the Deity. Besides the above there are Cooch,
Rajbungsees, Massulmans and o e tribes in the low-lands, all of whom profess their peculiar fnith, and follow its customs without molestation.
The Bootcaha worship images and conaider the Dhurma Raja as a god.
They will not kill any animal even for food, hut will eat m i o n , or what has
been killed by any other person. They eat the flesh of every sort of animal
except that of the pigeon; but if any one thould eat even that he will not
lose caste, but will merely be exposed to ridicule. All clastles from boyhood
to old age repeat this one muntra:" Oom Mani Pameeoom." They consider
Owanchu as the Supreme Deity. Labxem buche, a deity whose image they
worship, rcsenlMes eu,rctly that of ~ k r nof the Hindoos. Ch_efa& resembles
Krishna. Dawjitan is the same as Jngannath, but his image was not seen.
Amsumem is said to resemble the Hindoo Che~idi; the above are benevolexlt
deitie~. Oonjulea's image waa not seen : he was wid to be malevolent. /
Besides these there are innumerable images, sitting in the posture of a jogi,
with four hands held up. The image8 of the deities are kept in the apartments
of the Dhurma Raja, the Deb Raja, m
n
id the Officers of Government. The
people of the country often walk round the buildings containing the images
repeating the words " Oom Mani Pameeoom." There are also erected in many
places stone walls called Chuti, of four or five cubits high and indefinite
length, upon which the above words are inscribed, and the people in like manner walk round them, repeating the same. They also put up flsga with the
above words inscribed upon them, and every person passing the place ought
to put up another ; but poor people merely attach a rag of two or three inches
long and half an inch broad to the pole of the first flag. The Booteahs do
not bathe before meals, but repeat the worda '' Oom Mani Pameeoom." Four
timea a month the Gylongs abstain from fish or flesh, viz., on the 8th, ldth,
24th, and 30th of the moon. Some only observe the fast once a month. The
Gylongs are forbidden to use wine, but drink it secretly. The chief maxim of
religious faith amongst t h e Booteahs is that of sparing the life of all animals.
The fish in the rivers they do not allow any one to kill:; the lice and 5eaa that
infest their heads and clothes they catch and throw away ; bug^ they treat in
the same manner, and never put any lund of animal to death. The religion of
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the Booteahs aseimilates in some points with that of the Hiudoos ; they worship
tho images of the deities, count their beads a t prayers, and offer clarified
butter to the gods by throwing it on the f i e : they also resemble in their
prejudices against taking away the life of animals, the same as our byragis,
only that the latter refrnin from eating the flesh of an animal, ae well as from
killing it. They resemble the Buddhists in offering no bloody sacrifices and in
not bending their heads before the image of any god, mying that the Deity
pervades all nature and consequently their heads, which it is therefore
unbecoming to bow before an image. They eat flesh, drink wine, and make
V , beads of the skulls of men in the manner of our sect ~f Beers. They are
not hfussulrnsns, but rather approximate in their opinions to the dindoos of the
above sect, who have relinquished the observances of caste and diet. The
respectable people are continually repeating their muntra and performing
religious ceremonies. The image of Laberem buche resembles that of Ram ;
v!
his countenance is similar, and he holds in his hands a bow and arrow; the
Bootan deity is, however, made of mpper and gilt. There are also many
, images of aeities with
-- four a m , the manufacture of which is constantly
I goini-Gn:u
th_q
palwe,
and together with the suhscquent ceremonies, occasion
;
J the chief expcgse of the Government. The aame sort of articles is not
ofered to at1 of their deities : some are presented with the heads of dried fish
and fermented liquor ; some receive fruits and rice, while others receive tea,
\ I
! and Loo is presented with pork, and with the head of an ox, which is burnt
and the horns put up in front of the house.
When a child is born it is first washed a i t h warm water ;after that, the
'
next morning, it is carried to the river and plunged into the water, however
cold the weather may be : there it is kept some time and after that its mother
is bathed and the child wrapped up and carried home. .Marriages an! contmts by agreement of the parties, and no ceremonies are observed a t their
celebration ;for the most part the husbands live in the houses of their wives,
the latter seldom going to their husband's house. A rich ~nanmay keep as
many wives as he can maintain, and when poor, three or four brothers club
together and keep one wife amongst them. The children of such s connection
all the eldest husband father, and the others uncles. I t is not considered
as any crime for n man to have connection with any of hie female relation8
except his rqother ; but it is looked upon as discreditable in the case of a 5ister
1 or daughter. AImost all the women proetitute themselves until they are twenty; five or sixtg yeam of age when they take a hushand. Old women are frequently
' united ifi marriage to boys, in which csse the husband usudly t a k a the
)
d a ~ i h t e of
r his old wife after her demise. If the husband be much older than
his w-ifehe calls her daughter, and mother if much younger. When a person dies, a Gylong is sent for, who b u m the body. The bodies of persons
dying of tho small-pox are first buried for three days, and if of any other
' disease, kept in the house for the a l e period after death and then hurned.
In the cmc of persons of consequence there is an assembly of many people,
and apparently rejoicing, with much drinking of 511irit.a and feasting. During
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three days that the body is kept the usual allowance of food is placed beside
it, and this is the perquisite of the officiating Gylong. There are two places \
built with stones, one near Tasaisudon and another at Poonakh, called ,"
Tntina, where all dead bodies are burned. The ashes after incineration are '
collectsd and carried homo, and in the morning they are placed in a bmsa pot
'
and covered with silk and, attended by a procession, carried to the river, where
the wntenta are thrown into the water, and the pot and silk presented to the +'
Gylongs. At the same time a part of the wealth of the deceased is given in
charity to the Gylouga, and they are fed with rice and tea, and one or more
flags with the mystic worde '' Ooni Maui Paineeoom" inscribed 11pon them are
put up at the house of the cieceaaed as a means of acccleratiiig his
regenemtion.
I n Bootan lightning does not descend from the clouds las in Bcngal,
but r i m from earth ; this was not actudly scen, hut the holes ill the earth J
were inspected, and it is ~inivemallyreported to be tlic case by the inhabitants.
I n Bootan it never thunders, nor do the c l o ~ ~ dever
s appear of a black color,
but merely resemble mist ; the rain which falls is also exceedingly fiuc, like
our mist. At Wandipoor and Pooriakh then! is sunshine all the year, but in
other places a thick fog nutigates the ardour of the sun's rap, which is probably
occasioned by the eomparative lowneas of the situation of these two places.
At Wandipoor on account of the mountains the sun is not seen for the first and
laat puhurn of the-day. Snow falls only occasionally at Wandipor and Pooi~akh,
but every year in the other parts of the country.
The Booteaha all live by their own labor, no one depending for support
upon his relations. They have no objection to any sort of work, except killing
hogs or other animals, which is performed by a person of mean cash called
P'hapohemi, who is a slave. The chief employments followed by the men ore
thoae of cultivating t,h9~3-rcundor keeping shops : ther_c arc also pttc>rs,blt~cksmiths, and carpenters. The-potters do not use the wheel. l'he b1:rcksmith
*works like thoso in Bengal, but tlie carpliter has no saw, a~dpcrformsall Iiiu
~ r with
k an adze and chissel. There arc no b u b c r ~or amhermen, evciy one
performing these offices for himself.
The Booteaha enjoy the revenues of their country by mutual concurrence
in the following manner : They first become Zinkaffs or Poee, then Tumas,
then Zumpos under the Pillos or other Otticers, a f k r that Iodns or Soubahs of
Paps, after that Zimp6, then Pillo, and at length they may become Deb Raja.
The last Deb Raja was in fact origindly a Zinkaff. If a man, however, possess
extraordinary abilities or interest, he may get on more quickly and bewnic
a t once a Zimp6 from being a ZinkAff. Where a person geta a good appoiutmeut hc ie not allowed to keep it long, but at the annual religious festivals
frequent removals and appointments take placc. The Dcb Raja himself after
a time is liable to bo thnist out on wme such a pretence as that of hi8
having infringed established customs; and unless he havc either Tongso or
Paro Pillo on his side, he must, if required to do so, resign his placo, or risk
he result of a civil war : on this account thc Doh Raja strives, by removals
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and changes at the annual festivah, to fill the principal offioee with persons
devoted to his interest. The Booteaha are full of fraud and intrigue, and
would not m p l e to murder their own father or brother tp serve their inter&;
but what i wonderful i that the slavea are moat fsithful and obedient to
P their masterg and are ready to d o e their l i d or livee in their aervice ;
while their masters, on the other hand, uee them most cruelly, oRen a c t i n g
upon them homd punishment and frequently mutilating them.
No complaints for assaulta and slight wounding or adulterg are heard.
\ If a man catch another in adultery with hie wife' he may kill him without
! ffiruple, but if, under other circumstances, a man kill another, he must pay
126 Rupea to the Deb Raj% and something to the other Couneellora and to
the heirs of the deceased. If he cannot pay this Crum, he is tied to the dead
body and thrown into the river. No distinction is made between what is
called murder and manslaughter in English law. In mum of robbery and
theft the property of the criminal ie eeieed, and he ia confined for sir monthe
or a year, after which he is sold aa a slave, and all h i relatione are liable to
the same punishment. There ie no burglary or dacoity in h o w in B o o t . ,
and robberies take place upon the highway, the Ryota having nothing in their
houses for daooita to carry away.
The practice of the Courta i that if a man complainn he can never
obtain justice, but he may be subject to a fine if he fail0 to eetablish hia &im.
If a merchant haa a demand againet any one, and can by no means get paid,
I he oan only go to the Deb Raja, or some other Judge, and aay, moh a man
owes me so much; pray collect the amount, and use it aa your own." The
defendant ia then summoned, and if the demand is proved to be just,
the money is real& for the uee of the Judge, who, on the other hand, if tbe
claim is not eetablished, takea the amount demanded from the plaintiff,
Whenever any Ryot, or landholder, or servant, haa collected a little m w ,
the Officer of Government under whose authority they happen to be pLeoed
fin& some plea or other for taking the whole. On this ~ooountthe Ryote rn
sfraid to put on good clothea, or to eat and drink according to their inclination,
lest they should excite the avarice of their rulera Notwithstan&g this, the
;! latter leave nothing to the Ryots, but the Cylongs are oRen poaeeseed of d t b ,
' which they collect aa charity, and
feea of office, and by trada Whmm
orrows money from a Glylong, considering him aa a revered person, ~ 9 s
back more than he borrowed, and if they complain to the Judge, they get the
sum lent with interest, if their claim ia proved, and if not, they aw not
; subject to any fine; the eervanta of Government are also favored in like
manner by the Courtk . In all w a p the Ryota are harraesed ; whet~vmrioe
they grow is taken dm& entirely for revenue by the Government., and tbey
arc also obliged to deliver the grsas and straw. Of wheat they retain a lager
portion, and they do not give to Government any part of their d h d All
the colta that are produced from their maree, and all the blanketa they make,
are also taken by the Officers of Covernnlent at a low prim. They pre &
hound to f
d h w o o d , spirite, and grain for the Government 05and
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the husks and straw for the cattle, and are further obliged to WRY all the
hslm of goods in which the Officera of Government trade gratie. For
exemption from the laat grievanw those who can afford it pay something to
the L)eb Raja, which of course renders it still more burdemome on thoee who
cannot do the m e .
Sal, SaralJ Sisu, Gambori, and Sida trees are produced in the low-land and
small hi& for two days' journey. On the interjor h i s nothing but fir tree8
to be aeen : the wood ie used for fuel and all other domestic purpoees, and
as it is full of reain
it a h serves for lamp.
-There wse formerly no mint in &tan, but when the Booteahs carried
away the late Raja of Cooch Behar, they got hold of the dies, with which they
&ill stamp Narrainee Rupees. Every new Deb Raja puts a mark upon the
Rupeee of his coinage, and alters the weight. The Dhurma Raja also coins
Rupees, and besides them, no one else is permitted to put their mark upon the
Rupees, but thqre ate_ mints at Paro, T o n p , and Tagn?.
To the North of Gowalpamh Lies Bijnee, the residenc'e of Ballit Narain.
To the West of Bijnee, nine coss, is Bisjorra or Bijorra,
Bijnw
situated
on the confines of the Company's Territories
Wandipoor in Booton.
in the Pergunnah of Khoontaghat. Half a coss North
i
with the Zemindaree of Sidlee.
of this place the Bootan ~ e r r i t o r icommenoe
Three COBE W a t from Bijnee we croseed the Ayi River; it is about eighty yards
b r d and fordable, except in the rainy maeon. To the North-We& of Bisjorra
lies Sidlee, distant six toss, the residence of Suraj Narain, Raja of the Zemin~UW
The
.
intermediate country is covered with long gnus, ;with a few huts
here and there, which are not observable until the traveller is close upon them.
The jungle is very high, but there is a track or foot path as far as Sidlee.
From Sidlee to the Northern Hills there is no road in the rainy seaeon, or from
Byeakh to Knrtik: in the month of Assin the jungle begins to be burned, and
after this operation has been repeated several times the road is cleared. The
passxge through this jungle is attended with innumerable inconveniencies, of
which the following are some : From Bijntre to the Hilla the whole country is
covered with a species of reed called Khqrah, interpereed here and there with
forest trees. The jungle ia of euch height that an elephant or rhinoceros
cannot be seen in it when standing up, and it is eo full of leeches that a person
cannot move a hundred yards without having hi body, wherever it has been
scratched by the graae, covered with them animals, so that a single persan
cannot get rid of them without assistance. In thia jungle, when the sun shines,
the heat is intolerable, and when the sun cease^ to shine a person cannot
remain in it without a fire on account of innumerable musquitoea and other
imwte with which it ie filled. When the sun ahines they retire, but in the
evening and morning, and all night, men and cattle are tormented by them,
and they are only to be dispersed by the amoke of a fire. In t h i jungle there
are tigers, bears, elephants, rhinoceroeee, buffaloes, monkies, wild hogs, deer, &c.,
but from nine o'clock in the morning until three in the afternoon they keep in
the jungle, and are seldom seen except in the morning and evening. To the
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North of Sidlec, six cow,. lies the Village of Bengtolli ; between these places
there is nothing but jungle, and at Bengtolli there are only four or five
familia. To the North-West of Bengtolli lies Thannah Qendagram. There is
here a party of Booteahs but no village, nor are there any houses on the road ;
the aame sort of jungle continues, but begins at Bengtolli to be interapereed
more thickly with s&l trees. Just before arriving at Gendagram we 'c&
the new and old Bhnr Rivers about eighty yards broad and fordable, except
in the rains. To the North-Weat of aendagram, six c w , Liea the Village of
Zilimjhar, containing about fifteen or twenty families of the Mech caste. The
road is a continued jungle with trees, and without a aingle habitation o r
cultivated spot. The M echis cultivate rice and cotton,. and a space of about
a mile in diameter is cleared around the village. One coss Weat of Qendagram we crowed the Champamatee River, about twenty yards broad and
exceedingly rapid. It is fordable except aRer heavy rain. To the West of
Zilimjhar, eight coae, lies Kachubari, containing five or six Booteah houses
called-Change. There are a few h o w s and rice fields at one place on the road.
The country is covered with forests, and the long weeds hegin to disappear.
As far as Kachubari the ground is level, but somewhat higher than the intermediate space b e t ~ e e nZilimjhar and Sidlee. West of Zilimjhar me passed the
Dulpani, a river of the aame description as the Champamatee. To the North of
Kachubari, six cow, lies Pakkeehagga, which is merely a large stone on the
side of the river. The road leads through a forest of eiU trees and rune
chiefly along the banks of a river: at Pakkeehagga small h i commence ;
there are no hebitationa on the road. One coas North-West of Kacbubari
we crowd the Sarabhanga River. It is about eighty yards broad and exceedingly rapid, but is fordable except aRer heavy rain. To the North of
Pakkeehagga, eight coss, is the hill of B k - a i n g where the Soubah of Cherrung
residea during the cold weather. There is no village here nor on the road,
which rum over small hills and through foreste of d and other trees. W e
crossed three mall atreams on this march without bridges. To the FiorthWest of Bim-sing, sixteen coma, lies Dubleng, where there is one Booteah
house. There are no villages on the road, but the country to the West of
Dubleng is inhabited, and furnished us with porters. The road leads over to
the hill of Kamli-aukka, a very lofty mountain, from which the Berhampooter
and the Garrow Hilla are distinctly seen ; the road is nbout a cubit broad, and
parvlgble for loaded horses. There are no bridges on this day's mute. We
started before sunrise and arrived at Dubleng at ten o'clock at night; the Hills
are bare towarcla the top, but lower down they are covered with trees, and a
few ffr treea begin to be aeen on the North-West declivity of Kamii-sukka.
At the bottom of this Hill, previously to arriving at Dubleng, we o
d a
amall rivulet. To the West of Dubleng, eight coae, liea Chermng, the midence
of a Sonbah during the hot weather. The road is hilly, but no very high
mountains were paeeed, and it ia practicable for cattle of any description;
there are a few mttered housea on the way. Cherrung is visible from Dubleng,
and the houms can be wen in clear weather without the aid of a glrres. After
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proceeding half a cose from Duhleng we croaaed a river over wooden bridge ;
an elephant might pass this part of the road by going below. After cro-g
this river fir trees begin to prevail scantily interspersed with other kinds. At
Cherrnng there is no village, but to the South of it the country is said to be
inhabited. At Cherrung there is a stone-home inclosed with walls after the
fishion of the Booteahs. To the North of Cherrung, ten coes, lies Majang, from
which place Cherrung is visible without the aid of a glaea. The direct distance
is estimated at only three cow, but we were from sunrise to about three in the
a h m o o n on the way. The road is hilly but pawable for cattle all the way.
We crossed one river about half-way by a eubstnntial wooden bridge. The
river was rapid not fordable, but to the South the bed was wider and the water
shallow. No houses or cultivation were seen on this day's march. At Majang
there is a a e e _ o f f a u ~orneight familiee,.living in h o u ~ with
s
when
walls, the Ryota not being?llowed
to
build
with
stone.
To
the
North
East of
Mnjang, nine coss, lies H a r m , where there is only one house, and none on the 'I,. p
road. After descending the H
ill from Majang we arrived at the bank of the
-;;
Patchoo-Matchoo River, which runs by Poonakh and Wandipoor, and continued j3 ,
"
not fhr from ite left bank all the way, as we judged from the noise of the waters
when we could not see it. On this day's march scarcely any trees except fire
were seen. Some of the H i were bare towards the top. The road was the
worst we had hitherto travelled over, running in many places dong the aides of
precipitons bmks. It is barely passable for horses, but there is a road along
the river by which it is said elephants can proceed. We started from Majang at sun-rise and arrived at 3 P. n. at Ilarsasu immedistoly after crossing a
river by a wooden bridge. To the right of our route there was a very high
mountain. Prom H a r m u North-West, eight cow, liea KishnyBi, where there
is a eingle Chowkeednr. Before arriving at KishnyBi we croseed a river by a
wooden bridge; the road was entirely destitute of habitations, but better than
that of yesterday and passable for horses or elephants. We started in the
morning and arrived at 2 P. n. From Ki~hnyOiWest, ten cose, lies Jhargaon,
where there is one house for the Pillo, and some h u b for slaves. On the road
we saw no houses or cultivation. The road is like that of yesterday, but there is
one very steep ascent pasaable, however, for cattle of any dewription. We started
from Kishnyki early in the morning and arrived about 5 P. m. at Jhargaon.
There is some rice cultivated at this place. On this day's march we crowd one
river on a wooden bridge and three smaller streams. From Jhargoan West,
twelve cosa, lies Challa, where there is a village containing eight or ten firmilies
and an extensive tract of cultivated land to the South-East. Half-way there is
a small village and some cultivation. Our route of this day and yesterday was
along the left bank of the Patchoo-Matchoo River which comes from Poonakh, but
at some distance from it. Before arriving at Challa we forded a small river
about knee deep. From Challa North, ten coes, liee Hhodaklig where the
Governor of Wmdipoor resides during the hot weather. At Khodakha there is
a village of about sixty houses including convents and a Fort, but there is little
cultivation, the climate being too cold for rice to come to perfection. From
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C l d a to Khodakha the road ascands the greater part of the way, and is
c r d by the streams (believed to be the =me) by wooden bridgea. The
road was paasable for horses but scarcely for elephants. Khodakha is a i t m f d
on a fiat apace on the banka of a stream, and at a great height. From an eminence a little to the West of it Wandipoor is visible. From Khodakha, ten aoea
Weet, lies the ,Fort of Wandipoor. After leaving Khodakha and beginning to
descend the Hill, Wandipoor and the river became visible. The road desaenda
all the way and is very eteep and acarcely paeaable .for cattle. Close to
Wandipoor we croseed the Patchoo River. At Wandipoor there ie a Fort but
no village. It ie situated above the confluence of the Patchoo a i d Matchoa
Rivers: there is some level ground and cultivation near it, and villsges
at no
-...
great
distance.
..
The route from Wandipoor to Cooch Behar being already known, the rent
of the Journal is omitted.

